This publication of Treasury's Office of Foreign Assets Control ("OFAC") is designed as a reference tool providing actual notice of actions by OFAC with respect to Specially Designated Nationals and other entities whose property is blocked, to assist the public in complying with the various sanctions programs administered by OFAC. The latest changes may appear here prior to their publication in the Federal Register, and it is intended that users rely on changes indicated in this document that post-date the most recent Federal Register publication with respect to a particular sanctions program in the appendices to chapter V of Title 31, Code of Federal Regulations. Such changes reflect official actions of OFAC, and will be reflected as soon as practicable in the Federal Register under the index heading "Foreign Assets Control." New Federal Register notices with regard to Specially Designated Nationals or blocked entities may be published at any time. Users are advised to check the Federal Register and this electronic publication routinely for additional names or other changes to the listings. Entities and individuals on the list are occasionally licensed by OFAC to transact business with U.S. persons in anticipation of removal from the list or because of foreign policy considerations in unique circumstances. Licensing in anticipation of official Federal Register publication of a notice of removal based on the unblocking of an entity's or individual's property is reflected in this publication by removal from the list. Current information on licenses issued with regard to Specially Designated Nationals and other blocked persons may be obtained or verified by calling OFAC Licensing at 202/622-2480. The following changes have occurred with respect to the Office of Foreign Assets Control Listing of Specially Designated Nationals and Blocked Persons since January 1, 2022:

**01/05/22**

The following [BALKANS-EO14033] entries have been changed: DODIK, Milorad, Republika Srpska, Bosnia and Herzegovina; DOB 12 Mar 1959; Gender Male (individual) [BALKANS]. -to- DODIK, Milorad, Republika Srpska, Bosnia and Herzegovina; DOB 12 Mar 1959; POB Banja Luka, Bosnia and Herzegovina; nationality Bosnia and Herzegovina; Gender Male (individual) [BALKANS] [BALKANS-EO14033].

The following [BALKANS-EO14033] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List: ALTERNATIVNA TELEVIZIJA D.O.O. BANJA LUKA (a.k.a. ALTERNATIVNA TELEVIZIJA DRUSTVO ZA INFORMISANJE D.O.O. BANJA LUKA; a.k.a. ALTERNATIVNE TELEVIZIJE; a.k.a. "ATV"), Ulica Gunduliceva 33, Banja Luka 78000, Bosnia and Herzegovina; Organization Established Date 1997; Tax ID No. 4400946870008 (Bosnia and Herzegovina); Registration Number 1-9857-00 (Bosnia and Herzegovina) [BALKANS-EO14033] (Linked To: DODIK, Milorad).

ALTERNATIVNA TELEVIZIJA DRUSTVO ZA INFORMISANJE D.O.O. BANJA LUKA (a.k.a. ALTERNATIVNA TELEVIZIJA D.O.O. BANJA LUKA; a.k.a. ALTERNATIVNE TELEVIZIJE; a.k.a. "ATV"), Ulica Gunduliceva 33, Banja Luka 78000, Bosnia and Herzegovina; Organization Established Date 1997; Tax ID No. 4400946870008 (Bosnia and Herzegovina); Registration Number 1-9857-00 (Bosnia and Herzegovina) [BALKANS-EO14033] (Linked To: DODIK, Milorad).

**01/10/22**

The following [NICARAGUA] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List: BARAHONA CASTRO, Rosa Adelina (a.k.a. BARAHONA DE RIVAS, Rosa Adelina), Zona Central, Matagalpa, Nicaragua; DOB 10 May 1957; POB Murra, Nueva Segovia, Nicaragua; nationality Nicaragua; Gender Female; National ID No. 4901005570000R (Nicaragua) (individual) [NICARAGUA].

BARAHONA DE RIVAS, Rosa Adelina (a.k.a. BARAHONA CASTRO, Rosa Adelina), Zona Central, Matagalpa, Nicaragua; DOB 10 May 1957; POB Murra, Nueva Segovia, Nicaragua; nationality Nicaragua; Gender Female; National ID No. 4901005570000R (Nicaragua) (individual) [NICARAGUA].

CALDERON VINDELL, Ramon Humberto, Kilometro Doce y Medio, Carretera Sur, Managua, Nicaragua; DOB 17 Oct 1959; POB San Juan de Limay, Esteli, Nicaragua; nationality Nicaragua; Gender Male; National ID No. 1641710590000J (Nicaragua) (individual) [NICARAGUA].

DELGADO CASTELLON, Celina, Residencial Mira Bosques Casa C15, Managua, Nicaragua;
The following [NPWMD] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

**CHOE, Myong Hyon** (a.k.a. CHOE, Myung-hyo'n), Vladivostok, Russia; DOB 20 Jan 1966; nationality Korea, North; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214; Passport 836210034 (Korea, North) issued 26 Apr 2016 expires 26 Apr 2021 (individual) [NPWMD] (Linked To: SECOND ACADEMY OF NATURAL SCIENCES).

**PYON, Kwang-ch'ol** (a.k.a. PYON, Kwang Chol), Dalian, China; DOB 16 Sep 1964; nationality Korea, North; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214; Passport 719869648 (Russia) (individual) [NPWMD].

**KIM, Song Hun** (a.k.a. KIM, So'ng-hun), Shenyang, China; DOB 10 Apr 1978; nationality Korea, North; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214; Passport 745235023 (Korea, North) issued 19 Mar 2015 expires 19 Mar 2020 (individual) [NPWMD] (Linked To: SECOND ACADEMY OF NATURAL SCIENCES).

**PYON, Kwang-ch'ol** (a.k.a. PYON, Kwang Chol), Dalian, China; DOB 16 Sep 1964; nationality Korea, North; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214; Passport 719869648 (Russia) expires 25 Jun 2022 (individual) [NPWMD].

**PULIDO ORTIZ, Bayardo de Jesus**, Residencial Altos de Motastepe, Cas a 746, Ciudad Sandino, Managua, Nicaragua; DOB 29 Oct 1960; POB Masaya, Nicaragua; nationality Nicaragua; Gender Male; National ID No. 001291060007C (Nicaragua); Diplomatic Passport E0022392 (Nicaragua) issued 12 Apr 2012 expires 12 Apr 2022 (individual) [NICARAGUA].

**RODRIGUEZ RUIZ, Bayardo Ramon**, KM 9 Carretera Nueva A Leon y 300 Mts Al Este, Casa 9, Managua, Nicaragua; DOB 12 Apr 1961; POB Managua, Nicaragua; nationality Nicaragua; Gender Male; National ID No. 0011204610031W (Nicaragua); Diplomatic Passport E0022392 (Nicaragua) issued 12 Apr 2012 expires 12 Apr 2022 (individual) [NICARAGUA].

**DIAZ FLORES, Nahima Janett**, Residencial Lomas del Valle, Casa No. U-5, Managua, Nicaragua; DOB 28 Jun 1989; POB Managua, Nicaragua; nationality Nicaragua; Gender Female; National ID No. 0012806890047K (Nicaragua) (individual) [NICARAGUA].

**PYON, Kwang-ch'ol** (a.k.a. PYON, Kwang Chol), Dalian, China; DOB 16 Sep 1964; nationality Korea, North; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 (individual) [NPWMD] (Linked To: SECOND ACADEMY OF NATURAL SCIENCES).

**RODRIGUEZ RUIZ, Bayardo Ramon**, KM 9 Carretera Nueva A Leon y 300 Mts Al Este, Casa 9, Managua, Nicaragua; DOB 29 Oct 1960; POB Masaya, Nicaragua; nationality Nicaragua; Gender Male; National ID No. 001291060007C (Nicaragua); Diplomatic Passport E0022392 (Nicaragua) issued 12 Apr 2012 expires 12 Apr 2022 (individual) [NICARAGUA].
O, Yong Ho, Moscow, Russia; DOB 25 Dec 1961; nationality Korea, North; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214; Passport 108410041 (Korea, North) issued 13 Oct 2018 expires 13 Oct 2023 (individual) [NPWMD].

PARSEK LLC, Sh. Entuziastov D. 54, Che 0 POM.VII CH K 9, Moscow 111123, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214; Tax ID No. 7714789249 (Russia); Company Number 62817585 (Russia); Registration Number 109774656536 (Russia) [NPWMD].

**01/18/22**

The following [SDGT] entries have been added to OFAC’s SDN List:

- **'ALAMAH, Jihad Salim** (Arabic: جهاد سالم علامة (a.k.a. ALAME, Jihad Salem), Lebanon; DOB 02 Jul 1956; nationality Lebanon; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport LR0162690 (Lebanon); Identification Number 3864856468 (Lebanon) [SDGT] (Linked To: HIZBALLAH).

- **ALAME, Jihad Salem** (a.k.a. 'ALAMAH, Jihad Salim (Arabic: جهاد سالم علامة (a.k.a. ALAME, Jihad Salem), Lebanon; DOB 02 Jul 1956; nationality Lebanon; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport LR0162690 (Lebanon); Identification Number 3864856468 (Lebanon) [SDGT] (Linked To: HIZBALLAH)).

- **DAOUN, Ali Mohammad** (a.k.a. DA'UN, Ali Muhammad (Arabic: داعل علي محمد), Lebanon; DOB 10 Dec 1956; nationality Lebanon; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions Pursuant to the Hizballah Financial Sanctions Regulations; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport 1000644893 (Lebanon) expires 03 Jan 2023 (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: HIZBALLAH).

- **DIYAB, Hajj 'Adil** (a.k.a. DIAB, Adel; a.k.a. DIYAB, Adil 'Ali; a.k.a. DIYAB, Hajj 'Adil), Lebanon; DOB 10 Dec 1960; nationality Lebanon; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Identification Number 32983326 (Lebanon) [SDGT] (Linked To: HIZBALLAH).

- **OLIINYK, Volodymyr** (a.k.a. OLEINIK, Vladimir Nikolayevich (Cyrillic: ОЛЕЙНИК, Владимир Николаевич) (a.k.a. OLIYNYK, Volodymyr Mykolayovych (Cyrillic: ОЛЕЙНИК, Володимир Миколайович), Moscow, Russia; Yalta, Crimea, Ukraine; DOB 16 Apr 1957; POB Ukraine; nationality Ukraine; Website www.oleinik.win; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

**01/17/22**

The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been added to OFAC’s SDN List:

- **KOZAK, Taras Romanovych** (Ukraine; DOB 06 Apr 1972; POB Lviv, Ukraine; nationality Ukraine; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

- **OLEINIK, Vladimir Nikolayevich** (Cyrillic: ОЛЕЙНИК, Владимир Николаевич) (a.k.a. OLIYNYK, Volodymyr Mykolayovych (Cyrillic: ОЛЕЙНИК, Володимир Миколайович), Moscow, Russia; Yalta, Crimea, Ukraine; DOB 16 Apr 1957; POB Ukraine; nationality Ukraine; Website www.oleinik.win; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

- **OLIYNYK, Volodymyr** (a.k.a. OLEINIK, Vladimir Nikolayevich (Cyrillic: ОЛЕЙНИК, Владимир Николаевич) (a.k.a. OLIYNYK, Volodymyr Mykolayovych (Cyrillic: ОЛЕЙНИК, Володимир Миколайович), Moscow, Russia; Yalta, Crimea, Ukraine; DOB 16 Apr 1957; POB Ukraine; nationality Ukraine; Website www.oleinik.win; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
CHANGES TO THE SDN LIST IN 2022

OLIINYK, Volodymyr Mykolayovych (Cyrillic: ОЛІИНИК, Володимир Миколайович) (a.k.a. OLEINIK, Vladimir Nikolaevich (Cyrillic: ОЛЕЙНИК, Владимир Николаевич); a.k.a. OLIINYK, Volodymyr), Moscow, Russia; Yalta, Crimea, Ukraine; DOB 16 Apr 1957; POB Ukraine; nationality Ukraine; Website www.oleinik.win; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SIVKOVICH, Vladimir Leonidovich (Cyrillic: СИВКОВИЧ, Владимир Леонидович) (a.k.a. SIVKOVICH, Volodymyr), Ukraine; DOB 17 Sep 1960; POB Ostrova Mogila Village, Stravishchesnyi Rayon, Kyevska Oblast, Ukraine; nationality Ukraine; citizen Ukraine; Gender Male; Passport DP002778 (Ukraine) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

VOLOSHYN, Oleg (a.k.a. VOLOSHYN, Oleh), 131 Antonovycha, Kyiv 03150, Ukraine; DOB 07 Apr 1981; POB Ukraine; nationality Ukraine; Gender Male; Passport ET870130 (Ukraine) expires 10 Apr 2022; National ID No. 2968200719 (Ukraine); Personal ID Card 1981040705733 (Ukraine) expires 06 Apr 2028 (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

• 01/21/22

The following [SDGT] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

ADNAN, Ali Ayad (a.k.a. ADNAN, Ali Ayad; a.k.a. TIYAD, Adnan 'Ali (Arabic: علي عادان) (إدعوان عادان), Lebanon; Germany; Morocco; Ethiopia; Iraq; Ghana; Nigeria; Turkey; DOB 10 Mar 1963; alt. DOB 01 Jan 1963; nationality Lebanon; alt. nationality Germany; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport LR0435095 (Lebanon); alt. Passport C3181VJJX (Germany) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: HIZBALLAH). AL' AMIR CO. FOR ENGINEERING, CONSTRUCTION AND GENERAL TRADE SARL (a.k.a. AL' AMIR DIAB AND AYAD ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION; a.k.a. AL' AMIR FOR CONSTRUCTING AND BUILDING; a.k.a. PRINCE ENGINEERING, CONSTRUCTION, AND GENERAL TRADING; a.k.a. "ALAMIR"; a.k.a. "AL-AMIR CO."; a.k.a. "AL-AMIR COMPANY"; a.k.a. "AL-AMIR PROJECT"), Al Amir Center - 2nd Floor, Chiah, Beirut, Lebanon; Website www.alamir-lb.com; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Business Registration Number 67796 (Lebanon) [SDGT] (Linked To: AYAD, Adnan).

AYAD, Adnan (a.k.a. ADNAN, Ali Ayad; a.k.a. TIYAD, Adnan 'Ali (Arabic: علي عادان) (إدعوان عادان), Lebanon; Germany; Morocco; Ethiopia; Iraq; Ghana; Nigeria; Turkey; DOB 10 Mar 1963; alt. DOB 01 Jan 1963; nationality Lebanon; alt. nationality Germany; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport LR0435095 (Lebanon); alt. Passport C3181VJJX (Germany) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: HIZBALLAH).

AYAD, Jehad (a.k.a. AYAD, Jehad; a.k.a. AYAD, Ayad, Jihad Adnan (Arabic: عادان جهاد) (إدعوان عادان جهاد)), Zambia; DOB 26 Nov 1988; nationality Germany; alt. nationality Lebanon; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport C480ZRLP5 (Germany) expires 02 Apr 2027; National ID No. 2865885 (Lebanon) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: HIZBALLAH).

AYAD, Ayad, Jihad Adnan (Arabic: وائل عادان جهاد), Lebanon; Germany; Morocco; Ethiopia; Iraq; Ghana; Nigeria; Turkey; DOB 10 Mar 1963; alt. DOB 01 Jan 1963; nationality Lebanon; alt. nationality Germany; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 07 Apr 2003; Business Registration Number 2000776 (Lebanon) [SDGT] (Linked To: AYAD, Adnan).
Executive Order 13886; Passport 1011592 (Lebanon) expires 04 Dec 2019 (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMER AND NAIL CONSTRUCTION LIMITED).

GOLDEN GROUP SAL OFF-SHORE, Beirut, Lebanon; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 26 Aug 2014; Business Registration Number 1807712 (Lebanon) [SDGT] (Linked To: DIAB, Adel; Linked To: AYAD, Adnan).

GOLDEN GROUP TRADING SARL, Beirut, Lebanon; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 07 Apr 2003; Business Registration Number 2000776 (Lebanon) [SDGT] (Linked To: AYAD, Adnan).

HAMER AND NAIL CONSTRUCTION LIMITED, 1st Floor Anchor House, Cairo Road, Town Centre, Lusaka, Lusaka Province, Zambia; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 03 May 2014; Business Registration Number 1018316 (Lebanon) [SDGT] (Linked To: DIAB, Adel; Linked To: AYAD, Adnan).

HAMIDCO INVESTMENT LIMITED, Plot No. 5831, Kalundu, Lusaka, Lusaka Province, Zambia; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 29 May 2014; Business Registration Number 12017002264 (Zambia) [SDGT] (Linked To: DIAB, Adel; Linked To: AYAD, Adnan).

INSHAAT CO SARL, Baabda, Lebanon; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 08 Feb 2005; Business Registration Number 2005265 (Lebanon) [SDGT] (Linked To: DIAB, Adel; Linked To: AYAD, Adnan).

IYAD, Adnan 'Ali (Arabic: عدنان علي عياد) (a.k.a. ADNAN, Ali Ayad; a.k.a. AYAD, Adnan), Lebanon; Germany; Morocco; Ethiopia; Iraq; Ghana; Nigeria; Turkey; DOB 10 Mar 1963; alt. DOB 01 Jan 1963; nationality Lebanon; alt. nationality Germany; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport LR0435095 (Lebanon); alt. Passport C3781VJX (Germany) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: HIZBALLAH).

JAMMOUL AND AYAD FOR INDUSTRY AND TRADE (a.k.a. BAKERIES AND PASTRIES JAMMOUL SARL; a.k.a. JAMMOUL AND AYAD COMPANY FOR INDUSTRY AND TRADE), Building 1046, Jiyeh, Lebanon; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 07 Apr 2003; Business Registration Number 2000776 (Lebanon) [SDGT] (Linked To: AYAD, Adnan).
CONSTRUCTING AND BUILDING; a.k.a. PRINCE ENGINEERING, CONSTRUCTION, AND GENERAL TRADING; a.k.a. "ALAMIR"; a.k.a. "AL-AMIR COMPANY"; a.k.a. "AL-AMIR PROJECT"), Alamir Center - 2nd Floor, Chiah, Beirut, Lebanon; Website www.alamir-lb.com; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Business Registration Number 67796 (Lebanon) [SDGT] (Linked To: DIAB, Adel; Linked To: ADYAD, Adnan).

"AL-AMIR COMPANY" (a.k.a. AL AMIR CO. FOR ENGINEERING, CONSTRUCTION AND GENERAL TRADE SARL; a.k.a. AL AMIR DIAB AND AYAD ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION; a.k.a. "AL-AMIR FOR CONSTRUCTING AND BUILDING; a.k.a. PRINCE ENGINEERING, CONSTRUCTION, AND GENERAL TRADING; a.k.a. "ALAMIR"; a.k.a. "AL-AMIR CO."; a.k.a. "AL-AMIR PROJECT"), Alamir Center - 2nd Floor, Chiah, Beirut, Lebanon; Website www.alamir-lb.com; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Business Registration Number 67796 (Lebanon) [SDGT] (Linked To: DIAB, Adel; Linked To: ADYAD, Adnan).

"AL-AMIR COMPANY" (a.k.a. AL AMIR CO. FOR ENGINEERING, CONSTRUCTION AND GENERAL TRADE SARL; a.k.a. AL AMIR DIAB AND AYAD ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION; a.k.a. "AL-AMIR FOR CONSTRUCTING AND BUILDING; a.k.a. PRINCE ENGINEERING, CONSTRUCTION, AND GENERAL TRADING; a.k.a. "ALAMIR"; a.k.a. "AL-AMIR CO."; a.k.a. "AL-AMIR PROJECT"), Alamir Center - 2nd Floor, Chiah, Beirut, Lebanon; Website www.alamir-lb.com; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Business Registration Number 67796 (Lebanon) [SDGT] (Linked To: DIAB, Adel; Linked To: ADYAD, Adnan).

The following [BURMA-EO14014] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

- OO, Thida (a.k.a. OO, Thi Da; a.k.a. OO, Thi Da), Burma; DOB 27 Nov 1964; POB Rangoon, Burma; nationality Burma; citizen Burma; Gender Female; Passport DM003921 (Burma) issued 02 Aug 2017 expires 01 Aug 2027; Union Attorney General (individual) [BURMA-EO14014].
- OO, Htun Htun (a.k.a. OO, Htun Htun; a.k.a. OO, U Htun Htun; a.k.a. OO, U Tun Tuan), Naypyitaw, Burma; DOB 28 Jul 1956; nationality Burma; citizen Burma; Gender Male; Chief Justice of Union Supreme Court (individual) [BURMA-EO14014].
- OO, Htun Htun (a.k.a. OO, Htun Htun; a.k.a. OO, U Htun Htun), Naypyitaw, Burma; DOB 28 Jul 1956; nationality Burma; citizen Burma; Gender Male; Chief Justice of Union Supreme Court (individual) [BURMA-EO14014].

The following [SDGT] entries have been removed:

- OMAN PRIDE Crude Oil Tanker; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9153525 (vessel) [SDGT] (Linked To: BRAVERY MARITIME CORPORATION).

The following [BURMA-EO14014] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

KT SERVICES AND LOGISTICS CO., LTD (a.k.a. KT SERVICES & LOGISTICS KTSL COMPANY LIMITED; a.k.a. KT SERVICES AND LOGISTICS CO., LTD; a.k.a. KT SERVICES AND LOGISTICS KTSL COMPANY LIMITED), Pyay Road, A4/A5 Kamayut Township, Rangoon 11201, Burma; Registration Country Burma; Organization Established Date 18 Feb 2014; Registration Number 108301848 (Burma) [BURMA-EO14014] (Linked To: MYANMA ECONOMIC HOLDINGS PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED). KT SERVICES AND LOGISTICS KTSL COMPANY LIMITED (a.k.a. KT SERVICES & LOGISTICS CO., LTD; a.k.a. KT SERVICES & LOGISTICS KTSL COMPANY LIMITED; a.k.a. KT SERVICES AND LOGISTICS CO., LTD; a.k.a. KT SERVICES AND LOGISTICS KTSL COMPANY LIMITED), Pyay Road, A4/A5 Kamayut Township, Rangoon 11201, Burma; Registration Country Burma; Organization Established Date 18 Feb 2014; Registration Number 108301848 (Burma) [BURMA-EO14014] (Linked To: MYANMA ECONOMIC HOLDINGS PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED).


TAING, Jonathan Kwang (a.k.a. THAUNG, Jonathan), Burma; DOB 29 Dec 1981; nationality Burma; Gender Male (individual) [BURMA-EO14014] (Linked To: MYANMA ECONOMIC HOLDINGS PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED).

ZA, Htoo Htet (a.k.a. TAY ZA, Htoo Htet), Burma; DOB 24 Jan 1993; alt. DOB 24 Jan 1994; citizen Burma; Gender Male (individual) [BURMA-EO14014] (Linked To: ZA, Tay).

TAYZA, Pyae Phyo (a.k.a. TAY ZA, Pyae Phyo; a.k.a. TAYZA, Pyae Phyo), Burma; DOB 29 Jan 1987; POB Burma; nationality Burma; Gender Male (individual) [BURMA-EO14014] (Linked To: ZA, Tay).
The following [SDGT] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

WORLD HUMAN CARE, Ji Witanaharja III block C/137, Pamulang Bara, Pamulang, Tangerang Selatan, Banten, Indonesia; C.U.R.P. OORS670216HJCRDR04 (Mexico) (individual) [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].

"GATO" (a.k.a. SANCHEZ FARFAN, Wilder Emilio), Estancias Del Rio No. 16, MZ Sur, Tarqui, Guayaquil, Guayas, Ecuador; DOB 27 Sep 1980; POB Chacras, Arenillas, El Oro, Ecuador; nationality Ecuador; citizen Ecuador; Gender Male; Cedula No. 2100326350 (Ecuador) (individual) [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].

"CHOCHO" (a.k.a. OROZCO RODRIGUEZ, Sergio Armando), Puerto Vallarta, Jalisco, Mexico; DOB 16 Feb 1967; POB Guadalajara, Jalisco, Mexico; nationality Mexico; Gender Male; C.U.R.P. OORS670216HJCRDR04 (Mexico) (individual) [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].

The following [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

SANCHEZ FARFAN, Wilder Emilio (a.k.a. "GATO"), Estancias Del Rio No. 16, MZ Sur, Tarqui, Guayaquil, Guayas, Ecuador; DOB 27 Sep 1980; POB Chacras, Arenillas, El Oro, Ecuador; nationality Ecuador; citizen Ecuador; Gender Male; Cedula No. 2100326350 (Ecuador) (individual) [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].

VALDEZ CAJAMARCA, Miguel Eduardo (a.k.a. VALDEZ RUIZ, Miguel Angel), Priv. Bosques de los Olivos 349, Lomas de San Isidro, Cullacan, Sinaloa, Mexico; DOB 19 Oct 1988; POB Sinaloa, Mexico; nationality Mexico; Gender Male; C.U.R.P. VARM881019HSLLGZ05 (Mexico) (individual) [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].

VALDEZ RUIZ, Miguel Angel (a.k.a. VALDEZ CAJAMARCA, Miguel Eduardo), Priv. Bosques de los Olivos 349, Lomas de San Isidro, Cullacan, Sinaloa, Mexico; DOB 19 Oct 1988; POB Sinaloa, Mexico; nationality Mexico; Gender Male; C.U.R.P. VARM881019HSLLGZ05 (Mexico) (individual) [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].

The following [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK) entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

AIO VEB.DV (f.k.a. FAR EAST AND BAIKAL REGION DEVELOPMENT FUND OJSC; f.k.a. JSC VEB.DV; f.k.a. OJSC THE FAR EAST AND BAIKAL REGION DEVELOPMENT FUND), Nab. Presnenskaya D. 10, pom II korrn 8-59, Moscow 123112, Russia; Website fondvostok.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 24 May 1994; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 2721188289 (Russia); Registration Number 1112721010995 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

The following [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK) entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

AO ROSEKSBANK (Cyrillic: AO ROSEKSBANK) (a.k.a. EXIMBANK OF RUSSIA; a.k.a. EXIMBANK OF RUSSIA JSC; a.k.a. EXIMBANK OF RUSSIA ZAO; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNY SPETSIALIZIROVANNY ROSSIISKI EKSPORTNO-IMPORTNY BANK (ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNO OBCHESTVO); a.k.a. ROSEKSBANK, ZAO; a.k.a. RUSSIAN EXPORT-IMPORT BANK; a.k.a. STATE SPECIALIZED RUSSIAN EXPORT-IMPORT BANK JOINT-STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННЫЙ СПЕЦИАЛИЗИРОВАННЫЙ РОССИЙСКИЙ ЭКСПОРТНО-ИМПОРТНЫЙ БАНК АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)).

The following [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK) entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

BANK BELVEB OJSC (a.k.a. BANK BELVEB OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. BELVESHECONOMBANK OAO; a.k.a. BELVESHECONOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 29 Pobeditelei ave., Minsk 220004, Belarus; Myasnikova, 32, Minsk 220050, Belarus; SWIFT/BIC BELBBYM1; Website bveb.by; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 23 Dec 1991; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No.
FOR EXPORT CREDIT AND INVESTMENT
INSURANCE JSC; a.k.a. RUSSIAN AGENCY
FOR EXPORT CREDIT AND INVESTMENT
INSURANCE OJSC), nab. Krasnopresnenskaya
d. 12, Moscow 123610, Russia; Website
exiar.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive
Determination - Subject to Directive 1;
Organization Established Date 13 Oct 2011;
Target Type Government Entity; Tax ID No.
7704792651 (Russia); Registration Number
1117746811566 (Russia); For more information
on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-
center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#
directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-
EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION
BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN
ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

EXIMBANK OF RUSSIA ZAO (a.k.a. AO
ROSEKSIMBANK (Cyrillic: АО
РОСЭКСИМБАНК); a.k.a. EXIMBANK OF
RUSSIA JSC; a.k.a. EXIMBANK OF RUSSIA
ROSEKSIMBANK, ZAO; a.k.a. RUSSIAN
EXPORT-IMPORT BANK; a.k.a. STATE
SPECIALIZED RUSSIAN EXPORT-IMPORT
BANK JOINT-STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic:
ГОСУДАРСТВЕННЫЙ
СПЕЦИАЛИЗИРОВАННЫЙ РОССИЙСКИЙ
ЭКСПОРТНО-ИМПОРТНЫЙ БАНК
АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)), 12
Krasnopresnenskaya Embankments, Moscow
123610, Russia; SWIFT/BIC EXIRRUMM;
Website eximbank.ru; Executive Order 13662
Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1;
Organization Established Date 24 May 1994;
Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No.
7704001959 (Russia); Legal Entity Number
253400HA6URWT39X2982; Registration
Number 1027739109133 (Russia); All offices
worldwide; for more information on directives,
please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-
center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#
directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-
EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION
BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN
ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

EXIMBANK OF RUSSIA ZAO
ROSEKSIMBANK (Cyrillic: AO
РОСЭКСИМБАНК); a.k.a. EXIMBANK OF
RUSSIA JSC; a.k.a. EXIMBANK OF RUSSIA
ROSEKSIMBANK, ZAO; a.k.a. RUSSIAN
EXPORT-IMPORT BANK; a.k.a. STATE
SPECIALIZED RUSSIAN EXPORT-IMPORT
BANK JOINT-STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic:
ГОСУДАРСТВЕННЫЙ
СПЕЦИАЛИЗИРОВАННЫЙ РОССИЙСКИЙ
ЭКСПОРТНО-ИМПОРТНЫЙ БАНК
АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)), 12
Krasnopresnenskaya Embankments, Moscow
123610, Russia; SWIFT/BIC EXIRRUMM;
Website eximbank.ru; Executive Order 13662
Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1;
Organization Established Date 24 May 1994;
Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No.
7704001959 (Russia); Legal Entity Number
253400HA6URWT39X2982; Registration
Number 1027739109133 (Russia); All offices
worldwide; for more information on directives,
please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-
center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#
directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-
EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION
BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN
ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).
Registration Number 1112721010995 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

OOO VEB LEASING (a.k.a. OAO VEB LIZING; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY VEB LEASING; a.k.a. OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO VEB LIZING; a.k.a. VEB ENGINEERING LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. VEB ENGINEERING LLC), d. 9 prospekt Akademika Sakharova, Moscow 107996, Russia; Per. Lyalin D. 19, Kom. IV, 46, Moscow 101000, Russia; Website vebeng.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 11 Mar 2010; Tax ID No. 7708715560 (Russia); Registration Number 1107746181674 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

OOO VEB KAPITAL (a.k.a. LLC VEB CAPITAL; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOY INVERSTITSIONNAIA KOMPANIYA VNESHEKONOMBANK; a.k.a. VEB CAPITAL), d. 7 str. A ul. Mash Poryvaevski, Moscow 107078, Russia; Website vebcapital.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 24 Dec 2009; Tax ID No. 7708710924 (Russia); Registration Number 1097746831709 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

OOO VEB INZHINIRING (a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTIU VEB INZHINIRING; a.k.a. VEB ENGINEERING LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. VEB ENGINEERING LLC), d. 9 prospekt Akademika Sakharova, Moscow 107996, Russia; Per. Lyalin D. 19, Kom. I, Moscow 101000, Russia; Website vebeng.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 11 Mar 2010; Tax ID No. 7708715560 (Russia); Registration Number 1107746181674 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

PSC PROMINVESTBANK (a.k.a. COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL AND INVESTMENT BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL AND INVESTMENT BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. PROMINVESTBANK; a.k.a. PSC PROMINVESTBANK; a.k.a. PUBLIC STOCK COMPANY JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL AND INVESTMENT BANK), 12, Shevchenko lane, Kyiv 01001, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC UPBUXAUX; Website pib.ua; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 26 Aug 1992; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration Number 00039002 (Ukraine); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).
Kyiv 01001, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC UPIBUAUX; Website pib.ua; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 26 Aug 1992; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration Number 00039002 (Ukraine); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

PUBLIC STOCK COMPANY JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL AND INVESTMENT BANK (a.k.a. COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL AND INVESTMENT BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY, a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL AND INVESTMENT BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. PROMINVESTBANK; a.k.a. PSC PROMINVEST BANK), 12, Shevchenko lane, Kyiv 01001, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC UPIBUAUX; Website pib.ua; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 26 Aug 1992; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration Number 00039002 (Ukraine); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

RESAD LLC (a.k.a. INFRASTRUKTURA MOLZHANINOVO; a.k.a. LLC INFRASTRUCTURE MOLZHANINOVO (Cyrillic: ООО ИНФРАСТРУКТУРА МОЛЗХАНИНОВО); f.k.a. LLC RESAD (Cyrillic: ООО РЕСАД)), ul. Bryanskaya D. 5, et 4 pom. 1 kom 25, Moscow 121059, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Tax ID No. 7733109347 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739071337 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).
RUSSIAN EXPORT-IMPORT BANK (a.k.a. AO ROSEKSIMBANK (Cyrillic: АО РОСЭКСИМБАНК); a.k.a. EXIMBANK OF RUSSIA; a.k.a. EXIMBANK OF RUSSIA JSC; a.k.a. EXIMBANK OF RUSSIA ZAO; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNY SPETSIALIZIROVANNY ROSSIISKI EKSPORTNO-IMPORTNY BANK (ЗАКРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО); a.k.a. ROSEKSIMBANK, ZAO; a.k.a. STATE SPECIALIZED RUSSIAN EXPORT-IMPORT BANK JOINT-STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННЫЙ СПЕЦИАЛИЗИРОВАННЫЙ РОССИЙСКИЙ ЭКСПОРТНО-ИМПОРТНЫЙ БАНК АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО),) 12 Krasnopresnenskaya Embankments, Moscow 123610, Russia; SWIFT/BIC EXIRRUMM; Website eximbank.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 24 May 1994; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7704001959 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400HA6URWT39X2982; Registration Number 7704001959 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK). STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK (Cyrillic: ВНЕШЕКОМБАНК; a.k.a. "ВНЕШЭКОМБАНК"; a.k.a. "ВЭБ"), Akademik Sakharov Ave 9, Moscow 107996, Russia; Pr-kt, Akademika Sakharova, D. 9, Moscow 107078, Russia (Cyrillic: Пр-кт Академика Сахарова, Д. 9, Город Москва 107078, Россия); SWIFT/BIC BFEARUMM; Website www.veb.ru; BIK (RU) 044525606; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 18 Aug 1922; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; alt. Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7750004150 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00005061 (Russia); Registration Number 107771100102 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024]. STATE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION VEB.RF (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННАЯ КОРПОРАЦИЯ РАЗВИТИЯ ВЭБ.РФ) (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE U.S.S.R.; a.k.a. GK VEB.RF; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNAYA KORPORATSIYA RAZVITIYA VEB.RF; a.k.a. STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK; a.k.a. VEB.RF (Cyrillic: ВЭБ.РФ); f.k.a. VNESHECONOMBANK; f.k.a. VNESHECONOMBANK GK; f.k.a. VNESHECONOMBANK SSSR; a.k.a. "BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT"; a.k.a. "WEB"), Akademik Sakharov Ave 9, Moscow 107996, Russia; Pr-kt, Akademika Sakharova, D. 9, Moscow 107078, Russia (Cyrillic: Пр-кт Академика Сахарова, Д. 9, Город Москва 107078, Россия); SWIFT/BIC BFEARUMM; Website www.vebcapital.ru; BIK (RU) 044525606; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 24 May 1994; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7704001959 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400HA6URWT39X2982; Registration Number 107739109133 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK). VEB ASIA LIMITED, Suite 5808, 58/F, Two International Finance Center, 8 Finance Street Central, Hong Kong, China; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 08 Apr 2013; Registration Number 1866537 (Hong Kong); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK). VEB CAPITAL (a.k.a. LLC VEB CAPITAL; a.k.a. OБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ВЭБ КАПИТАЛ), d. 7 str. A ul. Mashi Poryvaevoi, Moscow 107078, Russia; Website vebcapital.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 24 Dec 2009; Tax ID No. 7708710924 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).
VEB LEASING OJSC (a.k.a. OAO VEB LIZING; ВЭБ.РФ) (linked to: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

VEB ENGINEERING LLC (a.k.a. VEB ENGINEERING LLC), d. 9 prospekt Akademika Sakharova, Moscow 107996, Russia; Per. Lyalin D. 19, Kom. 2, Mos. XXIV, Kom 11, Moscow 101000, Russia; Website vebeng.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 11 Mar 2010; Tax ID No. 7708715560 (Russia); Registration Number 1107746181674 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

VEB.RF (Cyrillic: ВЭБ.РФ) (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE U.S.S.R.; a.k.a. GK VEB.RF; a.k.a. ГОСУДАРСТВЕННАЯ КОРПОРАЦИЯ РАЗВИТИЯ ВЭБ.РФ; f.k.a. VNESHECONOMBANK; f.k.a. ВНЕШКОНOMBАНК ГК).

VEB LEASING OJSC (a.k.a. OAO VEB LIZING; ВЭБ.РФ) (linked to: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

VNB ENG LEASING LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (a.k.a. OAO VEB LIZING; ВЭБ.РФ) (linked to: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

VEB ENGINEERING LLC (a.k.a. VEB ENGINEERING LLC), d. 9 prospekt Akademika Sakharova, Moscow 107996, Russia; Per. Lyalin D. 19, Kom. 2, Mos. XXIV, Kom 11, Moscow 101000, Russia; Website vebeng.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 11 Mar 2010; Tax ID No. 7708715560 (Russia); Registration Number 1107746181674 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

VNB ENG LEASING LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (a.k.a. OAO VEB LIZING; ВЭБ.РФ) (linked to: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

VEB ENGINEERING LLC (a.k.a. VEB ENGINEERING LLC), d. 9 prospekt Akademika Sakharova, Moscow 107996, Russia; Per. Lyalin D. 19, Kom. 2, Mos. XXIV, Kom 11, Moscow 101000, Russia; Website vebeng.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 11 Mar 2010; Tax ID No. 7708715560 (Russia); Registration Number 1107746181674 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

VNB ENG LEASING LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (a.k.a. OAO VEB LIZING; ВЭБ.РФ) (linked to: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

VEB ENGINEERING LLC (a.k.a. VEB ENGINEERING LLC), d. 9 prospekt Akademika Sakharova, Moscow 107996, Russia; Per. Lyalin D. 19, Kom. 2, Mos. XXIV, Kom 11, Moscow 101000, Russia; Website vebeng.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 11 Mar 2010; Tax ID No. 7708715560 (Russia); Registration Number 1107746181674 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

VNB ENG LEASING LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (a.k.a. OAO VEB LIZING; ВЭБ.РФ) (linked to: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

VEB ENGINEERING LLC (a.k.a. VEB ENGINEERING LLC), d. 9 prospekt Akademika Sakharova, Moscow 107996, Russia; Per. Lyalin D. 19, Kom. 2, Mos. XXIV, Kom 11, Moscow 101000, Russia; Website vebeng.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 11 Mar 2010; Tax ID No. 7708715560 (Russia); Registration Number 1107746181674 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).
VNESHEKONOMBANK SSSR (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE U.S.S.R.; a.k.a. GK VEB.RF; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNAYA KORPORATSIYA RAZVITIYA VEB.RF; a.k.a. STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHEKONOMBANK; a.k.a. STATE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION VEB.RF (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННАЯ КОРПОРАЦИЯ РАЗВИТИЯ ВЭБ.РФ); a.k.a. VEB.RF; f.k.a. VNESHEKONOMBANK; f.k.a. VNESHEKONOMBANK GK; a.k.a. "BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT"; a.k.a. "VEB"), Akademik Sakharov Ave 9, Moscow 107996, Russia; Pr-kt, Akademika Sakharova, D. 9, Moscow 107078, Russia (Cyrillic: Пр-кт Академика Сахарова, Д. 9, Город Москва 107078, Россия); SWIFT/BIC BFEARUMM; Website www.veb.ru; BIK (RU) 044525060; 107078, Russia); SWIFT/BIC BFEARUMM; Website www.veb.ru; BIK (RU) 044525060; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 18 Aug 1922; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; alt. Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7750004150 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00005061 (Russia); Registration Number 1077711000102 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

"VEB" (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE U.S.S.R.; a.k.a. GK VEB.RF; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNAYA KORPORATSIYA RAZVITIYA VEB.RF; a.k.a. STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHEKONOMBANK; a.k.a. STATE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION VEB.RF (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННАЯ КОРПОРАЦИЯ РАЗВИТИЯ ВЭБ.РФ); a.k.a. VEB.RF; f.k.a. VNESHEKONOMBANK; f.k.a. VNESHEKONOMBANK GK; f.k.a. "BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT"), Akademik Sakharov Ave 9, Moscow 107996, Russia; Pr-kt, Akademika Sakharova, D. 9, Moscow 107078, Russia (Cyrillic: Пр-кт Академика Сахарова, Д. 9, Город Москва 107078, Россия); SWIFT/BIC BFEARUMM; Website www.veb.ru; BIK (RU) 044525060; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 18 Aug 1922; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; alt. Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7750004150 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00005061 (Russia); Registration Number 1077711000102 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] [UKRAINE-EO13661] entries have been changed:

BORTNIKOV, Alexandr Vasilievich (Cyrillic: БОРТНИКОВ, Александров Васильевич), Moscow, Russia; DOB 15 Nov 1951; POB Perm, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [NPWMD] [UKRAINE-EO13661] (Linked To: FEDERAL SECURITY SERVICE). - to- BORTNIKOV, Alexander Vasilievich (Cyrillic: БОРТНИКОВ, Александров Васильевич) (a.k.a. BORTNIKOV, Alexander), Moscow, Russia; DOB 15 Nov 1951; POB Perm, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [NPWMD] [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: FEDERAL SECURITY SERVICE).

resulting in the following new [RUSSIA-EO14024] [UKRAINE-EO13661] entries:

BORTNIKOV, Alex, (a.k.a. BORTNIKOV, Aleksandr Vasilevich), Moscow, Russia; DOB 15 Nov 1951; POB Perm, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [NPWMD] [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: FEDERAL SECURITY SERVICE).

resulting in the following new [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] [NPWMD] entries:

BORTNIKOV, Alexander (a.k.a. BORTNIKOV, Alexander Vasilevich), Moscow, Russia; DOB 15 Nov 1951; POB Perm, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [NPWMD] [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: FEDERAL SECURITY SERVICE).

resulting in the following new [RUSSIA-EO14024] [UKRAINE-EO13661] entries:

BORTNIKOV, Aleksandr Vasilevich (Cyrillic: БОРТНИКОВ, Александр Васильевич), Moscow, Russia; DOB 15 Nov 1951; POB Perm, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [NPWMD] [UKRAINE-EO13661] (Linked To: FEDERAL SECURITY SERVICE).

The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] [UKRAINE-EO13661] entries have been changed:

KIRIYENKO, Sergei Vladilenovich (Cyrillic: КИРИЕНКО, Сергей Владилевич), Moscow, Russia; DOB 26 Jul 1962; POB Sukhumi, Georgia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

resulting in the following new [RUSSIA-EO14024] [UKRAINE-EO13661] entries:

KIRIYENKO, Sergei (a.k.a. KIRIYENKO, Sergei Vladilenovich (Cyrillic: КИРИЕНКО, Сергей Владилевич)), Moscow, Russia; DOB 26 Jul 1962; POB Sukhumi, Georgia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

AKTIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ANGSTREM- T (a.k.a. JSC ANGSTREM-T), pr-kt Georgievskii d. 7, Zelenograd 124498, Russia; Registration ID 1057735022377 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7735128151 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHEKONOMBANK).
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AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ROSSIISKII EKSPORTNYI TSENTR (f.k.a. AO NATSIONALNY EKSPORTNYI TSENTR; a.k.a. AO ROSSIISKII EKSPORTNYI TSENTR; a.k.a. AO ROSSIISKII EKSPORTNYI TSENTR; a.k.a. JSC RUSSIAN EXPORT CENTER), D. 12 etath 13 pom. 1301, naberezhnaya Krasnopresnenskaya, Moscow 123610, Russia; Website exportcenter.ru; Tax ID No. 7703376553 (Russia); Registration Number 1157746363994 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

ANTARES LLC (a.k.a. ANTARES OOO (Cyrillic: ООО АНТАПЕЦ) (a.k.a. ANTARES OOO (Cyrillic: ООО АНТАПЕЦ) (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ANTARES (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ АНТАПЕЦ)), Ul. Smirnovskaya d. 10, Str. 8, kabinet 10, Moscow 109052, Russia (Cyrillic: Ул. Смирновская, д. 10, стр. 8, каб. 10, Москва 109052, Россия); Organization Established Date 02 Jun 2017; Tax ID No. 7722399997 (Russia); Registration Number 7722399997 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PROMSVYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

ANTARES OOO (Cyrillic: ООО АНТАПЕЦ) (a.k.a. ANTARES OOO (Cyrillic: ООО АНТАПЕЦ) (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ANTARES (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ АНТАПЕЦ)), Ul. Smirnovskaya d. 10, Str. 8, kabinet 10, Moscow 109052, Russia (Cyrillic: Ул. Смирновская, д. 10, стр. 8, каб. 10, Москва 109052, Россия); Organization Established Date 02 Jun 2017; Tax ID No. 7722399997 (Russia); Registration Number 7722399997 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PROMSVYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

AO INFRAVEB (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO VEB INFRASTRUKTURA; a.k.a. JSC INFRAVEB), ul. Mashi Poryvaevoi D. 7 str. V, Moscow 107078, Russia; ul. Vozdvizhenka D. 7/6, str. 1, et/pom/kom 3/II/7, Moscow 119019, Russia; Website vebinfra.ru; Tax ID No. 7704133578 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739088410 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

ALKES TREID LLC (a.k.a. ALKES TREID OOO (Cyrillic: ООО АЛКЕС ТРЕЙД)), Ul. Smirnovskaya d. 10, Str. 3 Pom VIII, Moscow, 109052, Russia (Cyrillic: Улица Смирновская, Дом 10, Здание 3, Помещение VIII, Москва 109052, Россия); Organization Established Date 08 Feb 2018; Tax ID No. 7722437025 (Russia); Registration Number 1187746135862 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

ALKES TREID OOO (Cyrillic: ООО АЛКЕС ТРЕЙД) (a.k.a. ALKES TREID LLC), Ul. Smirnovskaya d. 10, Str. 3 Pom VIII, Moscow, 109052, Russia (Cyrillic: Улица Смирновская, Дом 10, Здание 3, Помещение VIII, Москва 109052, Россия); Organization Established Date 08 Feb 2018; Tax ID No. 7722437025 (Russia); Registration Number 1187746135862 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

AO PFK TSSKA (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY PROFESSIONAL FOOTBALL CLUB CSKA; a.k.a. JSC PFC CSKA), Ul. 3-ya Peschanaya, d. 2a, severo-zapadnoe administrativnoe zdanie, 10-I et, Moscow 125252, Russia; Website www.pfc-cska.com; Tax ID No. 7734046851 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739088410 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

AO ROSSIISKII EKSPORTNYI TSENTR (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ROSSIISKII EKSPORTNYI TSENTR; f.k.a. AO NATSIONALNY EKSPORTNYI TSENTR; a.k.a. AO ROSSIISKII EKSPORTNYI TSENTR; a.k.a. JSC RUSSIAN EXPORT CENTER), D. 12 etath 13 pom. 1301, naberezhnaya Krasnopresnenskaya, Moscow 123610, Russia; Website exportcenter.ru; Tax ID No. 7703376553 (Russia); Registration Number 1157746363994 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

AO ROSSISKI EKSPORTNYI TSENTR (a.k.a. AO ROSSIISKII EKSPORTNYI TSENTR; a.k.a. JSC RUSSIAN EXPORT CENTER), D. 12 etath 13 pom. 1301, naberezhnaya Krasnopresnenskaya, Moscow 123610, Russia; Website exportcenter.ru; Tax ID No. 7703376553 (Russia); Registration Number 1157746363994 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

AO SLAVA (a.k.a. JSC SLAVA; a.k.a. MOSCOW JOINT STOCK COMPANY SLAVA SECOND WATCH FACTORY), Ul. Verkhnyaya d. 34, Str. 1, 2 Et, Pomp. 8, Komn. 50, Moscow 125040, Russia; Website www.slava-watch.com; Tax ID No. 771406028 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700324530 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

BAIKAL TSENTR (a.k.a. LLC BAIKAL CENTER; a.k.a. TSENTR RAZVITIYA BAIKALSKOGO REGIONA), Vozdvizhenka d. 7/6, str. 1, pomeisch. 10, Moscow 119019, Russia; Tax ID No. 7704732846 (Russia); Registration Number 1097746363994 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).
BORNTIKOV, Denis Aleksandrovich (Cyrillic: Денис Александрович), Moscow, Russia; DOB 19 Nov 1974; POB Leningrad region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: BORTNIKOV, Alexander Vasilievich).

ELITNYE DOMA LLC (f.k.a. ELITNYE DOMA AO; a.k.a. OOO ЭЛИТНЫЕ ДОМА; a.k.a. OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU ELITNYE DOMA), Ul. Smirnovskaya d. 10, Str. 8, Kabinet 8, Moscow 109052, Russia (Cyrillic: Ул. Смирновская, д. 10, стр. 8, каб. 8, Москва 109052, Россия); Organization Established Date 26 Feb 2004; Tax ID No. 7706415641 (Russia); Registration Number 1147748157061 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PROMSVYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

ERA FUND LLC (Cyrillic: ООО ФОНД ЭРА) (a.k.a. ERA FUND LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. ПРИМСВЯЗЬБАНК ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ПСБ-ФОРЕКС); a.k.a. OOO PSB-FINTEKH (Cyrillic: ООО ПСБ-ФИНТЕХ)), Ul. Novo-Sadovaya D. 3 Komnata 163 Floor 3, Samara 443100, Russia (Cyrillic: Улица Ново-садовая, дом 3, комната 163 этаж 3, Самара 443100, Россия); Organization Established Date 04 Sep 2017; Tax ID No. 6316237712 (Russia); Registration Number 1176313076433 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PROMSVYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

FESCO MAGADAN (Cyrillic: ФЕСКО МАГАДАН) Container Ship 7,519GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9287699 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PSB LIZING OOO).

FESCO MONERON (Cyrillic: ФЕСКО МОНЕРОН) Container Ship 7,519GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9277442 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PSB LIZING OOO).

FRADKOV, Petr Mikhailovich (Cyrillic: ФРАДКОВ, Пётр Михайлович) (a.k.a. FRADKOV, Petr; a.k.a. FRADKOV, Petr Mikhailovich; a.k.a. FRAKOV, Petr Mikhaylovich), 33-1 Prospekt Mira, Apt. 34, Moscow, Russia; DOB 07 Feb 1978; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 530285387 (Russia) issued 31 Oct 2012 expires 12 Jul 2022; National ID No. 45033399117 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

FRADKOV, Pyotr Mikhailovich (Cyrillic: ФРАДКОВ, Пётр Михайлович) (a.k.a. FRADKOV, Petr; a.k.a. FRADKOV, Petr Mikhailovich; a.k.a. FRAKOV, Petr Mikhaylovich), 33-1 Prospekt Mira, Apt. 34, Moscow, Russia; DOB 07 Feb 1978; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 530285387 (Russia) issued 31 Oct 2012 expires 12 Jul 2022; National ID No. 45033399117 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

FRADKOV, Pyotr Mikhailovich; a.k.a. FRAKOV, Petr Mikhaylovich), 33-1 Prospekt Mira, Apt. 34, Moscow, Russia; DOB 07 Feb 1978; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 530285387 (Russia) issued 31 Oct 2012 expires 12 Jul 2022; National ID No. 45033399117 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

FUSION FOR NON-BANKING TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY PSB-FOREKS (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ПСБ-ФОРЕКС); a.k.a. PROMSVYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).
MOSCOW JOINT STOCK COMPANY SLAVA
MANAGEMENT COMPANY PROMSVYAZ LLC
LLC VEB.RF ASSET MANAGEMENT (a.k.a. OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL
1207700089101 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

LLC VEB.RF ASSET MANAGEMENT (a.k.a. VEB.RF UPRAVLENIE AKTIVAMI), B-R 31
Novinskii D., Floor 7, Pomeschch. I. Kom 16, Moscow 123242, Russia; Tax ID No. 7904032929 (Russia); Registration Number 1207700367930 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

MANAGEMENT COMPANY PROMSVYAZ LLC
(Cyrillic: УПРАВЛЯЮЩАЯ КОМПАНИЯ ПРОМСВЯЗЬ), (a.k.a. UK PROMSVYAZ OOO), d. 13 str. 1 etazh 5 kom. 1-31, ul. Nikoloyamskaya, Moscow 109240, Russia; Organization Established Date 10 Jul 2002; Tax ID No. 7718219197 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700324530 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

NOVYE GORODSKIE PROEKTY; a.k.a. OOO OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTY PROGOROD; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU PROGOROD, d. 10 etazh 7 pom. XIII kom. 2, ul. NOVYE GORODSKIE PROEKTY; a.k.a. OOO OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTY PROGOROD; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU PROGOROD), d. 10 etazh 7 pom. XIII kom. 2, ul. Novinskii D., Floor 7, Pomeschch. I. Kom 16, Moscow 123242, Russia; Tax ID No. 7904032929 (Russia); Registration Number 1207700367930 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

PROGOROD), d. 10 etazh 7 pom. XIII kom. 2, ul. NOVYE GORODSKIE PROEKTY; a.k.a. OOO OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTY PROGOROD; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU PROGOROD, d. 10 etazh 7 pom. XIII kom. 2, ul. Novinskii D., Floor 7, Pomeschch. I. Kom 16, Moscow 123242, Russia; Tax ID No. 7904032929 (Russia); Registration Number 1207700367930 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

NOVYE GORODSKIE PROEKTY; a.k.a. OOO OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTY PROGOROD; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU PROGOROD, d. 10 etazh 7 pom. XIII kom. 2, ul. Novinskii D., Floor 7, Pomeschch. I. Kom 16, Moscow 123242, Russia; Tax ID No. 7904032929 (Russia); Registration Number 1207700367930 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

NOVYE GORODSKIE PROEKTY; a.k.a. OOO OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTY PROGOROD; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU PROGOROD, d. 10 etazh 7 pom. XIII kom. 2, ul. Novinskii D., Floor 7, Pomeschch. I. Kom 16, Moscow 123242, Russia; Tax ID No. 7904032929 (Russia); Registration Number 1207700367930 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).
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PROMSVYAZBANK PJSC (f.k.a. OJSC PROMSVYAZBANK) PAO (Cyrillic: ПАО ПРОМСВЯЗБАНК; a.k.a. PROMSVYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ПРОМСВЯЗБАНК); a.k.a. PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO PROMSVYAZBANK) Public Joint Stock Company (Cyrillic: ПАО ПРОМСВЯЗБАНК), Smirnovskaya Street 10/22, Moscow 109052, Russia; SWIFT/BIC PRMSRUMM; Website www.psbank.ru; BIK 10/22, Moscow 109052, Russia; SWIFT/BIC PSBLIZING; BIC PSBLIZING (Cyrillic: ПСБ ЛИЗИНГ ООО) (a.k.a. OСBHЧСTOВО С OГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ПСБ ЛИЗИНГ; a.k.a. PSB LEASING LLC), Room 8, Building 22, ul Smirnovkaya 10, Moscow 109052, Russia (Cyrillic: Улица Смирновская, Дом 10, Комната 8, Строение 22, Город Москва 109052, Россия); Organization Established Date 05 Jul 2006; Tax ID No. 7722581759 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 96441526 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PROMSVYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

PSB-FOREXS LLC; a.k.a. "FNBT LLC" (Cyrillic: "ООО ФНБТ"), D. 7, Str. 8, Pom. III Kom. N1 Etazh 2, Naberezhnaya Derbenevskaya, Moscow 115114, Russia; Organization Established Date 11 Jul 2016; Tax ID No. 7725323192 (Russia); Registration Number 1167746652193 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PROMSVYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

PSB FOREKS ООО (a.k.a. FUND FOR NON-BANKING TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY PSB-FOREKS (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ПСБ-ФОРЕКС); a.k.a. PSB-FOREXS ООО; a.k.a. "FNBT LLC" (Cyrillic: "ООО ФНБТ")), D. 7, Str. 8, Pom. III Kom. N1 Etazh 2, Naberezhnaya Derbenevskaya, Moscow 115114, Russia; Organization Established Date 11 Jul 2016; Tax ID No. 7725323192 (Russia); Registration Number 1167746652193 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PROMSVYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

PSB LIVING OOO; a.k.a. OБЩЕСТВО С OГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ПСБ ЛИЗИНГ (Cyrillic: ПСБ ЛИЗИНГ ООО) (a.k.a. OСBHЧСTOВО С OГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ПСБ ЛИЗИНГ; a.k.a. PSB LEASING LLC), Room 8, Building 22, ul Smirnovkaya 10, Moscow 109052, Russia (Cyrillic: Улица Смирновская, Дом 10, Комната 8, Строение 22, Город Москва 109052, Россия); Organization Established Date 05 Jul 2006; Tax ID No. 7722581759 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 96441526 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PROMSVYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO PROMSVYAZBANK (f.k.a. OJSC PROMSVYAZBANK; a.k.a. PROMSVYAZBANK PAO (Cyrillic: ПАО ПРОМСВЯЗБАНК); a.k.a. PROMSVYAZBANK PJSC; a.k.a. PROMSVYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: ПАО ПРОМСВЯЗБАНК), Smirnovskaya Street 10/22, Moscow 109052, Russia; SWIFT/BIC PRMSRUMM; Website www.psbank.ru; BIK 10/22, Moscow 109052, Russia; SWIFT/BIC PSBLIZING; BIC PSBLIZING (Cyrillic: ПСБ ЛИЗИНГ ООО) (a.k.a. OСBHЧСTOВО С OГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ПСБ ЛИЗИНГ; a.k.a. PSB LEASING LLC), Room 8, Building 22, ul Smirnovkaya 10, Moscow 109052, Russia (Cyrillic: Улица Смирновская, Дом 10, Комната 8, Строение 22, Город Москва 109052, Россия); Organization Established Date 05 Jul 2006; Tax ID No. 7722581759 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 96441526 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PROMSVYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL

CHANGES TO THE SDN LIST IN 2022
VEB.RF UPRAVLENIE AKTIVAMI (a.k.a. LLC VEB VENTURES; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU VEB VENCHURS; f.k.a. OOO VEB INNOVATSIYA; a.k.a. OOO VEB VENCHURS; a.k.a. LLC VEB VENCHURS), D. 2 etazh 7, Ul. Bleza Paskal’ya Ter. Skolkovo Innovatsionnogo, Moscow 121205, Russia; Website vebinnovations.ru; Tax ID No. 77083325680 (Russia); Registration Number 117746634023 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

VEB SERVICE (a.k.a. LLC VEB SERVICE; a.k.a. VEB SERVIS), PR-KT Akademika Sakharova D. 9, Komnata 205 K, Moscow 107078, Russia; Tax ID No. 77083325680 (Russia); Registration Number 117746634023 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

VEB VENCHURS (a.k.a. LLC VEB VENTURES; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU VEB VENCHURS; f.k.a. OOO VEB INNOVATSIYA; a.k.a. OOO VEB VENCHURS; f.k.a. VEB VENCHURS), D. 2 etazh 7, Ul. Bleza Paskal’ya Ter. Skolkovo Innovatsionnogo, Moscow 121205, Russia; Website vebinnovations.ru; Tax ID No. 77083325680 (Russia); Registration Number 117746634023 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

VEB.RF UPRAVLENIYE AKTIVAMI (a.k.a. LLC VEB VENTURES; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU VEB VENCHURS; f.k.a. OOO VEB INNOVATSIYA; a.k.a. OOO VEB VENCHURS; a.k.a. LLC VEB VENCHURS), D. 2 etazh 7, Ul. Bleza Paskal’ya Ter. Skolkovo Innovatsionnogo, Moscow 121205, Russia; Website vebinnovations.ru; Tax ID No. 9704032929 (Russia); Registration Number 1207700367930 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

VEB.SERVICE (a.k.a. LLC VEB SERVICE; a.k.a. LLC VEB SERVICE; a.k.a. LLC VEB SERVICE), D. 2 etazh 7, Ul. Bleza Paskal’ya Ter. Skolkovo Innovatsionnogo, Moscow 121205, Russia; Website vebinnovations.ru; Tax ID No. 7731373995 (Russia); Registration Number 117746639036 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

VEB INNOVATIONS (a.k.a. LLC VEB INNOVATIONS (a.k.a. LLC VEB SERVICE; a.k.a. LLC VEB SERVICE; a.k.a. LLC VEB SERVICE), D. 2 etazh 7, Ul. Bleza Paskal’ya Ter. Skolkovo Innovatsionnogo, Moscow 121205, Russia; Website vebinnovations.ru; Tax ID No. 7731373995 (Russia); Registration Number 117746639036 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

VENCHURNY FOND MSB OOO (a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU PSB BIZNES; a.k.a. OOO PSB BIZNES; a.k.a. ООО ПСБ БИЗНЕС; a.k.a. ООО ПСБ БИЗНЕС ООО (Cyrillic: ООО ПСБ БИЗНЕС ООО); a.k.a. SME VENTURES LLC), d. 23 Str. 3 pom. II kom. 1K, 1L, 1M, 1N, 1O, 1P, ul. Lva Tolstogo, Moscow 119021, Russia; Organization Established Date 23 Sep 2013; Tax ID No. 5042129460 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 1809874 (Russia); Registration Number 1135042007539 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PROMSVYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

"FNBTL LLC" (Cyrillic: "ООО ФНБТ") (a.k.a. FUND FOR NON-BANKING TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY PSB-FOREKS (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ПСБ-ФОРЭКС); a.k.a. PSB-FOREKS LLC; a.k.a. PSB-FOREKS OOO), D. 7, Str. 5, Pom. III Kom. N1 Etazh 2, Naberezhnaya Derbenevskaya, Moscow 115114, Russia; Organization Established Date 11 Jul 2016; Tax ID No. 7725323192 (Russia); Registration Number 1167746652193 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PROMSVYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

"ITSBT LLC" (a.k.a. PSB INNOVATIONS AND INVESTMENTS LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. "ITSBT OOO"; a.k.a. "PSB I AND I LLC"; a.k.a. "PSB I & I LLC"; a.k.a. "PSB II ООО" (Cyrillic: "ООО ПСБ И И")), vnt.ter.g, munitsipalny okrug Sokolnikii, ul Strommnyka d. 18 str. 27, kon., Moscow 107076, Russia; Organization Established Date 19 Aug 2015; Tax ID No. 7731290146 (Russia); Registration Number 115774672381 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PROMSVYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

"ITSBT OOO" (a.k.a. PSB INNOVATIONS AND INVESTMENTS LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. "ITSBT LLC"; a.k.a. "PSB I AND I LLC"; a.k.a. "PSB I & I LLC"; a.k.a. "PSB II ООО" (Cyrillic: "ООО ПСБ И И")), vnt.ter.g, munitsipalny okrug Sokolnikii, ul Strommnyka d. 18 str. 27, kon., Moscow 107076, Russia; Organization Established Date 19 Aug 2015; Tax ID No. 7731290146 (Russia); Registration Number 115774672381 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PROMSVYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

"PSB I AND I LLC" (a.k.a. PSB INNOVATIONS AND INVESTMENTS LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. "ITSBT LLC"; a.k.a. "ITSBT OOO"; a.k.a. "PSB II ООО" (Cyrillic: "ООО ПСБ И И")), vnt.ter.g, munitsipalny okrug Sokolnikii, ul Strommnyka d. 18 str. 27, kon., Moscow 107076, Russia; Organization Established Date 19 Aug 2015; Tax ID No. 7731290146 (Russia); Registration Number 115774672381 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PROMSVYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

"PSB II ООО" (Cyrillic: "ООО ПСБ И И") (a.k.a. PSB INNOVATIONS AND INVESTMENTS LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. "ITSBT LLC"; a.k.a. "ITSBT OOO"; a.k.a. "PSB II ООО" (Cyrillic: "ООО ПСБ И И")), vnt.ter.g, munitsipalny okrug Sokolnikii, ul Strommnyka d. 18 str. 27, kon., Moscow 107076, Russia; Organization Established Date 19 Aug 2015; Tax ID No. 7731290146 (Russia); Registration Number 115774672381 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PROMSVYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

"PSB I AND I LLC" (a.k.a. PSB INNOVATIONS AND INVESTMENTS LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. "ITSBT LLC"; a.k.a. "ITSBT OOO"; a.k.a. "PSB II ООО" (Cyrillic: "ООО ПСБ И И")), vnt.ter.g, munitsipalny okrug Sokolnikii, ul Strommnyka d. 18 str. 27, kon., Moscow 107076, Russia; Organization Established Date 19 Aug 2015; Tax ID No. 7731290146 (Russia); Registration Number 115774672381 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PROMSVYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

"PSB II ООО" (Cyrillic: "ООО ПСБ И И") (a.k.a. PSB INNOVATIONS AND INVESTMENTS LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. "ITSBT LLC"; a.k.a. "ITSBT OOO"; a.k.a. "PSB II ООО" (Cyrillic: "ООО ПСБ И И")), vnt.ter.g, munitsipalny okrug Sokolnikii, ul Strommnyka d. 18 str. 27, kon., Moscow 107076, Russia; Organization Established Date 19 Aug 2015; Tax ID No. 7731290146 (Russia); Registration Number 115774672381 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PROMSVYAZBANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).
The following [SDGT] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

AHMED, Abdu Abdullah Dael (Arabic: أحمد عبد الله كاظم) (a.k.a. AHMED, Abdu Abdullah; a.k.a. AHMED, Abdel): DOB 13 Sep 1979; POB Ta‘izz Al-Mukha, Yemen; nationality Yemen; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 13 Aug 2015; Tax ID No. 6762257 (United Arab Emirates); License 115774762381 (Russia) [RUSSIA-CHANGES TO THE SDNLIST IN 2022; secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Type: Other monetary intermediation [SDGT] (Linked To: AL-JAMAL, Sa‘id Ahmad Muhammad). AURUM SHIP MANAGEMENT (Arabic: إدارية الأوروم شيب مانجمنت) (a.k.a. AURUM SHIP MANAGEMENT FZC; a.k.a. AURUM SHIP MANAGEMENT PTE. LTD.), L1-29, PO Box 9632, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates; 204-A Wing, Sai Chamber 11, Cdb Belapur, Navi Mumbai 400614, India; Room 29, Ground Floor, Executive Suite L1, Sharjah, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates; 196, Pantech Business Hub, 28, Panad Loop, Singapore, Singapore; Nigeria; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 07 Aug 2012; Organization Type: Sea and coastal freight water transport; Tax ID No. 100382504700003 (United Arab Emirates); License 10879 (United Arab Emirates); Registration Number 11615989 (United Arab Emirates) [SDGT] (Linked To: MAHAMUD, Abdi Nasir Ali).
Singapore; Nigeria; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 07 Aug 2012; Organization Type: Sea and coastal freight water transport; Tax ID No. 100382504700003 (United Arab Emirates); License 10879 (United Arab Emirates); Registration Number 11615989 (United Arab Emirates) [SDGT] (Linked To: MAHAMUD, Abdi Nasir Ali).

DA’IL IMPORT AND EXPORT (a.k.a. MAATH ABDULLAH DAEL IMPORT AND EXPORT; a.k.a. MOAZ ABDULLA DAEL FOR IMPORT AND EXPORT (Arabic: معاذ عبدالله دايل للاتسارد وتصدير), North 60th Street, Sana’a, Yemen; 50th Street, Hodeidah, Yemen; Tahrir Street, Hodeidah, Yemen; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Target Type Private Company [SDGT] (Linked To: AL-JAMAL, Sa’id Ahmad Muhammad).

DA’IL, ‘Abduh (a.k.a. AHMED, Abdo Abdullah Dael (Arabic: عبد الله دايل), Sweden; Dubai, United Arab Emirates; DOB 13 Sep 1979; POB Ta’izz Al-Mukha, Yemen; nationality Yemen; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport 06398551 (Yemen) expires 18 Apr 2022 (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: AL-JAMAL, Sa’id Ahmad Muhammad).

FANI OIL TRADING FZE, P1-ELOB Office No. E-32G-03, United Arab Emirates; P.O. Box 7382, Fujairah, United Arab Emirates; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 12 Jul 2006; License 11578909 (United Arab Emirates); alt. License 17959 (United Arab Emirates); alt. License 11672278 (United Arab Emirates); alt. License 1858 (United Arab Emirates) [SDGT] (Linked To: STAVRIDIS, Konstantinos).

GARANTI INRCAT IHALAT KUYUMCULUK DIS TİCARET LIMITED SİRKETİ (a.k.a. "GARANTI GOLD AND EXCHANGE"; Ali Gulacti Center Apt, No: 6-302 Mimar Kemalatten Mahallesi, Koca Ragipasa Caddesi, Fatih, Istanbul 34130, Turkey; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 31 Oct 2017; Chamber of Commerce Number 1095528 (Turkey); Registration Number 105602-5 (Turkey); Central Registration System Number 38904978900001 (Turkey) [SDGT] (Linked To: AL-JAMAL, Sa’id Ahmad Muhammad).

JJO GENERAL TRADING GIDA SANAYI VE TİCARET ANONİM SİRKETİ, 12/340 Yesilcay Mahallesi, Ataturk Caddesi, Bakirkoy, Istanbul 34149, Turkey; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 13 Jan 2020; Chamber of Commerce Number 1218127 (Turkey); Registration Number 228367-5 (Turkey) [SDGT] (Linked To: MAHAMUD, Abdi Nasir Ali).

LIGHT MOON (V4EO4) Bulk Carrier St. Kitts and Nevis flag; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9109550 (vessle) [SDGT] (Linked To: MAHAMUD, Abdi Nasir Ali).

MAATH ABDULLAH DAEL IMPORT AND EXPORT (a.k.a. DAIL IMPORT AND EXPORT; a.k.a. MOAZ ABDULLA DAEL FOR IMPORT AND EXPORT (Arabic: معاذ عبدالله دايل للاتسارد وتصدير), North 60th Street, Sana’a, Yemen; 50th Street, Hodeidah, Yemen; Tahrir Street, Hodeidah, Yemen; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Target Type Private Company [SDGT] (Linked To: AL-JAMAL, Sa’id Ahmad Muhammad).

MOAZ ABDULLA DAEL FOR IMPORT AND EXPORT (a.k.a. DAIL IMPORT AND EXPORT; a.k.a. MAATH ABDULLAH DAEL IMPORT AND EXPORT), North 60th Street, Sana’a, Yemen; 50th Street, Hodeidah, Yemen; Tahrir Street, Hodeidah, Yemen; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Target Type Private Company [SDGT] (Linked To: AL-JAMAL, Sa’id Ahmad Muhammad).

PERIDOT SHIPPING & TRADING LLC (a.k.a. PERIDOT SHIP MANAGEMENT, a.k.a. PERIDOT SHIPPING AND TRADING LLC; Sharjah Media City, Al Messaned, Al Bataeh, Sharjah, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates; Office 903, Arenja Chambers-II, Sector 15, CBD Belapur, Navi Mumbai, Maharashtra 400614, India; L-1, Office No. 28, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 03 Nov 2018; Identification Number IMO 6170108; License 1805553.01 (United Arab Emirates); Registration Number 11594369 (United Arab Emirates) [SDGT] (Linked To: SINGH, Chiranjeev Kumar).

PERIDOT SHIPPING AND TRADING LLC (Arabic: بيريدوت للشحن والتصدير), Singapore; Nigeria; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 03 Nov 2018; Identification Number IMO 6170108; License 1805553.01 (United Arab Emirates); Registration Number 11594369 (United Arab Emirates) [SDGT] (Linked To: SINGH, Chiranjeev Kumar).

PERIDOT SHIP MANAGEMENT (a.k.a. PERIDOT SHIPPING & TRADING LLC; Sharjah Media City, Al Messaned, Al Bataeh, Sharjah, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates; Office 903, Arenja Chambers-II, Sector 15, CBD Belapur, Navi Mumbai, Maharashtra 400614, India; L-1, Office No. 28, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 03 Nov 2018; Identification Number IMO 6170108; License 1805553.01 (United Arab Emirates); Registration Number 11594369 (United Arab Emirates) [SDGT] (Linked To: SINGH, Chiranjeev Kumar).

PERIDOT SHIPPING AND TRADING LLC (a.k.a. PERIDOT SHIP MANAGEMENT, a.k.a. PERIDOT SHIPPING & TRADING LLC; Sharjah Media City, Al Messaned, Al Bataeh, Sharjah, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates; Office 903, Arenja Chambers-II, Sector 15, CBD Belapur, Navi Mumbai, Maharashtra 400614, India; L-1, Office No. 28, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 03 Nov 2018; Identification Number IMO 6170108; License 1805553.01 (United Arab Emirates); Registration Number 11594369 (United Arab Emirates) [SDGT] (Linked To: SINGH, Chiranjeev Kumar).

SINGH, Chiranjeev Kumar (a.k.a. SINGH, Chiranjeev Kumar), Singapore; Nigeria; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 03 Nov 2018; Identification Number IMO 6170108; License 1805553.01 (United Arab Emirates); Registration Number 11594369 (United Arab Emirates) [SDGT] (Linked To: SINGH, Chiranjeev Kumar).

SINGH, Chiranjeev Kumar (a.k.a. SINGH, Chiranjeev Kumar)
The following [BELARUS-EO14038] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

24X7 PANOPTES (a.k.a. LLC 24X7 PANOPTES (Cyrillic: ООО 24Х7 ПАНОПТЕС)); a.k.a. ООО 24Х7 PANOPTES), Platonova st. 20b-2, Minsk 220005, Belarus (Cyrillic: ул. Платонова, 20Б-2, Минск 220005, Беларусь); Registration Number 192603494 (Belarus) [BELARUS-EO14038].

AAT INTEHRL - KIRIIUCHAIA KAMPANIA KHOULDYNGU INTEHRL (Cyrillic: AAT ИНТЕГРАЛ - КИРИУЧАЯ КАПИАНЯ ХОЛДИНГУ ИНТЕГРАЛ) (a.k.a. AAT INTEGRAL-UPRVLAYYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA KHOULDINGA INTEGRAL, OAO; a.k.a. OAO INTEGRAL - MANAGEMENT HOLDING COMPANY INTEGRAL (Cyrillic: ОАО ИНТЕГРАЛ - УПРАВЛЯЮЩАЯ КОМПАНИЯ ХОЛДИНГА ИНТЕГРАЛ); a.k.a. OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHESTVO INTEGRAL; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY INTEGRAL (Cyrillic: ОТКРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ИНТЕГРАЛ)). I.P., d.121А, kom. 327, ul. Kazintsa g., Minsk, Belarus; Registration Number 100386629 (Belarus) [BELARUS-EO14038].

BANK DABRABYT JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. BANK DABRABYT JSC; f.k.a. BANK MOSCOW-MINSK JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. FOREIGN BANK MOSKVA-MINSK; f.k.a. MOSCOW-MINSK FOREIGN BANK; a.k.a. OJSC BANK DABRABYT (Cyrillic: ОАО БАНК ДАБРАБЫТ)), Kommunisticheskaya Str. 49, premises 1, Minsk 220002, Belarus; SWIFT/BIC MMBNYB22; Website www.bankdabrabyt.by; Organization Established Date 07 Apr 2000; Target Type Financial Institution; alt. Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Registration Number 807000002 (Belarus) [BELARUS-EO14038].

BANK DABRABYT JSC (a.k.a. BANK DABRABYT JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK MOSCOW-MINSK JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. FOREIGN BANK MOSKVA-MINSK; f.k.a. MOSCOW-MINSK FOREIGN BANK; a.k.a. OJSC BANK DABRABYT (Cyrillic: ОАО БАНК ДАБРАБЫТ)), Kommunisticheskaya Str. 49, premises 1, Minsk 220002, Belarus; SWIFT/BIC MMBNYB22; Website www.bankdabrabyt.by; Organization Established Date 07 Apr 2000; Target Type Financial Institution; alt. Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Registration Number 807000002 (Belarus) [BELARUS-EO14038].

BANK MOSCOW-MINSK JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. BANK DABRABYT JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK DABRABYT JSC; f.k.a. FOREIGN BANK MOSKVA-MINSK; f.k.a. MOSCOW-MINSK FOREIGN BANK; a.k.a. OJSC BANK DABRABYT (Cyrillic: ОАО БАНК ДАБРАБЫТ)), Kommunisticheskaya Str. 49, premises 1, Minsk 220002, Belarus; SWIFT/BIC MMBNYB22; Website www.bankdabrabyt.by; Organization Established Date 07 Apr 2000; Target Type Financial Institution; alt. Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Registration Number 807000002 (Belarus) [BELARUS-EO14038].

BELARUSIAN STATE AUTHORITY FOR MILITARY INDUSTRY (a.k.a. STATE AUTHORITY FOR MILITARY INDUSTRY OF THE REPUBLIC OF BELARUS; a.k.a. STATE MILITARY-INDUSTRIAL COMMITTEE OF BELARUS (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННЫЙ ВОЕННО-ПРОМЫШЛЕННЫЙ КОМИТЕТ БЕЛАРУСИ)), 115 Nezavisimost ave, Minsk 220114, Belarus; 115 Nezavisimosti Avenue, Minsk 220114, Belarus; Organization Established Date 07 Apr 2000; Target Type State-Owned Business; alt. Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Registration Number 100386629 (Belarus) [BELARUS-EO14038].
JSC KB RADAR (a.k.a. KB RADAR - RADAR AND ELECTRONIC WARFARE SYSTEMS; a.k.a. KB RADAR; a.k.a. KB RADAR - RADAR AND ELECTRONIC WARFARE SYSTEMS; a.k.a. KB RADAR - RADAR AND EW SYSTEMS; a.k.a. KB RADAR - RADAR AND ELECTRONIC WARFARE SYSTEMS; a.k.a. KB RADAR); a.k.a. KB RADAR OJSC; a.k.a. KB RADAR-UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA KHOHLINGA SISTEMY RADIOLOKATSII OAO; a.k.a. OJSC KB RADAR-MANAGING COMPANY HOLDING RADAR SYSTEM (Cyrillic: ОАО КО РАДАР-УПРАВЛЯЮЩАЯ КОМПАНИЯ ХОЛДИНГА СИСТЕМЫ РАДИОЛОКАЦИИ); a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY KB RADAR-MANAGEMENT COMPANY HOLDING RADAR SYSTEMS), Partizanski 64A, Minsk 220026, Belarus (Cyrillic: пр-т Партизанский, 64а, Минск 220026, Беларусь); d.24, Nezhileoe pomeschenie, ul Promyshlennaya, Minsk 220075, Belarus; Organization Established Date 2006; Registration Number 190699027 (Belarus) [BELARUS-E014038].

KB RADAR (Cyrillic: КБ РАДАР; a.k.a. JSC KB RADAR; a.k.a. OJSC KB RADAR-MANAGING RADAR-UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA (Cyrillic: КБ РАДАР); a.k.a. KB RADAR INTEGRAL-UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL).
COMPANY HOLDING RADAR SYSTEM (Cyrillic: ОАО КБ РАДАР-УПРАВЛЯЮЩАЯ КОМПАНИЯ ХОЛДИНГА СИСТЕМЫ РАДИОЛОКАЦИИ; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY KB RADAR-MANAGEMENT COMPANY HOLDING RADAR SYSTEMS), Partizanski 64A, Minsk 220026, Belarus (Cyrillic: пр-т Партизанский, 64а, Минск 220026, Беларусь); d.24, Nezhele pomeshchenie, ul Promyshlennaya, Minsk 220075, Belarus; Organization Established Date 2006; Registration Number 190699027 (Belarus) [BELARUS-E014038].

KHRENIN, Viktor (a.k.a. KHRENIN, Viktar Gennadievich (Cyrillic: Виктор Генадьевич), a.k.a. KHRENIN, Viktor; a.k.a. KHRENIN, Viktar; a.k.a. KHRENIN, Viktor Gennadievich (Cyrillic: Виктор Генадьевич)), Minsk, Belarus; DOB 01 Aug 1971; POB Novogrudok, Grodno Region, Belarus; nationality Belarus; Gender Male; Passport KH2594621 (Belarus); National ID No. 3010871K003PB1 (Belarus) (individual) [BELARUS-E014038].

KHRENIN, Viktor Gennadievich (Cyrillic: Виктор Генадьевич), Minsk, Belarus; DOB 01 Aug 1971; POB Novogrudok, Grodno Region, Belarus; nationality Belarus; Gender Male; Passport KH2594621 (Belarus); National ID No. 3010871K003PB1 (Belarus); Registration Number 191288292 (Belarus) [BELARUS-E014038] (Linked To: BELARUSSIAN BANK OF DEVELOPMENT AND RECONSTRUCTION BELINVESTBANK JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

LLC SYNESIS (Cyrillic: ООО СИНЕЗИС) (a.k.a. JSC SYNESIS; a.k.a. SHEZIS OOO), Platonova 208, Minsk 220005, Belarus; d.208, пом. 14, ul. Platonova, Minsk, Belarus; Organization Established Date 27 Dec 2007; Registration Number 190950894 (Belarus) [BELARUS-E014038].

MINOTOR-SERVICE ENTERPRISE (a.k.a. INDUSTRIAL-COMMERCIAL PRIVATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE MINOTOR-SERVICE; a.k.a. PROIZVODSTVENNO-TORGHOVOE CHASTNOE UNITARNOYE PREDPRIYATIYE MINOTOR-SERVIS (Cyrillic: Производственно-торговое частное унитарное предприятие Минотор-сервис); a.k.a. UE MINOTOR-SERVICE; a.k.a. UP MINATOR-SERVIS (Cyrillic: УП МИНАТОР-СЕРВИС); a.k.a. UP MINOTOR-SERVIS (Cyrillic: УП МИНАТОР-СЕРВИС); a.k.a. VYTvorchA-handlevayA PBAVTNAYE UNITARNAYE PRADPryMstva MINATOR-SERVIS (Cyrillic: ВЫТВОРЧА-ГАНДЛЕВАЕ ПРЫВАТНAYE УНИТАРНЫЕ ПРЯДПРЯМСТВА МИНОТОР-СЕРВИС), ul. Karvata, d. 84, kom. 1, Minsk 220139, Belarus; d.84, ком. 1, ул. Карвата, Минск 220139, Беларусь; Organization Established Date 1991; Registration Number 100665069 (Belarus) [BELARUS-E014038].

MINSK WHEEL TRACTOR PLANT (Cyrillic: МИНСКИЙ ЗАВОД КОЛЕСНЫХ ТЯГАЧЕЙ) (a.k.a. MINSK WHEEL TRACTOR PLANT JSC; a.k.a. MINSK WHEEL TRACTOR PLANT OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. MINSK WHEELED TRACTOR PLANT; a.k.a. OТКРyтоE АКcИОJERЕNНОE OBHСHESTVО MINSKII ZAVOД KOLESNYKH TЯGАЧЕЙ; a.k.a. "OJSC MWPT"; a.k.a. "OJSC M2KT")
MINSK WHEEL TRACTOR PLANT JSC (a.k.a. MINSK WHEEL TRACTOR PLANT (Cyrillic: МИНСКИЙ ЗАВОД КОЛЕСНЫХ ТЯГАЧЕЙ); a.k.a. MINSK WHEELED TRACTOR PLANT; a.k.a. ОТКРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО МИНСКИЙ ЗАВОД КОЛЕСНЫХ ТЯГАЧЕЙ; a.k.a. "OJSC MWPT"; a.k.a. "ОАО МЗКТ")

Partizanski ave 150, 220021, Belarus; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Registration Number 100534485 (Belarus) [BELARUS-EO14038].

NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNOYE OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOY OTVETSTVENNOSTYU AKB TSP

(а.к.а. НАУЧНО-ПРОИЗВОДСТВЕННОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ АКБ ТСП)

Наукинояснозаводостороннях Купуброль Лийтепатстырського Сы Беларусь; Створена Дато 08 Ілля 2002; Регистрационный № 190369982 (Беларусь) [BELARUS-EO14038].

NAUCKOVA-VYTVORCHAYE TAVARYSTVA S ABMEZHANAVAN ADKAZNASTSYU AKB TSP

(Акб Ксь Рада Адкаян Фонды С陌生人еству Купу промышленное предприятие)

Наукинояснозаводостороннях Купуброль Лийтепатстырського Сы Беларусь; Створена Дато 08 Ілля 2002; Регистрационный № 190369982 (Беларусь) [BELARUS-EO14038].

NAUCNOVA-VYTVORCHAYE TAVARYSTVA S ABMEZHANAVAN ADKAZNASTSYU AKB TSP

(Акб Ксь Рада Адкаян Фонды С陌生人еству Купу промышленное предприятие)

Наукинояснозаводостороннях Купуброль Лийтепатстырського Сы Беларусь; Створена Дато 08 Ілля 2002; Регистрационный № 190369982 (Беларусь) [BELARUS-EO14038].

NAUCKOVA-VYTVORCHAYE TAVARYSTVA S ABMEZHANAVAN ADKAZNASTSYU AKB TSP

(Акб Ксь Рада Адкаян Фонды С陌生人еству Купу промышленное предприятие)

Наукинояснозаводостороннях Купуброль Лийтепатстырського Сы Беларусь; Створена Дато 08 Ілля 2002; Регистрационный № 190369982 (Беларусь) [BELARUS-EO14038].

NAUCNOVA-VYTVORCHAYE TAVARYSTVA S ABMEZHANAVAN ADKAZNASTSYU AKB TSP

(Акб Ксь Рада Адкаян Фонды С陌生人еству Купу промышленное предприятие)

Наукинояснозаводостороннях Купуброль Лийтепатстырського Сы Беларусь; Створена Дато 08 Ілля 2002; Регистрационный № 190369982 (Беларусь) [BELARUS-EO14038].

NAVUKOVA-VYTVORCHAYE TAVARYSTVA S ABMEZHANAVAN ADKAZNASTSYU AKB TSP

(Акб Ксь Рада Адкаян Фонды С陌生人еству Купу промышленное предприятие)

Наукинояснозаводостороннях Купуброль Лийтепатстырського Сы Беларусь; Створена Дато 08 Ілля 2002; Регистрационный № 190369982 (Беларусь) [BELARUS-EO14038].

NAVUKOVA-VYTVORCHAYE TAVARYSTVA S ABMEZHANAVAN ADKAZNASTSYU AKB TSP

(Акб Ксь Рада Адкаян Фонды С陌生人еству Купу промышленное предприятие)

Наукинояснозаводостороннях Купуброль Лийтепатстырського Сы Беларусь; Створена Дато 08 Ілля 2002; Регистрационный № 190369982 (Беларусь) [BELARUS-EO14038].

NAVUKOVA-VYTVORCHAYE TAVARYSTVA S ABMEZHANAVAN ADKAZNASTSYU AKB TSP

(Акб Ксь Рада Адкаян Фонды С陌生人еству Купу промышленное предприятие)

Наукинояснозаводостороннях Купуброль Лийтепатстырського Сы Беларусь; Створена Дато 08 Ілля 2002; Регистрационный № 190369982 (Беларусь) [BELARUS-EO14038].

NAVUKOVA-VYTVORCHAYE TAVARYSTVA S ABMEZHANAVAN ADKAZNASTSYU AKB TSP

(Акб Ксь Рада Адкаян Фонды С陌生人еству Купу промышленное предприятие)

Наукинояснозаводостороннях Купуброль Лийтепатстырського Сы Беларусь; Створена Дато 08 Ілля 2002; Регистрационный № 190369982 (Беларусь) [BELARUS-EO14038].

NAVUKOVA-VYTVORCHAYE TAVARYSTVA S ABMEZHANAVAN ADKAZNASTSYU AKB TSP

(Акб Ксь Рада Адкаян Фонды С陌生人еству Купу промышленное предприятие)

Наукинояснозаводостороннях Купуброль Лийтепатстырського Сы Беларусь; Створена Дато 08 Ілля 2002; Регистрационный № 190369982 (Беларусь) [BELARUS-EO14038].
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CHANGES TO THE SDNLIST IN 2022

ХОЛДИНГА ИНТЕГРАЛ (a.k.a. AAT INTEGRAL - KIRIUCHIAKAMANIYA KHOLODNYGU INTEGRAL (Cyrillic: AAT ИНТЕГРАЛ - КИРИУЧА КАМПАНИЯ ХОЛДИНГУ ИНТЕГРАЛ); a.k.a. INTEGRAL-UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMANIYA KHOLODINGA INTEGRAL, OAO; a.k.a. ОТКРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ИНТЕГРАЛ), I.P., d.121A, kom. 327, ul. Kazinta g., Minsk, Belarus; Registration Number 100386629 (Belarus) [BELARUS-E014038].

ОБСЧЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ SOKHRA GRUPP (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ СОХРА) (f.k.a. ОБСЧЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ SOKHRA GRUPP (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ СОХРА ГРУПП); f.k.a. ОБСЧЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ SOKHRA GRUPP; a.k.a. ООО СОХРА LLC; a.k.a. TAA SOKHRA; a.k.a. TAYVARYSTVA Z ABMEZHAVANY ADKAZNASTSYU SOKHRA GRUPP (Cyrillic: ТАВАРЫСТВА З АБМЕЗХАВАННІ АДКАЗНАСТСЬЮ СОХРА ГРУП) (Cyrillic: ТАВАРЫСТВА З АБМЕЗХАВАНИ АДКАЗНАСЦЮ СОХРА ГРУП); (a.k.a. TAYVARYSTVA Z ABMEZHAVANY ADKAZNASTSYU SOKHRA GRUPP; a.k.a. TAYVARYSTVA Z ABMEZHAVANY ADKAZNASTSYU SOKHRA GRUPP (Cyrillic: ТАВАРЫСТВА З АБМЕЗХАВАНИ АДКАЗНАСЦЮ СОХРА ГРУП); a.k.a. ПКБ РАДАР-УПРАВЛЯЮЩАЯ КОМПАНИЯ ХОЛДИНГА СИСТЕМЫ РАДИОЛОКАЦИИ) (a.k.a. JSC KB RASRADAR; a.k.a. KB RADDAR - RADAR AND ELECTRONIC WARFARE SYSTEMS; a.k.a. KB RADDAR - RADAR AND EW SYSTEMS; a.k.a. KB RADDAR; a.k.a. KB RADDAR JSOC; a.k.a. KB RADDAR-UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMANIYA KHOHOLDINGA SISTEMY RADIOLOKATSIJ OAO; a.k.a. ОПЕН ЮНТИ СТОК КОМПАНИЯ KB RADDAR-MANAGEMENT COM)...
RASSALAI, Viachaslau Yevgenyevich (a.k.a. RASSALAI, Vyacheslav Evgenyevich; a.k.a. ROSSOLAY, Vyacheslav Evgenyevich (Cyrillic: РОССОЛАЙ, Вячеслав Евгеньевич)), Minsk, Belarus; DOB 17 Oct 1981; POB Minsk, Belarus; nationality Belarus; Gender Male (individual) [BELARUS-E014038].

RASSALAI, Viachaslau Yevgenyevich (Cyrillic: РИМАШЕВСКИЙ, Алексей Иванович) (a.k.a. Rimashevskiy, Alexander Evgenevich; a.k.a. RIMASHEVSKIY, Alyaksandar Yauhenavich (Cyrillic: РЫМАШЕЎСКІ, Аляксандр Яўгенаўіч)), Minsk, Belarus; DOB 29 Jun 1981; POB Saliorsk, Minsk Oblast, Belarus; nationality Belarus; Gender Male; Passport MP2145720 (Belarus); National ID No. 3290681A146PB8 (Belarus) (individual) [BELARUS-E014038].

RIMASHEVSKIY, Aleksey Ivanovich (Cyrillic: РИМАШЕВСКИЙ, Алексей Иванович) (a.k.a. Rimashevskiy, Alexander Evgenevich; a.k.a. RIMASHEVSKIY, Alyaksandar Yauhenavich (Cyrillic: РЫМАШЕЎСКІ, Аляксандр Яўгенаўіч)), Minsk, Belarus; DOB 29 Jun 1981; POB Saliorsk, Minsk Oblast, Belarus; nationality Belarus; Gender Male; Passport MP2145720 (Belarus); National ID No. 3290681A146PB8 (Belarus) (individual) [BELARUS-E014038].
SHATROV, Aleksandr (Cyrillic: ШАТРОВ, Александр) (a.k.a. SHATROU, Alyaksandr; a.k.a. SHATROV, Aleksandr (Cyrillic: ШАТРОЎ, Алеськандар Яўгенавіч); a.k.a. SHATROU, Aliaksandr; a.k.a. SHATROV, Alexander Evgenevich (Cyrillic: ШАТРОЎ, Александар Еўгеньевіч); a.k.a. SHATROV, Aleksandr (Cyrillic: ШАТРОЎ, Александар)); a.k.a. SHATROV, Alexander (Cyrillic: ШАТРОВ, Александар Еўгеньевич)).

STATE MILITARY-INDUSTRIAL COMMITTEE OF THE REPUBLIC OF BELARUS (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННЫЙ ВОЕННО-ПРОМЫШЛЕННЫЙ КОМИТЕТ БЕЛАРУСИ),

TIM INDUSTRIAL SERVIS KAMPAÑI (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ТИМ ИНДУСТРИАЛ СЕРВИС КАМПАНИ).
PROIZVODSTVENNO-TORGOVYE
CHASTNOYE UNITARNOYE PREDPRIYATIE
MINOTOR-SERVIS (Cyrillic: ПРОИЗВОДСТВЕННО-ТОРГОВОЕ ЧАСТНОЕ УНИТАРНОЕ ПРЕДПРИЯТИЕ МИНОТОР-
СЕРВИС); a.k.a. УП MINOTOR-SERVIS (Cyrillic: УП МИНОТОР-СЕРВИС); a.k.a. UP MINOTOR-
SERVIS (Cyrillic: УП МИНОТОР-СЕРВИС)), ul. Karvata, d. 84, kom. 1, Minsk 220139, Belarus
(Cyrillic: ул. Карвата, д. 84, ком. 1, г. Минск 220139, Беларусь); Radialnaya str., 40, Minsk
220070, Belarus; Organization Established Date
1991; Registration Number 100665069 (Belarus) [BELARUS-E014038].
ZAITSAU, Aliaksandr Mikalaievich (Cyrillic: ЗАЙЦАЎ, Александар Мікалаевіч); a.k.a.
ZAITSEV, Aleksandr Nikolayevich; a.k.a. ZAITSEV, Alexander Nikolayevich; a.k.a.
ZAYTSAU, Aliaksandr Mikalaevich (Cyrillic: ЗАЙЦЕВ, Александар Ніколяевіч); a.k.a.
ZAYTSEV, Aleksandr Nikolayevich; a.k.a. ZAYTSEV, Alexander Nikolayevich (Cyrillic:
ЗАЙЦЕВ, Александар Николайевіч); a.k.a. ZAYTSEV, Aleksandr, Belarus; United Arab Emirates; DOB
22 Nov 1976; POB Ruzhany, Brest Oblast, Belarus; nationality Belarus; Gender Male (individual) [BELARUS-E014038].
ZAYTSEV, Aleksandr (a.k.a. ZAITSAU,
Aliaksandr Mikalaievich (Cyrillic: ЗАЙЦАЎ, Александар Мікалаевіч); a.k.a. ZAITSEV, Aleksandr Nikolayevich; a.k.a. ZAYTSEV, Alexander Nikolayevich (Cyrillic:
ЗАЙЦЕВ, Александар Николайевіч); a.k.a. ZAYTSEV, Aleksandr, Belarus; United Arab Emirates; DOB
22 Nov 1976; POB Ruzhany, Brest Oblast, Belarus; nationality Belarus; Gender Male (individual) [BELARUS-E014038].
ZAYTSEV, Aleksandr; a.k.a. ZAYTSEV,
ЗАЙЦЕВ, Александар Ніколяевіч); a.k.a.
ZAYTSAU, Aliaksandr Mikalaevich (Cyrillic: ЗАЙЦЕВ, Александар Мікалаевіч); a.k.a.
ZAYTSEV, Aleksandr Nikolayevich; a.k.a. ZAYTSEV, Alexander Nikolayevich; a.k.a.
ZAYTSEV, Aleksandr; a.k.a. ZAYTSEV, Alexander), Belarus; United Arab Emirates; DOB 22
Nov 1976; POB Ruzhany, Brest Oblast, Belarus; nationality Belarus; Gender Male (individual) [BELARUS-E014038].
"558 ARZ OAO" (a.k.a. JSC 558 AIRCRAFT
REPAIR PLANT (Cyrillic: ОАО 558 АВІАЦІЙНИЙ РЕМОНТНИЙ ЗАВОД); a.k.a. JSC 558TH AIRCRAFT
REPAIR PLANT; a.k.a. "JSC 558 ARP"), bid. 7, 50 let VLKSM st., Baranovichi, Brest reg. 225415,
Belarus; Registration Number 100534485 (Belarus) [BELARUS-E014038].
"DEFENSE INITIATIVES COMPANY" (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY OBORONNYE
НИЗАЩИТЫ (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ
ОБОРОННЫЕ ИНИЦИАТИВЫ); Cyrillic: ТАВАРИСТВА З АБЕМЖАВАНАЙ
АДКАЗАСЦЮ АБАРОННЫІ НІЗЫЯТЫ БВ); a.k.a. ООО OBORONNYE NIZASYUTIVY (Cyrillic: ООО
ОБОРОННЫЕ ИНИЦИАТИВЫ); a.k.a. TAA АБАРОННЯЯ НИЗАСАТІВИ І (Cyrillic: ТАА
АБАРОННЫІ НІЗАЯТЫВІ)). Perehodnaya str. 64, building 3, office 5, Minsk 220070, Belarus;
Registration Number 191288292 (Belarus) [BELARUS-E014038].
"JSC 558 ARP" (a.k.a. JSC 558 AIRCRAFT
REPAIR PLANT (Cyrillic: ОАО 558 АВІАЦІЙНИЙ РЕМОНТНИЙ ЗАВОД); a.k.a. JSC 558TH AIRCRAFT
REPAIR PLANT; a.k.a. "JSC 558 ARP"), bid. 7, 50 let VLKSM st., Baranovichi, Brest reg. 225415,
Belarus; Registration Number 100534485 (Belarus) [BELARUS-E014038].
"JSC MWPT" (a.k.a. MINSK WHEEL TRACTOR PLANT JSC; a.k.a. MINSK WHEEL TRACTOR
PLANT OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. MINSK WHEELED TRACTOR PLANT; a.k.a. OTRKHOYE
AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO MINSKII ZAVOD KOLESNYKH TЯГАЧЕЙ; a.k.a. "JOCS MWPT"; a.k.a. "VOLAT"), Partizanski ave 150, 220021, Belarus; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise;
Registration Number 100534485 (Belarus) [BELARUS-E014038].
"OJSC MZKT" (Cyrillic: "ОАО МЗКТ") (a.k.a. MINSK WHEEL TRACTOR PLANT (Cyrillic:
МИНСКІЙ ЗАВОД КОЛЕСНЫХ ТЯГАЧЕЙ); a.k.a. MINSK WHEEL TRACTOR PLANT JSC; a.k.a.
MINSK WHEEL TRACTOR PLANT OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. MINSK WHEELED TRACTOR
PLANT; a.k.a. OTRKHOYE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO MINSKII ZAVOD KOLESNYKH TЯГАЧЕЙ; a.k.a. "JOCS MWPT"; a.k.a. "VOLAT"), Partizanski ave 150, 220021, Belarus; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise;
Registration Number 100534485 (Belarus) [BELARUS-E014038].
The following [BELARUS-E014038] entries have been changed:
AAT AVIAKAMPANIIA TRANSVIAEKSPART
(Cyrillic: ААТ АВІАКІМПАНІЯ ТРАНСВІАІКСПАРТ) (a.k.a. ADKRYTOE AKTSYUANERNAE TAVARYSTVA
AVIAKAMPANIIA TRANSVIAEKSPART) (Cyrillic: АДКРЫТАЕ АКЦИЯНЕРНАЕ ТАВАРЫСТВА
АВIЯКАМПАЙНIЯ ТРАНСВIАКСПАРТ) [BELARUS-E014038].
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ADKRYTAE AKTSYIANERNAE TAVARYSTVA AVIAKAMPANIIA TRANSAVIAEKSPART

(Cyrillic: АДКРЫТАЕ АКЦЫЯНЄРНАЕ ТАВАРЫСТВА АВIЯКАМПАНИЯ ТРАНСАВIЯЭКСПАРТ)

A.A.T. AIAVIYA (Cyrillic: АА.Т. АЯВІЯ) (f.k.a. ADKRYTAE AKTSYIANERNAE TAVARYSTVA AVIAKAMPANIIA TRANSAVIAEKSPART)

(JSC TRANSAVIAEXPORT AIRLINES (a.k.a. AAT AVIAKAMPANIIA TRANSAVIAEKSPART)

(Cyrillic: AAТ АЯВІЯКАМПАНИЯ ТРАНСАВIЯЭКСПАРТ) (Belarus) [BELARUS-OE14038].

A.A.T. TAE AVIA (Cyrillic: АА.Т. ТАЕ АВІЯ) (f.k.a. ADKRYTAE AKTSYIANERNAE TAVARYSTVA AVIAKAMPANIIA TRANSAVIAEKSPART)

(В организации:ФРУ АО АВIЯКАМПАНИЯ ТРАНСАВIЯЭКСПАРТ) (Belarus) [BELARUS-OE14038].

A&A. TAE AVIA (Cyrillic: АА.Т. ТАЕ АВІЯ) (f.k.a. ADKRYTAE AKTSYIANERNAE TAVARYSTVA AVIAKAMPANIIA TRANSAVIAEKSPART)

(Файл:ОАО АВIЯКАМПАНИЯ ТРАНСАВIЯЭКСПАРТ) (Belarus) [BELARUS-OE14038].

A&A. AIAVIYA (Cyrillic: АА.АЯВІЯ) (f.k.a. ADKRYTAE AKTSYIANERNAE TAVARYSTVA AVIAKAMPANIIA TRANSAVIAEKSPART)

(Организация:ОАО АВIЯКАМПАНИЯ ТРАНСАВIЯЭКСПАРТ) (Belarus) [BELARUS-OE14038].

A&A. TAE AVIA (Cyrillic: АА.Т. ТАЕ АВІЯ) (f.k.a. ADKRYTAE AKTSYIANERNAE TAVARYSTVA AVIAKAMPANIIA TRANSAVIAEKSPART)

(Организация:ОАО АВIЯКАМПАНИЯ ТРАНСАВIЯЭКСПАРТ) (Belarus) [BELARUS-OE14038].

A&A. AIAVIYA (Cyrillic: АА.АЯВІЯ) (f.k.a. ADKRYTAE AKTSYIANERNAE TAVARYSTVA AVIAKAMPANIIA TRANSAVIAEKSPART)

(Файл:ОАО АВIЯКАМПАНИЯ ТРАНСАВIЯЭКСПАРТ) (Belarus) [BELARUS-OE14038].
OTKRYTOYE AKTSIONERNOYE OBSCHESTVO AVIUKOMPANIYA TRANSAVIAEKSPORT
(a.k.a. AAT AVIAKAMPANIIA TRANSAVIAEKSPORT)

AKTSIONERNOYE OBSCHESTVO TAE AVIA
(Cyrillic: AKTSIONERNOYE OBSCHESTVO TAE AVIA)

TRANSAVIAEXPORT AIRLINES; 44,
Zakhareva St., Minsk 220034, Belarus (Cyrillic: Ул. Захарова, 44, Минск 220034, Беларусь; d.
11, Ul. Pervomayskaya, Minsk 220034, Belarus
(Cyrillic: d. 11, ул. Первомайская, Минск 220034, Беларусь); Organization Established Date
28 Dec 1992; Registration Number 100027245 (Belarus) [BELARUS-EO14038].

resulting in the following new [BELARUS-
EO14038] entries:

AAT TAE AVIYA (Cyrillic: AAT TAE AVIYA) (f.k.a. AAT AVIAKAMPANIIA TRANSAVIAEKSPORT)

TRANSAVIAEXPORT AIRLINES; 44,
Zakhareva St., Minsk 220034, Belarus (Cyrillic: Ул. Захарова, 44, Минск 220034, Беларусь; d.
11, Ul. Pervomayskaya, Minsk 220034, Belarus
(Cyrillic: d. 11, ул. Первомайская, Минск 220034, Беларусь); Organization Established Date
28 Dec 1992; Registration Number 100027245 (Belarus) [BELARUS-EO14038].
CHANGES TO THE SDN LIST IN 2022

• 02/24/22

The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] [UKRAINE-EO13661] entries have been changed:

IVANOV, Sergei (a.k.a. IVANOV, Sergej), Moscow, Russia; DOB 31 Jan 1953; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

IVANOV, Sergey (a.k.a. IVANOV, Sergei); DOB 31 Jan 1953; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; Chief of Staff of the Presidential Executive Office (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- IVANOV, Sergei (a.k.a. IVANOV, Sergei Borisovich (Cyrillic: ИВАНОВ, Сергей Борисович)), Moscow, Russia; DOB 31 Jan 1953; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

resulting in the following new [RUSSIA-EO14024] [UKRAINE-EO13661] entries:

PATRUSHEV, Nikolai Platonovich, Russia; DOB 11 Jul 1951; POB Leningrad, Russian Federation; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secretary of the Russian Federation Security Council (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- PATRUSHEV, Nikolai Platonovich (Cyrillic: ПАТРУШЕВ, Николай Платонович) (a.k.a. PATRUSHEV, Nikolai), Moscow, Russia; DOB 11 Jul 1951; POB St. Petersburg, Russian Federation; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

SECHIN, Igor; DOB 07 Sep 1960; POB St. Petersburg, Russia (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- SECHIN, Igor Ivanovich (Cyrillic: СЕЧИН, Игорь Иванович) (a.k.a. SECHIN, Igor), Moscow, Russia; DOB 07 Sep 1960; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].
The following [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been added to OFAC’s SDN List:

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO BM BANK
(f.k.a. AKTSIONERNY KOMMERCHESKI BANK BANK MOSKVY OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; f.k.a. BANK MOSKVY PAO; f.k.a. BANK OF MOSCOW; a.k.a. BM BANK AO; a.k.a. BM BANK JSC; a.k.a. BM BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK - BANK OF MOSCOW OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. PAO BM BANK), Bld 3 8/15, Rozhdestvenka St., Moscow 107996, Russia; SWIFT/BIC MOSURUM; Website www.bm.ru; BIK (RU) 044525219; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; Government Gazette Number 29292940 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700159497 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

AKTSIONERNY KOMMERCHESKI BANK NOVIKOMBANK
(f.k.a. NOVIKOMBANK AO; a.k.a. NOVIKOMBANK JCSB), bld.1,Polyanka Bolshaya str. 50/1, Moscow 119180, Russia (Cyrillic: ул. Польяна Большая, д. 50/1, стр. 1, Москва 119180, Russia); SWIFT/BIC CNOVRUMM; Website http://www.novikom.ru; BIK (RU) 044583162; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Organization Established Date 1993; Registration ID 1027739075891; Tax ID No. 7706196340; Government Gazette Number 17541272; All offices worldwide. For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ROSTEC).

BANO VTB AFRICA SA (a.k.a. VTB AFRICA),
22, Rua da Missao, Luanda, Angola; SWIFT/BIC VTBALAOU; Website www.vtb.ao; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF RSFSR
(f.k.a. BANK VNESHNEI TORGOLI OAO; f.k.a. BANK VNESHSEL TORGOLI ROSSISKI FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHNEI TORGOLI RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK VNESHNEY TORGOLI JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHNEY TORGOLI OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHNEY TORGOLI ROSSIYSKOGO FEDERATSII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VTB OAO; f.k.a. BANK VTB OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. BANK VTB PAO; a.k.a. BANK VTB PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; a.k.a. CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. JSC VTB BANK; f.k.a. OAO BANK VTB; f.k.a. OAO VNESHتورGБAnK; f.k.a. OJSC CJSC BANK
STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VTB OAO; f.k.a. BANK VTB OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. BANK VTB PAO; a.k.a. BANK VTB PUBLICHNEO AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; f.k.a. CJSC CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. JSC VTB BANK; f.k.a. OAO BANK VTB; f.k.a. OAO VNESHTORGBANK; f.k.a. OJSC CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE; f.k.a. RUSSIAN VNESHTORGBANK; f.k.a. VNESHTORGBANK; f.k.a. VNESHTORGBANK OF RSFSR; f.k.a. VNESHTORGBANK ROSSIJSKII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB BANK; f.k.a. VTB BANK OAO; f.k.a. VTB BANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB BANK PAO; a.k.a. VTB BANK PJSC (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПАО); a.k.a. VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ГУПЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)), 29, Bolshaya Morskaya str., St. Petersburg 190000, Russia; 37 Plyushchikha ul., Moscow 119121, Russia; 43, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109044, Russia; 11 litera, per. Degtyarny, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 11, lit A, Degtyarnyy pereulok, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 43, bld.1, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109147, Russia; Bashnya Zapad, Kompleks Federatsiya, 12, nab. Presnenskaya, Moscow 123317, Russia; 1, 43, ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Vorontsovskaya Str 43, Moscow 109147, Russia; SWIFT/BIC VTBRRUMM; Website www.vtb.com; alt. Website www.vtb.ru; BIK (RU) 044030707; alt. BIK (RU) 044525187; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 17 Oct 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027739609391 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7702070139 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00032520 (Russia); License 1000 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400VH6ART1UQ0N98 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIJSKII FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK OF FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI OAO; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI FOR FOREIGN TRADE; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIJSKII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VTB OAO; a.k.a. BANK VTB BANK PJSC (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПАО); a.k.a. BANK VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ГУПЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)), 29, Bolshaya Morskaya str., St. Petersburg 190000, Russia; 37 Plyushchikha ul., Moscow 119121, Russia; 43, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109044, Russia; 11 litera, per. Degtyarny, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 11, lit A, Degtyarnyy pereulok, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 43, bld.1, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109147, Russia; Bashnya Zapad, Kompleks Federatsiya, 12, nab. Presnenskaya, Moscow 123317, Russia; 1, 43, ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Vorontsovskaya Str 43, Moscow 109147, Russia; SWIFT/BIC VTBRRUMM; Website www.vtb.com; alt. Website www.vtb.ru; BIK (RU) 044030707; alt. BIK (RU) 044525187; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 17 Oct 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027739609391 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7702070139 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00032520 (Russia); License 1000 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400VH6ART1UQ0N98 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIJSKII FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK OF FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. BANK VTB OAO; f.k.a. BANK VTB BANK PJSC (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПАО); a.k.a. BANK VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ГУПЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)), 29, Bolshaya Morskaya str., St. Petersburg 190000, Russia; 37 Plyushchikha ul., Moscow 119121, Russia; 43, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109044, Russia; 11 litera, per. Degtyarny, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 11, lit A, Degtyarnyy pereulok, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 43, bld.1, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109147, Russia; Bashnya Zapad, Kompleks Federatsiya, 12, nab. Presnenskaya, Moscow 123317, Russia; 1, 43, ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Vorontsovskaya Str 43, Moscow 109147, Russia; SWIFT/BIC VTBRRUMM; Website www.vtb.com; alt. Website www.vtb.ru; BIK (RU) 044030707; alt. BIK (RU) 044525187; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 17 Oct 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027739609391 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7702070139 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00032520 (Russia); License 1000 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400VH6ART1UQ0N98 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].
BANK VTB KAZAKHSTAN JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. BANK VTB KAZAKHSTAN JSC; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY VTB BANK KAZAKHSTAN; a.k.a. SUBSIDIARY JSC BANK VTB KAZAKHSTAN), 28 Timiryazev Street, Almaty 050040, Kazakhstan; SWIFT/BIC VTBKAZKZ;
Website http://en.vtb-bank.kz/;
For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIAEO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY);
BANK VTB KAZAKHSTAN JSC (a.k.a. BANK VTB KAZAKHSTAN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY VTB BANK KAZAKHSTAN; a.k.a. SUBSIDIARY JSC BANK VTB KAZAKHSTAN), 28 Timiryazev Street, Almaty 050040, Kazakhstan; SWIFT/BIC VTBKAZKZ;
Website http://en.vtb-bank.kz/;
For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIAEO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY);
BANK VTB AZERBAIJAN OJSC (a.k.a. JSC VTB BANK AZERBAIJAN; f.k.a. OJSC AF BANK; a.k.a. VTB BANK AZERBAIJAN OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 38 Khatai ave. Nasimi district, Baku AZ 1008, Azerbaijan; 60, Samed Vurgun str, Baku 1022, Azerbaijan; SWIFT/BIC VTBAAZ22; Website http://en.vtb.az/;
For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIAEO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY);
BANK VTB OAO (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK OF FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI OAO; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIASKOI FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIISKOI FEDERATSII; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIISKOI FEDERATSI; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIISKOI FEDERATION; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIISKOI FEDERATION; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIISKOI FEDERATION; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIISKOI FEDERATION), 11 litera, per. Degtyarny, St. Petersburg 190000, Russia; 37 Plyushchikha ul., Moscow 119121, Russia; 43, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109044, Russia; 11 litera, per. Degtyarny, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 11, lit A, Degtyarnyy pereulok, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 43, bld.1, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109147, Russia; Bashnya Zapad, Kompleks Federatsiya, 12, nab. Presnenskaya, Moscow 123317, Russia; str. 1, 43, ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Vorontsovskaya Str 43, Moscow 109147, Russia; SWIFT/BIC VTBRRUMM;
Website www.vtb.com; alt. Website www.vtb.ru;
For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIAEO14024].
BANK VTB OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK OF FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI OAO; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIISKOI FEDERATSI AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIISKOI FEDERATSI; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIISKOI FEDERATION; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIISKOI FEDERATION; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIISKOI FEDERATION; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIISKOI FEDERATION), 11 litera, per. Degtyarny, St. Petersburg 190000, Russia; 37 Plyushchikha ul., Moscow 119121, Russia; 43, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109044, Russia; 11 litera, per. Degtyarny, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 11, lit A, Degtyarnyy pereulok, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 43, bld.1, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109147, Russia; Bashnya Zapad, Kompleks Federatsiya, 12, nab. Presnenskaya, Moscow 123317, Russia; str. 1, 43, ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Vorontsovskaya Str 43, Moscow 109147, Russia; SWIFT/BIC VTBRRUMM;
Website www.vtb.com; alt. Website www.vtb.ru;
For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIAEO14024].
VTB Bank (f.k.a. VTB Bank PJSC (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)), 29, Bolshaya Moskvaria str., St. Petersburg 190000, Russia; 37 Plyushchikha ul., Moscow 119121, Russia; 43, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109044, Russia; 11 litera, per. Degtyarny, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 11, lit A, Degtyarnyy pereulok, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 43, bld.1, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109147, Russia; Bashnya Zapad, Kompleks Federatsiya, 12, nab. Presnenskaya, Moscow 123317, Russia; str. 1, 43, ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Vorontsovskaya Str 43, Moscow 109147, Russia; SWIFT/BIC VTBRRUMM; Website www.vtb.com; alt. Website www.vtb.ru; BIK (RU) 044030707; alt. BIK (RU) 044525187; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 17 Oct 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027739609391 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7702070139 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00032520 (Russia); License 1000 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400V1H6ART1UQ0N98 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-E014024].

BANK VTB PAO (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. VNESHTORGBANK ROSSII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORG.ovli OAO; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORG.OVLI ROSSISKoi FEDERATSIi; f.k.a. VTB Bank (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)), 29, Bolshaya Moskvaria str., St. Petersburg 190000, Russia; 37 Plyushchikha ul., Moscow 119121, Russia; 43, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109044, Russia; 11 litera, per. Degtyarny, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 11, lit A, Degtyarnyy pereulok, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 43, bld.1, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109147, Russia; Bashnya Zapad, Kompleks Federatsiya, 12, nab. Presnenskaya, Moscow 123317, Russia; str. 1, 43, ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Vorontsovskaya Str 43, Moscow 109147, Russia; SWIFT/BIC VTBRRUMM; Website www.vtb.com; alt. Website www.vtb.ru; BIK (RU) 044030707; alt. BIK (RU) 044525187; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 17 Oct 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027739609391 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7702070139 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00032520 (Russia); License 1000 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400V1H6ART1UQ0N98 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-E014024].
RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK VNESHNEY TORGEOVLI JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHNEY TORGEOVLI OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHNEY TORGEOVLI ROSSIYSKOY FEDERATSII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VTB OAO; f.k.a. BANK VTB OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. BANK VTB PАО; a.k.a. BANK VTB PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHHESTVO; f.k.a. CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. OAO BANK VTB; f.k.a. OAO VNESHTEORGBANK; f.k.a. OJSC CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE; f.k.a. RUSSIAN VNESHTEORGBANK; f.k.a. VNESHTEORGBANK OF RSFSR; f.k.a. VNESHTEORGBANK ROSSI; CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB BANK; f.k.a. VTB BANK OAO; f.k.a. VTB BANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB BANK PАО; a.k.a. VTB BANK PJSC (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПАО); a.k.a. VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)), 29, Bolshaya Morskaya str., St. Petersburg 190000, Russia; 37 Plyushchikha ul., Moscow 119121, Russia; 43, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109044, Russia; 11 litera, per. Degtarym, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 11, lit A, Degtarym y Pereulok, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 43, bl.1, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109147, Russia; Bashnya Zapad, Kompleks Federatsiya, 12, nab. Presnenskaya, Moscow 123317, Russia; str. 1, 43, ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Vorontsovskaya Str 43, Moscow 109147, Russia; SWIFT/BIC VTBRRUMM; Website www.vtb.com; alt. Website www.vtb.ru; BIK (RU) 044030707; alt. BIK (RU) 044525187; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 17 Oct 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 102773960391 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7702070139 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00032520 (Russia); License 1000 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400V166ART1U0QN98 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE EO13662] [RUSSIA EO14024]. JSC VTB BANK AZERBAIJAN (a.k.a. BANK VTB AZERBAIJAN OJSC; f.k.a. OJSC AFBANK; a.k.a. VTB BANK AZERBAIJAN OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 38 Khatai ave. Nasimi district, Baku AZ 1008, Azerbaijan; 60, Samed Vurgun str, Baku 1022, Azerbaijan; SWIFT/BIC VTBAAZZ2; Website http://en.vtb.az/; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE EO13662] [RUSSIA EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY). JSC VTB BANK GEORGIA (a.k.a. VTB BANK GEORGIA JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB BANK GEORGIA JSC; f.k.a. “UNITED GEORGIAN BANK”), 14, G. Chanturia Street, Tbilisi 0114, Georgia; SWIFT/BIC UGEBGE22; Website www.vtb.com.ge; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE EO13662] [RUSSIA EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY). JSC VTB REGISTRAR (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY VTB REGISTRAR; a.k.a. VTB REGISTRAR; a.k.a. VTB REGISTRAR CJSC; a.k.a. VTB REGISTRAR CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 23, Pravdy Street, Moscow 125040, Russia; Website www.vtbreg.ru; BIK (RU) 044525745; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Registration Number 1045605469744 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE EO13662] [RUSSIA EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY). LLC VTB DC (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY VTB DC; a.k.a. LLC VTB DC; a.k.a. VTB DC LIMITED; a.k.a. VTB DC LTD), Room 47, office XIV, 8 Brestskaya Street, Moscow 125047, Russia; d. 35 str. 1, Prospect Leningradski, Moscow 125284, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 2011; Registration Number 5117746058733 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE EO13662] [RUSSIA EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY). LLC VTB DC LTD, Room 47, office XIV, 8 Brestskaya Street, Moscow 125047, Russia; d. 35 str. 1, Prospect Leningradski, Moscow 125284, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 2011; Registration Number 5117746058733 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE EO13662] [RUSSIA EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY). NEKOMMERCHESKAYA ORGANIZATSIYA NEGOUSDARSTVENNY PENSIONNY FOND VTB PENSIYONNY FOND (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHHESTVO NEGOUSDARSTVENNY PENSIONNY FOND VTB PENSIYONNY FOND; a.k.a. NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION NON-STATE PENSION FUND VTB PENSION FUND; a.k.a. NON-STATE
EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY),
NPF VTB PENSIONNY FOND, AO (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO
NEGOSUDARSTVenny PENSIONNY FOND VTB PENSIONNY FOND; f.k.a.
NEKOMMERCHESKAYA ORGANIZATSIYA NEGOSUDARSTVenny PENSIONNY FOND
VTB PENSIONNY FOND; a.k.a. NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION NON-STATE PENSION FUND
VTB PENSION FUND; a.k.a. NON-STATE PENSION FUND VTB PENSION FUND, JSC;
a.k.a. NPF VTB PENSION FUND JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. NPF VTB PENSION FUND
JSC), d. 43 str. 1 ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Executive Order 13662
Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1;
Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027739609391 (Russia); For more
information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#
directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-
EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY),
OOAO BANK VTB (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF RSFSR; f.k.a.
BANK VTB PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)),
29, Bolshaya Morskaya str., St. Petersburg 190000, Russia; 37 Pulyushchikha ul., Moscow
119121, Russia; 43, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109044, Russia; 11 litera, per.
Degtyarny, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 11, lit A, Degtyarnyy pereulok, St. Petersburg 191144,
Russia; 43, bld.1, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109147, Russia; Bashnya Zapad, Kompleks
Federaistsiya, 12, nab. Presnenskaya, Moscow 123317, Russia; str. 1, 43, ul. Vorontsovskaya,
Moscow 109147, Russia; Vorontsovskaya Str 43, Moscow 109147, Russia; SWIFT/BIC
VTBRRUMM; Website www.vtb.com; alt. Website www.vtb.ru; BIK (RU) 044030707;
alt. BIK (RU) 044525187; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1;
Organization Established Date 17 Oct 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID
1027739609391 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7702070139 (Russia); Government Gazette
Number 00032520 (Russia); License 1000 (Russia); Legal Entity Number
253400V16HART1UQON98 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit
the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#
directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-
EO14024].
OOAO VNESHTORGBANK (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF RSFSR; f.k.a.
BANK VTB PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)),
29, Bolshaya Morskaya str., St. Petersburg 190000, Russia; 37 Pulyushchikha ul., Moscow
119121, Russia; 43, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109044, Russia; 11 litera, per.
Degtyarny, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 11, lit A, Degtyarnyy pereulok, St. Petersburg 191144,
Russia; 43, bld.1, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109147, Russia; Bashnya Zapad, Kompleks
Federaistsiya, 12, nab. Presnenskaya, Moscow 123317, Russia; str. 1, 43, ul. Vorontsovskaya,
Moscow 109147, Russia; Vorontsovskaya Str 43, Moscow 109147, Russia; SWIFT/BIC
VTBRRUMM; Website www.vtb.com; alt. Website www.vtb.ru; BIK (RU) 044030707;
alt. BIK (RU) 044525187; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1;
Organization Established Date 17 Oct 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID
1027739609391 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7702070139 (Russia); Government Gazette
Number 00032520 (Russia); License 1000 (Russia); Legal Entity Number
253400V16HART1UQON98 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit
the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#
directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-
EO14024].
OAO VTB FACTORING (a.k.a. VTB FACTORING LIMITED; a.k.a. VTB
FACTORING LTD; a.k.a. VTB FACTORING OOO), d. 52 str. 1 nab.Kosmodamianskaya,
Moscow 115054, Russia; Website www.vtb.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination -
Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 5087746611
(Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#
directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-
EO14024].
OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU VTB FAKTORING (a.k.a. VTB
FACTORYING LTD; a.k.a. VTB FAKTORING OOO), d. 52 str. 1 nab.Kosmodamianskaya,
Moscow 115054, Russia; Website www.vtb.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination -
Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 5087746611
(Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#
directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-
EO14024].
EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY), OJSC CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. OAO VTB BANK; f.k.a. OAO VTB; f.k.a. VNESHTORG; f.k.a. RUSSIAN VNESHTORG; f.k.a. RUSSIAN VNESHTORG; f.k.a. VNESHTORG OF RSFSR; f.k.a. VNESHTORG ROSSI; CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB BANK; f.k.a. VTB BANK AO; a.k.a. VTB BANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB BANK; f.k.a. RUSSIAN VNESHTORG BANK (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПАО); f.k.a. VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ГУБЛНЧЕНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)), 29, Bolshaya Morskaya str., St. Petersburg 190000, Russia; 37 Plyushchikha ul., Moscow 119121, Russia; 43, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109044, Russia; 11 litera, per. Degtyarny, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 11, lit A, Degtyarny pereulok, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 43, bl.1, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109147, Russia; Bashnya Zapad, Kompleks Federatsiya, 12, nab. Presnenskaya, Moscow 123317, Russia; str. 1, 43, ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Vorontsovskaya Str 43, Moscow 109147, Russia; SWIFT/BIC VTBRRUMM; Website www.vtb.com; alt. Website www.vtb.ru; BIK (RU) 044525187; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; Government Gazette Number 29292940 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700159497 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

OJSC AF BANK (a.k.a. BANK VTB AZERBAIJAN OJSC; a.k.a. JSC VTB BANK AZERBAIJAN; a.k.a. VTB BANK AZERBAIJAN OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 38 Khatai ave. Nasimi district, Baku AZ 1008, Azerbaijan; 60, Samed Vurgun str, Baku 1022, Azerbaijan; SWIFT/BIC VTBAAZZ22; Website http://en.vtb.az/; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

OJSC CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK OF FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. BANK VNESH; TORGVOI AO; f.k.a. BANK VNESH; TORGVOI ROSSI; FEDEYATI; АС В Российской Федерации; f.k.a. BANK VNESH; ТОРГОВЫЙ ОАО; f.k.a. BANK VNESH; ТОРГОВЫЙ ОАО; f.k.a. BANK VNESH; ТОРГОВЫЙ ОАО; f.k.a. BANK VNESH; ТОРГОВЫЙ ОАО; f.k.a. BANK VNESH; ТОРГОВЫЙ ОАО; f.k.a. BANK VNESH; ТОРГОВЫЙ ОАО; f.k.a. BANK VNESH; ТОРГОВЫЙ ОАО; f.k.a. BANK VNESH; ТОРГОВЫЙ ОАО; f.k.a. BANK VNESH; ТОРГОВЫЙ ОАО; f.k.a. BANK VNESH; ТОРГОВЫЙ ОАО; f.k.a. BANK VNESH; ТОРГОВЫЙ ОАО; f.k.a. BANK VNESH; ТОРГОВЫЙ ОАО; f.k.a. BANK VNESH; ТОРГОВЫЙ ОАО; f.k.a. BANK VNESH; ТОРГОВЫЙ ОАО; f.k.a. BANK VNESH; ТОРГОВЫЙ ОАО; f.k.a. BANK VNESH; ТОРГОВЫЙ ОАО; f.k.a. BANK VNESH; ТОРГОВЫЙ ОАО; f.k.a. BANK VNESH; ТОРГОВЫЙ ОАО; f.k.a. BANK VNESH; ТОРГОВЫЙ ОАО; f.k.a. BANK VNESH; ТОРГОВЫЙ ОАО; f.k.a. BANK VNESH; ТОРГОВЫЙ ОАО; f.k.a. BANK VNESH; ТОРГОВЫЙ OAO BANK VTB; f.k.a. OAO VTB; f.k.a. OAO VTB; f.k.a. VNESHTORG; f.k.a. RUSSIAN VNESHTORG; f.k.a. RUSSIAN VNESHTORG; f.k.a. VNESHTORG OF RSFSR; f.k.a. VNESHTORG ROSSI; CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. VTB BANK; f.k.a. VTB BANK AO; f.k.a. VTB BANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. VTB BANK; f.k.a. RUSSIAN VNESHTORG BANK (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПАО); f.k.a. VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ГУБЛНЧЕНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)), 29, Bolshaya Morskaya str., St. Petersburg 190000, Russia; 37 Plyushchikha ul., Moscow 119121, Russia; 43, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109044, Russia; 11 litera, per. Degtyarny, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 11, lit A, Degtyarny pereulok, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 43, bl.1, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109147, Russia; Bashnya Zapad, Kompleks

EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).
Federatsiya, 12, nab. Presnenskaya, Moscow 123317, Russia; str. 1, 43, ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Vorontsovskaya Str 43, Moscow 109147, Russia; SWIFT/BIC VTBBRUMM; Website www.vtb.com; alt. Website www.vtb.ru; BIK (RU) 044030707; alt. BIK (RU) 044525187; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 17 Oct 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027739609391 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7702070139 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00032520 (Russia); License 1000 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400V1H6ART1UQ0N98 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-E014024].

SAVINGS BANK OF THE REPUBLIC OF ARMENIA (a.k.a. VTB BANK ARMENIA CJSC; a.k.a. VTB BANK ARMENIA CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 46 Ul, Nalbandyan, Yerevan 375010, Armenia; SWIFT/BIC ARMJAM22; Website www.vtb.am; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

SUBSIDIARY JSC BANK VTB KAZAKHSTAN (a.k.a. VTB BANK KAZAKHSTAN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. BANK VTB KAZAKHSTAN; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY VTB BANK KAZAKHSTAN), 28 Timiryazev Street, Almaty 050040, Kazakhstan; SWIFT/BIC VBBAKZKZ; Website http://en.vtb-bank.kz; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

VNESHTORGBANK (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK OF FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI OAO; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIISKOI FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEYNE TORGOVLI JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEYNE TORGOVLI OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEYNE TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKOGO FEDERATSII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEYNE TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKUYF FEDERATSII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VTB OAO; f.k.a. BANK VTB OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. BANK VTB PAO; a.k.a. BANK VTB PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHHESTVO; f.k.a. CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. JSC VTB BANK; f.k.a. OAO VTB BANK; f.k.a. OAO VTB BANK; f.k.a. VTB BANK; f.k.a. VTB BANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB BANK AO; a.k.a. VTB BANK PJSC (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ГУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)), 29, Bolshaya Morskaya str., St. Petersburg 190000, Russia; 37 Plyushchikha ul., Moscow 119121, Russia; 43, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109044, Russia; 11 litera, per. Degtyarny, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 11, lit A, Degtyarny pereulok, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 43, bld.1, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109147, Russia; Bashnya Zapad, Kompleks Federatsiya, 12, nab. Presnenskaya, Moscow 123317, Russia; str. 1, 43, ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Vorontsovskaya Str 43, Moscow 109147, Russia; SWIFT/BIC VTBBRUMM; Website www.vtb.com; alt. Website www.vtb.ru; BIK (RU) 044030707; alt. BIK (RU) 044525187; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 17 Oct 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027739609391 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7702070139 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00032520 (Russia); License 1000 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400V1H6ART1UQ0N98 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-E014024].

VNESHTORGBANK OF RSFSR (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK OF FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIISKOI FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKUYF FEDERATSII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VTB OAO; f.k.a. BANK VTB OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. BANK VTB PAO; a.k.a. BANK VTB PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHHESTVO; f.k.a. CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. JSC VTB BANK; f.k.a. OAO VTB BANK; f.k.a. OAO VNESHTORGBANK; f.k.a. OAO VTB BANK; f.k.a. VTB BANK; f.k.a. VTB BANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB BANK AO; f.k.a. VTB BANK PJSC (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ГУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)), 29, Bolshaya Morskaya str., St. Petersburg 190000, Russia; 37 Plyushchikha ul., Moscow 119121, Russia; 43, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109044, Russia; 11 litera, per. Degtyarny, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 11, lit A, Degtyarny pereulok, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 43, bld.1, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109147, Russia; Bashnya Zapad, Kompleks Federatsiya, 12, nab. Presnenskaya, Moscow 123317, Russia; str. 1, 43, ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Vorontsovskaya Str 43, Moscow 109147, Russia; SWIFT/BIC VTBBRUMM; Website www.vtb.com; alt. Website www.vtb.ru; BIK (RU) 044030707; alt. BIK (RU) 044525187; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 17 Oct 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027739609391 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7702070139 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00032520 (Russia); License 1000 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400V1H6ART1UQ0N98 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-E014024].

VNESHTORGBANK OF ARMENIA (a.k.a. VTB BANK ARMENIA CJSC; a.k.a. VTB BANK ARMENIA CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 46 Ul, Nalbandyan, Yerevan 375010, Armenia; SWIFT/BIC ARMJAM22; Website www.vtb.am; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).
375010, Armenia; SWIFT/BIC ARMJAM22; Website www.vtb.am; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

VTB BANK AZERBAIJAN OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. BANK VTB AZERBAIJAN OJSC; a.k.a. JSC VTB BANK AZERBAIJAN; f.k.a. OJSC AF BANK), 38 Khatai ave. Nasimi district, Baku AZ 1008, Azerbaijan; 60, Samed Vurgun str, Baku 1022, Azerbaijan; SWIFT/BIC VTBAAAZ22; Website http://en.vtb.az/; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

VTB BANK BELARUS (f.k.a. CJSC SLAVNEFTEBANK; a.k.a. CJSC VTB BANK BELARUS; a.k.a. VTB BANK BELARUS; a.k.a. VTB BANK BELARUS CJSC; a.k.a. VTB BANK BELARUS CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 14, Moskovskaya Street, Minsk 220007, Belarus; SWIFT/BIC SLANBY22; Website www.vtb-bank.by; - Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

VTB BANK BELARUS CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY (f.k.a. CJSC SLAVNEFTEBANK; a.k.a. CJSC VTB BANK BELARUS; a.k.a. VTB BANK BELARUS; a.k.a. VTB BANK BELARUS CJSC; a.k.a. VTB BANK BELARUS CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 14, Moskovskaya Street, Minsk 220007, Belarus; SWIFT/BIC SLANBY22; Website www.vtb-bank.by; - Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

VTB BANK GEORGIA JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. CJSC SLAVNEFTEBANK; a.k.a. CJSC VTB BANK BELARUS; a.k.a. VTB BANK BELARUS; a.k.a. VTB BANK BELARUS CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB BANK BELARUS), 14, Moskovskaya Street, Minsk 220007, Belarus; SWIFT/BIC SLANBY22; Website www.vtb-bank.by; - Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).
Russia; 43, bld.1, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109147, Russia; Bashnya Zapad, Kompleks Federatsiya, 12, nab. Presnenskaya, Moscow 123317, Russia; str. 1, 43, ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Vorontsovskaya Str 43, Moscow 109147, Russia; SWIFT/BIC VTBRRUMM; Website www.vtb.com; alt. Website www.vtb.ru; BIK (RU) 044030707; alt. BIK (RU) 044525187; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 17 Oct 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027739609391 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7702070139 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00032520 (Russia); License 1000 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400V1964ART1UQ0N98 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

VTB BANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK OF FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOSVI OAO; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOSVI ROSSIISKII FEDERATSIIS AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VTB OAO; f.k.a. BANK VTB OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. BANK VTB PAO; a.k.a. BANK VTB PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; f.k.a. CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE; f.k.a. RUSSIAN VNESHTORGBANK; f.k.a. VNESHTORGBANK OF RSFSR; f.k.a. VNESHTORGBANK Rossi closed joint stock company; a.k.a. VTB BANK; a.k.a. VTB BANK OAO; a.k.a. VTB BANK PJSC (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПАО); a.k.a. VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)); 29, Bolshaya Morskaya str., St. Petersburg 190000, Russia; 37 Plyushchikhina ul., Moscow 119121, Russia; 43, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109044, Russia; 11 litera, per. Degtyarny, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 11, lit A, Degtyarny per., St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 3, bld.1, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109147, Russia; Bashnya Zapad, Kompleks Federatsiya, 12, nab. Presnenskaya, Moscow 123317, Russia; str. 1, 43, ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Vorontsovskaya Str 43, Moscow 109147, Russia; SWIFT/BIC VTBRRUMM; Website www.vtb.com; alt. Website www.vtb.ru; BIK (RU) 044030707; alt. BIK (RU) 044525187; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 17 Oct 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027739609391 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7702070139 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00032520 (Russia); License 1000 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400V1964ART1UQ0N98 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

VTB BANK PAO (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK OF FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOSVI OAO; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOSVI ROSSIISKII FEDERATSIIS AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VTB OAO; f.k.a. BANK VTB OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. BANK VTB PAO; a.k.a. BANK VTB PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; f.k.a. CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE; f.k.a. RUSSIAN VNESHTORGBANK; f.k.a. VNESHTORGBANK OF RSFSR; f.k.a. VNESHTORGBANK Rossi closed joint stock company; a.k.a. VTB BANK; a.k.a. VTB BANK OAO; a.k.a. VTB BANK PJSC (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПАО); a.k.a. VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)); 29, Bolshaya Morskaya str., St. Petersburg 190000, Russia; 37 Plyushchikhina ul., Moscow 119121, Russia; 43, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109044, Russia; 11 litera, per. Degtyarny, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 11, lit A, Degtyarny per., St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 3, bld.1, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109147, Russia; Bashnya Zapad, Kompleks Federatsiya, 12, nab. Presnenskaya, Moscow 123317, Russia; str. 1, 43, ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Vorontsovskaya Str 43, Moscow 109147, Russia; SWIFT/BIC VTBRRUMM; Website www.vtb.com; alt. Website www.vtb.ru; BIK (RU) 044030707; alt. BIK (RU) 044525187; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 17 Oct 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027739609391 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7702070139 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00032520 (Russia); License 1000 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400V1964ART1UQ0N98 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

VTB BANK PJSC (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПАО) (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK OF FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOSVI OAO; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOSVI ROSSIISKII FEDERATSIIS AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VTB OAO; f.k.a. BANK VTB OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. BANK VTB PAO; a.k.a. BANK VTB PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; f.k.a. CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE; f.k.a. RUSSIAN VNESHTORGBANK; f.k.a. VNESHTORGBANK OF RSFSR; f.k.a. VNESHTORGBANK Rossi closed joint stock company; a.k.a. VTB BANK; a.k.a. VTB BANK OAO; a.k.a. VTB BANK PJSC (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПАО); a.k.a. VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)); 29, Bolshaya Morskaya str., St. Petersburg 190000, Russia; 37 Plyushchikhina ul., Moscow 119121, Russia; 43, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109044, Russia; 11 litera, per. Degtyarny, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 11, lit A, Degtyarny per., St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 3, bld.1, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109147, Russia; Bashnya Zapad, Kompleks Federatsiya, 12, nab. Presnenskaya, Moscow 123317, Russia; str. 1, 43, ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Vorontsovskaya Str 43, Moscow 109147, Russia; SWIFT/BIC VTBRRUMM; Website www.vtb.com; alt. Website www.vtb.ru; BIK (RU) 044030707; alt. BIK (RU) 044525187; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 17 Oct 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027739609391 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7702070139 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00032520 (Russia); License 1000 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400V1964ART1UQ0N98 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].
on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#EO13662 (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

VTB CAPITAL JSC (a.k.a. HOLDING VTB CAPITAL CJSC; a.k.a. KHALING VTB CAPITAL ZAKRyte OAKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESHTIVO; a.k.a. VTB CAPITAL HOLDING CJSC; a.k.a. VTB CAPITAL HOLDING ZAO; a.k.a. VTB CAPITAL HOLDINGS CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 12 Presnenskaya nab., Moscow 123100, Russia; 4th Lesnoy Pereulok 4, Capital Plaza, Moscow 125047, Russia; Room 410, Stolyarnyi Pereulok 3, bl 34, Moscow 123022, Russia; Website http://vtbcapital.com; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 5087746611145 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#EO14024 (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

VTB DC LIMITED (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY VTB DC; a.k.a. LLC VTB DC; a.k.a. VTB DC LTD), Room 47, office XIV, 8 Brestskaya Street, Moscow 125047, Russia; d. 35 str. 1, Prospect Leningradski, Moscow 125284, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 2011; Registration Number 5117746058733 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#EO13662 (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

VTB FACTORING LTD (a.k.a. OBCHESTIVO S OGRANICHENNO OTVETSTVENNOSTIU VTB FAKTORING LTD; a.k.a. VTB FAKTORING OOO), d. 52 str. 1 nab.Kosmodamianskaya, Moscow 115054, Russia; Website www.vtb.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 5087746611145 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#EO14024 (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

VTB PENSION ADMINISTRATOR LTD (a.k.a. OBCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNO OTVETSTVENNOSTIU VTB PENSION ADMINISTRATOR LTD; a.k.a. VTB PENSION ADMINISTRATOR LTD), d. 52 str. 1 nab.Kosmodamianskaya, Moscow 115054, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Type: Activities of holding companies; Registration ID 1097746178232 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#EO14024 (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

HOLDING ZAO; a.k.a. VTB CAPITAL HOLDINGS CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 12 Presnenskaya nab., Moscow 123100, Russia; 4th Lesnoy Pereulok 4, Capital Plaza, Moscow 125047, Russia; Room 410, Stolyarnyi Pereulok 3, bl 34, Moscow 123022, Russia; Website http://vtbcapital.com; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 5087746611145 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#EO14024 (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

VTB FACTORING LTD (a.k.a. OBCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNO OTVETSTVENNOSTIU VTB FAKTORING LTD; a.k.a. VTB FAKTORING OOO), d. 52 str. 1 nab.Kosmodamianskaya, Moscow 115054, Russia; Website www.vtb.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 5087746611145 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#EO14024 (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

VTB PENSION ADMINISTRATOR LTD (a.k.a. OBCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNO OTVETSTVENNOSTIU VTB PENSION ADMINISTRATOR LTD; a.k.a. VTB PENSION ADMINISTRATOR LTD), d. 52 str. 1 nab.Kosmodamianskaya, Moscow 115054, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Type: Activities of holding companies; Registration ID 1097746178232 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#EO14024 (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

VTB PENSION ADMINISTRATOR OOO (a.k.a. OBCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNO OTVETSTVENNOSTIU VTB PENSION ADMINISTRATOR OOO), d. 52 str. 1 nab.Kosmodamianskaya, Moscow 115054, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Type: Activities of holding companies; Registration ID 1097746178232 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#EO14024 (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).
VTB SPECIALIZED DEPOSITORY (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 35 Myasnitskaya Street, Moscow 101000, Russia; Website www.odk.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 04 Jul 1996; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration Number 1027739157522 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/russia.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

VTB SPECIALIZED DEPOSITORY CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. CJSC VTB SPECIALIZED DEPOSITORY), 35 Myasnitskaya Street, Moscow 101000, Russia; Website www.odk.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 04 Jul 1996; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration Number 1027739157522 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/russia.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

UNITED GEORGIAN BANK (a.k.a. JSC VTB BANK GEORGIA; a.k.a. VTB BANK GEORGIA JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB BANK GEORGIA JSC), 14, G. Chanturia Street, Tbilisi 0114, Georgia; SWIFT/BIC UGEBGE22; Website www.vtb.com.ge; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Financial Institution; Registration Number 1027739157522 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/russia.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

AKTSIONERNOE OBCHESTVO SOVKOMBANK STRAKHOVANIE (a.k.a. AO SOVKOMBANK STRAKHOVANIE; a.k.a. SOVKOMBANK INSURANCE JSC), Pr-Kt Moskovskii D.79a, Lit.A, Saint Petersburg 196084, Russia; Website kifs.ru; Tax ID No. 7812016906 (Russia); Registration Number 1127746030441 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SOBCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).
AO SOVKOMBANK STRAKHOVANIE (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NEGOSUDARSTVENNYI PENSIONNIY FOND OTRKTYIE; a.k.a. NPF OTKRYTIE) (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTRKTYIE).
SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY.

GMCS MANAGEMENT LTD (a.k.a. GMCS MANAGEMENT LIMITED; a.k.a. GMCS MANAGEMENT LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. GMCS MANAGEMENT LLC), Ul. Pokryshkina D. 7, Floor 1 Kom 4, Moscow 119602, Russia; Tax ID No. 7715712231 (Russia); Registration Number 1087746971135 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

IC ROSTROSSTRAKH PJSC (Cyrillic: ПАО СТРАХОВАЯ КОМПАНИЯ РОССТРАХ; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY ROSTROSSTRAKH), dom 3, ulitsa Parkovaya, Lyubertsy, Moscow Oblast 140002, Russia; Tax ID No. 102773049689 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SOVCOMBANK LIFE; a.k.a. JSC SOVCOMBANK LIFE; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SOVCOMBANK LIFE; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SOVCOMBANK LIFE; a.k.a. JSC SOVCOMBANK LIFE; a.k.a. SOVCOMBANK LIFE; a.k.a. SOVCOMBANK LIFE; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SOVCOMBANK LIFE; a.k.a. JSC SOVCOMBANK LIFE; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SOVCOMBANK LIFE; a.k.a. JSC SOVCOMBANK LIFE; a.k.a. SOVCOMBANK LIFE JSC), Ul. Butyrskaya, D. 76, P. 1, Moscow 127015, Russia; Website sovcomlife.ru; Tax ID No. 7730058711 (Russia); Registration Number 1177739059754 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

BOSSBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY.

[RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUCHKOV, Andrey Sergeyevich).

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY OZON BANK (a.k.a. LLC OZON BANK), 3rd Floor, Olmiipiskiy Propekt 14, Moscow 120909, Russia; Website bank.ozon.ru; Tax ID No. 7750005771 (Russia); Registration Number 1177711000020 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

MOBILNYE PLATEZHI LLC (a.k.a. MOBILNYE PLATEZHI; a.k.a. MOBILNYE PLATEZHI LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY), Pr-Kt Kutuzovskii D. 41, Pom.169, Et.1, Komn.5, Office 4, Moscow 121170, Russia; Website round.ru; Tax ID No. 7730648774 (Russia); Registration Number 1117746605811 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

MOBILNYE PLATEZHI LLC (a.k.a. MOBILNYE PLATEZHI; a.k.a. MOBILNYE PLATEZHI LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY), Pr-Kt Kutuzovskii D. 41, Pom.169, Et.1, Komn.5, Office 4, Moscow 121170, Russia; Website round.ru; Tax ID No. 7730648774 (Russia); Registration Number 1117746605811 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

MOBILNYE PLATEZHI LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (a.k.a. MOBILNYE PLATEZHI; a.k.a. MOBILNYE PLATEZHI LLC), Pr-Kt Kutuzovskii D. 41, Pom.169, Et.1, Komn.5, Office 4, Moscow 121170, Russia; Website round.ru; Tax ID No. 7730648774 (Russia); Registration Number 1117746605811 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

LLC ATLANT S (Cyrillic: ООО АТЛАНТ С) (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ATLANT S (Cyrillic: АТЛАНТ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСВЕННОСТЬЮ АТЛАНТ С)), et 1 pom 1 kom 17, dom 20, ulitsa Pleshcheyeva, Moscow 127560, Russia; Organization Established Date 16 Mar 1992; Tax ID No. 7715023288 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700084312 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUCHKOV, Andrey Sergeyevich).

LLC INSPIRA INVEST A (Cyrillic: ООО ИНСПИРА ИНВЕСТ А) (a.k.a. INSPIRA INVEST A OOO; a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ATLANT S (Cyrillic: АТЛАНТ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСВЕННОСТЬЮ ИНСПИРА ИНВЕСТ А)), et 1 pom 2 kom 28-1 of 1, dom 9, ulitsa Leninskaya Sloboda, Moscow 115280, Russia; Organization Established Date 10 Apr 2017; Tax ID No. 7725367175 (Russia); Registration Number 1177746359834 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUCHKOV, Andrey Sergeyevich).

LLC OZON BANK (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY OZON BANK), 3rd Floor, Olimpiisky Propekt 14, Moscow 120909, Russia; Website bank.ozon.ru; Tax ID No. 7750005771 (Russia); Registration Number 1177711000020 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

NGAN HANG LIEN DOANH VIET-NGA (a.k.a. VIETNAM-RUSSIA JOINT VENTURE BANK), No.1 Yet Kieu str., Hoan Kim District, Hanoi, Vietnam; Floor 1, 2nd Floor, No 1, Yet Kieu Street., Tran Hung Dao Ward, Hoan Kim District, Hanoi, Vietnam; SWIFT/BIC VRBANVXX; Website vbank.com.vn/en; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration Number 0102100878 (Vietnam) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

NPF OTKRITIE GROUP (Cyrillic: ГРУППА НПФ ОТКРЫТИЕ) (a.k.a. AKTIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NEgosudarstvennyi PENSIONNYI FOND OTKRITIE; a.k.a. AO NPF OTKRITIE), ul. Timura Frunze, d. 11, str. 13, Moscow 119021, Russia; ul. Gilyarovskogo, d. 39, str. 3, Moscow 129110, Russia; Organization Established Date 09 Jun 2014; Tax ID No. 7704300571 (Russia); Registration Number 1147799090104 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).

OOG INSPIRA INVEST A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. UK OTKRYTIE), Ul. Letnikovskaya, d. 10, str. 9, floor 7, pomeshch. 4/5, Moscow 115114, Russia; Organization Established Date 21 Apr 2016; Tax ID No. 7725314818 (Russia); Registration Number 1167746398987 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).

OOG OTKRITIE CAPITAL (Cyrillic: ООО ОТКРЫТИЕ КАПИТАЛ) (a.k.a. VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).

OOG OTKRITIE FACTORING (Cyrillic: ООО ОТКРЫТИЕ ФАКТОРИНГ) (a.k.a. VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).

OOG RGS HOLDING (Cyrillic: ООО РГС ХОЛДИНГ) (a.k.a. RGS KHOOLDING), ul. Kiyevskaya, d. 7, et/kom 2A/2, Moscow 121059, Russia; Organization Established Date 26 Aug 2013; Tax ID No. 7730691642 (Russia); Registration Number 113774679610 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).

OOG TAMOZHENNAYA KARTA (Cyrillic: ООО ТАМОЖЕННАЯ КАРТА) (a.k.a. TAMOZHENNAYA KARTA), proezd Berezovoi Plotnikov, d. 19/38, str. 2, Moscow 119002, Russia; Organization Established Date 16 Jun 2000; Tax ID No. 710357343 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739073672 (Russia)
[RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).

OPEN JOINT-STOCK COMPANY ROSGOSSSTRAKH BANK (a.k.a. PAO ROSGOSSSTRAKH BANK (Cyrillic: ПАО РОСГОССТРАХ БАНК); f.k.a. "RUSS-BANK"), Stroenie 2, 43 Myasnicayka ul., Moscow 107078, Russia; SWIFT/BIC RUIDRUMM; Website http://www.rgsbank.ru; Tax ID No. 7718105676 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739004809 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).

OTKRITIE BROKER GROUP (Cyrillic: ГРУППА ОТКРЫТИЕ БРОКЕР) (a.k.a. АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ОТКРЫТИЕ БРОКЕР; a.k.a. АО ОТКРЫТИЕ БРОКЕР), ul. Letnikovskaya, d. 2, str. 4, Moscow 115114, Russia; Organization Established Date 28 Dec 1995; Tax ID No. 7710170659 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739074472 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).

OTKRITIE CAPITAL CYPRUS LIMITED (a.k.a. OTKRITIE CAPITAL LIMITED), Millos Building, flat no: 2, Amathyntos 42, Limassol 4532, Cyprus; Organization Established Date 06 Sep 2005; Registration Number C165058 (Cyprus) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).

OTKRITIE LTD (a.k.a. OTKRITIE LTD GROUP), Nicolaou Pentadromos Center, flat no: 908G, floor no: 9, Agias Zonis & Thessalonikis 1, Limassol 3205, Cyprus; Organization Established Date 25 Jul 2012; Registration Number C309722 (Cyprus) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).

OTKRITIE LTD GROUP (a.k.a. OTKRITIE LTD GROUP), Nicolaou Pentadromos Center, flat no: 908G, floor no: 9, Agias Zonis & Thessalonikis 1, Limassol 3205, Cyprus; Organization Established Date 25 Jul 2012; Registration Number C309722 (Cyprus) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).

OTKRITIE CAPITAL LIMITED (a.k.a. OTKRITIE CAPITAL LIMITED), Millos Building, flat no: 2, Amathyntos 42, Limassol 4532, Cyprus; Organization Established Date 06 Sep 2005; Registration Number C165058 (Cyprus) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).

OTKRITIE LTD GROUP (a.k.a. OTKRITIE LTD GROUP), Nicolaou Pentadromos Center, flat no: 908G, floor no: 9, Agias Zonis & Thessalonikis 1, Limassol 3205, Cyprus; Organization Established Date 25 Jul 2012; Registration Number C309722 (Cyprus) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).

OTKRITIE KAPITAL (a.k.a. ООО ОТКРЫТИЕ КАПИТАЛ)), ul. Spartakovskaya, d. 5, str. 1, pom. IX, et mansarda, kom 6A, Moscow 105066, Russia; Organization Established Date 27 Apr 2020; Tax ID No. 9701158264 (Russia); Registration Number 1207700158973 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).

OTKRITIE ASSET MANAGEMENT LTD (a.k.a. ООО ОТКРЫТИЕ АССЕТ МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ) (Cyrillic: ООО ОТКРЫТИЕ АССЕТ МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ), ul. Kozhevnicheskaya, d. 14, str. 5, Moscow 115114, Russia; Organization Established Date 08 Dec 2000; Tax ID No. 7705394773 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739072613 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).

OTKRITIE BANK (a.k.a. PAO BANK OTKRITIE FINANCIAL CORPORATION; a.k.a. PJSC BANK FK OTKRITIE) (Cyrillic: ПАО БАНК ОТКРЫТИЕ ФИНАНСОВАЯ КОРПОРАЦИЯ), Stroenie 2, 43 Myasnicayka ul., Moscow 107078, Russia; SWIFT/BIC JSNMRUMM; Website http://www.vtb.eu; Target Type Main 60325, Germany; SWIFT/BIC DOBADEF1; Website http://www.vtb.eu; Tax ID No. 7706092528 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739019208 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
CHANGES TO THE SDN LIST IN 2022
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The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

- **GERASIMOV, Valery, Russia; DOB 08 Sep 1955; POB Kazan, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].**

- **LAVROV, Sergey Viktorovich (Cyrillic: ЛАВРОВ, Сергей Викторович) (a.k.a. LAVROV, Sergey), Russia; DOB 21 Mar 1950; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].**

- **PUTIN, Vladimir (Cyrillic: ПУТИН, Владимир) (a.k.a. PUTIN, Vladimir Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: ПУТИН, Владимир Владимирович)), Kremlin, Moscow, Russia; Novo-Ogaryovo, Moscow Region, Russia; Bocharov Ruchey, Sochi, Russia; Valdai, Novgorod Region, Russia; DOB 07 Oct 1952; POB Leningrad, Russia; nationality Russia; citizen Russia; Gender Male; President of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].**

The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMANIYA ROSSISKOGO FONDA PRYAMYKH INVESTITSI (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOYE OBSHCHESTVO UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMANIYA ROSSISKOGO FONDA PRYAMYKH INVESTITSIY; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY MANAGEMENT COMPANY OF THE RUSSIAN DIRECT INVESTMENT FUND (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО УПРАВЛЯЮЩАЯ КОМПАНИЯ РОССИЙСКОГО ФОНДА ПРЯМЫХ ИНВЕСТИЦИЙ); f.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY MANAGEMENT COMPANY OF RDIF; f.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOY OTVETSTVENNOSTYU UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMANIYA RFPR (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ; a.k.a. "АО UK RFPR" (Cyrillic: "АО УК РФП"))"; a.k.a. "JSC MC RDIF")

AKTSIONERNOYE OBSHCHESTVO UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMANIYA ROSSISKOGO FONDA PRYAMYKH INVESTITSIY
Joint Stock Company Management Company of the Russian Direct Investment Fund (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО УПРАВЛЯЮЩАЯ КОМПАНИЯ РОССИЙСКОГО ФОНДА ПРЯМЫХ ИНВЕСТИЦИЙ) (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOYE OBSHCHESTVO UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA ROSSIYSKOGO FONDA PRYAMUKH INVESTITSI); a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOYE OBSHCHESTVO UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA ROSSIYSKOGO FONDA PRYAMUKH INVESTITSI; a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY MANAGEMENT COMPANY OF RDIF; f.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOY OTVETSTVENNOSTYU OGRANICHENNOY OTVETSTVENNOSTYU UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA RFPI (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТЕВНЕННОСТЬЮ; a.k.a. "AO UK RFPI" (Cyrillic: "АО УК РФПИ")), Naberezhnaya Presnenskaya, Dom 8 Stroyeniye 1, Etaj 7, Moscow 123112, Russia (Cyrillic: Набережная Пресненская, Дом 8, Строение 1, Этаж 7, Москва 123112, Россия); Website www.rdif.ru; alt. Website www.investinrussia.com; Organization Established Date 11 Apr 2017; Organization Type: Trusts, funds and similar financial entities; Target Type Financial Institution; alt. Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 7703425673 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 15110384 (Russia); Registration Number 77744367017 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

Limited Liability Company RVC Management Company (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ УПРАВЛЯЮЩАЯ КОМПАНИЯ РВК) (a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOY OTVETSTVENNOSTYU UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA RVK); a.k.a. RUSSIAN VENTURE COMPANY (Cyrillic: РОССИЙСКАЯ ВЕНЧУРНАЯ КОМПАНИЯ); a.k.a. RVC MANAGEMENT COMPANY LLC; a.k.a. "LLC MC RVC"; a.k.a. "LLC UK RVC"; a.k.a. "OOO UK RVC" (Cyrillic: "OOO УК РВК")), D. 8, Str. 1, Etaj 12, Nab. Presnenskaya, Moscow 123112, Russia (Cyrillic: Дом 8, Стр. 1, Этаж 12, Наб. Пресненская, Москва 123112, Россия); Website https://rvc.ru; Organization Established Date 30 Dec 2020; Organization Type: Trusts, funds and similar financial entities; Target Type Financial Institution; alt. Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 9703024347 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 33185693 (Russia); Registration Number 1207700502547 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY MANAGEMENT COMPANY OF THE RUSSIAN DIRECT INVESTMENT FUND).

Joint Stock Company Management Company of the Russian Direct Investment Fund (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО УПРАВЛЯЮЩАЯ КОМПАНИЯ РОССИЙСКОГО ФОНДА ПРЯМЫХ ИНВЕСТИЦИЙ) (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOYE OBSHCHESTVO UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA ROSSIYSKOGO FONDA PRYAMUKH INVESTITSI); a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOYE OBSHCHESTVO UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA ROSSIYSKOGO FONDA PRYAMUKH INVESTITSI; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY MANAGEMENT COMPANY OF THE RUSSIAN DIRECT INVESTMENT FUND (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО УПРАВЛЯЮЩАЯ КОМПАНИЯ РОССИЙСКОГО ФОНДА ПРЯМЫХ ИНВЕСТИЦИЙ; f.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOY OTVETSTVENNOSTYU UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA RFPI (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТЕВНЕННОСТЬЮ); a.k.a. "AO UK RFPI" (Cyrillic: "АО УК РФПИ"), Naberezhnaya Presnenskaya, Dom 8 Stroyeniye 1, Etaj 7, Moscow 123112, Russia (Cyrillic: Набережная Пресненская, Дом 8, Строение 1, Этаж 7, Москва 123112, Россия); Website www.rdif.ru; alt. Website www.investinrussia.com; Organization Established Date 11 Apr 2017; Organization Type: Trusts, funds and similar financial entities; Target Type Financial Institution; alt. Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 7703425673 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 15110384 (Russia); Registration Number 77744367017 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

Limited Liability Company RDIF (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ) (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY MANAGEMENT COMPANY OF RDIF; f.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOY OTVETSTVENNOSTYU UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA RFPI (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТЕВНЕННОСТЬЮ)) (a.k.a. "AO UK RFPI" (Cyrillic: "АО УК РФПИ"), Naberezhnaya Presnenskaya, Dom 8 Stroyeniye 1, Etaj 7, Moscow 123112, Russia (Cyrillic: Набережная Пресненская, Дом 8, Строение 1, Этаж 7, Москва 123112, Россия); Website www.rdif.ru; alt. Website www.investinrussia.com; Organization Established Date 11 Apr 2017; Organization Type: Trusts, funds and similar financial entities; Target Type Financial Institution; alt. Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 7703425673 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 15110384 (Russia); Registration Number 77744367017 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

Joint Stock Company Management Company of the Russian Direct Investment Fund (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО УПРАВЛЯЮЩАЯ КОМПАНИЯ РОССИЙСКОГО ФОНДА ПРЯМЫХ ИНВЕСТИЦИЙ) (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOYE OBSHCHESTVO UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA ROSSIYSKOGO FONDA PRYAMUKH INVESTITSI); a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOYE OBSHCHESTVO UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA ROSSIYSKOGO FONDA PRYAMUKH INVESTITSI; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY MANAGEMENT COMPANY OF THE RUSSIAN DIRECT INVESTMENT FUND (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО УПРАВЛЯЮЩАЯ КОМПАНИЯ РОССИЙСКОГО ФОНДА ПРЯМЫХ ИНВЕСТИЦИЙ) (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOYE OBSHCHESTVO UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA ROSSIYSKOGO FONDA PRYAMUKH INVESTITSI); a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY MANAGEMENT COMPANY OF THE RUSSIAN DIRECT INVESTMENT FUND (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО УПРАВЛЯЮЩАЯ КОМПАНИЯ РОССИЙСКОГО ФОНДА ПРЯМЫХ ИНВЕСТИЦИЙ; f.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOY OTVETSTVENNOSTYU UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA RFPI (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТЕВНЕННОСТЬЮ); a.k.a. "AO UK RFPI" (Cyrillic: "АО УК РФПИ"), Naberezhnaya Presnenskaya, Dom 8 Stroyeniye 1, Etaj 7, Moscow 123112, Russia (Cyrillic: Набережная Пресненская, Дом 8, Строение 1, Этаж 7, Москва 123112, Россия); Website www.rdif.ru; alt. Website www.investinrussia.com; Organization Established Date 11 Apr 2017; Organization Type: Trusts, funds and similar financial entities; Target Type Financial Institution; alt. Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 7703425673 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 15110384 (Russia); Registration Number 77744367017 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
Office of Foreign Assets Control
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RUSSIAN DIRECT INVESTMENT FUND (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ УПРАВЛЯЮЩАЯ КОМПАНИЯ РВК); a.k.a. RUSSIAN VENTURE COMPANY (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ УПРАВЛЯЮЩАЯ КОМПАНИЯ РВК); a.k.a. RUSSIAN VENTURE COMPANY LLC; a.k.a. "LLC MC RVC"; a.k.a. "LLC UK RVK"; a.k.a. "OOO UK RVK" (Cyrillic: "ООО УК РВК"), D. 8, Str. 1, Etaj 12, Nab. Presnenskaya, Moscow 123112, Russia (Cyrillic: Дом 8, Строение 12, Наб. Пресненская, Москва 123112, Россия); Website https://rvc.ru; Organization Established Date 30 Dec 2020; Organization Type: Trusts, funds and similar financial entities; Target Type Financial Institution; Target Type: Trusts, funds and similar financial entities; Target Type: Trusts, funds and similar financial entities; Target Type Financial Institution; Organization Type: Trusts, funds and similar financial entities; Target Type Financial Institution; alt. Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Target Type: Trusts, funds and similar financial entities; Target Type Financial Institution; Organization Type: Trusts, funds and similar financial entities; Target Type Financial Institution; Organization Type: Trusts, funds and similar financial entities; Target Type Financial Institution; alt. Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 9703024347 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 33185693 (Russia); Registration Number 1207700502547 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

RUSSIAN VENTURE COMPANY (Cyrillic: РОССИЙСКАЯ ВЕНЧУРНАЯ КОМПАНИЯ; a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY RVC MANAGEMENT COMPANY (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ УПРАВЛЯЮЩАЯ КОМПАНИЯ РВК); a.k.a. RUSSIAN VENTURE COMPANY LLC; a.k.a. "LLC MC RVC"; a.k.a. "LLC UK RVK"; a.k.a. "OOO UK RVK" (Cyrillic: "ООО УК РВК"), D. 8, Str. 1, Etaj 12, Nab. Presnenskaya, Moscow 123112, Russia (Cyrillic: Дом 8, Строение 12, Наб. Пресненская, Москва 123112, Россия); Website https://rvc.ru; Organization Established Date 30 Dec 2020; Organization Type: Trusts, funds and similar financial entities; Target Type Financial Institution; alt. Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 9703024347 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 33185693 (Russia); Registration Number 1207700502547 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY MANAGEMENT COMPANY OF THE RUSSIAN DIRECT INVESTMENT FUND).
(a.k.a. ISIL KHORASAN; a.k.a. ISIL’S SOUTH ASIA BRANCH; a.k.a. ISISK; a.k.a. ISIS-K; a.k.a. IS-KHORASAN; a.k.a. ISLAMIC STATE KHURASAN; a.k.a. ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND LEVANT IN KHORASAN PROVINCE; a.k.a. ISLAMIC STATE’S KHORASAN PROVINCE; a.k.a. SOUTH ASIAN CHAPTER OF ISIL; a.k.a. THE ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND ASH-SHAM - KHORASAN PROVINCE; a.k.a. THE ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND SYRIA - KHORASAN), Afghanistan; Pakistan; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 [FTO] [SDGT].

resulting in the following new [FTO] [SDGT] entries:

ISIS-K (a.k.a. ISIL KHORASAN; a.k.a. ISIL’S SOUTH ASIA BRANCH; a.k.a. ISIS WILAYAT KHORASAN; a.k.a. ISIS-K; a.k.a. IS-KHORASAN; a.k.a. ISLAMIC STATE KHURASAN; a.k.a. ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND LEVANT IN KHORASAN PROVINCE; a.k.a. ISLAMIC STATE’S KHORASAN PROVINCE; a.k.a. SOUTH ASIAN CHAPTER OF ISIL; a.k.a. THE ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND ASH-SHAM - KHORASAN PROVINCE; a.k.a. THE ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND SYRIA - KHORASAN), Afghanistan; Pakistan; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 [FTO] [SDGT].

ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND LEVANT IN KHORASAN PROVINCE (a.k.a. ISIL KHORASAN; a.k.a. ISIL’S SOUTH ASIA BRANCH; a.k.a. ISIS WILAYAT KHORASAN; a.k.a. ISIS-K; a.k.a. IS-KHORASAN; a.k.a. ISLAMIC STATE KHURASAN; a.k.a. ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND LEVANT IN KHORASAN PROVINCE; a.k.a. ISLAMIC STATE’S KHORASAN PROVINCE; a.k.a. SOUTH ASIAN CHAPTER OF ISIL; a.k.a. THE ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND ASH-SHAM - KHORASAN PROVINCE; a.k.a. THE ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND SYRIA - KHORASAN), Afghanistan; Pakistan; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 [FTO] [SDGT].

THE ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND ASH-SHAM - KHORASAN PROVINCE (a.k.a. ISIL KHORASAN; a.k.a. ISIL’S SOUTH ASIA BRANCH; a.k.a. ISIS WILAYAT KHORASAN; a.k.a. ISIS-K; a.k.a. IS-KHORASAN; a.k.a. ISLAMIC STATE KHURASAN; a.k.a. ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND LEVANT IN KHORASAN PROVINCE; a.k.a. ISLAMIC STATE’S KHORASAN PROVINCE; a.k.a. SOUTH ASIAN CHAPTER OF ISIL; a.k.a. THE ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND ASH-SHAM - KHORASAN PROVINCE; a.k.a. THE ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND SYRIA - KHORASAN), Afghanistan; Pakistan; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 [FTO] [SDGT].
Afghanistan; Pakistan; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 [FTO] [SDGT].

The following [SDGT] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

ABADIKA, Abdallah Asid (a.k.a. ABADIGGA, Abdella Asid; a.k.a. USSENI, Abdallah; a.k.a. "ABU HAMZA"; a.k.a. "CARLOS, Abd"); 48 Central Road, New Town, Johannesburg, South Africa; DOB 01 Feb 1974; POB Jimma, Oromia Regional State, Ethiopia; nationality Ethiopia; citizen Ethiopia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport A05256584 (South Africa); alt. Passport A04151202 (South Africa); National ID No. 7709285116082 (South Africa) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND THE LEVANT).

MILLER, Siraaj, 34 Lupin, Lentegeur, Mitchells Plain, Cape Town, South Africa; DOB 28 Sep 1977; POB Cape Town, South Africa; nationality South Africa; citizen South Africa; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport AB321592 (South Africa) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND THE LEVANT).

OMAR, Farhad (a.k.a. HOOMER, Farhad; a.k.a. UMAR, Farhad), 57 Spathodia Drive, Isipingo Hills, KwaZulu Natal 4133, South Africa; 72 Riley Road, Overport, Essenwood, Berea 4001, South Africa; 9 Nugget Road, Reservoir Hills, Durban 4090, South Africa; DOB 18 Nov 1976; nationality South Africa; citizen South Africa; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport A05256584 (South Africa); alt. Passport A04151202 (South Africa); National ID No. 7611185236087 (South Africa) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND THE LEVANT).

OMAR, Farhad (a.k.a. HOOMER, Farhad; a.k.a. UMAR, Farhad), 57 Spathodia Drive, Isipingo Hills, KwaZulu Natal 4133, South Africa; 72 Riley Road, Overport, Essenwood, Berea 4001, South Africa; 9 Nugget Road, Reservoir Hills, Durban 4090, South Africa; DOB 18 Nov 1976; nationality South Africa; citizen South Africa; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport A05256584 (South Africa); alt. Passport A04151202 (South Africa); National ID No. 7611185236087 (South Africa) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND THE LEVANT).
Executive Order 13886; Passport AB321592 (Tanzania) expires 08 Mar 2019 (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND SYRIA - MOZAMBIQUE).

"CARLOS, Abdi" (a.k.a. ABDIGGA, Abdella Asid; a.k.a. ABDIGGA, Abdella Hussein; a.k.a. ABDIKA, Abdisalam Asid; a.k.a. USSENI, Abdallah; a.k.a. "ABU HAMZA"), 48 Central Road, New Town, Johannesburg, South Africa; DOB 01 Feb 1974; POB Jimma, Oromia Regional State, Ethiopia; nationality Ethiopia; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport T00043812 (South Africa); Refugee ID Card 7402016297260 (South Africa) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND THE LEVANT).

"Issa" (a.k.a. MBAGA, Peter Charles; a.k.a. "ABU KAIDHA"), Johannesburg, South Africa; DOB 25 Sep 1976; nationality Tanzania; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport AB321592 (Tanzania) expires 08 Mar 2019 (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND SYRIA - MOZAMBIQUE).

03/03/22

The following [ELECTION-EO13848] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

ARESHEV, Andrey Grigoryevich, Russia; DOB 21 Jul 1974; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: THE STRATEGIC CULTURE FOUNDATION).

BESPALOV, Anton Sergeyevich, Russia; DOB 02 Feb 1981; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: THE STRATEGIC CULTURE FOUNDATION).

BUBNOVA, Irina Sergeyevna, Russia; DOB 01 Apr 1983; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Passport 703828693 (Russia) (individual) [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: THE STRATEGIC CULTURE FOUNDATION).

JOURNAL KAMERTON (a.k.a. NETWORK LITERARY AND HISTORICAL MAGAZINE KAMERTON; a.k.a. WEB KAMERTON), Moscow, Russia; Website www.webkamerton.ru [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: THE STRATEGIC CULTURE FOUNDATION).

MAKSIMENKO, Vladimir Ilich (a.k.a. MAXIMENKO, Vladimir), Russia; DOB 01 Jan 1954; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: THE STRATEGIC CULTURE FOUNDATION).

MAXIMENKO, Vladimir (a.k.a. MAKSIMENKO, Vladimir Ilich), Russia; DOB 01 Jan 1954; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: THE STRATEGIC CULTURE FOUNDATION).

POKROFIEV, Yuri (a.k.a. PROKOFIEV, Yuriy Anatolyevich), Russia; DOB 14 Apr 1986; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: THE STRATEGIC CULTURE FOUNDATION).

RHYTHM OF EURASIA (Cyrillic: РИТМ ЕВРАЗИИ), Russia; Website www.ritmeurasia.org [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: THE STRATEGIC CULTURE FOUNDATION).

SAENKO, Sergei Ivanovich (a.k.a. SAYENKO, Sergey Ivanovich), Russia; DOB 25 Sep 1950; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: THE STRATEGIC CULTURE FOUNDATION).

SAENKO, Sergei Ivanovich (a.k.a. SAENKO, Sergei Ivanovich), Russia; DOB 25 Sep 1950; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: THE STRATEGIC CULTURE FOUNDATION).

SKOROKHODOVA, Natalya Petrovna, Russia; DOB 25 Aug 1968; nationality Russia; Gender Female (individual) [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: THE STRATEGIC CULTURE FOUNDATION).

WEB KAMERTON (a.k.a. JOURNAL KAMERTON; a.k.a. NETWORK LITERARY AND HISTORICAL MAGAZINE KAMERTON), Moscow, Russia; Website www.webkamerton.ru [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: THE STRATEGIC CULTURE FOUNDATION).
CHANGES TO THE SDN LIST IN 2022

The following [NPWMD] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] entries have been added to OFAC’s SDN List:

**FEDIN, Yuriy Sergeyevich**, Ukraine; DOB 26 Mar 1989; nationality Ukraine; Gender Male; Passport 230689690 (Ukraine) (individual) [NPWMD] [CYBER2] (Linked To: NEWSFRONT).

**GLOTTOV, Yevgeniy Eduardovich**, Ukraine; DOB 19 Sep 1987; nationality Ukraine; Gender Male; National ID No. 3203817519 (Ukraine) (individual) [NPWMD] [CYBER2] (Linked To: NEWSFRONT).

**SINELIN, Mikhail Anatolyevich** (a.k.a. SINELIN, Mikhail), Russia; DOB 14 Aug 1989; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 100019509 (Russia) (individual) [NPWMD] [CYBER2] (Linked To: NEWSFRONT).

**KATINA D.O.O.** (a.k.a. KATINA DRUSTVO S OGRANICENOM ODGOVORNOSCU ZA NEKRETINE I UGOSTITELJSTVO), Trg zravata 6, Zagreb 10000, Croatia; Organization Established Date 11 Jun 2003; Tax ID No. 772450742010 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

**BOLOTTOVA, Mayya; a.k.a. TOKAREVA, Maiya Nikolaevna** (Cyrillic: ТОКАРЕВА, Майя Николаевна; a.k.a. TOKAREVA, Maiya), Kazakhstan; nationality Russia; Gender Female; DOB 18 Jan 1975; POB Karaganda, Kazakhstan; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Passport 530212750 (Russia) issued 12 Apr 2012 expires 12 Apr 2022; Tax ID No. 772450742010 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
KATINA DRUSTVOS OGRANICENOM
ODGOVORNOSCU ZA NEKRETNINE I
UGOSTITELJSTVO (a.k.a. KATINA D.O.O.), Trg
zravsa fasizma 6, Zagreb 10000, Croatia;
Organization Established Date 11 Jun 2003; Tax
ID No. 2255851304 (Croatia); Registration
Number 01737015 (Croatia) [RUSSIA-EO14024]
(Linked To: TOKAREVA, Maiya Nikolaevna).

LAKHTA PARK PREMIUM, OOO (Cyrillic: ЛАХТА
ПАРК ПРЕМИУМ), St. Petersburg, Russia; Tax
ID No. 7810764381 (Russia) [RUSSIA-
EO14024] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Pavel
Evgenevich).

LAKHTA PARK, OOO (Cyrillic: ЛАХТА ПАРК),
Pargolovo, Russia; Tax ID No. 7807381808
(Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To:
PRIGOZHIN, Pavel Evgenovich).

LAKHTA PLAZA, OOO (Cyrillic: ЛАХТА ПЛАЗА),
St. Petersburg, Russia; Tax ID No. 7801634178
(Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To:
PRIGOZHIN, Pavel Evgenovich).

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY OSTOZHENKA
19 (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ
ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ОСТОЖЕНКА 19);
(a.k.a. LLC OSTOZHENKA 19 (Cyrillic: ООО
ОСТОЖЕНКА 19); a.k.a. OSTOZHENKA 19;
a.k.a. OSTOZHENKA 19 ООО), etazh/pom 3/14,
stroenie 1, dom 19, ulitsa Ostozhenka, Moscow
119034, Russia; Organization Established Date
03 Oct 2013; Tax ID No. 7703798019 (Russia);
Registration Number 1137746907781 (Russia)
[RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TOKAREVA,
Maiya Nikolaevna).

OSTOZHENKA 19 (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY
COMPANY OSTOZHENKA 19 (Cyrillic:
ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ
ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ОСТОЖЕНКА 19);
(a.k.a. LLC OSTOZHENKA 19 (Cyrillic: ООО
ОСТОЖЕНКА 19); a.k.a. OSTOZHENKA 19;
a.k.a. OSTOZHENKA 19 ООО), etazh/pom 3/14,
stroenie 1, dom 19, ulitsa Ostozhenka, Moscow
119034, Russia; Organization Established Date
03 Oct 2013; Tax ID No. 7703798019 (Russia);
Registration Number 1137746907781 (Russia)
[RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TOKAREVA,
Maiya Nikolaevna).

PRIGOZHIN, Pavel Evgenovich (Cyrillic: ПРИГОЖИН,
Павел Евгеньевич), Russia; DOB
18 Jun 1998; nationality Russia; Gender Male;
Tax ID No. 780103765308 (Russia) (individual)
[RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN,
Yevgeny Viktorovich).

PRIGOZHINA, Lyubov Valentinovna (Cyrillic: ПРИГОЖИНА,
Любовь Валентиновна), Russia; DOB 26 Jun 1970;
nationality Russia; Gender Female; Tax ID No.
780107463330 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-
EO14024] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN,
Yevgeny Viktorovich).

PRIGOZHINA, Polina Evgenyevna (Cyrillic: ПРИГОЖИНА,
Пелена Евгеньевна), Russia; DOB 15 Aug 1992;
nationality Russia; Gender Female; Passport
530212750 (Russia) issued 12 Apr 2012 expires
12 Apr 2022; Tax ID No. 77245074210 (Russia)
(individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To:
PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeny Viktorovich).

T.K.A. D.O.O. (a.k.a. T.G.A. D.O.O. ZA
TRGOVINU I USLUGE), Trg zravsa fasizma 6,
Zagreb 10000, Croatia; Organization Established
Date 26 Feb 2010; Tax ID No. 13620997820
(Croatia); Registration Number 02617846
(Croatia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To:
TOKAREVA, Maiya Nikolaevna).

T.K.A. D.O.O. (a.k.a. T.G.A. D.O.O. ZA
TRGOVINU I USLUGE), Trg zravsa fasizma 6,
Zagreb 10000, Croatia; Organization Established
Date 26 Feb 2010; Tax ID No. 13620997820
(Croatia); Registration Number 02617846
(Croatia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To:
TOKAREVA, Maiya Nikolaevna).

TOKAREV, Nikolai (a.k.a. TOKAREV, Nikolaj;
a.k.a. TOKAREV, Nikolay Petrovich (Cyrillic:
ТОКАРЕВ, Николай Петрович)); Moscow,
Russia; DOB 20 Dec 1950; POB Karaganda,
Kazakhstan; nationality Russia; Gender Male
(individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

TOKAREV, Nikolay Petrovich (Cyrillic: ТОКАРЕВ,
Николай Петрович (a.k.a. TOKAREV, Nikolai;
a.k.a. TOKAREV, Nikolay Petrovich)); Moscow,
Russia; DOB 20 Dec 1950; POB Karaganda,
Kazakhstan; nationality Russia; Gender Male
(individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

TOKAREVA, Galina Alekseyevna (Cyrillic:
ТОКАРЕВА, Галина Алексеевна), Russia;
DOB 24 Sep 1951; Gender Female (individual)
[RUSSIA-EO14024].

TOKAREVA, Mayya Nikolaevna (Cyrillic:
ТОКАРЕВА, Майя Николаевна) (f.k.a.
BOLOTOVA, Mayya Nikolaevna; f.k.a.
BOLOTOVA, Mayya; a.k.a. TOKAREVA,
Майя); Brusova Str., 19, 5, Moscow 125009,
Russia; DOB 18 Jan 1975; POB Karaganda,
Kazakhstan; nationality Russia; Gender Female;
Passport 530212750 (Russia) issued 12 Apr
2012 expires 12 Apr 2022; Tax ID No.
77245074210 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-
EO14024].

TOKAREVA, Mayya (f.k.a. BOLOTOVA, Mayya
Николаевна; f.k.a. BOLOTOVA, Mayya;
a.k.a. TOKAREVA, Майя); Brusova Str.,
19, 5, Moscow 125009, Russia; DOB 18 Jan
1975; POB Karaganda, Kazakhstan; nationality
Russia; Gender Female; Passport 530212750
(Russia) issued 12 Apr 2012 expires 12 Apr
2022; Tax ID No. 77245074210 (Russia)
(individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

USMANOV, Alisher Burhanovich (Cyrillic: УСМАНОВ,
Алишер Буранович) (a.k.a.
USMANOV, Alisher); Russia; Monaco; DOB 09
Sep 1953; POB Chust, Uzbekistan; nationality
0197820 (Croatia); Registration Number 02617846
(Croatia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] [UKRAINE-EO13661] entries have been changed:

**03/03/22**

- **CHANGES TO THE SDNLIST IN 2022**
  - **CHEMEZOV, Sergey Viktorovich** (a.k.a. CHEMEZOV, Sergei); DOB 20 Aug 1952; POB Cheremkhovo, Irkutsk, Russia (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- **CHEMEZOV, Sergey Viktorovich** (a.k.a. CHEMEZOV, Sergei); DOB 20 Aug 1952; POB Cheremkhovo, Irkutsk, Russia (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- **CHEMEZOV, Sergey Viktorovich** (a.k.a. CHEMEZOV, Sergei); DOB 20 Aug 1952; POB Cheremkhovo, Irkutsk, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 770202363089 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].
  - **ROTENBERG, Arkady**; DOB 15 Dec 1951; POB St. Petersburg, Russia (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- **ROTENBERG, Arkady Romanovich** (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Аркадий Романович) (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkadii Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkadii Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkady Romanovich; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkady Romanovich; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkadii Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkadii Romanovych), Russia; DOB 15 Dec 1951; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 470305596440 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].
  - **ROTENBERG, Boris**; DOB 03 Jan 1957; POB St. Petersburg, Russia (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- **ROTENBERG, Boris Romanovich** (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Boris Romanovich), Russia; DOB 03 Jan 1957; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; alt. nationality Finland; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 470305596440 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].
  - **ROTENBERG, Roman Borisovich** (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Роман Борисович) (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Borisov Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Borisov Romanovych), Russia; DOB 03 Jan 1957; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; alt. nationality Finland; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 470305596440 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].
  - **ROTENBERG, Roman Borisovich** (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Roman Borisovich; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Roman Borisovich; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Roman Borisovich), Russia; DOB 07 Apr 1981; alt. nationality Finland; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 470305596440 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

** Linked To:**
- **SMP BANK (a.k.a. BANK SEVERNY MORSKOY PUT; a.k.a. SMP BANK OPEN JOINT-STOCK COMPANY)**
- **SMP BANK (a.k.a. AO SMP BANK)**
- **SMP BANK, AO**
- **SMP BANK, AO**
- **SMP BANK, AO**

- **SMP BANK (a.k.a. BANK SEVERNY MORSKOY PUT; a.k.a. SMP BANK OPEN JOINT-STOCK COMPANY)**
- **SMP BANK (a.k.a. AO SMP BANK)**
- **SMP BANK, AO**
- **SMP BANK, AO**
- **SMP BANK, AO**

- **SMP BANK (a.k.a. BANK SEVERNY MORSKOY PUT)**
- **SMP BANK (a.k.a. AO SMP BANK)**
- **SMP BANK, AO**
- **SMP BANK, AO**
- **SMP BANK, AO**

**Linked To:**
- **SMP BANK (a.k.a. BANK SEVERNY MORSKOY PUT)**
- **SMP BANK (a.k.a. AO SMP BANK)**
- **SMP BANK, AO**
- **SMP BANK, AO**
- **SMP BANK, AO**

**Linked To:**
- **SMP BANK (a.k.a. BANK SEVERNY MORSKOY PUT)**
- **SMP BANK (a.k.a. AO SMP BANK)**
- **SMP BANK, AO**
- **SMP BANK, AO**
- **SMP BANK, AO**

**Linked To:**
- **SMP BANK (a.k.a. BANK SEVERNY MORSKOY PUT)**
- **SMP BANK (a.k.a. AO SMP BANK)**
- **SMP BANK, AO**
- **SMP BANK, AO**
- **SMP BANK, AO**

resulting in the following new [RUSSIA-EO14024] [UKRAINE-EO13661] entries:

- **AO SMP BANK (Cyrillic: АО СМП БАНК)** (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNYE OBSHCHESTVO BANK SEVERNY MORSKOY PUT)
ROTENBERG, Arkadii Romanovych (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkady Romanovich; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkady Romanovich (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Романович); a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkady Romanovich (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Романович)); DOB 15 Dec 1951; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 470305596440 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

The following [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been changed:

ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadyevich (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadiiovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadievich) (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Игорь Аркадьевич); DOB 09 May 1973; POB Leningrad, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13662].

ROTENBERG, Boris Romanovych (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Boris Romanovich (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Борис Романович)); DOB 03 Jan 1957; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; alt. nationality Finland; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 470305596440 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SMP BANK).

ROTENBERG, Roman Borisovych (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Roman Borisovich (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Роман Борисович)); DOB 07 Apr 1981; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; citizen Russia; alt. citizen Finland; Passport 640846350 (Russia); alt. Passport 17017258 (Finland) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ROTENBERG, Roman Borisovich).

ROTENBERH, Arkadii Romanovych (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkadii Romanovich; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkadiy Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkadievich), Russia; DOB 15 Dec 1951; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 470305596440 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ROTENBERG, Arkady Romanovych (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkadiy Romanovich; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkady Romanovich (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Романович); a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkadiy Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkadievich); DOB 15 Dec 1951; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 470305596440 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ROTENBERH, Arkadii Romanovych (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkadii Romanovich; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkadiy Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkadievich); DOB 15 Dec 1951; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 470305596440 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ROTENBERG, Boris Romanovych (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Boris Romanovich (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Борис Романович)); DOB 03 Jan 1957; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; alt. nationality Finland; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 470305596440 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SMP BANK).

ROTENBERH, Arkadii Romanovych (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkadii Romanovich; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkadiy Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkadievich); DOB 15 Dec 1951; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 470305596440 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ROTENBERG, Boris Romanovych (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Boris Romanovich (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Борис Романович)); DOB 03 Jan 1957; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; alt. nationality Finland; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 470305596440 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SMP BANK).

ROTENBERH, Arkadii Romanovych (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkadii Romanovich; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkadiy Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkadievich); DOB 15 Dec 1951; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 470305596440 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ROTENBERH, Arkadii Romanovych (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkadii Romanovich; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkadiy Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkadievich); DOB 15 Dec 1951; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 470305596440 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

SMY BANK, AO (a.k.a. AKTIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO BANK SEVERNOY MORSKOY PUT (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО БАНК СЕВЕРНЫЙ МОРСКОЙ ПУТЬ); a.k.a. AO SMP BANK (Cyrillic: AO СМП БАНК); a.k.a. SMP BANK; a.k.a. SMP BANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY), d. 71 k. 11, ul. Sadovnicheskaya Street, Moscow 115035, Russia; SWIFT/BIC SMBKRUMM; Website www.smpbank.ru; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7750005482 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 56657657 (Russia); Registration Number 1097711000078 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].
(Linked To: ROTENBERG, Arkady Romanovich).

resulting in the following new [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries:

ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadiyevich (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadiyovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadijewycz; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadiiowycz; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadiievich (Cyrillic: ПОТЕНБЕРГ, Игорь Аркадьевич)); a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Ihor Arkadiiovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERGH, Igor Arkadijewycz), Russia; DOB 09 May 1973; POB St. Peterburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ROTENBERG, Arkady Romanovich).

ROTENBERKH, Igor Arkadijewycz (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadiyevich; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadiyovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadijewycz; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadiievich (Cyrillic: ПОТЕНБЕРГ, Игорь Аркадьевич)); a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Ihor Arkadiiovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERGH, Igor Arkadijewycz), Russia; DOB 09 May 1973; POB St. Peterburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ROTENBERG, Arkady Romanovich).

The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

ALL-RUSSIAN SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF AVIATION MATERIALS (a.k.a. FEDERAL STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE ALL-RUSSIAN SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF AVIATION MATERIALS OF THE NATIONAL RESEARCH CENTER KURCHATOV INSTITUTE STATE RESEARCH CENTER OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; a.k.a. NRC KURCHATOV INSTITUTE - VIAM; a.k.a. VSEROISSIYKI INSTITUT AVIATSIONNYKH MATERIALOV (Cyrillic: ВСЕРОССИЙСКИЙ ИНСТИТУТ АВИАЦИОННЫХ МАТЕРИАЛОВ); a.k.a. VSEROISSIYKI NAUCHNO-ISSLEDOVATELSKIY INSTITUT AVIATSIONNYKH MATERIALOV; a.k.a. "VIAM" (Cyrillic: "ВИАМ")), 17, Radio Street, Moscow, Russia; Website www.viam.ru; Tax ID No. 7701024933 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ALTITUDE X3 (a.k.a. ALTITUDE X3 LTD), c/o Appleby Canons Court 22 Victoria Street HM12, Bermuda; Organization Established Date 2008; Target Type Private Company; Business Registration Number 42337 (Bermuda) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SHUVALOV, Evgeny Igorevich).

ALTITUDE X3 LTD (a.k.a. ALTITUDE X3), c/o Appleby Canons Court 22 Victoria Street HM12, Bermuda; Organization Established Date 2008; Target Type Private Company; Business Registration Number 42337 (Bermuda) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SHUVALOV, Evgeny Igorevich).
IGNATOVA, Yekaterina (a.k.a. IGNATOVA, Ekaterina (a.k.a. IGNATOVA, Anastasia Mikhailovna (a.k.a. IGNATOVA, Anastasia (a.k.a. CHEMEZOV, Sergeyevna)), 10 Presnenskaya Naberezhnaya, Moscow 123112, Russia; DOB 21 Mar 1968; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Tax ID No. 771406273815 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: CHEMEZOV, Sergei).

IGNATOVA, Yekaterina Sergeyevna (Cyrillic: ИГНАТОВА, Екатерина Сергеевна)), 10 Presnenskaya Naberezhnaya, Moscow 123112, Russia; DOB 21 Mar 1968; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Tax ID No. 771406273815 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: CHEMEZOV, Sergei).

IGNATOVA, Yekaterina (Cyrillic: "VIAM"), 17, Radio Street, Moscow, Russia; Website www.viam.ru; Tax ID No. 7701024933 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

FIRMA VEARDON OOO (Cyrillic: ООО ФИРМА ВЕАРДОН), d. 6 str. 1, per. Sechenovski, Moscow 119034, Russia; Tax ID No. 7713165336 (Russia); Business Registration Number 1027700266219 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: SHUVALOV, Igor Ivanovich).

GAPCHUK FOX, Karina (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Karina Yurevna; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Karina Iurevna; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Karina Iuryevna; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Boris Romanovich).

IGNATOVA, Anastasia (a.k.a. CHEMEZOV, Anastasia; a.k.a. IGNATOVA, Anastasia Mikhailovna), Russia; DOB 1987; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Tax ID No. 77470614612 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: ROTENBERG, Boris Romanovich).

IGNATOVA, Anastasia Mikhailovna (a.k.a. CHEMEZOV, Anastasia; a.k.a. IGNATOVA, Anastasia), Russia; DOB 1987; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Tax ID No. 77470614612 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: ROTENBERG, Boris Romanovich).

IGNATOVA, Ekaterina (a.k.a. IGNATOVA, Yekaterina; a.k.a. IGNATOVA, Yekaterina Sergeyevna (Cyrillic: ИГНАТОВА, Екатерина Сергеевна)), 10 Presnenskaya Naberezhnaya, Moscow 123112, Russia; DOB 21 Mar 1968; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Tax ID No. 771406273815 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: CHEMEZOV, Sergei).

IGNATOVA, Ekaterina (a.k.a. IGNATOVA, Yekaterina; a.k.a. IGNATOVA, Ekaterina; a.k.a. IGNATOVA, Anastasia Mikhailovna (a.k.a. IGNATOVA, Anastasia (a.k.a. CHEMEZOV, Sergeyevna)), 10 Presnenskaya Naberezhnaya, Moscow 123112, Russia; DOB 21 Mar 1968; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Tax ID No. 771406273815 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: CHEMEZOV, Sergei).

IGNATOVA, Yekaterina (a.k.a. IGNATOVA, Ekaterina; a.k.a. IGNATOVA, Ekaterina; a.k.a. IGNATOVA, Anastasia Mikhailovna (a.k.a. IGNATOVA, Anastasia (a.k.a. CHEMEZOV, Sergeyevna)), 10 Presnenskaya Naberezhnaya, Moscow 123112, Russia; DOB 21 Mar 1968; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Tax ID No. 771406273815 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: CHEMEZOV, Sergei).

IGNATOVA, Yekaterina Sergeyevna (Cyrillic: ИГНАТОВА, Екатерина Сергеевна)), 10 Presnenskaya Naberezhnaya, Moscow 123112, Russia; DOB 21 Mar 1968; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Tax ID No. 771406273815 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: CHEMEZOV, Sergei).

IGNATOVA, Yekaterina (Cyrillic: "VIAM"), 17, Radio Street, Moscow, Russia; Website www.viam.ru; Tax ID No. 7701024933 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

FIRMA VEARDON OOO (Cyrillic: ООО ФИРМА ВЕАРДОН), d. 6 str. 1, per. Sechenovski, Moscow 119034, Russia; Tax ID No. 7713165336 (Russia); Business Registration Number 1027700266219 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: SHUVALOV, Igor Ivanovich).

GAPCHUK FOX, Karina (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Karina Yurevna; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Karina Iurevna; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Karina Iuryevna; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Boris Romanovich).

IGNATOVA, Anastasia (a.k.a. CHEMEZOV, Anastasia; a.k.a. IGNATOVA, Anastasia Mikhailovna), Russia; DOB 1987; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Tax ID No. 77470614612 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: ROTENBERG, Boris Romanovich).

IGNATOVA, Anastasia Mikhailovna (a.k.a. CHEMEZOV, Anastasia; a.k.a. IGNATOVA, Anastasia), Russia; DOB 1987; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Tax ID No. 77470614612 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: ROTENBERG, Boris Romanovich).

IGNATOVA, Ekaterina (a.k.a. IGNATOVA, Yekaterina; a.k.a. IGNATOVA, Yekaterina Sergeyevna (Cyrillic: ИГНАТОВА, Екатерина Сергеевна)), 10 Presnenskaya Naberezhnaya, Moscow 123112, Russia; DOB 21 Mar 1968; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Tax ID No. 771406273815 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: CHEMEZOV, Sergei).

IGNATOVA, Yekaterina (a.k.a. IGNATOVA, Ekaterina; a.k.a. IGNATOVA, Ekaterina; a.k.a. IGNATOVA, Anastasia Mikhailovna (a.k.a. IGNATOVA, Anastasia (a.k.a. CHEMEZOV, Sergeyevna)), 10 Presnenskaya Naberezhnaya, Moscow 123112, Russia; DOB 21 Mar 1968; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Tax ID No. 771406273815 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: CHEMEZOV, Sergei).

IGNATOVA, Yekaterina Sergeyevna (Cyrillic: ИГНАТОВА, Екатерина Сергеевна)), 10 Presnenskaya Naberezhnaya, Moscow 123112, Russia; DOB 21 Mar 1968; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Tax ID No. 771406273815 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: CHEMEZOV, Sergei).

IGNATOVA, Yekaterina (Cyrillic: "VIAM"), 17, Radio Street, Moscow, Russia; Website www.viam.ru; Tax ID No. 7701024933 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].
NOVOSIBIRSK AIRCRAFT ENTERPRISE; a.k.a. NOVOSIBIRSK AIRCRAFT PLANT; a.k.a. NOVOSIBIRSK AIRCRAFT PLANT NAMED AFTER V.P. CHKALOV; a.k.a. NOVOSIBIRSK AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION PLANT NAMED AFTER V.P. CHKALOV; a.k.a. NOVOSIBIRSK AVIATION FACTORY; a.k.a. NOVOSIBIRSK AVIATION PLANT; a.k.a. "NAPO"; a.k.a. "NAZ"), 15 Polzuonov St., Novosibirsk 630051, Russia; Tax ID No. 5402112867 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

JSC NOVOSIBIRSK AVIAREMONTNIY FACTORY (a.k.a. AO NOVOSIBIRSKY AVIAREMONTNIY ZAVOD (Cyrillic: АО НОВОСИБИРСКИЙ АВИАРЕМОНТНЫЙ ЗАВОД)); a.k.a. JSC NOVOSIBIRSK AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION PLANT NAMED AFTER V.P. CHKALOV; a.k.a. NOVOSIBIRSK AVIATION FACTORY; a.k.a. NOVOSIBIRSK AVIATION PLANT; a.k.a. "NAPO"; a.k.a. "NAZ"), 15 Polzuonov St., Novosibirsk 630051, Russia; Tax ID No. 5402112867 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

JSC R PA KVANT (a.k.a. AO NOPO KVANT; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION KVANT; a.k.a. JSC R & PA KVANT; a.k.a. JSC RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION KVANT; a.k.a. JSC RPA KVANT), Bolshaya Sankt-Peterburgskaya St., 73, Velikiy Novgorod 173001, Russia; Website www.npp-kvant.kret.com; Organization Established Date 09 Dec 2011; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 5321151441 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

JSC RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION KVANT (a.k.a. AO NPO KVANT; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION KVANT; a.k.a. JSC R AND PA KVANT; a.k.a. JSC RPA KVANT), Bolshaya Sankt-Peterburgskaya St., 73, Velikiy Novgorod 173001, Russia; Website www.npp-kvant.kret.com; Organization Established Date 09 Dec 2011; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 5321151441 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

JSC R & PA KVANT; a.k.a. JSC RPA KVANT; a.k.a. JSC RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION KVANT; a.k.a. JSC R AND PA KVANT; a.k.a. JSC RPA KVANT; a.k.a. JSC RPA KVANT), Bolshaya Sankt-Peterburgskaya St., 73, Velikiy Novgorod 173001, Russia; Website www.npp-kvant.kret.com; Organization Established Date 09 Dec 2011; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 5321151441 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KBSM DESIGN BUREAU OF SPECIAL MACHINEBUILDING (a.k.a. DESIGN BUREAU OF SPECIAL MACHINE BUILDING; a.k.a. DESIGN BUREAU OF SPECIAL MACHINE-BUILDING; a.k.a. DESIGN BUREAU OF SPECIAL MACHINEBUILDING AO (Cyrillic: АО КОНСТРУКТОРСКОЕ БЮРО СПЕЦИАЛЬНОГО МАШИНОСТРОЕНИЯ); a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY ENGINEERING OFFICE SPETSAHNOGO MASHINOSTROENIYA; a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY KBM; a.k.a. "KBSM AO"), Obukhovskoy Oborony Ave, Saint Petersburg 192012, Russia; Tax ID No. 7802205799 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KNAapo (Cyrillic: КНААПО) (a.k.a. KOMSOMOLSK-ON-AMUR AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION; a.k.a. KOMSOMOLSK-ON-AMUR AVIATION PLANT), 1 Sovetskaya Str., Komsomol On Amur 681018, Russia; Website www.knaapo.ru; Tax ID No. 2703019760 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KOMSOMOLSK-ON-AMUR AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION (a.k.a. KNAapo (Cyrillic: КНААПО); a.k.a. KOMSOMOLSK-ON-AMUR AVIATION PLANT), 1 Sovetsksaya Str., Komsomol On Amur 681018, Russia; Website www.knaapo.ru; Tax ID No. 2703019760 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KURGANMASHZAVOD (a.k.a. KURGANMASHZAVOD PJSC; a.k.a. KURGANMASHZAVOD PUBLIC JOINT-STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. PJSC KURGANSKY MASHINOSTROITELNY FACTORY (Cyrillic: ПАО КУРГАНСКИЙ МАШИНОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД)), 17 Mashinostroitelnoy Ave, Letter 1J, Kurgan 640021, Russia; Website www.kurganmash.ru; Organization Established Date 23 Mar 1992; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 4501008142 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KURGANMASHZAVOD PJSC (a.k.a. KURGANMASHZAVOD; a.k.a. KURGANMASHZAVOD PUBLIC JOINT-STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. PJSC KURGANSKY MASHINOSTROITELNY FACTORY (Cyrillic: ПАО КУРГАНСКИЙ МАШИНОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД)), 17 Mashinostroitelnoy Ave, Letter 1J, Kurgan 640021, Russia; Website www.kurganmash.ru; Organization Established Date 23 Mar 1992; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 4501008142 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KURGANMASHZAVOD (a.k.a. KURGANMASHZAVOD PJSC; a.k.a. KURGANMASHZAVOD PUBLIC JOINT-STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. PJSC KURGANSKY MASHINOSTROITELNY FACTORY (Cyrillic: ПАО КУРГАНСКИЙ МАШИНОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД)), 17 Mashinostroitelnoy Ave, Letter 1J, Kurgan 640021, Russia; Website www.kurganmash.ru; Organization Established Date 23 Mar 1992; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 4501008142 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
LLC RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION IZHBS (a.k.a. IZHEVSK UNMANNED SYSTEMS RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ASSOCIATED LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; I. a. IZHMASH-UNMANNED SYSTEMS COMPANY), a.k.a. OOO NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNOYE OBYEDENIENIYE IZHEVSKIIYE BESPILOTNYE SISTEMY (Cyrillic: ООО НАУЧНО-ПРОИЗВОДСТВЕННОЕ ОБЪЕДИНЕНИЕ ИЖЕВСКИЕ БЕСПИЛОТНЫЕ СИСТЕМЫ), a.k.a. "NO IZHBS"; a.k.a. "OOO NPO IZHBS"), Ordzhonikidze St., 2, Izhevsk, Udmurtia 426063, Russia (Cyrillic: УЛ. ОРДЖОНИКИДЗЕ, Д. 2, ИЖЕВСК, УДМУРТСКАЯ РЕСПУБЛИКА 426063, РОССИЯ); Website www.izh-bs.ru; Organization Established Date 25 Oct 2006; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 1831117433 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

MAKEYEV ROCKET DESIGN BUREAU (a.k.a. MAKEYEV SPACE MISSILE CENTER; a.k.a. MAKEYEV ROCKET DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY GRTS MAKEYEVA; a.k.a. NIZHNY NOVGOROD AVIATION PLANT; a.k.a. NIZHNIY NOVGOROD AIRCRAFT MANUFACTURING PLANT; a.k.a. PJSC NAZ SOKOL (Cyrillic: ПАО НАЗ СОКОЛ)), 1 Chaadaev St., Nizhny Novgorod 603035, Russia; Tax ID No. 5259008341 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

MAKEYEV SPACE MISSILE CENTER; a.k.a. MAKEYEV ROCKET DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY GRTS MAKEYEVA; a.k.a. MAKAYEV STATE MISSILE CENTER; a.k.a. MAKAYEV ROCKET DESIGN BUREAU (a.k.a. MAKEYEV STATE MISSILE CENTER), 1 Turgoyakskoye Highway, Mass, Chelyabinsk Region 456300, Russia; Website http://makeyev.ru; Tax ID No. 7415061109 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

SHUVALOVA, Maria Igorevna.

LLC PLANAR (a.k.a. OOO PLANAR (Cyrillic: ООО ПЛАНАР); a.k.a. PLANTAR ELEMENTS; a.k.a. THE PLANAR COMPANY (Cyrillic: КОМПАНИЯ ПЛАНАР)), Office 1, 76 Likhvintsvea St., Izhevsk 426034, Russia; Office 23, Building 2, Corpus 58, 1 Partinyu Pereulok Lane, Moscow 115093, Russia; Website planar-elements.ru; Tax ID No. 1833015934 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

GOSUDARSTVENNY RAKETNY CENTER NAMED AFTER AKADEMIKA V. P. MAKEYEVA (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННЫЙ РАКЕТНЫЙ ЦЕНТР ИМЕНИ АКАДЕМИКА В.П.МАКЕЕВА); a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY GRTS MAKEYEVA; a.k.a. MICROVACUUM TECHNOLOGY COMPANY; a.k.a. NAVIGA VACUUM TECHNOLOGY COMPANY (Cyrillic: НАВИГА ВАКУУМ ТЕХНОЛОГИИ); a.k.a. NOVOSIBIRSK AIRCRAFT ENTERPRISE (a.k.a. NOVOSIBIRSKII AVIAREMONNTNIY ZAVID (Cyrillic: НОВОСИБИРСКИЙ АВИАРЕМОНТНЫЙ ЗАВОД); a.k.a. JSC
NOVOSIBIRSK AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION PLANT NAMED AFTER V.P. CHKALOV; a.k.a. JSC NOVOSIBIRSK AVIAREMONTNY FACTORY; a.k.a. NOVOSIBIRSK AIRCRAFT PLANT; a.k.a. NOVOSIBIRSK AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION PLAN NAMED AFTER V.P. CHKALOV; a.k.a. JSC NOVOSIBIRSK AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION FACTORY; a.k.a. NOVOSIBIRSK AIRCRAFT ENTERPRISE; a.k.a. NOVOSIBIRSK AIRCRAFT PLANT NAMED AFTER V.P. CHKALOV; a.k.a. NOVOSIBIRSK AVIATION FACTORY; a.k.a. "NAPO"; a.k.a. "NAZ"), 15 Polzunov St., Novosibirsk 630051, Russia; Tax ID No. 5402112867 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

NOVOSIBIRSK AIRCRAFT PLANT (a.k.a. AO NOVOSIBIRSKY AVIAREMONTNY ZAVOD (Cyrillic: АО НОВОСИБИРСКИЙ АВИАРЕМОНТНЫЙ ЗАВОД); a.k.a. JSC NOVOSIBIRSK AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION PLANT NAMED AFTER V.P. CHKALOV; a.k.a. JSC NOVOSIBIRSK AVIAREMONTNY FACTORY; a.k.a. NOVOSIBIRSK AIRCRAFT ENTERPRISE; a.k.a. NOVOSIBIRSK AIRCRAFT PLANT NAMED AFTER V.P. CHKALOV; a.k.a. NOVOSIBIRSK AVIATION FACTORY; a.k.a. "NAPO"; a.k.a. "NAZ"), 15 Polzunov St., Novosibirsk 630051, Russia; Tax ID No. 5402112867 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].
PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich (a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitriy Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich (Cyrillic: ПЕСКОВ, Дмитрий Сергеевич)); a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitriy Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitriy Sergeyevich (Cyrillic: ПЕСКОВ, Дмитрий Сергеевич); a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitriy Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitriy Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich, Moscow, Russia; DOB 17 Oct 1967; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].
PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich (a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitriy Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich (Cyrillic: ПЕСКОВ, Дмитрий Сергеевич)); a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitriy Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitriy Sergeyevich (Cyrillic: ПЕСКОВ, Дмитрий Сергеевич); a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitriy Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitriy Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich, Moscow, Russia; DOB 17 Oct 1967; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].
PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich (a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitriy Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich (Cyrillic: ПЕСКОВ, Дмитрий Сергеевич)); a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitriy Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitriy Sergeyevich (Cyrillic: ПЕСКОВ, Дмитрий Сергеевич); a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitriy Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitriy Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich, Moscow, Russia; DOB 17 Oct 1967; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].
PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich (a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitriy Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich (Cyrillic: ПЕСКОВ, Дмитрий Сергеевич)); a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitriy Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitriy Sergeyevich (Cyrillic: ПЕСКОВ, Дмитрий Сергеевич); a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitriy Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitriy Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich, Moscow, Russia; DOB 17 Oct 1967; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].
PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich (a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitriy Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich (Cyrillic: ПЕСКОВ, Дмитрий Сергеевич)); a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitriy Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitriy Sergeyevich (Cyrillic: ПЕСКОВ, Дмитрий Сергеевич); a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitriy Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitriy Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich, Moscow, Russia; DOB 17 Oct 1967; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].
PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich (a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitriy Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich (Cyrillic: ПЕСКОВ, Дмитрий Сергеевич)); a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitriy Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitriy Sergeyevich (Cyrillic: ПЕСКОВ, Дмитрий Сергеевич); a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitriy Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitriy Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich, Moscow, Russia; DOB 17 Oct 1967; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].
PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich (a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitriy Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich (Cyrillic: ПЕСКОВ, Дмитрий Сергеевич)); a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitriy Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitriy Sergeyevich (Cyrillic: ПЕСКОВ, Дмитрий Сергеевич); a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitriy Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitriy Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich, Moscow, Russia; DOB 17 Oct 1967; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].
PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich (a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitriy Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich (Cyrillic: ПЕСКОВ, Дмитрий Сергеевич)); a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitriy Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitriy Sergeyevich (Cyrillic: ПЕСКОВ, Дмитрий Сергеевич); a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitriy Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitriy Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich, Moscow, Russia; DOB 17 Oct 1967; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].
PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich (a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitriy Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich (Cyrillic: ПЕСКОВ, Дмитрий Сергеевич)); a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitriy Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitriy Sergeyevich (Cyrillic: ПЕСКОВ, Дмитрий Сергеевич); a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitriy Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitriy Sergeyevich; a.k.a. PESKOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich, Moscow, Russia; DOB 17 Oct 1967; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].
www.radioautomatic.ru; Target Type Private Company; Tax ID No. 7725624287 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CORPORATION KONSTRUKTSKOYEBYURO MASHYNOSTROYENIYA (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CORPORATION KONSTRUKTSKOYEBYURO MASHYNOSTROYENIYA; a.k.a. KOLOMNA MACHINE BUILDING DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. "JSC RPC KBM"), 42, Oktsiyy Prospekt, Kolomna, Moscow Region 140402, Russia; Website www.kbm.ru; Organization Established Date 02 Jul 2012; Tax ID No. 5022039177 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

ROTENBERG, Boris Borisovich (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Борис Борисович) (a.k.a. "ROТЕНБЕРОГ, Борис", Russia; 46 Cadogan Lane, London SW1X9DX, United Kingdom; DOB 19 May 1986; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Finland; alt. nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: ROTENBERG, Boris Romanovich).

ROTENBERG, Karina Iuryevna (f.k.a. GAPCHUK FOX, Karina; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Karina Iurevna; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Karina Yurevna (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Карина Юрьевна); a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Karina Yuryevna), Russia; France; DOB 24 Nov 1978; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: ROTENBERG, Boris Romanovich).
SALAVAT CHEMICAL PLANT (Cyrillic: САЛАВАТСКИЙ ХИМИЧЕСКИЙ ЗАВОД);
a.k.a. "АО СХЗ"; a.k.a. "JSC SKHZ"), 30 Mologvardets'ev Street, Salavat, Republic of Bashkortostan 453256, Russia; Website www.salavathz.ru; Organization Established Date 01 Nov 2012; Tax ID No. 2660365344 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

SHUVALOV, Evgeni Igreievich (a.k.a. SHUVALOV, Evgeny Igorevich (Cyrillic: ШУВАЛОВ, Евгений Игоревич)), Russia; DOB 06 May 1993; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 750758221 (Russia); Tax ID No. 773612603893 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SHUVALOV, Igor Ivanovich).

SHUVALOV, Igor (a.k.a. SHUVALOV, Igor Ivanovich (Cyrillic: ШУВАЛОВ, Игорь Иванович)), Russia; DOB 04 Jan 1967; POB Bilibino, Chukotka Autonomous Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 772615073145 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

SHUVALOVA, Olga Viktorovna (Cyrillic: ШУВАЛОВА, Ольга Викторовна), Russia; DOB 04 Aug 1998; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Passport 514735868 (Russia); Tax ID No. 773612613436 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SHUVALOV, Igor Ivanovich).

SHUVALOVA, Maria Igorevna (Cyrillic: ШУВАЛОВА, Мария Игоревна) (a.k.a. SHUVALOVA, Marija Igorevna), Russia; DOB 04 Aug 1998; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Passport 514735868 (Russia); Tax ID No. 773612613436 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SHUVALOV, Igor Ivanovich).

SHUVALOVA, Olga Viktorovna (Cyrillic: ОЛЬГА ВИКТОРОВНА), Russia; DOB 04 Aug 1998; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Passport 514735868 (Russia); Tax ID No. 773612613436 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SHUVALOV, Igor Ivanovich).

SOKOL AIRCRAFT PLANT (Cyrillic: ПАО НАЗ СОКОЛ); a.k.a. NIZHNIY NOVGOROD AVIATION PLANT SOKOL; a.k.a. NIZHNIY NOVGOROD SOKOL AIRCRAFT MANUFACTURING PLANT; a.k.a. PJSC NAZ SOKOL (Cyrillic: ПАО НАЗ СОКОЛ)), 1 Chaadaev St., Nizhny Novgorod 603035, Russia; Tax ID No. 5259008341 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

SOVA NEDVIZHIMOST OOO (Cyrillic: ООО СОВА НЕДВИЖИМОСТЬ) (a.k.a. SOVA REAL ESTATE LLC), Alleya Berezovaya 2, Odintsovo 143085, Russia; Tax ID No. 5032268112 (Russia); Business Registration Number 1135032005734 [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SHUVALOV, Igor Ivanovich).

SOVA REAL ESTATE LLC (a.k.a. SOVA NEDVIZHIMOST OOO (Cyrillic: ООО СОВА НЕДВИЖИМОСТЬ)), Alleya Berezovaya 2, Odintsovo 143085, Russia; Tax ID No. 5032268112 (Russia); Business Registration Number 1135032005734 [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SHUVALOV, Igor Ivanovich).

SHUVALOVA, Maria Igorevna (Cyrillic: МАРИЯ ИГОРЕВНА) (a.k.a. SHUVALOVA, Marija Igorevna), Russia; DOB 04 Aug 1998; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Passport 514735868 (Russia); Tax ID No. 773612613436 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SHUVALOV, Igor Ivanovich).
AO; a.k.a. TITAN-BARRIKADY FNPTS AO FEDERAL RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CENTER STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. "TITAN-BARRIKADY"), Prospekt Imeni V.I. Lenin B/N, Volgograd 400071, Russia; Tax ID No. 3442110950 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

TITAN-BARRIKADY ENTERPRISE (a.k.a. TITAN-BARRIKADY ENTERPRISE (a.k.a. TITAN-BARRIKADY FEDERAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTRE; a.k.a. TITAN-BARRIKADY ENTERPRISE; a.k.a. BARRIKADY; a.k.a. TITAN DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. JSC FNPTS TITAN-БАРРИКАДЫ); a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY FEDERAL SCIENTIFIC AND PRODUCTION CENTER TITAN BARRIKADY (Cyrillic: АО ФЕДЕРАЛЬНЫЙ НАУЧНО-ПРОИЗВОДСТВЕННЫЙ ЦЕНТР ТИТАН-БАРРИКАДЫ); a.k.a. JSC FNPTS TITAN-BARRIKADY ENTERPRISE; a.k.a. "TITAN-BARRIKADY FNPTS AO FEDERAL RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CENTER STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. "TITAN-BARRIKADY"), Prospekt Imeni V.I. Lenin B/N, Volgograd 400071, Russia; Tax ID No. 3442110950 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

TITAN-BARRIKADY ENTERPRISE is a Ukrainian company that engages in research and development, production, and engineering services in various fields. Its activities include automation, hydraulics, and other high-technology areas. The company's principal offices are located in Volgograd, Russia, and its Tax ID No. is 3442110950 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].
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NAPO (a.k.a. AO NOVOSIBIRSKY AVIAREMONTNY ZAVOD (Cyrillic: АО НОВОСИБИРСКИЙ АВИАРЕМОНТНЫЙ ЗАВОД)); a.k.a. JSC NOVOSIBIRSK AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION PLANT NAMED AFTER V.P. CHKALOV; a.k.a. JSC NOVOSIBIRSK AVIAREMONTNY FACTORY; a.k.a. NOVOSIBIRSK AIRCRAFT ENTERPRISE; a.k.a. NOVOSIBIRSK AIRCRAFT PLANT; a.k.a. NOVOSIBIRSK AIRCRAFT PLANT NAMED AFTER V.P. CHKALOV; a.k.a. NOVOSIBIRSK AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION PLANT NAMED AFTER V.P. CHKALOV; a.k.a. NOVOSIBIRSK AVIATION FACTORY; a.k.a. NOVOSIBIRSK AVIATION PLANT; a.k.a. "NAZ"); 15 Polzunov St., Novosibirsk 630051, Russia; Tax ID No. 5402112867 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

"NAZ" (a.k.a. AO NOVOSIBIRSKY AVIAREMONTNY ZAVOD (Cyrillic: АО НОВОСИБИРСКИЙ АВИАРЕМОНТНЫЙ ЗАВОД)); a.k.a. JSC NOVOSIBIRSK AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION PLANT NAMED AFTER V.P. CHKALOV; a.k.a. NOVOSIBIRSK AVIATION PLANT; a.k.a. "NAZ"); 15 Polzunov St., Novosibirsk 630051, Russia; Tax ID No. 5402112867 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

"NPO IZHBS" (a.k.a. IZHEVSK UNMANNED SYSTEMS RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ASSOCIATED LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; f.k.a. IZHMASH-UNMANNED SYSTEMS COMPANY; a.k.a. LLC RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION IZHBS; a.k.a. OOO NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNOYE OBYEDINENIE IZHEVSKIE BESPILOTNYE SYSTEMY (Cyrillic: ООО НАУЧНО-ПРОИЗВОДСТВЕННОЕ ОБЪЕДИНЕНИЕ ИЖЕВСКИЕ БЕСПИЛОТНЫЕ СИСТЕМЫ)); a.k.a. "NPO IZHBS"), Ordzhonikidze St., 2, Izhevsk, Udmurtia 426063, Russia ([Cyrillic: УДМУРТСКАЯ РЕСПУБЛИКА 426063, Россия]; Website www.radioautomatic.ru; Target Type Private Company; Tax ID No. 0273008320 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

"NPO IZHBS" (a.k.a. AOO IZHBS), Ordzhonikidze St., 2, Izhevsk, Udmurtia 426063, Russia (Cyrillic: УЛ. ОРДЖОНИКИДЗЕ, Д. 2, ИЖЕВСК, УДМУРТСКАЯ РЕСПУБЛИКА 426063, Россия); Website www.radioautomatic.ru; Organization Established Date 25 Oct 2006; Target Type Private Company; Tax ID No. 1831117433 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
Company; Tax ID No. 7725824287 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

"ROTENBERG JUNIOR, Boris" (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Boris Borisovich (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Борис Борисович)), Russia; 46 Cadogan Lane, London SW1XDX, United Kingdom; DOB 19 May 1986; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Finland; alt. nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: ROTENBERG, Boris Romanovich).

"TITAN-BARRIKADY" (a.k.a. FEDERAL RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CENTER TITAN BARRIKADY JSC; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY FEDERAL SCIENTIFIC AND PRODUCTION CENTER TITAN BARRIKADY (Cyrillic: АО ФЕДЕРАЛЬНЫЙ НАУЧНО-ПРОИЗВОДСТВЕННЫЙ ЦЕНТР ТИТАН-БАРРИКАДЫ); a.k.a. JSC FNPTS TITAN-BARRIKADY; a.k.a. TITAN DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. TITAN-BARRIKADY ENTERPRISE; a.k.a. TITAN-BARRIKADY FEDERAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTRE; a.k.a. TITAN-BARRIKADY FNPTS AO; a.k.a. TITAN-BARRIKADY FNPTS AO FEDERAL RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CENTER STOCK COMPANY) (Cyrillic: АО ФЕДЕРАЛЬНЫЙ НАУЧНО-ПРОИЗВОДСТВЕННЫЙ ЦЕНТР ТИТАН-БАРРИКАДЫ), Russia; 16311109613998 (Guinea) expires 27 Oct 2031; alt. Passport 790205295 (United Kingdom) expires 22 Aug 2018; alt. Passport 137828 (Lebanon) issued 20 Aug 2008 (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: HIZBALLAH).

TAKER, Ibrahim Amin Fadlallah (a.k.a. TAKER, Fadlallah Ibrahim; a.k.a. TAKER, Ibrahim; a.k.a. TAKER, Ibrahim Fadlallah), Guinea; DOB 10 Nov 1963; POB Jwaya, Lebanon; nationality Lebanon; alt. nationality United Kingdom; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport 16311109613998 (Guinea) expires 27 Oct 2031; alt. Passport 790205295 (United Kingdom) expires 22 Aug 2018; alt. Passport 137828 (Lebanon) issued 20 Aug 2008 (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: HIZBALLAH).

TAKER, Ibrahim Fadlallah (a.k.a. TAKER, Ibrahim; a.k.a. TAKER, Ibrahim Amin Fadlallah; a.k.a. TAKER, Ibrahim Fadlallah), Syria; JANNAT OSHIKLARI; a.k.a. KATIBAT AL-TAWHID WAL-JIHAD; a.k.a. KATIBAT AL-TAWHID WAL-JIHAD; a.k.a. KHATIBA AL-JIHAD BRIGADE; a.k.a. “KTJ”), Syria; Kyrgyzstan; Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport 16311109613998 (Guinea) expires 27 Oct 2031; alt. Passport 790205295 (United Kingdom) expires 22 Aug 2018; alt. Passport 137828 (Lebanon) issued 20 Aug 2008 (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: HIZBALLAH).

 • 03/07/22

The following [SDGT] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

SAADE, Ali (a.k.a. SAADE, Ali Moussa; a.k.a. SAADI, Ali), Tamer Mallat, Beirut, Lebanon; DOB 18 May 1942; POB Conakry, Guinea; nationality Lebanon; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport RL0420013 (Lebanon) expires 01 Mar 2015; alt. Passport 14205180170519 (Guinea) expires 29 May 2024; alt. Passport 18FV09784 (France) expires 06 Feb 2029 (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: HIZBALLAH).

SAADI, Ali Moussa (a.k.a. SAADE, Ali; a.k.a. SAADI, Ali), Tamer Mallat, Beirut, Lebanon; DOB 18 May 1942; POB Conakry, Guinea; nationality Lebanon; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport RL0420013 (Lebanon) expires 01 Mar 2015; alt. Passport 14205180170519 (Guinea) expires 29 May 2024; alt. Passport 18FV09784 (France) expires 06 Feb 2029 (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: HIZBALLAH).

TAHER, Fadlallah Brahim (a.k.a. TAHER, Ibrahim; a.k.a. TAHER, Ibrahim Amin Fadlallah; a.k.a. TAHER, Ibrahim Fadlallah), Guinea; DOB 10 Nov 1963; POB Jwaya, Lebanon; nationality Lebanon; alt. nationality United Kingdom; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport 16311109613998 (Guinea) expires 27 Oct 2031; alt. Passport 790205295 (United Kingdom) expires 22 Aug 2018; alt. Passport 137828 (Lebanon) issued 20 Aug 2008 (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: HIZBALLAH).

TAKER, Ibrahim Fadlallah (a.k.a. TAKER, Fadlallah Ibrahim; a.k.a. TAKER, Ibrahim; a.k.a. TAKER, Ibrahim Fadlallah), Syria; JANNAT OSHIKLARI; a.k.a. KATIBAT AL-TAWHID WAL-JIHAD; a.k.a. KATIBAT AL-TAWHID WAL-JIHAD; a.k.a. KHATIBA AL-JIHAD BRIGADE; a.k.a. “KTJ”), Syria; Kyrgyzstan; Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 [SDGT].
CHASOVNIKOV, Aleksandr Aleksandrovich, Vladivostok, Russia; DOB 09 May 1969; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 (individual) [SDGT].

GAEOVI, Aleksandr Andreevich (a.k.a. GAEVOY, Aleksandr; a.k.a. GAYEVOY, Aleksandr Andreyevich), Vladivostok, Russia; DOB 16 Jun 1986; POB Artem, Primorye Kray, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 (individual) [SDGT].

GAEOVI, Aleksandr Andreevich (a.k.a. GAEVOY, Aleksandr Andreyevich), Vladivostok, Russia; DOB 16 Jun 1986; POB Artem, Primorye Kray, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 (individual) [SDGT].

GAEVOI, Aleksandr Andreievich (a.k.a. GAEVOY, Aleksandr), Vladivostok, Russia; DOB 16 Jun 1986; POB Artem, Primorye Kray, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 (individual) [SDGT].

GAEVOI, Aleksandr (a.k.a. GAEVOY, Aleksandr; a.k.a. GAYEVOY, Aleksandr Andreyevich), Vladivostok, Russia; DOB 16 Jun 1986; POB Artem, Primorye Kray, Russia; nationality Russia;Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 (individual) [SDGT].

RK BRIZ LLC (a.k.a. RK BREEZE; a.k.a. RK BRIZ LLC), Ul. Partizanskaya D. 2, Pom. 1, Putyatin 692815, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214; Organization Established Date 18 Jul 2016; Organization Type: Processing and preserving of fish, crustaceans and molluscs; Tax ID No. 2503033077 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 03561816 (Russia); Registration Number 1162503050654 (Russia) [SDGT] (Linked To: CHASOVNIKOV, Aleksandr Aleksandrovich).

RK BRIZ (a.k.a. RK BREEZE; a.k.a. RK BRIZ LLC), Ul. Partizanskaya D. 2, Pom. 1, Putyatin 692815, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214; Organization Established Date 18 Jul 2016; Organization Type: Processing and preserving of fish, crustaceans and molluscs; Tax ID No. 2503033077 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 03561816 (Russia); Registration Number 1162503050654 (Russia) [SDGT] (Linked To: CHASOVNIKOV, Aleksandr Aleksandrovich).

RK BRIZ LLC (a.k.a. RK BREEZE; a.k.a. RK BRIZ LLC), Ul. Partizanskaya D. 2, Pom. 1, Putyatin 692815, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214; Organization Established Date 18 Jul 2016; Organization Type: Processing and preserving of fish, crustaceans and molluscs; Tax ID No. 2503033077 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 03561816 (Russia); Registration Number 1162503050654 (Russia) [SDGT] (Linked To: CHASOVNIKOV, Aleksandr Aleksandrovich).
The following [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

AFONIN, Yury Vyacheslavovich (a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuri Vyacheslavovich; a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuriy Vyacheslavovich; a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuri (Вячеславович); a.k.a. AFONIN, Yury (Вячеславович)), Russia; DOB 22 Mar 1977; POB Tula, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

AFONIN, Yury Vyacheslavovich (a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuri Vyacheslavovich; a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuriy Vyacheslavovich; a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuri (Вячеславович); a.k.a. AFONIN, Yury (Вячеславович)), Russia; DOB 22 Mar 1977; POB Tula, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
1969; POB Bashkortostan, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

BESSIONOV, Evgeniy Ivanovich (a.k.a. BESSIONOV, Evgeniy Ivanovich (Cyrillic: БЕССОНОВ, Евгений Иванович)), Russia; DOB 26 Nov 1968; POB Rostov-Na-Donu, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KOLOMEYTSEV, Nikolay Vasilievich (Cyrillic: КОЛОМЕЙЦЕВ, Николай Васильевич), Russia; DOB 01 Sep 1956; POB Rostov Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KONDRAHKOVO, Maxim Dmitrievich, Russia; DOB 31 Jul 1973; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KULIK, Vadim (a.k.a. KULIK, Vadim Valerievich (Cyrillic: КУЛИК, Вадим Валерьевич)), Russia; DOB 14 Aug 1972; POB Nalchik, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been changed:

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA ROSSISKOGO FONDA PRYAMYKH INVESTITSI (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOYE OBSHCHESTVO UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA ROSSISKOGO FONDA PRYAMYKH INVESTITSIY; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY MANAGEMENT COMPANY OF THE RUSSIAN DIRECT INVESTMENT FUND (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО УПРАВЛЯЮЩАЯ КОМПАНИЯ РОССИЙСКОГО ФОНДА ПРЯМЫХ ИНВЕСТИЦИЙ; f.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY MANAGEMENT COMPANY OF RDIF; f.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOY OTVETSTVENNOSTYU UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA RFPI (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ УПРАВЛЯЮЩАЯ КОМПАНИЯ РФПИ); a.k.a. "AO UK RFPI" (Cyrillic: "АО УК РФПИ"); a.k.a. "JSC MC RDIF")}, Naberezhnaya Presnenskaya, Dom 8 Stroyeniye 1, Etaj 7, Moscow 123112, Russia;
Website www.rdif.ru; alt. Website www.investinrussia.com; Organization Established Date 11 Apr 2017; Organization Type: Trusts, funds and similar financial entities; Target Type Financial Institution; alt. Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 7703425673 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 15110384 (Russia); Registration Number 1177746367017 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024]. -to- AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA ROSSISKOGO FONDA PRYAMYKH INVESTITSI (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOYE OBSHCHESTVO UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA ROSSISKOGO FONDA PRYAMYKH INVESTITSIY; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY MANAGEMENT COMPANY OF THE RUSSIAN DIRECT INVESTMENT FUND (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО УПРАВЛЯЮЩАЯ КОМПАНИЯ РОССИЙСКОГО ФОНДА ПРЯМЫХ ИНВЕСТИЦИЙ; f.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY MANAGEMENT COMPANY OF RDIF; f.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOY OTVETSTVENNOSTYU UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA RFPI (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ УПРАВЛЯЮЩАЯ КОМПАНИЯ РФПИ); a.k.a. "AO UK RFPI" (Cyrillic: "АО УК РФПИ"); a.k.a. "JSC MC RDIF")}, Naberezhnaya Presnenskaya, Dom 8 Stroyeniye 1, Etaj 7, Moscow 123112, Russia;
Website www.rdif.ru; alt. Website www.investinrussia.com; Organization Established Date 11 Apr 2017; Organization Type: Trusts, funds and similar financial entities; Target Type Financial Institution; alt. Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 7703425673 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 15110384 (Russia); Registration Number 1177746367017 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024]. -to- AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA ROSSISKOGO FONDA PRYAMYKH INVESTITSI (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOYE OBSHCHESTVO UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA ROSSISKOGO FONDA PRYAMYKH INVESTITSIY; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY MANAGEMENT COMPANY OF THE RUSSIAN DIRECT INVESTMENT FUND (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО УПРАВЛЯЮЩАЯ КОМПАНИЯ РОССИЙСКОГО ФОНДА ПРЯМЫХ ИНВЕСТИЦИЙ; f.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY MANAGEMENT COMPANY OF RDIF; f.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOY OTVETSTVENNOSTYU UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA RFPI (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ УПРАВЛЯЮЩАЯ КОМПАНИЯ РФПИ); a.k.a. "AO UK RFPI" (Cyrillic: "АО УК РФПИ"); a.k.a. "JSC MC RDIF")}, Naberezhnaya Presnenskaya, Dom 8 Stroyeniye 1, Etaj 7, Moscow 123112, Russia;
Website www.rdif.ru; alt. Website www.investinrussia.com; Organization Established Date 11 Apr 2017; Organization Type: Trusts, funds and similar financial entities; Target Type Financial Institution; alt. Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 7703425673 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 15110384 (Russia); Registration Number 1177746367017 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO
UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA
ROSSISKOGO FONDA PRYAMYKH
INVESTITSIIS; f.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY
COMPANY MANAGEMENT COMPANY OF
RDIF; f.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S
OGRANICHENNOY OTVETSTVENNOSTYU
UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA RFPI
(Cyrillic: "ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ
ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ УПРАВЛЯЮЩАЯ
КОМПАНИЯ РФПИ"); a.k.a. "AO UK RFPI"
(Cyrillic: "АО УК РФПИ"); a.k.a. "JSC MC
RDIF"
(Naberezhnaya Presnenskaya, Dom 8
Stroyeniye 1, Etaj 7, Moscow 123112, Russia);
Website www.rdif.ru; alt. Website
www.investinrussia.com; Organization
Established Date 11 Apr 2017; Organization
Type: Trusts, funds and similar financial entities;
Target Type Financial Institution; alt. Target
Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No.
7703425673 (Russia); Government Gazette
Number 15110384 (Russia); Registration
Number 1177746367017 (Russia) [RUSSIA-
EO14024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY MANAGEMENT
COMPANY OF THE RUSSIAN DIRECT
INVESTMENT FUND (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ
ОБЩЕСТВО УПРАВЛЯЮЩАЯ КОМПАНИЯ
РОССИЙСКОГО ФОНДА ПРЯМЫХ
ИНВЕСТИЦИЙ) (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE
OBSHCHESTVO UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA
KOMPANIYA ROSSIYSKOGO FONDA
PRYAMYKH INVESTITSIIS; a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOYE
OBSHCHESTVO UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA
KOMPANIYA ROSSIYSKOGO FONDA
PRYAMYKH INVESTITSIIS, a.k.a. "JSC MC
RDIF", Naberezhnaya Presnenskaya, Dom 8
Stroyeniye 1, Etaj 7, Moscow 123112, Russia;
Website www.rdif.ru; alt. Website
www.investinrussia.com; Organization
Established Date 11 Apr 2017; Organization
Type: Trusts, funds and similar financial entities;
Target Type Financial Institution; alt. Target
Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No.
7703425673 (Russia); Government Gazette
Number 15110384 (Russia); Registration
Number 1177746367017 (Russia) [RUSSIA-
EO14024].
STOCK COMPANY MANAGEMENT COMPANY OF THE RUSSIAN DIRECT INVESTMENT FUND (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО УПРАВЛЯЮЩАЯ КОМПАНИЯ РОССИЙСКОГО ФОНДА ПРЯМЫХ ИНВЕСТИЦИЙ); f.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY MANAGEMENT COMPANY OF RDIF; a.k.a. “AO UK RFPI” (Cyrillic: “АО УК РФПИ”); a.k.a. “JSC MC RDIF”, Naberezhnaya Presnenskaya, Dom 8 Shtroyeniy 1, Etaj 7, Moscow 123112, Russia (Cyrillic: Набережная Пресненская, Дом 8, Строение 1, Этаж 7, Москва 123112, Russia); Website www.rdif.ru; alt. Website www.investinrussia.com; Organization Established Date 11 Apr 2017; Organization Type: Trusts, funds and similar financial entities; Target Type: Trusts, funds and similar financial entities; Target Type Financial Institution; alt. Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 7703425673 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 15110384 (Russia); Registration Number 1177746367017 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024]. -to- OGRANICHENNO OTVETSTVENNOSTU UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA RFPI (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ УПРАВЛЯЮЩАЯ КОМПАНИЯ РФПИ) (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OGRANICHENNO OTVETSTVENNOSTU UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA RFPI; f.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOY OTVETSTVENNOSTYU); a.k.a. “JSC MC RDIF”, Naberezhnaya Presnenskaya, Dom 8 Shtroyeniy 1, Etaj 7, Moscow 123112, Russia (Cyrillic: Набережная Пресненская, Дом 8, Строение 1, Этаж 7, Москва 123112, Russia); Website www.rdif.ru; alt. Website www.investinrussia.com; Organization Established Date 11 Apr 2017; Organization Type: Trusts, funds and similar financial entities; Target Type: Trusts, funds and similar financial entities; Target Type Financial Institution; alt. Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 7703425673 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 15110384 (Russia); Registration Number 1177746367017 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024]. RDIF; f.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNO OTVETSTVENNOSTU UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA RFPI (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ УПРАВЛЯЮЩАЯ КОМПАНИЯ РФПИ) (a.k.a. "JSC MC RDIF"), Naberezhnaya Presnenskaya, Dom 8 Shtroyeniy 1, Etaj 7, Moscow 123112, Russia (Cyrillic: Набережная Пресненская, Дом 8, Строение 1, Этаж 7, Москва 123112, Russia); Website www.rdif.ru; alt. Website www.investinrussia.com; Organization Established Date 11 Apr 2017; Organization Type: Trusts, funds and similar financial entities; Target Type: Trusts, funds and similar financial entities; Target Type Financial Institution; alt. Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 7703425673 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 15110384 (Russia); Registration Number 1177746367017 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been changed:

ABR MANAGEMENT (Cyrillic: АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ) (a.k.a. ABR MANAGEMENT AO (Cyrillic: АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ АО); a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ABR MENEDZHMENT; a.k.a. АО ABR MANAGEMENT AO (Cyrillic: АО ABR МЕНЕДЖМЕНТАО)); a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ABR MENEDZHMENT; a.k.a. АО ABR MANAGEMENT AO (Cyrillic: АО ABR МЕНЕДЖМЕНТАО); a.k.a. AJTSTIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ABR MENEDZHMENT; a.k.a. АО АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТАО); a.k.a. ABR MANAGEMENT (Cyrillic: АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ) (a.k.a. ABR MANAGEMENT AO (Cyrillic: АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТАО); a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ABR MENEDZHMENT; a.k.a. АО ABR MANAGEMENT AO (Cyrillic: АО ABR МЕНЕДЖМЕНТАО)); a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ABR MENEDZHMENT; a.k.a. АО ABR MANAGEMENT AO (Cyrillic: АО ABR МЕНЕДЖМЕНТАО); a.k.a. AJTSTIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ABR MENEDZHMENT; a.k.a. АО АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТАО).

The following [UKRAINE-EO13661] entries have been changed:

KOVALCHUK, Yuri (English: KOVALCHUK, Yuri); a.k.a. KOVALCHUK, Yury (Cyrillic: КОВАЛЬЧУК, Юрий); a.k.a. KOVALCHUK, Yury Valentynovych (Cyrillic: КОВАЛЬЧУК, Юрій Валентинович); a.k.a. KOVAŁČUK, Juraj (Cyrillic: КОВАЛЬЧУК, Юрій Валентинович).
KOVALCHUK, Kyrylo Mykhailovych (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ABR MANAGEMENT; a.k.a. "ABR MANAGEMENT"), ul. Graftio, d. 7 litera A, g. Sankt-Peterburg 197022, Russia; Tax ID No. 7842467053 (Russia); Registration Number 1117847707383 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: BANK ROSSIYA).

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ABR MENEDZHMENT (a.k.a. ABR MANAGEMENT AO (Cyrillic: АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ АО); a.k.a. AO ABR MANAGEMENT (Cyrillic: АО АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ); a.k.a. AO ABR MENEDZHMENT; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ABR MANAGEMENT; a.k.a. "ABR MANAGEMENT"), ul. Graftio, d. 7 litera A, g. Sankt-Peterburg 197022, Russia; Tax ID No. 7842467053 (Russia); Registration Number 1117847707383 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: BANK ROSSIYA).

AO ABR MENEDZHMENT (a.k.a. ABR MANAGEMENT AO (Cyrillic: АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ АО); a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ABR MENEDZHMENT; a.k.a. AO ABR MANAGEMENT (Cyrillic: АО АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ); a.k.a. AO ABR MENEDZHMENT; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ABR MANAGEMENT; a.k.a. "ABR MANAGEMENT")", ul. Graftio, d. 7 litera A, g. Sankt-Peterburg 197022, Russia; Tax ID No. 7842467053 (Russia); Registration Number 1117847707383 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: BANK ROSSIYA).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY ABR MANAGEMENT (a.k.a. ABR MANAGEMENT AO (Cyrillic: АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ АО); a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ABR MENEDZHMENT; a.k.a. AO ABR MANAGEMENT (Cyrillic: АО АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ); a.k.a. AO ABR MENEDZHMENT; a.k.a. "ABR MANAGEMENT")", ul. Graftio, d. 7 litera A, g. Sankt-Peterburg 197022, Russia; Tax ID No. 7842467053 (Russia); Registration Number 1117847707383 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: BANK ROSSIYA).

KOVALCHUK, Kyrilo Mykhailovych (a.k.a. KOVALCHUK, Kirill Mikhailovich (Cyrillic: КОВАЛЬЧУК, Кирилл Михайлович); a.k.a. KOVALCHUK, Kirill Mikhailovich (Cyrillic: КОВАЛЬЧУК, Кирилл Михайлович); a.k.a. KOVALCHUK, Kirilo Mykhailovych (Cyrillic: КОВАЛЬЧУК, Кирило Михайлович)), Moscow, Russia; DOB 22 Dec 1968; POB Moscow, Russia; alt. POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 643267034 (Russia); Tax ID No. 773600308808 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: ABR MANAGEMENT).

KOVALCHUK, Yuriy Valentynovych (a.k.a. KOVALCHUK, Yuriy Valentynovich (Cyrillic: КОВАЛЬЧУК, Юрій Валентинович); a.k.a. KOVALCHUK, Yuriy Valentynovych (Cyrillic: КОВАЛЬЧУК, Юрій Валентинович); a.k.a. KOVALCHUK, Yuriy Valentynovich (Cyrillic: КОВАЛЬЧУК, Юрій Валентинович)), Russia; DOB 25 Jul 1951; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 78010529790 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: ABR MANAGEMENT).

KNIAGININ, Vladimir Nikolaevich (a.k.a. KNIAGININ, Vladimir (Cyrillic: КНЯГИНИН, Владимир Николаевич); a.k.a. KNIAGININ, Vladimir Nikolayevich (Cyrillic: КНЯГИНИН, Владимир Николаевич)), 12-2 Chistoprudny Boul, Apt 79, Moscow 101000, Russia; DOB 14 Nov 1977; POB Klin, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 718489066 (Russia); National ID No. 4514863944 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

GEORGIEVA, Elena Aleksandrovna (Cyrillic: ГЕОРГИЕВА, Елена Александровна), Moscow, Russia; DOB 15 Feb 1977; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Tax ID No. 771988299175 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

resulting in the removal of the following [RUSSIA-E014024] [UKRAINE-E013661] entries:

ABR MANAGEMENT CJSC (a.k.a. CJSC ABR MANAGEMENT; a.k.a. ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ABR MANAGEMENT; a.k.a. "ABR"), 2 Liter A, Rastrelli Sq, St. Petersburg 191124, Russia; Ulitsa Graftio, Dom 7, Liter A, St. Petersburg 197022, Russia [UKRAINE-E013661] (Linked To: BANK ROSSIYA).

ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ABR MANAGEMENT (a.k.a. ABR MANAGEMENT) [CJSC; a.k.a. CJSC ABR MANAGEMENT; a.k.a. "ABR"), 2 Liter A, Rastrelli Sq, St. Petersburg 191124, Russia; Ulitsa Graftio, Dom 7, Liter A, St. Petersburg 197022, Russia [UKRAINE-E013661] (Linked To: BANK ROSSIYA).

"ABR" (a.k.a. ABR MANAGEMENT CJSC; a.k.a. CJSC ABR MANAGEMENT; a.k.a. ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ABR MANAGEMENT), 2 Liter A, Rastrelli Sq, St. Petersburg 191124, Russia; Ulitsa Graftio, Dom 7, Liter A, St. Petersburg 197022, Russia [UKRAINE-E013661] (Linked To: BANK ROSSIYA).

The following [RUSSIA-E014024] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

BELOUS, German (Cyrillic: БЕЛОУС, Герман) (a.k.a. BELOUS, German Valentinvich (Cyrillic: БЕЛОУС, Герман Валентинович)), 12-2 Chistoprudny Boul, Apt 79, Moscow 101000, Russia; DOB 14 Nov 1977; POB Klin, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 718489066 (Russia); National ID No. 4514863944 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].
The following [BELARUS] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

LUKASHENKA, Halina Radzivionawna (a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Galina Rodionowna) (Cyrillic: ЛУКАШЕНКО, Галина Родионовна), Belarus; DOB 01 Jan 1955; nationality Belarus; Gender Female (individual) [BELARUS].

LUKASHENKO, Galina Rodionovna (Cyrillic: ЛУКАШЕНКО, Галина Родионовна) (a.k.a. LUKASHENKA, Galina Rodionowna), Belarus; DOB 01 Jan 1955; nationality Belarus; Gender Female (individual) [BELARUS].
LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Ryhoravich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Ryhoravich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Grigoriyevich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Grigoriyevich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Grigoriyevich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Grigoriyevich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Ryhoravich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.

BELARUS; President (individual) [BELARUS].
LUKASHENKA, Aleksandr Ryhoravich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alexander Ryhoravich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alyaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alyaksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alyaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alyaksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Alyaksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Ryhoravich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Ryhoravich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Ryhoravich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Ryhoravich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Ryhoravich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Ryhoravich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Hryhoryavich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
LUKASHENKA, Aliaksandr Grigorievich; a.k.a.
The following [MAGNIT] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

AKHMATOV, Dzhabrail (Cyrillic: АХМАТОВ, Джабраил) (a.k.a. AKHMATOV, Dzhabrail Alkhazurovich (Cyrillic: АХМАТОВ, Джабраил Ахказурович)), Kurchaloi District, Chechen Republic, Russia; DOB 1981; POB Gudermes, Chechen Republic, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [MAGNIT].

AKHMATOV, Dzhabrail Alkhazurovich (Cyrillic: АХМАТОВ, Джабраил Ахказурович) (a.k.a. AKHMATOV, Dzhabrail (Cyrillic: АХМАТОВ, Джабраил)), Kurchaloi District, Chechen Republic, Russia; DOB 1981; POB Gudermes, Chechen Republic, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [MAGNIT].

KHUTAEV, Khusein (Cyrillic: ХУТАЕВ, Хусейн) (a.k.a. KHUTAEV, Khusein Merlovich (Cyrillic: ХУТАЕВ, Хусейн Мерлович); a.k.a. KHUTAEV, Khussein; a.k.a. KHUTAEV, Khusein Merlovich), Achkhoy-Martan, Chechen Republic, Russia; DOB 1975; POB Stavropol Territory, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [MAGNIT].

KHUTAEV, Khusein Merlovich (Cyrillic: ХУТАЕВ, Хусейн Мерлович) (a.k.a. KHUTAEV, Khusein Merlovich (Cyrillic: ХУТАЕВ, Хусейн Мерлович); a.k.a. KHUTAEV, Khussein; a.k.a. KHUTAEV, Khusein Merlovich), Achkhoy-Martan, Chechen Republic, Russia; DOB 1975; POB Stavropol Territory, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [MAGNIT].
Курчалоевский, Чеченская Республика 366329, Россия; 83 А.К. Кадыров, Курчалой, Курчалоевский, Чеченская Республика, Россия; Organization Established Date 16 Nov 2004; Tax ID No. 2027000900 (Russia); Registration Number 1042002408140 (Russia) [MAGNIT].

Курчалойский, Чеченская Республика 163, улица А.А. Кадырова, № 83, село Курчалой, Курчалоевский район, Чеченская Республика, Россия; Organization Established Date 16 Nov 2004; Tax ID No. 2027000900 (Russia); Registration Number 1042002408140 (Russia) [MAGNIT].

Курчалойский, Чеченская Республика 366329, Россия; 83 А.К. Кадыров, Курчалой, Курчалоевский, Чеченская Республика, Россия; Organization Established Date 16 Nov 2004; Tax ID No. 2027000900 (Russia); Registration Number 1042002408140 (Russia) [MAGNIT].

Курчалойский, Чеченская Республика 366329, Россия; 83 А.К. Кадыров, Курчалой, Курчалоевский, Чеченская Республика, Россия; Organization Established Date 16 Nov 2004; Tax ID No. 2027000900 (Russia); Registration Number 1042002408140 (Russia) [MAGNIT].
The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

- BULGAKOV, Dmitry, Russia; DOB 20 Oct 1954; POB Verkhneye Gurovo, Kursk Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
- EVKUROV, Yunus-Bek (a.k.a. YEVKUROV, Yunus-Bek), Russia; DOB 30 Jul 1963; POB Tarskoye, Prigorodny District, North Ossetia, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
- IVANOV, Timur (a.k.a. IVANOV, Timur Vadimovich), Russia; DOB 12 Aug 1975; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
- IVANOV, Timur Vadimovich (a.k.a. IVANOV, Timur), Russia; DOB 12 Aug 1975; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
- KRIVORUCHKO, Aleksey (a.k.a. KRIVORUCHKO, Alexei), Russia; DOB 17 Jul 1975; POB Stavropol, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
- MIKHEEV, Aleksander Aleksandrovich (a.k.a. MIKHIEV, Alexander), Russia; DOB 18 Nov 1961; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
- MIKHEEV, Alexander A. (a.k.a. MIKHIEV, Alexander), Russia; DOB 18 Nov 1961; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
- PANKOV, Nikolai (a.k.a. PANKOV, Nikolai), Russia; DOB 02 Dec 1954; POB Mar'yino, Kostroma Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
- PANKOV, Nikolai (a.k.a. PANKOV, Nikola), Russia; DOB 02 Dec 1954; POB Mar'yino, Kostroma Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
- PANKOV, Nikola (a.k.a. PANKOV, Nikola), Russia; DOB 02 Dec 1954; POB Mar'yino, Kostroma Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
- SADOVENKO, Yuri (a.k.a. SADOVENKO, Yuriy), Russia; DOB 11 Sep 1969; POB Zhitomir, Ukraine; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
- SADOVENKO, Yuriy (a.k.a. SADOVENKO, Yuri), Russia; DOB 11 Sep 1969; POB Zhitomir, Ukraine; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
SHUGAEV, Dmitry Evgenyevich (a.k.a. SHUGAYEV, Dmitry), Moscow, Russia; DOB 11 Aug 1965; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EU14024].

AGOR LTD (a.k.a. AGOR DMCC; a.k.a. AGOR PRECIOUS METALS), Office Number 703A, 7th Floor, Mazaya Business Avenue, AAJ, JLT, Dubai, United Arab Emirates; Manufacture of jewellery and related articles; Commercial Registry Number 30641 (United Arab Emirates); alt. Commercial Registry Number 805920 (United Arab Emirates) [DRONGO] (Linked To: GOETZ, Alain Francois Viviane).

THAT FEEDS, Melbourne, Australia, Victoria, Australia; Organization Type: Activities of holding companies; Target Type Public Company; Enterprise Number 0806408906 (Belgium) [DRONGO] (Linked To: GOETZ, Alain Francois Viviane).

GOETZ GOLD LLC (a.k.a. PGR GOLD LLC; a.k.a. PGR GOLD TRADING LLC), Dubai, United Arab Emirates; Organization Type: Mining of other non-ferrous metal ores; Commercial Registry Number 689308 (United Arab Emirates) [DRONGO] (Linked To: GOETZ, Alain Francois Viviane).

GOETZ, Alain (a.k.a. GOETZ, Alain Francois Viviane; a.k.a. GOZ, Alen), The Palm Jumeirah 0-35, 65919, Dubai, United Arab Emirates; Villa 39, Frond N, The Palm Jumeirah, Dubai, United Arab Emirates; DOB 24 Apr 1965; alt. DOB 20 Apr 1965; POB Antwerp, Belgium; nationality Belgium; citizen Turkey; Gender Male; Passport EP985086 (Belgium) issued 08 May 2018 expires 07 May 2025; alt. Passport 50641895930 (Turkey) expires 10 Jul 2030; Identification Number 784196536027277 (United Arab Emirates) (individual) [DRONGO] (Linked To: AFRICAN GOLD REFINERY LIMITED).
PGR GOLD LLC (a.k.a. GOETZ GOLD LLC; a.k.a. PGR GOLD TRADING LLC), Dubai, United Arab Emirates; Organization Type: Mining of other non-ferrous metal ores; Commercial Registry Number 689308 (United Arab Emirates) [DRCONGO] (Linked To: GOETZ, Alain Francois Viviane).

PGR GOLD TRADING LLC (a.k.a. GOETZ GOLD LLC; a.k.a. PGR GOLD LLC), Dubai, United Arab Emirates; Organization Type: Mining of other non-ferrous metal ores; Commercial Registry Number 689308 (United Arab Emirates) [DRCONGO] (Linked To: GOETZ, Alain Francois Viviane).

PREMIER GOLD REFINERY LLC, Al Qusais Industrial 5, Dubai, United Arab Emirates; P.O. Box 64701, Dubai, United Arab Emirates; Enterprise Number 0821135682 (Belgium) [DRCONGO], Dubai, United Arab Emirates; Organization Type: Manufacture of basic precious and other non-ferrous metals; Business Registration Number 716708 (United Arab Emirates) [DRCONGO] (Linked To: GOETZ, Alain Francois Viviane).

WWG DIAMONDS, Jacob Jacobsstraat 56, Antwerp 2018, Belgium; Target Type Private Company; Enterprise Number 0821135682 (Belgium) [DRCONGO] (Linked To: GOETZ, Alain Francois Viviane).

"OROFINO" (a.k.a. OROFINO NV), Jacob Jacobsstraat 56, Antwerp 2018, Belgium; Organization Type: Activities of holding companies; Target Type Public Company; Enterprise Number 0892529761 (Belgium) [DRCONGO] (Linked To: GOETZ, Alain Francois Viviane).

The following [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

COMPRADORES Y EXPORTADORES DE CAFE CAPTZIN, SOCIEDAD ANONIMA, Canton La Candelaria Z.0, La Democracia, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; NIT # 68897952 (Guatemala) [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].

LOS HUISTAS DRUG TRAFFICKING ORGANIZATION (a.k.a. "LOS HUISTAS DTO"), Santa Ana Huista, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; San Antonio Huista, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; La Democracia, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; Target Type Criminal Organization [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].

MOLINA LOPEZ, Eugenio Dario, La Democracia, Huehuetenango, Guatemala, Agua Zarca, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; Santa Ana Huista, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; San Antonio Huista, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; DOB 02 Jun 1964; POB Guatemala; nationality Guatemala; Gender Male; NIT # 6574734 (Guatemala); C.U.I. 1798585561331 (Guatemala) (individual) [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].

MOLINA MONTEJO, Werner Dario, Aldea Agua Zarca, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; Canton La Candelaria Z.0, La Democracia, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; DOB 12 Nov 1984; POB Santa Ana Huista, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; nationality Guatemala; Gender Male; Cedula No. Cedula: M-137560 (Guatemala); Passport 111331000075604 (Guatemala) issued 08 Feb 2007 expires 26 Oct 2012; NIT # 277511711 (Guatemala); Driver's License No. 20332679 (Guatemala); C.U.I. 1785205271331 (Guatemala) (individual) [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].

MONTEJO SAENZ, Axel Vladimir (a.k.a. "MOSH"), Guatemala; DOB 26 Oct 1986; POB Santa Ana Huista, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; nationality Guatemala; Gender Male; Cedula No. M-138057 (Guatemala); NIT # 35348208 (Guatemala); C.U.I. 1613087591331 (Guatemala) (individual) [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].

MORENO LOPEZ, Ervin Rene, Canton La Candelaria Z.0, La Democracia, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; DOB 26 Jan 1976; POB Guatemala; nationality Guatemala; Gender Male; NIT # 1654613K (Guatemala); Cedula No. 1596479901301 (Guatemala) (individual) [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].

SALAZAR FLORES, Freddy Arnoldo; a.k.a. "BOICA" (a.k.a. SALAZAR FLORES, Freddy Arnoldo; a.k.a. Aler Baldomero), Aldea Cuatro Caminos, Santa Ana Huista, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; Aldea Yuxen, Santa Ana Huista, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; DOB 27 Feb 1967; POB Santa Ana Huista, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; nationality Guatemala; Gender Male; Cedula No. M-1300003118 (Guatemala); Passport 111331000031186 (Guatemala) issued 12 Feb 2001 expires 03 Jul 2012; NIT # 5566568 (Guatemala); Driver's License No. 30791794 (Guatemala); C.U.I. 1892644891331 (Guatemala) (individual) [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].

"BOICA" (a.k.a. SALAZAR FLORES, Freddy Arnoldo; a.k.a. Aler Baldomero), Aldea Cuatro Caminos, Santa Ana Huista, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; Aldea Yuxen, Santa Ana Huista, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; DOB 14 Feb 1984; POB Guatemala; nationality Guatemala; Gender Male; NIT # 34746072 (Guatemala); C.U.I. 2639667390611 (Guatemala) (individual) [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].

"BOYCA" (a.k.a. SALAZAR FLORES, Freddy Arnoldo; a.k.a. Aler Baldomero), Aldea Cuatro Caminos, Santa Ana Huista, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; Aldea Yuxen, Santa Ana Huista, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; DOB 14 Feb 1984; POB Guatemala; nationality Guatemala; Gender Male; NIT # 34746072 (Guatemala); C.U.I. 2639667390611 (Guatemala) (individual) [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].

"TULI", Guatemala; DOB 07 Oct 1989; POB Guatemala; nationality Guatemala; Gender Male; NIT # 72405902 (Guatemala); C.U.I. 2344272801331 (Guatemala) (individual) [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].

SAMAYOA MONTEJO, Roger Antulio (a.k.a. "EL CHICHARRA"), Aldea Cuatro Caminos, Santa Ana Huista, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; Aldea Yuxen, Santa Ana Huista, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; DOB 27 Feb 1967; POB Santa Ana Huista, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; nationality Guatemala; Gender Male; Cedula No. M-1300003118 (Guatemala); Passport 111331000031186 (Guatemala) issued 12 Feb 2001 expires 03 Jul 2012; NIT # 5566568 (Guatemala); Driver's License No. 30791794 (Guatemala); C.U.I. 1892644891331 (Guatemala) (individual) [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].

SAMAYOA RECINOS, Aler Baldomero (a.k.a. "EL CHICHARRA"), Aldea Cuatro Caminos, Santa Ana Huista, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; Aldea Yuxen, Santa Ana Huista, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; DOB 27 Feb 1967; POB Santa Ana Huista, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; nationality Guatemala; Gender Male; Cedula No. M-1300003118 (Guatemala); Passport 111331000031186 (Guatemala) issued 12 Feb 2001 expires 03 Jul 2012; NIT # 5566568 (Guatemala); Driver's License No. 30791794 (Guatemala); C.U.I. 1892644891331 (Guatemala) (individual) [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].
"LOS HUISTAS DTO" (a.k.a. LOS HUISTAS DRUG TRAFFICKING ORGANIZATION), Santa Ana Huista, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; San Antonio Huista, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; La Democracia, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; Target Type Criminal Organization [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].

"MOSH" (a.k.a. MONTEJO SAENZ, Axel Vladimiro, Guatemala; DOB 26 Oct 1986; POB Santa Ana Huista, Huehuetenango, Guatemala; nationality Guatemala; Gender Male; Cedula No. M-138057 (Guatemala); NIT # 35348208 (Guatemala); C.U.I. 1613087591331 (Guatemala) (individual) [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].

"TULI" (a.k.a. SAMAYOA MONTEJO, Roger Antulio), Guatemala; DOB 07 Oct 1989; POB Guatemala; nationality Guatemala; Gender Male; Cedula No. 23442272801331 (Guatemala) (individual) [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].

**03/18/22**

The following [SDNTK] entries have been removed:

ROSENTHAL HIDALGO, Yani Benjamin, 5 Calle, 24 Avenida S.O. #226, San Pedro Sula, Honduras; DOB 14 Jul 1965; POB Honduras; Passport B255530 (Honduras); National ID No. 0501196506001 (Honduras); RTN 05011965060013 (Honduras) (individual) [SDNTK].

**03/21/22**

The following [GLOMAG] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

ABU TIRA (a.k.a. CENTRAL POLICE RESERVE; a.k.a. CENTRAL RESERVE FORCES; a.k.a. CENTRAL POLICE RESERVE; a.k.a. EL ITTIHAD EL MARKAZI), Sudan; Organization Type: Public order and safety activities [GLOMAG].

CENTRAL RESERVE POLICE (a.k.a. ABU TIRA; a.k.a. CENTRAL POLICE RESERVE; a.k.a. CENTRAL RESERVE FORCES; a.k.a. EL ITTIHAD EL MARKAZI), Sudan; Organization Type: Public order and safety activities [GLOMAG].

CENTRAL RESERVE POLICE (a.k.a. ABU TIRA; a.k.a. CENTRAL POLICE RESERVE; a.k.a. CENTRAL RESERVE FORCES; a.k.a. EL ITTIHAD EL MARKAZI), Sudan; Organization Type: Public order and safety activities [GLOMAG].

**03/24/22**

The following [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNY KONSERN TEKNOLOGII MASHINOSTROIENIYA (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SCIENTIFIC INDUSTRIAL CONCERN MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING; a.k.a. JSC SPC TECHMASH; a.k.a. NPK TEKHMAASH OAO; a.k.a. OJSC MACHINE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGIES; a.k.a. SCIENTIFIC INDUSTRIAL CONCERN MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING OJSC), d. 58 str. 4 shosse Leningradskoe, Moscow 125212, Russia; Ul. Bolshaya Tatarskaya D. 35, Str. 5, Moscow 115184, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Organization Established Date 06 Apr 2011; Registration ID 1117746260477 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7743813961 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 98927243 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ROSTEC).

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS (a.k.a. RUSSIAN HELICOPTERSjoint stock company; a.k.a. JSC RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS; a.k.a. RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS joint stock company; a.k.a. VERTOLETY ROSSII), Entrance 9, 12, Krasnopresnenskaya emb., Moscow 123610, Russia; 1, Ul. Bolshaya Pionerskaya, Moscow 115054, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Registration ID 1077746003334 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7731559044 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 98927243 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ROSTEC).

HIGH PRECISION WEAPONS JOINT STOCK COMPANY SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NPO VYSOKOTOCHNYE KOMPLEKS; a.k.a. NPO VYSOKOTOCHNYE KOMPLEKS; a.k.a. NPO VYSOKOTOCHNYE KOMPLEKS; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS; a.k.a. RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS joint stock company; a.k.a. RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS joint stock company; a.k.a. RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS joint stock company; a.k.a. VERTOLETY ROSSII), 21 str. 1, bulvar Gogolevski, Moscow 119019, Russia; 7 Kievskaya Str., Moscow 121059, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Organization Established Date 12 Feb 2009; Registration ID 1097746068012 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7704721192 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 60390527 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-
AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ELEKTROTYAGA (a.k.a. AO ELEKTROTYAGA; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ELECTROTYAGA), Ul. Kalinina D. 50 A, Saint Petersburg 198099, Russia; Organization Established Date 01 Nov 2001; Tax ID No. 7805230257 (Russia); Registration Number 1027802718437 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN SEA UNDERWATER WEAPON GIDROPRIBOR).

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO GOSUDARSTVENNOE NAUCHNO PROIZVODSTVENNOE PREDPRIATIE REGION (a.k.a. AO GNPP REGION; a.k.a. REGION SCIENTIFIC & PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE JSC; a.k.a. REGION SCIENTIFIC AND PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE JSC), Sh Kashirskoe D. 13A, Moscow 115230, Russia; Organization Established Date 13 Jan 1992; Tax ID No. 7724552070 (Russia); Registration Number 1057747873875 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO KONSTERN MORSKOE PODVONEO ORUZHE GIDROPRIBOR (a.k.a. AO KONSTERN MPO GIDROPRIBOR; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN SEA UNDERWATER WEAPON GIDROPRIBOR; a.k.a. JSC CONCERN SEA UNDERWATER WEAPON GIDROPRIBOR), PR-KT B. Sampsonievskii D. 24, Saint Petersburg 194044, Russia; Organization Established Date 15 Sep 1943; Tax ID No. 7805417618 (Russia); Registration Number 107847012453 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO KRONSHTATD (a.k.a. AO KRONSHTATD; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY KRONSTADT (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО КРОНШТАДТ)), Descartes Business Center, Building 9, No. 18, Andropova Prospekt, Moscow 1115432, Russia (Cyrillic: Бизнес-центр Декарт, д. 18, корп. 9, г. Андропова, Москва 1115432, Россия); Building 4, No. 54, Maly Prospekt, Vasilevskiy Island, St. Petersburg 199178, Russia; Organization Established Date 1990; Tax ID No. 7808035536 (Russia); Registration Number 1027809176141 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO PETROVSKII ELEKTROMEKHANICHESKII ZAVOD MOLOT (a.k.a. AO PEMZ MOLOT; a.k.a. PETROVSKII ELECTROMECHANICAL ZAVOD MOLOT), Ul. Gogolya D. 40, Petrovsk 412540, Russia; Organization Established Date 27 Dec 1991; Tax ID No. 6444090308 (Russia); Registration Number 5067847016782 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN GRANIT-ELECTRON).

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO RAVENSTVO-SERVICE (a.k.a. AO RAVENSTVO-SERVICE; a.k.a. SC RAVENSTVO-SERVICE), Ul. Promyshlennaya D. 19, Saint Petersburg 198099, Russia; Organization Established Date 25 Mar 1993; Tax ID No. 7805417618 (Russia); Registration Number 1096453002690 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SARATOVSKI RADIOPRIBORNYI ZAVOD (a.k.a. JSC SARATOVSKI RADIOPRIBORNYI ZAVOD; a.k.a. "AO SRZ", a.k.a. "SRZ PAO"), PR-KT 50 Let Oktyabrya D. 108, Saratov 410040, Russia; Organization Established Date 1970; Tax ID No. 6453104288 (Russia); Registration Number 10096453002690 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN GRANIT-ELECTRON).

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO TURAEVSKOE MASHINOSTROITELNOE KONSTRUKTORSKOE BYURO SOYUZ (a.k.a. AO TMKB SOYUZ; a.k.a. SOYUZ TURAEVO ENGINEERING DESIGN BUREAU JSC), Ter. Promzona Turaevo Str 10, Lytkarino 140080, Russia; Organization Established Date 01 Aug 1964; Tax ID No. 5026000759 (Russia); Registration Number 10350049001700 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO VERKHNEFEILAEISKII ZAVOD URALELEMENT (a.k.a. AO URALELEMENT; a.k.a. JSC VERKHNEFEILAEISKII ZAVOD URALELEMENT), Ul. Dmitrieva D. 24, Verkhny Ufaley 456800, Russia; Organization Established Date 12 May 1992; Tax ID No. 5067847016782 (Russia); Registration Number 1055024900006 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

AO ELEKTROTYAGA (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ELEKTROTYAGA; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ELECTROTYAGA), Ul. Kalinina D. 50 A, Saint Petersburg 198099, Russia; Organization Established Date 01 Nov 2001; Tax ID No. 7805230257 (Russia); Registration Number 107847012453 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN SEA UNDERWATER WEAPON GIDROPRIBOR).

AO GOS MKB VYMPEL IM. I.I. TOROPOVA (a.k.a. GOS MKB VYMPEL IM. I.I. TOROPOVA AO; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY STATE MACHINE BUILDING DESIGN BUREAU VYMPEL BY NAME I.I. TOROPOV), Sh. Volokolamskoe D. 90, Moscow 125424, Russia; Organization Established Date 26 Dec 1991; Tax ID No. 7733546058 (Russia); Registration Number 1057747296166 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

AO GOSMKB RADUGA IM. A.YA.BEREZNYAKA (a.k.a. RADUGA DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. RADUGA STATE ENGINEERING DESIGN BUREAU JSC NAMED AFTER I.I. TOROPOV), Ul. Zhukovskogo D. 2, Lit. A, Dubna 141980, Russia; Organization Established Date 25 Dec 1991; Tax ID No. 20093031470 (Russia); Registration Number 501003000006 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).
RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING IMENI V.V. BAKHIREVA), PR-KT Sverdlova D. 11 A, Dzerzhinsk 606002, Russia; Organization Established Date 13 Jan 1992; Tax ID No. 5249093130 (Russia); Registration Number 1085249000650 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

AO KAZANSKII VERTOLETNII ZAVOD (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY KAZAN HELICOPTERS; a.k.a. KAZAN HELICOPTERS; a.k.a. KAZANSKII VERTOLETNII ZAVOD AO), Ul. Tsetevskaya D. 14, Kazan 420085, Russia; Organization Established Date 1993; Tax ID No. 1656002652 (Russia); Registration Number 102160381683 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VERTOLET NYI ROSSII AO).

AO KONSTERN GRANIT ELEKTRON (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO KONSTRUKTORSKOE BYURO GRANIT-ELEKTRON), Ul. Cherepovetskaia D. 44, Lomonosov 189510, Russia; Organization Established Date 15 Dec 1991; Tax ID No. 7402006277 (Russia); Registration Number 1047401500046 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN SEA UNDERWATER WEAPON GIDROPRIBOR).

AO KONSTERN MOPO GIDROPRIBOR (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO KONSTRUKTORSKOE BYURO KONSTERN), Ul. Tallinskaya . 7, Saint Petersburg 195196, Russia; Organization Established Date 01 Oct 1955; Tax ID No. 6229060995 (Russia); Registration Number 1086229000560 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

AO SEVERNIY PRESS (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SEVERNIY PRESS; a.k.a. JSC SEVERNIY PRESS; a.k.a. SEVERNIY PRESS AO), Ul. Tallinskaya 7, Saint Petersburg 195196, Russia; Organization Established Date 24 Feb 1992; Tax ID No. 6444009038 (Russia); Registration Number 1146444000010 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN GRANIT-ELECTRON).
AO ZAVOD IM. A.A.KULAKOVA (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ZAVOD KULAKOVA; a.k.a. JSC ZAVOD KULAKOVA), Ul. Yabolchkova D. 12, Saint Petersburg 197196, Russia; Organization Established Date 30 Jan 1992; Tax ID No. 7813346618 (Russia); Registration Number 5067847003428 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN GRANIT-ELECTRON).

AZOV OPTOMECHANICAL PLANT JSC (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY AZOVSKOI OPTIKO MECHANICHESKY ZAVOD; a.k.a. "AOMZ AO"), Ul. Promyshlennaya D. 5, Azov 346780, Russia; Organization Established Date 04 Mar 1922; Tax ID No. 6140022069 (Russia); Registration Number 1046140009530 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

CENTRAL DESIGN BUREAU FOR AUTOMATICS ENGINEERING JSC (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY CENTRAL DESIGN BUREAU OF AUTOMATICS; a.k.a. "TSKBA AO"), PR-KT Kosmicheskii D. 24 A, Omsk 644027, Russia; Organization Established Date 10 Sep 1949; Tax ID No. 5506202219 (Russia); Registration Number 1057747296166 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

DETAL URAL DESIGN BUREAU JSC (a.k.a. AO UPKB DETAL; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY URAL DESIGN BUREAU DETAL), Ul. Pionerskaya D.8, Kamensk-Uralsky 623409, Russia; Organization Established Date 1949; Tax ID No. 6612011546 (Russia); Registration Number 102660930630 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

FACTORY DAGDIZEL (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY DAGDIZEL PLANT; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ZAVOD DAGDIZEL; a.k.a. ZAVOD DAGDIZEL OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 1, Lenin Street, Kaspiysk 368300, Russia; Organization Established Date 1932; Tax ID No. 0545001919 (Russia); Registration Number 1020502130351 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN SEA UNDERWATER WEAPON GIDROPRIBOR).

GLOBUS RYAZAN DESIGN BUREAU JSC (a.k.a. AO RKB GLOBUS; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RYAZANSKOE KONSTRUKTORSKOE BJKURO GLOBUS; a.k.a. RKB GLOBUS PAO), Ul. Vysockovolntaya D. 6, Ryazan 390013, Russia; Organization Established Date 01 Oct 1955; Tax ID No. 6229060995 (Russia); Registration Number 1086229005560 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

GOS MKB VYMPEL IM. I.I. TOROPOVA AO (a.k.a. AO GOS MKB VYMPEL IM. I.I. TOROPOVA; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY STATE MACHINE BUILDING DESIGN BUREAU VYMPEL BY NAME I.I. TOROPOV; a.k.a. VYMPLE STATE ENGINEERING DESIGN BUREAU JSC NAMED AFTER I.I. TOROPOV), Sh. Volokolamskoe D. 90, Moscow 125424, Russia; Organization Established Date 26 Dec 1991; Tax ID No. 7733546058 (Russia); Registration Number 1057747296166 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

INTERNATIONAL HELICOPTERS PROGRAMS LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (a.k.a. MEZHDUNARODNYE VERTOLETNYE PROGRAMMY OOO), Ul. Garshina D. 26/3, Lyubertsy, Tomilino 140070, Russia; Organization Established Date 29 Jun 2009; Tax ID No. 5027150429 (Russia); Registration Number 1095027007008 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VERTOLETY ROSSIğ AO).

ISKRA ENGINEERING DESIGN BUREAU JSC NAMED AFTER I.I. KARTUKOV (a.k.a. JSC MBDB ISKRA; a.k.a. MKB ISKRA AO), Proezd Petrovsko-Razumovskii D. 28, Moscow 127287, Russia; Organization Established Date 1946; Tax ID No. 7714288058 (Russia); Registration Number 1027714027395 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY 150 AIRCRAFT REPAIR PLANT (a.k.a. "150 AIRCRAFT REPAIR PLANT"; a.k.a. "AO 150 ARZ"), Ul. Garnizonnaya D. 4, Svetlyi, P. Lyublino-Novoe Garnizonnaya D. 4, Moscow 125424, Russia; Organization Established Date 10 Aug 1995; Tax ID No. 7536080716 (Russia); Registration Number 1077536006118 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY 356 AIRCRAFT REPAIR PLANT (a.k.a. "356 AIRCRAFT REPAIR PLANT"; a.k.a. "AO 356 ARZ"), Ter. Engels 1, Engels 413101, Russia; Organization Established Date 08 Dec 1997; Tax ID No. 64449024335 (Russia); Registration Number 1076449008870 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VERTOLETY ROSSIğ AO).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY 711 AIRCRAFT REPAIR PLANT (a.k.a. JSC 711 AIRCRAFT REPAIR PLANT; a.k.a. "711 ARZ AO"), Ul. Chkalova D.18, Borisoglebsk 397171, Russia; Organization Established Date 10 Jun 1923; Tax ID No. 3604016369 (Russia); Registration Number 1063604012790 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY 810 AIRCRAFT REPAIR PLANT (a.k.a. "810 AIRCRAFT REPAIR PLANT"; a.k.a. "AO 810 ARZ"), Ul. Vertoletnaya D.1, Chita 672045, Russia; Organization Established Date 10 Aug 1995; Tax ID No. 5736080716 (Russia); Registration Number 1077536006118 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY CENTRAL DESIGN BUREAU OF AUTOMATICS (a.k.a. CENTRAL DESIGN BUREAU FOR AUTOMATICS ENGINEERING JSC; a.k.a. "TSKBA AO"), PR-KT Kosmicheskii D. 24 A, Omsk 644027, Russia; Organization Established Date 10 Sep 1949; Tax ID No. 5506202219 (Russia); Registration Number 1085543005976 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY 810 AIRCRAFT REPAIR PLANT (a.k.a. "810 AIRCRAFT REPAIR PLANT"; a.k.a. "AO 810 ARZ"), Ul. Vertoletnaya D.1, Chita 672045, Russia; Organization Established Date 10 Aug 1995; Tax ID No. 5736080716 (Russia); Registration Number 1077536006118 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN GRANIT-ELECTRON (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHCHESTVO KONTSERN GRANIT ELEKTRON; a.k.a. AO KONSTERN GRANIT ELEKTRON; a.k.a. JSC CONCERN GRANIT ELEKTRON; a.k.a. JSC CONCERN GRANIT ELEKTRON; a.k.a. AOMZ AO), Ul. Promyshlennaya D. 5, Azov 346780, Russia; Organization Established Date 04 Mar 1992; Tax ID No. 6140022069 (Russia); Registration Number 1046140009530 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN SEA UNDERWATER WEAPON GIDROPRIBOR.
JOINT STOCK COMPANY SALUTE (a.k.a. SALYUT AO; a.k.a. SALYUT JSC), Sh. Moskovskoe P. Mekhzavod D. 20, Samara 443028, Russia; Organization Established Date 25 Dec 1941; Tax ID No. 6313034986 (Russia); Registration Number 1026300840983 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY STATE MACHINE (a.k.a. AO SEVERNYI PRESS; a.k.a. JSC SEVERNY PRESS; a.k.a. SEVERNY PRESS AO), Ul. Talinskaya, 7, Saint Petersburg 195196, Russia; Organization Established Date 24 Feb 1992; Tax ID No. 6444009038 (Russia); Registration Number 1146444000010 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN GRANIT-ELECTRON).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY SMOLENSK AIRCRAFT PLANT (a.k.a. JSC SMOLENSK AVIATION PLANT; a.k.a. SMOLENSK AIRCRAFT PLANT JSC; a.k.a. "AO SMAZ"), Ul. Frunze D. 74, Smolensk 214006, Russia; Organization Established Date 1926; Tax ID No. 6729001476 (Russia); Registration Number 1026701424056 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY SEVERNIY PRESS MACHINES PRODUCTION PLANT (a.k.a. Factory Dagdizel; a.k.a. Joint Stock Company Dagdizel Plant; a.k.a. Zavod Dagdizel Open Joint Stock Company), 1, Lenin Street, Kaspysk 368300, Russia; Organization Established Date 1949; Tax ID No. 3604015919 (Russia); Registration Number 10266800930630 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY SMOLENSK AVIATION PLANT (a.k.a. "AO U-UAZ"), Ul. Khorinskaya D. 1, Ulan-Ude 670009, Russia; Organization Established Date 28 Feb 1994; Tax ID No. 0323018510 (Russia); Registration Number 1020300887793 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: VERTOLETY ROSSIJ AO).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY URAM DESIGN BUREAU DETAL (a.k.a. AO UPKB DETAL; a.k.a. DETAL URAL DESIGN BUREAU JSC), Ul. Pionerskaya D.8, Kamensk-Uralskiy 623409, Russia; Organization Established Date 1949; Tax ID No. 6612011546 (Russia); Registration Number 10266800930630 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY ZAVOD DAGDIZEL (a.k.a. FACTORY DAGDIZEL; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ZAVOD DAGDIZEL PLANT; a.k.a. ZAVOD DAGDIZEL OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 1, Lenin Street, Kaspysk 368300, Russia; Organization Established Date 1932; Tax ID No. 0545001919 (Russia); Registration Number 1025002130351 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY ZAVOD KULAKOVA (a.k.a. AO ZAVOD IM. A.A.KULAKOVA; a.k.a. JSC ZAVOD KULAKOVA), Ul. Yablochkova D. 12, Saint Petersburg 197196, Russia; Organization Established Date 30 Jan 1992; Tax ID No. 7813346618 (Russia); Registration Number 5067847003428 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY ZAVOD KULAKOVA (a.k.a. AO ZAVOD IM. A.A.KULAKOVA; a.k.a. JSC ZAVOD KULAKOVA), Ul. Yablochkova D. 12, Saint Petersburg 197196, Russia; Organization Established Date 30 Jan 1992; Tax ID No. 7813346618 (Russia); Registration Number 5067847003428 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY SALUTE (a.k.a. "AO U-UAZ"), Ul. Khorinskaya D. 1, Ulan-Ude 670009, Russia; Organization Established Date 28 Feb 1994; Tax ID No. 0323018510 (Russia); Registration Number 1020300887793 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: VERTOLETY ROSSIJ AO).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN GRANIT-ELECTRON, Ul. Gospitalnaya D. 3, Saint Petersburg 194044, Russia; Organization Established Date 15 Sep 1943; Tax ID No. 7802375889 (Russia); Registration Number 1069847557394 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY MMC RAWENSTVO (a.k.a. AO REDUKTOR-PM; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY MMC RAWENSTVO), Pr-Kt Komsomolskii D. 93, Perm 614900, Russia; Organization Established Date 31 Aug 1995; Tax ID No. 5948017501 (Russia); Registration Number 1069847557394 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN GRANIT-ELECTRON (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHHESTVO KONSTERN MORSKOE PODVONOE ORUZHIE GIDROPRIBOR; a.k.a. AO KONSTERN MPO GIDROPRIBOR; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN SEA UNDERWATER WEAPON GIDROPRIBOR), PR-KT B. Sampsonievskii D. 24, Saint Petersburg 194044, Russia; Organization Established Date 15 Sep 1943; Tax ID No. 7802375889 (Russia); Registration Number 1069847557394 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN SEA UNDERWATER WEAPON GIDROPRIBOR (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHHESTVO KONSTERN MORSKOE PODVONOE ORUZHIE GIDROPRIBOR; a.k.a. AO KONSTERN MPO GIDROPRIBOR; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN SEA UNDERWATER WEAPON GIDROPRIBOR), PR-KT B. Sampsonievskii D. 24, Saint Petersburg 194044, Russia; Organization Established Date 15 Sep 1943; Tax ID No. 7802375889 (Russia); Registration Number 1069847557394 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

JSC MBDB ISKRA (a.k.a. ISKRA ENGINEERING DESIGN BUREAU JSC NAMED AFTER I.I. KARTUKOV; a.k.a. MKB ISKRA AO), Piroezd Petrovsko-Razumovskii D. 28, Moscow 127287, Russia; Organization Established Date 1946; Tax ID No. 7714288059 (Russia); Registration Number 102714027395 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

JSC CONCERN GRANIT ELEKTRON (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHCHESTVO KONSTERN MORSKOE PODVONOE ORUZHIE GIDROPRIBOR; a.k.a. AO KONSTERN MPO GIDROPRIBOR; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN SEA UNDERWATER WEAPON GIDROPRIBOR), PR-KT B. Sampsonievskii D. 24, Saint Petersburg 194044, Russia; Organization Established Date 15 Sep 1943; Tax ID No. 7802375889 (Russia); Registration Number 1069847557394 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

JSC RAWENSTVO (a.k.a. AO RAVENSTVO; a.k.a. SC RAVENSTVO), Ul. Promyshlennaya D. 19, Saint Petersburg 198099, Russia; Organization Established Date 24 Mar 1988; Tax ID No. 7805395957 (Russia); Registration Number 1069847101169 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

JSC REDUCTOR - PM (a.k.a. AO REDUKTOR-PM; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY REDUCTOR - PM), Pr-Kt Komsomolskii D. 93, Perm 614900, Russia; Organization Established Date 31 Aug 1995; Tax ID No. 5948017501 (Russia); Registration Number 102500510350 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: VERTOLETY ROSSIJ AO).
ASSOCIATION JSC; a.k.a. TEMP-AVIA ARZAMAS RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION JSC; a.k.a. TEMP-AVIA PAO), 26, Kirova Street, Arzamas 607220, Russia; Organization Established Date 1958; Tax ID No. 5243001887 (Russia); Registration Number 1025201335994 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

PJSC ARZAMAS RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE (f.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY ARZAMASSKOYE OPYTNYO KONSTRUKTORSKOYE BYURO TEM; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY ARZAMASSKOYE NAUCHNO PROIZVODSTVENNOE PREDPRIYATIE TEMP-AVIA; a.k.a. TEMP-AVIA ARZAMAS RESEARCH & PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION JSC; a.k.a. TEMP-AVIA PAO), 26, Kirova Street, Arzamas 607220, Russia; Organization Established Date 1958; Tax ID No. 5243001887 (Russia); Registration Number 1025201335994 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

PROGRESS ARSENYEV AVIATION COMPANY (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY PROGRESS ARSENYEV AVIATION COMPANY; a.k.a. JSC AAC PROGRESS; a.k.a. "PROGRESS AO"), Pl. Lenina D. 5, Arsenyev 692335, Russia; Organization Established Date 1936; Tax ID No. 2501002394 (Russia); Registration Number 1022500510350 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VERTOLETY ROSSIĬ AO).

PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY ARZAMASSKOE NAUCHNO PROIZVODSTVENNOE PREDPRIYATIE TEMP-AVIA (f.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY ARZAMASSKOYE OPYTNYO KONSTRUKTORSKOYE BYURO TEM; a.k.a. PJSC ARZAMAS RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE; a.k.a. TEMP-AVIA ARZAMAS RESEARCH & PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION JSC; a.k.a. TEMP-AVIA PAO), 26, Kirova Street, Arzamas 607220, Russia; Organization Established Date 1958; Tax ID No. 5243001887 (Russia); Registration Number 1025201335994 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

RADUGA DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. AO GOSMKB RADUGA IM. A.YA.BEREZNYAKA; a.k.a. RADUGA STATE ENGINEERING DESIGN BUREAU JSC NAMED AFTER A.Y. BEREZNYAK; a.k.a. RADUGA STATE MACHINE BUILDING DESIGN BUREAU JOINT STOCK COMPANY), Ul. Zhukovskogo D. 2, Lit. A, Dubna 141980, Russia; Organization Established Date 25 Dec 1991; Tax ID No. 5010031470 (Russia); Registration Number 1055024900006 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

RADUGA STATE ENGINEERING DESIGN BUREAU JSC NAMED AFTER A.Y. BEREZNYAK; a.k.a. AO GOSMKB RADUGA IM. A.YA.BEREZNYAKA; a.k.a. RADUGA DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. RADUGA STATE MACHINE BUILDING DESIGN BUREAU JOINT STOCK COMPANY), Ul. Zhukovskogo D. 2, Lit. A, Dubna 141980, Russia; Organization Established Date 25 Dec 1991; Tax ID No. 5010031470 (Russia); Registration Number 1055024900006 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

Rostov Helicopter Production Complex (a.k.a. ROSTOVSKIJ VERTOLETNYI PROIZVODSTVENNYI KOMPLEKS; a.k.a. ROSTVERTOL PAO; a.k.a. ROSTVERTOL PSC; a.k.a. ROSTVERTOL PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY), Ul. Novatorov D. 5, Rostov-na-Donu 344038, Russia; Organization Established Date 01 Jul 1939; Tax ID No. 6161021690 (Russia); Registration Number 1026102899228 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VERTOLETY ROSSIĬ AO).

REGION SCIENTIFIC AND PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE JSC (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO GOSUDARSTVENNOE NAUCHNO PROIZVODSTVENNOE PREDPRIYATIE REGION; a.k.a. AO GNPP REGION; a.k.a. REGION SCIENTIFIC AND PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE JSC), Sh Kashirskoe D. 13A, Moscow 115230, Russia; Organization Established Date 13 Jan 1992; Tax ID No. 7724552070 (Russia); Registration Number 1057747873875 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

RKB GLOBUS PAO (a.k.a. AO RKB GLOBUS; a.k.a. GLOBUS RYAZAN DESIGN BUREAU JSC; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RYAZANSKOE KONSTRUKTORSKOE BJURO GLOBUS), Ul. Vysokovoltlnaya D. 6, Ryazan 390013, Russia; Organization Established Date 01 Oct 1955; Tax ID No. 6229060995 (Russia); Registration Number 108622900580 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

RADUGA STATE MACHINE BUILDING DESIGN BUREAU JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. AO GOSMKB RADUGA IM. A.YA.BEREZNYAKA; a.k.a. RADUGA DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. RADUGA STATE ENGINEERING DESIGN BUREAU JSC NAMED AFTER A.Y. BEREZNYAK), Ul. Zhukovskogo D. 2, Lit. A, Dubna 141980, Russia; Organization Established Date 25 Dec 1991; Tax ID No. 5010031470 (Russia); Registration Number 1055024900006 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

RADUGA STATE MACHINE BUILDING DESIGN BUREAU JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. AO GOSMKB RADUGA IM. A.YA.BEREZNYAKA; a.k.a. RADUGA DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. RADUGA STATE ENGINEERING DESIGN BUREAU JSC NAMED AFTER A.Y. BEREZNYAK), Ul. Zhukovskogo D. 2, Lit. A, Dubna 141980, Russia; Organization Established Date 25 Dec 1991; Tax ID No. 5010031470 (Russia); Registration Number 1055024900006 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).
1939; Tax ID No. 6161021690 (Russia); Registration Number 1026102899228 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VERTOLET ROSSII AO).

ROSTVERTOL PAO (a.k.a. ROSTOV HELICOPTER PRODUCTION COMPLEX; a.k.a. ROSTOVSKY VERTOLETNYI PROIZVODSTVENNYI KOMPLEKS; a.k.a. ROSTVERTOL PJSC, a.k.a. ROSTVERTOL PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY), Ul. Novatorov D. 5, Rostov-Na-Donu 344038, Russia; Organization Established Date 01 Jul 1939; Tax ID No. 6161021690 (Russia); Registration Number 1026102899228 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VERTOLETY ROSSII AO).

ROSTVERTOL PJSC (a.k.a. ROSTOV HELICOPTER PRODUCTION COMPLEX; a.k.a. ROSTOVSKY VERTOLETNYI PROIZVODSTVENNYI KOMPLEKS; a.k.a. ROSTVERTOL PJSC), Ul. Novatorov D. 5, Rostov-Na-Donu 344038, Russia; Organization Established Date 01 Jul 1939; Tax ID No. 6161021690 (Russia); Registration Number 1026102899228 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VERTOLET ROSSII AO).

SALUT AO (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SALUTE; a.k.a. SALYUT JSC), Sh. Moskovskoe P. Mekhzavod D. 20, Samara 443028, Russia; Organization Established Date 25 Dec 1941; Tax ID No. 6313034986 (Russia); Registration Number 1026300840983 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

SALUT AO (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SALUTE; a.k.a. SALYUT JSC), Sh. Moskovskoe P. Mekhzavod D. 20, Samara 443028, Russia; Organization Established Date 25 Dec 1941; Tax ID No. 6313034986 (Russia); Registration Number 1026300840983 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

SC RAWENSTVO (a.k.a. AO RAWENSTVO; a.k.a. JSC RAWENSTVO), Ul. Promyshlennaya D. 19, Saint Petersburg 198099, Russia; Organization Established Date 24 Mar 1988; Tax ID No. 7805395957 (Russia); Registration Number 1069847101169 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN GRANIT-ELECTRON).

SC RAWENSTVO-SERVICE (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO RAWENSTVO-SERVICE; a.k.a. AO RAWENSTVO-SERVICE), Ul. Promyshlennaya D. 19, Saint Petersburg 198099, Russia; Organization Established Date 25 Mar 1993; Tax ID No. 7805417618 (Russia); Registration Number 1079847012453 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN GRANIT-ELECTRON).

SC RAWENSTVO-SERVICE; a.k.a. SC SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH INSTITUTE FOR MECHANICAL ENGINEERING JSC IN THE NAME OF V.V. BAKHIREV) (a.k.a. AO GOSNIIMASH; a.k.a. STATE SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING IMENI V.V. BAKHIREVA), PR-KT Sverdlova D. 11 A, Dzerzhinsk 606002, Russia; Organization Established Date 13 Jan 1992; Tax ID No. 52490093130 (Russia); Registration Number 1085249000650 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

STATE SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING IMENI V.V. BAKHIREVA (a.k.a. AO GOSNIIMASH; a.k.a. STATE SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING IMENI V.V. BAKHIREVA), PR-KT Sverdlova D. 11 A, Dzerzhinsk 606002, Russia; Organization Established Date 13 Jan 1992; Tax ID No. 52490093130 (Russia); Registration Number 1085249000650 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC).

STUPINO ENGINEERING PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY STUPINO ENGINEERING PRODUCTIVE ENTERPRISE; a.k.a. STUPINO MACHINE PRODUCTION PLANT; a.k.a. SMPP AO), 42 Ulitsa Akademika Belova, Stupino 142800, Russia; Organization Established Date 1948; Tax ID No. 5045001885 (Russia); Registration Number 1025005991749 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VERTOLET ROSSII AO).

STUPINO MACHINE PRODUCTION PLANT (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY STUPINO ENGINEERING PRODUCTIVE ENTERPRISE; a.k.a. STUPINO MACHINE PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE; a.k.a. SMPP AO), 42 Ulitsa Akademika Belova, Stupino 142800, Russia; Organization Established Date 1948; Tax ID No. 5045001885 (Russia); Registration Number 1025005991749 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VERTOLET ROSSII AO).

TACTICAL MISSILES CORPORATION JSC (Cyrillic: АО КОРПОРАЦИЯ ТАКТИЧЕСКОЕ РАКЕТНОЕ ВООРУЖЕНИЕ) (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO KORPORATSIYA TAKTICHESKOE Raketnoe VOORUZHENIE; a.k.a. “KTRV” (Cyrillic: АО “КТРВ”), d. 7, ul. Ilicha, Korolev, Moskovskaya Obl. 141080, Russia (Cyrillic: д. 7, ул. Ильича, Королёв, Московская Область 141080, Russia); Organization Established Date 13 Mar 1939; Tax ID No. 6161021690 (Russia); Registration Number 1026102899228 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VERTOLET ROSSII AO).
AO SRZ (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SARATOVSKI RADOIPIRBORNII ZAVOD; a.k.a. JSC SARATOVSKI RADIOPIRBORNII ZAVOD; a.k.a. "SRZ PAO"), PRI-KT 50 Let Oktyabrya D. 108, Saratov 410040, Russia; Organization Established Date 1970; Tax ID No. 6453104288 (Russia); Registration Number 106453002690 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VERTOLETY ROSSIĬ AO).

"AO SRZ" (a.k.a. SRZ PAO), Ter. Engels 1, Engels 413101, Russia; Organization Established Date 08 Dec 1997; Tax ID No. 64449042335 (Russia); Registration Number 1076449000870 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VERTOLETY ROSSIĬ AO).

AO VSK (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY HELICOPTER SERVICE COMPANY; a.k.a. "HELICOPTER SERVICE COMPANY"; a.k.a. "VSK PAO"), Ul. Bolshaya Pionerskaya D. 1, Moscow 115054, Russia; Organization Established Date 17 Feb 2003; Tax ID No. 7704252960 (Russia); Registration Number 1037704005041 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VERTOLETY ROSSIĬ AO).

"AO VSK" (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY HELICOPTER SERVICE COMPANY; a.k.a. "HELICOPTER SERVICE COMPANY"; a.k.a. "VSK PAO"), Ul. Bolshaya Pionerskaya D. 1, Moscow 115054, Russia; Organization Established Date 17 Feb 2003; Tax ID No. 7704252960 (Russia); Registration Number 1037704005041 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VERTOLETY ROSSIĬ AO).

"AO U-UAZ" (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ULAN-UDE AVIATION PLANT; a.k.a. ULAN-UDE AVIATION PLANT), Ul. Khorinskaya D. 1, Ulann-Ude 670009, Russia; Organization Established Date 28 Feb 1994; Tax ID No. 0323018510 (Russia); Registration Number 1020300887793 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VERTOLETY ROSSIĬ AO).

AO KUMAPP (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY PROGRESS ARSENYEV AVIATION ENTERPRISE; a.k.a. STUPINO ENGINEERING PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE; a.k.a. STUPINO MACHINE PRODUCTION PLANT), 42 Ulitsa Akademika Belova, Stupino 142800, Russia; Organization Established Date 1936; Tax ID No. 2501002394 (Russia); Registration Number 1022500510350 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VERTOLETY ROSSIĬ AO)
The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] [UKRAINE-EO13661] entries have been changed:

REZNIK, Vladislav Matusovych, Moscow, Russia; DOB 17 May 1954; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- REZNIK, Vladislav Matusovych (Cyrillic: РЕЗНИК, Владислав Матусович), Moscow, Russia; DOB 17 May 1954; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

SKOCH, Andrei Vladimirovich (a.k.a. SKOCH, Andrei Vladimirovich), Russia; DOB 30 Jan 1966; POB Nikolsky (Moscow), Russia; Gender Male; Deputy of State Duma (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- SKOCH, Andrei (a.k.a. SKOCH, Andrei Vladimirovich) (Cyrillic: СКОЧ, Андрей Владимирович) (a.k.a. SKOCH, Andrey), Russia; DOB 30 Jan 1966; POB Nikolsky (Moscow), Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

TIMTCHENKO, Gennady Nikolayevich (a.k.a. TIMChENko, Gennadiy Nikolaevich; a.k.a. TIMChENko, Gennadiy Nikolayevich; a.k.a. TIMChENko, Gennadiy), 10 Rampe de Cologny, Geneva 1223, Switzerland; Shvedskiy Tup. 3, 26, Moscow, Russia; DOB 09 Nov 1952; POB Leninakan, Armenia; alt. POB Giumri, Armenia; nationality Finland; alt. nationality Russia; alt. nationality Armenia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 781012626436 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

resulting in the following new [RUSSIA-EO14024] [UKRAINE-EO13661] entries:

TIMTCHENKO, Gennady Nikolayevich (a.k.a. TIMChENko, Геннадий Николаевич; a.k.a. TIMChENko, Геннадий Николаевич; a.k.a. TIMChENko, Геннадий Николаевич; a.k.a. TIMChENko, Геннадий), 10 Rampe de Cologny, Geneva 1223, Switzerland; Shvedskiy Tup. 3, 26, Moscow, Russia; DOB 09 Nov 1952; POB Leninakan, Armenia; alt. POB Giumri, Armenia; nationality Finland; alt. nationality Russia; alt. nationality Armenia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 781012626436 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

The following [UKRAINE-EO13661] entries were removed:

VOLGA GROUP (a.k.a. VOLGA GROUP INVESTMENTS; f.k.a. VOLGA RESOURCES; f.k.a. VOLGA RESOURCES GROUP), 3, rue de la Reine, L-2418, Luxembourg; Russia [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- OOO VOLGA GROUP (Cyrillic: ООО ВОЛГА ГРУПП) (a.k.a. VOLGA GROUP HOLDING LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY), Begovaya St., Dom 3, Str. 1, Moscow 12528, Russia; Timura Frunza, House 11, Building 1, floor 2, unit 4, room 2, Moscow, Russia; Tax ID No. 7718989383 (Russia); Registration Number 1147746803049 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].
The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] [UKRAINE-EO13660] entries have been changed:

BORODAI, Aleksandr (a.k.a. BORODAI, Alexander); DOB 25 Jul 1972; nationality Russia (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to-
BORODAY, Alexander Yuryevich (Cyrillic: БОРОДАЙ, Александр Юрьевич) (a.k.a. BORODAI, Aleksandr), Russia; DOB 25 Jul 1972; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

BORODAI, Alexander (a.k.a. BORODAI, Aleksandr); DOB 25 Jul 1972; nationality Russia (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to-
BORODAI, Aleksandr (a.k.a. BORODAY, Alexander Yuryevich (Cyrillic: БОРОДАЙ, Александр Юрьевич)), Russia; DOB 25 Jul 1972; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

The following [MAGNIT] [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been changed:

LUGOVOY, Andrei Konstantinovich, Russia; DOB 19 Sep 1966; Gender Male (individual) [MAGNIT]. -to- LUGOVOY, Andrey Konstantinovich (Cyrillic: ЛУГОВОЙ, Андрей Константинович) (a.k.a. LUGOVOY, Andrei Konstantinovich), Russia; DOB 19 Sep 1966; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [MAGNIT] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

resulting in the removal of the following [RUSSIA-EO14024] [UKRAINE-EO13660] entries:

LUGOVOY, Andrei Konstantinovich (Cyrillic: ЛУГОВОЙ, Андрей Константинович); DOB 19 Sep 1966; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [MAGNIT] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

resulting in the following new [MAGNIT] [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries:

LUGOVOY, Andrey Konstantinovich (Cyrillic: ЛУГОВОЙ, Андрей Константинович); DOB 19 Sep 1966; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [MAGNIT] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

ABAKAROV, Khizni Magomedovich (Cyrillic: АБАКАРОВ, Хизни Магомедович), Russia; DOB 28 Jun 1960; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [MAGNIT] [RUSSIA-EO14024].
Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

AGAYEV, Bekkhan Vakhtayevich (Cyrillic: АГАЕВ, Бекхан Вахтаяевич), Russia; DOB 29 Mar 1975; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

AMMOSOV, Petr Revoldovich (Cyrillic: АММОСОВ, Петр Револодович), Russia; DOB 22 Sep 1966; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ANANSIKH, Igor Aleksandrovich (Cyrillic: АНАНСИХ, Игорь Александрович), Russia; DOB 06 Sep 1966; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ANIKEEV, Grigory Viktorovich (Cyrillic: АНИКЕЕВ, Григорий Викторович), Russia; DOB 28 Feb 1961; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ANIKEEV, Andrey Anatolyevich (Cyrillic: АНИКЕЕВ, Андрей Анатолиевич), Russia; DOB 16 Dec 1961; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ANTROPENKO, Igor Aleksandrovich (Cyrillic: АНТРОПЕНКО, Игорь Александрович), Russia; DOB 10 Dec 1969; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ANUFRIYEVA, Olga Nikolayevna (Cyrillic: АНУФРИЕВА, Ольга Николаевна), Russia; DOB 29 Nov 1971; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

APEFYEV, Nikolay Vasilyevich (Cyrillic: АПЕФЬЕВ, Николай Васильевич), Russia; DOB 11 Mar 1949; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ARCHINOV, Aleksei Ivanovich (Cyrillic: АРЧИНОВ, Алексей Иванович), Russia; DOB 05 Sep 1990; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ARSHINOVA, Alena Igorevna (Cyrillic: АРШИНОВА, Алина Игоревна), Russia; DOB 02 Sep 1982; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ARTAMONOVA, Valentina Nikolaevna (Cyrillic: АРТАМОНОВА, Валентина Николаевна), Russia; DOB 13 Dec 1960; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

AVDEEYEV, Mikhail Yuryevich (Cyrillic: АВДЕЕВ, Михаил Юрьевич), Russia; DOB 06 Mar 1977; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

AVDEYEV, Mikhail Olegovich (Cyrillic: АВДЕЙЕВ, Михаил Олегович), Russia; DOB 18 Aug 1974; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

AVTUKHOV, Mikhail Olegovich (Cyrillic: АВТУХОВ, Михаил Олегович), Russia; DOB 13 Aug 1974; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

AХАЙЕВ, Михаил Юрьевич), Russia; DOB 06 Mar 1977; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
BARAKHOYEV, Bekkhan Abdulhamidovich (Cyrillic: БАРАХОЕВ, Беккан Абдулхамидович), Russia; DOB 01 Aug 1973; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

BELOUSOV, Vadim Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: БЕЛОУСОВ, Вадим Владимирович), Russia; DOB 06 Nov 1976; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 723393511 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

BAKHOYEV, Bekkhan Abdulhamidovich (Cyrillic: БАРАХОЕВ, Беккан Абдулхамидович), Russia; DOB 01 Aug 1973; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

BESSARABOV, Danil Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: БЕССАРАБОВ, Даниил Владимирович), Russia; DOB 09 Jul 1976; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

BICHEYEV, Artiom Aleksandrovich (Cyrillic: БИЧЕЕВ, Артем Александрович), Russia; DOB 04 Apr 1990; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

BIDONKO, Sergey Yuryevich (Cyrillic: БИДОНЬКО, Сергей Юрьевич), Russia; DOB 09 Jul 1976; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

BONDARENKO, Yelena Veniaminovna (Cyrillic: БОНДАРЕНКО, Елена Вениаминовна), Russia; DOB 05 Aug 1985; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; alt. Passport 530152537 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

BONDAROVICH, Sergey Nikolaevich (Cyrillic: БОНДАРОВИЧ, Сергей Николаевич), Russia; DOB 05 Aug 1985; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

BONDAROVICH, Anatolii Aleksandrovich (Cyrillic: БОНДАРОВИЧ, Анатолий Александрович), Russia; DOB 05 Aug 1985; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

BORMOTUNOV, Anatoliy Alekseyevich (Cyrillic: БОРМОТОУНОВ, Анатолий Алексеевич), Russia; DOB 10 Nov 1960; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

BORISSOV, Alexander Aleksandrovich (Cyrillic: БОРИСОВ, Александр Александрович), Russia; DOB 17 Aug 1974; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

BORTSOV, Nikolay Ivanovich (Cyrillic: БОРТСОВ, Николай Иванович), Russia; DOB 08 May 1945; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

BOYARSKIY, Sergey Mikhailovich (Cyrillic: БОЯРСКИЙ, Сергей Михайлович), Russia; DOB 24 Jan 1980; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

BRAVERMAN, Anatoly Alexandrovich (a.k.a. BRAVERMAN, Anatoly Alexandrovich (Cyrillic: БРАВЕРМАН, Анатолий Александрович)), Russia; DOB 05 Aug 1985; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

BRAVERMAN, Anatoly Alexandrovich (Cyrillic: БРАВЕРМАН, Анатолий Александрович) (a.k.a. BRAVERMAN, Anatoliy Aleksandrovich), Russia; DOB 05 Aug 1985; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 530152537 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

BRODSKI, Ilya Borisovich (a.k.a. BRODSKIY, Ilya Borisovich (Cyrillic: БРОДСКИЙ, Илья Борисович)), Russia; DOB 01 Jul 1972; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; alt. nationality Cyprus; Gender Male; Passport K0022738 (Cyprius) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

BRODSKI, Ilya Borisovich (Cyrillic: БРОДСКИЙ, Илья Борисович) (a.k.a. BRODSKI, Ilya Borisovich), Russia; DOB 01 Jul 1972; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; alt. nationality Cyprus; Gender Male; Passport K0022738 (Cyprius) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).
Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; alt. nationality Cyprus; Gender Male; Passport K00227238 (Cyprus) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

BURLAKOV, Sergey Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: БУРЛАКОВ, Сергей Владимиrowич), Russia; DOB 11 Nov 1978; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; alt. nationality United Kingdom; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TICHENKO, Gennady Nikolayevich).

CHIRKOV, Sergey Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: ЧЕРКИКОВ, Сергей Владимирович), Russia; DOB 30 Jan 1967; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

BURMATOV, Vladimir Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: БУРМАТОВ, Владимир Владимирович), Russia; DOB 18 Aug 1981; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

BURLYAEV, Nikolay Petrovich (Cyrillic: БУРЛЯЕВ, Николай Петрович), Russia; DOB 03 Aug 1946; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

BURLAYEV, Nikolay Petrovich (Cyrillic: БУРЛЯЕВ, Николай Петрович), Russia; DOB 27 Mar 1974; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

BURLAYEV, Nikolay Petrovich (Cyrillic: БУРЛЯЕВ, Николай Петрович), Russia; DOB 25 Jun 1991; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

BULAVINOV, Vadim Yevgenyevich (Cyrillic: БУЛАВИНОВ, Вадим Евгеньевич), Russia; DOB 28 Jul 1982; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

BULAYEV, Nikolay Petrovich (Cyrillic: БУЛАЙЕВ, Николай Петрович), Russia; DOB 18 Aug 1965; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

DOGAYEV, Akhmed Shamkhanovich (Cyrillic: ДОГАЕВ, Ахмед Шамкханович), Russia; DOB 18 Aug 1965; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

DOLUDA, Nikolay Aleksandrovich (Cyrillic: ДОЛУДА, Николай Александрович), Russia; DOB 10 Jun 1952; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

DOROSHENKO, Andrey Nikolayevich (Cyrillic: ДОРОШЕНКО, Андрей Николаевич), Russia; DOB 10 Mar 1977; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].
FETISOV, Vyacheslav (Cyrillic: ФЕТИСОВ, Вячеслав), Russia; DOB 20 Apr 1958; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

DROBOT, Maria Vladimirovna (Cyrillic: ДРОБОТ, Мария Владимировна), Russia; DOB 21 Mar 1982; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

DYAKONOVA, Tatjana Ivanovna (Cyrillic: ДЯКОНОВА, Татьяна Ивановна), Russia; DOB 22 Apr 1970; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

DYZYUBA, Viktor Viktorovich (Cyrillic: ДЗЮБА, Виктор Викторович), Russia; DOB 10 Aug 1977; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

DADINA, Oksan Alyabievna (Cyrillic: ФАДИНА, Оксана Альбековна), Russia; DOB 03 Jul 1976; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

FAKARKHANOV, Airat Zakievich (Cyrillic: ФАКАРХАНОВ, Аират Заиревич), Russia; DOB 17 Feb 1968; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

FEDYAEV, Pavel Mikhailovich (Cyrillic: ФЕДЯЕВ, Павел Михайлович), Russia; DOB 31 Jul 1982; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

FETISOV, Vyacheslav (Cyrillic: ФЕТИСОВ, Вячеслав), Russia; DOB 20 Apr 1958; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

GASANOV, Dzhamaladin Nabiyevich (Cyrillic: ГАСАНОВ, Джамалдин Набиевич), Russia; DOB 05 Aug 1964; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

GLAZKOVA, Anzhelika Yegorovna (Cyrillic: ГЛАЗКОВА, Анжелика Егоровна), Russia; DOB 28 Dec 1968; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

GOLIKOV, Oleg Aleksandrovich (Cyrillic: ГОЛИКОВ, Олег Александрович), Russia; DOB 21 Oct 1968; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

GOROKHOV, Andrey Yuryevich (Cyrillic: ГУСЕВ, Анатольевич), Russia; DOB 29 Apr 1970; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

GORELKIN, Anton Vadimovich (Cyrillic: ГОРЕЛКИН, Антон Вадимович), Russia; DOB 22 Dec 1982; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

GORNICHAROV, Nikolay Aleksandrovich (Cyrillic: ГОРНИЧАРОВ, Николай Александрович), Russia; DOB 13 Jan 1984; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

GORELKIN, Anton Vadimovich (Cyrillic: ГОРЕЛКИН, Антон Вадимович), Russia; DOB 22 Dec 1982; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

GOVYRIN, Alexey (Cyrillic: ГОВЫРИН, Алексей), Russia; DOB 26 May 1983; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

GUSANOVA, Olga Mikhailovna (Cyrillic: ГУСАНОВА, Ольга Михайловна), Russia; DOB 26 Sep 1961; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

GAVRILOV, Sergey Anatolyevich (Cyrillic: ГАВРИЛОВ, Сержей Анатольевич), Russia; DOB 27 Jan 1966; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

GEKKEIEV, Zaur Dalkhatovich (Cyrillic: ГЕККИЕВ, Заур Далхатович), Russia; DOB 12 Feb 1961; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

GIMBATOV, Andrey Petrovich (Cyrillic: ГИМБАТОВ, Андрей Петрович), Russia; DOB 20 Sep 1969; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

GLADKIH, Boris Mikhailovich (Cyrillic: ГЛАДКИХ, Борис Михайлович), Russia; DOB 16 Feb 1983; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

GREF, Herman Oskarovich (Cyrillic: ГРЕФ, Герман Оскарович) (a.k.a. GRAF, Herman; a.k.a. GREF, German Oskarovich), Russia; DOB 08 Feb 1964; POB Panfilovo, Kazakhstan; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 760508990 (Russia); National ID No. 4509555545 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

GRIGORYEV, Yuri Innocentyevich (Cyrillic: ГРИГОРЬЕВ, Юрий Иннокентьевич), Russia; DOB 16 Oct 1967; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

GUREL, Metin (Cyrillic: ГУРЕЛ, Метин), Turkey; DOB 19 Nov 1977; nationality Turkey; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

GURELEV, Andrey Viktorovich (Cyrillic: ГУРУЛЕВ, Андрей Викторович), Russia; DOB 28 Dec 1968; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

GUSEV, Dmitry Gennadyevich (Cyrillic: ГУСЕВ, Дмитрий Геннадьевич), Russia; DOB 23 Jul 1972; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

IGNATOV, Viktor Aleksandrovich (Cyrillic: ИГНАТОВ, Виктор Александрович), Russia; DOB 15 Oct 1968; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

IGOSHIN, Igor Nikolayevich (Cyrillic: ИГОШИН, Игорь Николаевич), Russia; DOB 11 Dec 1970; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ILYAKOV, Alexander Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: ИЛЬЯКОВ, Александр Владимирович), Russia; DOB 09 Oct 1971; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
ILNYIKH, Vladimir Alekseyevich (Cyrillic: ИЛЫНИХ, Владимир Алексеевич), Russia; DOB 20 May 1975; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

IVANOV, Vladimir Valeryevich (Cyrillic: ИВАНОВ, Владимир Валерьевич), Russia; DOB 20 May 1975; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

IVANYUZHENKOV, Boris Viktorovich (Cyrillic: ИВАНЮЖЕНКОВ, Борис Викторович), Russia; DOB 28 Feb 1966; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ISLAMOV, Dmitry Viktorovich (Cyrillic: ИСЛАМОВ, Д미трий Викторович), Russia; DOB 04 Apr 1949; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ISAKOV, Vladimir Pavlovich (Cyrillic: ИСАКОВ, Владимир Павлович), Russia; DOB 22 Jul 1972; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

IVANOV, Maxim Anatolyevich (Cyrillic: ИВАНОВ, Максим Анатольевич), Russia; DOB 09 Nov 1963; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

IVANOV, Maksim Yevgenyevich (Cyrillic: ИВАНОВ, Максим Евгеньевич), Russia; DOB 04 Jan 1971; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

IVANOV, Andrei Konstantinovich (Cyrillic: ИВАНОВ, Андрей Константинович), Russia; DOB 01 Oct 1964; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

IVANOV, Nikolay Nikolayevich (Cyrillic: ИВАНОВ, Николай Николаевич), Russia; DOB 24 Feb 1987; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

IVANOV, Andrey Konstantinovich (Cyrillic: ИВАНОВ, Андрей Константинович), Russia; DOB 01 Oct 1964; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

IVANOV, Maksim Yevgenyevich (Cyrillic: ИВАНОВ, Максим Евгеньевич), Russia; DOB 05 Dec 1977; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

IVANOV, Maxim Anatolyevich (Cyrillic: ИВАНОВ, Максим Анатольевич), Russia; DOB 23 May 1987; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

IVANOV, Andrei Konstantinovich (Cyrillic: ИВАНОВ, Андрей Константинович), Russia; DOB 01 Oct 1964; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

IVANOV, Nikolay Nikolayevich (Cyrillic: ИВАНОВ, Николай Николаевич), Russia; DOB 17 Jan 1957; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

IVANOV, Vladimir Valeryevich (Cyrillic: ИВАНОВ, Владимир Валерьевич), Russia; DOB 10 Feb 1971; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

IVANOV, Andrey Konstantinovich (Cyrillic: ИВАНОВ, Андрей Константинович), Russia; DOB 01 Oct 1964; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

IVANOV, Maksim Yevgenyevich (Cyrillic: ИВАНОВ, Максим Евгеньевич), Russia; DOB 05 Dec 1977; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

IVANOV, Andrey Konstantinovich (Cyrillic: ИВАНОВ, Андрей Константинович), Russia; DOB 01 Oct 1964; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

IVOLEV, Leonid Grigoryevich (Cyrillic: ИВЛЕВ, Леонид Григорьевич), Russia; DOB 01 May 1953; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

IVLEV, Leonid Grigoryevich (Cyrillic: ИВЛЕВ, Леонид Григорьевич), Russia; DOB 01 May 1953; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

IVLEV, Leonid Grigoryevich (Cyrillic: ИВЛЕВ, Леонид Григорьевич), Russia; DOB 01 May 1953; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

IVLEV, Leonid Grigoryevich (Cyrillic: ИВЛЕВ, Леонид Григорьевич), Russia; DOB 01 May 1953; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KABYSHCHEV, Sergey Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: КАБЫШЕВ, Сергей Владимирович), Russia; DOB 22 Jul 1972; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KABYSHEV, Sergey Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: КАБЫШЕВ, Сергей Владимирович), Russia; DOB 04 Sep 1963; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KACHKAYEV, Pavel Ryurikovich (Cyrillic: КАЧКАЕВ, Павел Рюрикович), Russia; DOB 04 Oct 1951; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KACHKAYEV, Pavel Ryurikovich (Cyrillic: КАЧКАЕВ, Павел Рюрикович), Russia; DOB 04 Oct 1951; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KAPOKOVA, Tatyana Alekseyevna (Cyrillic: КАПОКОВА, Татьяна Алексеевна), Russia; DOB 06 Dec 1976; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KAPILOV, Andrei Valeryevich (Cyrillic: КАПИЛОВ, Андрей Валерьевич), Russia; DOB 09 Nov 1963; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KARPOV, Anatoly Yevgenyevich (Cyrillic: КАРПОВ, Анатолий Евгеньевич), Russia; DOB 23 May 1951; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KARTAPOLOV, Andrey Valeryevich (Cyrillic: КАРТАПОЛОВ, Андрей Валерьевич), Russia; DOB 09 Nov 1963; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KAZANKOV, Sergey Viktorovich (Cyrillic: КАЗАНКОВ, Сергей Викторович), Russia; DOB 04 Jan 1971; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KAZAKOV, Viktor Alekseyevich (Cyrillic: КАЗАКОВ, Виктор Алексеевич), Russia; DOB 04 Apr 1949; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KAZAKOV, Viktor Alekseyevich (Cyrillic: КАЗАКОВ, Виктор Алексеевич), Russia; DOB 04 Apr 1949; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KAZAKOV, Viktor Alekseyevich (Cyrillic: КАЗАКОВ, Виктор Алексеевич), Russia; DOB 04 Apr 1949; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KHOTIMSKIY, Dmitry Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: КХОТИМСКИЙ, Дмитрий Владимирович), Russia; DOB 24 May 1982; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KHAMZAEV, Sultan Sultanibievich (Cyrillic: ХАМЗАЕВ, Султан Султанбивич), Russia; DOB 25 Apr 1962; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KHARCHENKO, Ekaterina Vladimirovna (Cyrillic: ХАРЧЕНКО, Екатерина Владимировна), Russia; DOB 11 Aug 1977; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KHAMZAEV, Sultan Sultanibievich (Cyrillic: ХАМЗАЕВ, Султан Султанбивич), Russia; DOB 25 Apr 1962; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KHOTIMSKIY, Sergey Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: КХОТИМСКИЙ, Серге́й Владимирович) (a.k.a. КХОТИМСКИЙ, Серге́й Владимирович), Victory Square 1, block B, flat 347, Moscow, Russia; DOB 12 Apr 1978; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 716765654 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

KHOTIMSKIY, Sergey Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: КХОТИМСКИЙ, Серге́й Владимирович) (a.k.a. КХОТИМСКИЙ, Серге́й Владимирович), Victory Square 1, block B, flat 347, Moscow, Russia; DOB 12 Apr 1978; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 716765654 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

KHOTIMSKIY, Sergei Vladimirovich; a.k.a. KHOTIMSKIY, Sergey Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: КХОТИМСКИЙ, Серге́й Владимирович) (a.k.a. КХОТИМСКИЙ, Серге́й Владимирович), Victory Square 1, block B, flat 347, Moscow, Russia; DOB 12 Apr 1978; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 716765654 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

KHOTIMSKIY, Dmitry Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: КХОТИМСКИЙ, Дмитрий Владимирович) (a.k.a. КХОТИМСКИЙ, Дмитрий Владимирович), Berezhkovskaya naberezhnaya 4, flat 75, Moscow, Russia; DOB 29 Jun 1973; POB Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 751600476 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

KHOTIMSKIY, Sergey Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: КХОТИМСКИЙ, Серге́й Владимирович) (a.k.a. КХОТИМСКИЙ, Серге́й Владимирович), Victory Square 1, block B, flat 347, Moscow, Russia; DOB 12 Apr 1978; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 716765654 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

KOLUNOV, Sergey Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: КОЛУНОВ, Сергей Владимирович), Russia; DOB 22 Mar 1973; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KORNOYENKO, Alexei Viktorovich (Cyrillic: КОРНОЮНЕНКО, Алексей Викторович), Russia; DOB 13 Mar 1958; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KORNIYENKO, Alexey Viktorovich (Cyrillic: КОРНИЯНКО, Алексей Viktorович), Russia; DOB 13 Mar 1958; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KOLESNIKOV, Andrey Ivanovich (Cyrillic: КОЛЕСНИКОВ, Андрей Иванович), Russia; DOB 30 Oct 1948; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KOLESNIKOV, Oleg Alekseyevich (Cyrillic: КОЛЕСНИКОВ, Олег Алексеевич), Russia; DOB 11 Sep 1968; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KOLESNIKOV, Oleg Alekseyevich (Cyrillic: КОЛЕСНИКОВ, Олег Алексеевич), Russia; DOB 11 Sep 1968; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KOLESNIKOV, Oleg Alekseyevich (Cyrillic: КОЛЕСНИКОВ, Олег Алексеевич), Russia; DOB 11 Sep 1968; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KOLESNIKOV, Oleg Alekseyevich (Cyrillic: КОЛЕСНИКОВ, Олег Алексеевич), Russia; DOB 11 Sep 1968; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KOLESNIKOV, Oleg Alekseyevich (Cyrillic: КОЛЕСНИКОВ, Олег Алексеевич), Russia; DOB 11 Sep 1968; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KOLESNIKOV, Oleg Alekseyevich (Cyrillic: КОЛЕСНИКОВ, Олег Алексеевич), Russia; DOB 11 Sep 1968; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KOLESNIKOV, Oleg Alekseyevich (Cyrillic: КОЛЕСНИКОВ, Олег Алексеевич), Russia; DOB 11 Sep 1968; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KOLESNIKOV, Oleg Alekseyevich (Cyrillic: КОЛЕСНИКОВ, Олег Алексеевич), Russia; DOB 11 Sep 1968; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KOLESNIKOV, Oleg Alekseyevich (Cyrillic: КОЛЕСНИКОВ, Олег Алексеевич), Russia; DOB 11 Sep 1968; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KOLESNIKOV, Oleg Alekseyevich (Cyrillic: КОЛЕСНИКОВ, Олег Алексеевич), Russia; DOB 11 Sep 1968; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KOLESNIKOV, Oleg Alekseyevich (Cyrillic: КОЛЕСНИКОВ, Олег Алексеевич), Russia; DOB 11 Sep 1968; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KOLESNIKOV, Oleg Alekseyevich (Cyrillic: КОЛЕСНИКОВ, Олег Алексеевич), Russia; DOB 11 Sep 1968; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KOLESNIKOV, Oleg Alekseyevich (Cyrillic: КОЛЕСНИКОВ, Олег Алексеевич), Russia; DOB 11 Sep 1968; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KOLESNIKOV, Oleg Alekseyevich (Cyrillic: КОЛЕСНИКОВ, Олег Алексеевич), Russia; DOB 11 Sep 1968; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KOLESNIKOV, Oleg Alekseyevich (Cyrillic: КОЛЕСНИКОВ, Олег Алексеевич), Russia; DOB 11 Sep 1968; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KOLESNIKOV, Oleg Alekseyevich (Cyrillic: КОЛЕСНИКОВ, Олег Алексеевич), Russia; DOB 11 Sep 1968; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KOLESNIKOV, Oleg Alekseyevich (Cyrillic: КОЛЕСНИКОВ, Олег Алексеевич), Russia; DOB 11 Sep 1968; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
KUZNETSOV, Andrey Anatolyevich (Cyrillic: КУЗНЕЦОВ, Андрей Анатольевич), Russia; DOB 05 Mar 1972; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KUZMIN, Mikhail Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: КУЗМИН, Михаил Владимирович), Russia; DOB 05 Aug 1955; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KUZNETSOV, Dmitry Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: КУЗНЕЦОВ, Дмитрий Владимирович), Russia; DOB 05 Mar 1975; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KULIMENKO, Natalya Vasilevna (Cyrillic: КУЛИМЕНКО, Наталья Васильевна), Russia; DOB 09 Aug 1980; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KUSAYKO, Tatyana Alekseyevna (Cyrillic: КУСАЙКО, Татьяна Алексеевна), Russia; DOB 15 Jan 1960; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
NAZAROVA, Natalya Vasilyevna (Cyrillic: НАЗАРОВА, Наталия Васильевна), Russia; DOB 22 Dec 1953; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
NEMKIN, Anton Igorevich (Cyrillic: НЕМКИН, Антон Игоревич), Russia; DOB 22 Aug 1983; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
NILOV, Oleg Anatolyevich (Cyrillic: НИЛОВ, Олег Анатольевич), Russia; DOB 08 May 1962; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
NILOV, Oleg Anatolyevich (Cyrillic: НИЛОВ, Олег Анатольевич), Russia; DOB 08 May 1962; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
NILOV, Oleg Anatolyevich (Cyrillic: НИЛОВ, Олег Анатольевич), Russia; DOB 08 May 1962; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

PILIPENKO, Olga Vasylivna (Cyrillic: ПИЛІПЕНКО, Ольга Васильвна), Russia; DOB 04 Jan 1966; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

PIROG, Dmitry Yuryevich (Cyrillic: ПІРОГ, Дмитро Юрійович), Russia; DOB 27 Jun 1980; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

PIVNEKO, Valentina Nikolayevna (Cyrillic: ПІВНЕНКО, Валентина Ніколаївна), Russia; DOB 14 Jun 1947; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

POLYANYOVA, Nataliya Vladimirivna (Cyrillic: ПОЛЯНЬОВА, Наталія Володимировна), Russia; DOB 11 Mar 1981; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

POLYANOV, Alexei Viktorovich (Cyrillic: ПОЛЯНОВ, Алеексей Вікторович), Russia; DOB 12 Sep 1975; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

POMAREV, Arkady Nikolayevich (Cyrillic: ПОМАРЕНЬОВ, Аркадій Ніколаєвич), Russia; DOB 16 May 1956; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

POROV, Yevgeniy (Cyrillic: ПОРОВ, Євгеній), Russia; DOB 11 Sep 1978; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

PRKOFJEV, Artyom Vacleslavovich (Cyrillic: ПРОКОФЄВ, Артем Валесьлавович), Russia; DOB 31 Dec 1983; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

PROKOFJEV, Alexander Sergeyevich (Cyrillic: ПРОКОФЄВ, Алексей Сергійович), Russia; DOB 05 Aug 1986; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

PRUSAKOVA, Maria Nikolayevna (Cyrillic: ПРУСАКОВА, Марія Ніколаївна), Russia; DOB 04 Sep 1983; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

PTITSYN, Roman Viktorovich (Cyrillic: ПТИЦЬЮН, Роман Вікторович), Russia; DOB 08 Sep 1975; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

PTITSYNA, Yuliya Vladimirovna (Cyrillic: ПТИЦЮНА, Юлія Володимирвна), Russia; DOB 21 Oct 1988; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].
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SARYGLAR, Aydyn Nikolayevich (Cyrillic: САРЫГЛАР, Айдын Николаевич), Russia; DOB 22 Feb 1988; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

SCHCHEGLOV, Nikolay Mikhailovich (Cyrillic: ШЕГЛОВ, Николай Михайлович), Russia; DOB 16 Mar 1960; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

SCHERBAKOV, Alexander Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: ШЕРБАКОВ, Александр Владимирович), Russia; DOB 12 May 1965; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

SCHIPULIN, Anton Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: ШИПУЛИН, Антон Владимирович), Russia; DOB 21 Aug 1987; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

SHCHERBAKOV, Alexander Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: ШШХАРОВ, Михаил Викторович), Russia; DOB 20 Sep 1975; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

SHCHERBAKOV, Alexander Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: ШШХАРОВ, Михаил Викторович), Russia; DOB 20 Sep 1975; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

SHCHERBAKOV, Alexander Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: ШШХАРОВ, Михаил Викторович), Russia; DOB 20 Sep 1975; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

SHCHERBAKOV, Alexander Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: ШШХАРОВ, Михаил Викторович), Russia; DOB 20 Sep 1975; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

SHCHERBAKOV, Alexander Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: ШШХАРОВ, Михаил Викторович), Russia; DOB 20 Sep 1975; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
SMOLIN, Oleg Nikolayevich (Cyrillic: СМОЛИН, Олег Николаевич), Russia; DOB 10 Feb 1952; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SOBOLEV, Viktor Ivanovich (Cyrillic: СОБОЛЕВ, Виктор Иванович), Russia; DOB 23 Feb 1950; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SOLOVEV, Sergey Anatolevich (Cyrillic: СОЛОВЬЕВ, Сергей Анатольевич), Russia; DOB 20 Feb 1961; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SOKOL, Sergey Mikhaylovich (Cyrillic: СОКОЛ, Серге́й Михайлович), Russia; DOB 17 Dec 1970; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SOKOLOV, Yuryevich (Cyrillic: СОКОЛОВ, Юриевич), Russia; DOB 01 May 1961; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SPIRIDONOV, Alexander Yurevich (Cyrillic: СПИРИДОНОВ, Александър Юрьевич), Russia; DOB 28 Apr 1965; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SOLOVEV, Sergey Anatolevich (Cyrillic: СОЛОВЬЕВ, Сергей Анатольевич), Russia; DOB 20 Nov 1983; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

STARSHINOV, Mikhail Yevgenyevich (Cyrillic: СТАРШИНОВ, Михаил Евгеньевич), Russia; DOB 20 Dec 1979; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

STEINAKINA, Ekaterina Petrovna (Cyrillic: СТЕНАКАИНА, Екатерина Петровна), Russia; DOB 04 May 1985; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

TEN, Sergey Yuryevich (Cyrillic: ТЕН, Сергей Юрьевич), Russia; DOB 25 Aug 1976; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

TERENTYEV, Alexander Vasilyevich (Cyrillic: ТЕРЕНТЬЕВ, Александр Васильевич), Russia; DOB 01 Jan 1961; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

TERENTYEV, Mikhail Borisovich (Cyrillic: ТЕРЕНТЬЕВ, Михаил Борисович), Russia; DOB 14 May 1970; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

TERYUSHKOV, Roman Igorevich (Cyrillic: ТЕРУШКОВ, Роман Игоревич), Russia; DOB 20 Dec 1979; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

TETERDINKO, Alexander Pavlovich (Cyrillic: ТЕТЕРДИНКО, Александър Павлович), Russia; DOB 20 Nov 1983; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

TIMCHENKO, Elena Petrovna (Cyrillic: ТИМЧЕНКО, Елена Петровна) (a.k.a. TIMCHENKO, Yelena Petrovna; f.k.a. TIMCHENKO, Elena), Russia; 10 Rampe de Cologny, Geneva 1223, Switzerland; DOB 21 Dec 1955; POB Russia; nationality Russia; alt. nationality Finland; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TIMCHENKO, Gennady Nikolayevich).

TIMCHENKO, Ksenia; f.k.a. TIMTCHENKO, Kseniya (a.k.a. FRANK, Kseniya Gennadevna; a.k.a. FRANK, Ksenia Gennadevna; a.k.a. FRANK, Xeniia; f.k.a. TIMCHENKO, Xenia; f.k.a. TIMCHENKO, Ksenia), Russia; 1 Square Tower Road, Cologny, Switzerland; DOB 25 Sep 1985; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; alt. nationality Finland; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: OOO TRANSOIL).

TIMCHENKO, Natalya (a.k.a. BROWNING, Natalia; a.k.a. BROWNING, Natalya), Russia; South Kensington, United Kingdom; 27 Barkston Gardens, London SW5 0ER, United Kingdom; DOB 11 Nov 1978; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; alt. nationality United Kingdom; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TIMCHENKO, Gennady Nikolayevich).
TIMCHENKO, Xenia (a.k.a. FRANK, Kseniya Gennadevna (Cyrillic: ФРАНК, Ксения Геннадьевна); a.k.a. FRANK, Kseniya Gennadevna; a.k.a. FRANK, Xenija; f.k.a. TIMCHENKO, Kseniya; f.k.a. TIMCHENKO, Xenia), Russia; 1 Square Tower Road, Colongy, Switzerland; DOB 25 Sep 1985; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; alt. nationality Finland; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: OOO TRANSOIL).

TIMCHENKO, Elena Petrovna (a.k.a. TIMCHENKO, Elena). Russia; 10 Rampe de Colongy, Geneva 1223, Switzerland; DOB 21 Dec 1955; POB Russia; nationality Russia; alt. nationality Finland; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TIMCHENKO, Gennady Nikolayevich).

TIMCHENKO, Elena (a.k.a. TIMCHENKO, Elena Petrovna (Cyrillic: ТИМЧЕНКО, Елена Петровна); a.k.a. TIMCHENKO, Elena). Russia; 10 Rampe de Colongy, Geneva 1223, Switzerland; DOB 21 Dec 1955; POB Russia; nationality Russia; alt. nationality Finland; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TIMCHENKO, Gennady Nikolayevich).

TIMCHENKO, Kseniya (a.k.a. FRANK, Ksenia Gennadevna (Cyrillic: ФРАНК, Ксения Геннадьевна); a.k.a. FRANK, Kseniya Gennadevna; a.k.a. FRANK, Xenia; f.k.a. TIMCHENKO, Kseniya; f.k.a. TIMCHENKO, Xenia), Russia; 1 Square Tower Road, Colongy, Switzerland; DOB 25 Sep 1985; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; alt. nationality Finland; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: OOO TRANSOIL).

TRIFONOVA, Andrey Fedorovich (Cyrillic: ТРИФОНОВ, Андрей Фёдорович), Russia; DOB 01 May 1965; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

TSED, Nikolay Grigorevich (Cyrillic: ЦЕД, Николай Григорьевич), Russia; DOB 06 Jan 1959; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

TSUNAEVA, Elena Moiseevna (Cyrillic: ЦУНАЕВА, Елена Моисеевна), Russia; DOB 13 Jan 1969; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

TUMUSOV, Fedot Semenovich (Cyrillic: ТУМУСОВ, Федот Семёнович), Russia; DOB 30 Jun 1955; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

TUROV, Artyom Viktorovich (Cyrillic: ТУРОВ, Артём Викторович), Russia; DOB 01 Mar 1984; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

UTOYASHEVA, Rimma Amirovna (Cyrillic: УТОЯШЕВА, Римма Амировна), Russia; DOB 03 Jan 1952; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

VALEEV, Ernest Abdulovich (Cyrillic: ВАЛЕЕВ, Эрнест Абдулович), Russia; DOB 07 Apr 1950; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

VALEEV, Ernest Abdulovich (Cyrillic: ВАЛЕЕВ, Эрнест Абдулович), Russia; DOB 07 Apr 1950; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

VASILICHUK, Oleg Dorianovich (Cyrillic: ВАСИЛИЧУК, Олег Дорианович), Russia; DOB 14 Sep 1960; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

VASYAXEVA, Elena Moiseevna (Cyrillic: ВАСИЯХЕВА, Елена Моисеевна), Russia; DOB 13 Jan 1969; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

VASYLYEV, Nikolay Ivanovich (Cyrillic: ВАСИЛЬЕВ, Николай Иванович), Russia; DOB 28 Mar 1958; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

VELLER, Alexey Borisovich (Cyrillic: ВЕЛЛЕР, Алексей Борисович), Russia; DOB 09 Jan 1966; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

VEREMEENKO, Sergey Alekseyevich (Cyrillic: ВЕРЕМЕЕНКО, Сергей Алексеевич), Russia; DOB 26 Sep 1955; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

VLASOV, Vasily Maksimovich (Cyrillic: ВЛАСОВ, Василий Максимович), Russia; DOB 27 Jun 1995; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

VODANOV, Roman Mikhailovich (Cyrillic: ВОДАНОВ, Роман Михайлович), Russia; DOB 25 Nov 1982; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

VOLFSON, Ilya Svetoslavovich (Cyrillic: ВОЛЬФСОН, Илья Светославович), Russia; DOB 08 Jun 1981; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

VOROBEV, Andrey Viktorovich (Cyrillic: ВОРОБЁВ, Андрей Викторович), Russia; DOB 24 Jul 1985; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

VORONOCHKY, Anatoly (Cyrillic: ВОРОНОЧКИЙ, Анатолий), Russia; DOB 28 Dec 1966; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

VYBORNY, Anatoly Borisovich (Cyrillic: ВЫБОРНЫЙ, Анатолий Борисович), Russia; DOB 08 Jun 1965; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
Male, Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

WASSERMAN, Anatoly Aleksandrovich (Cyrillic: ВАССЕРМАН, Анатолий Александрович), Russia; DOB 09 Dec 1952; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

YAGAFAROV, Azat Ferdinandovich (Cyrillic: ЯГАФАРОВ, Азат Фердинандович), Russia; DOB 07 May 1985; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

YAKUBOVSKY, Alexander Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: ЯКУБОВСКИЙ, Александр Владимирович), Russia; DOB 07 Aug 1970; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

03/25/22

The following [SDGT] entries have been added to OFAC’s SDN List:

ADAMU, Salihu Yusuf (a.k.a. ADAMU, Salihu Yusuf (Arabic: صاحب يوسف داومو)), Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates; DOB 23 Aug 1990; POB Nigeria; nationality Nigeria; citizen Nigeria; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport A07038778 (Nigeria) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: BOKO HARAM).

ALHASSAN, Ibrahim Ali (Arabic: 아부 Dhabi, United Arab Emirates; DOB 02 Jan 1989; POB Nigeria; nationality Nigeria; citizen Nigeria; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport A06125000 (Nigeria) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: BOKO HARAM).

YUZHERNOY, Anastasy Alexandrovich (Cyrillic: ЮЗНЕРОЙ, Анастасий Александрович), Russia; DOB 19 Nov 1969; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ZHURAVLYEV, Alexey Aleksandrovich (Cyrillic: ЖУРАВЛЕВ, Алексей Александрович), Russia; DOB 30 Jun 1962; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

03/25/22

The following [BURMA-EO14014] entries have been added to OFAC’s SDN List:

ZAKHAROV, Konstantin Yuryevich (Cyrillic: ЗАХАРОВ, Константин Юрьевич), Russia; DOB 31 Mar 1973; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

The following [SDGT] entries have been added to OFAC’s SDN List:

The following [BURMA-EO14014] entries have been added to OFAC’s SDN List:

03/25/22

The following [SDGT] entries have been added to OFAC’s SDN List:

The following [BURMA-EO14014] entries have been added to OFAC’s SDN List:


AGD BANK (a.k.a. ASIA GREEN DEVELOPMENT BANK LIMITED; a.k.a. ASIA GREEN DEVELOPMENT BANK LTD; a.k.a. ASIA GREEN DEVELOPMENT BANK PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED), No. 73/75, Sule Pagoda Road, Pebandan Township, Yangon, Burma; SWIFT/BIC AGDBMMMY; Website
ASUNG, Sitt Thaing (a.k.a. ASUNG, Sit Thaing; a.k.a. ASUNG, Sit Taing (a.k.a. ASUNG, Sit Thaing; a.k.a. ASUNG, Naing Htut, Burma; DOB 27 Jan 1968; nationality Burma; citizen Burma; Gender Male (individual) [BURMA-EO14014].

HEIN, Zaw, Burma; DOB 01 Jan 1974 to 31 Dec 1975; citizen Burma; Gender Male (individual) [BURMA-EO14014].

HTOO GROUP (a.k.a. HTOO GROUP OF COMPANIES; a.k.a. "HCG"), No. 5, Pyay Road, Hlaing Township, Yangon, Burma; Organization Type: Activities of holding companies; Target Type Private Company [BURMA-EO14014] (Linked To: ZA, Tay).

INTERNATIONAL GATEWAYS GROUP OF COMPANIES (a.k.a. HTOO GROUP; a.k.a. "HCG"), No. 5, Pyay Road, Hlaing Township, Yangon, Burma; Organization Type: Activities of holding companies; Target Type Private Company [BURMA-EO14014] (Linked To: ZA, Tay).

INTERNATIONAL GATEWAYS GROUP OF COMPANIES LIMITED, Pyay Road No. 3X, Highland Avenue 6 Ward, 7 Mile, Mayangone Township, Yangon Region, Burma; Organization Type: Activities of holding companies; Target Type Private Company; Registration Number 182733636 (Burma) issued 29 Jun 2011 [BURMA-EO14014] (Linked To: AUNG, Naing Htut).

LIGHT INFANTRY DIVISION 66 (a.k.a. 66TH LIGHT INFANTRY DIVISION; a.k.a. "66 DIVISION"; a.k.a. "LID 66"), Pyay Township, Bago Region, Burma; Target Type Government Entity [BURMA-EO14014].

"66 DIVISION" (a.k.a. 66TH LIGHT INFANTRY DIVISION; a.k.a. LIGHT INFANTRY DIVISION 66; a.k.a. "66 LID"; a.k.a. "DIV. 66"; a.k.a. "LID 66"), Pyay Township, Bago Region, Burma; Target Type Government Entity [BURMA-EO14014].


MCM GROUP (a.k.a. MYANMAR CHEMICAL AND MACHINERY COMPANY LIMITED), No. 566/KA, Yazahtarni Road, Paung Laung 2 Quarter, Pyinmana Township, Naypyitaw, Burma; NO.2, 7 Mile Hill, MG Weik Housing, Mayangone Township, Yangon Region, Burma; Organization Type: Wholesale of other machinery and equipment; Target Type Private Company; Registration Number 100220040 (Burma) issued 10 Feb 2001 [BURMA-EO14014] (Linked To: ZA, Tay).

LID 66; a.k.a. "66 DIVISION"; a.k.a. "LID 66"), Pyay Township, Bago Region, Burma; Target Type Government Entity [BURMA-EO14014].


Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Organization Established Date 2005; National ID No. 10861613201 (Iran);
HOSSEINI, Mohammad Ali (a.k.a. HOSEINI, Mohammad Ali; a.k.a. "HOSEINI, Mohammadali"); a.k.a. "HOSEINI, Mohammad Ali"), Iran; DOB 16 Sep 1969; nationality Iran; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Gender Male; Passport U41608657 (Iran); National ID No. 0579705900 (Iran) (individual) [NPWMD] [IFSR] (Linked To: ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY GUARD CORPS RESEARCH AND SELF-SUFFICIENCY JEHAD ORGANIZATION; Linked To: PARCHIN CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES).

JESTAR SANAT DELIJAN (a.k.a. JESTAR SANAT DELIJAN COMPANY; a.k.a. JESTAR SANAT DELIJAN CO.; a.k.a. JESTAR SANAT DELIJAN COMPANY), No. 9 Shenasa Street, Valiasr Street, Tehran, Iran; Shenasa St., Valiasr St., Tehran, Iran; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Organization Established Date 2005; National ID No. 10861613201 (Iran); Registration Number 1041 (Iran) [NPWMD] [IFSR] (Linked To: HOSSEINI, Mohammad Ali).

JESTAR SANAT DELIJAN COMPANY (a.k.a. GESTAR SANAT DELIJAN COMPANY; a.k.a. GESTAR SANAT DELIJAN COMPANY), No. 9 Shenasa Street, Valiasr Street, Tehran, Iran; Shenasa St., Valiasr St., Tehran, Iran; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Organization Established Date 2005; National ID No. 10861613201 (Iran); Registration Number 1041 (Iran) [NPWMD] [IFSR] (Linked To: HOSSEINI, Mohammad Ali).

P.B. SADR CO. (a.k.a. PARS BANAYE SADR CONSTRUCTION COMPANY; a.k.a. PARS BANAYE SADR INDUSTRIAL CONSTRUCTION COMPANY PJS; a.k.a. PARS BANAYE SADR INDUSTRIES COMPANY; a.k.a. PARS BANAYE SADR CONSTRUCTION COMPANY; a.k.a. "SYFLEX"), Ravanji Industrial Zone, 15km of Tehran Road, Delijan, Iran; No. 9 Shenasa Street, Valiasr Street, Tehran, Iran; Website www.sayehbansepehr.com; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Organization Established Date 2008; National ID No. 10861613180 (Iran); Business Registration Number 1051 (Iran) [NPWMD] [IFSR] (Linked To: HOSSEINI, Mohammad Ali).

SAYEH BAN SEPEHR DELIJAN (a.k.a. SAYEH BAN SEPEHR DELIJAN WATERPROOFING; a.k.a. SAYEH BAN SEPEHR INDUSTRIAL GROUP; a.k.a. SAYEHBAN SEPEHR DELIJAN; a.k.a. SAYEHBAN SEPEHRE DELIJAN COMPANY; a.k.a. "BAMBAN SEPEHR"; a.k.a. "BAMBAN SHARG"; a.k.a. "SYFLEX"), Ravanji Industrial Zone, 15km of Tehran Road, Delijan, Iran; No. 9 Shenasa Street, Valiasr Street, Tehran, Iran; Website www.sayehbansepehr.com; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Organization Established Date 2008; National ID No. 10861613180 (Iran); Business Registration Number 1051 (Iran) [NPWMD] [IFSR] (Linked To: HOSSEINI, Mohammad Ali).
Gender Male; Passport U41608657 (Iran); National ID No. 0579705900 (Iran) (individual) [NPWMD] [IFSR] (Linked To: ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY GUARD CORPS RESEARCH AND SELF-SUFFICIENCY JEHAD ORGANIZATION; Linked To: PARCHIN CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES).

"HOSSEINI, Mohammad Ali" (a.k.a. HOSEINI, Mohammad Ali; a.k.a. HOSEINI, Mohammad Ali), Iran; DOB 16 Sep 1969; nationality Iran; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Gender Male; Passport U41608657 (Iran); National ID No. 0579705900 (Iran) (individual) [NPWMD] [IFSR] (Linked To: ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY GUARD CORPS RESEARCH AND SELF-SUFFICIENCY JEHAD ORGANIZATION; Linked To: PARCHIN CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES).

"PARS BANA SADR" (a.k.a. P.B. SADR CO.; a.k.a. PARS BANAYE SADR CONSTRUCTION COMPANY; a.k.a. PARS BANAYE SADR INDUSTRIAL CONSTRUCTION COMPANY PJS; a.k.a. PARS BANAYE SADR INDUSTRIES COMPANY; a.k.a. PB SADR CONSTRUCTION COMPANY; a.k.a. SHERKATE SANATI OMRANI PARS BANAYE SADR; a.k.a. “PARS BANA SADR”; a.k.a. “PBS CONSTRUCTION COMPANY”), No. 13, 1st Koohestan Ave., Pasdaran Street, Tehran, Iran; No. 17 Koohestan 1, Pasdaran Street, Tehran, Iran; No. 17 Koohestan 1, Pasdaran Street, Tehran 1958833951, Iran; Website www.pars-bana.com; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Organization Established Date 2003 [NPWMD] [IFSR] (Linked To: PARCHIN CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES).

"SYFLEX" (a.k.a. SAYEH BAN SEPEHR DELIJAN CO.; a.k.a. SAYEH BAN SEPEHR DELIJAN WATERPROOFING; a.k.a. SAYEH BAN SEPEHR INDUSTRIAL GROUP; a.k.a. SAYEBHAN SEPEHR DELIJAN; a.k.a. SAYEBHAN SEPEHR DELIJAN WATERPROOFING; a.k.a. SAYEBHAN SEPEHR DELIJAN WATERPROOFING; a.k.a. SAYEBHAN SEPEHR DELIJAN WATERPROOFING; a.k.a. "BAMBA BAN SEPEHR") (a.k.a. "BAMBA SHARG"), Ravanji Industrial Zone, 15km of Tehran Road, Delijan, Iran; No. 9 Shenasa Street, Vali Asr Street, Tehran, Iran; Website www.sayebhanseperh.com; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Organization Established Date 2003 [NPWMD] [IFSR] (Linked To: PARCHIN CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES).

"AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHHESTVO NAUCHNO-ISSLEDOVATELSKIY INSTITUT MOLEKULYARNOI ELEKTRONIKI; a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHHESTVO NAUCHNO-ISSLEDOVATELSKIY INSTITUT MOLEKULYARNOI ELEKTRONIKI; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY NIIME; a.k.a. MOLECULAR ELECTRONICS RESEARCH INSTITUTE, JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. NAUCHNO ISSLEDOVATELSKIY INSTITUT MOLEKULYARNOEI ELEKTRONIKI AO; a.k.a. NIIME, AO), 1st Zapadny Proezd 12/1, Zelenograd 124460, Russia; Website platforms.ru; Tax ID No. 7736588433 (Russia); Address nii@nii-vektor.ru; Email Address nii@nii-vektor.ru; Organization Established Date 1908; Tax ID No. 7813491943 (Russia); Trade License No. 508774658829 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

AO NII VEKTOR (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SCIENTIFIC-RESEARCH INSTITUTE VEKTOR), ul. Akademika Pavlova d. 14-A, Saint Petersburg 197376, Russia; Ul. Kantemirovskaya D. 10, Saint Petersburg 197342, Russia; Website nii-vektor.ru; Email Address nii@nii-vektor.ru; Organization Established Date 1908; Tax ID No. 7813491943 (Russia); Trade License No. 117847020400 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

AO T-PLATFORMS (a.k.a. T-PLATFORMS (Cyrillic: Т-ПЛАТФОРМЫ)), Ul. Krupskoi D.4, Korp.2, Moscow 119311, Russia; Website t-platforms.ru; Tax ID No. 7735684333 (Russia); Trade License No. 508775698984 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ARTAMANOVA, Evgeniya Vladimirovna (a.k.a. BERNINO, Evgeniya Vladimirovna), Malta; Russia; France; Germany; DOB 26 Mar 1974; POB Potsdam, Germany; nationality Russia; alt. nationality Malta; citizen Russia; Gender Female; Passport 1185334 (Malta); alt. Passport 716415548 (Russia); National ID No. 03/31/22

The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHHESTVO NAUCHNO-ISSLEDOVATELSKIY INSTITUT MOLEKULYARNOEI ELEKTRONIKI (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHHESTVO NAUCHNO-ISSLEDOVATELSKIY INSTITUT MOLEKULYARNOEI ELEKTRONIKI; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY NIIME; a.k.a. MOLECULAR ELECTRONICS RESEARCH INSTITUTE, JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. NAUCHNO ISSLEDOVATELSKIY INSTITUT MOLEKULYARNOEI ELEKTRONIKI AO; a.k.a. NIIME, AO), 1st Zapadny Proezd 12/1, Zelenograd 124460, Russia; Russia; Organization Established Date 03 Sep 1964; Tax ID No. 7735579027 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 92611467 (Russia); Register Number 1117746568829 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHHESTVO NAUCHNO-ISSLEDOVATELSKIY INSTITUT MOLEKULYARNOEI ELEKTRONIKI (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHHESTVO NAUCHNO-ISSLEDOVATELSKIY INSTITUT MOLEKULYARNOEI ELEKTRONIKI; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY NIIME; a.k.a. MOLECULAR ELECTRONICS RESEARCH INSTITUTE, JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. NAUCHNO ISSLEDOVATELSKIY INSTITUT MOLEKULYARNOEI ELEKTRONIKI AO; a.k.a. NIIME, AO), 1st Zapadny Proezd 12/1, Zelenograd 124460, Russia; Russia; Organization Established Date 03 Sep 1964; Tax ID No. 7735579027 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 92611467 (Russia); Register Number 1117746568829 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
ERSHOV, Sergei Aleksandrovich (a.k.a. ERSHEV, Сергей Александрович), Russia; DOB 16 Oct 1952; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 50260180086 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] ( Linked To: OOO SERNIYA INZHINIRING; Linked To: MAJORY LLP).

BERNOVA, Evgeniya Vladimirovna (a.k.a. BERNова, Евгений Владимирович), Russia; DOB 15 Jul 1983; POB Kurchatov, Russia; nationality Russia; citizen Russia; Gender Female; Tax ID No. 504603132375 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] ( Linked To: MAJORY LLP; Linked To: MAJORY LLP).

ARTAMONOVA, Evgeniya Vladimirovna, Malta; Russia; France; Germany; DOB 26 Mar 1974; POB Potsdam, Germany; nationality Russia; citizen Russia; Gender Female; Passport No. 1185334 (Malta);_alt. Passport No. 754582022 (Russia); National ID No. 550305192743 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] ( Linked To: OOO SERNIYA INZHINIRING; Linked To: PHOTON PRO LLP).

GRININ, Evgeniy Aleksandrovich (Cyrillic: ГРИНИН, Евгений Александрович), Russia; DOB 15 Apr 1978; Gender Male; National ID No. 253010535001 (United Kingdom); Tax ID No. 550305192743 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] ( Linked To: OOO SERNIYA INZHINIRING; Linked To: PHOTON PRO LLP).

VENERA SVR 9022, Malta; Cl, Depiro Point, Depiro Street, Sliema SLM 2033, Malta; Address nii@nii-vektor.ru; Organization Established Date 09 Mar 2015; Tax ID No. 7735007358 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 07589295 (United Kingdom); Registration Number 1027700073466 (United Kingdom); Website nii-vektor.ru; Email Address nii@nii-vektor.ru; Organization Established Date 1908; Tax ID No. 7813491943 (Russia); Trade License No. 1117847020400 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

CHAMPION WAY PTE LTD (a.k.a. ALEXSONG PTE LTD), Albert Street 60 #10-40, City-Beach, Singapore 189969, Singapore; Registration Number 199104462G (Singapore) [RUSSIA-E014024].

RESEARCH INSTITUTE VEKTOR (a.k.a. AO NII MOLEKULYARNII ELEKTRONIKI I ZAVOD MIKRON), 1st Zapadny Proezd 12/1, Zelenograd 124460, Russia; d. 6 str. 1, ul. Akademika Valieva, Zelenograd, Moscow 124460, Russia; Organization Established Date 13 Jan 1994; Tax ID No. 7735007358 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 07589295 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700073466 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

PLANTA 2 Despacho 9, Barcelona 08037, Spain; Organization Established Date 09 Mar 2016; C.I.F. B66732785 (Spain); Registration Number HB 483203 (Spain) [RUSSIA-E014024] ( Linked To: OOO SERNIYA INZHINIRING).

INVENTION BRIDGE SL, Calle Provenca 281, Planta 2 Despacho 9, Barcelona 08037, Spain; Organization Established Date 25 Jun 2019; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 56470317775 (Spain); Organization Established Date 10 Sep 1986; Tax ID No. 7735579027 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 92611467 (Russia); Registration Number 1117746568829 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JOIN STOCK COMPANY SCIENTIFIC-RESEARCH INSTITUTE VEKTOR (a.k.a. AO NII MOLEKULYARNII ELEKTRONIKI I ZAVOD MIKRON), 1st Zapadny Proezd 12/1, Zelenograd 124460, Russia; d. 6 str. 1, ul. Akademika Valieva, Zelenograd, Moscow 124460, Russia; Organization Established Date 03 Sep 1964; Tax ID No. 7735579027 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 92611467 (Russia); Registration Number 1117746568829 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].
OOO SERTAL (Cyrillic: ООО СЕРТАЛ), Ul. Yablashkova D. 21 Korpus 3, Et 3 Pom VIII Kom 11, Moscow 127322, Russia; P.O. Box 708, Moscow 119330, Russia; Tax ID No. 9715216050 (Russia); Registration Number 1157746840569 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NII MOLEKULYARNOY ELEKTRONIKI I ZAVOD MIKRON (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY MIKRON; a.k.a. MIKRON JSC; f.k.a. NII MOLEKULYARNOY ELEKTRONIKI I ZAVOD MIKRON; f.k.a. NIIME AND MIKRON; a.k.a. PJSC MIKRON; a.k.a. PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO MIKRON), 1st Zapadny Proezd 12/1, Zelenograd 124460, Russia; d. 6 str. 1, ul. Akademika Valieva, Zelenograd, Moscow 124460, Russia; Organization Established Date 13 Jan 1994; Tax ID No. 7735007358 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 07589295 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700073466 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

ROBIN TRADE LIMITED (a.k.a. OOO ROBIN TREID (Cyrillic: ООО РОБИН ТРЕЙД)), Ul. Yablashkova D. 21 Korpus 3, Et 3 Pom VIII, Moscow 127322, Russia; Organization Established Date 19 May 2016; Tax ID No. 9715259583 (Russia); Registration Number 116774640153 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

PHOTON PRO LLP, 25 City Road Spaces City Road, Ewpath House, Office 320, London EC1Y 1AA, United Kingdom; Suite 3.15 One Fetter Lane, London EC4A 1BR, United Kingdom; Organization Established Date 04 Dec 2018; Company Number OC425116 (United Kingdom) [RUSSIA-E014024].

YERSHOV, Sergey Aleksandrovich (Cyrillic: ЕРШОВ, Сергей Александрович) (a.k.a. ERSHEV, Sergey Aleksandrovich), Russia; DOB 16 Oct 1952; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 502601808086 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: OOO SERNIYA INZHINIRING; Linked To: OOO SERTAL).

ZAKHAROV, Andrey Georgiyevich (Cyrillic: ЗАХАРОВ, Андрей Георгиевич), Russia; DOB 08 Jan 1969; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 771609756695 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: OOO SERNIYA INZHINIRING).
The following [NPWMD] entries have been added
- 04/01/22
LLC OZON BANK (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY OZON BANK) has been removed:
The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:
QUANTLOG OY, Kalevankatu 20, Helsinki 00100, Finland; Tax ID No. 3160340-2 (Finland) [CYBER2] (Linked To: KOVALEVSKIJ, Nikita
MALEVANY, Konstantin Vasilyevich (Cyrillic: МАЛЕВАННЫЙ, Константин Васильевич), Moscow, Russia; DOB 08 Jan 1971; POB Vlasikha Village, Moscow Region, Russia; nationality Russia; citizen Russia; Gender Male; National ID No. 4515428051 (Russia) (individual) [CAATSA - RUSSIA] (Linked To: STATE RESEARCH CENTER OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION FGUP CENTRAL SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF CHEMISTRY AND MECHANICS).

The following [CYBER2] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:
THE OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL (a.k.a. OZON BANK), 3rd Floor, Olimpiyskiy Prospekt 14, Moscow, Russia; Tax ID No. 7750005771 (Russia); Registration Number 1137711000020 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been removed:
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY OZON BANK (a.k.a. LLC OZON BANK), 3rd Floor, Olimpiyskiy Prospekt 14, Moscow 129090, Russia; Website bank.ozon.ru; Tax ID No. 7750005771 (Russia); Registration Number 1137711000020 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SOVCOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

The following [NPWMD] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:
HAPJANGGANG TRADING CORPORATION (Korean: 한장강무역회사), Korea, North; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise [NPWMD] (Linked To: MINISTRY OF ROCKET INDUSTRY).
KOREA ROUNSAN TRADING CORPORATION, Korea, North; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise [NPWMD] (Linked To: MINISTRY OF ROCKET INDUSTRY).
KOREA SUNGRISAN TRADING CORPORATION (a.k.a. SUNGNISAN TRADING CORPORATION) (Korean: 조선승리무역회사), Chungsong 2-dong, Nangnang District, Pyongyang, Korea, North; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise [NPWMD] (Linked To: MINISTRY OF ROCKET INDUSTRY).

MINISTRY OF ROCKET INDUSTRY (Korean: 로켓공업부) (a.k.a. ROCKET INDUSTRY DEPARTMENT), Pyongyang, Korea, North; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise [NPWMD] (Linked To: MINISTRY OF ROCKET INDUSTRY).
ROCKET INDUSTRY DEPARTMENT (Korean: 로켓공업부), Pyongyang, Korea, North; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise [NPWMD] (Linked To: MINISTRY OF ROCKET INDUSTRY).

The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:
GARANTEX EUROPE OÜ (Latin: GARANTEX EUROPE OÜ), Harju maakond, Kesklinna linnaosa, J., Poska tn 51a/1-3, Tallinn 10150, Estonia; Harju maakond, Lasnaamae linnaosa, Peterburi tee 47, Tallinn 11415, Estonia; Moscow, Russia; St. Petersburg, Russia;
The following [CYBER2] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

HYDRA MARKET (a.k.a. HYDRA MARKETPLACE; a.k.a. "HYDRA"), Russia; Commonwealth of Independent States; Website http://hydram6esdjf6otepmr5c3vjyndsoddz22afp.xn--hbbjznwb5ln2c6op7ad.onion/; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

Digital Currency Address - XBT
13LQO1qzX7P9qgQfHnOv666j6EhzGQz; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1C1Gaq5CA0unbm9QG4qMfoY7Qo4VtUnMLJQV; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3Kp8Qc5z7yvDeoQxt5R5SsknEi5x7A4Q3; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
331TS6Dasyw7y1UCRABy8unbsP87218; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1NvJm3j3JfEENyNqxsW5BQKvhLxqjChLdJ; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1Ljiciqa74n8pnmA0XRLLqO7UTHFpzbXH; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
175BUqf8UC1uoG11TRKtaCau4UvJDucw2; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1Apncq9g3b3wtUIj12V116v49zn9g3l3; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1BCWmwpR4M11yuUuFez8mbznWnuwGfo9Zab; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
18FCgAf0yNKhuaXKBeKu7QkCywU872cje; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1QhxyuGRMhBtPNJvK4dV9hwx45shWIMWb; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1GntFy5qFis5MaFrsZfgdrg2k7x5taxAhVd8; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1bc0uyqCj68c84q9jgie5j2dnhfavo0fu6j60s6fs57p; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
6e5enrK0Tq0i5u53w; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
16p2U7TzwXlyK5bTHNVJdy01D3E0qGsz2F; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1Crrwrq07soSp7t445KXyKzeL2HJDps7y; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1He61bewxHsd2WwzWy9FqqyZicBzGErNW; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1D3GuaS3lekQWbdW9j9FQNoNrdtjs3gLxZ; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1PWRRkk5RUA7CzdPqgj1t6eGW01i9zZs4; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1De17qzzywBdXNkYNpmH7hso3u9koDG4; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3KqQ3hX6eFy1BTFs6dvdxHzmwyZywLrQh; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1LKE3Xa9b6F7JigtC19eGk15GW0mxZw; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1Mtsqsm2nx2JCWmCw71Tf3qD93D0VBV; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1KaaKJuqzKw7F7cmhJ1KAZGFX93O4685m8; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1Ge8jod2Ch2hIeU7D3Mo6Hf6ak6XrcT9kf; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
bc1qmpolp3gkq19g4x3gyevmhh9y2zhk732u; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1Ge8jod2Ch2hIeU7D3Mo6Hf6ak6XrcT9kf; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
bc1qmpolp3gkq19g4x3gyevmhh9y2zhk732u; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1Neu0Lny5to9asV5M3YynzgcL7GeC; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1H8einaTuMCtNcyUgClUmVzC2tdimSi9Q; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
19FzqHb6DWhSPb9muJ3seugFYoisesxzw; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3DLQgN7hswWXXsp9exuuCmMNXwFLFkQswWz2; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1PXWxpYzZCpR9pL9q7AfMDkhFAGzVUE; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1Q4PjH2aB3a3Erjxzqa4ZjP5f6dGf4Jk; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1PFy0FS2zS6w7WdVdboZa7PcsgqGMBzf; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
162SAeRYpPsQ3D94fN6s20x9YJ6e8myx6T; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1t9tqZfln6kmMezv44d8k0p05jlmxe6wchv3z4c7gs; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3QvOyH4u3t78WChAeJvihB36ma2431y; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1FFS6p1X1TKCTvX868mbtk2yIon1q84BkYK; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1Dppp1ty1MmNvqEyDygyd1wtwc6mcmvPjRdSk; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3AjlWudK5mcGUS9smK6eADyJw3z086r; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1E1MupBPqNCa3ceecedorH1Si5zynhnbTmv; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3CCm5L5q5yKka4F1VDWC2SBErEiWrnSRD; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1MQBDeRsUJb71KVGJLPW6L6GJXmfnLg; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
1Mtrb7ZrnTlijP7EKeV8974cTqyswTmTP2M; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
36yS7FL7w7feLrlg1TY26wzvVarTim7AcC; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3AUY365tnf79dpkFK9e8WwEp8H196t; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
148LRkmy23TF32GFe4z1gJqF66rAsawcz5iu9E; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
16EKTes8ahDoxwsqiczs2SNLUG3DHatW; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
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BPS SBERBANK OJSC (a.k.a. BPS-SBERBANK AUKCION LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (a.k.a. OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 100219673 (Belarus); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1027739664260 (Russia); Tax ID No. 6452010742 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

AUKCION LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. LLC AUKCION; a.k.a. OGRANICHENNOE OTVETSTVENNOSTU AUKTSION), d.14 shosse Entuziastov, Moscow 111024, Russia; Room 12, room IB, ground floor, 32 Leninsky Ave, Moscow, Russia; Website www.aukcion-sbrf.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Registration ID 1027700256297 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

 Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 100219673 (Belarus); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY BPS-SBERBANK (Cyrillic: ОТКРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО СБЕР БАНК); a.k.a. SBER BANK), 6 Mulyavina Boulevard, Minsk 220005, Belarus; SWIFT/BIC BPSBRY2X; Website www.sber-bank.by; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 100219673 (Belarus); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

CETELEM BANK LLC (Cyrillic: СЕТЕЛЕМ БАНК ООО) (a.k.a. SETELEM BANK LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; f.k.a. KOMMERCHESKI BANK UKRSIBBANK OGRANICHENNOE OTVETSTVENNOSTU; a.k.a. SETELEM BANK OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU; a.k.a. SETELEM BANK OOO), 26 ul. Pravdy, Moscow 125124, Russia (Cyrillic: д. 26, ул. Правды, г. Москва 125124, Россия); SWIFT/BIC CETBRRMU; Website www.setelem.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1027739664260 (Russia); Tax ID No. 6452010742 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

NEGOSUDARSTVENNYY PENSIONNY FOND
JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL SAVINGS BANK OF THE RUSSIAN SOVIET FEDERATIVE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC (f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL SAVINGS BANK OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. OJSC SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; f.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; f.k.a. ОТКРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО СБЕРБАНК РОССИИ; a.k.a. PJSC SBERBANK (Cyrillic: ПАО СБЕРБАНК); a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA (Cyrillic: ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО СБЕРБАНК РОССИИ); f.k.a. SBERBANK OF RSFSR; a.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; f.k.a. SBERBANK ROSSII; f.k.a. SBERBANK ROSSI OAO), 19 ul. Vavilova, Moscow 117312, Russia (Cyrillic: ул. Вавилова, д. 19, Москва 117312, Россия); SWIFT/BIC SABRUMM; Website www.sberbank.ru; alt. Website www.sberbank.com; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 10277700132195 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7707038393 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNE TOVARYSTVO SBERBANK; a.k.a. JSC SBERBANK; a.k.a. JSC SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; a.k.a. PUBLICHNE AKTSIONERNE TOVARYSTVO DOCHIRNI BANK SBERBANKU ROSII; f.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA SUBSIDIARY BANK PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA SUBSIDIARY BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 46 Volodymyrska street, Kyiv 01601, Ukraine; 46 Vladimirskaya St, Kyiv 01601, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC SABRUAUK; Website www.sberbank.ua; alt. Website sbfr.com.ua; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 25959784 (Ukraine); Tax ID No. 26070344 (Ukraine); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK LEASING (a.k.a. CJSC SBERBANK LEASING; f.k.a. RUSSKO-GERMANSKAYA LIZINGOVAYA KOMPANIYA ZAO; a.k.a. SBERBANK LEASING JSC; a.k.a. SBERBANK LEASING ZAO; a.k.a. SBERBANK LIZING ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO), 46 Volodymyrska street, Kyiv 01601, Ukraine; 46 Vladimirskaya St, Kyiv 01601, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC SABRUAUK; Website www.sberbank.ua; alt. Website sbfr.com.ua; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 25959784 (Ukraine); Tax ID No. 259597826652 (Ukraine); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK AUTOMATED TRADE SYSTEM (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK-AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR TRADING; a.k.a. JSC SBERBANK-AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR TRADING; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AST ZAO; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AUTOMATED TRADING SYSTEM CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SBERBANK AVMATIZIROVANNAYA SYSTE (TORGO), d. 24 str. 2 ul. Novoslobodskaya, Moscow 127055, Russia; 12 B. Savvinsky Lane, building 9, floor 1, office 1, room 1, Moscow 119435, Russia; Website www.sberbank-ast.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1027739000728 (Russia); Tax ID No. 770709586 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK PRIVATE PENSION FUND (a.k.a. CJSC NON-STATE PENSION FUND OF SBERBANK; f.k.a. NE Gosudarstvenny Pensionny Fond Sberbanka; a.k.a. NPF Sberbanka ZAO;
a.k.a. SBERBANK PPF JSC; a.k.a. SBERBANK PRIVATE PENSION FUND CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NEGOSUDARSTVENNY PENSIONNY FOND SBERBANKA), d. 31 G ul. Shabolovka, Moscow 115162, Russia; Website www.npsfsberbanka.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 115162, Russia; Website www.sberbank-ast.ru; Moscow 127055, Russia; 12 B. Savvinsky Lane, TORGOV), d. 24 str. 2 ul. Novoslobodskaya, 7725352740 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

JSC SBERBANK (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNE TOVARYSTVO SBERBANK; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK; a.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; a.k.a. PUBLICHNE AKTSIONERNE TOVARYSTVO DOCHIRNII BANK SBERBANKU ROSII; f.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA SUBSIDIARY BANK PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA SUBSIDIARY BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. SUBSIDIARY BANK SBERBANK OF RUSSIA PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 46 Volodymyrska street, Kyiv 01601, Ukraine; 46 Vladimirovskaya St, Kyiv 01601, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC SABRAUK; Website www.sberbank.ua; alt. Website sbfr.com.ua; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 2595978974 (Ukraine); Tax ID No. 259597826652 (Ukraine); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

JSC SBERBANK-AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR TRADING (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK AUTOMATED TRADE SYSTEM; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR TRADING; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AST JSC; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AST ZAO; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AUTOMATED TRADING SYSTEM CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SBERBANK AVTOMATIZIROVANNAYA SISTEMA TORGOV), d. 24 str. 2 ul. Novoslobodskaya, Moscow 127055, Russia; 12 B. Savvinsky Lane, building 9, floor 1, office 1, room 1, Moscow 119435, Russia; Website www.sberbank-ast.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 102770700441 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7707308480 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

JSC SBERBANK OF RUSSIA (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNE TOVARYSTVO SBERBANK; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK; a.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; a.k.a. PUBLICHNE AKTSIONERNE TOVARYSTVO DOCHIRNII BANK SBERBANKU ROSII; f.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA SUBSIDIARY BANK PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA SUBSIDIARY BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. SUBSIDIARY BANK SBERBANK OF RUSSIA PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 46 Volodymyrska street, Kyiv 01601, Ukraine; 46 Vladimirovskaya St, Kyiv 01601, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC SABRAUK; Website www.sberbank.ua; alt. Website sbfr.com.ua; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 2595978974 (Ukraine); Tax ID No. 259597826652 (Ukraine); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

KOMMERCHESKI BANK UKRSIBBANK OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHEMNOI
OTVETSTVENNOSTYU (a.k.a. CETELEM BANK LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. CETELEM BANK LLC (Cyrillic: CETELEM БАНК ООО); a.k.a. SETELEM BANK LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ СЕТЕЛЕМ БАНК); a.k.a. SETELEM BANK OBGOSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU OTVETSTVENNOSTYU; a.k.a. SETELEM BANK ООО), 26 ul. Pravyd, Moscow 125124, Russia (Cyrillic: ул. Правды, д. 26, г. Москва 125124, Россия); SWIFT/BIC CETBRUUM; Website www.setelem.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1087746887687 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7736551290 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/russian.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK CAPITAL (a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNO OTVETSTVENNOSTYU SBERBANK CAPITAL; a.k.a. SBERBANK CAPITAL LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. SBERBANK CAPITAL LLC; a.k.a. SBERBANK КАПИТАЛ ООО), d.19 ul. Vavilova, Moscow 125124, Russia (Cyrillic: d. 19 ул. Вавилова, г. Москва 125124, Россия); SWIFT/BIC CETBRUUM; Website www.sberbank.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1027739664260 (Russia); Tax ID No. 6452010742 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/russian.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK INSURANCE BROKER (a.k.a. LLC INSURANCE BROKER OF SBERBANK; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNO OTVETSTVENNOSTYU STRAKHOVOI BROKER SBERBANKA; a.k.a. SBERBANK INSURANCE BROKER LLC), d.29/16 per. Sivtsev Vrazhek, Moscow 110002, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1107746399003 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7736617998 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/russian.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK INVESTMENTS (a.k.a. LLC SBERBANK INVESTMENTS LLC; a.k.a. SBERBANK INVESTMENTS ООО), d.1251 Odintsovo, Moscow Region 143022, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 5039441 (Russia); Registration Number 77053200765 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/russian.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

LLC AUKCION (a.k.a. AUCTION LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. AUCTION LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. AUCTION LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. AUCTION AUKTSION OOO; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNO OTVETSTVENNOSTYU AUKTSION), d.14 shosse Entuziastov, Moscow 111024, Russia; Room 12, room IB, ground floor, 32 Leninsky Ave, Moscow, Russia; Website www.aukcion-sbrf.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Registration ID 1027700256207 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/russian.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK INSURANCE BROKER (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK INSURANCE BROKER; a.k.a. LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK INSURANCE BROKER; a.k.a. LTD SBERBANK INSURANCE BROKER; a.k.a. LL SBERBANK INSURANCE BROKER; a.k.a. SBERBANK INSURANCE BROKER LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. SBERBANK INSURANCE BROKER OOO), d.19 ul. Vavilova, Moscow 125124, Russia (Cyrillic: ул. Вавилова, г. Москва 125124, Россия); SWIFT/BIC CETBRUUM; Website www.sberbank.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7706810730 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/russian.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
LLC INSURANCE COMPANY SBERBANK; a.k.a. SBERBANK INSURANCE BROKER LLC, 42 Bolshaya Yakimanka St., b. 1-2, office 206, Moscow 119049, Russia; 1 Vasilyev Kozhinoy Street, building 1, floor 11, room 30, Moscow 121096, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#:directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

LLC INSURANCE COMPANY SBERBANK; a.k.a. SBERBANK INSURANCE BROKER LLC, 42 Bolshaya Yakimanka St., b. 1-2, office 206, Moscow 119049, Russia; 1 Vasilyev Kozhinoy Street, building 1, floor 11, room 30, Moscow 121096, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#:directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

LEGEND FOR SDC IDENTIFIERS:

- **Executive Order 14024** (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA)
111024, Russia; Room 12, room IB, ground floor, 32 Leninisky Ave, Moscow, Russia; Website www.aukcion-sbrf.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Registration ID 1027700256297 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU FINANSOVAYA KOMPANIYA SBERBANKA (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK FINANCIAL COMPANY; a.k.a. LLC SBERBANK FINANCIAL COMPANY; a.k.a. SBERBANK FINANCE COMPANY LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. SBERBANK FINANCE LLC; a.k.a. SBERBANK-FINANCE; a.k.a. SBERBANK-FINANS OOO), d. 29/16 per. Svitsev Vrazhek, Moscow 119002, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1107746399903 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7736581290 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU STRAKHOVAYA KOMPANIYA SBERBANKA SBERBANK STRAKHOVANIE (a.k.a. SK SBERBANK STRAHOVANIE LLC; a.k.a. SBERBANK STRAHOVANIE OOO SK; a.k.a. SBERBANK STRAHOVANIE LLC; a.k.a. SBERBANK STRAHOVANIE; a.k.a. SBERBANK STRAHOVANIE OOO LLC; a.k.a. SBERBANK STRAHOVANIE OOO Sberbank; a.k.a. SBERBANK STRAHOVANIE BROKER LLC), 42 Bolshaya Yakimanka St., b. 1-2, office 209, Moscow 119049, Russia; 7 ul. Pavlovskaya, Moscow, Russia; 3 Poklonnaya Street, building 1, floor 1, office 3, Moscow 121170, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1147746683479 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7706810747 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU STRAKHOVAYA KOMPANIYA SBERBANKA SBERBANK STRAKHOVANIE BROKER SBERBANKA (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK INSURANCE BROKER; a.k.a. LLC INSURANCE BROKER OF SBERBANK; a.k.a. OOO STRAKHOVOI BROKER SBERBANK; a.k.a. SBERBANK INSURANCE BROKER LLC), 42 Bolshaya Yakimanka St., b. 1-2, office 206, Moscow 119049, Russia; 1 Vasilyly Kozhinoi Street, building 1, floor 11, room 30, Moscow 121096, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information -
For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1147746883468 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7707083893 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700132195 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

OOO STRAKHOVOI BROKER SBERBANKA
(a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK INSURANCE BROKER; a.k.a. LLC INSURANCE BROKER OF SBERBANK; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU STRAKHOVOI BROKER SBERBANKA; a.k.a. SBERBANK INSURANCE BROKER LLC), 42 Bolshaya Yakimanka St., b. 1-2, office 206, Moscow 119049, Russia; 1 Vasilisy Kozhinoy Street, building 1, floor 11, room 30, Moscow 121096, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1147746883468 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7707083893 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700132195 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA (f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL SAVINGS BANK OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL SAVINGS BANK OF THE RUSSIAN SOVIET FEDERATIVE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC; f.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; f.k.a. Otkrytoe Aktsionernoe OBSHCHESTVO SBERBANK ROSSII; a.k.a. PJSC SBERBANK (Cyrillic: ПАО СБЕРБАНК); a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA (Cyrillic: Публичное акционерное общество Сбербанк России); f.k.a. SBERBANK OAO (Cyrillic: Сбербанк ОАО), 19 ul. Vavilova, Moscow 117312, Russia (Cyrillic: ул. Вавилова, д. 19, Москва 117312, Россия); SWIFT/BIC SABRRUMM; Website www.sberbank.ru; alt. Website www.sberbank.com; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1147746883468 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7707083893 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700132195 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA (f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL SAVINGS BANK OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL SAVINGS BANK OF THE RUSSIAN SOVIET FEDERATIVE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC; f.k.a. OJSC SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; f.k.a. Otkrytoe Aktsionernoe OBSHCHESTVO SBERBANK ROSSII; a.k.a. PJSC SBERBANK (Cyrillic: ПАО СБЕРБАНК); a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA (Cyrillic: Публичное акционерное общество Сбербанк России); f.k.a. SBERBANK OAO (Cyrillic: Сбербанк ОАО), 19 ul. Vavilova, Moscow 117312, Russia (Cyrillic: ул. Вавилова, д. 19, Москва 117312, Россия); SWIFT/BIC SABRRUMM; Website www.sberbank.ru; alt. Website www.sberbank.com; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 100219673 (Belarus); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
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2022; Tax ID No. 7707083893 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700132195 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

PJSC SBERBANK (Cyrillic: ПАО СБЕРБАНК) (f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL SAVINGS BANK OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL SAVINGS BANK OF THE RUSSIAN SOVIET FEDERATIVE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC; f.k.a. OJSC SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; f.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; f.k.a. ОТКРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО СБЕРБАНК РОССИИ); f.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; f.k.a. SBERBANK ROSSII; f.k.a. SBERBANK ROSSII OAO), 19 ul. Vavilova, Moscow 117312, Russia (Cyrillic: ул. Вавилова, д. 19, Москва 117312, Россия); SWIFT/BIC SABBRRUM; Website www.sberbank.com; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information Subject to Directive 3 - All transactions in, provision of financing for, and other dealings in new debt of longer than 14 days maturity or new equity where such new debt or new equity is issued on or after the 'Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive)' associated with this name are prohibited.; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 26 Mar 2022; Tax Id No. 7707083893 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700132195 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA (Cyrillic: ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО СБЕРБАНК РОССИИ) (f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL SAVINGS BANK OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL SAVINGS BANK OF THE RUSSIAN SOVIET FEDERATIVE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC; f.k.a. OJSC SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; f.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; f.k.a. ОТКРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО СБЕРБАНК РОССИИ); f.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; f.k.a. SBERBANK ROSSII; f.k.a. SBERBANK ROSSII OAO), 19 ul. Vavilova, Moscow 117312, Russia (Cyrillic: ул. Вавилова, д. 19, Москва 117312, Россия); SWIFT/BIC SABBRRUM; Website www.sberbank.com; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information Subject to Directive 3 - All transactions in, provision of financing for, and other dealings in new debt of longer than 14 days maturity or new equity where such new debt or new equity is issued on or after the 'Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive)' associated with this name are prohibited.; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 26 Mar 2022; Tax Id No. 7707083893 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700132195 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA (Cyrillic: ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО СБЕРБАНК РОССИИ) (f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL SAVINGS BANK OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL SAVINGS BANK OF THE RUSSIAN SOVIET FEDERATIVE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC; f.k.a. OJSC SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; f.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; f.k.a. ОТКРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО СБЕРБАНК РОССИИ); f.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; f.k.a. SBERBANK ROSSII; f.k.a. SBERBANK ROSSII OAO), 19 ul. Vavilova, Moscow 117312, Russia (Cyrillic: ул. Вавилова, д. 19, Москва 117312, Россия); SWIFT/BIC SABBRRUM; Website www.sberbank.com; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information Subject to Directive 3 - All transactions in, provision of financing for, and other dealings in new debt of longer than 14 days maturity or new equity where such new debt or new equity is issued on or after the 'Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive)' associated with this name are prohibited.; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 26 Mar 2022; Tax Id No. 7707083893 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700132195 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

PUBLICHNE AKTSIONERNE TOVARYSTVO DOCHIRNII BANK SBERBANKU ROSII (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNE TOVARYSTVO SBERBANK; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK; a.k.a. JSC SBERBANK; a.k.a. JSC SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; f.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA SUBSIDIARY BANK PRIVATE JOINT STOCK
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COMPANY; a.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA SUBSIDIARY BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. SUBSIDIARY BANK SBERBANK OF RUSSIA PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 46 Volodymyrska street, Kyiv 01601, Ukraine; 46 Vladimirskaya St, Kyiv 01601, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC SABRUAUK; Website www.sberbank.ua; alt. Website sbrf.com.ua; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 25595784 (Ukraine); Tax ID No. 25597826652 (Ukraine); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

RUSSKO-GERMANSKAYA LIZINGOVAYA KOMPANIYA ZAO (a.k.a. CJSC SBERBANK LEASING; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK LEASING; a.k.a. SBERBANK LEASING JSC; a.k.a. SBERBANK LEASING; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK KAPITAL; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU SBERBANK KAPITAL; a.k.a. SBERBANK CAPITAL LLC; a.k.a. SBERBANK LEASING ZAO; a.k.a. SBERBANK LIZING ZAKRKYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO), Novoivanovskoe workers settlement, Otidotovo, Moscow Region 143026, Russia; 6 Vorobievoe skoshe, Moscow 119285, Russia; Website www.sberleasing.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1027739000728 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7707009586 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

SBER BANK (a.k.a. BPS SBERBANK OJSC; a.k.a. BPS-SBERBANK OAO (Cyrillic: OAO СБЕР САХ); a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY BPS-SBERBANK (Cyrillic: ОТКРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО СБЕР САХ)), 6 Mulyavina Boulevard, Minsk 220005, Belarus; SWIFT/BIC BPSBYY2X; Website www.sber-bank.by; alt. Website www.bps-sberbank.by; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 100219673 (Belarus); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

SBERBANK CAPITAL LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK CAPITAL; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU SBERBANK CAPITAL; a.k.a. SBERBANK CAPITAL LLC; a.k.a. SBERBANK KAPITAL OOO), d.19 ul. Vavilova, Moscow 117997, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1087746887678 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7736581290 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
a.k.a. SBERBANK CAPITAL LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. SBERBANK CAPITAL OOO),
d.19 ul. Vavilova, Moscow 117997, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination -
Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information
on directives, please visit the following link:
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-
information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024
1107746399903 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7736617998 (Russia); For more information on
directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives
[UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK
COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

SBERBANK EUROPE AG, Schwarzenbergplatz 3, Vienna 1010, Austria; SWIFT/BIC:
SABRATWW; Website www.sberbank.at;
Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination -
Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information
on directives, please visit the following link:
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-
information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024
ATU55795009 (Austria); Registration Number FN 161285 i (Austria); For more information on
directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives
[UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK
COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

SBERBANK FINANCE COMPANY LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY
COMPANY SBERBANK FINANCIAL COMPANY; a.k.a. LLC SBERBANK FINANCIAL
COMPANY; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNO OVTETSTVVENSTU
FINANSOVAYA KOMPANIYA SBERBANK; a.k.a. SBERBANK FINANCE LLC; a.k.a.
SBERBANK-FINANCE; a.k.a. SBERBANK-FINANS OOO), d. 29/16 per. Sivtsev Vrazhek,
Moscow 119002, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1;
Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit
the following link:
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-
information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024
1107746399903 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7736617998 (Russia); For more information on
directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives
[UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK
COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

SBERBANK INSURANCE BROKER LLC (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK
INSURANCE BROKER; a.k.a. LLC INSURANCE BROKER SBERBANK; a.k.a.
OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNO OVTETSTVVENSTU STRAKHOVOI
INSURANCE BROKER SBERBANK; f.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNO
OTVETSTVVENSTU STRAKHOVAYA KOMPANIYA SBERBANK; a.k.a. SBERBANK
FINANCE LLC (a.k.a. LTD SBERBANK FINANCE LLC; a.k.a.
SBERBANK-FINANCE; a.k.a. SBERBANK-FINANS OOO), d. 29/16 per. Sivtsev Vrazhek,
Moscow 119002, Russia; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information
on directives, please visit the following link:
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-
information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024
1107746399903 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7736617998 (Russia); For more information on
directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives
[UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK
COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

SBERBANK INSURANCE COMPANY LTD (a.k.a. INSURANCE COMPANY SBERBANK
INSURANCE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. LLC INSURANCE COMPANY
SBERBANK INSURANCE; f.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNO
OTVETSTVVENSTU STRAKHOVAYA KOMPANIYA SBERBANK; a.k.a. SBERBANK
INSURANCE IC LLC; a.k.a. SBERBANK STRAHOVANIE OOO SK; a.k.a. SK
SBERBANK STRAHOVANIE LLC; a.k.a. SBERBANK STRAHOVANIE COMPANY
STRAKHOVANIE), 42 Bolshaya Yakimanka St., b. 1-2, office 209, Moscow 119049, Russia; 7 ul.
Pavlovskaya, Moscow, Russia; 3 Poklonnaya Street, building 1, floor 1, office 3, Moscow
121170, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1;
Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit
the following link:
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-
information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024
1127746399903 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7736617998 (Russia); For more information on
directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives
[UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK
COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
SBERBANK ROSSIĬ OAO (f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL SAVINGS BANK OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL SAVINGS BANK OF THE RUSSIAN SOVIET FEDERATIVE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC; f.k.a. ОJС SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; f.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; f.k.a. OТKРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО СБЕРБАНК РОССИИ; a.k.a. SBERBANK OF RSFSR; a.k.a. SBERBANK ROSSIĬ), 19 ul. Vavilova, Moscow 117312, Russia (Cyrillic: ул. Вавилова, д. 19, Москва 117312, Россия); SWIFT/BIC SABRRUMM; Website www.sberbank.ru; alt. Website www.sberbank.com; Executive Order 13662 Directive Information - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 117312, Russia; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

SBERBANK-AST ZAO (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK AUTOMATED TRADE SYSTEM; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK-AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR TRADING; a.k.a. JSC SBERBANK-AUTOMATED TRADING SYSTEM CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. ЗАКРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО СБЕРБАНК АВТОМАТИЗИРОВАННАЯ СИСТЕМА ТОРГОВ) d. 27 str. 2 ul. Novoslobodskaya, Moscow 127055, Russia; Website www.sberbank-ast.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

OБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ СТРАХОВАЙА КОМПАНИЯ СБЕРБАНК ОБЩЕСТВО ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТИ СТРАХОВАЯ КОМПАНИЯ СБЕРБАНК; a.k.a. ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ СТРАХОВАЯ КОМПАНИЯ СБЕРБАНК; a.k.a. SBERBANK INSURANCE IC LLC; a.k.a. SBERBANK STRAHOVANIE LLC; a.k.a. SBERBANK INSURANCE COMPANY LTD; a.k.a. SBERBANK STRAHOVANIE LLC; a.k.a. SBERBANK INSURANCE COMPANY LTD; a.k.a. SK STRAHOVANIE OOO SK (a.k.a. INSURANCE COMPANY SBERBANK INSURANCE; a.k.a. LLC INSURANCE COMPANY SBERBANK INSURANCE; f.k.a. OТКРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО СБЕРБАНК РОССИИ) (Cyrillic: ОТКРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО СБЕРБАНК РОССИИ), 42 Bolshaya Yakimanka St., b. 1-2, office 209, Moscow 119049, Russia; 7 ul. Pavlovskaya, Moscow, Russia; 3 Poklonnaya Street, building 1, floor 1, office 3, Moscow 121170, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

SBERBANK-AST JSC (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK-AUTOMATED SYSTEM; a.k.a. CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. AVTOMATIZIROVANNAYA SISTEMA SBERBANK-AUTOMATED SYSTEM; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK-AUTOMATED SYSTEM; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR TRADING; a.k.a. JSC SBERBANK-AUTOMATED TRADING SYSTEM CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. ЗАКРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО СБЕРБАНК АВТОМАТИЗИРОВАННАЯ СИСТЕМА ТОРГОВ) d. 27 str. 2 ul. Novoslobodskaya, Moscow 127055, Russia; 12 B. Savvinsky Lane, building 9, floor 1, office 1, room 1, Moscow 119435, Russia; Website www.sberbank-ast.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL

SBERBANK-AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR TRADING; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AST JSC; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AST ZAO; a.k.a. ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SBERBANK AVTOMATIZIROVANNAYA SYSTEма TORGOV), d. 24 str. 2 ul. Novoslobodskaya, Moscow 127055, Russia; 12 B. Savinsky Lane, building 9, floor 1, office 1, room 1, Moscow 119435, Russia; Website www.sberbank-ast.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 102777000441 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7707308480 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

SBERBANK-FINANCE LLC; a.k.a. SBERBANK-FINANCE (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK FINANCIAL COMPANY; a.k.a. LLC SBERBANK FINANCIAL COMPANY; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU FINANSOVOY KOMANIYA SBERBANKA; a.k.a. SBERBANK-FINANCE LLC; a.k.a. SBERBANK-FINANCE), d. 29/16 per. Sivtsev Vrazhek, Moscow 119002, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1107746399903 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7736617998 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON DIRECTIVES, PLEASE VISIT THE FOLLOWING LINK:

http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#
directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

SETELEM BANK OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU (a.k.a. CETELEM BANK LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. CETELEM BANK LLC (Cyrillic: СЕТЕЛЕМ БАНК ООО); f.k.a. KOMMERCHESKI BANK UKRSIBBANK OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU; a.k.a. SETELEM BANK LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ СЕТЕЛЕМ БАНК); a.k.a. SETELEM BANK OOO), 26 ul. Pravdy, Moscow 125124, Russia (Cyrillic: ул. Правды, д. 26, г. Москва 125124, Россия); SWIFT/BIC CETBRUMM; Website www.cetelem.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1027739664260 (Russia); Tax ID No. 6452010742 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

AKTIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SBERBANKA AUTOMATIZIROVANNAYA
SPETSAUTOMATIZIROVANNYI ZASTROISHCHIK IKS (a.k.a. IKS JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. "AO SZ IKS"; a.k.a. "IKS JSC"), 33 Oktyabrskaya Ul., Moscow 107078, Russia; Website www.sberbank-ast.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

SISTEMA TORGOV (a.k.a. CJSC NON-STATE PENSION FUND OF SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

ALFA-BANK (a.k.a. AO ALFA-BANK (Cyrillic: АЛЬФА-БАНК); a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ALFA-BANK (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО АЛЬФА-БАНК); a.k.a. JSC ALFA-BANK; f.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY ALFA-BANK), Kalanchevskaya Street 27, Moscow 107078, Russia (Cyrillic: Ул. Калачевская, д.27, Город Москва 107078, Россия); 27, Kalanchevskaya Ul., Moscow 107078, Russia; SWIFT/BIC ALFARUMM; Website alfabank.ru; alt. Website alfabank.com; BIK (RU) 044525953; Organization Established Date 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information Subject to Directive 3 - All transactions in, provision of financing for, and other dealings in new debt of longer than 14 days maturity or new equity where such new debt or new equity is issued on or after the 'Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive)' associated with this name are prohibited.; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7728308080 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7728308080 (Kazakhstan); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 13/1 Al-Farabi Avenue, Bostandyk District, Almaty 050059, Kazakhstan; Zenkov St, 24, Almaty 480100, Kazakhstan; SWIFT/BIC SABRKZKA; Website www.sberbank.kz; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

1. https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1027707000441 (Russia); Tax ID No. 77707308480 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

2. https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 1): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 1): 26 Mar 2022; Registration Number 930740000137 (Kazakhstan); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 600900050984 (Kazakhstan); Registration Number 30/26, Gogol/Kalanchyovskaya Street 27, Moscow 107078, Kazakhstan; 13/1 Al-Farabi Avenue, Bostandyk District, Almaty 050059, Kazakhstan; Zenkov St, 24, Almaty 480100, Kazakhstan; SWIFT/BIC SABRKZKA; Website www.sberbank.kz; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 600900050984 (Kazakhstan); Registration Number 930740000137 (Kazakhstan); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 1): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 1): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 1027707000441 (Russia); Tax ID No. 77707308480 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
ALFA-BANK (Cyrillic: АО АЛЬФА-БАНК) (a.k.a. ALFA-BANK; f.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY ALFA-BANK), Kalanchevskaya Street 27, Moscow 107078, Russia (Cyrillic: Ул. Каланчевская, Д.27, Город Москва 107078, Россия); 27, Kalanchyovskaya Ul., Moscow 107078, Russia; SWIFT/BIC ALFARUMM; Website alfabank.ru; alt. Website alfabank.com; BIK (RU) 044525593; Organization Established Date 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information Subject to Directive 3 - All transactions in, provision of financing for, and other dealings in new debt of longer than 14 days maturity or new equity where such new debt or new equity is issued on or after the ‘Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive)’ associated with this name are prohibited.; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 22 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7728168971 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700067328 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ALFA-DIRECT SERVICE LLC (a.k.a. ALFA-DIRECT; a.k.a. THE SOCIETY WITH LIMITED AUTHORITY ALFA DIRECT SERVICE), ul. Kalanchevskaya d. 27, Moscow 107078, Russia; Organization Established Date 13 Jan 2000; Tax ID No. 7728308080 (Russia); Registration Number 103772063515 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY ALFA-BANK).

ALFA-FOREX LLC (a.k.a. "ALFA-FOREKS"), ul. Mashi Poryvaevoi D. 7, Str. 1, Floor 1, Moscow 129110, Russia; Organization Established Date 16 Mar 1998; Tax ID No. 7728169439 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739540400 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY ALFA-BANK).

ALFA-LIZING OOO (a.k.a. ALFA-LIZING LLC; a.k.a. ALFA-LIZING OOO), ul. Bolshaya Pereyaslavskaya d. 46, k.2, of 1, Moscow 129110, Russia; Organization Established Date 16 Mar 1998; Tax ID No. 7728169439 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739540400 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY ALFA-BANK).

ALFA-LIZING LLC (a.k.a. ALFA-LIZING; a.k.a. ALFA-LIZING OOO), ul. Bolshaya Pereyaslavskaya d. 46, k.2, of 1, Moscow 129110, Russia; Organization Established Date 16 Mar 1998; Tax ID No. 7728169439 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739540400 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY ALFA-BANK).

ALFARUMM; Website alfabank.ru; alt. Website alfabank.com; BIK (RU) 044525593; Organization Established Date 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information Subject to Directive 3 - All transactions in, provision of financing for, and other dealings in new debt of longer than 14 days maturity or new equity where such new debt or new equity is issued on or after the ‘Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive)’ associated with this name are prohibited.; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 22 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7728168971 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700067328 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

AMSTERDAM TRADE BANK NV, Strawinskylaan 1939, Amsterdam 1077 XX, Netherlands; SWIFT/BIC ATBANL2A; Website www.amsterdamtradebank.com; Organization Established Date 1994; Registration Number 33260432 (Netherlands) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY ALFA-BANK).

AO ALFA-BANK (Cyrillic: АО АЛЬФА-БАНК) (a.k.a. ALFA-BANK; f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ALFA-BANK) (a.k.a. ALFA-BANK; f.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY ALFA-BANK), Kalanchevskaya Street 27, Moscow 107078, Russia (Cyrillic: Ул. Каланчевская, Д.27, Город Москва 107078, Россия); 27, Kalanchyovskaya Ul., Moscow 107078, Russia; SWIFT/BIC ALFARUMM; Website alfabank.ru; alt. Website alfabanl.com; BIK (RU) 044525593; Organization Established Date 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information Subject to Directive 3 - All transactions in, provision of financing for, and other dealings in new debt of longer than 14 days maturity or new equity where such new debt or new equity is issued on or after the ‘Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive)’ associated with this name are prohibited.; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 22 Mar 2022; Registration Number 1177746502044 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

BARUS LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (a.k.a. BARUS; a.k.a. OOO BARUS), 32 Leninsky Prospekt, Floor 1, Office IB, Room 1, Moscow 119334, Russia; Tax ID No. 7736324991 (Russia); Registration Number 1197746639860 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

BARUS (a.k.a. BARUS LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. OOO BARUS), 32 Leninsky Prospekt, Floor 1, Office IB, Room 1, Moscow 119334, Russia; Tax ID No. 7736324991 (Russia); Registration Number 1197746639860 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

BARUS LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (a.k.a. BARUS; a.k.a. OOO BARUS), 32 Leninsky Prospekt, Floor 1, Office IB, Room 1, Moscow 119334, Russia; Tax ID No. 7736324991 (Russia); Registration Number 1197746639860 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

BARUS LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (a.k.a. BARUS; a.k.a. OOO BARUS), 32 Leninsky Prospekt, Floor 1, Office IB, Room 1, Moscow 119334, Russia; Tax ID No. 7736324991 (Russia); Registration Number 1197746639860 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

CENTRE OF LOYALTY PROGRAMMES (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY LOYALTY PROGRAMS CENTER; a.k.a. LPC JSC), 3 Pokonnyaya St., floor 3, office 120, Moscow 121170, Russia; Tax ID No. 7702770003 (Russia); Registration Number 1117746689840 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
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activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7727718421 (Russia); Registration Number 1107746390949 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

LADY LEILA (UCGL) Products Tanker 5,075GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9683740; MMSI 273340660 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ALFA-LIZING OOO).

LADY RANIA (UBBO9) Chemical/Oil Tanker 5,077GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9784893; MMSI 273382620 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ALFA-LIZING OOO).

LADY SEVDA (UBWL7) Products Tanker 5,075GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 983738; MMSI 273342180 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ALFA-LIZING OOO).

CHANGES TO THE SDNLIST IN 2022
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LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY PROMISING INVESTMENTS (a.k.a. "PERSPECTIVE INVESTMENTS LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY"); a.k.a. "PROMISING INVESTMENTS LLC"), 46 Molodozhnaya St., Office 335, Oдинцово, Moscow Region 143007, Russia; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7802754982 (Russia); Registration Number 1117847260794 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK REAL ESTATE CENTER (a.k.a. TSENTR NEDVIZHIMOSTI OT SBERBANKA; a.k.a. "SREC LLC"), 32/1 Kutuzovsky Ave, Moscow 121170, Russia; Tax ID No. 7736249247 (Russia); Registration Number 1157746652150 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK SERVICE (a.k.a. SBERBANK SERVICE LLC; a.k.a. SBERBANK-SERVICE), 18 Suschevsky Val Street, floor 7, Moscow 127018, Russia; Tax ID No. 7736663049 (Russia); Registration Number 1137746703709 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY YOOMONEY (a.k.a. YOOMONEY LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. YOOMONEY LLC), 82 bl. 2 Sadovnicheskaya St., Moscow 115035, Russia; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7736554890 (Russia); Registration Number 1077746356113 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

LPC JSC (a.k.a. CENTRE OF LOYALTY PROGRAMS; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY LOYALTY PROGRAMS CENTER), 3 Poklonnaya St., floor 3, office 120, Moscow 121170, Russia; Tax ID No. 7702770003 (Russia); Registration Number 1117746689840 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

MCC VYDAYUSHIESYA KREDITY LLC (a.k.a. MIKROKREDITNAYA KOMPAANIYA)

MICROREDIT COMPANY LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY, 32 Kutuzovsky Avenue, building 1, floor 6, room 6.C.01, Moscow 121170, Russia; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7725374454 (Russia); Registration Number 1177746493473 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

MIKROKREDITNAYA KOMPAANIYA

VYDAYUSHCHIESYA KREDITY (a.k.a. MCC VYDAYUSHCHIESYA KREDITY LLC; a.k.a. VYDAYUSHCHIESYA KREDITY)

MICROREDIT COMPANY LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY, 32 Kutuzovsky Avenue, building 1, floor 6, room 6.C.01, Moscow 121170, Russia; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7725374454 (Russia); Registration Number 1177746493473 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

OOO BARUS (a.k.a. BARUS LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY), 32 Leninsky Prospekt, Floor 1, Office IB, Room 1, Moscow 119334, Russia; Tax ID No. 7736324991 (Russia); Registration Number 1177746639860 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

OOO LENDING TECHNOLOGIES (a.k.a. OOO TEKHNOLOGII KREDITOVANIA; a.k.a. TEKHNOLOGII KREDITOVANIIA LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY), Room 1.104, 23/1 Vavilova St., Moscow 117312, Russia; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7736642072 (Russia); Registration Number 11001579142 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY YOOMONEY LLC).

SBERBANK CIB HOLDING (a.k.a. SB KIB HOLDING; a.k.a. SBERBANK CIB HOLDING LLC), 19 Vavilova St., Moscow 117312, Russia; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7709297379 (Russia); Registration Number 102770057428 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK FACTORING (a.k.a. KORUS DISTRIBUTION LIMITED; a.k.a. SBERBANK FACTORING LLC; a.k.a. SBERBANK FAKTORING), Room 1, 31a/bld. 1 Leningradsky Ave, Moscow 125284, Russia; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7702770003 (Russia); Registration Number 1117746689840 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

MCC VYDAYUSHIESYA KREDITY LLC (a.k.a. MIKROKREDITNAYA KOMPAANIYA)
with this name are prohibited.; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7728168971 (Russia); Registration Number 102770067328 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

RUTARGET LIMITED (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY RUTARGET; a.k.a. RUTARGET LLC), Room 1-N, 29 Letter A, Line 18, of Vasilyevsky Island, St. Petersburg 199178, Russia; Tax ID No. 7801579142 (Russia); Registration Number 1127847377118 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] [Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA].

RUTARGET LLC (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY RUTARGET; a.k.a. RUTARGET LIMITED), Room 1-N, 29 Letter A, Line 18, of Vasilyevsky Island, St. Petersburg 199178, Russia; Tax ID No. 7801579142 (Russia); Registration Number 1127847377118 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] [Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA].

SB KIB HOLDING (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK CIB HOLDING; a.k.a. SBERBANK CIB HOLDING LLC), 19 Vavilova St.; Moscow 117312, Russia; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7709297379 (Russia); Registration Number 102770057428 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] [Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA].

SBER EAST LLP (a.k.a. SBER VOSTOK, a.k.a. SBER VOSTOK LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP; a.k.a. SBER VOSTOK LLP), 13/1 Al-Farabi Avenue, block 3V, 7th floor, Almaty 050059, Kazakhstan; Registration Number 110140012405 (Kazakhstan) [RUSSIA-EO14024] [Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA].

SBER EAST LLP (a.k.a. SBER VOSTOK, a.k.a. SBER VOSTOK LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP; a.k.a. SBER VOSTOK LLP), 13/1 Al-Farabi Avenue, block 3V, 7th floor, Almaty 050059, Kazakhstan; Registration Number 110140012405 (Kazakhstan) [RUSSIA-EO14024] [Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA].

SBER LEGAL LLC (a.k.a. SBER LEGAL LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. SBER LEGAL), 3 Poklonnaya St., office 209, floor 2, Moscow 121170, Russia; Tax ID No. 9705124940 (Russia); Registration Number 1187746905004 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] [Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA].

SBER LEGAL LLC (a.k.a. SBER LEGAL LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. SBER LEGAL), 3 Poklonnaya St., office 209, floor 2, Moscow 121170, Russia; Tax ID No. 9705124940 (Russia); Registration Number 1187746905004 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] [Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA].
1027700057428 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

SBERBANK FACTORING LLC (a.k.a. KORUS DISTRIBUTION LIMITED; a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK FACTORING; a.k.a. SBERBANK FAKTORING), Room 1, 31a/1 Bl. 1 Leningradsky Ave, Moscow 125284, Russia; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7802754982 (Russia); Registration Number 1117847260794 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

SBERBANK FACTORING (a.k.a. KORUS DISTRIBUTION LIMITED; a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK FACTORING; a.k.a. SBERBANK FAKTORING LLC), Room 1, 31a/1 bl. 1 Leningradsky Ave, Moscow 125284, Russia; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7802754982 (Russia); Registration Number 1117847260794 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

SBERBANK FUND ADMINISTRATION LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY MARKET FUND ADMINISTRATION; a.k.a. “MARKET FA LLC”), 79 V. Lenina St, room 8, Derbent, Dagestan 368602, Russia; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7736818039 (Russia); Registration Number 1107746400827 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

SBERBANK LIFE INSURANCE IC LLC (a.k.a. INSURANCE COMPANY SBERBANK LIFE INSURANCE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY INSURANCE COMPANY SBERBANK INSURANCE), 3 Poklonnaya St., Building 1, Moscow 121170, Russia; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7744002123 (Russia); Registration Number 1037700051146 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

SBERBANK SERVICE LLC (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK SERVICE; a.k.a. SBERBANK-SERVICE), 18 Suschevsky Val Street, floor 7, Moscow 127018, Russia; Tax ID No. 7736663049 (Russia); Registration Number 1137746703709 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

SBERBANK-SERVICE (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK SERVICE; a.k.a. SBERBANK SERVICE LLC), 18 Suschevsky Val Street, floor 7, Moscow 127018, Russia; Tax ID No. 7736663049 (Russia); Registration Number 1137746703709 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

SBERTECH JSC (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK TECHNOLOGIES; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK TECHNOLOGY), 10 Novodanilovskaya Emb., Moscow 121170, Russia; Tax ID No. 7736632467 (Russia); Registration Number 1117847260794 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

SOVREMENNYE TEKHOLOGII (a.k.a. SOVREMENNYE TEKHOLOGII LTD), 12a Vtoroy Yuzhnoportovy Drive, b. 1/6, Moscow 115432, Russia; Tax ID No. 7708229993 (Russia); Registration Number 1037708040468 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

SOVREMENNYE TEKHOLOGII LLC (a.k.a. SOVREMENNYE TEKHOLOGII LTD), 12a Vtoroy Yuzhnoportovy Drive, b. 1/6, Moscow 115432, Russia; Tax ID No. 7708229993 (Russia); Registration Number 1037708040468 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

SOVREMENNYE TEKHOLOGII LLC (a.k.a. SOVREMENNYE TEKHOLOGII LTD), 12a Vtoroy Yuzhnoportovy Drive, b. 1/6, Moscow 115432, Russia; Tax ID No. 7708229993 (Russia); Registration Number 1037708040468 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

SUBSIDIARY BANK ALFA-BANK JSC (a.k.a. JSC SB ALFA BANK), Masanchy Street 57а, Almaty 050012, Kazakhstan; SWIFT/BIC ALFAKZKA; Website www.alfabank.kz; Organization Established Date 1994 [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY ALFA-BANK).

SV KONSTANTIN (UBUS4) General Cargo 4,860GRT; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9203710; MMSI 273450880 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ALFA-LIZING OOO).

SV NIKOLAY (UBTU6) General Cargo 5,897GRT; MMSI 273215770 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ALFA-LIZING OOO).

SV KONSTANTIN (UBUS4) General Cargo 4,860GRT; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9203710; MMSI 273450880 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ALFA-LIZING OOO).
14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7736317458 (Russia); Registration Number 1187746782519 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

THE SOCIETY WITH LIMITED LIABILITY ALFA DIRECT SERVICE (a.k.a. ALFA-DIRECT; a.k.a. ALFA-DIRECT SERVICE LLC), ul. Kalanchevskaya d. 27, Moscow 107078, Russia; Organization Established Date 13 Jan 2000; Tax ID No. 7728308080 (Russia); Registration Number 1037728063515 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

TSENTR NEDVIZHIMOSTI OT SBERBANKA (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK REAL ESTATE CENTER; a.k.a. "SREC LLC"), 32/1 Kutuzovsky Ave, Moscow 121170, Russia; Tax ID No. 7736249247 (Russia); Registration Number 1157746652150 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

TSENTR TEKHNOLOGII BANKROSTVA (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY BAKRUPTCY TECHNOLOGY CENTER LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. "BTC LLC"), 19 Vavilova St., Moscow 117997, Russia; Tax ID No. 7736303529 (Russia); Registration Number 1177746502944 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

TSIFROVYE TEKHOLOGII (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES; a.k.a. "DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES LLC"), 19 Vavilova Street, Moscow 117312, Russia; Tax ID No. 7736252313 (Russia); Registration Number 1157746819966 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

VYDAYUSHCHIESYA KREDITY (a.k.a. MCC VYDAYUSHCHIESYA KREDITY LLC; a.k.a. MIKROKREDITNAYA KOMPANIYA VYDAYUSHCHIESYA KREDITY), 32 Kutuzovsky Avenue, building 1, floor 6, room 6.C.01, Moscow 121170, Russia; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7725374454 (Russia); Registration Number 1177746493473 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

YOMONEY LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY YOMONEY; a.k.a. YOMONEY LLC), 82 bd. 2 Sadovnicheskaya St., Moscow 115035, Russia; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 77365545890 (Russia); Registration Number 1077746365113 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

YOMONEY LLC (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY YOMONEY; a.k.a. YOMONEY LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY), 82 bd. 2 Sadovnicheskaya St., Moscow 115035, Russia; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 77365545890 (Russia); Registration Number 1077746365113 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

"ALFA-FOREKS" (a.k.a. ALFA-FOREX LLC), Ul. Mashi Poryvaevoi D. 7, Str. 1, Floor 1, Moscow 107078, Russia; Organization Established Date 30 Jun 2016; Tax ID No. 7708294216 (Russia); Registration Number 11677468199677 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY ALFA-BANK).

"AO SZ IKS" (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SPETSIALIZIROVANNYI ZASTROIISHCHIK IKS; a.k.a. IKS JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. "IKS JSC"), 33 Oktyabrskaya St., Nizhny Novgorod 603005, Russia; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 5263023906 (Russia); Registration Number 102503020424 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

"BTC LLC" (a.k.a. BAKRUPTCY TECHNOLOGY CENTER LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. TSENTR TEKHNOLOGII BANKROSTVA), 19 Vavilova St., Moscow 117997, Russia; Tax ID No. 7736303529 (Russia); Registration Number 1177746502944 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

"DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES LLC" (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES; a.k.a. TSIFROVYE TEKHOLOGII), 19 Vavilova Street, Moscow 117312, Russia; Tax ID No. 7736252313 (Russia); Registration Number 1157746819966 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

"IKS JSC" (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SPETSIALIZIROVANNYI ZASTROIISHCHIK IKS; a.k.a. IKS JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. "IKS JSC"), 33 Oktyabrskaya St., Nizhny Novgorod 603005, Russia; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 5263023906 (Russia); Registration Number 102503020424 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

"ABC LLC" (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ACTIVE BUSINESS CONSULT; a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ACTIVEBUSINESSCOLLECTION), 19 Vavilova St., Moscow 117997, Russia; Tax ID No. 7736659589 (Russia); Registration Number 1137746390572 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7736252313 (Russia); Registration Number 1157746819966 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
PERSPECTIVE INVESTMENTS LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY PROMISING LIABILITY COMPANY (a.k.a. "PERSPECTIVE MARKET FA LLC" (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY PROMISING LIABILITY COMPANY), 46 Molodezhnaya St., Office 335, Odintsovo, Moscow Region 143007, Russia; Executive Order 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID № 5263023906 (Russia); Registration Number 1025203020424 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

"JSC SETTLEMENT SOLUTIONS" (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RASCHETNIYE RESHENIYA; a.k.a. JSC RASCHETNIYE RESHENIYA; a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY NON-BANK CREDIT ORGANIZATION SETTLEMENT SOLUTIONS), Room XLIV, 11th floor, 118/1 Varshavskoye Shosse, Moscow 117587, Russia; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID № 5032218680 (Russia); Registration Number 110532001458 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

"PROMISING INVESTMENTS LLC" (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY PROMISING INVESTMENTS; a.k.a. "PERSPECTIVE INVESTMENTS LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY")*, 46 Molodezhnaya St., Office 335, Odintsovo, Moscow Region 143007, Russia; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID № 5032218680 (Russia); Registration Number 1105032001458 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

"MARKET FA LLC" (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY MARKET FUND ADMINISTRATION; a.k.a. SBERBANK FUND ADMINISTRATION LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY), 79 V. Lenina St, room 8, Derbent, Dagestan 368602, Russia; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID № 7727718421 (Russia); Registration Number 1107746390949 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

"SPG JSC" (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY STRATEGY PARTNERS GROUP; a.k.a. STRATEGY PARTNERS GROUP JSC), 52 Kosmodamianskaya Nab. St, Building 2, Moscow 115054, Russia; Tax ID № 7736612855 (Russia); Registration Number 1107746205980 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

"SREC LLC" (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK REAL ESTATE CENTER; a.k.a. TSENM NEDVIZHIMOSTI OT SBERBANKA), 32/1 Kutzovskoye Ave, Moscow 121170, Russia; Tax ID № 7736249247 (Russia); Registration Number 1157746652150 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

"UCB JSC" (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED CREDIT BUREAU), 9 B. Tatarskaya Street, floor 4, office 51, Moscow 115184, Russia; Tax ID № 7710561081 (Russia); Registration Number 104779688819 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

- 04/06/22 -

The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] [UKRAINE-EO13661] entries have been changed:

KOLOKOLTSEV, Vladimir Alexandrovich, Russia; DOB 11 May 1961; POB Nizhny Lomov, Penza Region, Russia; Gender Male; Minister of Internal Affairs of the Russian Federation, General of the Police of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- KOLOKOLTSEV, Vladimir Alexandrovich (Cyrillic: КОЛОКОЛТСЕВ, Владимир Александрович), Moscow, Russia; DOB 11 May 1961; POB Nizhny Lomov, Penza Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KRASNOV, Igor (Cyrillic: КРАСНОВ, Игорь) (a.k.a. KRASNOV, Igor Victorovich (Cyrillic: КРАСНОВ, Игорь Викторович)); a.k.a. KRASNOV, Igor Viktorovich), 6-3 Michurinsky Prospekt, Moscow, Russia; DOB 24 Dec 1975; POB Arkhangelsk, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- KRASNOV, Igor (Cyrillic: КРАСНОВ, Игорь) (a.k.a. KRASNOV, Igor Victorovich (Cyrillic: КРАСНОВ, Игорь Викторович)); a.k.a. KRASNOV, Igor Viktorovich), 6-3 Michurinsky Prospekt, Moscow, Russia; DOB 24 Dec 1975; POB Arkhangelsk, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KRASNOV, Igor Victorovich (Cyrillic: КРАСНОВ, Игорь Викторович) (a.k.a. KRASNOV, Igor (Cyrillic: КРАСНОВ, Игорь)), 6-3 Michurinsky Prospekt, Moscow, Russia; DOB 24 Dec 1975; POB Arkhangelsk, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- KRASNOV, Igor Victorovich (Cyrillic: КРАСНОВ, Игорь Викторович) (a.k.a. KRASNOV, Igor (Cyrillic: КРАСНОВ, Игорь)), 6-3 Michurinsky Prospekt, Moscow, Russia; DOB 24 Dec 1975; POB Arkhangelsk, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].
Krasnov, Igor Viktorovich (a.k.a. Krasnov, Igor (Cyrill: КРАСНОВ, Игорь)); a.k.a. Krasnov, Igor Viktorovich (Cyrill: КРАСНОВ, Игорь), Russia; DOB 25 May 1964; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

Chayka, Yuriy Yakovlevich (Cyrill: ЧАЙКА, Юрий Яковлевич)), Russia; DOB 21 May 1951; POB Nikolayevsk-on-Amur, Khabarovsk Territory, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

Gutsan, Aleksandr Vladimirovich (Cyrill: ГУЦАН, Александр Владимирович)), Russia; DOB 06 Jul 1960; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

Komarov, Igor Anatolyevich (a.k.a. Komarov, Igor Anatolyevich (Cyrill: КОМАРОВ, Игорь Анатольевич)), Russia; DOB 25 May 1964; POB Engels, Saratov Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

Medvedev, Dmitry (a.k.a. Medvedev, Dmitry Anatolyevich (Cyrill: МЕДВЕДЕВ, Дмитрий Анатольевич)), Moscow, Russia; DOB 14 Sep 1965; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

FAASSEN, Maria Vladimirovna (a.k.a. PUTINA, Yekaterina (Cyrillic: Екатерина)) (f.k.a. SHAMALOVA, Ekaterina Vladimirovna; a.k.a. TIKHONOVA, Katerina (Cyrillic: ТИХОНОВА, Катерина)); a.k.a. VORONTSOVA, Maria Vladimirovna (Cyrillic: ВОРОНЦОВА, Мария Владимировна); a.k.a. VORONTSOVA, Mariya Vladimirovna, Russia; DOB 28 Apr 1985; POB Leningrad, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

PUTINA, Maria (Cyrillic: ПУТИНА, Мария) (a.k.a. FAASSEN, Maria Vladimirovna; a.k.a. VORONTSOVA, Maria Vladimirovna (Cyrillic: ВОРОНЦОВА, Мария Владимировна); a.k.a. VORONTSOVA, Mariya Vladimirovna, Russia; DOB 28 Apr 1985; POB Leningrad, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
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The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

FAASSEN, Maria Vladimirovna (Cyrillic: МАРИЯ ВАЛЕНТИНОВНА) (a.k.a. PUTINA, Yekaterina (Cyrillic: Екатерина)) (f.k.a. SHAMALOVA, Ekaterina Vladimirovna; a.k.a. TIKHONOVA, Katerina (Cyrillic: ТИХОНОВА, Катерина)); a.k.a. VORONTSOVA, Maria Vladimirovna (Cyrillic: ВОРОНЦОВА, Мария Владимировна); a.k.a. VORONTSOVA, Mariya Vladimirovna, Russia; DOB 28 Apr 1985; POB Leningrad, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
resulting in the following new [RUSSIA-EO13661] [UKRAINE-EO13661] entries:

JSC UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION; a.k.a. UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION (Cyrillic: ОБЪЕДИНЕННАЯ СУДОСТРОИТЕЛЬНАЯ КОРПОРАЦИЯ); a.k.a. "JSC USC"; a.k.a. "OCK"); Ul. Marat, 90, St. Petersburg 191119, Russia; 11 Bolshaya Tatarskaya Str. Bld. B, Moscow 115184, Russia; Tax ID No. 7838395215 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

resulting in the removal of the following [RUSSIA-EO14024] [UKRAINE-EO13661] entries:

OBEDINENNAYA SUDOSTROITELNAYA KORPORATSIYA OAO (a.k.a. OJSC UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION; a.k.a. UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION; a.k.a. UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. "OSK OAO"), 90, Marata ul., St. Petersburg 191119, Russia; 11, Sadovaya-Kudrinskaya str., Moscow 123242, Russia; Website http://www.oaoosk.ru/; Email Address info@oaoosk.ru [UKRAINE-EO13661].
The following [SDGT] entries have been changed:


Passport 96001331958 (Russia) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND THE LEVANT).


The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been added to OFAC’s SDN List:

10 SHIUPYARD (a.k.a. AO 10 SRZ; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY 10 ORDENA TRUDOVOGO KRASNOGO ZNAMENI DOCKYARD; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY 10TH AWARDS OF THE LABOR RED BANNER A SHIP REPAIR FACTORY; a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY 10 SRZ; a.k.a. JSC 10 ORDENA TRUDOVOGO KRASNOGO ZNAMENI SUDOREMONTNY FACTORY; a.k.a. JSC 10 ORDENA
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TRUDOVOGO KRASNOGO ZNAEMENI SUDOREMONTNYI ZAVOD (Cyrillic: АО 10 ОРДЕНА ТРУДОВОГО КРАСНОГО ЗНАЕМЕНИ СУДОРЕМОНТНЫЙ ЗАВОД)), 19, Lunina Str., Korp.1, Bld.2, Polyarny, Murmansk Region 184650, Russia; Organization Established Date 03 Jun 2010; Tax ID No. 5116001041 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

AK ALROSA PAO (Cyrillic: АК АЛРОСА ПАО) (a.k.a. ALROSA GROUP; a.k.a. PJSC ALROSA; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY ALROSA (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНАЯ КОМПАНИЯ АЛРОСА ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)), 24 Ozerkovskaya Naberezhnaya, Moscow 115184, Russia; 6 ulitsa Lenina, Mirny, Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) 678174, Russia; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information Subject to Directive 3 - All transactions in, provision of financing for, and other dealings in new debt of longer than 14 days maturity or new equity where such new debt or new equity is issued on or after the 'Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive)’ associated with this name are prohibited.; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 2405559691 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

ALMAZ CENTRAL MARINE DESIGN BUREAU (a.k.a. ALMAZ CENTRAL MARINE DESIGN BUREAU JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. ALMAZ DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY CENTRAL MARINE DESIGN BUREAU ALMAZ; a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY CENTRAL SEA ENGINEERING OFFICE ALMAZ; a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY TSMKB ALMAZ; a.k.a. JSC TSENTRALNOYE MORSKOYE KONSTRUKTORSKOYE BYURO ALMAZ (Cyrillic: АО ЦЕНТРАЛЬНОЕ МОРСКОЕ КОНСТРУКТОРСКОЕ БЮРО АЛМАЗ)), Warshavskaya Street, 50, Saint-Petersburg 196128, Russia; 50 Varshavskaya Str., St. Petersburg 160670, Russia; Website www.almaz-kb.ru; Organization Established Date 18 Nov 2008; Tax ID No. 7810537558 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

ALROSA GROUP (a.k.a. AK ALROSA PAO) (Cyrillic: АК АЛРОСА ПАО); a.k.a. PJSC ALROSA; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY ALROSA (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНАЯ КОМПАНИЯ АЛРОСА ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)), 24 Ozerkovskaya Naberezhnaya, Moscow 115184, Russia; 6 ulitsa Lenina, Mirny, Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) 678174, Russia; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information Subject to Directive 3 - All transactions in, provision of financing for, and other dealings in new debt of longer than 14 days maturity or new equity where such new debt or new equity is issued on or after the 'Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive)’ associated with this name are prohibited.; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 2405559691 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).
AMUR SHIPBUILDING PLANT (a.k.a. AMUR SHIPBUILDING PLANT PUBLIC COMPANY; a.k.a. JSC AMURSKY SUDOSTROITELNY ZAVOD (Cyrillic: ПАО АМУРСКИЙ СУДОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД); a.k.a. PJSC AMURSKY SUDOSTROITELNY FACTORY; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY AMURSKY SHIPBUILDING PLANT; a.k.a. PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO AMURSKY SUDOSTROITELNYI ZAVOD; a.k.a. "PJSC ASZ"), 1 Alleya Truda St., Komsomolsk-On-Amur, Khabarovsk Region 681000, Russia; Organization Established Date 21 Dec 1992; Tax ID No. 2703000015 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION); AMUR SHIPBUILDING PLANT PUBLIC COMPANY (a.k.a. AMUR SHIPBUILDING PLANT; a.k.a. JSC AMURSKY SUDOSTROITELNY ZAVOD (Cyrillic: ПАО АМУРСКИЙ СУДОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД); a.k.a. PJSC AMURSKY SUDOSTROITELNY FACTORY; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY AMURSKY SHIPBUILDING PLANT; a.k.a. PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO AMURSKY SUDOSTROITELNYI ZAVOD; a.k.a. "PJSC ASZ"), 1 Alleya Truda St., Komsomolsk-On-Amur, Khabarovsk Region 681000, Russia; Organization Established Date 21 Dec 1992; Tax ID No. 2703000015 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).
OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL
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a.k.a. CNRG MANAGEMENT; f.k.a. CNRG PROJECTS; a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY KASPYSKY SNEERGGIY ADMINISTRATION OFFICE; a.k.a. "CNRG"), 60, Admiral Nakhimov St., Astrakhan 414018, Russia; Organization Established Date 15 Feb 2011; Tax ID No. 301765795 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

DESIGN OFFICE FOR SHIPBUILDING VYMPEL (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY DESIGN BUREAU FOR SHIP DESIGN VYMPEL; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY DESIGN OFFICE FOR SHIPBUILDING VYMPEL; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT-STOCK COMPANY DESIGN OFFICE FOR SHIPBUILDING VYMPEL; a.k.a. "DESIGN OFFICE VYMPEL"), 6 Nartov Str., Bldg.6, Nizhny Novgorod 603104, Russia; Organization Established Date 04 May 1993; Tax ID No. 5260001206 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

FEDERAL STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE KRONSHTADTSKY MORSKYY FACTORY MINOBORONY ROSSI (a.k.a. FEDERAL STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE KRONSTADT MARINE PLANT OF THE MINISTRY OF DEFENSE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY KRONSTADT MARINE PLANT; a.k.a. KRONSTADT MARINE PLANT), Kronstadt, St. Petrovskaya, 2, Kronstadt District, St. Petersburg 197762, Russia; Website kmolz.ru; Organization Established Date 25 Apr 1997; Tax ID No. 7818001991 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

FEDERAL STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE KRONSTADTSSYY MORSKYY FACTORY MINOBORONY ROSSI; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY KRONSTADT MARINE PLANT; a.k.a. KRONSTADT MARINE PLANT), Kronstadt, St. Petrovskaya, 2, Kronstadt District, St. Petersburg 197762, Russia; Website kmolz.ru; Organization Established Date 25 Apr 1997; Tax ID No. 7818001991 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

ICEBERG CENTRAL DESIGN BUREAU (a.k.a. CENTRAL DESIGN BUREAU USC-ICEBERG JSC; a.k.a. JSC TSKB AYBSSER (Cyrillic: AO ЛКС АЙБСЭР)); a.k.a. UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION JSC AYBSSER CENTRAL DESIGN BUILDING; a.k.a. USC-ICEBERG CENTRAL DESIGN BUREAU), 36 Bolshoi Ave. V. I., St. Petersburg 199034, Russia; Tax ID No. 7801005606 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

JOINT PUBLIC STOCK COMPANY NEVSKOE DESIGN BUREAU (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY NEVSKOYE PROJECT AND DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. JSC NEVSKOE PKB (Cyrillic: AO НВСКOE ПКБ)); a.k.a. JSC NEVSKOE PROYEKTNO-KONSTRUKTORSKOE BYURO (Cyrillic: AO НВСКOE ПРОЕКТНО-КОНСТРУКТОРСКОЕ БЮРО); a.k.a. NEVSKOE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OFFICE; a.k.a. NEVSKOE DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. NEVSKOE DESIGN BUREAU (JSC), Galerny Prowse 3, Saint-Petersburg 199106, Russia; Organization Established Date 25 Sep 1995; Tax ID No. 7801074335 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY 10 ORDENA TRUDVOGO KRASNOGO ZNAMENI DOCKYARD (a.k.a. 10 SHIPYARD; a.k.a. AO 10 ОРДЕНА ТРУДОВОГО КРАСНОГО ЗНАМЕНИ СУДОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД)), 19, Lunina Str., Korp.1, Bld.2, Polyarny, Murmansk Region 184650, Russia; Organization Established Date 03 Jun 2010; Tax ID No. 5116001041 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY ADMIRALTYY SHIPYARDS (a.k.a. JSC ADMIRALTEYSKIIE VERFI; a.k.a. JSC ADMIRALTY SHIPYARDS (Cyrillic: АО АДМИРАЛЬТСКИЕ ВЕРФИ)), Fontanka Emb., 203, St. Petersburg 190121, Russia; Organization Established Date 20 Nov 2008; Tax ID No. 7839395419 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY BALTIC SHIPBUILDING PLANT YANTAR (a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY PSZ YANTAR; a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY YANTAR SHIPYARD; a.k.a. JSC PRIBALTIYSKII SUDOOSTROITELNY FACTORY; a.k.a. JSC PIBIALITIIKS SUDOOSTROITELNY ZAVOD YANTAR (Cyrillic: АО 10 ОРДЕНА ТРУДОВОГО КРАСНОГО ЗНАМЕНИ СУДОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД)), 1, Guskov Square, Kaliningrad, Kaliningrad Region 236005, Russia; Organization Established Date 07 Sep 1993; Tax ID No. 3900000111 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY 10 ORDENA TRUDVOGO KRASNOGO ZNAMENI DOCKYARD; a.k.a. AO 10 ОРДЕНА ТРУДОВОГО КРАСНОГО ЗНАМЕНИ СУДОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД), 19, Lunina Str., Korp.1, Bld.2, Polyarny, Murmansk Region 184650, Russia; Organization Established Date 03 Jun 2010; Tax ID No. 5116001041 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY 10 ORDENA TRUDVOGO KRASNOGO ZNAMENI DOCKYARD; a.k.a. AO 10 ОРДЕНА ТРУДОВОГО КРАСНОГО ЗНАМЕНИ СУДОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД), 19, Lunina Str., Korp.1, Bld.2, Polyarny, Murmansk Region 184650, Russia; Organization Established Date 03 Jun 2010; Tax ID No. 5116001041 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY CORPORATION.
JOINT STOCK COMPANY SHIPBUILDING
AND TECHNOLOGICAL BUREAU ONEGA
(a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO
NAUCHNO-ISSLEDOVATELSKOE
PROEKTNO-TEKNOLOGICHESKO BYURO
ONEGA; a.k.a. JSC NAUCHNO-
ISSLEDOVATELSKOE PROEKTNO-
TEKNOLOGICHESKO BYURO ONEGA
(Cyrillic: АО НАУЧНО-
ИССЛЕДОВАТЕЛЬСКОЕ ПРОЕКТНО-
ТЕХНОЛОГИЧЕСКО БЮРО ОНЕГА); a.k.a.
JSC NIPR ONEGA; a.k.a. ONEGA RESEARCH
AND DEVELOPMENT TECHNOLOGICAL
BUREAU), Mashinoostoitelei Proezd, 12,
Severodvinsk, Archangelsk region 164509,
Russia; Website WWW.ONEGASTAR.RU;
Russia; 11 Sadovaya-Kudrinskaya St., Moscow
123231, Russia; Website www.sudoexport.ru;
Organization Established Date 17 Apr 2013; Tax
ID No. 7703788275 (Russia) [RUSSIA-
EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK
COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING
CORPORATION).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH DESIGN
AND TECHNOLOGICAL BUREAU ONEGA
(a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO
NAUCHNO-ISSLEDOVATELSKOE
PROEKTNO-TEKNOLOGICHESKO BYURO
ONEGA; a.k.a. JSC NAUCHNO-
ISSLEDOVATELSKOE PROEKTNO-
TEKNOLOGICHESKO BYURO ONEGA
(Cyrillic: АО НАУЧНО-
ИССЛЕДОВАТЕЛЬСКОЕ ПРОЕКТНО-
ТЕХНОЛОГИЧЕСКО БЮРО ОНЕГА); a.k.a.
JSC NIPR ONEGA; a.k.a. ONEGA RESEARCH
AND DEVELOPMENT TECHNOLOGICAL
BUREAU), Mashinoostoitelei Proezd, 12,
Severodvinsk, Archangelsk region 164509,
Russia; Website WWW.ONEGASTAR.RU;
Russia; 11 Sadovaya-Kudrinskaya St., Moscow
123231, Russia; Website www.sudoexport.ru;
Organization Established Date 17 Apr 2013; Tax
ID No. 7703788275 (Russia) [RUSSIA-
EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK
COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING
CORPORATION).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY SHIP REPAIRING
CENTER ZVYOZDOCHKA (a.k.a. JOINT-
STOCK COMPANY SHIP REPAIR CENTER
ZVYOZDOCHKA; a.k.a. JSC CENTER SUDOREMONTA ZVYOZDOCHKA
(Cyrillic: АО ЦЕНТР СУДОРЕМОНТА ЗВЕЗДОЧКА); a.k.a. SC ZVYOZDOCHKA; a.k.a. SHIPREPAIRING CENTER
ZVYOZDOCHKA), 12 Mashinoostoiteley
Passage, Severodvinsk, Arkhangelsk Region
164500, Russia; Organization Established Date
12 Nov 2008; Tax ID No. 2902060361 (Russia)
[RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK
COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING
CORPORATION).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY SREDNE-NEVSKY
SHIPBUILDING PLANT (a.k.a. JSC SREDNE-NEVSKY
SHIPYARD; a.k.a. JSC SREDNE-NEVSKY SHIPYARD;
a.k.a. JSC SREDNE-NEVSKY SUDOSTROITELNY FACTORY
(Cyrillic: АО СРЕДНЕ-НЕВСКИЙ СУДОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД); a.k.a. SREDNE-NEVSKY SHIPYARD;
a.k.a. *JSC SNSZ*), Ponton, St. Factory, 10,
St. Petersburg 196643, Russia; Organization
Established Date 20 Nov 2008; Tax ID No.
7817315385 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK
COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING
CORPORATION).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY SREDNE-NEVSKY
SHIPYARD (a.k.a. JSC SREDNE-NEVSKY
SHIPYARD; a.k.a. JSC SREDNE-NEVSKY SHIPYARD;
a.k.a. SREDNE-NEVSKY SHIPBUILDING PLANT;
a.k.a. JSC SREDNE-NEVSKY SUDOSTROITELNY FACTORY
(Cyrillic: АО СРЕДНЕ-НЕВСКИЙ СУДОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД); a.k.a. SREDNE-NEVSKY SHIPYARD;
a.k.a. *JSC SNSZ*), Ponton, St. Factory, 10,
St. Petersburg 196643, Russia; Organization
Established Date 20 Nov 2008; Tax ID No.
7817315385 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK
COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING
CORPORATION).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY THE ST.
PETERSBURG'S SEA BUREAU OF
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING MALACHITE
(a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY SAINT
PETERSBURG CITY SEA OFFICE
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING MALAKHIT;
a.k.a. JSC SAINT-PETERSBURG
MARINE DESIGN BUREAU MALACHIT;
a.k.a. JSC SAINT-PETERSBURG
MARINE DESIGN BUREAU MALACHIT;
a.k.a. JSC SANKT-PETERSBURGSKOYE MORSKOYE
BYURO MASHINOSTROYENIYA MALAKHIT
(Cyrillic: АО САНКТ-ПЕТЕРБУРСКОЕ МОРСКОЕ БЮРО МАШИНОСТРОЕНИЯ МАЛАХИТ); a.k.a. MALACHITE DESIGN
EO14024 (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

JSC 33 SHIPYARD (a.k.a. AKTIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO 33 SUDOREMONTNYI ZAVOD; a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY 33 DOCKYARD; a.k.a. JSC 33 SUDOREMONTNY FACTORY; a.k.a. AO 33 SUDOREMONTNYI ZAVOD), Russkay Embankment, 2, Baiyetsk, Kaliningrad Region 238520, Russia; Organization Established Date 18 Nov 2008; Tax ID No. 3901500276 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

JSC 10 ORDENA TRUDOVOGO KRASNOGO ZNAMENI SUDOREMONTNY FACTORY (Cyrillic: АО 10 ОРДЕНА ТРУДОВОГО КРАСНОГО ЗНАМЕНИ СУДОРЕМОНТНЫЙ ФАКТORY), 19, Lunina Str., Korp.1, Bld.2, Polyarny, Murmansk Region 184650, Russia; Organization Established Date 03 Jun 2010; Tax ID No. 5116001041 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

JSC 33 SUDOREMONTNY ZAVOD (Cyrillic: АО 33 СУДОРЕМОНТНЫЙ ЗАВОД), 238520, Russia; Organization Established Date 18 Nov 2008; Tax ID No. 3901500276 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

JSC 10 ORDENA TRUDOVOGO KRASNOGO ZNAMENI SUDOREMONTNY ZAVOD (Cyrillic: АО 10 ОРДЕНА ТРУДОВОГО КРАСНОГО ЗНАМЕНИ СУДОРЕМОНТНЫЙ ЗАВОД), 1 Guskov Square, Kaliningrad, Kaliningrad Region 236005, Russia; Organization Established Date 07 Sep 1993; Tax ID No. 3900000111 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

JSC 33 SUDOREMONTNY ZAVOD (Cyrillic: АО 33 СУДОРЕМОНТНЫЙ ЗАВОД), 238520, Russia; Organization Established Date 18 Nov 2008; Tax ID No. 3901500276 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

JSC UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION.
JOINT-STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION.

JSC SHIPYARD YANTAR (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY MARITIME SHIPYARD YANTAR; a.k.a. JSC SHIPYARD YANTAR; a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY YANTAR; a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY PSZ YANTAR; a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).
COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).
JSC SREDNE-NEVSKY SHIPYARD (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SREDNE-NEVSKY SHIPBUILDING PLANT; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SREDNE-NEVSKY SHIPYARD; a.k.a. JSC SREDNE-NEVSKY SUDOSTROITELNY FACTORY (Cyrillic: AO СРЕДНЕ-НЕВСКИЙ СУДОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД); a.k.a. SREDNE-NEVSKY SHIPYARD; a.k.a. "JSC SNSZ"), Ponton, St. Factory, 10, St. Petersburg 196643, Russia; Organization Established Date 20 Nov 2008; Tax ID No. 7817315385 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).
JSC SREDNE-NEVSKY SUDOSTROITELNY FACTORY (Cyrillic: AO СРЕДНЕ-НЕВСКИЙ СУДОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД) (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SREDNE-NEVSKY SHIPYARD; a.k.a. JSC SREDNE-NEVSKY SHIPYARD; a.k.a. "JSC SNSZ"), Ponton, St. Factory, 10, St. Petersburg 196643, Russia; Organization Established Date 20 Nov 2008; Tax ID No. 7817315385 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).
JSC VNESHNEEKONOMICHESKOE PREDPRINIMATIE SUDOEXPORT (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SUDOEXPORT; a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY FOREIGN ECONOMIC ENTERPRISE SUDOEXPORT; a.k.a. "SUDOEXPORT"), 11 Tikhvinsky Pereulok Bld. 2, Moscow 127055, Russia; 11 Sadovaya-Kudrinskaya St., Moscow 123231, Russia; Website www.sudoexport.ru; Organization Established Date 17 Apr 2013; Tax ID No. 7703788275 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).
JSC TSENTRALNOYE MORSKOE KONSTRUKTORSKOE BYURO ALMAZ (Cyrillic: АО ЦЕНТРАЛЬНОЕ МОРСКОЕ КОНСТРУКТОРСКОЕ БЮРО АЛМАЗ) (a.k.a. ALMAZ CENTRAL MARINE DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. ALMAZ CENTRAL MARINE DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ALMAZ DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY CENTRAL MARINE DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. CENTRAL DESIGN BUREAU SUDOEXPORT), 90 Marata Street, Saint-Petersburg 191119, Russia; Website CKB-RUBIN.RU/GLAVNAJA/A; Organization Established Date 18 Nov 2008; Tax ID No. 7838418751 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).
JSC TSENTRALNOYE MORKHOZHOZIAJSTVIE (Cyrillic: АО ЦЕНТРАЛЬНОЕ МОРСКОЕ ХОЗЯЙСТВО) (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SUDOEXPORT; a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY FOREIGN ECONOMIC ENTERPRISE SUDOEXPORT; a.k.a. "SUDOEXPORT"), 11 Tikhvinsky Pereulok Bld. 2, Moscow 127055, Russia; 11 Sadovaya-Kudrinskaya St., Moscow 123231, Russia; Website www.sudoexport.ru; Organization Established Date 17 Apr 2013; Tax ID No. 7703788275 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).
JSC TSENTRALNOYE MORSKOE KONSTRUKTORSKOE BYURO ALMAZ (Cyrillic: АО ЦЕНТРАЛЬНОЕ МОРСКОЕ КОНСТРУКТОРСКОЕ БЮРО АЛМАЗ) (a.k.a. ALMAZ CENTRAL MARINE DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. ALMAZ CENTRAL MARINE DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ALMAZ DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY CENTRAL MARINE DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. CENTRAL DESIGN BUREAU SUDOEXPORT), 90 Marata Street, Saint-Petersburg 191119, Russia; Website CKB-RUBIN.RU/GLAVNAJA/A; Organization Established Date 18 Nov 2008; Tax ID No. 7838418751 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).
JSC TSENTRALNOYE MORKHOZHOZIAJSTVIE (Cyrillic: АО ЦЕНТРАЛЬНОЕ МОРСКОЕ ХОЗЯЙСТВО) (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SUDOEXPORT; a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY FOREIGN ECONOMIC ENTERPRISE SUDOEXPORT; a.k.a. "SUDOEXPORT"), 11 Tikhvinsky Pereulok Bld. 2, Moscow 127055, Russia; 11 Sadovaya-Kudrinskaya St., Moscow 123231, Russia; Website www.sudoexport.ru; Organization Established Date 17 Apr 2013; Tax ID No. 7703788275 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).
JSC TSENTRALNOYE MORSKOE KONSTRUKTORSKOE BYURO ALMAZ (Cyrillic: АО ЦЕНТРАЛЬНОЕ МОРСКОЕ КОНСТРУКТОРСКОЕ БЮРО АЛМАЗ) (a.k.a. ALMAZ CENTRAL MARINE DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. ALMAZ CENTRAL MARINE DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ALMAZ DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY CENTRAL MARINE DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. CENTRAL DESIGN BUREAU SUDOEXPORT), 90 Marata Street, Saint-Petersburg 191119, Russia; Website CKB-RUBIN.RU/GLAVNAJA/A; Organization Established Date 18 Nov 2008; Tax ID No. 7838418751 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).
LAVRISHCHEV, Andrey Vasilyevich (Cyrillic: ЛАВРИЩЕВ, Андрей Васильевич) (a.k.a. ЛАВРИЩЕВ, Андрей В.), Russia; DOB 12 Oct 1959; POB Blagoveschensk, Amur Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

NEVSKOE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OFFICE (a.k.a. JOINT PUBLIC STOCK COMPANY NEVSKOE DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY NEVSKOYE PROJECT AND DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. JSC NEVSKOE PKB (Cyrillic: АО НЕВСКОЕ ПКБ)); a.k.a. JSC NEVSKOYE PROYEKTNO-KONSTRUKTORSKOE BYURO (Cyrillic: АО НЕВСКОЕ ПРОЕКТНО-КОНСТРУКТОРСКОЕ БЮРО); a.k.a. NEVSKOE DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. NEVSKOE DESIGN BUREAU JPCSC), Galerny Proezd 3, Saint-Petersburg 199106, Russia; Organization Established Date 25 Sep 1995; Tax ID No. 7801074335 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

MARKELOV, Vitaly Anatolyevich (Cyrillic: МАРКЕЛОВ, Виталий Анатольевич) (a.k.a. МАРКЕЛОВ, Анатольевич) (a.k.a. "MARKELOV, Vitaly A"), Russia; DOB 05 Aug 1963; POB Mordovia, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

MARKELOV, Anatolyevich Vitalii (a.k.a. МАРКЕЛОВ, Анатольевич Виталий); a.k.a. "MARKELOV, Vitaly A"), Russia; DOB 05 Aug 1963; POB Mordovia, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

MARKELOV, Anatolyevich Vitalii (a.k.a. МАРКЕЛОВ, Анатольевич Виталий); a.k.a. "MARKELOV, Vitaly A"), Russia; DOB 05 Aug 1963; POB Mordovia, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).
PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION ARKTIKA (a.k.a. JSC SEVERNOYE PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION NORTHERN MACHINE-BUILDING ENTERPRISE; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION SEVERNOYE MACHINE-BUILDING ENTERPRISE; a.k.a. JSC PRODUCTION OBYEDINENIE SEVERNOYE MASHINOSTROITELNOYE (Cyrillic: ОАО ПРОИЗВОДСТВЕННОЕ ОБЪЕДИНЕНИЕ СЕВЕРНОЕ МАШИНОСТРОИТЕЛЬНОЕ ПРЕДПРИЯТИЕ)), 58 Arkhangelskoye Highway, Severodvinsk, Arkhangelsk Region 164500, Russia; Organization Established Date 01 Jun 2008; Tax ID No. 2902059081 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

PROLETARSKY FACTORY (Cyrillic: ПАО ПРОЛЕТАРСКИЙ ЗАВОД; a.k.a. PJSC PROLETARSKY FACTORY (Cyrillic: ПАО ПРОЛЕТАРСКИЙ ЗАВОД); a.k.a. PJSC PROLETARSKY ZAVOD; a.k.a. PROLETARSKY ZAVOD; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY PROLETARSKY ZAVOD; a.k.a. PROLETARSKY FACTORY), 3, Dudko St., St. Petersburg 192029, Russia; Organization Established Date 10 Dec 1992; Tax ID No. 7811039386 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

ZAVOD KRASNOYE SORMOVO (a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY ZAVOD KRASNOYE SORMOVO; a.k.a. PJSC FACTORY KRASNOYE SORMOVO; a.k.a. PJSC SORMOVO SHIPYARD; a.k.a. PJSC FACTORY KRASNOYE SORMOVO; a.k.a. PIC SOY SORMOVO), 1 Barrikad St., Komsomolsk-On-Amur, Khabarovsk Region 681000, Russia; Organization Established Date 21 Dec 1992; Tax ID No. 2703000015 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

SORMOVO SHIPYARD (a.k.a. KRASNOYE SORMOVO), 1 Alleya Truda St., Komsomolsk-On-Amur, Khabarovsk Region 681000, Russia; Organization Established Date 21 Dec 1992; Tax ID No. 2703000015 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).
PROLETARSKY FACTORY (Cyrillic: ПАО ПРОЛЕТАРСКИЙ ЗАВОД); a.k.a. PJSC PROLETARSKY ZAVOD; a.k.a.
PROLETARSKY PLANT; a.k.a.
PROLETARSKY ZAVOD; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT-STOCK COMPANY PROLETARSKY FACTORY), 3, Dudko St., St. Petersburg
192029, Russia; Organization Established Date 10 Dec 1992; Tax ID No. 7811039386 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SHIPBUILDING PLANT SEVERNAYA VERF (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SHIPBUILDING PLANT SEVERNAYA VERF; a.k.a. PJSC SUDOSTROITELNY FACTORY SEVERNAYA VERF (Cyrillic: ПАО СУДОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД СЕВЕРНАЯ ВЕРФь); a.k.a. SEVERNAYA SHIPYARD; a.k.a. SEVERNAYA VERF SHIPBUILDING PLANT), Korabelnaya Str., 6, St. Petersburg 198096, Russia; Organization Established Date 14 Apr 1994; Tax ID No. 7805034277 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY VYBORG SHIPYARD (a.k.a. PJSC VYBORSKY SUDOSTROITELNY FACTORY (Cyrillic: ПАО ВЫБОРГСКИЙ СУДОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД); a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY VYBORSKY SHIPBUILDING PLANT; a.k.a. PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO VYBORSKY SHIPYARD PJSC), 2b Primorskoye Highway, Vyborg, Vyborgsky District, Leningrad Region 188800, Russia; Website www.vyborgshipyard.ru; Organization Established Date 23 Jul 1997; Tax ID No. 4704012874 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY AMURSKY SHIPYARD; a.k.a. PJSC AMURSKIY SUDOSTROITELNYI SHIPYARD; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION), RYAZANTSEV, Oleg Nikolaevich (a.k.a. "RYAZANTSEV, Oleg Nikolaevich"); Russia; DOB 18 Jul 1964; POB Nizhniy Novgorod, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).
SHISHKIN, Andrey Nikolaevich; a.k.a. "SHISHKIN, Andrei N"), Russia; DOB 13 Mar 1959; POB Krasnoyarsk, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION),

SREDNE-NEVSKY SHIPYARD (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SREDNE-NEVSKY SHIPBUILDING PLANT; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SREDNE-NEVSKY SHIPYARD; a.k.a. JSC SREDNE-NEVSKY SHIPYARD; a.k.a. JSC SREDNE-NEVSKY SUDOSTROITELNY FACTORY (Cyrillic: АО СРЕДНЕ-НЕВСКИЙ СУДОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД); a.k.a. "JSC SNSZ"), Ponton, St. Factory, 10, St. Petersburg 196643, Russia; Organization Established Date 20 Nov 2008; Tax ID No. 7817315385 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION),

SVERLOVSK ENTERPRISE ERA (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SVERLOVSKOE ENTERPRISE ERA; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SVERLOVSKOE ENTERPRISE ERA; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SVERLOVSKAYA ERA; a.k.a. JSC SP ERA (Cyrillic: АО СП ЭРА); a.k.a. JSC SVERLOVSK ENTERPRISE ERA), Ul. Chaykinoy, 1, Svetly, Kaliningrad Region 238340, Russia; Organization Established Date 21 Jan 2003; Tax ID No. 3913007731 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION),

UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION JSC AYSBERG CENTRAL DESIGN BUILDING (a.k.a. CENTRAL DESIGN BUREAU USC-ICBERG JSC; a.k.a. ICEBERG CENTRAL DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. JSC TSKB AYSBERG (Cyrillic: АО ЦКБ АЙСБЕРГ); a.k.a. UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION JSC AYSBERG CENTRAL DESIGN BUILDING), 36 Bolshoi Ave. V. I., St. Petersburg 199034, Russia; Tax ID No. 7801005606 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION),

"VYBORG SHIPYARD PJSC (a.k.a. PJSC VYBORSKY SUDOSTROITELNY FACTORY (Cyrillic: ПАО Выборгский СУДОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД); a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY VYBORG SHIPYARD; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT-STOCK COMPANY VYBORGSKY SHIPBUILDING PLANT; a.k.a. PUBLICCHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHETVO VYBORSKII SUDOSTROITELNYI ZAVOD), 2b Primorskoye Highway, Vyborg, Vyborgsky District, Leningrad Region 188800, Russia; Website www.vyborgshipyard.ru; Organization Established Date 23 Jul 1997; Tax ID No. 4704012874 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION),

"YANTAR SHIPBUIDLING (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY BALTIC SHIPBUILDING PLANT YANTAR; a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY PSZ YANTAR; a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY YANTAR SHIPYARD; a.k.a. JSC PRIBALTIYSKY SUDOSTROITELNY FACTORY YANTAR; a.k.a. JSC PRIBALTIYSKY SUDOSTROITELNY ZAVOD YANTAR (Cyrillic: ПАО Прибалтийский Судостроительный Завод Янтарь); a.k.a. JSC SHIPYARD YANTAR), 1 Guskov Square, Kaliningrad, Kaliningrad Region 236005, Russia; Organization Established Date 07 Sep 1993; Tax ID No. 3900000111 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION),

"CRNR" (a.k.a. "CASPIAN ENERGY MANAGEMENT LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. "CASPIAN ENERGY PROJECTS LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. CRNR MANAGEMENT; f.k.a. CRNR PROJECTS; f.k.a. CRN GROUP; a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY KASPIYSKAIA ENERGIYA ADMINISTRATION OFFICE), 60, Admiral Nakhimov St., Astrakhan 414018, Russia; Organization Established Date 15 Feb 2011; Tax ID No. 3017065795 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION),

"DESIGN OFFICE VYMPEL" (a.k.a. DESIGN OFFICE FOR SHIPBUILDING VYMPEL; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY DESIGN BUREAU FOR SHIP DESIGN VYMPEL; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY DESIGN OFFICE FOR SHIPBUILDING VYMPEL; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT-STOCK COMPANY DESIGN OFFICE FOR SHIPBUILDING VYMPEL), 6 Nartov Str., Bldg.6, Nizhny Novgorod 603104, Russia; Organization Established Date 04 May 1993; Tax ID No. 5260001206 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION),

"JSC SNSZ" (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SREDNE-NEVSKY SHIPBUILDING PLANT; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SREDNE-NEVSKY SHIPYARD; a.k.a. JSC SREDNE-NEVSKY SHIPYARD; a.k.a. JSC SREDNE-NEVSKY SUDOSTROITELNY FACTORY (Cyrillic: АО СРЕДНЕ-НЕВСКИЙ СУДОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД); a.k.a. SREDNE-NEVSKY SHIPYARD; a.k.a. SREDNE-NEVSKY SHIPBUILDING PLANT; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SREDNE-NEVSKY SHIPYARD; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SREDNE-NEVSKY SHIPYARD; a.k.a. SREDNE-NEVSKY SHIPYARD; a.k.a. SREDNE-NEVSKY SUDOSTROITELNY FACTORY; a.k.a. SREDNE-NEVSKY SUDOSTROITELNY FACTORY; a.k.a. SREDNE-NEVSKY SUDOSTROITELNY FACTORY), Ponton, St. Factory, 10, St. Petersburg 196643, Russia; Organization Established Date 20 Nov 2008; Tax ID No. 7817315385 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION),

"LAVRISHCHEV, Andrei V" (a.k.a. LAVRISHCHEV, Andrei Vasilievich; a.k.a. LAVRISHCHEV, Andrey Vasilievich (Cyrillic: ЛАВРИЩЕВ, Андрей Васильевич)), Russia; DOB 12 Oct 1959; POB Blagoveschensk, Amur Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION),

"MARKELOV, Vitaly A" (a.k.a. MARKELOV, Anatolyevich Vitalii; a.k.a. MARKELOV, Vitaliy Anatolyevich (Cyrillic: МАРКЕЛОВ, Виталий Анатольевич)), Russia; DOB 05 Aug 1963; POB Mordovia, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).
SHIPYARD LOTOŚ (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

"POSPELOV, Vladimir Y." (a.k.a. POSPELOV, Vladimír Yakovlevič (Cyrillic: ПОСПЕЛОВ, Владимир Яковлевич)); Russia; DOB 21 Jul 1954; POB Sverdlovsk, Arkhangelsk Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

"RAKHMANOV, Alexei L." (a.k.a. RAKHMANOV, Andrey Nikolayevich; a.k.a. RAKHMANOV, Andrey Nikolayevich (individual)); Russia; DOB 13 Mar 1959; POB Krasnoyarsk, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

"SHISHKIN, Andrei N." (a.k.a. SHISHKIN, Andrei Nikolayevich (Cyrillic: ШИШКИН, Андрей Николаевич); a.k.a. SHISHKIN, Andrey Nikolayevich, Russia; DOB 18 Jul 1954;POB St., Komsomolsk-On-Amur, Khabarovsk Region 681000, Russia; Organization Established Date 21 Dec 1992; Tax ID No. 2703000015 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

"SHISHKIN, Andrei N." (a.k.a. SHISHKIN, Andrei Nikolayevich); Russia; DOB 18 Jul 1954; POB Sverdlovsk, Arkhangelsk Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

"SUDOEXPORT" (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION; a.k.a. JSC SUDOEXPORT; a.k.a. JSC VNESHNEEKONOMICHESKOYE ENTERPRISE SUDOEXPORT; a.k.a. JSC ВНЕШНЕЭКОНОМИЧЕСКОЕ ПРЕДПРИЯТИЕ СУДОЭКСПОРТ)), 11 Tikhvinsky Pereulok 2,2 Moscow 127055, Russia; 11 Sadovaya-Kudrinskaya St., Moscow 123231, Russia; Website www.sudoexport.ru; Organization Established Date 17 Apr 2013; Tax ID No. 7703788275 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION).

Resulting in the following new [LIBYA3] entries:

MOHAMED, Nour Addin Meloud (a.k.a. MUSBAH, Nouriddin Milood M), Malta; Cyprus; Ben Ashoor, Tripoli, Libya; DOB 02 Sep 1974; nationality Libya; Gender Male; Passport 998635 (Libya); alt. Passport PK31LZK9 (Libya) (individual) [LIBYA3].

WADY, Mosbah Mohamed (a.k.a. WADI, Muhsen Mohamed M), Malta; Cyprus; Omar Almohar, Tripoli, Libya; DOB 12 Jul 1993; nationality Libya; Gender Male; Passport 524945 (Libya); alt. Passport RL2957C0 (Libya) (individual) [LIBYA3].

The following [LIBYA3] entries have been changed:

AL-WADI, Faisal (a.k.a. AL-WADI, Faysal M), Malta; DOB 15 Dec 1976; alt. DOB 15 Dec 1978; nationality Libya; Gender Male; National ID No. 037956A (Malta) (individual) [LIBYA3].

WADI, Faisal Mohamed (a.k.a. AL-WADI, Faysal, Malta; DOB 15 Dec 1978; alt. DOB 15 Dec 1976; DOB Dec 1976; POB Libya; nationality Libya; Gender Male; National ID No. 037956A (Malta) (individual) [LIBYA3].

The following [BALKANS-E014033] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

EJYLBEGAJ, Skender (a.k.a. RAKIPI, Aqif), Elbasan, Albania; DOB 01 Apr 1964; POB Durres, Albania; nationality Albania; citizen Albania; Gender Male (individual) [BALKANS-E014033].

GRUEVSKI, Nikola (Cyrillic: ГРУЕВСКИ, Никола), Hungary; Skopje, North Macedonia, The Republic of; DOB 31 Aug 1970; POB
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Skopje, North Macedonia; nationality North Macedonia, The Republic of; Gender Male (individual) [BALKANS-EO14033].

MIJALKOV, Saso (a.k.a. MIJALKOV, Alex; a.k.a. MIJALKOV, Alexander; a.k.a. MIJALKOV, Sas; a.k.a. MIJALKOV, Cauo), Naroden Front Street No. 5-31, Skopje, North Macedonia, The Republic of; DOB 15 Sep 1965; POB Skopje, North Macedonia; nationality North Macedonia, The Republic of; Gender Male (individual) [BALKANS-EO14033].

I.C.I.C. LTD. (a.k.a. I.C.I.C. LTD.), Bocskai utca 9, Pecel 2119, Hungary; Organization Established Date 15 Jul 2021; Tax ID No. 27189173-1-13 (Hungary); Registration Number 13-09-214318 (Hungary) [BALKANS-EO14033] (Linked To: GRUEVSKI, Nikola).
KINAHAN, Christopher Vincent (a.k.a. "KINAHAN JUNIOR," 1404 Iris Blue Building, Dubai Marina, P.O. Box 11850, Dubai, United Arab Emirates; Calle Edificio El Noray, 2 Piso 1 B, Marbella, Spain; Urbanizacion Acosta Los Flamingos Golf, Bloque 82 D, Benahavis, Marbella, Spain; DOB 24 Sep 1980; alt. DOB 30 May 1981; POB Dublin, Ireland; nationality Ireland; citizen Ireland; Gender Male; Passport PW2418905 (Ireland); alt. Passport PT0298836 (Ireland); alt. Passport PN084459 (Ireland); alt. Passport PD4435945 (Ireland); alt. Passport 704043374 (United Kingdom); Identification Number 784198027625874 (United Arab Emirates); alt. Identification Number 166622091 (United Arab Emirates); alt. Identification Number 077449510 (United Arab Emirates) (individual) [TCO] (Linked To: KINAHAN ORGANIZED CRIME GROUP).
"O'BRIEN, Christopher" (a.k.a. KINAHAN, Christopher Vincent; a.k.a. "KINAHAN SENIOR, Christy"); a.k.a. "THE DAPPER DON"), Dubai, United Arab Emirates; Calle Muntaner 325, Planta 6, 4, Barcelona 08021, Spain; Calle Los Geranios, Villa Indelo N 244, San Pedro De Alcantara, Marbella, Spain; Urbanizacion Torre Bermeja, N 1501, Estepona, Spain; DOB 23 Mar 1957; alt. DOB 19 Nov 1952; alt. DOB 23 May 1957; POB Cabra, Ireland; alt. POB Perivale, Middlesex, United Kingdom; alt. POB London, United Kingdom; alt. POB Dublin, Ireland; nationality Ireland; citizen Ireland; Gender Male; Passport PD3265994 (Ireland); alt. Passport 094456153 (United Kingdom); alt. Passport 707265430 (United Kingdom); alt. Passport C181691D (United Kingdom); alt. Passport 701191749 (United Kingdom) (individual) [TCO] (Linked To: KINAHAN ORGANIZED CRIME GROUP).

"THE DAPPER DON" (a.k.a. KINAHAN, Christopher Vincent; a.k.a. "KINAHAN SENIOR, Christy"); a.k.a. "O'BRIEN, Christopher"), Dubai, United Arab Emirates; Calle Muntaner 325, Planta 6, 4, Barcelona 08021, Spain; Calle Los Geranios, Villa Indelo N 244, San Pedro De Alcantara, Marbella, Spain; Urbanizacion Torre Bermeja, N 1501, Estepona, Spain; DOB 23 Mar 1957; alt. DOB 19 Nov 1952; alt. DOB 23 May 1957; POB Cabra, Ireland; alt. POB Perivale, Middlesex, United Kingdom; alt. POB London, United Kingdom; alt. POB Dublin, Ireland; nationality Ireland; citizen Ireland; Gender Male; Passport PD3265994 (Ireland); alt. Passport 094456153 (United Kingdom); alt. Passport 707265430 (United Kingdom); alt. Passport C181691D (United Kingdom); alt. Passport 701191749 (United Kingdom) (individual) [TCO] (Linked To: KINAHAN ORGANIZED CRIME GROUP).

04/14/22

The following [DPRK3] entries have been changed:


Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 [DPRK3].


"_FIFO09_B7168AAe21512996c57EB0615e2383E29f6" Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 [DPRK3].


"0x098B7168AAe21512996c57EB0615e2383E29f6" Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 [DPRK3].

04/20/22

The following [RUSSIA-E014024] [UKRAINE-E013660] entries have been changed:

MALOFEEV, Konstantin Valerevich (a.k.a. MALOFEEV, Konstantin Valerievich; a.k.a. "TEMP.HERMIT"; a.k.a. "THE NEW ROMANTIC CYBER ARMY TEAM"; a.k.a. "ZINC"), Potonggang District, Pyongyang, Korea, North; Digital Currency Address - ETH
MALOFEYEV, Konstantin); DOB 03 Jul 1974; POB Pushchino, Moscow, Russia; Managing Partner of Marshall Capital Partners (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] (Linked To: MARSHALL CAPITAL PARTNERS). -to- MALOFEYEV, Konstantin Valeriевич (a.k.a. MALOFEYEV, Konstantin Valerievich; a.k.a. MALOFEYEV, Konstantin Valerievich; a.k.a. MALOFEYEV, Konstantin (Cyrillic: МАЛОФЕЕВ, Константин)), Fian 4-2, Pushchino 142290, Russia; DOB 03 Jul 1974; POB Pushchino, Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; National ID No. 4604189321 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

AGENT DE ASIGURARE LIDER ASIG SOCIETATE CU RASPUNDERE LIMITATA, Str. Eminescu M., 35, Chisinau 2000, Moldova; Organization Established Date 02 Sep 2010; Registration Number 1010600030711 (Moldova) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: OKULOV, Aleksand). ALL-RUSSIAN PUBLIC ORGANIZATION SOCIETY FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF RUSSIAN HISTORICAL EDUCATION DOUBLE-HEADED EAGLE (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕРОССИЙСКАЯ ОБЩЕСТВЕННАЯ ОРГАНИЗАЦИЯ ОБЩЕСТВО РАЗВИТИЯ РУССКОГО ИСТОРИЧЕСКОГО ПРОСВЕЩЕНИЯ ДВУГЛАВЫЙ ОРЕЛ); f.k.a. ALL-RUSSIAN PUBLIC ORGANIZATION TSARGRAD (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕРОССИЙСКАЯ ОБЩЕСТВЕННАЯ ОРГАНИЗАЦИЯ ЦАРЬГРАД); f.k.a. DOUBLE HEADED EAGLE SOCIETY; f.k.a. SOCIETY OF THE DOUBLE-HEADED EAGLE FOR THE PROPAGATION OF RUSSIAN HISTORICAL ENLIGHTENMENT; a.k.a. TSARGRAD SOCIETY (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО ЦАРЬГРАД), 13 Partyyny pereulok, Moscow 115093, Russia; kom. 51, pomeschch. 1, d. 1, k. 57, str. 3, Per Partyyny, Intra-Urban Area Danilovskiy, Moscow 115093, Russia; Organization Established Date 01 Nov 2015; Tax ID No. 7743141413 (Russia); Registration Number 1167700052618 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: MALOFEYEV, Konstantin).

resulting in the following new [RUSSIA-EO14024] [UKRAINE-EO13660] entries:

MALOFEYEV, Konstantin Valeriевич (a.k.a. MALOFEYEV, Konstantin Valerievich; a.k.a. MALOFEYEV, Konstantin Valerievich; a.k.a. MALOFEYEV, Konstantin (Cyrillic: МАЛОФЕЕВ, Константин)).
ANALITICHESKI TSENTR KATEKHON (a.k.a. ANALITICHESKII TSENTR KATEKHON; a.k.a. KATEHON), ul. Gorbunova d. 2, str. 3, e 9 pom II of 89, Moscow 121596, Russia; Organization Established Date 11 Feb 2016; Organization Type: Management consultancy activities; Tax ID No. 9710007769 (Russia); Registration Number 1167746154432 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TSARGRAD OOO).

ANO INTERNATIONAL AGENCY OF SOVEREIGN DEVELOPMENT (Cyrillic: АНО МЕЖДУНАРОДНОЕ АГЕНТСТВО СУВЕРЕННОГО РАЗВИТИЯ) (a.k.a. AUTONOMOUS NONCOMMERCIAL ORGANIZATION FOR THE STUDY AND DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION IN THE ECONOMIC SPHERE INTERNATIONAL AGENCY OF SOVEREIGN DEVELOPMENT (Cyrillic: АНО НЕКОММЕРЧЕСКАЯ ОРГАНИЗАЦИЯ ПО ИЗУЧЕНИЮ И РАЗВИТИЮ МЕЖДУНАРОДНОГО СОТРУДНИЧЕСТВА В ЭКОНОМИЧЕСКОЙ СФЕРЕ МЕЖДУНАРОДНОЕ АГЕНТСТВО СУВЕРЕННОГО РАЗВИТИЯ); a.k.a. INTERNATIONAL AGENCY OF SOVEREIGN DEVELOPMENT RBK), Prospekt Mira, dom 19, stroyeniye 1, E/Pom/K/Of 1/I/6/17U, Moscow 129090, Russia; Organization Established Date 14 May 2020; Tax ID No. 9702016897 (Russia); Registration Number 1207700052618 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: MALOFEYEV, Konstantin).

DOUBLE HEADED EAGLE SOCIETY (f.k.a. ALL-RUSSIAN PUBLIC ORGANIZATION SOCIETY FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF RUSSIAN HISTORICAL EDUCATION DOUBLE-HEADED EAGLE (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕРОССИЙСКАЯ ОБЩЕСТВЕННАЯ ОРГАНИЗАЦИЯ ОБЩЕСТВО РАЗВИТИЯ РУССКОГО ИСТОРИЧЕСКОГО ПРОСВЕЩЕНИЯ ДВУГЛАВЫЙ ОРЕЛ); a.k.a. ALL-RUSSIAN PUBLIC ORGANIZATION SOCIETY FOR THE PROMOTION OF RUSSIAN HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT TSARGRAD (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕРОССИЙСКАЯ ОБЩЕСТВЕННАЯ ОРГАНИЗАЦИЯ СОДЕЙСТВИЯ ОБЩЕРОССИЙСКОЙ ИСТОРИЧЕСКОЙ СОЦИОЛОГИИ ОБЩЕСТВО ЦАРЬГРАД); a.k.a. ALL-RUSSIAN PUBLIC ORGANIZATION TSARGRAD (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕРОССИЙСКАЯ ОБЩЕСТВЕННАЯ ОРГАНИЗАЦИЯ ЦАРЬГРАД): f.k.a. SOCIETY OF THE DOUBLE-HEADED EAGLE FOR THE PROPAGATION OF RUSSIAN HISTORICAL ENLIGHTENMENT; a.k.a. TSARGRAD SOCIETY (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО ЦАРЬГРАД), 1s3 Partyniip Pereulok, Bratsk 665709, Russia; Organization Established Date 01 Nov 2015; Tax ID No. 7743141413 (Russia); Registration Number 1167700052618 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: MALOFEYEV, Konstantin).
EKOFAERMA ZARECHE (a.k.a. EKOFAERMA ZARECHE OOO), Administrativnoe Zdanie, d. Spas-Teshilovo, Serpukhov 142260, Russia; Organization Established Date 15 Mar 2012; Organization Type: Support activities for animal production; Tax ID No. 5077026547 (Russia); Registration Number 112043000928 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: IMENIE TSARGRAD OOO).

EVEREST GRUP (a.k.a. OBCHESHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU EVEREST GRUP; a.k.a. OOO EVEREST GRUP), d. 37 k. a of 8, ul. Rigachina, Petrozavodsk 185005, Russia; Organization Established Date 27 Jul 2015; Tax ID No. 1001299201 (Russia); Registration Number 1151001009158 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: BITRIVER AG).

GADETSKIY, Evgeniy Yuryevich (Cyrillic: ГАДЕЦКИЙ, Евгений Юрьевич), Russia; DOB 24 Oct 1978; POB Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 482609144935 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SPETSINVESTSERVIS OOO).

GADETSKIY, Evgeniy Yuryevich; a.k.a. GADETSKII, Evgenii Yurevich; a.k.a. GADETSKIY, Yevgeniy; a.k.a. GADETSKIY, Yevgeniy Yuryevich (Cyrillic: ГАДЕЦКИЙ, Евгений Юрьевич), Russia; DOB 24 Oct 1978; POB Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 482609144935 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SPETSINVESTSERVIS OOO).

GOK SIBIRSKIE MINERALY (a.k.a. OBCHESHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU GORNO-OBOGATITELNY KOMBINAT SIBIRSKIE MINERALY, a.k.a. OO SIBIRSKIE MINERALY), 1, ul. Tsentralnaya, Ak-Dovurak, Tyva Resp. 668050, Russia; Organization Established Date 12 May 2011; Tax ID No. 1718002246 (Russia); alt. Tax ID No. 1718002246 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 94545591 (Russia); Registration Number 111772000060 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: BITRIVER AG).

IMENIE TSARGRAD OOO, Pr-d Nagatinskiy 1-1 d. 4, et 2 of 220, Moscow 117105, Russia; Organization Established Date 08 Nov 2006; Organization Type: Real estate activities on a fee or contract basis; Tax ID No. 7718611440 (Russia); Registration Number 1067759325150 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TSARGRAD OOO).

IMPERIYA 19-31 OOO (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY EMPIRE 19-31), ul. Novoselov 25/2, floor 2, konnata 4, d. Alfimovo, Stupino 142860, Russia; Organization Established Date 09 Nov 2010; Organization Type: Real estate activities on a fee or contract basis; Tax ID No. 7703731504 (Russia); Registration Number 1107746906970 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: IMENIE TSARGRAD OOO).

INTERNATIONAL AGENCY OF SOVEREIGN DEVELOPMENT RBK (a.k.a. ANO INTERNATIONAL AGENCY OF SOVEREIGN DEVELOPMENT (Cyrillic: МЕЖДУНАРОДНОЕ АГЕНТСТВО СУВЕРЕННОГО РАЗВИТИЯ); a.k.a. AUTONOMOUS NONCOMMERCIAL ORGANIZATION FOR THE STUDY AND DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION IN THE ECONOMIC SPHERE INTERNATIONAL AGENCY OF SOVEREIGN DEVELOPMENT (Cyrillic: АВТОНОМНАЯ НЕКОММЕРЧЕСКАЯ ОРГАНИЗАЦИЯ ПО ИЗУЧЕНИЮ И РАЗВИТИЮ МЕЖДУНАРОДНОГО СОТРУДНИЧЕСТВА В ЭКОНОМИЧЕСКОЙ СФЕРЕ МЕЖДУНАРОДНОЕ АГЕНТСТВО СУВЕРЕННОГО РАЗВИТИЯ)), Prospekt Mira, dom 19, stroeniye 1, E/Pom/Of 1/6/17/U, Moscow 129090, Russia; Organization Established Date 14 May 2020; Tax ID No. 9702016897 (Russia); Registration Number 120770165727 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: MALOFEYEV, Konstantin).

INVESTTRADEBANK JSC (Cyrillic: ИНВЕСТТОРГБАНК АО; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK INVESTTRADEBANK (Cyrillic: ПАО ТРАНСКАПИТАЛБАНК); a.k.a. TRANSKAPITALBANK (CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY); f.k.a. TRANSKAPITALBANK PJSC; a.k.a. TKB BANK PJSC; a.k.a. TKB BANK), 27/35, Voroncovskaya Ul., Moscow 109147, Russia; Bldg. 1, 2/42, Pokrovka str., Moscow 105062, Russia; SWIFT/BIC TJSCRRUM; Website www.tkbbank.ru; alt. Website tkbbank.com; Organization Established Date 1992; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7709129705 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739186970 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

JOINT STOCK BANK TRANSKAPITALBANK (f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK TRANSKAPITALBANK; f.k.a. TRANSKAPITALBANK (CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY); f.k.a. TRANSKAPITALBANK; f.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY TRANSKAPITALBANK).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY TRANSKAPITALBANK (f.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY TRANSKAPITALBANK; f.k.a. TRANSKAPITALBANK; f.k.a. TKB BANK PJSC; a.k.a. TKB BANK; a.k.a. TKB BANK (Cyrillic: ТКБ БАНК ПАО); a.k.a. TRANSKAPITALBANK).
a.k.a. PJSC TRANSKAPITALBANK; a.k.a. PJSC TRANSKAPITALBANK (Cyrillic: ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ТРАНСКАПИТАЛБАНК) a.k.a. ТКБ БАНК PJSC (Cyrillic: ТКБ БАНК ПАО); a.k.a. TRANSKAPITALBANK PJSC; a.k.a. TRANSKAPITALBANK; a.k.a. "TKB PJSC), 27/35, Vonorovskaya Ul., Moscow 109147, Russia; Bldg. 1, 24/2, Pokrovka str., Moscow 105062, Russia; SWIFT/BIC TJSCRUM; Website tkbbank.com; Organization Established Date 1992; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7709129705 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739186970 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EI04204].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY INVESTTRADEBANK (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ИНВЕСТТРОЙБАНК) (a.k.a. PJSC INVESTTRADEBANK; f.k.a. PJSC INVESTTRADEBANK; f.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY INVESTTRADEBANK), 45 Dubininaya Str, Moscow 115054, Russia; Website ibl.ru; Organization Established Date 1994; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7717002773 (Russia); Registration Number 102773943182 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EI04204] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY TRANSKAPITALBANK).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY MARSHAL.GLOBAL (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО МАРШАЛ.ГЛОБАЛ) (a.k.a. JSC MARSHAL.GLOBAL (Cyrillic: АО МАРШАЛ.ГЛОБАЛ)), ul. Krasnobogatyrskaya, d. 6, str. 6, et 1 komn 23, Moscow 107564, Russia; Organization Established Date 31 Oct 2017; Tax ID No. 7703436139 (Russia); Registration Number 5177746148784 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EI04204].

KATEKHON (a.k.a. ANALITICHESKI TSENTR KATEKHON 0OO; a.k.a. ANALITICHESKII TSENTR KATEKHON), ul. Gorburnova d. 2, str. 3, e 9 pom ii of 89, Moscow 121596, Russia; Organization Established Date 11 Feb 2016; Organization Type: Management consultancy activities; Tax ID No. 9710007769 (Russia); Registration Number 1167746154432 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EI04204] (Linked To: TSARGRAD OOO).

KONTUR OOO, ul. Novoselov d. 25/2, floor 2, komnata 26, d. Afimovo, Stupino 142860, Russia; Organization Established Date 14 May 2014; Organization Type: Real estate activities on a fee or contract basis; Tax ID No. 9710007769 (Russia); Registration Number 105062, Russia; SWIFT/BIC TJSCRUM; Website www.tkbbank.ru; Organization Established Date 1994; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 9710007769 (Russia); Registration Number 1167746154432 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EI04204] (Linked To: TSARGRAD OOO).

KUPRIYANOV, Alexey Aleksandrovich (a.k.a. KUPRIYANOV, Aleksey Aleksandrovich), Russia; DOB 18 Feb 1981; POB Ryazan, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; National ID No. 622905256403 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EI04204] (Linked To: AUTONOMOUS NONCOMMERCIAL ORGANIZATION FOR THE STUDY AND DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION IN THE ECONOMIC SPHERE INTERNATIONAL AGENCY OF SOVEREIGN DEVELOPMENT).

KUPRIYANOV, Alexey Aleksandrovich (a.k.a. KUPRIYANOV, Alexey Aleksandrovich), Russia; DOB 18 Feb 1981; POB Ryazan, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; National ID No. 622905256403 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EI04204] (Linked To: AUTONOMOUS NONCOMMERCIAL ORGANIZATION FOR THE STUDY AND DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION IN THE ECONOMIC SPHERE INTERNATIONAL AGENCY OF SOVEREIGN DEVELOPMENT).

KURORT LIVADIYA OOO, ul. Baturina d. 44, Livadia 298655, Ukraine; Organization Established Date 05 Feb 2016; Organization Type: Other human health activities; Tax ID No. 9102204257 (Russia); Registration Number 1169102055451 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EI04204] (Linked To: TSARGRAD OOO).

KURORT TSARGRAD SPAS-TESHILIVO OOO (f.k.a. UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA UST-KACHKA ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO), D. Spas-Teshilovo, Serpukhov 142860, Russia; Organization Established Date 11 Apr 2005; Organization Type: Other human health activities; Tax ID No. 5043066510 (Russia); Registration Number 1195074004377 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EI04204] (Linked To: IMENIE TSARGRAD OOO).

KUZMIN, Pavel Vladimirovich, Verhnie Polya Street, 14 Build 1, Apt. 300, Moscow 109341, Russia; DOB 27 Dec 1981; POB Uzlovaya, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; National ID No. 7003029772 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EI04204] (Linked To: TSARGRAD OOO).

LARK HOLDINGS PTE LTD (a.k.a. MGI PTE LTD; f.k.a. SINO RS ADVISORY PTE LTD), 77 Robinson Road #16-00, Singapore 068896, Singapore; Organization Established Date 26 Feb 2015; Registration Number 201505110K (Singapore) [RUSSIA-EI04204] (Linked To: AUTONOMOUS NONCOMMERCIAL ORGANIZATION FOR THE STUDY AND DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION IN THE ECONOMIC SPHERE INTERNATIONAL AGENCY OF SOVEREIGN DEVELOPMENT).

LESHCHENKO, Mikhail Aleksandrovich, Russia; DOB 20 Mar 1975; POB Naberezhnye Chelny, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; National ID No. 4508512143 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EI04204] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY MARSHAL.GLOBAL).

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY EMPIRE 19-31 (a.k.a. IMPERIYA 19-31 OOO), ul. Novoselov 25/2, floor 2, komnata 4, d. Afimovo, Stupino 142860, Russia; Organization Established Date 09 Nov 2010; Organization Type: Real estate activities on a fee or contract basis; Tax ID No. 7703731504 (Russia); Registration Number 1107746906970 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EI04204] (Linked To: IMENIE TSARGRAD OOO).

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY RUSSIAN DIGITAL SOLUTIONS (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ РУССКИЕ ЦИФРОВЫЕ РЕШЕНИЯ) (a.k.a. LLC RUS.DIGITAL; a.k.a. LLC RUS.TSIIFRA (Cyrillic: ООО РУС.ЦИФРА); a.k.a. РУССКИЕ ЦИФРОВЫЕ РЕШЕНИЯ), ul. Vyatskaya, d. 70, pomeshch./floor 1/4, kom. #5, Moscow 127015, Russia; Organization Established Date 11 Feb 2021; Tax ID No. 7714468703 (Russia);
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[RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: MALOFEEV, Kirill Konstantinovich).

LLC VLADEKS (Cyrillic: ООО ВЛАДЕКС) (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY VLADEKS (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ВЛАДЕКС) (a.k.a. LLC VLADEKS (Cyrillic: ООО ВЛАДЕКС); a.k.a. "VLADEKS"), ul. Volkhovskaya, d. 29, office 505, Vladivostok 690018, Russia; Organization Established Date 22 Mar 2018; Tax ID No. 2543123270 (Russia); Registration Number 1182536008710 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: MALOFEEV, Kirill Konstantinovich).

MC BITRIVER, LLC (a.k.a. OOO MANAGEMENT COMPANY BITRIVER; a.k.a. UK BITRIVER, LLC), Ul. Annenskaya D. 17, Str. 1, Office 1.18, Moscow 127521, Russia; Organization Established Date 22 Sep 2021; Tax ID No. 9715406566 (Russia); Registration Number 121770048448 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: BITRIVER AG).

MELIKOV, Nikita, Russia; Dob 30 Mar 1994; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: AUTONOMOUS NONCOMMERCIAL ORGANIZATION FOR THE STUDY AND DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION IN THE ECONOMIC SPHERE INTERNATIONAL AGENCY OF SOVEREIGN DEVELOPMENT).

MGI PTE LTD (f.k.a. LARK HOLDINGS PTE LTD; f.k.a. SINO RS ADVISORY PTE LTD), 77 Robinson Road #16-00, Singapore 068896, Singapore; Organization Established Date 26 Feb 2015; Registration Number 201505110K (Singapore) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: AUTONOMOUS NONCOMMERCIAL ORGANIZATION FOR THE STUDY AND DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION IN THE ECONOMIC SPHERE INTERNATIONAL AGENCY OF SOVEREIGN DEVELOPMENT).
OJSC INVESTTRADEBANK (a.k.a. INVESTTRADEBANK JSC [Cyrillic: ИНВЕСТТРАДБАНК АО]; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK INVESTMENT TRADE BANK; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY INVESTTRADEBANK [Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ИНВЕСТТРАДБАНК]; f.k.a. P,JSC INVESTTRADEBANK; f.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY INVESTTRADEBANK), 45 Dubininskaya Str, Moscow 115054, Russia [Cyrillic: УЛ. ДУБИНИНСКАЯ, Д.45, ГОРОД МОСКВА 115054, РОССИЯ]; SWIFT/BIC JSCVRUM2; Website itb.ru; Organization Established Date 1994; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7717002773 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739543182 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY TRANSKAPITALBANK).

OKAF TRADING SOCIETATEA CU RASPUNDERE LIMITATA (f.k.a. SOCIETATEA CU RASPUNDERE LIMITATA PROGLOBAL WORK; a.k.a. SRL OKAF TRADING), str. Mihai Eminescu, 35, Chisinau MD2012, Moldova; Organization Established Date 17 Dec 2015; Registration Number 1015600042010 (Moldova) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: OKULOV, Aleksandr).

OKULOV, Aleksandr (a.k.a. OKULOV, Alexander Fiodorovich, Russia; Romania; Dubai, United Arab Emirates; DOB 06 Dec 1981; nationality Russia; alt. nationality Moldova; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: AUTONOMOUS NONCOMMERCIAL ORGANIZATION FOR THE STUDY AND DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION IN THE ECONOMIC SPHERE INTERNATIONAL AGENCY OF SOVEREIGN DEVELOPMENT).

OKULOV, Alexander Fiodorovich (a.k.a. OKULOV, Aleksandr), Russia; Romania; Dubai, United Arab Emirates; DOB 06 Dec 1981; nationality Russia; alt. nationality Moldova; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: AUTONOMOUS NONCOMMERCIAL ORGANIZATION FOR THE STUDY AND DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION IN THE ECONOMIC SPHERE INTERNATIONAL AGENCY OF SOVEREIGN DEVELOPMENT).

OOO BITRIVER-B (a.k.a. OBSCHESTVOSOGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU BITRIVER-B), 1 Ter. Tor Buryatiya, Mukhorsibirski Raion, Buryatiya Resp., Russia; Organization Established Date 10 Aug 2020; Tax ID No. 0314888570 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 45184454 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: BITRIVER-B).
COOPERATION IN THE ECONOMIC SPHERE INTERNATIONAL AGENCY OF SOVEREIGN DEVELOPMENT.

SOCIETATEA CU RASPUNDERE LIMITATA PROGLOBAL WORK (a.k.a. OKAF TRADING SOCIETATEA CU RASPUNDERE LIMITATA; a.k.a. SRL OKAF TRADING), str. Mihai Eminescu, 35, Chisinau MD2012, Moldova; Organization Established Date 17 Dec 2015; Registration Number 1015600042010 (Moldova) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: OKULOV, Aleksandr).

SUBBOTIN, Aleksey Anatolyevich (a.k.a. SUBBOTIN, Alexey Anatolyevich), Russia; DOB 07 Mar 1975; POB Nyandoma, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; National ID No. 1100109762 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: AUTONOMOUS NONCOMMERCIAL ORGANIZATION FOR THE STUDY AND DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION IN THE ECONOMIC SPHERE INTERNATIONAL AGENCY OF SOVEREIGN DEVELOPMENT).

TSHILOVO OOO, d. 3, d. Spas-Teshilovo, Serpukhov 142260, Russia; Organization Established Date 11 Jun 1992; Organization Type: Real estate activities with own or leased property; Tax ID No. 5077017574 (Russia); Registration Number 1055011104895 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: MALOFYEYEV, Konstantin).

SRL OKAF TRADING (a.k.a. OKAF TRADING SOCIETATEA CU RASPUNDERE LIMITATA; f.k.a. SOCIETATEA CU RASPUNDERE LIMITATA PROGLOBAL WORK), str. Mihai Eminescu, 35, Chisinau MD2012, Moldova; Organization Established Date 17 Dec 2015; Registration Number 1015600042010 (Moldova) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: OKULOV, Aleksandr).

SOCIETATEA CU RASPUNDERE LIMITATA PROJECT INVEST COMPANY, Str. Eminescu Mihai, 35, Chisinau 2000, Moldova; Organization Established Date 01 Jan 2017; Registration Number 1016600005284 (Moldova) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: OKULOV, Aleksandr).

SUBBOTIN, Alexey Anatolyevich, Russia; DOB 07 Mar 1975; POB Nyandoma, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; National ID No. 1100109762 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: AUTONOMOUS NONCOMMERCIAL ORGANIZATION FOR THE STUDY AND DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION IN THE ECONOMIC SPHERE INTERNATIONAL AGENCY OF SOVEREIGN DEVELOPMENT).

Website tkbbank.com; Organization Established Date 1992; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7709129705 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739186970 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

TRANSKAPITALBANK PJSC (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK BANK TRANSKAPITALBANK; f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK TRANSKAPITALBANK; f.k.a. "TKB PJSC") 27/35, Voroncovskaya Ul., Moscow 109147, Russia; Bldg. 1, 24/2, Pokrovka str., Moscow 105062, Russia; SWIFT/BIC TJSCRUMM; Website www.tkbbank.ru; alt. Website tkbbank.com; Organization Established Date 1992; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7709129705 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739186970 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].
Number 1027739186970 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

TSARGRAD OOO, d. 31, office 5-01, Moscow 123242, Russia; Organization Established Date 17 Mar 2015; Organization Type: Other financial service activities, except insurance and pension funding activities, n.e.c.; Tax ID No. 7703226533 (Russia); Registration Number 1157746244017 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: MALOFEYEV, Konstantin).

TSARGRAD PARK OOO, d. 3, d. Spas-Teshilovo, Serpukhov 142260, Russia; Organization Established Date 30 Nov 2016; Organization Type: Management consultancy activities; Tax ID No. 5043059992 (Russia); Registration Number 116504053372 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: IMENIE TSARGRAD OOO).

TSARGRAD SOCIETY (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО ЦАРЬГРАД) (f.k.a. ALL-RUSSIAN PUBLIC ORGANIZATION SOCIETY FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF RUSSIAN HISTORICAL EDUCATION DOUBLE-HEADED EAGLE (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВЕННАЯ ОБЩЕСТВЕННАЯ ОРГАНИЗАЦИЯ ДВУГЛАВЫЙ ОРЕЛ); a.k.a. ALL-RUSSIAN PUBLIC ORGANIZATION SOCIETY FOR THE PROMOTION OF RUSSIAN HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT TSARGRAD (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВЕННАЯ ОБЩЕСТВЕННАЯ ОРГАНИЗАЦИЯ ДВУГЛАВЫЙ ОРЕЛ); a.k.a. DOUBLE HEADED EAGLE SOCIETY; f.k.a. SOCIETY OF DOUBLE-HEADED EAGLE FOR THE PROPAGATION OF RUSSIAN HISTORICAL ENLIGHTENMENT), 1s Partniny Pereulok, Moscow 115093, Russia; Tax ID No. 7736514110 (Russia); Registration Number 1047708905640 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TSARGRAD-MEDIA OOO).

TUREYA OOO, proezd Nagatinskii 1-1 d. 4, office 221, Moscow 117105, Russia; Organization Established Date 26 Nov 2004; Organization Type: Real estate activities on a fee or contract basis; Tax ID No. 7736514110 (Russia); Registration Number 1047708905640 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: IMPERIA 19-31 OOO).

TUHIRNA, Natalya Aleksandrovna (Cyrillic: ТУРИНА, Наталья Александровна), Russia; DOB 12 Mar 1971; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Tax ID No. 772006211099 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TSARGRAD-MEDIA OOO; Linked To: TSARGRAD PARK OOO).
04/20/22

The following [RUSSIA-E014024] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

ALEKSEEV, Mikhail (a.k.a. ALEKSEEV, Mikhail Yurevich (Cyrillic: АЛЕКСЕЕВ, Михаил Юрьевич); a.k.a. ALEKSEEV, Mikhail Yurevich; a.k.a. ALEKSEEV, Mikhail Yurevich), 4 Usievicha St. Apt. 45, H., Moscow 125319, Russia; DOB 04 Jan 1964; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 220051483 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).

ALEKSEEV, Mikhail Yurevich (a.k.a. ALEKSEEV, Mikhail Yurevich (Cyrillic: АЛЕКСЕЕВ, Михаил Юрьевич); a.k.a. ALEKSEEV, Mikhail Yurevich; a.k.a. ALEKSEEV, Mikhail Yurevich), 4 Usievicha St. Apt. 45, H., Moscow 125319, Russia; DOB 04 Jan 1964; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 220051483 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).

CHERKASOVA, Nadia Narimanovna (a.k.a. ЧЕРКАСОВА, Надия Наримановна); a.k.a. GOLIKOV, Andrei Fedorovich (a.k.a. GOLIKOV, Андрей Фёдорович), 25 Ul. Volkhovskaya, d. 29, office 505, VLADEKS; a.k.a. TRANSCAPITALBANK), 27/35, Voroncovskaya Ul., Moscow 109147, Russia; Bldg. 1, 2/42, Pokrovka str., Moscow 105062, Russia; SHIFT/BIC TJSCRUMM; Website www.tkbbank.ru; alt. Website tkbbank.com; Organization Established Date 1992; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 1027739186970 (Russia); Registration Number 7709129705 (Russia); Registration Number 1182536008710 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: MALOFYEYEV, Kirill Konstantinovich).
IUDAEVA, Xenia Valentinovna (a.k.a. IUDAEVA, Kseniya Valentinovna (a.k.a. IUDAEVA, Xenia Valentinovna (a.k.a. IUDAEVA, Ksenia Valentinovna; a.k.a. IUDAЕVA, Xenia Valentinovna; a.k.a. YUDAYEVA, Kseniya Valentinovna; a.k.a. YUDAЕVA, Xenia Valentinovna; a.k.a. YUDAYEVA, Xeniya Valentinovna; a.k.a. YUDAЕVA, Xeniya Valentinovna)); a.k.a. YUDAYEVA, Xeniya Valentinovna), 4 Molodezhnaya St. Apt. 232, Moscow 119296, Russia; DOB 17 Mar 1970; POB: Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Passport 220033553 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).

GOLIKOV, Andrey Fedorovich (Cyrillic: ГОЛИКОВ, Андрей Федорович) (a.k.a. GOLIKOV, Andrei Fedorovich), B Hariton Esvky Pereulok 16-18-25, Moscow 107078, Russia; DOB 14 Mar 1969; POB Volzhskiy, Volgograd Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 717619902 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).

IUDAЕVA, Xenia Valentinovna (a.k.a. IUDAЕVA, Kseniya Valentinovna (a.k.a. IUDAЕVA, Xeniya Valentinovna (a.k.a. IUDAЕVA, Ksenia Valentinovna; a.k.a. IUDAЕVA, Xenia Valentinovna; a.k.a. YUDAYEVA, Kseniya Valentinovna; a.k.a. YUDAЕVA, Xenia Valentinovna; a.k.a. YUDAYEVA, Xeniya Valentinovna; a.k.a. YUDAЕVA, Xeniya Valentinovna)); a.k.a. YUDAYEVA, Xeniya Valentinovna), 4 Molodezhnaya St. Apt. 232, Moscow 119296, Russia; DOB 17 Mar 1970; POB: Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Passport 220033553 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).

NESTERENKO, Tatiana Gennadievna (a.k.a. NESTERENKO, Tatyana Gennadiyevna; a.k.a. NESTERENKO, Tatiana Gennadevna (Cyrillic: НЕСТЕРЕНКО, Татьяна Геннадьевна); a.k.a. NESTERENKO, Tatyana Gennadyevna), Apt. 5, H.3-14, Glazovsky Pereulok, Moscow 119002, Russia; DOB 27 Aug 1965; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 530294714 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).
NESTERENKO, Tatyana Gennadyevna; a.k.a. NESTERENKO, Tatyana Gennadievna), Russia; DOB 05 Aug 1959; POB Vladivostok, Primorye Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).

NESTERENKO, Tatyana Gennadyevna (Cyrillic: НЕСТЕРЕНКО, Татьяна Геннадьевна) (a.k.a. NESTERENKO, Tatyana Gennadievna; a.k.a. NESTERENKO, Tatyana Gennadyevna; a.k.a. NESTERENKO, Tatyana Gennadevna (Cyrillic: НЕСТЕРЕНКО, Татьяна Геннадьевна; a.k.a. NESTERENKO, Tatiana Gennadevna; a.k.a. NESTERENKO, Tatiana Gennadyevna; a.k.a. NESTERENKO, Tatiana Gennadevna; a.k.a. NESTERENKO, Tatiana Gennadevna; a.k.a. NESTERENKO, Tatiana Gennadyevna), Russia; DOB 05 Aug 1959; POB Vladivostok, Primorye Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).

Rusanov, Sergey Georgievich (a.k.a. RUSANOV, Sergey Georgievich (Cyrillic: РУСАНОВ, Серге́й Георгийевич); a.k.a. RUSANOV, Sergey Georgievich), Marii Ulyanovoy Str. 8 129, Moscow 117331, Russia; DOB 29 May 1963; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 531166608 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).

Rusanov, Sergey Georgievich (Cyrillic: РУСАНОВ, Серге́й Георгийевич), Marii Ulyanovoy Str. 8 129, Moscow 117331, Russia; DOB 29 May 1963; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 531166608 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).

Simanovski, Alexei Yurevich (Cyrillic: СИМАНОВСКИЙ, Алексей Юрьевич) (a.k.a. СИМАНОВСКИЙ, Алексей Юрьевич) (a.k.a. СИМАНОВСКИЙ, Алексей Юрьевич) (a.k.a. СИМАНОВСКИЙ, Алексей Юрьевич) (a.k.a. СИМАНОВСКИЙ, Алексей Юрьевич) (a.k.a. SIMANOVSKIY, Alexei Iurevich; a.k.a. SIMANOVSKIY, Alexei Iurevich; a.k.a. SIMANOVSKIY, Aleksey Iurievich; a.k.a. SIMANOVSKIY, Alexey Yurevich (Cyrillic: СИМАНОВСКИЙ, Алексей Юрьевич) (a.k.a. SIMANOVSKIY, Alexey Yurevich; a.k.a. SIMANOVSKIY, Alexey Yurevich; a.k.a. SIMANOVSKIY, Alexey Yurevich; a.k.a. SIMANOVSKIY, Alexey Yurevich; a.k.a. SIMANOVSKIY, Alexey Yurevich), Ulmolodogvardeyskaya 66, 4, 1, Moscow, Russia; DOB 06 Sep 1955; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 200110994 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).

Simanovski, Alexei Yurevich (Cyrillic: СИМАНОВСКИЙ, Алексей Юрьевич) (a.k.a. SIMANOVSKIY, Alexey Yurevich; a.k.a. SIMANOVSKIY, Alexei Yurevich; a.k.a. SIMANOVSKIY, Alexei Yurevich; a.k.a. SIMANOVSKIY, Alexey Yurevich; a.k.a. SIMANOVSKIY, Alexey Yurevich), Ulmolodogvardeyskaya 66, 4, 1, Moscow, Russia; DOB 06 Sep 1955; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 200110994 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).

Titova, Elena Borisovna (Cyrillic: ТИТОВА, Елена Борисовна) (a.k.a. TITOVA, Yelena Borisovna), Russia; DOB 16 May 1967; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY BANK FINANCIAL CORPORATION OTKRITIE).
OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL

The following [SDNTK] entries have been removed:

BOLIVAR ZAPATA, Gustavo; DOB 23 Dec 1976; POB Pereira, Risaralda, Colombia; Cedula No. 18513577 (Colombia) (individual) [SDNTK].

FLORES CHAVEZ, Kevin Sebastian, Calle Tchaikovsky 47, Col. Arcos de Guadalupe, Zapopan, Jalisco, Mexico; DOB 01 Mar 1995; POB Jalisco, Mexico; citizen Mexico; Gender Male; R.F.C. FOCK950301E94 (Mexico); C.U.R.P. FOCK950301HJCLHV00 (Mexico) (individual) [SDNTK] (Linked To: FLORES DRUG TRAFFICKING ORGANIZATION. Linked To: BOUNGALOWS VILLA AZUL, S.A. DE C.V.).

JEVIZ (a.k.a. MULTISERVICIOS JEVIZ S.A. DE C.V.), Carretera a El Dorado # 2501, Colonia Campo El Diez, Culiacan, Sinaloa 80155, Mexico [SDNTK].

MULTISERVICIOS JEVIZ S.A. DE C.V. (a.k.a. JEVIZ), Carretera a El Dorado # 2501, Colonia Campo El Diez, Culiacan, Sinaloa 80155, Mexico [SDNTK].

PEREZ SANTORO, Javier (a.k.a. PEREZ SANTORO, Roberto Javier), Buenos Aires, Argentina; DOB 10 Sep 1983; POB Buenos Aires, Argentina; nationality Argentina; Gender Male; Passport AAB523976 (Argentina); D.N.I. 30312556 (Argentina) (individual) [SDNTK] (Linked To: SMILE TECHNOLOGIES S.A.; Linked To: SMILE PROPERTY & TRAVEL LTD; Linked To: SMILEWALLET S.A.S.; Linked To: SMILEWALLET B.V.).

PEREZ SANTORO, Roberto Javier (a.k.a. PEREZ SANTORO, Javier), Buenos Aires, Argentina; DOB 10 Sep 1983; POB Buenos Aires, Argentina; nationality Argentina; Gender Male; Passport AAB523976 (Argentina); D.N.I. 30312556 (Argentina) (individual) [SDNTK] (Linked To: SMILE TECHNOLOGIES S.A.; Linked To: SMILE PROPERTY & TRAVEL LTD; Linked To: SMILEWALLET S.A.S.; Linked To: SMILEWALLET B.V.).
ZAMBADA NIEBLA, Jesus Vicente (a.k.a. ZAMBADA NIEBLA, Vicente; a.k.a. "EL MAYITO"), c/o NUEVA INDUSTRIA DE GANADEROS DE CULIACAN S.A. DE C.V., Culiacan, Sinaloa, Mexico; c/o ESTABLO PUERTO RICO S.A. DE C.V., Culiacan, Sinaloa, Mexico; Calle Ciudad de Hermosillo # 1168, Fraccionamiento Las Quintas, Culiacan, Sinaloa 80060, Mexico; DOB 24 Mar 1975; POB Sinaloa, Mexico; nationality Mexico; citizen Mexico; Passport 97040021871 (Mexico); R.F.C. ZANV-750324-NY5 (Mexico) (individual) [SDNTK].

ZAMBA NIEBLA, Vicente (a.k.a. SOTELO GUZMAN, Vicente; a.k.a. "TEMP.HERMIT"; a.k.a. "THE NEW COBRA"; a.k.a. "OFFICE 91"; a.k.a. "RED DOT"; a.k.a. "GUARDIANS OF PEACE"; a.k.a. "HIDDEN COBRA"; a.k.a. "OFFICE 91"; a.k.a. "TEMP.HERMIT"; a.k.a. "THE NEW ROMANTIC CYBER ARMY TEAM"; a.k.a. "WHOIS HACKING TEAM"; a.k.a. "ZINC"), Potonggang District, Pyongyang, Korea, North; Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x098B716BAAa2f12512996dc57Eb0615e2383E2f96; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 [DPRK3]. -to- "APPLEWORM"; a.k.a. "APT-C-26"; a.k.a. "GROUP 77"; a.k.a. "GUARDIANS OF PEACE"; a.k.a. "HIDDEN COBRA"; a.k.a. "OFFICE 91"; a.k.a. "RED DOT"; a.k.a. "TEMP.HERMIT"; a.k.a. "THE NEW ROMANTIC CYBER ARMY TEAM"; a.k.a. "WHOIS HACKING TEAM"; a.k.a. "ZINC", Potonggang District, Pyongyang, Korea, North; Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x3Cffd56B47B7b41c56258D9C7731ABaDc3600xa0e1c89Ef1a489c9C7dE9631f56D32015e2383E0x098B716BAAa2f12512996dc57Eb0615e2383E2f96; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 [DPRK3]. -to- "APPLEWORM"; a.k.a. "APT-C-26"; a.k.a. "GROUP 77"; a.k.a. "GUARDIANS OF PEACE"; a.k.a. "HIDDEN COBRA"; a.k.a. "OFFICE 91"; a.k.a. "RED DOT"; a.k.a. "TEMP.HERMIT"; a.k.a. "THE NEW ROMANTIC CYBER ARMY TEAM"; a.k.a. "WHOIS HACKING TEAM"; a.k.a. "ZINC", Potonggang District, Pyongyang, Korea, North; Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x53b6936513e738f44FB50d2b9476731ABaDc3600x53b6936513e738f44FB50d2b9476731ABaDc3600x53b6936513e738f44FB50d2b9476731ABaDc3600x53b6936513e738f44FB50d2b9476731ABaDc3600x53b6936513e738f44FB50d2b9476731ABaDc3600x53b6936513e738f44FB50d2b9476731ABaDc3600x53b6936513e738f44FB50d2b9476731ABaDc3600x53b6936513e738f44FB50d2b9476731ABaDc3600x53b6936513e738f44FB50d2b9476731ABaDc3600x53b6936513e738f44FB50d2b9476731ABaDc3600x53b6936513e738f44FB50d2b9476731ABaDc3600x53b6936513e738f44FB50d2b9476731ABaDc3600x53b6936513e738f44FB50d2b9476731ABaDc3600x53b6936513e738f44FB50d2b9476731ABaDc3600x53b6936513e738f44FB50d2b9476731ABaDc3600x53b6936513e738f44FB50d2b9476731ABaDc3600x53b6936513e738f44FB50d2b9476731ABaDc3600x53b6936513e738f44FB50d2b9476731ABaDc3600x53b6936513e738f44FB50d2b9476731ABaDc3600x53b6936513e738f44FB50d2b9476731ABaDc3600x53b6936513e738f44FB50d2b9476731ABaDc3600x53b6936513e738f44FB50d2b9476731ABaDc3600x53b6936513e738f44FB50d2b9476731ABaDc3600x53b6936513e738f44FB50d2b9476731ABaDc3600x53b6936513e738f44FB50d2b9476731ABaDc3600x53b6936513e738f44FB50d2b9476731ABaDc3600x53b6936513e738f44FB50d2b9476731ABaDc3600x53b6936513e738f44FB50d2b9476731ABaDc3600x53b6936513e738f44FB50d2b9476731ABaDc3600x53b6936513e738f44FB50d2b9476731ABaDc3600x53b6936513e738f44FB50d2b9476731ABaDc3600x53b6936513e738f44FB50d2b9476731ABaDc3600x53b6936513e738f44FB50d2b9476731ABaDc3600x53b6936513e738f44FB50d2b9476731ABaDc3600x53b6936513e738f44FB50d2b9476731ABaDc3600x53b6936513e738f44FB50d2b9476731ABaDc3600x53b6936513e738f44FB50d2b9476731ABaDc
"TEMP.HERMIT"; a.k.a. "THE NEW ROMANTIC CYBER ARMY TEAM"; a.k.a. "WHOIS HACKING TEAM"; a.k.a. "ZINC"), Potonggang District, Pyongyang, Korea, North; Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x098B716BB8Aaf21512996dC57EB0615e2383E 296; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0xa0e1c98EF1a489c9C7dBE9311ed5C65D32c2 0E4B; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x3Cd565647B7b41c562565D9C7731ABaDc360 E073; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x53b693651e7378f4FB562d9476730C0Ab3 Bfc1; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 [DPRK3].


"WHOIS HACKING TEAM"; a.k.a. "ZINC")
510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 [DPRK3].


04/29/22

The following [UKRAINE-E013660] entries have been changed:

ABISOV, Sergei (a.k.a. ABISOV, Sergei Vadimovich); DOB 27 Nov 1967; POB Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-E013660]. -to- ABISOV, Sergei (a.k.a. ABISOV, Sergei Vadimovich); DOB 27 Nov 1967; POB Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-E013660].

AKSENOV, Sergei (a.k.a. AKSENOV, Sergei; a.k.a. AKSYONOV, Sergey; a.k.a. AKSYONOV, Sergey Valeryevich; a.k.a. AKSYONOV, Sergey Valeryevich); DOB 26 Nov 1972; POB Balti, Moldova (individual) [UKRAINE-E013660]. -to- AKSYONOV, Sergei (a.k.a. AKSYONOV, Sergey; a.k.a. AKSYONOV, Sergey Valeryevich; a.k.a. AKSYONOV, Sergey Valeryevich); DOB 26 Nov 1972; POB Balti, Moldova; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-E013660].
ALTABAEVA, Ekaterina Borisovna (Cyrillic: АЛТАБАЄВА, Екатерина Борисівна), Sevastopol, Ukraine; DOB 27 May 1956; POB Uglich, Russia; Gender Female (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- ALTABAEVA, Ekaterina Borisovna (Cyrillic: АЛТАБАЄВА, Екатерина Борисівна), Sevastopol, Ukraine; DOB 27 May 1956; POB Uglich, Russia; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

ALTABAEVA, Kateryna Borysivna (Cyrillic: АЛТАБАЄВА, Катерина Борисівна), Sevastopol, Ukraine; DOB 27 May 1956; POB Uglich, Russia; Gender Female (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- ALTABAEVA, Kateryna Borysivna (Cyrillic: АЛТАБАЄВА, Катерина Борисівна), Sevastopol, Ukraine; DOB 27 May 1956; POB Uglich, Russia; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

ANTIPOV, Igor Yuriyevich (a.k.a. ANTIPOV, Ihor), 23 Prospect Mayakovskogo, Apt. 110, Donetsk, Ukraine; 26 Ulitsa Turbinnaya, Donetsk, Ukraine; DOB 26 May 1961; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] (Linked To: DONETSK PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC). -to- ANTIPOV, Igor Yuriyevich (a.k.a. ANTIPOV, Ihor), 23 Prospect Mayakovskogo, Apt. 110, Donetsk, Ukraine; 26 Ulitsa Turbinnaya, Donetsk, Ukraine; DOB 26 May 1961; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

ANTIPOV, Ihor (a.k.a. ANTIPOV, Ihor), 23 Prospect Mayakovskogo, Apt. 110, Donetsk, Ukraine; 26 Ulitsa Turbinnaya, Donetsk, Ukraine; DOB 26 May 1961; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] (Linked To: DONETSK PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC). -to- ANTIPOV, Ihor (a.k.a. ANTIPOV, Ihor), 23 Prospect Mayakovskogo, Apt. 110, Donetsk, Ukraine; 26 Ulitsa Turbinnaya, Donetsk, Ukraine; DOB 26 May 1961; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

ANTIPOV, Ihor (a.k.a. ANTIPOV, Ihor), 23 Prospect Mayakovskogo, Apt. 110, Donetsk, Ukraine; 26 Ulitsa Turbinnaya, Donetsk, Ukraine; DOB 26 May 1961; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] (Linked To: DONETSK PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC). -to- ANTIPOV, Ihor (a.k.a. ANTIPOV, Ihor), 23 Prospect Mayakovskogo, Apt. 110, Donetsk, Ukraine; 26 Ulitsa Turbinnaya, Donetsk, Ukraine; DOB 26 May 1961; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].
a.k.a. ANTYUFIEV, Vladimir Yuryevich; a.k.a. SHEVTSOV, Vadim; a.k.a. SHEVTSOV, Vadim Gheorgievici; a.k.a. SHEVTSOV, Vladimir; DOB 19 Feb 1951; POB Novosibirsk, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

ANTYUFIEV, Vladimir Yuryevich; a.k.a. ALEXANDROV, Vladimir Gheorgievici; a.k.a. ANTIUFEEV, Vladimir Iurievici; a.k.a. ANTIUFEEV, Vladimir; a.k.a. ANTIUFEEV, Yuryevich (a.k.a. ALEXANDROV, Vladimir Gheorgievici; a.k.a. ANTIUFEEV, Vladimir Iurievici; a.k.a. ANTIUFEEV, Vladimir; a.k.a. ANTIUFEEV, Yuryevich; a.k.a. SHEVTSOV, Vadim; a.k.a. SHEVTSOV, Vadim Gheorgievici; a.k.a. SHEVTSOV, Vladimir); DOB 19 Feb 1951; POB Novosibirsk, Russia (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- ANTYUFIEV, Vladimir Yuryevich; a.k.a. ALEXANDROV, Vladimir Gheorgievici; a.k.a. ANTIUFEEV, Vladimir Iurievici; a.k.a. ANTIUFEEV, Vladimir; a.k.a. ANTIUFEEV, Yuryevich; a.k.a. SHEVTSOV, Vadim; a.k.a. SHEVTSOV, Vadim Gheorgievici; a.k.a. SHEVTSOV, Vladimir; DOB 19 Feb 1951; POB Novosibirsk, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

ANYUKHINA, Anna Vladimirovna; DOB 14 Jan 1985; POB Naidyonovka, Crimean Oblast, Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- ANYUKHINA, Anna Vladimirovna; DOB 14 Jan 1985; POB Naidyonovka, Crimean Oblast, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

ARBUZOV, Sergey G.; a.k.a. ARBUZOV, Serhiy G.; a.k.a. ARBUZOV, Serhiy Hennadiyovych (a.k.a. ARBUZOV, Sergey G.; a.k.a. ARBUZOV, Serhiy Hennadiyovych); DOB 24 Mar 1976; POB Donetsk, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Former First Deputy Prime Minister of Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

ARBUZOV, Serhiy (a.k.a. ARBUZOV, Sergey G.; a.k.a. ARBUZOV, Serhiy Hennadiyovych); DOB 24 Mar 1976; POB Donetsk, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Former First Deputy Prime Minister of Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

AZAROV, Mykola Nikolai Yanovych (a.k.a. AZAROV, Mykola Yanovych; a.k.a. PAKHLO, Nikolai Yanovych); DOB 17 Dec 1947; POB Kaluga, Russia; Former First Deputy Prime Minister of Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- AZAROV, Mykola Nikolai Yanovych (a.k.a. AZAROV, Mykola Yanovych; a.k.a. PAKHLO, Nikolai Yanovych); DOB 17 Dec 1947; POB Kaluga, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.208; Former Prime Minister of Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

AZAROV, Mykola Yanovych (a.k.a. AZAROV, Mykola Nikolai Yanovych; a.k.a. PAKHLO, Nikolai Yanovych); DOB 17 Dec 1947; POB Kaluga, Russia; Former Prime Minister of Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- AZAROV, Mykola Yanovych (a.k.a. AZAROV, Mykola Nikolai Yanovych; a.k.a. PAKHLO, Nikolai Yanovych); DOB 17 Dec 1947; POB Kaluga, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.208; Trade License No. 1037739620390 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 54842899 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

BAIK. V. TSENTR (a.k.a. BAIK. V. TSENTR, OOO; a.k.a. BIKE CENTER; a.k.a. BIKE V. CENTER), Nizhnije Mnevniki, 110, Moscow, Russia; ul. Nikitskaya B. D. 1/14, korp. 3, Moscow 103009, Russia; 1/4, str.3 ul. Nikitskaya B., Moscow 103009, Russia; Trade License No. 1037739620390 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 54842899 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

BAIK. V. TSENTR, OOO (a.k.a. BAIK. V. TSENTR; a.k.a. BIKE CENTER; a.k.a. BIKE V. CENTER), Nizhnije Mnevniki, 110, Moscow, Russia; ul. Nikitskaya B. D. 1/14, korp. 3, Moscow 103009, Russia; 1/4, str.3 ul. Nikitskaya B., Moscow 103009, Russia; Trade License No. 1037739620390 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 54842899 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

BAIK. V. TSENTR, OOO (a.k.a. BIKE CENTER; a.k.a. BIKE V. CENTER), Nizhnije Mnevniki, 110, Moscow, Russia; ul. Nikitskaya B. D. 1/14, korp. 3, Moscow 103009, Russia; 1/4, str.3 ul. Nikitskaya B., Moscow 103009, Russia; Trade License No. 1037739620390 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 54842899 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

BAIK. V. TSENTR, OOO (a.k.a. BIKE CENTER; a.k.a. BIKE V. CENTER), Nizhnije Mnevniki, 110, Moscow, Russia; ul. Nikitskaya B. D. 1/14, korp. 3, Moscow 103009, Russia; 1/4, str.3 ul. Nikitskaya B., Moscow 103009, Russia; Trade License No. 1037739620390 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 54842899 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

BIKE CENTER, a.k.a. BIKE V. CENTER), Nizhnije Mnevniki, 110, Moscow, Russia; ul. Nikitskaya B. D. 1/14, korp. 3, Moscow 103009, Russia; 1/4, str.3 ul. Nikitskaya B., Moscow 103009, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.208; Trade License No. 1037739620390 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 54842899 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13660].
BEZLER, Igor Mykolaiovych; a.k.a. BEZLER, Ihor; DOB 1965; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

BEZLER, Ihor (a.k.a. BEZLER, Igor; a.k.a. BEZLER, Igor Mykolaiovych; a.k.a. BEZLER, Igor Nikolayevich); DOB 1965 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- BEZLER, Ihor (a.k.a. BEZLER, Igor; a.k.a. BEZLER, Igor Mykolaiovych; a.k.a. BEZLER, Igor Nikolayevich); DOB 1965; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

BIKE CENTER (a.k.a. BAIK. V. TSENTR; a.k.a. BIKE V. TSENTR; a.k.a. BIKE CENTER), Nizhnije Mnevniki, 110, Moscow, Russia; ul. Nikitskaya B. D. 11/4, korp. 3, Moscow 103009, Russia; 1 1/4, str.3 ul. Nikitskaya B., Moscow 103009, Russia; Trade License No. 1037739620390 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 54842899 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- BIKE CENTER (a.k.a. BAIK. V. TSENTR; a.k.a. BIKE V. TSENTR, OOO; a.k.a. BIKE V. CENTER), Nizhnije Mnevniki, 110, Moscow, Russia; ul. Nikitskaya B. D. 11/4, korp. 3, Moscow 103009, Russia; 1 1/4, str.3 ul. Nikitskaya B., Moscow 103009, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Trade License No. 1037739620390 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 54842899 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

BOGATYRIOVA, Raisa (a.k.a. BOGATYREVA, Raisa; a.k.a. BOGATYREVA, Raisa Vasylivna; a.k.a. BOHATYREVA, Raisa; a.k.a. BOHATYREEVA, Raisa; a.k.a. BOHATYREVA, Raisa; a.k.a. BOHATYRYOVA, Rayisa); DOB 06 Jan 1953; POB Bakal, Chelyabinsk, Russia (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- BOGATYRIOVA, Raisa (a.k.a. BOGATYREVA, Raisa; a.k.a. BOGATYREVA, Raisa Vasylivna; a.k.a. BOHATYREVA, Raisa; a.k.a. BOHATYREEVA, Raisa; a.k.a. BOHATYREVA, Raisa; a.k.a. BOHATYRYOVA, Rayisa); DOB 06 Jan 1953; POB Bakal, Chelyabinsk, Russia (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- BOHATYRYOVA, Raisa; a.k.a. BOHATYREVA, Raisa; a.k.a. BOHATYRVYA, Raisa; a.k.a. BOHATYRVYA, Raisa; a.k.a. BOHATYRYOVA, Raisa; a.k.a. BOHATYRYOVA, Raisa; a.k.a. BOHATYRYOVA, Rayisa); DOB 06 Jan 1953; POB Bakal, Chelyabinsk, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

POB Bakal, Chelyabinsk, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

CHANGES TO THE SDN LIST IN 2022
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Establishment of the Sevastopol Municipal Administration (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

- to: CHALYI, Aleksei Mykhaylovych (a.k.a. CHALIY, Aleksey Mykhaylovich; a.k.a. CHALIY, Aleksey Mikhailovich; a.k.a. CHALIY, Mikhailovich Oleksiy; a.k.a. CHALY, Aleksey Mikhailovich; a.k.a. CHALY, Oleksiy; a.k.a. CHALYI, Aleksiy); DOB 13 Jun 1961; POB Sevastopol, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Mayor of Sevastopol; Chairman of the Coordination Council for the Establishment of the Sevastopol Municipal Administration (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

CHALIY, Aleksey Mykhaylovich (a.k.a. CHALYI, Alexei; a.k.a. CHALIY, Aleksey; a.k.a. CHALIY, Aleksey Mikhailovich; a.k.a. CHALIY, Mikhailovich Oleksiy; a.k.a. CHALY, Aleksey Mikhailovich; a.k.a. CHALY, Oleksiy; a.k.a. CHALIY, Aleksiy); DOB 13 Jun 1961; POB Sevastopol, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Mayor of Sevastopol; Chairman of the Coordination Council for the Establishment of the Sevastopol Municipal Administration (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].
1961; POB Sevastopol, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Mayor of Sevastopol; Chairman of the Coordination Council for the Establishment of the Sevastopol Municipal Administration (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

CHALYI, Aleksiy (a.k.a. CHALIY, Aleksei; a.k.a. CHALIY, Alexei; a.k.a. CHALIY, Aleksey Mikhailovich; a.k.a. CHALYI, Aleksiy); DOB 13 Jun 1961; POB Sevastopol, Ukraine; Mayor of Sevastopol; Chairman of the Coordination Council for the Establishment of the Sevastopol Municipal Administration (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

CHALYI, Aleksiy (a.k.a. CHALIY, Aleksei; a.k.a. CHALIY, Alexei; a.k.a. CHALIY, Aleksey Mikhailovich; a.k.a. CHALYI, Aleksiy); DOB 13 Jun 1961; POB Sevastopol, Ukraine; Secretary of the Sevastopol Municipal Administration (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].
Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13660].

DUGIN, Aleksandr (a.k.a. DUGIN, Aleksandr Gelyevich; a.k.a. DUGIN, Alexander Gelyevich); DOB 07 Jan 1962 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- DUGIN, Aleksandr (a.k.a. DUGIN, Aleksandr Gelyevich; a.k.a. DUGIN, Alexander Gelyevich); DOB 07 Jan 1962; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

DUGIN, Aleksandr Gelyevich (a.k.a. DUGIN, Aleksandr; a.k.a. DUGIN, Alexander Gelyevich); DOB 07 Jan 1962 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- DUGIN, Aleksandr Gelyevich (a.k.a. DUGIN, Aleksandr; a.k.a. DUGIN, Alexander Gelyevich); DOB 07 Jan 1962; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

DUGIN, Alexander Gelyevich (a.k.a. DUGIN, Aleksandr; a.k.a. DUGIN, Alexander Gelyevich); DOB 07 Jan 1962 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- DUGIN, Alexander Gelyevich (a.k.a. DUGIN, Aleksandr; a.k.a. DUGIN, Alexander Gelyevich); DOB 07 Jan 1962; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

DYKYY, Oleksiy (a.k.a. DIKJ, Aleksey Aleksandrovich; a.k.a. DIKY, Aleksey Aleksandrovich; a.k.a. DIKY, Oleksiy Oleksandrovych); Donetsk, Ukraine; DOB 05 Jul 1974; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- DYKYY, Oleksiy (a.k.a. DIKJ, Aleksey Aleksandrovich; a.k.a. DIKY, Aleksey Aleksandrovich; a.k.a. DIKY, Oleksiy Oleksandrovych); Donetsk, Ukraine; DOB 05 Jul 1974; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

Eurasian Youth Union, Russia 3, Bagrationovsky Proezd, House 7, Area 20 B, Office 405, Moscow 121087, Russia; Website http://rossia3.ru; Email Address esm@rossia3.ru [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- EURASIAN YOUTH UNION, Russia 3, Bagrationovsky Proezd, House 7, Area 20 B, Office 405, Moscow 121087, Russia; Website http://rossia3.ru; Email Address esm@rossia3.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13660].

FEODOSIYA ENTERPRISE ON PROVIDING OIL PRODUCTS (a.k.a. FEODOSIA OIL PRODUCTS SUPPLY CO.; a.k.a. FEODOSIYA ENTERPRISE; a.k.a. FEODOSIYSKE COMPANY FOR THE OIL; a.k.a. THEODOSIYA OIL TERMINAL), Feodosiya, Geologicheskaya str. 2, Crimea 98107, Ukraine; FEOdSIA, Str. Geological 2, Crimea 98107, Ukraine; Website http://rossia3.ru; Email Address esm@rossia3.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13660].

FEODOSIYA ENTERPRISE ON PROVIDING OIL PRODUCTS (a.k.a. FEODOSIA OIL PRODUCTS SUPPLY CO.; a.k.a. FEODOSIYA ENTERPRISE; a.k.a. FEODOSIYSKE COMPANY FOR THE OIL; a.k.a. THEODOSIYA OIL TERMINAL), Feodosiya, Geologicheskaya str. 2, Crimea 98107, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

FEODOSIYA ENTERPRISE; a.k.a. FEODOSIYA ENTERPRISE ON PROVIDING OIL PRODUCTS; a.k.a. FEODOSIYSKE COMPANY FOR THE OIL; a.k.a. THEODOSIYA OIL TERMINAL), Feodosiya, Geologicheskaya str. 2, Crimea 98107, Ukraine; FEOdSIA, Str. Geological 2, Crimea 98107, Ukraine; Website http://rossia3.ru; Email Address esm@rossia3.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13660].

FEODOSIYA ENTERPRISE; a.k.a. FEODOSIYA ENTERPRISE ON PROVIDING OIL PRODUCTS; a.k.a. FEODOSIYSKE COMPANY FOR THE OIL; a.k.a. THEODOSIYA OIL TERMINAL), Feodosiya, Geologicheskaya str. 2, Crimea 98107, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

FEODOSIYA ENTERPRISE; a.k.a. FEODOSIYA ENTERPRISE ON PROVIDING OIL PRODUCTS; a.k.a. FEODOSIYSKE COMPANY FOR THE OIL; a.k.a. THEODOSIYA OIL TERMINAL), Feodosiya, Geologicheskaya str. 2, Crimea 98107, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

FEODOSIYSKE COMPANY FOR THE OIL (a.k.a. FEODOSIYA ENTERPRISE; a.k.a. FEODOSIYA ENTERPRISE ON PROVIDING OIL PRODUCTS; a.k.a. THEODOSIYA OIL TERMINAL), Feodosiya, Geologicheskaya str. 2, Crimea 98107, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

GEOPOLITICA (Cyrillic: ГЕОПОЛИТИКА), Russia; Website Geopolitica.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13660].

GIRKIN, Igor Vsevolodovich (a.k.a. STRELKOV, Igor Ivanovich; a.k.a. STRELOK, Igor), Shenkurskiy Passage (Proyezd), House 8-6, Apartment 136, Moscow, Russia; DOB 17 Dec 1970; citizen Russia; Passport 450640961 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- GIRKIN, Igor Vsevolodovich (a.k.a. STRELKOV, Igor Ivanovich; a.k.a. STRELOK, Igor), Shenkurskiy Passage (Proyezd), House 8-6, Apartment 136, Moscow, Russia; DOB 17 Dec 1970; citizen Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].
GOTSANYUK, Yuri Mikhailovich (a.k.a. GOTSANIUK, Jurij Mikhailovich; a.k.a. Михайлович))

Ukraine; DOB 18 Jul 1966; POB Nove Selo, Ukraine; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

GRANOVSKY, Aleksey Ivanovich, 4 Ulitsa Malakhova, Donetsk, Donetsk Region, Ukraine; DOB 03 Nov 1973; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] (Linked To: DONETSK PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC). -to- GRANOVSKY, Aleksey Ivanovich, 41 Ulitsa Malakhova, Donetsk, Donetsk Region, Ukraine; DOB 03 Nov 1973; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

GUBAREV, Pavel (a.k.a. HUBARYEV, Pavlo); DOB 10 Feb 1983; POB Sivierskodonetsk, Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- GUBAREV, Pavel (a.k.a. HUBARYEV, Pavlo); DOB 10 Feb 1983; POB Sivierskodonetsk, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

GUBAREVA, Ekaterina (a.k.a. GUBAREVA, Yekaterina); DOB 05 Jul 1983 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- GUBAREVA, Ekaterina (a.k.a. GUBAREVA, Yekaterina); DOB 05 Jul 1983; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

GUBAREVA, Yekaterina (a.k.a. GUBAREVA, Ekaterina); DOB 05 Jul 1983 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- GUBAREVA, Yekaterina (a.k.a. GUBAREVA, Ekaterina); DOB 05 Jul 1983; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

HOLDING SECURITY STRUCTURE WOLF (a.k.a. DEFENSE HOLDING STRUCTURE 'WOLF'; a.k.a. KHOOLDING OKHRANNYKH STRUKTUR VOLK; a.k.a. WOLF HOLDING COMPANY; a.k.a. 'WOLF' HOLDING OF SECURITY STRUCTURES), ul. Panferova d. 18, Moscow 119261, Russia; Nizhniye Mnevnikii, 110, Moscow, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 7736640919 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- HOLDING SECURITY STRUCTURE WOLF (a.k.a. KHOOLDING OKHRANNYKH STRUKTUR VOLK; a.k.a. WOLF HOLDING COMPANY; a.k.a. 'WOLF' HOLDING OF SECURITY STRUCTURES), ul. Panferova d. 18, Moscow 119261, Russia; Nizhniye Mnevnikii, 110, Moscow, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 7736640919 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13660].
Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

IVANKOV, Yuriy Vladimirovich (a.k.a. IVAIKOV, Yuriy); DOB 07 Apr 1980; POB Stahanov, Luhansk Oblast, Ukraine; nationality Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

IVANKOV, YURI, ZHUKOV, Piotr; DOB 07 Apr 1980; POB Stahanov, Luhansk Oblast, Ukraine; nationality Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

JOSEFOW, Piotr; DOB 1971; POB Stahanov, Luhansk Oblast, Ukraine; nationality Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

JURJEVICH, Ryauzov Denis (a.k.a. HORUS, Denis); DOB 07 Apr 1980; POB Stahanov, Luhansk Oblast, Ukraine; nationality Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

RYAUZOW, Denis; DOB 07 Apr 1980; POB Stahanov, Luhansk Oblast, Ukraine; nationality Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].
KONONOV, Vladimir (a.k.a. KONONOV, Vladimir Petrovich; a.k.a. KONONOV, Volodimir); DOB 14 Oct 1974 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- KOMPANIYA GAZ-ALLYANS, OOO (a.k.a. COMPANY GAZ-ALLIANCE LLC; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNO OTVETSTVENNOSTYU KOMPANIYA GAZ-ALLYANS), 15 Ul., Svobody, Nizhni Novgorod, Nizhegorodskaya Obl. 603003, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

KONONOV, Vladimir Petrovich (a.k.a. KONONOV, Vladimir P.; a.k.a. KONONOV, Volodimir); DOB 14 Oct 1974 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- KONONOV, Vladimir Petrovich (a.k.a. KONONOV, Volodimir; a.k.a. KONONOV, Vladimir P.; a.k.a. KONONOV, Petrovich; a.k.a. KONONOV, Volodimir); DOB 14 Oct 1974; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

KONONOVO, Vladimir Petrovich (a.k.a. KONONOV, Vladimir; a.k.a. KONONOV, Volodimir; a.k.a. KONONOV, Petrovich; a.k.a. KONONOV, Volodimir); DOB 14 Oct 1974 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- KONONOVO, Vladimir Petrovich (a.k.a. KONONOVO, Volodimir; a.k.a. KONONOVO, Vladimir P.; a.k.a. KONONOVO, Volodimir); DOB 14 Oct 1974; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

KONONOVO, Vladimir (a.k.a. KONONOVO, Vladimir P.; a.k.a. KONONOVO, Volodimir; a.k.a. KONONOVO, Vladimir P.; a.k.a. KONONOVO, Volodimir); DOB 14 Oct 1974 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- KONONOVO, Vladimir Petrovich (a.k.a. KONONOVO, Volodimir; a.k.a. KONONOVO, Vladimir P.; a.k.a. KONONOVO, Volodimir); DOB 14 Oct 1974; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

KONONOVO, Vladimir Petrovich (a.k.a. KONONOVO, Volodimir; a.k.a. KONONOVO, Vladimir P.; a.k.a. KONONOVO, Volodimir); DOB 14 Oct 1974 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- KONONOVO, Vladimir Petrovich (a.k.a. KONONOVO, Volodimir; a.k.a. KONONOVO, Vladimir P.; a.k.a. KONONOVO, Volodimir); DOB 14 Oct 1974; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].
Donetsk, Ukraine; DOB 24 Aug 1978; POB Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-E013660].

KOZITSYN, Nikolay (a.k.a. KOZITSYN, Mykola; a.k.a. KOZITSYN, Mykola Ivanovych); DOB 20 Jun 1956; POB Donetsk Region; citizen Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-E013660].

KOZITSYN, Mykola (a.k.a. KOZITSYN, Mykola Ivanovych; a.k.a. KOZITSYN, Nikolai); DOB 20 Jun 1956; POB Donetsk Region; citizen Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-E013660].

KOZITSYN, Nikolai; a.k.a. KOZITSYN, Mykola Ivanovych; a.k.a. KOZITSYN, Mykola; DOB 20 Jun 1956; POB Donetsk Region; citizen Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-E013660].

KOZYAKOV, Sergey (a.k.a. KOZYAKOV, Sergey Yurievich); DOB 29 Sep 1982 (individual) [UKRAINE-E013660].

KOZITSYN, Nikolai; a.k.a. KOZITSYN, Mykola; a.k.a. KOZITSYN, Mykola Ivanovych; a.k.a. KOZITSYN, Mykola; DOB 20 Jun 1956; POB Donetsk Region; citizen Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-E013660].

KOZITSYN, Mykola (a.k.a. KOZITSYN, Mykola Ivanovych; a.k.a. KOZITSYN, Nikolai); DOB 20 Jun 1956; POB Donetsk Region; citizen Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-E013660].

KOZITSYN, Mykola Ivanovych (a.k.a. KOZITSYN, Mykola; a.k.a. KOZITSYN, Nikolai); DOB 20 Jun 1956; POB Donetsk Region; citizen Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-E013660].

KOZITSYN, Mykola; a.k.a. KOZITSYN, Mykola Ivanovych; a.k.a. KOZITSYN, Nikolai; DOB 20 Jun 1956; POB Donetsk Region; citizen Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-E013660].
KOZYAKOV, Serhiy (a.k.a. KOZYAKOV, Sergey; a.k.a. KOZYAKOV, Sergey Yurievich); DOB 29 Sep 1982 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- KOZYAKOV, Serhiy (a.k.a. KOZYAKOV, Sergey; a.k.a. KOZYAKOV, Sergey Yurievich); DOB 29 Sep 1982; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

KOZYURA, Oleg Grigorievich (a.k.a. KOZYURA, Oleg Grigorievich); DOB 19 Dec 1962; POB Zaporozhye, Ukraine; Head of the Office of the Federal Migration Service in the City of Sevastopol (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- KOZYURA, Oleg Grigorievich (a.k.a. KOZYURA, Oleg Grigorievich); DOB 19 Dec 1962; POB Zaporozhye, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Head of the Office of the Federal Migration Service in the City of Sevastopol (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

KOZYURA, Oleg Grigorievich (a.k.a. KOZYURA, Oleg Grigorievich); DOB 19 Dec 1962; POB Zaporozhye, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Head of the Office of the Federal Migration Service in the City of Sevastopol (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- KOZYURYA, Oleg Grigorievich (a.k.a. KOZYURA, Oleg Grigorievich); DOB 19 Dec 1962; POB Zaporozhye, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Head of the Office of the Federal Migration Service in the City of Sevastopol (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

KULINICH, Larisa (Cyrillic: КУЛИНИЧ, Лариса) (a.k.a. KULINICH, Larisa Vitalievna (Cyrillic: КУЛИНИЧ, Лариса Витальевна), Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine; DOB 02 Mar 1976; POB Ostapovka, Mirongor District, Poltava Oblast, Ukraine; nationality Ukraine; alt. nationality Russia; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

KULINICH, Larisa Vitalievna (Cyrillic: КУЛИНИЧ, Лариса Витальевна) (a.k.a. KULINICH, Larisa (Cyrillic: КУЛИНИЧ, Лариса)), Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine; DOB 02 Mar 1976; POB Ostapovka, Mirongor District, Poltava Oblast, Ukraine; nationality Ukraine; alt. nationality Russia; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].
MALAKHOVA, Svetlana Anatolievna (a.k.a. MALAKHOVA, Svetlana Anatolyevna), 2A Levanovsky Street, Luhansk, Luhansk Region, Ukraine; DOB 27 Aug 1964; Gender Female;
Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MALAKHOVA, Svetlana Anatolievna, 2A Levanovsky Street, Luhansk, Luhansk Region, Ukraine; DOB 27 Aug 1964; Gender Female;
Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MALAKHOVA, Svitlana Anatoliivna (a.k.a. MALAKHOVA, Svetlana Anatolyevna), 2A Levanovsky Street, Luhansk, Luhansk Region, Ukraine; DOB 27 Aug 1964; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MALAKHOVA, Svitlana Anatoliivna, 2A Levanovsky Street, Luhansk, Luhansk Region, Ukraine; DOB 27 Aug 1964; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MALIN, Pavel Vladimirovich (a.k.a. MALGIN, Pavel Volodymyrovich; a.k.a. MALHIN, Pavlo), Quarter Koshevogo 37, Apt. 28, Molodogvardeysk, Ukraine; Lenin Street 3, Apt. 1, Sorokino Krasnodon, Ukraine; DOB 30 Mar 1968; POB Krasnodon, Ukraine; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MALIN, Pavel Volodymyrovich (a.k.a. MALGIN, Pavel Vladimirovich; a.k.a. MALHIN, Pavlo), Quarter Koshevogo 37, Apt. 28, Molodogvardeysk, Ukraine; Lenin Street 3, Apt. 1, Sorokino Krasnodon, Ukraine; DOB 30 Mar 1968; POB Krasnodon, Ukraine; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MALIGNIN, Pavel Vladimirovich (a.k.a. MALGIN, Pavel Volodymyrovich; a.k.a. MALHIN, Pavlo), Quarter Koshevogo 37, Apt. 28, Molodogvardeysk, Ukraine; Lenin Street 3, Apt. 1, Sorokino Krasnodon, Ukraine; DOB 30 Mar 1968; POB Krasnodon, Ukraine; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MALAHKOVA, Svetlana Anatolyevna (a.k.a. MALAKHOVA, Svetlana Anatolievna), 2A Levanovsky Street, Luhansk, Luhansk Region, Ukraine; DOB 27 Aug 1964; Gender Female;
Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].
Krasnodon, Ukraine; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MALHIN, Pavlo (a.k.a. MALGIN, Pavel Vladimirovich; a.k.a. MALGIN, Pavlo Volodymyrovich), Quarter Koshevogo 37, Apt. 28, Molodogvardeysk, Ukraine; Lenin Street 3, Apt. 1, Sorokin Krasnodon, Ukraine; DOB 30 Mar 1968; POB Krasnodon, Ukraine; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].-to- MALHIN, Pavlo (a.k.a. MALGIN, Pavel Vladimirovich; a.k.a. MALGIN, Pavlo Volodymyrovich), Quarter Koshevogo 37, Apt. 28, Molodogvardeysk, Ukraine; Lenin Street 3, Apt. 1, Sorokin Krasnodon, Ukraine; DOB 30 Mar 1968; POB Krasnodon, Ukraine; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MANUILOV, Yevgeny (a.k.a. MANUILOV, Evgeny Vladimirovich; a.k.a. MANUJOLOV, Evgeny Vladiimirovich; a.k.a. MANUJOLOV, Evgeny Vladimirivich; a.k.a. MANUJOLOV, Evgeny Vladiimirovich), DOB 05 Jan 1967 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].-to- MANUILOV, Yevgeny (a.k.a. MANUILOV, Evgeny Vladiimirovich; a.k.a. MANUJOLOV, Evgeny Vladiimirovich; a.k.a. MANUJOLOV, Evgeny Vladiimirovich; a.k.a. MANUJOLOV, Evgeny Vladiimirovich), DOB 05 Jan 1967; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MANUILOV, Yevgeny (a.k.a. MANUILOV, Evgeny Vladimirovich; a.k.a. MANUJOLOV, Evgeny Vladiimirovich; a.k.a. MANUJOLOV, Evgeny Vladiimirovich; a.k.a. MANUJOLOV, Evgeny Vladiimirovich), DOB 05 Jan 1967 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].-to- MANUILOV, Yevgeny (a.k.a. MANUILOV, Evgeny Vladiimirovich; a.k.a. MANUJOLOV, Evgeny Vladiimirovich; a.k.a. MANUJOLOV, Evgeny Vladiimirovich; a.k.a. MANUJOLOV, Evgeny Vladiimirovich), DOB 05 Jan 1967; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MATIUSHCHENKO, Ekaterina Sergeevna (a.k.a. MATYUSHCHENKO, Ekaterina Sergeevna; a.k.a. MATYUSHCHENKO, Kateryna), 20 Ulitsa Novosadovaya, Apt. 41, Donetsk, Donetsk Region, Ukraine; DOB 01 Feb 1979; Gender Female (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] (Linked To: DONETSK PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC).-to- MATYUSHCHENKO, Ekaterina Sergeevna (a.k.a. MATYUSHCHENKO, Ekaterina Sergeevna; a.k.a. MATYUSHCHENKO, Kateryna), 20 Ulitsa Novosadovaya, Apt. 41, Donetsk, Donetsk Region, Ukraine; DOB 01 Feb 1979; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].
and Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

- MELNIKOVA, Andreya Gennadevicha, 13 pr., Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine; DOB 03 Sep 1969; Email Address me@rk.gov.ru; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

- MELNIKOVA, Andreya Gennadevicha, 13 pr., Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine; DOB 03 Sep 1969; Email Address me@rk.gov.ru; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

- MENYAILO, Sergei Ivanovich; a.k.a. MENYAILO, Sergei; a.k.a. MENYAILO, Sergey; DOB 22 Aug 1960; POB Alagir, North Ossetia, Russia; Acting Governor of Sevastopol (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

- MENYAILO, Sergey; a.k.a. MENYAILO, Sergei; a.k.a. MENYAILO, Sergey; DOB 22 Aug 1960; POB Alagir, North Ossetia, Russia; Acting Governor of Sevastopol (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

- MENYAILO, Sergey; a.k.a. MENYAILO, Sergei; a.k.a. MENYAILO, Sergey; DOB 22 Aug 1960; POB Alagir, North Ossetia, Russia; Acting Governor of Sevastopol (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].
MOLODEZHNAIA AVTONOMNAYA NEKOMMERCHESKAYA ORGANIZATSIIA
NOCHNYE VOLKI (a.k.a. NIGHT WOLVES; a.k.a. NOCHNYE VOLKI), Nizhnii Mnevnikii, 110, "Bike Center", Moscov, Russia; 110 Nizhnii Mnevnikii, Moscov, Russia; 110 Nizhnie Mnevnikii Ul., Moscov 123423, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Acting Governor of Sevastopol (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MIHIJLYUK, Leonid Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: МИХАЙЛЮК, Леонид Владимирович) (a.k.a. MIKHAILIUK, Leonid Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: МИХАЙЛЮК, Леонид)), Franco Boulevard, House. 13, Simferopol, Crimea 295034, Ukraine; DOB 01 Jan 1970; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MIHIJLYUK, Leonid Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: МИХАЙЛЮК, Леонид Владимирович) (a.k.a. MIKHAILIUK, Leonid), Franco Boulevard, House, 13, Simferopol, Crimea 295034, Ukraine; DOB 01 Jan 1970; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MOLODEZHNAIA AVTONOMNAYA NEKOMMERCHESKAYA ORGANIZATSIIA

NOCHNYE VOLKI (a.k.a. NIGHT WOLVES; a.k.a. NOCHNYE VOLKI), Nizhnii Mnevnikii, 110, "Bike Center", Moscov, Russia; 110 Nizhnii Mnevnikii, Moscov, Russia; 110 Nizhnie Mnevnikii Ul., Moscov 123423, Russia; Registration ID 1037717008846; Government Gazette Number 14188237 [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MOLODEZHNAIA AVTONOMNAYA NEKOMMERCHESKAYA ORGANIZATSIIA
NOCHNYE VOLKI (a.k.a. NIGHT WOLVES; a.k.a. NOCHNYE VOLKI), Nizhnii Mnevnikii, 110, "Bike Center", Moscov, Russia; 110 Nizhnii Mnevnikii, Moscov, Russia; 110 Nizhnie Mnevnikii Ul., Moscov 123423, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Acting Governor of Sevastopol (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MIHIJLYUK, Leonid Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: МИХАЙЛЮК, Леонид Владимирович) (a.k.a. MIKHAILIUK, Leonid Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: МИХАЙЛЮК, Леонид)), Franco Boulevard, House. 13, Simferopol, Crimea 295034, Ukraine; DOB 01 Jan 1970; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MIHIJLYUK, Leonid Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: МИХАЙЛЮК, Леонид Владимирович) (a.k.a. MIKHAILIUK, Leonid), Franco Boulevard, House, 13, Simferopol, Crimea 295034, Ukraine; DOB 01 Jan 1970; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].
MOZGOVOY, Alexei (a.k.a. MOZGOVOI, Aleksei; a.k.a. MOZGOVOY, Oleksiy; a.k.a. MOZGOVOY, Alexei; a.k.a. MOZGOVOY, Oleksiy; a.k.a. MOZGOVOY, Aleksei), Luhansk, Ukraine; DOB 03 Apr 1975; POB Nyzhnya Duvanka, Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- MOZGOVOY, Alexei, Luhansk, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MOZGOVOY, Oleksiy (a.k.a. MOZGOVOI, Oleksiy; a.k.a. MOZGOVOY, Aleksei), Luhansk, Ukraine; DOB 03 Apr 1975; POB Nyzhnya Duvanka, Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- MOZGOVOY, Oleksiy, Luhansk, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].
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MOZGOVOI, Oleksiy; a.k.a. MOZGOVOY, Aleksei; a.k.a. MOZGOVOY, Oleksiy; a.k.a. MOZGOVY, Oleksiy; a.k.a. MOZGHOVYY, Oleksiy; a.k.a. MOZGOVY, Oleksiy), Luhansk, Ukraine; DOB 03 Apr 1975; POB Nyzhnya Duivanka, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MURADOV, Georgiy L'vovich; DOB 19 Nov 1954; POB Kochmes, Komi, Russia (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- MURADOV, Georgiy L'vovich; DOB 19 Nov 1954; POB Kochmes, Komi, Russia; Donetsk, Ukraine; DOB 17 Feb 1978; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MURATOY, Oleksiy; a.k.a. NAIDENKO, Oleksii Oleksiyovych (Cyrillic: НАЙДЕНКО, Олексій Олексійович)); DOB 02 Jun 1980; POB Donetsk, Ukraine; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

MURATOY, Oleksiy; a.k.a. NAIDENKO, Oleksii Oleksiyovych (Cyrillic: НАЙДЕНКО, Олексій Олексійович)); DOB 02 Jun 1980; POB Donetsk, Ukraine; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

NAYDENKO, Oleksiy; a.k.a. NAYDENKO, Oleksii Oleksiyovych (Cyrillic: НАЙДЕНКО, Олексій Олексійович)); DOB 02 Jun 1980; POB Donetsk, Ukraine; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].
NAZAROV, Mikhail Anatolievich; DOB 1965 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].
- to- NAZAROV, Mikhail Anatolievich; DOB 1965; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

NEKLYUDOV, Dmitriy Sergeyevich (a.k.a. NEKLYUDOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich); DOB 17 Feb 1969; POB Simferopol, Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. - to- NEKLYUDOV, Dmitriy Sergeyevich (a.k.a. NEKLYUDOV, Dmitry Sergeyevich); DOB 17 Feb 1969; POB Simferopol, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

NEMTSEV, Vladimir Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: НЕМЦЕВ, Владимир Владимирович), Sevastopol, Ukraine; DOB 15 Nov 1971; POB Sevastopol, Ukraine; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

NEW RUSSIA PARTY (a.k.a. NOVOROSSIYA PARTY), Ukraine [UKRAINE-EO13660]. - to- NEW RUSSIA PARTY (a.k.a. NOVOROSSIYA PARTY), Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13660].


NIKITINA, Irina (a.k.a. NIKITINA, Irina Petrovna; a.k.a. NIKITINA, Irina Petraevna), Ukraine; DOB 17 May 1968; Gender Female (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. - to- NIKITINA, Irina (a.k.a. NIKITINA, Irina); a.k.a. NIKITINA, Irina Petraevna; a.k.a. NIKITINA, Irina; a.k.a. NIKITINA, Iryna; a.k.a. NIKITINA, Iryna Petraevna, Ukraine; DOB 17 May 1968; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].
OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL
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Sep 1984; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] (Linked To: DONETSK PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC).

NIKULOV, Gennadi Anatolievich (a.k.a. NIKULOV, Gennady A.), Russia; DOB 17 Feb 1967; nationality Russia (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- NIKULOV, Gennadi Anatolievich (a.k.a. NIKULOV, Gennady A.), Russia; DOB 17 Feb 1967; nationality Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1142311010885 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13660] (Linked To: DONETSK PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC; Linked To: LUHANSK PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC; Linked To: ZAO VNESHTORGSERVIS). -to- OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU KOMPANIYA GAZ-ALYANS (a.k.a. COMPANY GAZ-ALLIANCE LLC; a.k.a. KOMPANIYA GAZ-ALYANS, OOO), 15 Ul., Svobody, Nizhni Novgorod, Nizhegorodskaya Obl. 344038, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1142311010885 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13660] (Linked To: DONETSK PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC; Linked To: LUHANSK PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC; Linked To: ZAO VNESHTORGSERVIS). -to- OPLOT, Donetsk, Ukraine; Kharkiv, Ukraine [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- OPLOT, Donetsk, Ukraine; Kharkiv, Ukraine [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU KOMPANIYA GAZ-ALYANS (a.k.a. COMPANY GAZ-ALLIANCE LLC; a.k.a. KOMPANIYA GAZ-ALYANS, OOO), 15 Ul., Svobody, Nizhni Novgorod, Nizhegorodskaya Obl. 344038, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1142311010885 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13660] (Linked To: DONETSK PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC; Linked To: LUHANSK PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC; Linked To: ZAO VNESHTORGSERVIS).

NIKULOV, Gennadiy A. (a.k.a. NIKULOV, Gennady A.), Russia; DOB 17 Feb 1967; nationality Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- NIKULOV, Gennadiy A. (a.k.a. NIKULOV, Gennady A.), Russia; DOB 17 Feb 1967; nationality Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1142311010885 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13660] (Linked To: DONETSK PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC; Linked To: LUHANSK PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC; Linked To: ZAO VNESHTORGSERVIS). -to- OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU KOMPANIYA GAZ-ALYANS (a.k.a. COMPANY GAZ-ALLIANCE LLC; a.k.a. KOMPANIYA GAZ-ALYANS, OOO), 15 Ul., Svobody, Nizhni Novgorod, Nizhegorodskaya Obl. 344038, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1142311010885 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13660] (Linked To: DONETSK PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC; Linked To: LUHANSK PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC; Linked To: ZAO VNESHTORGSERVIS). -to- OPLOT, Donetsk, Ukraine; Kharkiv, Ukraine [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- OPLOT, Donetsk, Ukraine; Kharkiv, Ukraine [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU KOMPANIYA GAZ-ALYANS (a.k.a. COMPANY GAZ-ALLIANCE LLC; a.k.a. KOMPANIYA GAZ-ALYANS, OOO), 15 Ul., Svobody, Nizhni Novgorod, Nizhegorodskaya Obl. 344038, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1142311010885 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13660] (Linked To: DONETSK PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC; Linked To: LUHANSK PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC; Linked To: ZAO VNESHTORGSERVIS).

NIKULOV, Nikolai Yanovich (a.k.a. AZAROV, Mykola Yanovych; a.k.a. AZAROV, Mykola Yanovych), Ukraine; DOB 21 Feb 1977; POB Omsk, Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- NIKULOV, Nikolai Yanovich (a.k.a. AZAROV, Mykola Yanovych; a.k.a. AZAROV, Mykola Yanovych), Ukraine; DOB 21 Feb 1977; POB Omsk, Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1146164002621 [UKRAINE-EO13660] (Linked To: DONETSK PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC; Linked To: LUHANSK PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC).

PAKHLO, Nikolai Yanovich (a.k.a. AZAROV, Mykola Yanovych; a.k.a. AZAROV, Mykola Yanovych), Ukraine; DOB 21 Feb 1977; POB Omsk, Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- PAKHLO, Nikolai Yanovich (a.k.a. AZAROV, Mykola Yanovych; a.k.a. AZAROV, Mykola Yanovych), Ukraine; DOB 21 Feb 1977; POB Omsk, Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].
Mykola Yanovych); DOB 17 Dec 1947; POB
Kaluga, Russia; Former Prime Minister of
Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to-
PAKHLO, Nikolai Yanovich (a.k.a. AZAROV,
Mykola Nikolai Yanovich; a.k.a. AZAROV,
Mykola Yanovych); DOB 17 Dec 1947; POB
Kaluga, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk:
Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations,
31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Former Prime
Minister of Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-
EO13660].

PALAGIN, Viktor Nikolaevich; DOB 02 Dec 1956
(individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to-
PALAGIN, Viktor Nikolaevich; DOB 02 Dec 1956;
Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-
Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201
and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-
EO13660].

PASECHNIK, Leonid Ivanovich (a.k.a.
PASECHNYK, Leonid; a.k.a. PASECHNYK,
Leonid), Ukraine; DOB 15 Mar 1970; Gender
Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to-
PASECHNYK, Leonid Ivanovich (a.k.a.
PASECHNYK, Leonid), Ukraine; DOB 15 Mar 1970; Gender
Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-
Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201
and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-
EO13660].

PASECHNYK, Leonid (a.k.a. PASECHNIK, Leonid
Ivanovich; a.k.a. PASECHNYK, Leonid), Ukraine;
DOB 15 Mar 1970; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to-
PASECHNYK, Leonid (a.k.a. PASECHNIK, Leonid
Ivanovich; a.k.a. PASECHNYK, Leonid), Ukraine;
DOB 15 Mar 1970; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk:
Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201
and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-
EO13660].

PAVLENKO, Vladimir Nikolaevich (Cyrillic:
ПАВЛЕНКО, Владимир Николаевич) (a.k.a.
PAVLENKO, Vladimir Viktorovich (Cyrillic:
ПАВЛЕНКО, Владимир Викторович); a.k.a.
PAVLENKO, Volodymyr Mykolaiovych; a.k.a.
PAVLENKO, Volodymyr Viktorovich (Cyrillic:
ПАВЛЕНКО, Володимир Вікторович)), Donetsk, Donetsk Oblast, Ukraine; DOB 14 Apr
1962; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk:
Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations,
31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Minister of
State Security of the so-called Donetsk People's
Republic (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]
(Linked To: DONETSK PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC).

PAVLENKO, Volodymyr Mykolaiovych (a.k.a.
PAVLENKO, Vladimir Nikolaevich (Cyrillic:
ПАВЛЕНКО, Владимир Николаевич); a.k.a.
PAVLENKO, Vladimir Viktorovich (Cyrillic:
ПАВЛЕНКО, Владимир Викторович); a.k.a.
PAVLENKO, Volodymyr Viktorovich (Cyrillic:
ПАВЛЕНКО, Володимир Вікторович)),
Donetsk, Donetsk Oblast, Ukraine; DOB 14 Apr
1962; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk:
Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations,
31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Minister of
State Security of the so-called Donetsk People's
Republic (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]
(Linked To: DONETSK PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC).

PAVLENKO, Volodymyr Mykolaiovych (a.k.a.
PAVLENKO, Vladimir Nikolaevich (Cyrillic:
ПАВЛЕНКО, Владимир Николаевич); a.k.a.
PAVLENKO, Vladimir Viktorovich (Cyrillic:
ПАВЛЕНКО, Владимир Викторович); a.k.a.
PAVLENKO, Volodymyr Viktorovich (Cyrillic:
ПАВЛЕНКО, Володимир Вікторович)), Donetsk, Donetsk Oblast, Ukraine; DOB 14 Apr
1962; Gender Male; Minister of State Security of the so-called Donetsk People's
Republic (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] (Linked To: DONETSK PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC).

PAVLENKO, Volodymyr Mykolaiovych (a.k.a.
PAVLENKO, Vladimir Nikolaevich (Cyrillic:
ПАВЛЕНКО, Владимир Николаевич); a.k.a.
PAVLENKO, Vladimir Viktorovich (Cyrillic:
ПАВЛЕНКО, Владимир Викторович); a.k.a.
PAVLENKO, Volodymyr Viktorovich (Cyrillic:
ПАВЛЕНКО, Володимир Вікторович)), Donetsk, Donetsk Oblast, Ukraine; DOB 14 Apr
1962; Gender Male; Minister of State Security of the so-called Donetsk People's
Republic (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to-
PAVLENKO, Volodymyr Mykolaiovych (a.k.a.
PAVLENKO, Vladimir Nikolaevich (Cyrillic:
ПАВЛЕНКО, Владимир Николаевич); a.k.a.
PAVLENKO, Vladimir Viktorovich (Cyrillic:
ПАВЛЕНКО, Владимир Викторович); a.k.a.
PAVLENKO, Volodymyr Viktorovich (Cyrillic:
ПАВЛЕНКО, Володимир Вікторович)), Donetsk, Donetsk Oblast, Ukraine; DOB 14 Apr
1962; Gender Male; Minister of State Security of the so-called Donetsk People's
Republic (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to-
PAVLENKO, Volodymyr Mykolaiovych (a.k.a.
PAVLENKO, Vladimir Nikolaevich (Cyrillic:
ПАВЛЕНКО, Владимир Николаевич); a.k.a.
PAVLENKO, Vladimir Viktorovich (Cyrillic:
ПАВЛЕНКО, Владимир Викторович); a.k.a.
PAVLENKO, Volodymyr Viktorovich (Cyrillic:
ПАВЛЕНКО, Володимир Вікторович)),
and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

PRIVATE JOINT-STOCK COMPANY MAKO HOLDING (a.k.a. MAKO HOLDING), Bohdan Khmelnytsky Avenue, Building 102, Voroshilovsky District, Donetsk, Donetsk Oblast 83015, Ukraine; Website https://mako.ua/; Email Address a.kyzura@mako-holding.com; Government Gazette Number 34438105 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13660] (Linked To: YANUKOVYCH, Oleksandr Viktorovych). -to-

PRIVATE JOINT-STOCK COMPANY MAKO HOLDING (a.k.a. MAKO HOLDING), Bohdan Khmelnytsky Avenue, Building 102, Voroshilovsky District, Donetsk, Donetsk Oblast 83015, Ukraine; Website https://mako.ua/; Email Address a.kyzura@mako-holding.com; Government Gazette Number 34438105 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13660] (Linked To: YANUKOVYCH, Oleksandr Viktorovych).

PRIVATE MILITARY COMPANY 'WAGNER' (a.k.a. CHASTNAYA VOENNAYA KOMPANIYA 'VAGNER'; a.k.a. CHVK VAGNER; a.k.a. PMC WAGNER), Russia [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to-

PRIVATE MILITARY COMPANY 'WAGNER' (a.k.a. CHASTNAYA VOENNAYA KOMPANIYA 'VAGNER'; a.k.a. CHVK VAGNER; a.k.a. PMC WAGNER), Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Government Gazette Number 34438105 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13660] (Linked To: YANUKOVYCH, Oleksandr Viktorovych).

PROFAKTOR, LLC (a.k.a. PROFAKTOR, TOV), Bud, 22/28, vul. Dzerzhynskogo, Makivka 86100, Ukraine; Makeevka str., Donetsk Region 86157, Ukraine; Government Gazette Number 32084605 [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to-

PROFAKTOR, LLC (a.k.a. PROFAKTOR, TOV), Bud, 22/28, vul. Dzerzhynskogo, Makivka 86100, Ukraine; Makeevka str., Donetsk Region 86157, Ukraine; Government Gazette Number 32084605 [UKRAINE-EO13660].

PROFAKTOR, LLC (a.k.a. PROFAKTOR, TOV), Bud, 22/28, vul. Dzerzhynskogo, Makivka 86100, Ukraine; Makeevka str., Donetsk Region 86157, Ukraine; Government Gazette Number 32084605 [UKRAINE-EO13660].

PROFAKTOR, TOV (a.k.a. PROFAKTOR, LLC), Bud, 22/28, vul. Dzerzhynskogo, Makivka 86100, Ukraine; Makeevka str., Donetsk Region 86157, Ukraine; Government Gazette Number 32084605 [UKRAINE-EO13660].
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POB Makeevka, Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- PUSHYLIN, Denis Volodymyrovych (a.k.a. PUSHYLIN, Denis; a.k.a. PUSHYLIN, Denys); DOB 09 May 1981; POB Makeevka, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

PUSHYLIN, Denys (a.k.a. PUSHYLIN, Denis; a.k.a. PUSHYLIN, Denis Volodymyrovych); DOB 09 May 1981; POB Makeevka, Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- PUSHYLIN, Denys (a.k.a. PUSHYLIN, Denis; a.k.a. PUSHYLIN, Denis Volodymyrovych); DOB 09 May 1981; POB Makeevka, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

PYRKOVA, Ekaterina Eduardovna (Cyrillic: Пыркова Екатерина Эдуардовна) (a.k.a. PYRKOV, Kateryna Eduardivna (Cyrillic: ПЪРКОВА, Екатерина Едуардовна)), Sevastopol, Ukraine; DOB 22 Aug 1967; Gender Female (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- PYRKOV, Kateryna Eduardivna (Cyrillic: ПЪРКОВА, Екатерина Едуардовна) (a.k.a. PYRKOV, Kateryna Eduardivna (Cyrillic: ПЪРКОВА, Екатерина Едуардовна)), Sevastopol, Ukraine; DOB 22 Aug 1967; Gender Female (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- PYRKOV, Kateryna Eduardivna (Cyrillic: ПЪРКОВА, Екатерина Едуардовна) (a.k.a. PYRKOV, Kateryna Eduardivna (Cyrillic: ПЪРКОВА, Екатерина Едуардовна)), Sevastopol, Ukraine; DOB 22 Aug 1967; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

PUSHYLIN, Denis (a.k.a. PUSHYLIN, Denis; a.k.a. PUSHYLIN, Denis Volodymyrovych); DOB 09 May 1981; POB Makeevka, Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- PUSHYLIN, Denis (a.k.a. PUSHYLIN, Denis; a.k.a. PUSHYLIN, Denis Volodymyrovych); DOB 09 May 1981; POB Makeevka, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

PYRKOVA, Elena Vladimirovna (a.k.a. RADOMSKAYA, Olena; a.k.a. RADOMSKAYA, Elena Vladimirovna); 211 Ulitsa Kuibysheva, Apt. 65, Donetsk, Donetsk Region, Ukraine; DOB 15 Nov 1974; Gender Female (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

RADOMSKAYA, Yelena (a.k.a. RADOMSKAYA, Elena Vladimirovna; a.k.a. RADOMSKAYA, Elena Vladimirovna), 211 Ulitsa Kuibysheva, Apt. 65, Donetsk, Donetsk Region, Ukraine; DOB 15 Nov 1974; Gender Female (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

RADOMSKAYA, Elena Vladimirovna (a.k.a. RADOMSKAYA, Elena Vladimirovna), 211 Ulitsa Kuibysheva, Apt. 65, Donetsk, Donetsk Region, Ukraine; DOB 15 Nov 1974; Gender Female (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. (Linked To: DONETSK PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC).

RADOVSIA, Elena (a.k.a. RADOVSIA, Elena Vladimirovna; a.k.a. RADOVSIA, Elena Vladimirovna), 211 Ulitsa Kuibysheva, Apt. 65, Donetsk, Donetsk Region, Ukraine; DOB 15 Nov 1974; Gender Female (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. (Linked To: DONETSK PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC).

RYAUZOV, Denis Yuryevich (a.k.a. RYAUZOV, Denis Yuryevich), Russia; DOB 23 May 1974; POB Omsk, Siberia, Russia; nationality Russia (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- RYAUZOW, Denis (a.k.a. JURJEVICH, Ryauzov Denis; a.k.a. RYAUZOV, Denis Yuryevich; a.k.a. RYAUZOW, Denis), Russia; DOB 23 May 1974; POB Omsk, Siberia, Russia; nationality Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

RADOMSKA, Olena; a.k.a. RADOMSKAYA, Elena Vladimirovna; a.k.a. RADOMSKAYA, Elena Vladimirovna), 211 Ulitsa Kuibysheva, Apt. 65, Donetsk, Donetsk Region, Ukraine; DOB 15 Nov 1974; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

POB Makeevka, Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- PUSHYLIN, Denis Volodymyrovych (a.k.a. PUSHYLIN, Denis; a.k.a. PUSHYLIN, Denys); DOB 09 May 1981; POB Makeevka, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

PUSHYLIN, Denys (a.k.a. PUSHYLIN, Denis; a.k.a. PUSHYLIN, Denis Volodymyrovych); DOB 09 May 1981; POB Makeevka, Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- PUSHYLIN, Denys (a.k.a. PUSHYLIN, Denis; a.k.a. PUSHYLIN, Denis Volodymyrovych); DOB 09 May 1981; POB Makeevka, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

PYRKOVA, Ekaterina Eduardovna (Cyrillic: Пыркова Екатерина Эдуардовна) (a.k.a. PYRKOV, Kateryna Eduardivna (Cyrillic: ПЪРКОВА, Екатерина Едуардовна)), Sevastopol, Ukraine; DOB 22 Aug 1967; Gender Female (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- PYRKOV, Kateryna Eduardivna (Cyrillic: ПЪРКОВА, Екатерина Едуардовна) (a.k.a. PYRKOV, Kateryna Eduardivna (Cyrillic: ПЪРКОВА, Екатерина Едуардовна)), Sevastopol, Ukraine; DOB 22 Aug 1967; Gender Female (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- PYRKOV, Kateryna Eduardivna (Cyrillic: ПЪРКОВА, Екатерина Едуардовна) (a.k.a. PYRKOV, Kateryna Eduardivna (Cyrillic: ПЪРКОВА, Екатерина Едуардовна)), Sevastopol, Ukraine; DOB 22 Aug 1967; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

POB Makeevka, Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- PUSHYLIN, Denis Volodymyrovych (a.k.a. PUSHYLIN, Denis; a.k.a. PUSHYLIN, Denys); DOB 09 May 1981; POB Makeevka, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

PUSHYLIN, Denys (a.k.a. PUSHYLIN, Denis; a.k.a. PUSHYLIN, Denis Volodymyrovych); DOB 09 May 1981; POB Makeevka, Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- PUSHYLIN, Denys (a.k.a. PUSHYLIN, Denis; a.k.a. PUSHYLIN, Denis Volodymyrovych); DOB 09 May 1981; POB Makeevka, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].
RUDENKO, Myroslav (a.k.a. RUDENKO, Andrei); DOB 23 Sep 1976; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

RUDENKO, Andrei (a.k.a. RUDENKO, Andrei (Cyrillic: РОДКИН, Андрей); a.k.a. RUDENKO, Andrei Nikolaevich); DOB 23 Sep 1976 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- RUDENKO, Myroslav (a.k.a. RUDENKO, Andrei (Cyrillic: РОДКИН, Андрей); a.k.a. RUDENKO, Andrei Nikolaevich); DOB 23 Sep 1976; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

RUENKO, Miroslav (a.k.a. RUENKO, Miroslav Vladimirovich; a.k.a. RUENKO, Myroslav), Donetsk, Ukraine; DOB 21 Jan 1983; alt. DOB 1983; POB Debaltsevo, Donetsk Region, Ukraine (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- RUENKO, Miroslav Vladimirovich; a.k.a. RUENKO, Myroslav), Donetsk, Ukraine; DOB 21 Jan 1983; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

RUENKO, Miroslav Vladimirovich; a.k.a. RUENKO, Myroslav), Donetsk, Ukraine; DOB 21 Jan 1983; alt. DOB 1983; POB Debaltsevo, Donetsk Region, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

SAVCHENKO, Peter A.; a.k.a. SAVCHENKO, Petro Oleksiiovych), Makeyevka, Ukraine; DOB 23 Feb 1968 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] (Linked To: PROFAKTOR, TOV). -to- SAVCHENKO, Petro Oleksiiovych), Makeyevka, Ukraine; DOB 23 Feb 1968; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] (Linked To: PROFAKTOR, TOV).

SAVCHENKO, Peter A. (a.k.a. SAVCHENKO, Petro Oleksiiovych), Makeyevka, Ukraine; DOB 23 Feb 1968 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] (Linked To: PROFAKTOR, TOV). -to- SAVCHENKO, Petro Oleksiiovych), Makeyevka, Ukraine; DOB 23 Feb 1968; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] (Linked To: PROFAKTOR, TOV).

SAVCHENKO, Peter; a.k.a. SAVCHENKO, Petro Oleksiiovych), Makeyevka, Ukraine; DOB 23 Feb 1968 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] (Linked To: PROFAKTOR, TOV). -to- SAVCHENKO, Petro Oleksiiovych), Makeyevka, Ukraine; DOB 23 Feb 1968; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] (Linked To: PROFAKTOR, TOV).
SAVCHENKO, Oleg Georgievich; DOB 23 Feb 1968; POB Dzhankoy, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- SHEREMET, Mikhail Sergeyeyich; DOB 23 May 1971; POB Dzhankoy, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

SHEVTSOV, Vadim (a.k.a. ALEXANDROV, Vladimir Gheorghievici; a.k.a. ANTIUFEYEV, Vladimir; a.k.a. ANTIUFEYEV, Vladimir Yuryevich; a.k.a. SHEVTSOV, Vadim Gheorghievici; a.k.a. SHEVTSOV, Vadim); DOB 19 Feb 1951; POB Novosibirsk, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

SHUBIN, Alexandr (a.k.a. SHUBIN, Alexandr Vasilievich); DOB 20 May 1972; POB Luhansk, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

SHUBIN, Pavel Valentinnovich; DOB 04 Jul 1971; POB Ukraine; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- SHUBIN, Pavel Aleksandr (a.k.a. SHUBIN, Alexandr Vasilievich); DOB 20 May 1972; POB Luhansk, Ukraine; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].
EAST MOVEMENT; a.k.a. YUGO-VOSTOK MOVEMENT), Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13660].

SOUTH-EAST MOVEMENT (a.k.a. SOUTHEAST MOVEMENT; a.k.a. YUGO-VOSTOK MOVEMENT), Ukraine [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- SOUTH-EAST MOVEMENT (a.k.a. SOUTHEAST MOVEMENT; a.k.a. YUGO-VOSTOK MOVEMENT), Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13660].

STATE BANK LUHANSK PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC, Str. T. G. Shevchenko, d. 1, Luhansk 91000, Ukraine; Website www.gosbank.su; Email Address bank@gosbank.su; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13660].

STAVYTSKY, Eduard Anatoliyovych (a.k.a. STAVYTSKYY, Eduard (a.k.a. STAVYTSKYI, Eduard (a.k.a. STAVYTSKY, Eduard Anatolyovich; a.k.a. STAVYTSKY, Eduard); DOB 04 Oct 1972; POB Lebedyn, Ukraine; citizen Ukraine; alt. citizen Israel (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- STAVYTSKY, Eduard (a.k.a. STAVYTSKYI, Eduard (a.k.a. STAVYTSKY, Eduard Anatolyovich; a.k.a. STAVYTSKY, Eduard); DOB 04 Oct 1972; POB Lebedyn, Ukraine; citizen Ukraine; alt. citizen Israel; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13660].

STAVYTSKY, Eduard (a.k.a. STAVYTSKYI, Eduard (a.k.a. STAVYTSKY, Eduard Anatolyovich; a.k.a. STAVYTSKY, Eduard); DOB 04 Oct 1972; POB Lebedyn, Ukraine; citizen Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13660].

STRELKOV, Igor Ivanovich (a.k.a. GIRKIN, Igor Vsevolodovich; a.k.a. STRELKOV, Ihor; a.k.a. STRELKOV, Igor), Shenkurskiy Passage (Proyezd), House 8-6, Apartment 136, Moscow, Russia; DOB 17 Dec 1970; citizen Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13660].

TABACHNYK, Dmytro Volodymyrovych (a.k.a. TABACHNYK, Dmitry; a.k.a. TABACHNYK, Dmitry Volodymyrovych); DOB 28 Nov 1963 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- TABACHNYK, Dmitry; a.k.a. TABACHNYK, Dmitry; a.k.a. TABACHNYK, Dmitry Volodymyrovych); DOB 28 Nov 1963; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].
RASCHETOV OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU; a.k.a. LLC TSMRBANK), ul. Palikha, d. 10, Str. 7, Moscow 127055, Russia; Website www.nko-cmr.ru; Email Address cmr@cmrbank.ru; BIK (RU) 044525059; Registration ID 1157700005759 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7750056670 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 45000256 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- TSMRBANK, OOO (a.k.a. BANK 'CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL SETTLEMENTS' LLC; a.k.a. BANK 'SENTR MEZHDUNARODNYKH RASCHETOV' OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU; a.k.a. LLC TSMRBANK), ul. Palikha, d. 10, Str. 7, Moscow 127055, Russia; Website www.nko-cmr.ru; Email Address cmr@cmrbank.ru; BIK (RU) 044525059; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1157700005759 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7750056670 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 45000256 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

TSYPLAKOV, Sergey Gennadevich (a.k.a. TSYPLAKOV, Sergey Gennadevich), d. 25 ofis 13, 14, per. Avtomobily, Rostov-on-Don, Rostovskaya Oblast 344038, Russia; Registration ID 1146164002621 [UKRAINE-EO13660] (Linked To: DONETSK PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC). -to- TSYPLAKOV, Sergey Gennadevich (a.k.a. TSYPLAKOV, Sergey Gennadevich) DOB 01 May 1983; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] (Linked To: DONETSK PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC).

UGOLNYE TEKHNOLOGII, OOO (a.k.a. COAL TECHNOLOGIES; a.k.a. OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU "UGOLNYE TEKHNOLOGII"), d. 25 ofis 13, 14, per. Avtomobily, Rostov-on-Don, Rostovskaya Oblast 344038, Russia; Registration ID 1146164002621 [UKRAINE-EO13660] (Linked To: DONETSK PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC). -to- UGOLNYE TEKHNOLOGII, OOO (a.k.a. COAL TECHNOLOGIES; a.k.a. OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU "UGOLNYE TEKHNOLOGII") DOB 07 Apr 1985; POB Crimea, Ukraine; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1148164002621 [UKRAINE-EO13660] (Linked To: DONETSK PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC; Linked To: LUHANSK PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC). -to- UGOLNYE TEKHNOLOGII, OOO (a.k.a. COAL TECHNOLOGIES; a.k.a. OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU "UGOLNYE TEKHNOLOGII") DOB 07 Apr 1985; POB Crimea, Ukraine; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

UKRAINE SALVATION COMMITTEE (a.k.a. COMMITTEE FOR THE RESCUE OF UKRAINE; a.k.a. SALVATION COMMITTEE OF UKRAINE; a.k.a. SAVIOR OF UKRAINE). -to- UKRAINE SALVATION COMMITTEE (a.k.a. COMMITTEE FOR THE RESCUE OF UKRAINE; a.k.a. SALVATION COMMITTEE OF UKRAINE; a.k.a. SAVIOR OF UKRAINE) DOB 07 Apr 1985; POB Crimea, Ukraine; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

VYSOTSKIY, Vladimir Yurievich (a.k.a. VYSOTSKIY, Vladimir Yurievich; a.k.a. VYSOTSKYI, Volodymyr Yuriyovych (Cyrillic: ВИСОЦЬКИЙ, Володимир Юрійович)). -to- VYSOTSKIY, Vladimir Yurievich (a.k.a. VYSOTSKYI, Volodymyr Yuriyovych (Cyrillic: ВИСОЦКИЙ, Володимир Юрьевич)) DOB 07 Apr 1985; POB Crimea, Ukraine; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].
YATSENKO, Viktor (a.k.a. YATSENKO, Victor V.; YATSENKO, Victor Vyacheslavovich (a.k.a. YATSENKO, Viktor); YATSENKO, Viktor Vyacheslavovich; a.k.a. YATSENKO, Viktor V.; a.k.a. YATSENKO, Victor V.; a.k.a. YATSENKO, Victor; a.k.a. YATSENKO, Viktor); DOB 22 Apr 1985; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].

YATSENKO, Viktor Vyacheslavovich (a.k.a. YATSENKO, Victor V.; a.k.a. YATSENKO, Victor; a.k.a. YATSENKO, Viktor V.; a.k.a. YATSENKO, Viktor); DOB 22 Apr 1985 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660].
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The following [UKRAINE-EO13661] entries have been changed:

A.A. RASPLETIN MAIN SYSTEM DESIGN BUREAU (a.k.a. ALMAZ-ANTEY MSDB; f.k.a. OTRKTOYE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NAUCHNO PROIZVODSTVENNOE OBEDINIEVNE ALMAZ IMENI AKADEMIKA A.A. RASPLETINA; a.k.a. “GSKB”), 16-80, Leningradsky Prospect, Moscow 125190, Russia; Website http://www.raspletin.ru; Email Address info@raspletin.ru; alt. Email Address almak_zakupki@mail.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

AB ROSSIYA, OAO (f.k.a. AKTSIONERNY BANK RUSSIAN FEDERATION; a.k.a. BANK ROSSIYA; a.k.a. OTRKTOYE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO AKTSIONERNY BANK RUSSIA) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

ALMAZ-ANTEY GSKB IMENI ACADEMICIAN A.A. RASPLETIN; a.k.a. ZALDOSTANOV, Alexander Sergeyevich; a.k.a. ZALDASTANOV, Aleksandr Iugorevich, Russia; DOB 1953; POB Sheremetyevo, Khimki, Moscovskaya Oblast 141400, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13661] (Linked To: AVIA GROUP LLC). AIRFIX AVIATION OY, Tullimiehentie 4-6, Vantaa 01530, Finland; Chemin des Papillons 4, Geneva/Cointrin 1216, Switzerland [UKRAINE-EO13661].

AKB MOSOBLBANK OAO (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNY KOMMERCHESKI BANK MOSKOVSKII OBLASTNOI BANK OTRKTOYE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; a.k.a. PAO MOSOBLBANK; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY MOSCOVO REGIONAL BANK), Ulitsa Semenovskaya B, D. 32, Str. 1, Moscow 107023, Russia; SWIFT/BIC MOBKRUMM [UKRAINE-EO13661] (Linked To: SMP BANK). -to- AB ROSSIYA, OAO (f.k.a. AKTSIONERNY BANK RUSSIAN FEDERATION; a.k.a. BANK ROSSIYA; a.k.a. OTRKTOYE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO AKTSIONERNY BANK RUSSIA) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

AG TERMINAL OOO (a.k.a. AVIA GROUP TERMINAL LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. LLC AG TERMINAL; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYO AVIA GRUPP TERMINAL (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ АВИА ГРУПП ТЕРМИНАЛ)), Ter. Aeroport Sheremetyevo, Khimki, Moscovskaia Oblast 141400, Russia [UKRAINE-EO13661] (Linked To: AVIA GROUP LLC). -to- AVIA GROUP LLC. -to- AG TERMINAL OOO (a.k.a. AVIA GROUP TERMINAL LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. LLC AG TERMINAL; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYO AVIA GRUPP TERMINAL (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ АВИА ГРУПП ТЕРМИНАЛ)) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

AKTSIONERNY BANK RUSSIAN FEDERATION (a.k.a. BANK ROSSIYA; a.k.a. OTRKTOYE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO AKTSIONERNY BANK RUSSIA) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

AKIMOV, Andrey Igorevich, Russia; DOB 1953; POB Sheremetyevo, Khimki, Moscovskaya Oblast 141400, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13661] (Linked To: SMP BANK). -to- AB ROSSIYA, OAO (f.k.a. AKTSIONERNY BANK RUSSIAN FEDERATION; a.k.a. BANK ROSSIYA; a.k.a. OTRKTOYE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO AKTSIONERNY BANK RUSSIA) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

AKB MOSOBLBANK OAO (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNY KOMMERCHESKI BANK MOSKOVSKII OBLASTNOI BANK OTRKTOYE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; a.k.a. PAO MOSOBLBANK; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY MOSCOVO REGIONAL BANK), Ulitsa Semenovskaya B, D. 32, Str. 1, Moscow 107023, Russia; SWIFT/BIC MOBKRUMM [UKRAINE-EO13661] (Linked To: SMP BANK). -to- AB ROSSIYA, OAO (f.k.a. AKTSIONERNY BANK RUSSIAN FEDERATION; a.k.a. BANK ROSSIYA; a.k.a. OTRKTOYE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO AKTSIONERNY BANK RUSSIA) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

AKMIDOV, Andrey Iugorevich, Russia; DOB 1953; POB Leningrad, Russia; Gender Male; Chairman of the Management Board of Gazprombank (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- AG TERMINAL OOO (a.k.a. AVIA GROUP TERMINAL LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. LLC AG TERMINAL; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYO AVIA GRUPP TERMINAL (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ АВИА ГРУПП ТЕРМИНАЛ)) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

AKMIDOV, Andrey Iugorevich, Russia; DOB 1953; POB Leningrad, Russia; Gender Male; Chairman of the Management Board of Gazprombank (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

AKMIDOV, Andrey Iugorevich, Russia; DOB 1953; POB Leningrad, Russia; Gender Male; Chairman of the Management Board of Gazprombank (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

AKMIDOV, Andrey Iugorevich, Russia; DOB 1953; POB Leningrad, Russia; Gender Male; Chairman of the Management Board of Gazprombank (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].
to ALMAZ-ANTEY GSKB IMENI ACADEMICIAN A.A. RASPLETIN (a.k.a. A.A. RASPLETIN MAIN SYSTEM DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. ALMAZ-ANTEY GSKB; a.k.a. ALMAZ-ANTEY MSDB; a.k.a. ALMAZ-ANTEY PVO 'AIR DEFENSE' CONCERN LEAD SYSTEMS DESIGN BUREAU OAO 'OPEN JOINT-STOCK COMPANY' IMENI ACADEMICIAN A.A. RASPLETIN). 

GOLOVNOYE SISTEMNOYE KONSTRUKTORSKOYE BYURO OPEN JOINT-STOCK COMPANY OF ALMAZ-ANTEY PVO CONCERN IMENI ACADEMICIAN A.A. RASPLETIN; a.k.a. JSC 'ALMAZ-ANTEY MSDB'; f.k.a. OKOTRYOE AKTSIONERNOOE OBSCHESTVO NAUCHNO PROIZVODSTVENNOE OBEDINENIE ALMAZ IMENI AKADEMIKA A.A. RASPLETINA; a.k.a. "GSKB"), 16-80, Leningradsky Prospect, Moscow 125190, Russia; Website http://www.raspletin.ru; Email Address info@raspletin.ru; alt. Email Address almak_zakupki@mail.ru [UKRAINE-EO13661].

CHANGES TO THE SDN LIST IN 2022

AQUANIKA (a.k.a. AQUANIKA LLC; a.k.a. LLC S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTI RUSSKOYE VREMYA; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO NAUCHNO PROIZVODSTVENNOE OBEDINENIE ALMAZ IMENI AKADEMIKA A.A. RASPLETIN; a.k.a. AQUANIKA LLC) - to - ALMAZ-ANTEY DEFENSE CORPORATION; a.k.a. ALMAZ-ANTEY PVO CONCERN IMENI ACADEMICIAN A.A. RASPLETIN; a.k.a. ALMAZ-ANTEY GSKB; a.k.a. ALMAZ-ANTEY MSDB; a.k.a. ALMAZ-ANTEY PVO 'AIR DEFENSE' CONCERN LEAD SYSTEMS DESIGN BUREAU OAO 'OPEN JOINT-STOCK COMPANY' IMENI ACADEMICIAN A.A. RASPLETIN; a.k.a. JSC 'ALMAZ-ANTEY MSDB'; f.k.a. OKOTRYOE AKTSIONERNOOE OBSCHESTVO NAUCHNO PROIZVODSTVENNOE OBEDINENIE ALMAZ IMENI AKADEMIKA A.A. RASPLETINA; a.k.a. "GSKB"), 16-80, Leningradsky Prospect, Moscow 125190, Russia; Website http://www.raspletin.ru; Email Address info@raspletin.ru; alt. Email Address almak_zakupki@mail.ru [UKRAINE-EO13661].

CHANGES TO THE SDN LIST IN 2022

AQUANIKA (a.k.a. AQUANIKA LLC; a.k.a. LLC S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTI RUSSKOYE VREMYA; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO NAUCHNO PROIZVODSTVENNOE OBEDINENIE ALMAZ IMENI AKADEMIKA A.A. RASPLETIN; a.k.a. AQUANIKA LLC) - to - ALMAZ-ANTEY DEFENSE CORPORATION; a.k.a. ALMAZ-ANTEY PVO CONCERN IMENI ACADEMICIAN A.A. RASPLETIN; a.k.a. ALMAZ-ANTEY GSKB; a.k.a. ALMAZ-ANTEY MSDB; a.k.a. ALMAZ-ANTEY PVO 'AIR DEFENSE' CONCERN LEAD SYSTEMS DESIGN BUREAU OAO 'OPEN JOINT-STOCK COMPANY' IMENI ACADEMICIAN A.A. RASPLETIN; a.k.a. JSC 'ALMAZ-ANTEY MSDB'; f.k.a. OKOTRYOE AKTSIONERNOOE OBSCHESTVO NAUCHNO PROIZVODSTVENNOE OBEDINENIE ALMAZ IMENI AKADEMIKA A.A. RASPLETINA; a.k.a. "GSKB"), 16-80, Leningradsky Prospect, Moscow 125190, Russia; Website http://www.raspletin.ru; Email Address info@raspletin.ru; alt. Email Address almak_zakupki@mail.ru [UKRAINE-EO13661].
BELAVENCEV, Oleg Evgenyevich (a.k.a. BELAVENCEV, Oleg Evgenyevich); DOB 15 Sep 1949; Russian Presidential Envoy to the Crimean District; Member of the Russian Security Council (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- BELAVENCEV, Oleg (a.k.a. BELAVENCEV, Oleg Evgenyevich); DOB 15 Sep 1949; Russian Presidential Envoy to the Crimean District; Member of the Russian Security Council (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- BALKAL (a.k.a. IZHEVSKY MEKHANIChESKYY ZAVOD JSC), 8 Promyshlennaya Str., Izhevsk 426063, Russia; Website http://www.baikalinc.ru [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- BAIKAL (a.k.a. IZHEVSKY MEKHANIChESKYY ZAVOD JSC), 8 Promyshlennaya Str., Izhevsk 426063, Russia; Website http://www.baikalinc.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13661].

BELAVENCEV, Oleg (a.k.a. BELAVENCEV, Oleg Evgenyevich); DOB 15 Sep 1949; Russian Presidential Envoy to the Crimean District; Member of the Russian Security Council (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- BUSHMIN, Evgeny Viktorovich; a.k.a. BUSHMIN, Evgeni Viktorovich; a.k.a. BUSHMIN, Evgeny; a.k.a. BUSHMIN, Yevgeny); DOB 10 Oct 1958; POB Lopatino, Sergachiisky Region, Russia; Deputy Speaker of the Federation Council of the Russian Federation; Chairman of the Council of the Federation Budget and Financial Markets Committee (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- BULYUTIN, Andrey, London, United Kingdom; DOB 19 Oct 1979; POB Izhevsk, Russia; citizen Russia; Passport 515356705 (Russia); Business Development Manager at Kalashnikov Concern (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

BULYUTIN, Andrey, London, United Kingdom; DOB 19 Oct 1979; POB Izhevsk, Russia; citizen Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Passport 515356705 (Russia); Business Development Manager at Kalashnikov Concern (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].
Federation Council of the Russian Federation; Chairman of the Council of the Federation Budget and Financial Markets Committee (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

BUSHMIN, Yevgeny (a.k.a. BUSHMIN, Evgeni Viktorovich; a.k.a. BUSHMIN, Evgeny); DOB 10 Oct 1958; POB Lopatino, Sergachiisky Region, Russia; Deputy Speaker of the Federation Council of the Russian Federation; Chairman of the Council of the Federation Budget and Financial Markets Committee (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- BUSHMIN, Yevgeny (a.k.a. BUSHMIN, Evgeni Viktorovich; a.k.a. BUSHMIN, Evgeny); DOB 10 Oct 1958; POB Lopatino, Sergachiisky Region, Russia; Gender Male; Deputy Minister of Energy in the Department of Operational Control and Management in the Electric Power Industry (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

CHEREZOV, Andrey Vladimirovich (a.k.a. CHEREZOV, Andrei; a.k.a. CHEREZOV, Andrei Vladimirovich), Russia; DOB 12 Oct 1967; POB Salair, Kemerovskaya Oblast, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Diplomat; Deputy Minister of Energy in the Department of Operational Control and Management in the Electric Power Industry (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

CHEREZOV, Andrei; a.k.a. CHEREZOV, Andrey Vladimirovich), Russia; DOB 12 Oct 1967; POB Salair, Kemerovskaya Oblast, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Deputy Minister of Energy in the Department of Operational Control and Management in the Electric Power Industry (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

CHEREZOV, Andrei; a.k.a. CHEREZOV, Andrei, Russia; DOB 12 Oct 1967; POB Salair, Kemerovskaya Oblast, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Deputy Minister of Energy in the Department of Operational Control and Management in the Electric Power Industry (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

BUSHMIN, Yevgeny (a.k.a. BUSHMIN, Evgeni Viktorovich; a.k.a. BUSHMIN, Evgeny); DOB 10 Oct 1958; POB Lopatino, Sergachiisky Region, Russia; Gender Male; Deputy Minister of Energy in the Department of Operational Control and Management in the Electric Power Industry (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].
DOCHERNEE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO OTKRYTOGO TIPA VOLGOGRADNEFTEMASH ROSSIISKOGO AKTSIONERNOGO OBSHCHESTVA GAZPROM (a.k.a. JSC VOLGOGRADNEFTEMASH; a.k.a. OAO VOLGOGRADNEFTEMASH; a.k.a. OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO VOLGOGRADNEFTEMASH (Cyrillic: ОТКРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ВОЛГОГРАДНЕФТЕМАШ), 45 Uiltsa Elektrolesovskaya, Volgograd, Volgogradskaya Oblast 400011, Russia [UKRAINE-E013661] (Linked To: STROYGAZMONTAZH). -to- DOCHERNEE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO OTKRYTOGO TIPA VOLGOGRADNEFTEMASH ROSSIISKOGO AKTSIONERNOGO OBSHCHESTVA GAZPROM (a.k.a. JSC VOLGOGRADNEFTEMASH; a.k.a. OAO VOLGOGRADNEFTEMASH; a.k.a. OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO VOLGOGRADNEFTEMASH (Cyrillic: ОТКРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ВОЛГОГРАДНЕФТЕМАШ)), 45 Uiltsa Elektrolesovskaya, Volgograd, Volgogradskaya Oblast 400011, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-E013661] (Linked To: STROYGAZMONTAZH).

DOLGOPRUDNENSKOYE NPP OAO (a.k.a. DOLGOPRUDNY; a.k.a. DOLOPRUDNY; a.k.a. DOLOPRUDNY RESEARCH PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE; a.k.a. OAO 'DOLOPRUDNY RESEARCH PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE'; a.k.a. OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO DOLOPRUDNENSKOYE NPP OAO PROIZVODSTVENNOE PREDPRIYATIE), 1 Pl. Sobina, Dolgoprudny, Moskovskaya obl. 141700, Russia; Proshchad Sobina 1, Dolgoprudny 141700, Russia; Email Address dpnp@orc.ru; Registration ID 1025001202544; Tax ID No. 5008000322; Government Gazette Number 07504318 [UKRAINE-E013661]. -to- DOLGOPRUDNENSKOYE NPP OAO (a.k.a. DOLGOPRUDNY; a.k.a. DOLOPRUDNY; a.k.a. DOLOPRUDNY RESEARCH PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE; a.k.a. OAO 'DOLOPRUDNY RESEARCH PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE'; a.k.a. OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO DOLOPRUDNENSKOYE NPP OAO PROIZVODSTVENNOE PREDPRIYATIE), 1 Pl. Sobina, Dolgoprudny, Moskovskaya obl. 141700, Russia; Proshchad Sobina 1, Dolgoprudny 141700, Russia; Email Address dpnp@orc.ru; Registration ID 1025001202544; Tax ID No. 5008000322; Government Gazette Number 07504318 [UKRAINE-E013661].

DYUMIN, Alexei (a.k.a. DYUMIN, Alexey Gennadyevich), Russia; DOB 28 Aug 1972; POB Kursk, Russian Federation; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661].

DYUMIN, Alexei (a.k.a. DYUMIN, Alexey Gennadyevich), Russia; DOB 28 Aug 1972; POB Kursk, Russian Federation; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661].

UYUMIN, Alexei (a.k.a. DYUMIN, Alexey Gennadyevich), Russia; DOB 28 Aug 1972; POB Kursk, Russian Federation; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661]. -to- DYUMIN, Alexei (a.k.a. DYUMIN, Alexey Gennadyevich), Russia; DOB 28 Aug 1972; POB Kursk, Russian Federation; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661].
FURSENKO, Sergey (a.k.a. FURSENKO, Sergei; FURSENKO, Sergei (a.k.a. FURSENKO, Sergey; FURSENKO, Sergei; a.k.a. FURSENKO, Andrei); DOB 17 Jul 1949; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; Aide to the President of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- FURSENKO, Andrei (a.k.a. FURSENKO, Andrei (a.k.a. FURSENKO, Andrei, a.k.a. FURSENKO, Andrei); DOB 17 Jul 1949; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Aide to the President of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

FURSENKO, Sergei; a.k.a. FURSENKO, Sergey (a.k.a. FURSENKO, Sergey; FURSENKO, Sergey (a.k.a. FURSENKO, Sergei; FURSENKO, Sergei; a.k.a. FURSENKO, Andrei); DOB 17 Jul 1949; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Aide to the President of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

FURSENKO, Sergei; a.k.a. FURSENKO, Sergey; a.k.a. FURSENKO, Sergey; a.k.a. FURSENKO, Sergei; FURSENKO, Sergei; a.k.a. FURSENKO, Andrei; a.k.a. FURSENKO, Andrei; DOB 17 Jul 1949; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Aide to the President of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

FURSENKO, Andrey (a.k.a. FURSENKO, Andrei; FURSENKO, Andrei; a.k.a. FURSENKO, Andrei, a.k.a. FURSENKO, Andrei); DOB 17 Jul 1949; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Aide to the President of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

FURSENKO, Sergei; a.k.a. FURSENKO, Sergey; a.k.a. FURSENKO, Sergei; FURSENKO, Sergei; a.k.a. FURSENKO, Andrei; a.k.a. FURSENKO, Andrei; DOB 17 Jul 1949; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Aide to the President of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

FURSENKO, Sergei; a.k.a. FURSENKO, Sergey; a.k.a. FURSENKO, Sergei; FURSENKO, Sergei; a.k.a. FURSENKO, Andrei; a.k.a. FURSENKO, Andrei; DOB 17 Jul 1949; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Aide to the President of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

FURSENKO, Andrei (a.k.a. FURSENKO, Andrei; a.k.a. FURSENKO, Andrei, a.k.a. FURSENKO, Andrei); DOB 17 Jul 1949; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Aide to the President of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].
INVESTITSIONNY RESPUBLIKANSKI BANK

OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL

Republic 450077, Russia; SWIFT/BIC

STOCK COMPANY INVESTCAPITALBANK),

INVESTCAPITALBANK; a.k.a. OJSC
INVESTCAPITALBANK; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT
STOCK COMPANY INVESTCAPITALBANK),

100/1, Dostoevskogo Street, Ufa, Bashkortostan
Republic 450077, Russia; SWIFT/BIC
INAKRU41; Website
http://www.investcapitalbank.ru; License 2377
[UKRAINE-E013661]. -to-
INVESTCAPITALBANK; a.k.a. INRESBANK LTD; a.k.a. INRESBANK OOO; a.k.a.
INVESTITSIONNY RESPUBLIKANSKI BANK OBSECHSTVO S OGRANICHENNO
OTVETSTVENNOSTYU; f.k.a. OOO KBK BANK), Ulitsa Bolshaya
Semenovskaya, D. 32, Str. 1, Moscow 107023, Russia; SWIFT/BIC
INKKRUM1; alt. SWIFT/BIC IREPRUM;

INVESTMENT REPUBLIC BANK LLC (a.k.a.
INRESBANK LTD; a.k.a. INRESBANK OOO; a.k.a.
INVESTITSIONNY RESPUBLIKANSKI BANK OBSECHSTVO S OGRANICHENNO
OTVETSTVENNOSTYU; f.k.a. OOO KBK BANK), Ulitsa Bolshaya
Semenovskaya, D. 32, Str. 1, Moscow 107023, Russia; SWIFT/BIC
INKKRUM1; alt. SWIFT/BIC IREPRUM;

KALASHNIKOV CONCERN; Linked To:
IZHEVSKY MEKHANICHESKY ZAVOD JSC).
IOFFE, Eduard A (a.k.a. IOFFE, Eduard); DOB 07
Jun 1970; nationality Russia; Passport
713023636 (Russia) expires 20 Jan 2021;
Deputy General Director for Commercial Affairs
at Kalashnikov Concern and Izhevsky
Mekhanichesky Zavod JSC (individual)
[UKRAINE-E013661] (Linked To:
KALASHNIKOV CONCERN; Linked To:
IZHEVSKY MEKHANICHESKY ZAVOD JSC).

IOFFE, Eduard A (a.k.a. IOFFE, Eduard); DOB 07
Jun 1970; nationality Russia; Passport
713023636 (Russia) expires 20 Jan 2021;
Deputy General Director for Commercial Affairs
at Kalashnikov Concern and Izhevsky
Mekhanichesky Zavod JSC (individual)
[UKRAINE-E013661] (Linked To:
KALASHNIKOV CONCERN; Linked To:
IZHEVSKY MEKHANICHESKY ZAVOD JSC).

KALASHNIKOV CONCERN; Linked To:
IZHEVSKY MEKHANICHESKY ZAVOD JSC).
IZHEVSKIY MASHINOSTROITEL’NYI ZAVOD JSC (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

IVANOV, Viktor (a.k.a. IVANOV, Victor Petrovich); DOB 12 May 1950; alt. DOB 1952; POB Novgorod, Russia; Director of the Federal Drug Control Service of the Russian Federation (FSKN) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- IVANOV, Viktor (a.k.a. IVANOV, Victor Petrovich); DOB 12 May 1950; alt. DOB 1952; POB Novgorod, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Director of the Federal Drug Control Service of the Russian Federation (FSKN) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

IZHEVSKY MASHINOSTROITEL’NYI ZAVOD OAO (a.k.a. CONCERN KALASHNIKOV; f.k.a. IZHMASH R&D CENTER; f.k.a. JSC NPO IZHMASH; a.k.a. KALASHNIKOV CONCERN; f.k.a. NPO IZHMASH OAO; a.k.a. OJSC CONCERN KALASHNIKOV; f.k.a. OJSC IZHMASH; f.k.a. SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION IZHMASH JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 3, Derjabin Pr., Izhevsk, Udmurt Republic 426006, Russia; Registration ID 1111832003018 [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- IZHEVSKY MASHINOSTROITEL’NYI ZAVOD OAO (a.k.a. CONCERN KALASHNIKOV; f.k.a. IZHMASH R&D CENTER; f.k.a. JSC NPO IZHMASH; a.k.a. KALASHNIKOV CONCERN; f.k.a. NPO IZHMASH OAO; a.k.a. OJSC CONCERN KALASHNIKOV; f.k.a. OJSC IZHMASH; f.k.a. SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION IZHMASH JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 3, Derjabin Pr., Izhevsk, Udmurt Republic 426006, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1111832003018 [UKRAINE-EO13661].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY ALMAZ-ANTEY AIR DEFENSE CONCERN MAIN SYSTEM DESIGN BUREAU NAMED BY ACADEMICIAN A.A. RASPLETIN (a.k.a. A.A. RASPLETIN MAIN SYSTEM DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. ALMAZ-ANTEY GSKB; a.k.a. ALMAZ-ANTEY MSDB; a.k.a. OTKRIYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NAUCHNO PROIZVODSTVENNOE OBEDINENIE ALMAZ IMENI AKADEMIKA A.A. RASPLETINA; a.k.a. "GSKB"), 16-80, Leningradsky Prospect, Moscow 125190, Russia; Website http://www.raspletin.ru/; Email Address info@raspletin.ru; alt. Email Address almak_zakupki@mail.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1053600445337 [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN RADIO-ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGIES (a.k.a. CONCERN RADIO-ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGIES; a.k.a. "KRET"), 20/1 Korp. 1 ul. Goncharnaya, Moscow 109240, Russia; Website http://www.kret.com; Registration ID 1097746084666 [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN RADIO-ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGIES (a.k.a. CONCERN RADIO-ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGIES; a.k.a. "KRET"), 20/1 Korp. 1 ul. Goncharnaya, Moscow 109240, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1097746084666 [UKRAINE-EO13661].
KOLOSOV, Bogdan Valeryevich (a.k.a. KOLBIN, Peter; a.k.a. KOLBIN, Petr; a.k.a. KOLBIN, Pyotr); DOB 02 Jan 1952; POB Russia (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- KOLBIN, Pyotr (a.k.a. KOLBIN, Petr; a.k.a. KOLBIN, Peter; a.k.a. KOLBIN, Petr Viktorovich); DOB 02 Jan 1952; POB Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

KOLBIN, Petr Viktorovich (a.k.a. KOLBIN, Peter; a.k.a. KOLBIN, Pyotr); DOB 02 Jan 1952; POB Russia (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- KOLBIN, Pyotr (a.k.a. KOLBIN, Petr; a.k.a. KOLBIN, Peter; a.k.a. KOLBIN, Petr Viktorovich); DOB 02 Jan 1952; POB Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

KOLOSOV, Bogdan (a.k.a. KOLOSOV, Bogdan Valeryevich), House 177, Apt. 64, Izhevsk, Udmurtskaya Respublika 426060, Russia; DOB 06 May 1985; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- KOLOSOV, Bogdan Valeryevich, House 177, Apt. 64, Izhevsk, Udmurtskaya Respublika 426060, Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

KOZAK, Dmitry; DOB 07 Nov 1958; POB Kirovograd, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Deputy Prime Minister of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

KOZHIN, Vladimir Igorevich; DOB 28 Feb 1959; POB Troitisk, Chelyabinsk Oblast, Russia; Head of Administration of the President of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- KOZHIN, Vladimir Igorevich; DOB 28 Feb 1959; POB Troitisk, Chelyabinsk Oblast, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Head of Administration of the President of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

KRIVORUCHKO, Aleksei Yurievich (Cyrillic: КРИВОРУЧКО, Алексей Юрьевич), Russia; DOB 17 Jul 1975; POB Stavropol, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- KRIVORUCHKO, Aleksei Yurievich (Cyrillic: КРИВОРУЧКО, Алексей Юрьевич), Russia; DOB 17 Jul 1975; POB Stavropol, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

KOZHIN, Vladimir Igorevich (a.k.a. KOZHIN, Vladimir Igorevich), House 177, Apt. 64, Troitsk, Chelyabinsk Oblast, Russia; DOB 28 Feb 1959; POB Troitisk, Chelyabinsk Oblast, Russia; Head of Administration of the President of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

KOZHIN, Vladimir Igorevich; DOB 28 Feb 1959; POB Troitisk, Chelyabinsk Oblast, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Head of Administration of the President of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

KOZHIN, Vladimir Igorevich (a.k.a. KOZHIN, Vladimir Igorevich), House 177, Apt. 64, Troitsk, Chelyabinsk Oblast, Russia; DOB 28 Feb 1959; POB Troitisk, Chelyabinsk Oblast, Russia; Head of Administration of the President of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

KOZHIN, Vladimir Igorevich; DOB 28 Feb 1959; POB Troitisk, Chelyabinsk Oblast, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Head of Administration of the President of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY TRANSSERVIS (a.k.a. OBŞCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU TRANSSERVIS (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ТРАНССЕРВИС); a.k.a. OOO TRANSSERVIS (Cyrillic: ООО ТРАНССЕРВИС); a.k.a. TRANSSERVICE LLC), D. 35 Prospekt Gubkina, Omsk, Omskaya Oblast 664035, Russia [UKRAINE-EO13661] (Linked To: OOO TRANSOIL) -to- LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY TRANSSERVIS (a.k.a. OBŞCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU TRANSSERVIS (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ТРАНССЕРВИС); a.k.a. OOO TRANSSERVIS (Cyrillic: ООО ТРАНССЕРВИС); a.k.a. TRANSSERVICE LLC), D. 35 Prospekt Gubkina, Omsk, Omskaya Oblast 664035, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Government Gazette Number 72426791; Telephone: 7812 3358979 [UKRAINE-EO13661].

LLC RUSSKOYE VREMYA (a.k.a. AQUANIKA; a.k.a. AQUANIKA LLC; a.k.a. OBŞCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU RUSSKOE VREMYA; a.k.a. RUSSKOE VREMYA OOO; a.k.a. RUSSKOE VREMYA LLC), 47A, Sevastopolisky Ave., of. 304, Moscow 117186, Russia; 1/2 Rodnikovaya ul., Savasleika s., Kulebański raion, Nizhegorskiyaya oblast 607007, Russia; Website http://www.aquanika.com; alt. Website http://aquanikacompany.ru; Email Address office@aquanika.com; Registration ID 1075247000036 [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- LLC RUSSKOYE VREMYA (a.k.a. AQUANIKA; a.k.a. AQUANIKA LLC; a.k.a. OBŞCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU RUSSKOE VREMYA; a.k.a. RUSSKOE VREMYA OOO; a.k.a. RUSSKOE VREMYA LLC), 47A, Sevastopolisky Ave., of. 304, Moscow 117186, Russia; 1/2 Rodnikovaya ul., Savasleika s., Kulebański raion, Nizhegorskiyaya oblast 607007, Russia; Website http://www.aquanika.com; alt. Website http://aquanikacompany.ru; Email Address office@aquanika.com; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1075247000036 [UKRAINE-EO13661].

LLC AG TERMINAL (a.k.a. AG TERMINAL OOO; a.k.a. AVIA GROUP TERMINAL LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. OBŞCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU AVIA GRUPP TERMINAL) (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ АВИА ГРУПП ТЕРМИНАЛ), Ter. Aeroport Sheremetyevo, Khimki, Moskovskaya Oblast 141400, Russia [UKRAINE-EO13661] (Linked To: AVIA GROUP LLC) -to- LLC AG TERMINAL (a.k.a. AG TERMINAL OOO; a.k.a. AVIA GROUP TERMINAL LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. OBŞCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU AVIA GRUPP TERMINAL) (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ АВИА ГРУПП ТЕРМИНАЛ), Ter. Aeroport Sheremetyevo, Khimki, Moskovskaya Oblast 141400, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13661] (Linked To: AVIA GROUP LLC).

LLC IC ABROS (a.k.a. THE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY INVESTMENT COMPANY ABROS), 2 Liter a Pl. Rastrelli, St. Petersburg 191124, Russia; Government Gazette Number 72426791; Telephone: 7812 3358979 [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- LLC IC ABROS (a.k.a. THE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY INVESTMENT COMPANY ABROS), 2 Liter a Pl. Rastrelli, St. Petersburg 191124, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13661].

MASHINOSTROITELNY ZAVOD IM. M.I. KALININA, G. YEKTENBURG OAO (a.k.a. KALININ MACHINE BUILDING PLANT OPEN JOINT-STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. KALININ MACHINE-BUILDING PLANT OPEN JOINT-STOCK COMPANY), Sverdlovskaya obl. 620017, Russia; Email Address info@zik.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13661].

Federal Security Service of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

MEDVIEDEV, Gennady Nikolayevich (a.k.a. MEDVEDEV, Gennady); DOB 14 Sep 1959; citizen Russia; Gender Male; Deputy Director of the Border Guard Service of the Federal Security Service of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

MEDVIEDEV, Gennady Nikolayevich (a.k.a. MEDVEDEV, Gennady); DOB 14 Sep 1959; citizen Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Deputy Director of the Border Guard Service of the Federal Security Service of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

MIC NPO MASHINOSTROYENIYA JSC (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY MILITARY INDUSTRIAL CONSORTIUM NPO MASHINOSTROYENIYA; a.k.a. JSC MIC NPO MASHINOSTROYENIYA; a.k.a. MIC NPO MASHINOSTROYENIYA JSC; a.k.a. MILITARY INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION NPO MASHINOSTROYENIA OAO; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY MILITARY INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION SCIENTIFIC AND PRODUCTION MACHINE BUILDING ASSOCIATION; a.k.a. VOENNO-PROMYSHLENNAYA KORPORATSIYA NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNOE OBEDEDINENIE MASHINOSTROENIYA OAO; a.k.a. VPK NPO MASHINOSTROENIYA), 33, Gagarina St., Reutov-town, Moscow Region 143966, Russia; 33 Gagarin Street, Reutov, Moscow Region 143966, Russia; 33 Gagarina ul., Reutov, Moskovskaya obl 143966, Russia; Website www.npomash.ru; Email Address vpk@npomash.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1075012001492 (Russia); Tax ID No. 5012039795 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 07501739 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

MIC NPO MASHINOSTROYENIYA JSC (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY MILITARY INDUSTRIAL CONSORTIUM NPO MASHINOSTROYENIYA; a.k.a. JSC MIC NPO MASHINOSTROYENIYA; a.k.a. MIC NPO MASHINOSTROYENIYA JSC; a.k.a. MILITARY INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION NPO MASHINOSTROYENIA OAO; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY MILITARY INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION SCIENTIFIC AND PRODUCTION MACHINE BUILDING ASSOCIATION; a.k.a. VOENNO-PROMYSHLENNAYA KORPORATSIYA NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNOE OBEDEDINENIE MASHINOSTROENIYA OAO; a.k.a. VPK NPO MASHINOSTROENIYA), 33, Gagarina St., Reutov-town, Moscow Region 143966, Russia; 33 Gagarin Street, Reutov, Moscow Region 143966, Russia; 33 Gagarina ul., Reutov, Moskovskaya obl 143966, Russia; Website www.npomash.ru; Email Address vpk@npomash.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1075012001492 (Russia); Tax ID No. 5012039795 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 07501739 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661].
MINAEV, Oleg Aleksandrovich, Russia; DOB 1971; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

MIRONOV, Sergei (a.k.a. MIRONOV, Sergei Mikhailovich); DOB 14 Feb 1953; POB Pushkin, Saint Petersburg, Russia; Member of the Council of the State Duma; Leader of A Just Russia Party; Member of the State Duma Committee on Housing Policy and Housing and Communal Services (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

MIZULINA, Elena Borisovna (a.k.a. MIZULINA, Elena; a.k.a. MIZULINA, Yelena Borisovna); DOB 09 Dec 1954; POB Bui, Kostroma, Russia; State Duma Deputy; Chairman of the State Duma Committee on Family, Women and Children (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

MIZULINA, Elena Borisovna (a.k.a. MIZULINA, Elena; a.k.a. MIZULINA, Yelena Borisovna); DOB 09 Dec 1954; POB Bui, Kostroma, Russia; State Duma Deputy; Chairman of the State Duma Committee on Family, Women and Children (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

MIZULINA, Yelena; a.k.a. MIZULINA, Elena Borisovna; a.k.a. MIZULINA, Yelena Borisovna; DOB 09 Dec 1954; POB Bui, Kostroma, Russia; State Duma Deputy; Chairman of the State Duma Committee on Family, Women and Children (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

MOLOT-ORUZHIE, OOO (a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU 'MOLOT-ORUZHIE'; f.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU PROIZVODSTVENNO INSTRUMENT KACHESTVO), 136 ul. Lenina, Vyatskie Polyan, Kirov Obl. 612960, Russia; Registration ID 1094307000633 (Russia); Tax ID No. 1075012001492 (Russia); Tax ID No. 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; State Duma Deputy; Chairman of the State Duma Committee on Family, Women and Children (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

MOLOT-ORUZHIE, OOO (a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU 'MOLOT-ORUZHIE'; f.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU PROIZVODSTVENNO INSTRUMENT KACHESTVO), 136 ul. Lenina, Vyatskie Polyan, Kirov Obl. 612960, Russia; Registration ID 1094307000633 (Russia); Tax ID No.
4307012765 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 60615883 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661] (Linked To: KALASHNIKOV CONCERN). -to- MOLOT-ORUZHE, OOO (a.k.a. OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU 'MOLOT-ORUZHE'; f.k.a. OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU PROIZVODSTVENNO INSTRUMENT KACHESTVO), 135 ul. Lenina, Vyatskoe Polyany, Kirov Obl. 612960, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1094307000633 (Russia); Tax ID No. 4307012765 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 60615883 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661] (Linked To: KALASHNIKOV CONCERN).

MUROV, Evgeniy (a.k.a. MUROV, Evgeniy Alekseyevich; a.k.a. MUROV, Evgeniy); DOB 18 Nov 1945; POB Zvenigorod, Moscow, Russia; Army General (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- MUROV, Evgeniy (a.k.a. MUROV, Evgeny); a.k.a. MUROV, Evgeniy Alekseyevich; a.k.a. MUROV, Evgeny; a.k.a. MUROV, Yevgeniy; a.k.a. MUROV, Yevgeny; DOB 18 Nov 1945; POB Zvenigorod, Moscow, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Director of the Federal Protective Service of the Russian Federation; Army General (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

MUROV, Yevgeniy; a.k.a. MUROV, Yevgeny; DOB 18 Nov 1945; POB Zvenigorod, Moscow, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Director of the Federal Protective Service of the Russian Federation; Army General (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

MUROV, Yevgeny; a.k.a. MUROV, Yevgeniy; a.k.a. MUROV, Evgeniy Alekseyevich; a.k.a. MUROV, Evgeny; a.k.a. MUROV, Yevgeniy; a.k.a. MUROV, Yevgeny; DOB 18 Nov 1945; POB Zvenigorod, Moscow, Russia; Director of the Federal Protective Service of the Russian Federation; Army General (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- MUROV, Evgeniy; a.k.a. MUROV, Yevgeny; a.k.a. MUROV, Evgeniy Alekseyevich; a.k.a. MUROV, Evgeny; a.k.a. MUROV, Yevgeniy; a.k.a. MUROV, Yevgeny; DOB 18 Nov 1945; POB Zvenigorod, Moscow, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Director of the Federal Protective Service of the Russian Federation; Army General (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

MUROV, Yevgeniy; a.k.a. MUROV, Yevgeniy Alekseyevich; a.k.a. MUROV, Evgeniy; a.k.a. MUROV, Yevgeniy; a.k.a. MUROV, Yevgeniy; a.k.a. MUROV, Yevgeny; DOB 18 Nov 1945; POB Zvenigorod, Moscow, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Director of the Federal Protective Service of the Russian Federation; Army General (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

MUROV, Yevgeniy; a.k.a. MUROV, Yevgeniy Alekseyevich; a.k.a. MUROV, Evgeniy; a.k.a. MUROV, Yevgeniy; a.k.a. MUROV, Yevgeny; a.k.a. MUROV, Yevgeny; DOB 18 Nov 1945; POB Zvenigorod, Moscow, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Director of the Federal Protective Service of the Russian Federation; Army General (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

MUROV, Yevgeniy; a.k.a. MUROV, Yevgeniy Alekseyevich; a.k.a. MUROV, Evgeniy; a.k.a. MUROV, Yevgeniy; a.k.a. MUROV, Yevgeny; a.k.a. MUROV, Yevgeny; DOB 18 Nov 1945; POB Zvenigorod, Moscow, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Director of the Federal Protective Service of the Russian Federation; Army General (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].
web@uvz.ru [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to-
NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVVENNAYA
KORPORATSIYA URALVAGONZAVOD OAO
(a.k.a. NPK URALVAGONZAVOD; a.k.a. NPK
URALVAGONZAVOD OAO; a.k.a. OJSC
RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION
CORPORATION URALVAGONZAVOD; a.k.a.
RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION
CORPORATION URALVAGONZAVOD; a.k.a.
URALVAGONZAVOD CORPORATION; a.k.a.
"UVZ"), 28, Vostochnoye shosse, Nizhni Tagil,
Sverdlovsk region 622007, Russia; 28
Vostochnoye shosse, Nizhni Tagil, Sverdlovskaya
oblast 622007, Russia; 40, Bolshaya Yakimanka
Street, Moscow 119049, Russia; Vistochnoye
Shosse, 28, Nizhny Tagil 622007, Russia;
Website http://www.uvz.ru; alt. Website
http://uralvagonzavod.com; Email Address
web@uvz.ru [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to-
NALCHEVSKOY NON-RESIDENTS
NALCHEVSKOY CORPORATION
NALCHEVSKOY CORPORATION; a.k.a.
NALCHEVSKOY; a.k.a. RUSSIA-RELATED
SANCTIONS REGULATIONS, 31 CFR
589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13661].
NEVEROV, Sergey (a.k.a. NEVEROV, Sergei
Ivanovich; a.k.a. NEVEROV, Sergey); DOB 21
Dec 1961; POB Tashtagol, Russia; Deputy
Chairman of the State Duma of the Russian
Federation; Deputy Chairman of the State Duma
Committee on Housing Policy and Housing and
Communal Services (individual) [UKRAINE-
EO13661]. [UKRAINE-EO13661].
NEVEROV, Sergey (a.k.a. NEVEROV, Sergei
Ivanovich; a.k.a. NEVEROV, Sergey); DOB 21
Dec 1961; POB Tashtagol, Russia; Deputy
Chairman of the State Duma of the Russian
Federation; Member of the State Duma
Committee on Housing Policy and Housing and
Communal Services (individual) [UKRAINE-
EO13661].
NEVEROV, Sergey (a.k.a. NEVEROV, Sergei
Ivanovich; a.k.a. NEVEROV, Sergey); DOB 21
Dec 1961; POB Tashtagol, Russia; Deputy
Chairman of the State Duma of the Russian
Federation; Member of the State Duma
Committee on Housing Policy and Housing and
Communal Services (individual) [UKRAINE-
EO13661].
NEVEROV, Sergey (a.k.a. NEVEROV, Sergei
Ivanovich; a.k.a. NEVEROV, Sergey); DOB 21
Dec 1961; POB Tashtagol, Russia; Deputy
Chairman of the State Duma of the Russian
Federation; Member of the State Duma
Committee on Housing Policy and Housing and
Communal Services (individual) [UKRAINE-
EO13661].
NEVEROV, Sergey (a.k.a. NEVEROV, Sergei
Ivanovich; a.k.a. NEVEROV, Sergey); DOB 21
Dec 1961; POB Tashtagol, Russia; Deputy
Chairman of the State Duma of the Russian
Federation; Member of the State Duma
Committee on Housing Policy and Housing and
Communal Services (individual) [UKRAINE-
EO13661].
EVRO POLIS, OOO), d. 1A pom. 9.1A, Shooshe Ilinskoe, Krasnogorsk, Krasnogorski Raion, Moskovskaya Obl. 143409, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.208; Registration ID 1094307000633 (Russia); Tax ID No. 4307012765 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 60615883 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] (Linked To: KALASHNIKOV CONCERN).

OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNYSTU 'MOLOT-ORUZHIE' (a.k.a. MOLOT-ORUZHIE, OOO; f.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNYSTU PROIZVODSTVENNOYU KACHESTVO), 135 ul. Lenina, Vyatskie Polyany, Kirov Obl. 612960, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.208; Registration ID 1166024055613 [UKRAINE-E013661] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich).

OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNYSTU 'MOLOT-ORUZHIE' (a.k.a. MOLOT-ORUZHIE, OOO; f.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNYSTU PROIZVODSTVENNOYU KACHESTVO), 135 ul. Lenina, Vyatskie Polyany, Kirov Obl. 612960, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.208; Registration ID 1094307000633 (Russia); Tax ID No. 4307012765 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 60615883 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] (Linked To: KALASHNIKOV CONCERN).

OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNYSTU 'MOLOT-ORUZHIE' (a.k.a. KACHESTVO; a.k.a. MOLOT-ORUZHIE, OOO; f.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNYSTU PROIZVODSTVENNOYU KACHESTVO), 135 ul. Lenina, Vyatskie Polyany, Kirov Obl. 612960, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.208; Registration ID 1094307000633 (Russia); Tax ID No. 4307012765 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 60615883 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] (Linked To: KALASHNIKOV CONCERN).

OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNYSTU 'MOLOT-ORUZHIE' (a.k.a. MOLOT-ORUZHIE, OOO; f.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNYSTU PROIZVODSTVENNOYU KACHESTVO), 135 ul. Lenina, Vyatskie Polyany, Kirov Obl. 612960, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.208; Registration ID 1094307000633 (Russia); Tax ID No. 4307012765 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 60615883 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] (Linked To: KALASHNIKOV CONCERN).

OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNYSTU 'MOLOT-ORUZHIE' (a.k.a. MOLOT-ORUZHIE, OOO; f.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNYSTU PROIZVODSTVENNOYU KACHESTVO), 135 ul. Lenina, Vyatskie Polyany, Kirov Obl. 612960, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.208; Registration ID 1094307000633 (Russia); Tax ID No. 4307012765 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 60615883 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] (Linked To: KALASHNIKOV CONCERN).

OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNYSTU 'MOLOT-ORUZHIE' (a.k.a. MOLOT-ORUZHIE, OOO; f.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNYSTU PROIZVODSTVENNOYU KACHESTVO), 135 ul. Lenina, Vyatskie Polyany, Kirov Obl. 612960, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.208; Registration ID 1094307000633 (Russia); Tax ID No. 4307012765 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 60615883 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] (Linked To: KALASHNIKOV CONCERN).

OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNYSTU 'MOLOT-ORUZHIE' (a.k.a. MOLOT-ORUZHIE, OOO; f.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNYSTU PROIZVODSTVENNOYU KACHESTVO), 135 ul. Lenina, Vyatskie Polyany, Kirov Obl. 612960, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.208; Registration ID 1094307000633 (Russia); Tax ID No. 4307012765 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 60615883 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] (Linked To: KALASHNIKOV CONCERN).

OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNYSTU 'MOLOT-ORUZHIE' (a.k.a. MOLOT-ORUZHIE, OOO; f.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNYSTU PROIZVODSTVENNOYU KACHESTVO), 135 ul. Lenina, Vyatskie Polyany, Kirov Obl. 612960, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.208; Registration ID 1094307000633 (Russia); Tax ID No. 4307012765 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 60615883 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] (Linked To: KALASHNIKOV CONCERN).
OMELCHENKO, Aleksandr Anatolyevich (a.k.a. OMELCHENKO, Aleksandr Anatolyevich); DOB 08 Sep 1983; POB Moscow, Russia; citizen Russia; Passport 721937258 (Russia); National ID No. 4506978162 (Russia); Chief Export Officer for Kalashnikov Concern (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

OMELCHENKO, Alexander A. (a.k.a. OMELCHENKO, Aleksandr Anatolyevich); DOB 08 Sep 1983; POB Moscow, Russia; citizen Russia; Passport 721937258 (Russia); National ID No. 4506978162 (Russia); Chief Export Officer for Kalashnikov Concern (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

OMELCHENKO, Aleksandr Anatolyevich; a.k.a. OMELCHENKO, Aleksandr Anatolyevich; a.k.a. OMELCHENKO, Alexander Anatolyevich; a.k.a. OMELCHENKO, Alexander Anatolyevich; DOB 08 Sep 1983; POB Moscow, Russia; citizen Russia; Passport 721937258 (Russia); National ID No. 4506978162 (Russia); Chief Export Officer for Kalashnikov Concern (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

OMELCHENKO, Aleksandr Anatolyevich (a.k.a. OMELCHENKO, Aleksandr Anatolyevich); DOB 08 Sep 1983; POB Moscow, Russia; citizen Russia; Passport 721937258 (Russia); National ID No. 4506978162 (Russia); Chief Export Officer for Kalashnikov Concern (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

OMELCHENKO, Aleksandr Anatolyevich (a.k.a. OMELCHENKO, Aleksandr Anatolyevich); DOB 08 Sep 1983; POB Moscow, Russia; citizen Russia; Passport 721937258 (Russia); National ID No. 4506978162 (Russia); Chief Export Officer for Kalashnikov Concern (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

OMELCHENKO, Aleksandr Anatolyevich; a.k.a. OMELCHENKO, Aleksandr Anatolyevich; a.k.a. OMELCHENKO, Alexander Anatolyevich; a.k.a. OMELCHENKO, Alexander Anatolyevich; DOB 08 Sep 1983; POB Moscow, Russia; citizen Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Passport 721937258 (Russia); National ID No. 4506978162 (Russia); Chief Export Officer for Kalashnikov Concern (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

OMELCHENKO, Aleksandr Anatolyevich; a.k.a. OMELCHENKO, Aleksandr Anatolyevich; a.k.a. OMELCHENKO, Alexander Anatolyevich; a.k.a. OMELCHENKO, Alexander Anatolyevich; DOB 08 Sep 1983; POB Moscow, Russia; citizen Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Passport 721937258 (Russia); National ID No. 4506978162 (Russia); Chief Export Officer for Kalashnikov Concern (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

OMELCHENKO, Aleksandr Anatolyevich; a.k.a. OMELCHENKO, Aleksandr Anatolyevich; a.k.a. OMELCHENKO, Alexander Anatolyevich; a.k.a. OMELCHENKO, Alexander Anatolyevich; DOB 08 Sep 1983; POB Moscow, Russia; citizen Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Passport 721937258 (Russia); National ID No. 4506978162 (Russia); Chief Export Officer for Kalashnikov Concern (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

OMELCHENKO, Aleksandr Anatolyevich; a.k.a. OMELCHENKO, Aleksandr Anatolyevich; a.k.a. OMELCHENKO, Alexander Anatolyevich; a.k.a. OMELCHENKO, Alexander Anatolyevich; DOB 08 Sep 1983; POB Moscow, Russia; citizen Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Passport 721937258 (Russia); National ID No. 4506978162 (Russia); Chief Export Officer for Kalashnikov Concern (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

OMELCHENKO, Aleksandr Anatolyevich; a.k.a. OMELCHENKO, Aleksandr Anatolyevich; a.k.a. OMELCHENKO, Alexander Anatolyevich; a.k.a. OMELCHENKO, Alexander Anatolyevich; DOB 08 Sep 1983; POB Moscow, Russia; citizen Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Passport 721937258 (Russia); National ID No. 4506978162 (Russia); Chief Export Officer for Kalashnikov Concern (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

OMELCHENKO, Aleksandr Anatolyevich; a.k.a. OMELCHENKO, Aleksandr Anatolyevich; a.k.a. OMELCHENKO, Alexander Anatolyevich; a.k.a. OMELCHENKO, Alexander Anatolyevich; DOB 08 Sep 1983; POB Moscow, Russia; citizen Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Passport 721937258 (Russia); National ID No. 4506978162 (Russia); Chief Export Officer for Kalashnikov Concern (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].
OMELCHENKO, Alexandr Anatolyevich; DOB 08 Sep 1983; POB Moscow, Russia; citizen Russia; Passport 721937258 (Russia); National ID No. 4598338396 (Russia); alt. National ID No. 4506978162 (Russia); Chief Export Officer for Kalashnikov Concern (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- OMELCHENKO, Alexandr Anatolyevich (a.k.a. OMELCHENKO, Alexander Anatolyevich; a.k.a. OMELCHENKO, Aleksandr Anatolyevich; a.k.a. OMELCHENKO, Aleksandr Anatolyevich (a.k.a. OMELCHENKO, Alexandr Anatolyevich); DOB 08 Sep 1983; POB Moscow, Russia; citizen Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Passport 721937258 (Russia); National ID No. 4598338396 (Russia); alt. National ID No. 4506978162 (Russia); Chief Export Officer for Kalashnikov Concern (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

OMELCHENKO, Alexandr Anatolyevich (a.k.a. OMELCHENKO, Aleksandr Anatolyevich; a.k.a. OMELCHENKO, Aleksandr Anatolyevich; a.k.a. OMELCHENKO, Aleksandr Anatolyevich (a.k.a. OMELCHENKO, Alexandr Anatolyevich); DOB 08 Sep 1983; POB Moscow, Russia; citizen Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Passport 721937258 (Russia); National ID No. 4598338396 (Russia); alt. National ID No. 4506978162 (Russia); Chief Export Officer for Kalashnikov Concern (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].
OPEN-END JOINT-STOCK COMPANY 'KALININ MACHINERY PLANT. YEKATERINBURG' (a.k.a. KALININ MACHINE PLANT JSC; a.k.a. KALININ MACHINE-BUILDING PLANT OPEN JOINT-STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. KALININ MACHINERY PLANT-BRD; a.k.a. MASHINOSTROITEL'NYI ZAVOD IM. M.I. KALININA, G. YEKATERINBURG), 18 prospekt Kosmonavtov, Ekaterinburg, Sverdlovskaya obl. 620017, Russia; Email Address info@zik.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-E013661]. 

OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO AKTSIONERNY BANK ROSSIYA (a.k.a. AB ROSSIYA, OAO; f.k.a. AKTSIONERNY BANK RUSSIAN FEDERATION; a.k.a. BANK ROSSIYA), 2 Liter A Pl. Rastrelli, Saint Petersburg 191124, Russia; SWIFT/BIC ROSYRU2P; Website www.abr.ru; Email Address bank@abr.ru; Registration ID 1027800000084 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7831000122 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 09804148 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661]. -to- OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO AKTSIONERNY BANK ROSSIYA (a.k.a. AB ROSSIYA, OAO; f.k.a. AKTSIONERNY BANK RUSSIAN FEDERATION; a.k.a. BANK ROSSIYA), 2 Liter A Pl. Rastrelli, Saint Petersburg 191124, Russia; SWIFT/BIC ROSYRU2P; Website www.abr.ru; Email Address bank@abr.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1027800000084 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7831000122 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 09804148 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661].
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OZEROV, Viktor Alekseevich (a.k.a. OZEROV, Viktor; DOB: 05 Jan 1952; POB: Abakan, Khakassia, Russia; Chair of the Security and Defense Federation Council of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- OZEROV, Viktor Alekseevich (a.k.a. OZEROV, Viktor; DOB: 05 Jan 1958; POB: Abakan, Khakassia, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Chair of the Security and Defense Federation Council of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

OZEROV, Viktor Alekseevich (a.k.a. OZEROV, Viktor; DOB: 05 Jan 1958; POB: Abakan, Khakassia, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Chair of the Security and Defense Federation Council of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

PLISYUK, Mikhail Alekseyevich, Russia; DOB: 03 Sep 1957; POB: Jakarta, Indonesia; nationality: Russia; Gender: Male; Passport: 652204544 (Russia) expires 27 Nov 2019 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- PLISYUK, Mikhail Alekseyevich, Russia; DOB: 03 Sep 1957; POB: Jakarta, Indonesia; nationality: Russia; Gender: Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

POPOV, Pavel Antonovich (Cyrillic: ПОПОВ, Павел Анатольевич), Russia; DOB: 01 Jan 1957; POB: Krasnoyarsk, Russia; nationality: Russia; Gender: Male; Passport: 652204544 (Russia) expires 27 Nov 2019 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].
Str. 1, Moscow 107023, Russia; SWIFT/BIC MOBKRUWM; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13661] (Linked To: SMP BANK).

PUSHKOV, Aleksei Konstantinovich (a.k.a. PUSHKOV, Alexei); DOB 10 Aug 1954; Chairman of State Duma Committee on International Affairs (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

PUSHKOV, Alexei (a.k.a. PUSHKOV, Alexei Konstantinovich); DOB 10 Aug 1954; Chairman of State Duma Committee on International Affairs (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

PUSHKOV, Aleksei Konstantinovich (a.k.a. PUSHKOV, Alexei); DOB 10 Aug 1954; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Chairman of State Duma Committee on International Affairs (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CORPORATION URALVAGONZAVOD OAO; a.k.a. OJSC URALVAGONZAVOD OAO; a.k.a. NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNAYA KORPORATSIYA URALVAGONZAVOD OAO; a.k.a. NPK URALVAGONZAVOD OAO; a.k.a. QJSC RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CORPORATION URALVAGONZAVOD; a.k.a. RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CORPORATION URALVAGONZAVOD; a.k.a. "UVZ"; 28, Vostochnoye shosse, Nizhniy Tagil, Sverdlovsk region 622007, Russia; 28 Vostochnoye shosse, Nizhniy Tagil, Sverdlovskaya oblast 622007, Russia; 40, Bolshaya Yakimanka Street, Moscow 119049, Russia; Vistrochnoye Shosse, 28, Nizhny Tagil 622007, Russia; Website http://uravvagonzavod.com/; Email Address web@uvz.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13661].

ROMASHKIN, Ruslan (a.k.a. ROMASHKIN, Ruslan Aleksandrovich (Cyrillic: РУСЛАН АЛЕКСАНДРОВИЧ РОМАШКИН)); DOB 15 Jun 1976; Gender Male; Head of the Service Command Point of the Federal Security Service of the Russian Federation for the Republic of Crimea and Sevastopol (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

ROMASHKIN, Ruslan (a.k.a. ROMASHKIN, Ruslan Aleksandrovich (Cyrillic: РУСЛАН АЛЕКСАНДРОВИЧ РОМАШКИН)); DOB 15 Jun 1976; Gender Male; Head of the Service Command Point of the Federal Security Service of the Russian Federation for the Republic of Crimea and Sevastopol (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

ROGOZIN, Dmitry (a.k.a. ROGOZIN, Dmitry); DOB 21 Dec 1963; POB Moscow, Russia; Deputy Prime Minister of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

ROGOZIN, Dmitry (a.k.a. ROGOZIN, Dmitry); DOB 21 Dec 1963; POB Moscow, Russia; Deputy Prime Minister of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

ROGOZIN, Dmitry (a.k.a. ROGOZIN, Dmitry); DOB 21 Dec 1963; POB Moscow, Russia; Deputy Prime Minister of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].
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31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1075247000036 [UKRAINE-E013661].
RUSSKOE VREMYA VREMYA LLC (a.k.a. AQUANIKA; a.k.a. AQUANIKA LLC; a.k.a. LLC RUSSKOE VREMYA; a.k.a. OGRANICHENNO OTVETSTVENNOSTYU RUSSKOE VREMYA; a.k.a. RUSSKOE VREMYA OOO), 47A, Sevastopolskiy Ave., of.
304, Moscow 117186, Russia; 1/2 Rodnikovaya ul., Savasleika s., Kulebaski raion, Nizhegorodskaya oblast 607007, Russia; Website http://www.aquanika.com; alt. Website http://aquanikacompany.ru; Email Address office@aquanika.com; Registration ID 1075247000036 [UKRAINE-E013661]. -to- RYZHKOV, Nikolai Ivanovich (a.k.a. RYZHKOV, Nikolai); DOB 28 Sep 1929; POB Duleevka, Donetsk Region, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Senator in the Russian Upper House of Parliament; Member of the Committee for Federal Issues, Regional Politics and the North of the Federation Council of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661].
SAKHATRANS LLC (a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU SAKHA (YAKUTSKAYA) TRANSPORTNAYA KOMPANIYA; a.k.a. SAKHATRANS OOO), 14 ul. Molodezhnaya Rabochi Pos. Vanino, 682860 Vaninski, Raion Khabarovski Krai, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Senator in the Russian Upper House of Parliament; Member of the Committee for Federal Issues, Regional Politics and the North of the Federation Council of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661].
SAKHATRANS OOO (a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU SAKHA (YAKUTSKAYA) TRANSPORTNAYA KOMPANIYA; a.k.a. SAKHATRANS LLC), 14 ul. Molodezhnaya Rabochi Pos. Vanino, 682860 Vaninski, Raion Khabarovski Krai, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-E013661].
and/or 589.209; Minister for Crimean Affairs (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION IZHMASH JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. CONCERN KALASHNIKOV; a.k.a. IZHEVSKIY MASHINOSTROITEL’NYI ZAVOD OAO; f.k.a. IZHMASH R&D CENTER; f.k.a. JSC NPO IZHMASH; a.k.a. KALASHNIKOV CONCERN; f.k.a. NPO IZHMASH OAO; a.k.a. OJSC CONCERN KALASHNIKOV; f.k.a. OJSC IZHMASH), 3, Derjabin Pr., Izhevsk, Udmurt Republic 426006, Russia; Registration ID 1111832003018 [UKRAINE-EO13661].

- SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION IZHMASH JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. CONCERN KALASHNIKOV; a.k.a. IZHEVSKIY MASHINOSTROITEL’NYI ZAVOD OAO; f.k.a. IZHMASH R&D CENTER; f.k.a. JSC NPO IZHMASH; a.k.a. KALASHNIKOV CONCERN; f.k.a. NPO IZHMASH OAO; a.k.a. OJSC CONCERN KALASHNIKOV; f.k.a. OJSC IZHMASH), 3, Derjabin Pr., Izhevsk, Udmurt Republic 426006, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Minister for Crimean Affairs (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

- Keyboard: ETTO-SEKNOVA, Elena Yurevna (a.k.a. SEKNOVA, Olena Yurevna); DOB 06 Dec 1978; citizen Ukraine; Passport ER747251 (Ukraine); National ID No. 2882908207 (Ukraine) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

- Keyboard: ETTO-SEKNOVA, Olena Yurevna (a.k.a. SEKNOVA, Olena Yurevna); DOB 06 Dec 1978; citizen Ukraine; Passport ER747251 (Ukraine); National ID No. 2882908207 (Ukraine) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

- Keyboard: SET PETROCHEMICALS OY, Ukonvaaja 2 A, Espoo 02130, Finland; DOB 31 Aug 1955; POB Dresden, Germany; citizen Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; State Duma Deputy; Chairman of the Committee on Affairs of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS); First Deputy Chairman of the Committee on International Affairs; Chairman of the Russian World Fund Administration (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

- Keyboard: SET PETROCHEMICALS OY, Ukonvaaja 2 A, Espoo 02130, Finland; DOB 31 Aug 1955; POB Dresden, Germany; citizen Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; State Duma Deputy; Chairman of the Committee on Affairs of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS); First Deputy Chairman of the Committee on International Affairs; Chairman of the Russian World Fund Administration (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

- Keyboard: SET PETROCHEMICALS OY, Ukonvaaja 2 A, Espoo 02130, Finland; DOB 31 Aug 1955; POB Dresden, Germany; citizen Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; State Duma Deputy; Chairman of the Committee on Affairs of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS); First Deputy Chairman of the Committee on International Affairs; Chairman of the Russian World Fund Administration (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

- Keyboard: SET PETROCHEMICALS OY, Ukonvaaja 2 A, Espoo 02130, Finland; DOB 31 Aug 1955; POB Dresden, Germany; citizen Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; State Duma Deputy; Chairman of the Committee on Affairs of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS); First Deputy Chairman of the Committee on International Affairs; Chairman of the Russian World Fund Administration (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

- Keyboard: SET PETROCHEMICALS OY, Ukonvaaja 2 A, Espoo 02130, Finland; DOB 31 Aug 1955; POB Dresden, Germany; citizen Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; State Duma Deputy; Chairman of the Committee on Affairs of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS); First Deputy Chairman of the Committee on International Affairs; Chairman of the Russian World Fund Administration (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].
Leonid Eduardovich); DOB 04 Jan 1968; State Duma Deputy; Chairman of the Committee on Affairs of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS); First Deputy Chairman of the Committee on International Affairs; Chairman of the Russian World Fund Administration (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- SLUTSKY, Leonid E. (a.k.a. SLUTSKY, Leonid; a.k.a. SLUTSKY, Leonid Eduardovich); DOB 04 Jan 1968; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; State Duma Deputy; Chairman of the Committee on Affairs of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS); First Deputy Chairman of the Committee on International Affairs; Chairman of the Russian World Fund Administration (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

SLUTSKY, Leonid Eduardovich (a.k.a. SLUTSKY, Leonid; a.k.a. SLUTSKY, Leonid E.); DOB 04 Jan 1968; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; State Duma Deputy; Chairman of the Committee on Affairs of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS); First Deputy Chairman of the Committee on International Affairs; Chairman of the Russian World Fund Administration (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

STANKEVICH, Sergey Nikolayevich (a.k.a. STANKEVICH, Sergey); DOB 27 Jan 1963; POB Kaliningrad; citizen Russia; Gender Male; Head of the Border Directorate of the Federal Security Service of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- FSUE SRPE BAZALT, 32 Velyaminovskaya, Moscow 105318, Russia; Website www.bazalt.ru; Email Address moscow@bazalt.ru [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- STATE RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE BAZALT; a.k.a. FEDERAL STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE STATE RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE BAZALT; a.k.a. FSUE SRPE BAZALT, 32 Velyaminovskaya, Moscow 105318, Russia; Website www.bazalt.ru; Email Address moscow@bazalt.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; State Duma Deputy; Chairman of the Committee on Affairs of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS); First Deputy Chairman of the Committee on International Affairs; Chairman of the Russian World Fund Administration (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

SOBINBANK (a.k.a. JSB SOBINBANK), 15 Korp. 56 D. 4 Etazh ul. Rochdelskaya, Moscow 123022, Russia; 15/56 Rochdelskaya Street, Moscow 123022, Russia; SWIFT/BIC SBBARUMM; Website http://www.sobinbank.ru; Registration ID 1027739051009; Government Gazette Number 09610355 [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- SOBIBANK (a.k.a. JSB SOBINBANK), 15 Korp. 56 D. 4 Etazh ul. Rochdelskaya, Moscow 123022, Russia; 15/56 Rochdelskaya Street, Moscow 123022, Russia; SWIFT/BIC SBBARUMM; Website http://www.sobinbank.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Head of the Border Directorate of the Federal Security Service of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

STANKEVICH, Sergey (a.k.a. STANKEVICH, Sergey Nikolayevich); DOB 27 Jan 1963; POB Kaliningrad; citizen Russia; Gender Male; Head of the Border Directorate of the Federal Security Service of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- STROYTRANSGAZ HOLDING LIMITED; a.k.a. STROYTRANSGAZ HOLDING LIMITED; a.k.a. "STGH"), 33 Stasinou Street, Office 2 2003, Nicosia Strovolos, Cyprus [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- STG HOLDING LIMITED (a.k.a. STG HOLDINGS LIMITED; a.k.a. STROYTRANSGAZ HOLDING LIMITED; a.k.a. "STGH"), 33 Stasinou Street, Office 2 2003, Nicosia Strovolos, Cyprus [UKRAINE-EO13661].

STANKEVICH, Sergey (a.k.a. STANKEVICH, Sergey Nikolayevich); DOB 27 Jan 1963; POB Kaliningrad; citizen Russia; Gender Male; Head of the Border Directorate of the Federal Security Service of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- STROYTRANSGAZ HOLDING LIMITED; a.k.a. STROYTRANSGAZ HOLDING LIMITED; a.k.a. "STGH"), 33 Stasinou Street, Office 2 2003, Nicosia Strovolos, Cyprus [UKRAINE-EO13661].

STANKEVICH, Sergey (a.k.a. STANKEVICH, Sergey Nikolayevich); DOB 27 Jan 1963; POB Kaliningrad; citizen Russia; Gender Male; Head of the Border Directorate of the Federal Security Service of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- STROYTRANSGAZ HOLDING LIMITED; a.k.a. STROYTRANSGAZ HOLDING LIMITED; a.k.a. "STGH"), 33 Stasinou Street, Office 2 2003, Nicosia Strovolos, Cyprus [UKRAINE-EO13661].

STANKEVICH, Sergey (a.k.a. STANKEVICH, Sergey Nikolayevich); DOB 27 Jan 1963; POB Kaliningrad; citizen Russia; Gender Male; Head of the Border Directorate of the Federal Security Service of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- STROYTRANSGAZ HOLDING LIMITED; a.k.a. STROYTRANSGAZ HOLDING LIMITED; a.k.a. "STGH"), 33 Stasinou Street, Office 2 2003, Nicosia Strovolos, Cyprus [UKRAINE-EO13661].
Nicolas Strovolos, Cyprus; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13661].

STROYGAZMONTAZH (a.k.a. LIMITED Office of Foreign Assets Control info@ooosgm.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: www.ooosgm.ru; Email Address Russia; Website www.ooosgm.com; alt. Website prospekt Vernadskogo, Moscow 119415, 53

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY STROYGAZMONTAZH CORPORATION (a.k.a. info@ooosgm.ru [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- www.ooosgm.ru; Email Address Russia; Website www.ooosgm.com; alt. Website prospekt Vernadskogo, Moscow 119415, 53

STROYTRANSGAZ HOLDING LIMITED; a.k.a. "STG GROUP"), 3 Begovaya Street, Building #1, Moscow 125284, Russia; Website wwwstroytransgaz.ru [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- STROYTRANSGAZ (a.k.a. "STG GROUP"), 3 Begovaya Street, Building #1, Moscow 125284, Russia; Website wwwstroytransgaz.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13661].

STROYTRANSGAZ (a.k.a. STROYTRANSGAZ GROUP; a.k.a. "STG GROUP"), 3 Begovaya Street, Building #1, Moscow 125284, Russia; Website wwwstroytransgaz.ru [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- STROYTRANSGAZ (a.k.a. "STG GROUP"), 3 Begovaya Street, Building #1, Moscow 125284, Russia; Website wwwstroytransgaz.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13661].

STROYTRANSGAZ GROUP (a.k.a. STROYTRANSGAZ; a.k.a. "STG GROUP"), 3 Begovaya Street, Building #1, Moscow 125284, Russia; Website wwwstroytransgaz.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13661].

STROYTRANSGAZ LLC (a.k.a. OOO STROYTRANSGAZ), House 65, Novocheremushkinskaya, Moscow 117418, Russia [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- STROYTRANSGAZ LLC (a.k.a. OOO STROYTRANSGAZ), House 65, Novocheremushkinskaya, Moscow 117418, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13661].

STROYTRANSGAZ OJSC (a.k.a. OAO STROYTRANSGAZ), House 58, Novocheremushkinskaya St., Moscow 117418, Russia [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- STROYTRANSGAZ OJSC (a.k.a. OAO STROYTRANSGAZ), House 58, Novocheremushkinskaya St., Moscow 117418, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13661].

STROYTRANSGAZ-M LLC, 26th Meeting of the Communist Party Street, House 2V, Noy Urengoy, Tyumenskaya Oblast, Yamalo-Nenetsky Autonomous Region 629305, Russia [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- STROYTRANSGAZ-M LLC, 26th Meeting of the Communist Party Street, House 2V, Noy Urengoy, Tyumenskaya Oblast, Yamalo-Nenetsky Autonomous Region 629305, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13661].

SURKOV, Vladimir Yurievich; DOB 21 Sep 1964; POB Solntsevo, Lipetsk, Russia; Presidential Aide (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- SURKOV, Vladimir Yurievich; DOB 21 Sep 1964; POB Solntsevo, Lipetsk, Russia; Presidential Aide (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

THE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY INVESTMENT COMPANY ABROS (a.k.a. LLC IC ABROS), 2 Liter a Pl. Rastrelli, St. Petersburg 191124, Russia; Government Gazette Number 72426791; Telephone: 7812 3358979 [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- THE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY INVESTMENT COMPANY ABROS (a.k.a. LLC IC ABROS), 2 Liter a Pl. Rastrelli, St. Petersburg 191124, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-
THE COMMITTEE ON CULTURE, SCIENCE, AND INFORMATION, FEDERATION COUNCIL OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION (INDIVIDUAL) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -TO- TORSKHIN, Alexander Porfiryevich, Moscow, Russia; DOB 27 Nov 1953; POB Mitoga village, Ust-Bolsheretsky district, Kamchatka region, Russian Federation; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -TO- TORSKHIN, Alexander Porfiryevich, Moscow, Russia; DOB 27 Nov 1953; POB Mitoga village, Ust-Bolsheretsky district, Kamchatka region, Russian Federation; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

TOTOONOV, Aleksandr Borisovich; a.k.a. TOTOONOV, Aleksandr Borisovich; a.k.a. TOTOONOV, Alexander B. (a.k.a. TOTOONOV, Aleksandr Borisovich; a.k.a. TOTOONOV, Alexander); DOB 03 Mar 1957; POB Ordzhonikidze, North Ossetia, Russia; alt. POB Vladikavkaz, North Ossetia, Russia; Member of the Committee on Culture, Science, and Information, Federation Council of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -TO- TOTOONOV, Aleksandr Borisovich; a.k.a. TOTOONOV, Aleksandr Borisovich; a.k.a. TOTOONOV, Alexander B.)

TOTOONOV, Aleksandr Borisovich; a.k.a. TOTOONOV, Aleksandr Borisovich; a.k.a. TOTOONOV, Alexander B.); DOB 03 Mar 1957; POB Ordzhonikidze, North Ossetia, Russia; alt. POB Vladikavkaz, North Ossetia, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Member of the Committee on Culture, Science, and Information, Federation Council of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].

TRANSSERVICE LLC (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY TRANSSERVIS; a.k.a. OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNO OTVETSTVENNOSTYU TRANSSERVIS (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ТРАНССЕРВИС); a.k.a. ООО TRANSSERVIS (Cyrillic: ООО ТРАНССЕРВИС)), D. 35 Prospekt Gubkina, Omsk, Omskaya Oblast 664035, Russia [UKRAINE-EO13661] (Linked To: OOO TRANSSERVIS (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ТРАНССЕРВИС)); a.k.a. ООО TRANSSERVIS (Cyrillic: ООО ТРАНССЕРВИС)), D. 35 Prospekt Gubkina, Omsk, Omskaya Oblast 664035, Russia)

URALVAGONZAVOD CORPORATION (a.k.a. NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNAYA KORPORATSIYA URALVAGONZAVOD OAO; a.k.a. NPK URALVAGONZAVOD; a.k.a. NPK URALVAGONZAVOD OAO; a.k.a. OJSC RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CORPORATION URALVAGONZAVOD; a.k.a. RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CORPORATION URALVAGONZAVOD; a.k.a. RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CORPORATION URALVAGONZAVOD OAO; a.k.a. URALVAGONZAVOD CORPORATION; a.k.a. "UVZ"), 28, Vostochnoye shosse, Nizhniy Tagil, Sverdlovsk region 622007, Russia; 28 Vostochnoye shosse, Nizhniy Tagil, Sverdlovskaya oblast 622007, Russia; 40, Bolshaya Yakimanka Street, Moscow 119049, Russia; Vistochnoye Shosse, 28, Nizhniy Tagil 622007, Russia; Website http://www.uvz.ru/; alt. Website http://uralvagonzavod.com/; Email Address web@uvz.ru [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -TO- URALVAGONZAVOD CORPORATION; a.k.a. URALVAGONZAVOD CORPORATION; a.k.a. "UVZ"), 28, Vostochnoye shosse, Nizhniy Tagil, Sverdlovsk region 622007, Russia; 28 Vostochnoye shosse, Nizhniy Tagil, Sverdlovskaya oblast 622007, Russia; 40, Bolshaya Yakimanka Street, Moscow 119049, Russia; Vistochnoye Shosse, 28, Nizhniy Tagil 622007, Russia; Website http://www.uvz.ru/; alt. Website http://uralvagonzavod.com/; Email Address web@uvz.ru [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -TO- URALVAGONZAVOD CORPORATION; a.k.a. URALVAGONZAVOD CORPORATION; a.k.a. "UVZ"), 28, Vostochnoye shosse, Nizhniy Tagil, Sverdlovsk region 622007, Russia; 28 Vostochnoye shosse, Nizhniy Tagil, Sverdlovskaya oblast 622007, Russia; 40, Bolshaya Yakimanka Street, Moscow 119049, Russia; Vistochnoye Shosse, 28, Nizhniy Tagil 622007, Russia; Website http://www.uvz.ru/; alt. Website http://uralvagonzavod.com/; Email Address web@uvz.ru [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -TO- URALVAGONZAVOD CORPORATION; a.k.a. URALVAGONZAVOD CORPORATION; a.k.a. "UVZ"), 28, Vostochnoye shosse, Nizhniy Tagil, Sverdlovsk region 622007, Russia; 28 Vostochnoye shosse, Nizhniy Tagil, Sverdlovskaya oblast 622007, Russia; 40, Bolshaya Yakimanka Street, Moscow 119049, Russia; Vistochnoye Shosse, 28, Nizhniy Tagil 622007, Russia; Website http://www.uvz.ru/; alt. Website http://uralvagonzavod.com/; Email Address web@uvz.ru [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -TO- URALVAGONZAVOD CORPORATION; a.k.a. URALVAGONZAVOD CORPORATION; a.k.a. "UVZ"), 28, Vostochnoye shosse, Nizhniy Tagil, Sverdlovsk region 622007, Russia; 28 Vostochnoye shosse, Nizhniy Tagil, Sverdlovskaya oblast 622007, Russia; 40, Bolshaya Yakimanka Street, Moscow 119049, Russia; Vistochnoye Shosse, 28, Nizhniy Tagil 622007, Russia; Website http://www.uvz.ru/; alt. Website http://uralvagonzavod.com/; Email Address web@uvz.ru [UKRAINE-EO13661].
YAKUNIN, Vladimir Ivanovich; DOB 30 Jun 1948; WHITE SEAL HOLDINGS LIMITED, 115 Spyrou Avenue, Limassol 3077, Cyprus; Government Gazette Number 07501739 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- YAKUNIN, Vladimir Ivanovich; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Head of the Federal Service for Supervision of Communications, Information Technology, and Mass Media (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- ZHAROV, Alexander Alexandrovich (a.k.a. ZHAROV, Aleksandr), Russia; DOB 11 Aug 1964; POB Chelyabinsk, Russia; Gender Male; Head of the Federal Service for Supervision of Communications, Information Technology, and Mass Media (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to- ZHAROV, Alexander Alexandrovich (a.k.a. ZHAROV, Aleksandr), Russia; DOB 11 Aug 1964; POB Chelyabinsk, Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Head of the Federal Service for Supervision of Communications, Information Technology, and Mass Media (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661].
Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Deputy Speaker of the State Duma of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661].

“GSKB” (a.k.a. A.A. RASPLETIN MAIN SYSTEM DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. ALMAZ-ANTEY GSKB; a.k.a. ALMAZ-ANTEY GSKB IMENI ACADEMICIAN A.A. RASPLETIN; a.k.a. ALMAZ-ANTEY MSDB; a.k.a. ALMAZ-ANTEY PVO ‘AIR DEFENSE’ CONCERN LEAD SYSTEMS DESIGN BUREAU OAO ‘OPEN JOINT-STOCK COMPANY’ IMENI ACADEMICIAN A.A. RASPLETIN; a.k.a. GOLOVNOYE SISTEMNOYE KONSTRUKTORSKOE BYURO OPEN JOINT-STOCK COMPANY OF ALMAZ-ANTEY PVO CONCERN IMENI ACADEMICIAN A.A. RASPLETIN; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ALMAZ-ANTEY AIR DEFENSE CONCERN MAIN SYSTEM DESIGN BUREAU NAMED BY ACADEMICIAN A.A. RASPLETIN; a.k.a. JSC ‘ALMAZ-ANTEY’ MSDB; f.k.a. OKRyTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NAUCHNO PROIZVODSTVENNOE OBEDEINENIE ALMAZ IMENI AKADEMIKA A.A. RASPLETINA), 16-80, Leningradsky Prospect, Moscow 125190, Russia; Website http://www.raspletin.ru; Email Address info@raspletin.ru; alt. Email Address almas_zakupki@mail.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-E013661].

“KBP OAO” (a.k.a. INSTRUMENT DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. JSC KBP INSTRUMENT DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. KBP INSTRUMENT DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. KBP INSTRUMENT DESIGN BUREAU JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. KONSTRUKTORSKOE BYURO PRIBOROSTROENIYA OKRyTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO), 59 Shcheglovskaya Zaseka ul., Tula 300001, Russia; Website www.kbp.tula.ru; Email Address kbkedr@tula.net; Registration ID 1117154036911 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 07515747 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661]. -to- “KBP OAO” (a.k.a. INSTRUMENT DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. JSC KBP INSTRUMENT DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. KBP INSTRUMENT DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. KBP INSTRUMENT DESIGN BUREAU JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. KONSTRUKTORSKOE BYURO PRIBOROSTROENIYA OKRyTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO), 59 Shcheglovskaya Zaseka ul., Tula 300001, Russia; Website www.kbp.tula.ru; Email Address kbkedr@tula.net; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1117154036911 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 07515747 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661].

“KRET” (a.k.a. CONCERN RADIO-ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGIES; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN RADIO-ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGIES), 20/1 Korp. 1 ul. Goncharnaya, Moscow 109240, Russia; Website http://www.kret.com; Registration ID 1097746084666 [UKRAINE-E013661]. -to- “KRET” (a.k.a. CONCERN RADIO-ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGIES; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN RADIO-ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGIES), 20/1 Korp. 1 ul. Goncharnaya, Moscow 109240, Russia; Website http://www.kret.com; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1097746084666 [UKRAINE-E013661].

“SGM” (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY STROYGAMONTAZH; a.k.a. STROYGAMONTAZH; a.k.a. STROYGAMONTAZH CORPORATION), 53 prospekt Vernadskogo, Moscow 119415, Russia; Website www.ooosgm.com; alt. Website www.ooosgm.ru; Email Address info@ooosgm.ru [UKRAINE-E013661]. -to- “SGM” (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY STROYGAMONTAZH; a.k.a. STROYGAMONTAZH; a.k.a. STROYGAMONTAZH CORPORATION), 53 prospekt Vernadskogo, Moscow 119415, Russia; Website www.ooosgm.com; alt. Website www.ooosgm.ru; Email Address info@ooosgm.ru [UKRAINE-E013661].
АБР MANAGEMENT AO (Cyrillic: АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТАО) (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ABR MENEDZHMENT; a.k.a. AO ABR MANAGEMENT (Cyrillic: АО АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ); a.k.a. AO ABR MENEDZHMENT; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ABR MANAGEMENT; a.k.a. "ABR MANAGEMENT"), ul. Grafito, d. 7 litera A, g. Sankt-Peterburg 197022, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 7842467053 (Russia); Registration Number 1117847707383 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] [Linked To: BANK ROSSIYA].

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ABR MENEDZHMENT (a.k.a. AO ABR MANAGEMENT (Cyrillic: АО АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТАО); a.k.a. AO ABR MENEDZHMENT; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ABR MANAGEMENT; a.k.a. "ABR MANAGEMENT"), ul. Grafito, d. 7 litera A, g. Sankt-Peterburg 197022, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 7842467053 (Russia); Registration Number 1117847707383 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] [Linked To: BANK ROSSIYA].

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO BANK SEVERNYY MORSKYY PUT (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО БАНК СЕВЕРНЫЙ МОРСКОЙ ПУТЬ) (a.k.a. AO SMP BANK (Cyrillic: АО СМП БАНК); a.k.a. SMP BANK; a.k.a. SMP BANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. SMP BANK, AO), d. 71 k. 11, ul. Sadovnicheskaia Street, Moscow 115035, Russia; SWIFT/BIC SMBKRUMM; Website www.smpbank.ru; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7750005482 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 56657657 (Russia); Registration Number 1097711000078 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] [Linked To: BANK ROSSIYA].

Government Gazette Number 56657657 (Russia); Registration Number 1097711000078 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] [UKRAINE-EO13661] entries have been changed:

ABR MANAGEMENT AO (Cyrillic: АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТАО) (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ABR MENEDZHMENT; a.k.a. AO ABR MANAGEMENT (Cyrillic: АО АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ); a.k.a. AO ABR MENEDZHMENT; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ABR MANAGEMENT; a.k.a. "ABR MANAGEMENT"), ul. Grafito, d. 7 litera A, g. Sankt-Peterburg 197022, Russia; Tax ID No. 7842467053 (Russia); Registration Number 1117847707383 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] [Linked To: BANK ROSSIYA].

...
SMP BANK; a.k.a. SMP BANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY ABR MANAGEMENT; a.k.a. "ABR MANAGEMENT"), ul. Grafito, d. 7 litera A, g. Sankt-Peterburg 197022, Russia; Tax ID No. 7842467053 (Russia); Registration Number 1117847707383 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: BANK ROSSIYA). -to- AO ABR MЕНЕДЖМЕНТ (a.k.a. ABR MANAGEMENT AO (Cyrillic: АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ АО); a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ABR MЕНЕДЖМЕНТ; a.k.a. AO ABR MANAGEMENT (Cyrillic: AO АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ); a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ABR MANAGEMENT; a.k.a. "ABR MANAGEMENT"), ul. Grafito, d. 7 litera A, g. Sankt-Peterburg 197022, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 7842467053 (Russia); Registration Number 1117847707383 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: BANK ROSSIYA).

IVANOV, Sergei Borisovich (Cyrillic: ИВАНОВ, Сергей Борисович)), ul. Grafito, d. 7 litera A, g. Sankt-Peterburg 197022, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 7842467053 (Russia); Registration Number 1117847707383 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].
JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION (a.k.a. JSC UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION; a.k.a. UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION (Cyrillic: ОБЪЕДИНЕННАЯ СУДОСТРОИТЕЛЬНАЯ КОРПОРАЦИЯ); a.k.a. "JSC USC"; a.k.a. "OSK AO"), Ul. Marat, 90, St. Petersburg 191119, Russia; 11 Bolshaya Tatarskaya Str. Bld. B, Moscow 115184, Russia; Tax ID No. 7838395215 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024] -to- JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION (a.k.a. JSC UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION; a.k.a. UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION (Cyrillic: ОБЪЕДИНЕННАЯ СУДОСТРОИТЕЛЬНАЯ КОРПОРАЦИЯ); a.k.a. "JSC USC"; a.k.a. "OSK AO"), Ul. Marat, 90, St. Petersburg 191119, Russia; 11 Bolshaya Tatarskaya Str. Bld. B, Moscow 115184, Russia; Tax ID No. 7838395215 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024].

KIRIYENKO, Sergei (a.k.a. KIRIYENKO, Sergei Vladilenovich (Cyrillic: КИРИЕНКО, Сергей Владимирович)), Moscow, Russia; DOB 26 Jul 1962; POB Sukhumi, Georgia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Passport 643267034 (Russia); Tax ID No. 773600308808 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: AO ABR MANAGEMENT).

KOVALCHUK, Kirill Mikhailovich (Cyrillic: КОВАЛЬЧУК, Кирилл Михайлович), Moscow, Russia; alt. POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Passport 643267034 (Russia); Tax ID No. 773600308808 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: AO ABR MANAGEMENT).

KOVALCHUK, Kirillo Mykhailovych (a.k.a. KOVALCHUK, Kirillo Mikhailovich (Cyrillic: КОВАЛЬЧУК, Кирило Михайлович)), Moscow, Russia; alt. POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Passport 643267034 (Russia); Tax ID No. 773600308808 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: AO ABR MANAGEMENT).

KOVALCHUK, Kirillo Mykhailovych (a.k.a. KOVALCHUK, Kirillo Mikhailovich (Cyrillic: КОВАЛЬЧУК, Кирило Михайлович)), Moscow, Russia; alt. POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Passport 643267034 (Russia); Tax ID No. 773600308808 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: AO ABR MANAGEMENT).

KOVALCHUK, Kirillo Mykhailovych; a.k.a. KOVALCHUK, Kirillo Mikhailovich (Cyrillic: КОВАЛЬЧУК, Кирило Михайлович)), Moscow, Russia; alt. POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Passport 643267034 (Russia); Tax ID No. 773600308808 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: AO ABR MANAGEMENT).
KOVALCHUK, Yuriy Valentynovych (Cyrillic: КОВАЛЬЧУК, Юрій Валентинович) (a.k.a. KOVALCHUK, Kirill Mikhailovich (Cyrillic: КОВАЛЬЧУК, Кирилл Михайлович); a.k.a. KOVALCHUK, Kyrylo Mykhailovych), Moscow, Russia; DOB 22 Dec 1968; POB Moscow, Russia; alt. POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Passport 643267034 (Russia); Tax ID No. 77360030808 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: AO ABR MANAGEMENT). -to- KOVALCHUK, Yuriy Valentynovych (Cyrillic: КОВАЛЬЧУК, Юрій Валентинович), Russia; DOB 25 Jul 1951; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 780105029790 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: AO ABR MANAGEMENT).

LEBEDEV, Dmitri Alekseevich (Cyrillic: ЛЕБЕДЕВ, Дмитрий Алексеевич), Russia; DOB 30 Mar 1968; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: AO ABR MANAGEMENT). -to- LEBEDEV, Dmitri Alekseevich (Cyrillic: ЛЕБЕДЕВ, Дмитрий Алексеевич), Russia; DOB 30 Mar 1968; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].
MATVIYENKO, Valentina Ivanovna (Cyrillic: МАТВИЕНКО, Валентина Ивановна), Moscow, Russia; DOB 07 Apr 1949; POB Shepetovka, Khmelnytsky, Ukraine; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

MATVIYENKO, Valentina Ivanovna (Cyrillic: МАТВИЕНКО, Валентина Ивановна) (a.k.a. MATVIENKO, Valentina), Moscow, Russia; DOB 07 Apr 1949; POB Shepetovka, Khmelnytsky, Ukraine; nationality Russia; Gender Female (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

PATRUSHEV, Nikolai Platonovich (Cyrillic: ПАТРУШЕВ, Николай Платонович) (a.k.a. PATRUSHEV, Nikolai), Moscow, Russia; DOB 11 Jul 1951; POB St. Petersburg, Russian Federation; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024]. -to- PATRUSHEV, Nikolai Platonovich (Cyrillic: ПАТРУШЕВ, Николай Платонович) (a.k.a. PATRUSHEV, Nikolai), Moscow, Russia; DOB 11 Jul 1951; POB St. Petersburg, Russian Federation; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

PATRUSHEV, Nikolai Platonovich (Cyrillic: ПАТРУШЕВ, Николай Платонович) (a.k.a. PATRUSHEV, Nikolai), Moscow, Russia; DOB 11 Jul 1951; POB St. Petersburg, Russian Federation; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].
ROTENBERG, Arkadiy Romanovych, Russia; DOB 15 Dec 1951; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 470305596440 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ROTENBERG, Arkady Romanovich (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkadiy Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkadii Romanovych (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Аркадий Романович); a.k.a. ROTENBERH, Arkadii Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkady Romanovych), Russia; DOB 15 Dec 1951; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 470305596440 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ROTENBERG, Arkady Romanovich (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Аркадий Романович) (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkadii Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkady Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkadii Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkady Romanovych), Russia; DOB 15 Dec 1951; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 470305596440 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ROTENBERG, Arkady Romanovich (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Аркадий Романович) (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkadii Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkady Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkadii Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkady Romanovych), Russia; DOB 15 Dec 1951; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 470305596440 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ROTENBERG, Arkady Romanovich (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Аркадий Романович) (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkadii Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkady Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkadii Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkady Romanovych), Russia; DOB 15 Dec 1951; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 470305596440 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ROTENBERG, Arkady Romanovich (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Аркадий Романович) (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkadii Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkady Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkadii Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkady Romanovych), Russia; DOB 15 Dec 1951; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 470305596440 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ROTENBERG, Boris Romanovich (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Борис Романович) (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Boris Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Boris Romanovych (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Борис Романович)) (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Boris Romanovych), Russia; DOB 03 Jan 1957; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; alt. nationality Finland; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 470305596440 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SMP BANK). -to- ROTENBERG, Boris Romanovich (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Борис Романович) (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Boris Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Boris Romanovych (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Борис Романович)) (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Boris Romanovych), Russia; DOB 03 Jan 1957; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; alt. nationality Finland; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 470305596440 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SMP BANK). -to- ROTENBERG, Boris Romanovich (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Борис Романович) (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Boris Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Boris Romanovych (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Борис Романович)) (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Boris Romanovych), Russia; DOB 03 Jan 1957; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; alt. nationality Finland; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 470305596440 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SMP BANK). -to- ROTENBERG, Boris Romanovich (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Борис Романович) (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Boris Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Boris Romanovych (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Борис Романович)) (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Boris Romanovych), Russia; DOB 03 Jan 1957; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; alt. nationality Finland; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 470305596440 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SMP BANK). -to- ROTENBERG, Boris Romanovich (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Борис Романович) (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Boris Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Boris Romanovych (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Борис Романович)) (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Boris Romanovych), Russia; DOB 03 Jan 1957; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; alt. nationality Finland; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 470305596440 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SMP BANK). -to- ROTENBERG, Boris Romanovich (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Борис Романович) (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Boris Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Boris Romanovych (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Борис Романович)) (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Boris Romanovych), Russia; DOB 03 Jan 1957; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; alt. nationality Finland; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 470305596440 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SMP BANK). -to- ROTENBERG, Roman Borisovich (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Роман Борисович) (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Roman Borisovych), Russia; DOB 07 Apr 1981; POB St.
ROTENBERH, Arkadii Romanovych (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Roman Borysovych (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkady Romanovich (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Романович); a.k.a. ROTENBERH, Arkadii Romanovych (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Roman Borisovich (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Романович)), Beregovaya, Street 6, Apartment 25, Moscow 125367, Russia; DOB 07 Apr 1981; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; citizen Russia; alt. citizen Finland; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Passport 640848350 (Russia); alt. Passport 16038132 (Finland); alt. Passport 17017258 (Finland) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024]. -to- ROTENBERG, Roman Borysovych (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Roman Borisovich (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Романович)), Beregovaya, Street 6, Apartment 25, Moscow 125367, Russia; DOB 07 Apr 1981; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; citizen Russia; alt. citizen Finland; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Passport 640848350 (Russia); alt. Passport 16038132 (Finland); alt. Passport 17017258 (Finland) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024]. -to- ROTENBERG, Roman Borysovych (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Roman Borisovich (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Романович)), Beregovaya, Street 6, Apartment 25, Moscow 125367, Russia; DOB 07 Apr 1981; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; citizen Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Passport 640848350 (Russia); alt. Passport 16038132 (Finland); alt. Passport 17017258 (Finland) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024]. -to- ROTENBERG, Roman Borysovych (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Roman Borisovich (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Романович)), Beregovaya, Street 6, Apartment 25, Moscow 125367, Russia; DOB 07 Apr 1981; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; citizen Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Passport 640848350 (Russia); alt. Passport 16038132 (Finland); alt. Passport 17017258 (Finland) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024]. -to- ROTENBERG, Roman Borysovych (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Roman Borisovich (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Романович)), Beregovaya, Street 6, Apartment 25, Moscow 125367, Russia; DOB 07 Apr 1981; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; citizen Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Passport 640848350 (Russia); alt. Passport 16038132 (Finland); alt. Passport 17017258 (Finland) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024]. -to- ROTENBERG, Arkady Romanovych (a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkadi Romanovich; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkady Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkady Romanovych (Cyrillic: РОТЕНБЕРГ, Аркадий Романович); a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkady Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERG, Arkady Romanovych; a.k.a. ROTENBERH, Arkadii Romanovych), Russia; DOB 15 Dec 1951; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Aide to the President of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024]. -to- SECHIN, Igor Ivanovich (Cyrillic: СЕЧИН, Игорь Иванович) (a.k.a. SECHIN, Igor), Moscow, Russia; DOB 07 Sep 1960; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024]. -to- SECHIN, Igor Ivanovich (Cyrillic: СЕЧИН, Игорь Иванович) (a.k.a. SECHIN, Igor), Moscow, Russia; DOB 07 Sep 1960; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation.
SMF BANK (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOYE OBSHCHESTVO BANK SEVERNY MORSKOGO PUT (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО БАНК СЕВЕРНЫЙ МОРСКОЙ ПУТЬ); a.k.a. AO SMP BANK (Cyrillic: AO SMP BANK); a.k.a. SMP BANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. SMP BANK, AO), d. 71 k. 11, ul. Sadovnicheskaya Street, Moscow 115035, Russia; SWIFT/BIC SMBKRUMM; Website www.smpbank.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7750005482 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 56657657 (Russia); Registration Number 1097711000078 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024].

SMF BANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOYE OBSHCHESTVO BANK SEVERNY MORSKOGO PUT (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО БАНК СЕВЕРНЫЙ МОРСКОЙ ПУТЬ); a.k.a. AO SMP BANK (Cyrillic: AO SMP BANK); a.k.a. AO SMP BANK, AO), d. 71 k. 11, ul. Sadovnicheskaya Street, Moscow 115035, Russia; SWIFT/BIC SMBKRUMM; Website www.smpbank.ru; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7750005482 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 56657657 (Russia); Registration Number 1097711000078 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024].

MITLICHENKO, Gennadiy Nikolaevich (a.k.a. TIMTCHENKO, Gennady Nikolayevich) [UKRAINE-EO14024] (Linked To: OOO VOLGA GROUP).
TIMCHENKO, Gennady Nikolayevich (Cyrillic: ТИМЧЕНКО, Геннадий Николаевич) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL

[UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024]

(Linked To: OOO VOLGA GROUP).

TIMCHENKO, Gennady Nikolayevich (Cyrillic: ТИМЧЕНКО, Геннадий Николаевич; a.k.a. TIMCHENKO, Guennadi), 10 Rampe de Cologny, Geneva 1223, Switzerland; Shvedskiy tup. 3, 26, Moscow, Russia; DOB 09 Nov 1952; POB Leninakan, Armenia; alt. POB Gyumri, Armenia; nationality Finland; alt. nationality Russia; alt. nationality Armenia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 78101262436 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: OOO VOLGA GROUP).

TIMCHENKO, Gennady Nikolayevich (Cyrillic: ТИМЧЕНКО, Геннадий Николаевич; a.k.a. TIMCHENKO, Guennadi), 10 Rampe de Cologny, Geneva 1223, Switzerland; Shvedskiy tup. 3, 26, Moscow, Russia; DOB 09 Nov 1952; POB Leninakan, Armenia; alt. POB Gyumri, Armenia; nationality Finland; alt. nationality Russia; alt. nationality Armenia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 78101262436 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: OOO VOLGA GROUP).

TIMCHENKO, Gennady Nikolayevich (Cyrillic: ТИМЧЕНКО, Геннадий Николаевич; a.k.a. TIMCHENKO, Guennadi), 10 Rampe de Cologny, Geneva 1223, Switzerland; Shvedskiy tup. 3, 26, Moscow, Russia; DOB 09 Nov 1952; POB Leninakan, Armenia; alt. POB Gyumri, Armenia; nationality Finland; alt. nationality Russia; alt. nationality Armenia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 78101262436 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: OOO VOLGA GROUP).

TIMCHENKO, Gennady Nikolayevich (Cyrillic: ТИМЧЕНКО, Геннадий Николаевич; a.k.a. TIMCHENKO, Guennadi), 10 Rampe de Cologny, Geneva 1223, Switzerland; Shvedskiy tup. 3, 26, Moscow, Russia; DOB 09 Nov 1952; POB Leninakan, Armenia; alt. POB Gyumri, Armenia; nationality Finland; alt. nationality Russia; alt. nationality Armenia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 78101262436 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: OOO VOLGA GROUP).

TIMCHENKO, Gennady Nikolayevich (Cyrillic: ТИМЧЕНКО, Геннадий Николаевич; a.k.a. TIMCHENKO, Guennadi), 10 Rampe de Cologny, Geneva 1223, Switzerland; Shvedskiy tup. 3, 26, Moscow, Russia; DOB 09 Nov 1952; POB Leninakan, Armenia; alt. POB Gyumri, Armenia; nationality Finland; alt. nationality Russia; alt. nationality Armenia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 78101262436 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: OOO VOLGA GROUP).

TIMCHENKO, Gennady Nikolayevich (Cyrillic: ТИМЧЕНКО, Геннадий Николаевич; a.k.a. TIMCHENKO, Guennadi), 10 Rampe de Cologny, Geneva 1223, Switzerland; Shvedskiy tup. 3, 26, Moscow, Russia; DOB 09 Nov 1952; POB Leninakan, Armenia; alt. POB Gyumri, Armenia; nationality Finland; alt. nationality Russia; alt. nationality Armenia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 78101262436 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: OOO VOLGA GROUP).

TIMCHENKO, Gennady Nikolayevich (Cyrillic: ТИМЧЕНКО, Геннадий Николаевич; a.k.a. TIMCHENKO, Guennadi), 10 Rampe de Cologny, Geneva 1223, Switzerland; Shvedskiy tup. 3, 26, Moscow, Russia; DOB 09 Nov 1952; POB Leninakan, Armenia; alt. POB Gyumri, Armenia; nationality Finland; alt. nationality Russia; alt. nationality Armenia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 78101262436 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: OOO VOLGA GROUP).
nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Speaker of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation; Member of Russian Security Council (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024].

ZOLOTOV, Viktor (a.k.a. ZOLOTOV, Viktor Vasilyevich), Russia; DOB 27 Jan 1954; POB Ryazansksaya oblast, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024]. -to- ZOLOTOV, Viktor Vasilyevich (a.k.a. ZOLOTOV, Viktor Vasilyevich), Russia; DOB 27 Jan 1954; POB Ryazanskaya oblast, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024].

ZOLOTOV, Viktor Vasilyevich (a.k.a. ZOLOTOV, Viktor), Russia; DOB 27 Jan 1954; POB Ryazanskaya oblast, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024]. -to- ZOLOTOV, Viktor Vasilyevich (a.k.a. ZOLOTOV, Viktor Vasilyevich), Russia; DOB 27 Jan 1954; POB Ryazanskaya oblast, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024].

"ABR MANAGEMENT" (a.k.a. ABR MANAGEMENT AO (Cyrillic: АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ АО); a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ABR MENEDZHMENT; a.k.a. AO ABR MANAGEMENT (Cyrillic: AO АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ); a.k.a. AO ABR MENEDZHMENT; a.k.a. ABR MANAGEMENT, ul. Grafiio, d. 7 litera A, g. Sankt-Peterburg 197022, Russia; Tax ID No. 7842467053 (Russia); Registration Number 1117847707383 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024] [Linked To: BANK ROSSIYA]. -to- "ABR MANAGEMENT" (a.k.a. ABR MANAGEMENT AO (Cyrillic: АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ АО); a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ABR MENEDZHMENT; a.k.a. AO ABR MANAGEMENT (Cyrillic: AO АБР МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ); a.k.a. AO ABR MENEDZHMENT; a.k.a. ABR MANAGEMENT, ul. Grafiio, d. 7 litera A, g. Sankt-Peterburg 197022, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 7842467053 (Russia); Registration Number 1117847707383 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024].

"JSC USC" (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION; a.k.a. JSC UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION; a.k.a. UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION (Cyrillic: ОБЪЕДИНЕННАЯ СУДОСТРОИТЕЛЬНАЯ КОРПОРАЦИЯ); a.k.a. "OCK"; a.k.a. "OSK AO"), Ul. Marat, 90, St. Petersburg 191119, Russia; 11 Bolshaya Tatarskaya Str. Bld. B, Moscow 115184, Russia; Tax ID No. 7838395215 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024]. -to- "JSC USC" (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION; a.k.a. JSC UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION; a.k.a. UNITED SHIPBUILDING CORPORATION (Cyrillic: ОБЪЕДИНЕННАЯ СУДОСТРОИТЕЛЬНАЯ КОРПОРАЦИЯ); a.k.a. "OCK"; a.k.a. "OSK AO"), Ul. Marat, 90, St. Petersburg 191119, Russia; 11 Bolshaya Tatarskaya Str. Bld. B, Moscow 115184, Russia; Tax ID No. 7838395215 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024].

The following [UKRAINE-E013661] [ELECTION-E013848] entries have been changed:

GROMOV, Alexei Alexeyevich, Russia; DOB 31 May 1960; POB Zagorsk (Sergiev, Posad), Moscow Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; First Deputy Chief of Staff of the Presidential Executive Office; First Deputy Head of Presidential Administration; First Deputy Presidential Chief of Staff (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661] [ELECTION-E013848]. -to- GROMOV, Alexei Alexeyevich, Russia; DOB 31 May 1960; POB Zagorsk (Sergiev, Posad), Moscow Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 7838395215 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] [ELECTION-E013848].
The following [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been changed:

AKTSIONERNE TOVARYSTVO SBERBANK (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK; a.k.a. JSC SBERBANK; a.k.a. JSC SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; a.k.a. PUBLICHNE AKTSIONERNE TOVARYSTVO DOCHRINII BANK SBERBANKU ROSSII; f.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA SUBSIDIARY BANK PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA SUBSIDIARY BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. SUBSIDIARY BANK SBERBANK OF RUSSIA PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 46 Volodymyrska street, Kyiv 01601, Ukraine; 46 Vladimirskaya St, Kyiv 01601, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC SABRUAUK; Website www.sberbank.ua; alt. Website sbfr.com.ua; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 25959784 (Ukraine); Tax ID No. 259597826652 (Ukraine); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).-to-

AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHCHESTVO BM BANK (f.k.a. AKTSIONERNY KOMMERCHESKI BANK BANK MOSKVY OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHCHESTVO; f.k.a. BANK MOSKVY PAO; f.k.a. BANK OF MOSCOW; a.k.a. BM BANK AO; a.k.a. BM BANK JSC; a.k.a. BM BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK - BANK OF MOSCOW OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. PAO BM BANK), Bld 3 8/15, Rozhdestvenka St., Moscow 107996, Russia; SWIFT/BIC MOSWRUMM; Website www.bm.ru; BIK (RU) 044525219; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; Government Gazette Number 29292940 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7743813961 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 91420386 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).-to-

AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHCHESTVO NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNY KONTSERN TEKNOLOGII MASHINOSTROENIYA (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SCIENTIFIC INDUSTRIAL CONCERN MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING; a.k.a. JSC SPC TECHMASH; a.k.a. NPK TEKMASH OAO; a.k.a. OJSC MACHINE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGIES; a.k.a. SCIENTIFIC INDUSTRIAL CONCERN MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING OJSC), d. 58 str. 4 shosse Leningradskoe, Moscow 125212, Russia; Ul. Bolshaya Tatarskaya D. 35, Str. 5, Moscow 115184, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Organization Established Date 06 Apr 2011; Registration ID 1117746260477 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7743813961 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 91420386 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).-to-

AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHCHESTVO SCIENTIFIC INDUSTRIAL CONCERN MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING (a.k.a. NPK TEKMASH OAO; a.k.a. SCIENTIFIC INDUSTRIAL CONCERN MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING OJSC), d. 58 str. 4 shosse Leningradskoe, Moscow 125212, Russia; Ul. Bolshaya Tatarskaya D. 35, Str. 5, Moscow 115184, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; Government Gazette Number 29292940 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700159497 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).
13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 06 Apr 2011; Registration ID 1117746260477 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7743813961 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 91420388 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: ROSTEC).

AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO NEGOSUDARSTVENNY PENSIONNY FOND VTB PENSIONNY FOND (f.k.a. NEKOMMERCHESKAYA ORGANIZATSIIA NEGOSUDARSTVENNY PENSIONNY FOND VTB PENSIONNY FOND; a.k.a. NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION NON-STATE PENSION FUND VTB PENSION FUND; a.k.a. NON-STATE PENSION FUND VTB PENSION FUND, JSC; a.k.a. NPF VTB PENSION FUND JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. NPF VTB PENSION FUND JSC; a.k.a. NPF VTB PENSION FOND, AO), d. 43 str. 1 ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Subject to Directive 3; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1147799014692 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: ROSTEC).

AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO VYSOKOTOCHNYE KOMPLEKSY (a.k.a. HIGH PRECISION WEAPONS JOINT STOCK COMPANY SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION; a.k.a. JSC NPO HIGH PRECISION SYSTEMS (Cyrillic: AO НПО БлБКОТОЧНЫЕ КОМПЛЕКСЫ); a.k.a. JSC NPO VYSOKOTOCHNYE KOMPLEKSY; a.k.a. NPO VYSOKOTOCHNYE KOMPLEKSY, AO), 21 str. 1, bulvar Gogolevski, Moscow 119019, Russia; 7 Kievskaya Str., Moscow 121059, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Organization Established Date 12 Feb 2009; Registration ID 1097746068812 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7704721192 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 60390527 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: ROSTEC). -to- AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO VERTOLETY ROSSII (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS; a.k.a. RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS; a.k.a. RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS; a.k.a. RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS JOINT STOCK COMPANY).
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BANK VTB OAO; f.k.a. BANK VTB OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. BANK VTB PAO; a.k.a. BANK VTB PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHCHESTVO; f.k.a. CJSC VTB BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. CSC VTB BANK; f.k.a. OAO BANK VTB; f.k.a. OAO VNESHGORDBANK; f.k.a. OJSC CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE; f.k.a. RUSSIAN VNESHGORDBANK; f.k.a. VNESHGORDBANK OF RSFSR; f.k.a. VNESHGORDBANK ROSSIJSKIY CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. OAO VTB BANK; f.k.a. VTB BANK OAO; f.k.a. VTB BANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB BANK PAO; a.k.a. VTB BANK PJSC (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПАО); a.k.a. VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО), 29, Bolsheva Morakaya str., St. Petersburg 190000, Russia; 37 Plyushchikha ul., Moscow 119121, Russia; 43, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109044, Russia; 11 litera, per. Degtyarny, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 11, lit. А, Degtyarnyy pereulok, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 43, bl.1, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109147, Russia; Bashnya Zapad, Kompleks Federatsiya, 12, nab. Presnenskaya, Moscow 123317, Russia; str. 1, 43, ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Vorontsovskaya Str 43, Moscow 109147, Russia; SWIFT/BIC VTBRRU3M; Website www.vtb.com; alt. Website www.vtb.ru; BIK (RU) 044525187; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; Government Gazette Number 29292940 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700159497 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024].

BANK OF MOSCOW (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHCHESTVO BM BANK; f.k.a. AKTSIONERNY KOMMERCHESKI BANK BANK MOSKVY OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHCHESTVO; f.k.a. BANK MOSKVY PAO; a.k.a. BM BANK AO; a.k.a. BM BANK JSC; a.k.a. BM BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK - BANK OF MOSCOW OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. PAO BM BANK), Bld 3 8/15, Rozhdestvenka St., Moscow 107996, Russia; SWIFT/BIC MOSWRUMM; Website www.bm.ru; BIK (RU) 044525219; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; Government Gazette Number 29292940 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700159497 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024].

BANK VNESHEI TORGOLVI OAO (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOLVI ROSSIJSKII FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOLVI ROSSIJSKII FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOLVI ROSSIJSKII FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOLVI ROSSIJSKII FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOLVI ROSSIJSKII FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOLVI ROSSIJSKII FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOLVI ROSSIJSKII FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOLVI ROSSIJSKII FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY.
Bank Vneshei Torgovli Rossiskoi Federatsii, as a Private Joint Stock Company

109147, Russia; SWIFT/BIC VTBRRUMM;
Website www.vtb.com; alt. Website www.vtb.ru;
BIK (RU) 044030707; alt. BIK (RU) 044525187;
Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination -
Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 17 Oct 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027739609391 (Russia); Tax ID No.

For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives.

For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives.

[UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024]. -to- Bank Vneshei Torgovli Rossiskoi Federatsii, as a Private Joint Stock Company

Bank Vneshei Torgovli Rossiskoi Federatsii, as a Private Joint Stock Company

Bank Vneshei Torgovli Rossiskoi Federatsii, as a Private Joint Stock Company

Bank Vneshei Torgovli Rossiskoi Federatsii, as a Private Joint Stock Company

For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives.

For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives.

[UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].
For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI RSFSR (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK OF FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI OAO; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VTB PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VTB PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. VNESHTORGBANK OF RSFSR; f.k.a. VNESHTORGBANK OF RSFSR; f.k.a. VTB BANK PJSC (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПАО); a.k.a. VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)); 29, Bolshaya Morskaya str., St. Petersburg 190000, Russia; 37 Plyushchikha ul., Moscow 119121, Russia; 43, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109044, Russia; 11 litera, per. Degtyarny, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 11, lit A, Degtyarnyy pereulok, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 43, Blik (RU) 044030707; alt. Blik (RU) 044525187; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, Subject to Directive 1; Established Date 17 Oct 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027739609391 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7702070139 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00032520 (Russia); License 1000 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400V16ART1UQ0N98 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI RSFSR (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK OF FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI OAO; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VTB PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VTB PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. VNESHTORGBANK OF RSFSR; f.k.a. VNESHTORGBANK OF RSFSR; f.k.a. VTB BANK PJSC (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПАО); a.k.a. VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)); 29, Bolshaya Morskaya str., St. Petersburg 190000, Russia; 37 Plyushchikha ul., Moscow 119121, Russia; 43, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109044, Russia; 11 litera, per. Degtyarny, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 11, lit A, Degtyarnyy pereulok, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 43, Blik (RU) 044030707; alt. Blik (RU) 044525187; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, Subject to Directive 1; Established Date 17 Oct 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027739609391 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7702070139 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00032520 (Russia); License 1000 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400V16ART1UQ0N98 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].
BANK VTB PAO; a.k.a. BANK VTB PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; f.k.a. CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. JSC VTB BANK; f.k.a. OAO BANK VTB; f.k.a. OAO VNESHTORGBANK; f.k.a. CJSC CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE; f.k.a. RUSSIAN VNESHTORGBANK; f.k.a. VNESHTORGBANK; f.k.a. VNESHTORGBANK OF RSFSR; f.k.a. VNESHTORGBANK ROSSIYISKOI FEDERATSII; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSII; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHNEY TORGOVLI OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHNEY TORGOVLI ROSSISKOY FEDERATSII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHNEY TORGOVLI ROSSISKOY FEDERATSII; f.k.a. BANK VNESHTORGBANK ROSSIYISKI FEDERATSIIS AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHNEI TORGOVLI ROSSISKOY FEDERATSII; f.k.a. BANK VTB; f.k.a. BANK VTB OAO; f.k.a. BANK VTB PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. BANK VTB PAO; a.k.a. VTB BANK PJSC (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПАО); a.k.a. VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО), 29, Bolshaya Morskaya str., St. Petersburg 190000, Russia; 37 Plyushchikha ul., Moscow 119121, Russia; 43, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109044, Russia; 11 litera, per. Degtyarny, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 11, lit A, Degtyarnyy pereulok, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 43, bld 1, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109147, Russia; Bashnya Zapad, Kompleks Federatsiya, 12, nab. Presnenskaya, Moscow 123317, Russia; str. 1, 43, ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Vorontsovskaya str 43, Moscow 109147, Russia; SWIFT/BIC VTBRRUMM; Website www.vtb.com; alt. Website www.vtb.ru; BIK (RU) 044030707; alt. BIK (RU) 044525187; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 17 Oct 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027739609391 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7702070139 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400V1H6ART1UQ0N98 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024]. - 331 -
Government Gazette Number 00032520 (Russia); License 1000 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400V1H6ART1UQ0N98 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024]. -to- BANK VNESHEI TORGLOI OAO; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGLOI ROSSIISKOI FEDERATSI AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGLOI ROSSIISKII FEDERATSII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VTB OAO; f.k.a. BANK VTB OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. BANK VTB PAO; a.k.a. BANK VTB PUBLICNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; a.k.a. CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; a.k.a. CJSC VTB BANK; a.k.a. OAO BANK VTB; a.k.a. OAO VNESHTORGANK; a.k.a. CJSC CSJC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE; f.k.a. CJSC CSJC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE; f.k.a. RUSSIAN VNESHTORGANK; f.k.a. VTB BANK OAO; f.k.a. VTB BANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB BANK PAO; a.k.a. VTB BANK PJSC (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПАО); a.k.a. VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ГУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО), 29, Bolshaya Morskaya str., St. Petersburg 190000, Russia; 37 Plyushchikha ul., Moscow 119121, Russia; 43, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109044, Russia; 11 litera, per. Degtyarny, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 11 litera, per. Degtyarnyy pereulok, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 43, bld.1, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscov 109147, Russia; Bashny Ya Zapad, Kompleks Federatsiya, 12, nab. Presnenskaya, Moscow 123317, Russia; str. 1, 43, ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Vorontsovskaya Str 43, Moscow 109147, Russia; SWIFT/BIC VTTBRUMM; Website www.vtb.com; alt. Website www.vtb.ru; BIK (RU) 044030707; alt. BIK (RU) 044525187; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.208; Organization Established Date 17 Oct 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027739609391 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7702070139 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00032520 (Russia); License 1000 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400V1H6ART1UQ0N98 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024]. BANK VNESHEI TORGLOI ROSSIISKII FEDERATSI AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VTB OAO; f.k.a. BANK VTB OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. BANK VTB PAO; a.k.a. BANK VTB PUBLICNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; a.k.a. CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; a.k.a. CJSC VTB BANK; a.k.a. OAO BANK VTB; a.k.a. OAO VNESHTORGANK; a.k.a. CJSC CSJC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE; f.k.a. CJSC CSJC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE; f.k.a. RUSSIAN VNESHTORGANK; f.k.a. VTB BANK OAO; f.k.a. VTB BANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB BANK PAO; a.k.a. VTB BANK PJSC (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПАО); a.k.a. VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ГУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО), 29, Bolshaya Morskaya str., St. Petersburg 190000, Russia; 37 Plyushchikha ul., Moscow 119121, Russia; 43, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109044, Russia; 11 litera, per. Degtyarny, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 11, lit A, Degtyarnyy pereulok, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 43, bld.1, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109147, Russia; Bashny Ya Zapad, Kompleks Federatsiya, 12, nab. Presnenskaya, Moscow 123317, Russia; str. 1, 43, ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Vorontsovskaya Str 43, Moscow 109147, Russia; SWIFT/BIC VTTBRUMM; Website www.vtb.com; alt. Website www.vtb.ru; BIK (RU) 044030707; alt. BIK (RU) 044525187; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 17 Oct 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027739609391 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7702070139 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00032520 (Russia); License 1000 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400V1H6ART1UQ0N98 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024].
BANK VTB AZERBAIJAN OJSC (a.k.a. JSC VTB BANK AZERBAIJAN; f.k.a. OJSC CJSC BANK VTB; a.k.a. VTB BANK AZERBAIJAN OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 28, Bolshaya Morskaya str., St. Petersburg 190000, Russia; 37 Plyushchikha ul., Moscow 119121, Russia; 43, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109044, Russia; 11 litera, per. Degtyarny, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 11, lit A, Degtyarnyy pereulok, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 43, bid.1, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109147, Russia; Bashnyya Zapad, Kompleks Federatsiya, 12, nab. Presnenenskaya, Moscow 123317, Russia; str. 1, 43, ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Vorontsovskaya Str 43, Moscow 109147, Russia; SWIFT/BIC VTBBRUUM; Website www.vtb.com; alt. Website www.vtb.ru; BIK (RU) 044030707; alt. BIK (RU) 044525187; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 17 Oct 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027739603931 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7702070139 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00032520 (Russia); License 1000 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400V1H6ART1UQ0N98 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

BANK VTB KAZAKHSTAN JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. BANK VTB KAZAKHSTAN JSC; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY VTB BANK KAZAKHSTAN; a.k.a. SUBSIDIARY JSC BANK VTB KAZAKHSTAN), 28 Timiryazev Street, Almaty 050040, Kazakhstan; SWIFT/BIC VTBKAZKZ; Website http://en.vtb-bank.kz/; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

BANK VTB KAZAKHSTAN), 28 Timiryazev Street, Almaty 050040, Kazakhstan; SWIFT/BIC VTBKAZKZ; Website http://en.vtb-bank.kz/; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

BANK VTB OAO (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK OF FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSIIS AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSIIS AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSIIS AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSIIS AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSIIS AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSIIS AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSIIS AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSIIS AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSIIS AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSIIS AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSIIS AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSIIS AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSIIS AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSIIS AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSIIS AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSIIS AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSIIS AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSIIS AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSIIS AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSIIS AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSIIS AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSIIS AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSIIS AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSIIS AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSIIS AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSIIS AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSIIS AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSIIS AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSIIS AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSIIS AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSIIS AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSIIS AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSIIS AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSIIS AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSIIS AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSIIS AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSIIS AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSIIS AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSIIS AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSIIS AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSIIS AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSIIS AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSISKOI FEDERATSIIS AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOC...
For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].
BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK). -to- BELVESHECONOMBANK OAO (a.k.a. BANK BELVEB OJSC; a.k.a. BANK BELVEB OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. BELVESHECONOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 29 Pobeditelei ave., Minsk 220004, Belarus; Myasnitskaya, 32, Minsk 220050, Belarus; SWIFT/BIC BELBBY2X; Website bveb.by; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 23 Dec 1991; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7750004150 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 25340038P8SYW80B9W34 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

BELVESHECONOMBANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. BANK BELVEB OJSC; a.k.a. BANK BELVEB OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. BELVESHECONOMBANK OAO), 29 Pobeditelei ave., Minsk 220004, Belarus; Myasnitskaya, 32, Minsk 220050, Belarus; SWIFT/BIC BELBBY2X; Website bveb.by; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 23 Dec 1991; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7750004150 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 25340038P8SYW80B9W34 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

BM BANK AO (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHCHESTVO BM BANK; f.k.a. AKTSIONERNY KOMMERCHESKI BANK BANK MOSKVY OVTROYE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHCHESTVO; f.k.a. BANK MOSKVY PAO; f.k.a. BANK OF MOSCOW; a.k.a. BM BANK JSC, a.k.a. BM BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK - BANK OF MOSCOW OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. PAO BM BANK), Bld 3 8/15, Rozhdestvenka St., Moscow 107996, Russia; SWIFT/BIC MOSWRUMM; Website www.bm.ru; BIK (RU) 044525219; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; Government Gazette Number 29292940 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700159497 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).
Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; Government Gazette Number 29292940 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700159497 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/russia.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

BM BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO BM BANK; f.k.a. AKTSIONERNY KOMMERCHESKI BANK MOSKVKY OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; f.k.a. BANK MOSKVKY PAO; f.k.a. BANK OF MOSCOW; a.k.a. BM BANK AO; a.k.a. BM BANK JSC; f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK - BANK OF MOSCOW OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. PAO BM BANK), Bld 3 8/15, Rozhdestvenka St., Moscow 107996, Russia; SWIFT/BIC MOSWRRUM; Website www bm ru; BIK (RU) 044525219; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Government Gazette Number 29292940 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700159497 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/russia.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

BPS SBERBANK OJSC (a.k.a. BPS-SBERBANK OAO (Cyrillic: ОАО СБЕР БАНК); a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY BPS-SBERBANK (Cyrillic: ОТКРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО СБЕР БАНК); a.k.a. SBER BANK), 6 Mulyavina Boulevard, Minsk 220005, Belarus; SWIFT/BIC BPSBBY2X; Website www.sberbank.by; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/belarus.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). -to- BPS-SBERBANK OAO (Cyrillic: ОАО СБЕР БАНК) (a.k.a. BPS-SBERBANK OJSC; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY BPS-SBERBANK (Cyrillic: ОТКРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО СБЕР БАНК); a.k.a. SBER BANK), 6 Mulyavina Boulevard, Minsk 220005, Belarus; SWIFT/BIC BPSBBY2X; Website www.sberbank.by; alt. Website www.bps-sberbank.by; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/belarus.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
CHANGES TO THE SDN LIST IN 2022

CETELEM BANK LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (a.k.a. CETELEM BANK LLC (Cyrillic: СЕТЕЛЕМ БАНК ООО); f.k.a. КОММЕРЧЕСКИЙ БАНК УКРАСИББАНК ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ; a.k.a. CETELEM BANK OOO), 26 ul. Pravdy, Moscow 125124, Russia (Cyrillic: ул. Правды, д. 26, г. Москва 125124, Россия); SWIFT/BIC CETBRUMM; Website www.cetelem.ru;

Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1027739664260 (Russia); Tax ID No. 6452010742 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). -to-

CETELEM BANK LLC (Cyrillic: СЕТЕЛЕМ БАНК ООО) (a.k.a. CETELEM BANK LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; f.k.a. КОММЕРЧЕСКИЙ БАНК УКРАСИББАНК ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ; a.k.a. CETELEM BANK LLC (Cyrillic: СЕТЕЛЕМ БАНК ООО); f.k.a. КОММЕРЧЕСКИЙ БАНК УКРАСИББАНК ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ; a.k.a. CETELEM BANK LLC (Cyrillic: СЕТЕЛЕМ БАНК ООО); f.k.a. КОММЕРЧЕСКИЙ БАНК УКРАСИББАНК ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ; a.k.a. CETELEM BANK LLC (Cyrillic: СЕТЕЛЕМ БАНК ООО); f.k.a. КОММЕРЧЕСКИЙ БАНК УКРАСИББАНК ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ; a.k.a. CETELEM BANK LLC (Cyrillic: СЕТЕЛЕМ БАНК ООО); f.k.a. КОММЕРЧЕСКИЙ БАНК УКРАСИББАНК ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ; a.k.a. CETELEM BANK LLC (Cyrillic: СЕТЕЛЕМ БАНК ООО); f.k.a. КОММЕРЧЕСКИЙ БАНК УКРАСИББАНК ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ; a.k.a. CETELEM BANK LLC (Cyrillic: СЕТЕЛЕМ БАНК ООО); f.k.a. КОММЕРЧЕСКИЙ БАНК УКРАСИББАНК ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ; a.k.a. CETELEM BANK LLC (Cyrillic: СЕТЕЛЕМ БАНК ООО); f.k.a. КОММЕРЧЕСКИЙ БАНК УКРАСИББАНК ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ; a.k.a. CETELEM BANK LLC (Cyrillic: СЕТЕЛЕМ БАНК ООО); f.k.a. КОММЕРЧЕСКИЙ БАНК УКРАСИББАНК ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ; a.k.a. CETELEM BANK LLC (Cyrillic: СЕТЕЛЕМ БАНК ООО); f.k.a. КОММЕРЧЕСКИЙ БАНК УКРАСИББАНК ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ; a.k.a. CETELEM BANK LLC (Cyrillic: СЕТЕЛЕМ БАНК ООО); f.k.a. КОММЕРЧЕСКИЙ БАНК УКРАСИББАНК ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ; a.k.a. CETELEM BANK LLC (Cyrillic: СЕТЕЛЕМ БАНК ООО); f.k.a. КОММЕРЧЕСКИЙ БАНК УКРАСИББАНК ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ; a.k.a. CETELEM BANK LLC (Cyrillic: СЕТЕЛЕМ БАНК ООО); f.k.a. КОММЕРЧЕСКИЙ БАНК УКРАСИББАНК ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ; a.k.a. CETELEM BANK LLC (Cyrillic: СЕТЕЛЕМ БАНК ООО); f.k.a. КОММЕРЧЕСКИЙ БАНК УКРАСИББАНК ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ; a.k.a. CETELEM BANK LLC (Cyrillic: СЕТЕЛЕМ БАНК ООО); f.k.a. КОММЕРЧЕСКИЙ БАНК УКРАСИББАНК ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ; a.k.a. CETELEM BANK LLC (Cyrillic: СЕТЕЛЕМ БАНК ООО); f.k.a. КОММЕРЧЕСКИЙ БАНК УКРАСИББАНК ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ; a.k.a. CETELEM BANK LLC (Cyrillic: СЕТЕЛЕМ БАНК ООО); f.k.a. КОММЕРЧЕСКИЙ БАНК УКРАСИББАНК ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ; a.k.a. CETELEM BANK LLC (Cyrillic: СЕТЕЛЕМ БАНК ООО); f.k.a. КОММЕРЧЕСКИЙ БАНК УКРАСИББАНК ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ; a.k.a. CETELEM BANK LLC (Cyrillic: СЕТЕЛЕМ БАНК ООО); f.k.a. КОММЕРЧЕСКИЙ БАНК УКРАСИББАНК ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ; a.k.a. CETELEM BANK LLC (Cyrillic: СЕТЕЛЕМ БАНК ООО); f.k.a. КОММЕРЧЕСКИЙ БАНК УКРАСИББАНК ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ; a.k.a. CETELEM BANK LLC (Cyrillic: СЕТЕЛЕМ БАНК ООО); f.k.a. КОММЕРЧЕСКИЙ БАНК УКРАСИББАНК ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ; a.k.a. CETELEM BANK LLC (Cyrillic: СЕТЕЛ...
EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY), -to- CJSC VTB SPECIALIZED DEPOSITORY (f.k.a. VTB SPECIALIZED DEPOSITORY CJSC; a.k.a. VTB SPECIALIZED DEPOSITORY CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 35 Morskaya Street, Moscow 101000, Russia; Website www.odk.ru;
Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 04 Jul 1996; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration Number 1027739609391 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-E013662] (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400V1HART1UQON98 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-E014024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY), CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK OF FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOLVI OAO; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOLVI ROSSISKII FEDERATSI AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOLVI RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOLVI JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOLVI OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOLVI ROSSISKII FEDERATSI CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VTB OAO; f.k.a. BANK VTB OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. BANK VTB PAO; a.k.a. BANK VTB PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; f.k.a. JSC VTB BANK; f.k.a. OAO VTB Bank; f.k.a. OAO VTB SBERBANK; f.k.a. JSC CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE; f.k.a. RUSSIAN VNESHTORG; f.k.a. VNESHTORG BANK; f.k.a. VNESHTORG BANK OF RSFSR; f.k.a. VNESHTORG BANK RUSSII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. VTB BANK; f.k.a. VTB BANK PAO; f.k.a. VTB BANK PJSC (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПАО); a.k.a. VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)), 29, Bolshaya Morskaya str., St. Petersburg 190000, Russia; 37 Pulyshchikha ul., Moscow 119121, Russia; 43, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109044, Russia; 11 litera, per. Degtyarny, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 11, lit A, Degtyarny pereulok, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 43, bld.1, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109147, Russia; 43, Vorontsovskaya Str 43, Moscow 109147, Russia; SWIFT/BIC VTBRRUMM; Website www.vtb.com; alt. Website www.vtb.ru; BIK (RU) 044030707; alt. BIK (RU) 044525187; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 17 Oct 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027739609391 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7702070139 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00032520 (Russia); License 1000 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400V1HART1UQON98 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-E014024]. -to- CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK OF FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOLVI OAO; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOLVI ROSSISKII FEDERATSI AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOLVI RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOLVI JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOLVI OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOLVI ROSSISKII FEDERATSI CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VTB OAO; f.k.a. BANK VTB OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. BANK VTB PAO; a.k.a. BANK VTB PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; f.k.a. JSC VTB BANK; f.k.a. OAO VTB Bank; f.k.a. OAO VTB SBERBANK; f.k.a. JSC CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE; f.k.a. RUSSIAN VNESHTORG; f.k.a. VNESHTORG BANK; f.k.a. VNESHTORG BANK OF RSFSR; f.k.a. VNESHTORG BANK RUSSII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. VTB BANK; f.k.a. VTB BANK PAO; f.k.a. VTB BANK PJSC (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПАО); a.k.a. VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)), 29, Bolshaya Morskaya str., St. Petersburg 190000, Russia; 37 Pulyshchikha ul., Moscow 119121, Russia; 43, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109044, Russia; 11 litera, per. Degtyarny, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 11, lit A, Degtyarny pereulok, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 43, bld.1, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109147, Russia; 43, Vorontsovskaya Str 43, Moscow 109147, Russia; SWIFT/BIC VTBRRUMM; Website www.vtb.com; alt. Website www.vtb.ru; BIK (RU) 044030707; alt. BIK (RU) 044525187; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 17 Oct 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027739609391 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7702070139 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00032520 (Russia); License 1000 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400V1HART1UQON98 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-E014024]. -to- CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK OF FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOLVI OAO; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOLVI ROSSISKII FEDERATSI AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOLVI RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOLVI JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOLVI OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOLVI ROSSISKII FEDERATSI CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VTB OAO; f.k.a. BANK VTB OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. BANK VTB PAO; a.k.a. BANK VTB PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; f.k.a. JSC VTB BANK; f.k.a. OAO VTB Bank; f.k.a. OAO VTB SBERBANK; f.k.a. JSC CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE; f.k.a. RUSSIAN VNESHTORG; f.k.a. VNESHTORG BANK; f.k.a. VNESHTORG BANK OF RSFSR; f.k.a. VNESHTORG BANK RUSSII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. VTB BANK; f.k.a. VTB BANK PAO; f.k.a. VTB BANK PJSC (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПАО); a.k.a. VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)), 29, Bolshaya Morskaya str., St. Petersburg 190000, Russia;
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BELARUS; a.k.a. VTB BANK BELARUS CJSC; a.k.a. VTB BANK BELARUS CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB BANK BELARUS CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 14, Moskovskaya Street, Minsk 220007, Belarus; SWIFT/BIC SLANBY22; Website www.vtb-bank.by; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 26 Aug 1992; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration Number 00039002 (Ukraine); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL AND INVESTMENT BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL AND INVESTMENT BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. PROMINVESTBANK; a.k.a. PSC PROMINVESTBANK; a.k.a. PUBLIC STOCK COMPANY JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL AND INVESTMENT BANK), 12, Shevchenko lane, Kyiv 01001, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC UPIBAUX; Website pip.ua; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

DOCHERNI BANK AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO SBERBANK ROSSII (a.k.a. SBERBANK JSC; a.k.a. SUBSIDIARY BANK SBERBANK OF RUSSIA JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. “TEXAKABANK JSC”), 30/26, Gogol/Kaldyaklov Street, Almaty 050010, Kazakhstan; 131/ Al-Farabi Avenue, Bostandyk District, Almaty 050059, Kazakhstan; Zenkov St, 24, Almaty 480100, Kazakhstan; SWIFT/BIC SABRKZKA; Website www.sberbank.kz; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions&directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7704792651 (Russia); Registration Number 3140000800 (Kazakhstan); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
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EXIAR (a.k.a. EKSAR OAO; a.k.a. EXIAR JSC; a.k.a. RUSSIAN AGENCY FOR EXPORT CREDIT AND INVESTMENT OBSHCHESTVO; a.k.a. RUSSIAN AGENCY FOR EXPORT CREDIT AND INVESTMENT OTHKTYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBŞCHESTVO; a.k.a. RUSSIAN AGENCY FOR EXPORT CREDIT AND INVESTMENT INSURANCE JSC; a.k.a. RUSSIAN AGENCY FOR EXPORT CREDIT AND INVESTMENT INSURANCE OJSC), nab. Krasnopresnenskaya d. 12, Moscow 123610, Russia; Website exiar.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 13 Oct 2011; Target Type Government Entity; Tax ID No. 7704792651 (Russia); Registration Number 1117746811566 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

EXIAR OJSC (a.k.a. EKSKAR OAO; a.k.a. EXIAR JSC; a.k.a. EXIAR OJSC; a.k.a. ROSSISKOE AGENTSTVO PO STRAKHOVANIYU EKSPORTNYKH KREDITOV I INVESTITSIJE OTHKTYEO AKTSIONERNOE OBŞCHESTVO; a.k.a. RUSSIAN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

EXIAR JSC (a.k.a. EKSAR OAO; a.k.a. EXIAR; a.k.a. EXIAR OJSC; a.k.a. ROSSISKOE AGENTSTVO PO STRAKHOVANIYU EKSPORTNYKH KREDITOV I INVESTITSIJE OTHKTYEO AKTSIONERNOE OBŞCHESTVO; a.k.a. RUSSIAN AGENCY FOR EXPORT CREDIT AND INVESTMENT INSURANCE JSC; a.k.a. RUSSIAN AGENCY FOR EXPORT CREDIT AND INVESTMENT INSURANCE OJSC), nab. Krasnopresnenskaya d. 12, Moscow 123610, Russia; Website exiar.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 13 Oct 2011; Target Type Government Entity; Tax ID No. 7704792651 (Russia); Registration Number 1117746811566 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

EXIAR OJSC (a.k.a. EKSKAR OAO; a.k.a. EXIAR JSC; a.k.a. EXIAR OJSC; a.k.a. ROSSISKOE AGENTSTVO PO STRAKHOVANIYU EKSPORTNYKH KREDITOV I INVESTITSIJE OTHKTYEO AKTSIONERNOE OBŞCHESTVO; a.k.a. RUSSIAN AGENCY FOR EXPORT CREDIT AND INVESTMENT INSURANCE JSC; a.k.a. RUSSIAN AGENCY FOR EXPORT CREDIT AND INVESTMENT INSURANCE OJSC), nab. Krasnopresnenskaya d. 12, Moscow 123610, Russia; Website exiar.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 13 Oct 2011; Target Type Government Entity; Tax ID No. 7704792651 (Russia); Registration Number 1117746811566 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

EXIAR JSC (a.k.a. EKSAR OAO; a.k.a. EXIAR; a.k.a. EXIAR OJSC; a.k.a. ROSSISKOE AGENTSTVO PO STRAKHOVANIYU EKSPORTNYKH KREDITOV I INVESTITSIJE OTHKTYEO AKTSIONERNOE OBŞCHESTVO; a.k.a. RUSSIAN AGENCY FOR EXPORT CREDIT AND INVESTMENT INSURANCE JSC; a.k.a. RUSSIAN AGENCY FOR EXPORT CREDIT AND INVESTMENT INSURANCE OJSC), nab. Krasnopresnenskaya d. 12, Moscow 123610, Russia; Website exiar.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 13 Oct 2011; Target Type Government Entity; Tax ID No. 7704792651 (Russia); Registration Number 1117746811566 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

EXIAR OJSC (a.k.a. EKSKAR OAO; a.k.a. EXIAR JSC; a.k.a. EXIAR OJSC; a.k.a. ROSSISKOE AGENTSTVO PO STRAKHOVANIYU EKSPORTNYKH KREDITOV I INVESTITSIJE OTHKTYEO AKTSIONERNOE OBŞCHESTVO; a.k.a. RUSSIAN AGENCY FOR EXPORT CREDIT AND INVESTMENT INSURANCE JSC; a.k.a. RUSSIAN AGENCY FOR EXPORT CREDIT AND INVESTMENT INSURANCE OJSC), nab. Krasnopresnenskaya d. 12, Moscow 123610, Russia; Website exiar.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 13 Oct 2011; Target Type Government Entity; Tax ID No. 7704792651 (Russia); Registration Number 1117746811566 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

EXIAR JSC (a.k.a. EKSAR OAO; a.k.a. EXIAR; a.k.a. EXIAR OJSC; a.k.a. ROSSISKOE AGENTSTVO PO STRAKHOVANIYU EKSPORTNYKH KREDITOV I INVESTITSIJE OTHKTYEO AKTSIONERNOE OBŞCHESTVO; a.k.a. RUSSIAN AGENCY FOR EXPORT CREDIT AND INVESTMENT INSURANCE JSC; a.k.a. RUSSIAN AGENCY FOR EXPORT CREDIT AND INVESTMENT INSURANCE OJSC), nab. Krasnopresnenskaya d. 12, Moscow 123610, Russia; Website exiar.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 13 Oct 2011; Target Type Government Entity; Tax ID No. 7704792651 (Russia); Registration Number 1117746811566 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

EXIAR JSC (a.k.a. EKSAR OAO; a.k.a. EXIAR; a.k.a. EXIAR OJSC; a.k.a. ROSSISKOE AGENTSTVO PO STRAKHOVANIYU EKSPORTNYKH KREDITOV I INVESTITSIJE OTHKTYEO AKTSIONERNOE OBŞCHESTVO; a.k.a. RUSSIAN AGENCY FOR EXPORT CREDIT AND INVESTMENT INSURANCE JSC; a.k.a. RUSSIAN AGENCY FOR EXPORT CREDIT AND INVESTMENT INSURANCE OJSC), nab. Krasnopresnenskaya d. 12, Moscow 123610, Russia; Website exiar.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 13 Oct 2011; Target Type Government Entity; Tax ID No. 7704792651 (Russia); Registration Number 1117746811566 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).
Krasnopresnenskaya Embankments, Moscow 123610, Russia; SWIFT/BIC EXIRRUMM; Website eximbank.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 24 May 1994; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7704001959 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400HABURW39X2982; Registration Number 1027739109133 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

FAR EAST AND BAikal REGION DEVELOPMENT FUND OJSC (a.k.a. AO VEB.DV; f.k.a. JSC FAR EAST AND ARTIC REGION DEVELOPMENT FUND; a.k.a. JSC VEB.DV; f.k.a. OJSC THE FAR EAST AND BAikal REGION DEVELOPMENT FUND), Nab. Presnenskaya D. 10, pom LII komn 8-59, Moscow 123112, Russia; Website fondvostok.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Tax ID No. 7271188289 (Russia); Registration Number 1112721010995 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-E014024].
SECONDARY SANCTIONS RISK: UKRAINE-/RUSSIA-

GOUDARSTVENNAYA KORPORATSIYA
RAZVITIYA VEB.RF (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE U.S.S.R.; a.k.a. GK VEB.RF; a.k.a. STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK; a.k.a. STATE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION VEB.RF (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННАЯ КОРПОРАЦИЯ РАЗВИТИЯ ВЭБ.РФ); a.k.a. VEB.RF (Cyrillic: ВЭБ.РФ); f.k.a. VNESHECONOMBANK; f.k.a. VNESHECONOMBANK GK; f.k.a. VNESHECONOMBANK SSSR; a.k.a. "BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT"; a.k.a. "VEB"), Akademik Sakharov Ave 9, Moscow 107996, Russia; Pr-kt, Akademika Sakharova, D. 9, Moscow 107078, Russia (Cyrillic: П-кт Академика Сахарова, Д. 9, Город Москва 107078, Россия); SWIFT/BIC BFEARUMM; Website www.veb.ru; BIK (RU) 044525060; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-

Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 18 Aug 1922; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; alt. Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7750004150 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 0005061 (Russia); Registration Number 1077711000102 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-E014024].

GOSUDARSTVENNAYA SPETSIALIZIROVANNAY ROSSISKI EKSPORTNO-IMPORTNY BANK (ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO) (a.k.a. AO ROSEKSBANK (Cyrillic: AO РОСЭКСИМБАНК); a.k.a. EXIMBANK OF RUSSIA; a.k.a. EXIMBANK OF RUSSIA JSC; a.k.a. EXIMBANK OF RUSSIA ZAO; a.k.a. ROSEKSBANK ZAO; a.k.a. RUSSIAN EXPORT-IMPORT BANK; a.k.a. STATE SPECIALIZED RUSSIAN EXPORT-IMPORT BANK JOINT-STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННЫЙ СПЕЦИАЛИЗИРОВАННЫЙ РОССИЙСКИЙ ЭКСПОРТНО-ИМПОРТНЫЙ БАНК АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)), 12 Krasnopresnenskaya Embankments, Moscow 123610, Russia; SWIFT/BIC EXIRRUMM; Website eximbank.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-

Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 24 May 1994; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7704019959 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400HA6URWT39X2982; Registration Number 1027739109133 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK). HIGH PRECISION WEAPONS JOINT STOCK COMPANY SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO NPO VYSOKOTOCHNYE KOMPLEKSY; a.k.a. JSC NPO HIGH PRECISION SYSTEMS (Cyrillic: АО НПО ВЫСОКОТОЧНЫЕ КОМПЛЕКСЫ); a.k.a. JSC NPO VYSOKOTOCHNYE KOMPLEKSY; a.k.a. NPO VYSOKOTOCHNYE KOMPLEKSY, AO), 21 str. 1, bulvar Gogolevski, Moscow 119019, Russia; 7 Kievskaya Str., Moscow 121059, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Organization Established Date 12 Feb 2009; Registration ID 1097746086102 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7704721192 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00005061 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7750004150 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: ROSTEC). -to- HIGH PRECISION WEAPONS JOINT STOCK COMPANY SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO NPO VYSOKOTOCHNYE...
HOLDING VTB CAPITAL CJSC (a.k.a. VTB BANK PUBLIC COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB CAPITAL HOLDING CJSC; a.k.a. VTB CAPITAL HOLDING ZAO; a.k.a. VTB CAPITAL HOLDINGS CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB CAPITAL JSC), 12 Presnenskaya nab., Moscow 123100, Russia; 4th Lesnoy Pereulok 4, Capital Plaza, Moscow 125047, Russia; Room 410, Stolyamyy Pereulok 3, bl. 34, Moscow 123022, Russia; Website http://vtbcapital.com; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1097746344596 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

INFRASTRUKTURA MOLZHANINOVO (a.k.a. LLC INFRASTRUCTURE MOLZHANINOVO (Cyrillic: ООО ИНФРАСТРУКТУРА МОЛЖАНИНОВО); f.k.a. LLC RESAD (Cyrillic: ООО РЕСАД); f.k.a. RESAD LLC); ul. Bryanskaya D. 5, et 4 pom. 1 kom 25, Moscow 121059, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Tax ID No. 7733109347 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

STRAKHOVAYA KOMPANIYA SBERBANK OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU STRAKHOVANIE, 42 Bolshaya Yakimanka St., b. 1-2, office 209, Moscow 119049, Russia; 7 ul. Pavlovskaya, Moscow, Russia; 3 Poklonnaya Street, building 1, floor 1, office 3, Moscow 121170, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1147746683479 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7706810747 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). -to- INSURANCE COMPANY SBERBANK INSURANCE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (a.k.a. LLC INSURANCE COMPANY SBERBANK INSURANCE; f.k.a. OBSCHHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU STRAKHOVANIE, 42 Bolshaya Yakimanka St., 
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with this name are prohibited.; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 777083893 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700132195 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL SAVINGS BANK OF THE RUSSIAN SOVIET FEDERATIVE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC (f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL SAVINGS BANK OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. OJSC SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; f.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; f.k.a. OТKРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО СБЕРБАНК РОССИИ) in association with the following entities: PJSC SBERBANK (Cyrillic: ПАО СБЕРБАНК); PJSC SBERBANK RUSSIA (Cyrillic: ПАО СБЕРБАНК РОССИИ); SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; SBERBANK OF RUSSIA (Cyrillic: СБЕРБАНК РОССИИ); SBERBANK OF RUSSIA (Cyrillic: СБЕРБАНК); SBERBANK OF RUSSIA (Cyrillic: СБЕРБАНК); SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; SBERBANK OF RUSSIA.

For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO VERTOLETY ROSSI); a.k.a. JSC RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS; a.k.a. RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VERTOLETY ROSSI AO), Entrance 9, 12, Krasnopresnenskaya emb., Moscow 123610, Russia; 1, Ul. Bolshaya Pionerskaya, Moscow 115054, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ROSTEC). -to- JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO VERTOLETY ROSSI); a.k.a. JSC RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS; a.k.a. RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VERTOLETY ROSSI AO), Entrance 9, 12, Krasnopresnenskaya emb., Moscow 123610, Russia; 1, Ul. Bolshaya Pionerskaya, Moscow 115054, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ROSTEC).
JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA SUBSIDIARY BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. SUBSIDIARY BANK SBERBANK OF RUSSIA PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 46 Volodymyrska street, Kyiv 01601, Ukraine; 46 Vladimirkaya St, Kyiv 01601, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC SABRUAUK; Website www.sberbank.ua; alt. Website sbrf.com.ua; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK AUTOMATED TRADE SYSTEM (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK-AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR TRADING; a.k.a. JSC SBERBANK-AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR TRADING; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AST JSC; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AST ZAO; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AUTOMATED TRADING SYSTEM CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SBERBANK AVTOMATIZIROVANNAYA SISTEMA TORGOV), d. 24 str. 2 ul. Novoslobodskaya, Moscow 127055, Russia; 12 B. Savvinsky Lane, building 9, floor 1, office 1, room 1, Moscow 119435, Russia; Website www.sberbank-ast.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK LEASING (a.k.a. CJSC SBERBANK LEASING; f.k.a. RUSSIKO-GERMANSKAYA LIZINGOVAYA KOMPANIYA ZAO; a.k.a. SBERBANK LEASING JSC; a.k.a. SBERBANK LEASING ZAO; a.k.a. SBERBANK LIZING ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO), Novoivanovskoe workers settlement, Odintsovo, Moscow Region 143026, Russia; 9 Vorobievskoe shosse, Moscow 119285, Russia; Website www.sberbankleasing.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY SCIENTIFIC INDUSTRIAL CONCERN MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNY KONTSERN TEKHOLOGII MASHINOSTROIENIYA; a.k.a. JSC SPC TECHMASH; a.k.a. NPK TEKMASH OAO; a.k.a. OJSC MACHINE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGIES; a.k.a. SCIENTIFIC INDUSTRIAL CONCERN MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING OJSC), d. 58 str. 4 shosse Leningradskoe, Moscow 125212, Russia; Ul. Bolshaya Tatarskaya D. 35, Str. 5, Moscow 115184, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Organization Established Date 06 Apr 2011; Registration ID 1117746260477 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7743813961 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 91420386 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JSC SPC TECHMASH).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY VTB BANK KAZAKHSTAN (a.k.a. BANK VTB KAZAKHSTAN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. BANK VTB KAZAKHSTAN JSC; a.k.a. SUBSIDIARY JSC BANK VTB KAZAKHSTAN), 28 Timiryazev Street, Almaty 050040, Kazakhstan; SWIFT/BIC VTBAKZKZ; Website http://en.vtb-bank.kz/; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY). -to- JOINT STOCK COMPANY VTB BANK KAZAKHSTAN (a.k.a. BANK VTB KAZAKHSTAN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. BANK VTB KAZAKHSTAN JSC; a.k.a. SUBSIDIARY JSC BANK VTB KAZAKHSTAN), 28 Timiryazev Street, Almaty 050040, Kazakhstan; SWIFT/BIC VTBAKZKZ; Website http://en.vtb-bank.kz/; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

JSC FAR EAST AND ARCTIC REGION DEVELOPMENT FUND (a.k.a. AO VEB.DV; f.k.a. FAR EAST AND BAIKAL REGION DEVELOPMENT FUND OJSC; a.k.a. JSC VTB.BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK). -to- JSC FAR EAST AND ARCTIC REGION DEVELOPMENT FUND (a.k.a. AO VTB.BANK; f.k.a. FAR EAST AND BAIKAL REGION DEVELOPMENT FUND OJSC; a.k.a. JSC VTB.BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

JSC SPC TECHMASH; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY VTB REGISTRAR (a.k.a. JSC VTB REGISTRAR; a.k.a. VTB REGISTRAR; a.k.a. VTB REGISTRAR CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 23, Pravdy Street, Moscow 125040, Russia; Website www.vtbreg.ru; BIK (RU) 044525745; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration Number 1045605469744 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

JSC SPC TECHMASH; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY VTB REGISTRAR (a.k.a. JSC VTB REGISTRAR; a.k.a. VTB REGISTRAR; a.k.a. VTB REGISTRAR CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 23, Pravdy Street, Moscow 125040, Russia; Website www.vtbreg.ru; BIK (RU) 044525745; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration Number 1045605469744 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).
JSC NPO HIGH PRECISION SYSTEMS (Cyrillic: AO НПО ВЫСОКОТОЧНЫЕ КОМПЛЕКСЫ) (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NPO VYSOKOTOCHNYE KOMPLEKSY; a.k.a. HIGH PRECISION WEAPONS JOINT STOCK COMPANY SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION; a.k.a. JSC NPO VYSOKOTOCHNYE KOMPLEKSY; a.k.a. NPO VYSOKOTOCHNYE KOMPLEKSY, AO), 21 str. 1, bulvar Gogolevski, Moscow 119019, Russia; 7 Kievskaya Str., Moscow 121059, Russia;

Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Organization Established Date 12 Feb 2009; Registration ID 1097746068012 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7704721192 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 60390527 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] [Linked To: ROSTEC]. -to- JSC NPO VYSOKOTOCHNYE KOMPLEKSY; a.k.a. HIGH PRECISION WEAPONS JOINT STOCK COMPANY SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION; a.k.a. JSC NPO HIGH PRECISION SYSTEMS (Cyrillic: AO НПО BBbCOKOTCHNYE KOMPLeKSCIb); a.k.a. NPO VYSOKOTOCHNYE KOMPLEKSY, AO), 21 str. 1, bulvar Gogolevski, Moscow 119019, Russia; 7 Kievskaya Str., Moscow 121059, Russia;

Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Organization Established Date 12 Feb 2009; Registration ID 1097746068012 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7704721192 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 60390527 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] [Linked To: ROSTEC]. -to- JSC RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO VERTOLETY ROSSI; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS; a.k.a. RUSSIAN HELICOPTERS JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VERTOLETY ROSSI AO), Entrance 9, 12, Krasnopresnenskaya emb., Moscow 123610, Russia; 1, Ul. Bolshaya Pionerskaya, Moscow 115054, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 12 Feb 2009; Registration ID 1097746068012 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7704721192 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 60390527 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] [Linked To: ROSTEC].
activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 25959784 (Ukraine); Tax ID No. 259597826652 (Ukraine); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). -to- JSC SBERBANK (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNE TOVARYSTVO SBERBANK; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK; a.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; a.k.a. PUBLICHNE AKTSIONERNE TOVARYSTVO DOCHIRNII BANK SBERBANKU ROSII; f.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA SUBSIDIARY BANK PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA SUBSIDIARY BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. SUBSIDIARY BANK SBERBANK OF RUSSIA PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. SUBSIDIARY BANK SBERBANK OF RUSSIA PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY, 46 Volodymyrska street, Kyiv 01601, Ukraine; 46 Vladimirskaya St, Kyiv 01601, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC SABRAUK; Website www.sberbank.ua; alt. Website sbrf.com.ua; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 25959784 (Ukraine); Tax ID No. 259597826652 (Ukraine); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). -to- JSC SBERBANK-AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR TRADING (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK AUTOMATED TRADE SYSTEM; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK-AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR TRADING; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AST ZAO; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AUTOMATED TRADING SYSTEM CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SBERBANK AVTOMATIZIROVANNAYA SYSTEMA TORGOV), d. 24 str. 2 ul. Novoslobodskaya, Moscow 127055, Russia; 12 B. Savvinsky Lane, building 9, floor 1, office 1, room 1, Moscow 119435, Russia; Website www.sberbank-ast.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1027707000441 (Russia); Tax Id No. 7707308480 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). -to- JSC SBERBANK-AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR TRADING (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK AUTOMATED TRADE SYSTEM; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK-AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR TRADING; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AST ZAO; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AUTOMATED TRADING SYSTEM CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SBERBANK AVTOMATIZIROVANNAYA SYSTEMA TORGOV).
CHANGES TO THE SDN LIST IN 2022
Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondaries sanctions risk: Ukraine/-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 2011; Registration Number 5117746058733 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). -to-LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK INVESTMENTS LLC; a.k.a. SBERBANK INVESTMENTS OOO), 46 Molodezhnaya St., Odintsovo, Moscow Region 143002, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine/-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 5039441 (Russia); Registration Number 1105032007761 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

LLC AUKCION (a.k.a. AUCTION LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. AUKCION LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. AUKTSION OO; a.k.a. OSCHASTVO S OGRANICHENNO OTVETSTVENNOSTYU AUKTSION), d.14 shosse Entuziastov, Moscow 111024, Russia; Room 12, room IB, ground floor, 32 Leninsky Ave, Moscow, Russia; Website www.aukcion-sbrf.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Registration ID 1027700256297 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). -to-LLC INFRASTRUCTURE MOLZHANINOVO (Cyrillic: ООО ИНФРАСТРУКТУРА МОЛЖАНИНОВО) (a.k.a. INFRASTRUKTURA MOLZHANINOVO; f.k.a. LLC RESAD (Cyrillic: ООО РЕСАД); f.k.a. LLC RESAD LLC), ul. Bryanskaya D. 5, et 4 pom. I kom 25, Moscow 121059, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Tax ID No. 7733109347 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739071337 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

LLC INSURANCE BROKER OF SBERBANK (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK INSURANCE BROKER; a.k.a. OSCHASTVO S OGRANICHENNO OTVETSTVENNOSTYU STRAKHOVOI BROKER SBERBANKA; a.k.a. OOO STRAKHOVOY BROKER SBERBANKA; a.k.a. SBERBANK INSURANCE BROKER LLC), 42 Bolshaya Yakimanka St., b. 1-2, office 206, Moscow 119049, Russia; 1 Vasilisy Kozhinoy Street, building 1, floor 11, room 30, Moscow 121096, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-
sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1147746683468 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7706810730 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). -to- LLC INSURANCE BROKER OF SBERBANK (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK INSURANCE BROKER; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU STRAKHOVOI BROKER SBERBANKA; a.k.a. ООО STRAKHOVOI BROKER SBERBANKA; a.k.a. SBERBANK INSURANCE BROKER LLC), 42 Bolshaya Yakimanka St., b. 1-2, office 206, Moscow 119049, Russia; 1 Vasilyshi Kozhinoy Street, building 1, floor 11, room 30, Moscow 121096, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1147746683479 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7706810747 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). -to- LLC SBERBANK FINANCIAL COMPANY (a.k.a. INFRASTRUKTURA MOLZHANINOVO; a.k.a. LLC INFRASTRUCTURE MOLZHANINOVO (Cyrillic: ООО ИНФРАСТРУКТУРА МОЛЖАНИНОВО); f.k.a. RESAD LLC), ul. Bryanskaya D. 5, et 4 pom. 1 kom 25, Moscow 121059, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Tax ID No. 7733109347 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739071337 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK). -to- LLC RESAD (Cyrillic: ООО ПЕКАД) (a.k.a. INFRASTRUKTURA MOLZHANINOVO; a.k.a. LLC INFRASTRUCTURE MOLZHANINOVO (Cyrillic: ООО ИНФРАСТРУКТУРА МОЛЖАНИНОВО); f.k.a. RESAD LLC), ul. Bryanskaya D. 5, et 4 pom. 1 kom 25, Moscow 121059, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 7733109347 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739071337 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK). -to- LLC SBERBANK FINANCIAL COMPANY (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK
COMMERCIAL BANK NOVIKOMBANK JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. NOVIKOMBANK JCSB, bid.1,Polyanka Bolshaya str. 50/1, Moscow 119180, Russia (Cyrillic: ул. Полынка Большая, д. 50/1, стр. 1, Москва 119180, Russia); SWIFT/BIC CNOVRUMM; Website http://www.novkom.ru; BIK (RU) 044583162; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 1993; Registration ID 1027739075891; Tax ID No. 7706196340; Government Gazette Number 17541272; All offices worldwide. For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ROSTEC). 

NOVIKOMBANK JCSB (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNY KOMMERCHESKI BANK NOVIKOMBANK AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; a.k.a. AO AKB NOVIKOMBANK (Cyrillic: АКБ НОВИКОМБАНК); a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK NOVIKOMBANK (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНЫЙ КОММЕРЧЕСКИЙ БАНК НОВИКОМБАНК АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО); a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK NOVIKOMBANK JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. NOVIKOMBANK JCSB, bid.1,Polyanka Bolshaya str. 50/1, Moscow 119180, Russia (Cyrillic: ул. Полынка Большая, д. 50/1, стр. 1, Москва 119180, Russia); SWIFT/BIC CNOVRUMM; Website http://www.novkom.ru; BIK (RU) 044583162; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 1993; Registration ID 1027739075891; Tax ID No. 7706196340; Government Gazette Number 17541272; All offices worldwide. For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ROSTEC).
PENSION FUND OF SBERBANK; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK PRIVATE PENSION FUND; f.k.a. NEGOSUDARSTVENNY PENSIONNY FOND SBERBANK; a.k.a. SBERBANK PFP JSC; a.k.a. SBERBANK PRIVATE PENSION FUND CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSTCHESTVO NEGOSUDARSTVENNY PENSIONNY FOND SBERBANKAJ, d. 31 G ul. Shabolovka, Moscow 115162, Russia; Website www.npfsvbanka.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Effective Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/programs-andsanctions-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1147799009160 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7725527470 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY). -to- NPF VTB PENSION FUND JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSTCHESTVO NEGOSUDARSTVENNY PENSIONNY FOND VTB PENSIONNY FOND; f.k.a. NEKOMMERCHESKAYA ORGANIZATSIYA NEGOSUDARSTVENNY PENSIONNY FOND VTB PENSIONNY FOND; a.k.a. NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION NON-STATE PENSION FUND VTB PENSION FUND; a.k.a. NON-STATE PENSION FUND VTB PENSION FUND, JSC; a.k.a. NPF VTB PENSION FUND JSC; a.k.a. NPF VTB PENSION FUND, AO), d. 43 str. 1 ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1147799014692 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).
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KOMPANIYA SBERBANK STRAKHOVANIE; a.k.a. SBERBANK INSURANCE COMPANY LTD; a.k.a. SBERBANK INSURANCE IC LLC; a.k.a. SBERBANK STRAKHOVANIE OOO SK; a.k.a. SK SBERBANK STRAKHOVANIE LLC; a.k.a. STRAKHOVAYA KOMPANIYA SBERBANK STRAKHOVANIE, 42 Bolshaya Yakimanka St., b. 1-2, office 209, Moscow 119049, Russia; 7 ul. Pavlovskaya, Moscow, Russia; 3 Poklonnaya Street, building 1, floor 1, office 3, Moscow 121170, Russia; Executive Order 13862 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1147746683479 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7706810747 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center-sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). -to- OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTU STRAKHOVAYA KOMPANIYA SBERBANK STRAKHOVANIE (a.k.a. INSURANCE COMPANY SBERBANK STRAKHOVANIE INSURANCE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. LLC INSURANCE COMPANY SBERBANK INSURANCE; f.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTU STRAKHOVAYA KOMPANIYA SBERBANK STRAKHOVANIE, 42 Bolshaya Yakimanka St., b. 1-2, office 209, Moscow 119049, Russia; 7 ul. Pavlovskaya, Moscow, Russia; 3 Poklonnaya Street, building 1, floor 1, office 3, Moscow 121170, Russia; Executive Order 13862 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1147746683479 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7706810747 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center-sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). -to- OBCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTU STRAKHOVAYA KOMPANIYA SBERBANK STRAKHOVANIE (a.k.a. LLC INSURANCE COMPANY SBERBANK STRAKHOVANIE BROKER SBERANKA (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK INSURANCE BROKER; a.k.a. LLC INSURANCE BROKER OF SBERBANK; a.k.a. OOO STRAKHOVOI BROKER SBERANKA; a.k.a. SBERBANK INSURANCE BROKER LLC), 42 Bolshaya Yakimanka St., b. 1-2, office 206, Moscow 119049, Russia; 1 Vasilisy Kozhinoy Street, building 1, floor 11, room 30, Moscow 121096, Russia; Executive Order 13862 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center-sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). -to- OBCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTU STRAKHOVAYA KOMPANIYA SBERBANK STRAKHOVANIE (a.k.a. LLC INSURANCE COMPANY SBERBANK STRAKHOVANIE BROKER SBERANKA (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK INSURANCE BROKER; a.k.a. LLC INSURANCE BROKER OF SBERBANK; a.k.a. OOO STRAKHOVOI BROKER SBERANKA; a.k.a. SBERBANK INSURANCE BROKER LLC), 42 Bolshaya Yakimanka St., b. 1-2, office 206, Moscow 119049, Russia; 1 Vasilisy Kozhinoy Street, building 1, floor 11, room 30, Moscow 121096, Russia; Executive Order 13862 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center-sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). -to- OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTU STRAKHOVAYA KOMPANIYA SBERBANK STRAKHOVANIE (a.k.a. LLC INSURANCE COMPANY SBERBANK STRAKHOVANIE BROKER SBERANKA (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK INSURANCE BROKER; a.k.a. LLC INSURANCE BROKER OF SBERBANK; a.k.a. OOO STRAKHOVOI BROKER SBERANKA; a.k.a. SBERBANK INSURANCE BROKER LLC), 42 Bolshaya Yakimanka St., b. 1-2, office 206, Moscow 119049, Russia; 1 Vasilisy Kozhinoy Street, building 1, floor 11, room 30, Moscow 121096, Russia; Executive Order 13862 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
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center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

OJSC CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK OF FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGHOVLI OAO; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGHOVLI ROSSIISKIOI FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGHOVLI RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGHOVLI JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEY TORGHOVLI OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEY TORGHOVLI ROSSIYSKIOY FEDERATSII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VTB OAO; f.k.a. BANK VTB OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. BANK VTB PAO; a.k.a. BANK VTB PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; f.k.a. CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. JSC VTB BANK; f.k.a. OAO BANK VTB; f.k.a. VNESHTORG BANK; f.k.a. RUSSIAN VNESHTORG BANK; f.k.a. VNESHTORG BANK OF RSFSR; f.k.a. VNESHTORG BANK OF RUSSIA CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB BANK; f.k.a. VTB BANK PAO; a.k.a. VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB BANK PJSC (Cyrillic: ЄВС БАНК ВТБ ГРОЩО); a.k.a. VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПУБЛІЧНОЕ АКЦІОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО); 29, Bolshaya Morskaya str., St. Petersburg 190000, Russia; 37 Pyushchikha ul., Moscow 119121, Russia; 43, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109147, Russia; Bashnyaya Zapad, Kompleks Federatsiya, 12, nab. Presnenskaya, Moscow 123317, Russia; str. 1, 43, ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Vorontsovskaya Str 43, Moscow 109147, Russia; SWIFT/BIC VTBRRUMM; Website www.vtb.com; alt. Website www.vtb.ru; BIK (RU) 044030707; alt. BIK (RU) 044525187; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 17 Oct 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027739609391 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7702071039 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00032520 (Russia); License 1000 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400V16HART1UQON98 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024]. -to- OJSC CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK OF FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGHOVLI OAO; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGHOVLI ROSSIISKIOI FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGHOVLI RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEY TORGHOVLI JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEY TORGHOVLI OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEY TORGHOVLI ROSSIYSKIOY FEDERATSII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VTB OAO; f.k.a. BANK VTB OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. BANK VTB PAO; a.k.a. BANK VTB PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; f.k.a. CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. JSC VTB BANK; f.k.a. OAO BANK VTB; f.k.a. VNESHTORG BANK; f.k.a. RUSSIAN VNESHTORG BANK; f.k.a. VNESHTORG BANK OF RSFSR; f.k.a. VNESHTORG BANK OF RUSSIA CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB BANK; f.k.a. VTB BANK PAO; a.k.a. VTB BANK PJSC (Cyrillic: ЄВС БАНК ВТБ ГРОЩО); a.k.a. VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПУБЛІЧНОЕ АКЦІОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО); 29, Bolshaya Morskaya str., St. Petersburg 190000, Russia; 37 Pyushchikha ul., Moscow 119121, Russia; 43, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109147, Russia; Bashnyaya Zapad, Kompleks Federatsiya, 12, nab. Presnenskaya, Moscow 123317, Russia; str. 1, 43, ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Vorontsovskaya Str 43, Moscow 109147, Russia; SWIFT/BIC VTBRRUMM; Website www.vtb.com; alt. Website www.vtb.ru; BIK (RU) 044030707; alt. BIK (RU) 044525187; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 17 Oct 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027739609391 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7702071039 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00032520 (Russia); License 1000 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400V16HART1UQON98 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

OJSC MACHINE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGIES (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNY KONTSERN) TEKHNOLOGII MASHINOSTROENIYA; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SCIENTIFIC INDUSTRIAL CONCERN MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING; a.k.a. JSC SPC TECHMASH; a.k.a. NPK TEKHMASH OAO; a.k.a. SCIENTIFIC INDUSTRIAL CONCERN MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING OJSC, d. 58 str. 4 shtosse Leningradskoe, Moscow 125212, Russia; Ul. Bolshaya Tatarskaya D. 35, Str. 5, Moscow 115184, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Organization Established Date 06 Apr 2011; Registration ID 1117746260477 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7743813961 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 91420386 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ROSTEC).
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING OJSC), d. 58 str. 4 shose Leningradskoe, Moscow 125212, Russia; Ul. Bolshaya Tatarskaya D. 35, Str. 5, Moscow 115184, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 06 Apr 2011; Registration ID 1117746260477 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7743813961 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 91420386 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ROSTEC).

OJSC SBERBANK OF RUSSIA (f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL SAVINGS BANK OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL SAVINGS BANK OF THE RUSSIAN SOVIET FEDERATIVE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC; f.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; f.k.a. OTRKTOYE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SBERBANK ROSSII; a.k.a. PJSC SBERBANK (Cyrillic: ПАО СБЕРБАНК); a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA (Cyrillic: ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО СБЕРБАНК РОССИИ); f.k.a. SBERBANK OF RSFSR; a.k.a. SBERBANK ROSSII; f.k.a. SBERBANK ROSSII OAO), 19 ul. Vasilieva, Moscow 117312, Russia (Cyrillic: ул. Васи́лева, д. 19, Москва 117312, Россия); SWIFT/BIC SABRRMM; Website www.sberbank.ru; alt. Website www.sberbank.com; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information Subject to Directive 3 - All transactions in, provision of financing for, and other dealings in new debt of longer than 14 days maturity or new equity where such new debt or new equity is issued or after the 'Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive)' associated with this name are prohibited.; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 77707083893 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700132195 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

OJSC THE FAR EAST AND BAIKAL REGION DEVELOPMENT FUND (a.k.a. AO VEB.DV; f.k.a. FAR EAST AND BAIKAL REGION DEVELOPMENT FUND OJSC; f.k.a. JSC FAR EAST AND ARCTIC REGION DEVELOPMENT FUND; a.k.a. JSC VEB.DV), Nab. Presnenskaya D. 10, pom II kom 8-59, Moscow 123112, Russia; Website fondvostok.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Tax ID No. 2721188289 (Russia); Registration Number 1112721109995 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].
Moscow 125009, Russia; Str. Dolgorukovskaya, 7, Novoslobodskaya, Moscow 127006, Russia; Website veb-leasing.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 2003; Tax ID No. 7709413138 (Russia); Registration Number 1037709024781 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

OOO STRAKHOVOI BROKER SBERBANK (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK INSURANCE BROKER; a.k.a. LLC INSURANCE BROKER OF SBERBANK; a.k.a. OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU VEB STRAKHOVOI BROKER SBERBANKA; a.k.a. SBERBANK INSURANCE BROKER; a.k.a. LLC INSURANCE BROKER SBERBANK; a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK INSURANCE BROKER; a.k.a. LLC INSURANCE BROKER OF SBERBANK; a.k.a. OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU SBERBANK of RUSSIA). -to- OOO VEB ENGINEERING (a.k.a. OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU VEB ENGINEERING LTD), d. 9 prospekt Akademika Sakharova, Moscow 107996, Russia; Per. Lyalin D. 19, Kom. 1, Pom. XXIV, Kom 11, Moscow 101000, Russia; Website vebeng.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 11 Mar 2010; Tax ID No. 7708715560 (Russia); Registration Number 1107746181674 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).
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please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ROSTEC).

OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA (f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL SAVINGS BANK OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL SAVINGS BANK OF THE RUSSIAN SOVIET FEDERATIVE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC; f.k.a. OJSC SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; f.k.a. OТKРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО СБЕРБАНК РОССИИ; f.k.a. PJSC SBERBANK (Cyrillic: ПАО СБЕРБАНК); a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; a.k.a. SBERBANK ROSSII; a.k.a. SBERBANK ROSSII OAO), 19 ul. Vavilova, Moscow 117312, Russia (Cyrillic: ул. Вавилова, д. 19, Москва 117312, Россия); SWIFT/BIC SABRUMM; Website www.sberbank.ru; alt. Website www.sberbank.com; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctionsdirectives; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information Subject to Directive 3 - All transactions in, provision of financing for, and other dealings in new debt of longer than 14 days maturity or new equity where such new debt or new equity is issued on or after the 'Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive)' associated with this name are prohibited.; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7707083893 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700132195 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024]. -to- OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA (f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL SAVINGS BANK OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL SAVINGS BANK OF THE RUSSIAN SOVIET FEDERATIVE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC; f.k.a. OJSC SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; f.k.a. ОТКРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО СБЕРБАНК РОССИИ; f.k.a. PJSC SBERBANK (Cyrillic: ПАО СБЕРБАНК); a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; a.k.a. SBERBANK ROSSII; a.k.a. SBERBANK ROSSII OAO), 19 ul. Vozdvizhenka, Moscow 125009, Russia; Str. Dolgorukovskaya, 7, Novoslobodskaya, Moscow 127006, Russia; Website veb-leasing.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 2003; Tax ID No. 7709413138 (Russia); Registration Number 1037709024781 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK). -to- OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY VEB LEASING (a.k.a. OAO VEB LIZING; a.k.a. OJSC VEB LEASING; a.k.a. ОТКРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ВЕБ ЛИЗИНГ; a.k.a. VEB LEASING OJSC), d. 10 ul. Vozdvizhenka, Moscow 125009, Russia; Str. Dolgorukovskaya, 7, Novoslobodskaya, Moscow 127006, Russia; Website veb-leasing.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 2003; Tax ID No. 7709413138 (Russia); Registration Number 1037709024781 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).
Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information Subject to Directive 3 - All transactions in, provision of financing for, and other dealings in new debt of longer than 14 days maturity or new equity where such new debt or new equity is issued on or after the 'Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive)' associated with this name are prohibited.; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7707083893 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700132195 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:

http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024]

OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO VEB LIZING (a.k.a. OAO VEB LIZING; a.k.a. OJSC VEB LEASING; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY VEB LEASING; a.k.a. VEB LEASING OJSC), d. 10 ul. Vozdvizhenka, Moscow 125009, Russia; Str. Dolgorukovskaya, 7, Novoslobodskaya, Moscow 127006, Russia; Website www.veb-leasing.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 2003; Tax ID No. 7709413138 (Russia); Registration Number 1037709024781 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:

http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

PAO BM BANK (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO BM BANK; f.k.a. AKTSIONERNY KOMMERCHESKI BANK MOSKVY OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; f.k.a. BANK MOSKVY PAO; f.k.a. BANK OF MOSCOW; a.k.a. BM BANK AO; a.k.a. BM BANK JSC; a.k.a. BM BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK - BANK OF MOSCOW OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY), Bid 3 B/15, Rozhdestvenska St., Moscow 107996, Russia; SWIFT/BIC MOSWU; Website www.bm.ru; BIK (RU) 044525219; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; Government Gazette Number 29292940 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700159497 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link:

https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).-to- PAO BM BANK (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO BM BANK; f.k.a. AKTSIONERNY KOMMERCHESKI BANK MOSKVY OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; f.k.a. BANK MOSKVY PAO; f.k.a. BANK OF MOSCOW; a.k.a. BM BANK AO; a.k.a. BM BANK JSC; a.k.a. BM BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK - BANK OF MOSCOW OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY), Bid 3 B/15, Rozhdestvenska St., Moscow 107996, Russia; SWIFT/BIC MOSWU; Website www.bm.ru; BIK (RU) 044525219; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; Government Gazette Number 29292940 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700159497 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link:
Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; Government Gazette Number 29292940 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700159497 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PJSC SBERBANK (Cyrillic: ПАО СБЕРБАНК) (f.k.a. КООПЕРАТИВНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО СБЕРБАНК РОССИИ); a.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; f.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; f.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; f.k.a. ОТКРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО СБЕРБАНК РОССИИ) (Ukraine); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

PROMINVESTBANK (a.k.a. COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL AND INVESTMENT BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL AND INVESTMENT BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. PSC PROMINVESTBANK; a.k.a. PUBLIC STOCK COMPANY JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL AND INVESTMENT BANK), 12, Shevchenko lane, Kyiv 01001, Ukraine;
SWIFT/BIC UIPBUAUX; Website pib.ua;
Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 26 Aug 1992; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration Number 00039002 (Ukraine); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK),
PSC PROMINVESTBANK (a.k.a. COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL AND INVESTMENT BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL AND INVESTMENT BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. PROMINVESTBANK; a.k.a. PUBLIC STOCK COMPANY JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL AND INVESTMENT BANK), 12, Shevchenko lane, Kyiv 01001, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC UPIBUAUX; Website pib.ua; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 26 Aug 1992; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration Number 00039002 (Ukraine); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link:

http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).

PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA (Cyrillic: ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО СБЕРБАНК РОССИИ) (f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL SAVINGS BANK OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL SAVINGS BANK OF THE RUSSIAN SOVIET FEDERATIVE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC; f.k.a. OJSC SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; f.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; f.k.a. OTPRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SBERBANK ROSSI; f.k.a. PJSC SBERBANK OF RSFSR; a.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; a.k.a. SBERBANK ROSSI; f.k.a. SBERBANK ROSSI OAO), 19 ul. Vavilova, Moscow 117312, Russia (Cyrillic: ул. Вавилова, д. 19, Москва 117312, Россия); SWIFT/BIC SABRRUMM; Website www.sberbank.ru; alt. Website www.sberbank.com; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7707083893 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:

https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions-sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives. Executive Order 14024 Directive Information Subject to Directive 3 - All transactions in, provision of financing for, and other dealings in new debt of longer than 14 days maturity or new equity where such new debt or new equity is issued on or after the 'Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive)' associated with this name are prohibited.; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link:

http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

PUBLIC STOCK COMPANY COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL AND INVESTMENT BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL AND INVESTMENT BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. PROMINVESTBANK; a.k.a. PUBLIC STOCK COMPANY JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL AND INVESTMENT BANK), 12, Shevchenko lane, Kyiv 01001, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC UPIBUAUX; Website pib.ua; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 26 Aug 1992; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration Number 00039002 (Ukraine); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link:

http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].
Date 26 Aug 1992; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration Number 00039002 (Ukraine); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK). -to- PUBLIC STOCK COMPANY JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL AND INVESTMENT BANK (a.k.a. COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL AND INVESTMENT BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL AND INVESTMENT BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. PROMINVESTBANK; a.k.a. PSC PROMINVESTBANK), 12, Shevchenko lane, Kyiv 01001, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC UPIBUAUX; Website pib.ua; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 26 Aug 1992; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration Number 00039002 (Ukraine); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). -to- PUBLICHNE AKTSIONERNE TOVARYSTVO DOCHIRNII BANK SBERBANKU ROSII (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNE TOVARYSTVO SBERBANK; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK; a.k.a. JSC SBERBANK; a.k.a. JSC SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; f.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA SUBSIDIARY BANK PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA SUBSIDIARY BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 46 Volodymyrska street, Kyiv 01601, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC SABRUAUK; Website www.sberbank.ua; alt. Website sbfr.com.ua; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 25959784 (Ukraine); Tax ID No. 259597826652 (Ukraine); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). RESAD LLC (a.k.a. INFRASTRUKTURA MOLZHANINOVO; a.k.a. LLC INFRASTRUCTURE MOLZHANINOVO (Cyrillic: ООО ИНФРАСТРУКТУРА МОЛЖАНИНОВО); f.k.a. LLC RESAD (Cyrillic: ООО РЕСАД)), ul. Bryanskaya D. 5, et 4 pom. I kom 25, Moscow 121059, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Tax ID No. 7733109347 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739071337 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK). -to- RESAD LLC (a.k.a. INFRASTRUKTURA MOLZHANINOVO; a.k.a. LLC INFRASTRUCTURE MOLZHANINOVO (Cyrillic: ООО ИНФРАСТРУКТУРА МОЛЖАНИНОВО); f.k.a. LLC RESAD (Cyrillic: ООО РЕСАД)), ul. Bryanskaya D. 5, et 4 pom. I kom 25, Moscow 121059, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 7733109347 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739071337 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK). ROSEKSIMBANK, ZAO (a.k.a. AO ROSEKSMIBANK (Cyrillic: AO РОСЭКСИМБАНК); a.k.a. EXIMBANK OF RUSSIA; a.k.a. EXIMBANK OF RUSSIA JSC; a.k.a. EXIMBANK OF RUSSIA ZAO; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNY SPSITALIZIROVANNY ROSSIISKI EKSPORTNO-IMPORTNY BANK (ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO); a.k.a. RUSSIAN EXPORT-IMPORT BANK; a.k.a. STATE SPECIALIZED RUSSIAN EXPORT-IMPORT BANK JOINT-STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННЫЙ СПЕЦИАЛИЗИРОВАННЫЙ РОССИЙСКИЙ ЭКСПОРТНО-ИМПОРТНЫЙ БАНК АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)), 12 Krasnopresnenskaya Embankments, Moscow 123610, Russia; SWIFT/BIC EXIRRUM;
Directive 1: Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions-directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1027739000728 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7707069586 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). -to- SBERBANK JSC (a.k.a. DOCHERNI BANK AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SBERBANK RUSSII; a.k.a. SUBSIDIARY BANK SBERBANK OF RUSSIA JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. "TEKSAKABANK JSC"), 30/26, Gogol/Kaldayakov Street, Almaty 050010, Kazakhstan; 13/1 Al-Farabi Avenue, Bostandyk District, Almaty 05059, Kazakhstan; Zenkov St, 24, Almaty 480100, Kazakhstan; SWIFT/BIC SABRKZKA; Website www.sberbank.kz; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions-directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 600900050984 (Kazakhstan); Registration Number 93074000137 (Kazakhstan); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). -to- SB SECURITIES SA, Boulevard Konrad Adenuer 2, Luxembourg 1115, Luxembourg; 14, rue Edward Steichen, L-2540, Luxembourg; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions-directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID B171037 (Luxembourg); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
d.19 ul. Vavilova, Moscow 117997, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. ATU55795009 (Russia); Registration Number FN 161285 i (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/russia.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

SBERBANK FINANCE COMPANY LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK FINANCIAL COMPANY; a.k.a. LLC SBERBANK FINANCIAL COMPANY; a.k.a. OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU FINANSOVAYA KOMPANIYA SBERBANKA; a.k.a. SBERBANK Finance LLC; a.k.a. SBERBANK-FINANCE; a.k.a. SBERBANK-FINANS OOO), d. 29/16 per. Svitsev Vrazhek, Moscow 119002, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1107746399903 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7736617998 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/russia.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

SBERBANK FINANCE LLC (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK FINANCIAL COMPANY; a.k.a. LLC SBERBANK FINANCIAL COMPANY; a.k.a. OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU FINANSOVAYA KOMPANIYA SBERBANKA; a.k.a. SBERBANK FINANCE COMPANY LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. SBERBANK-FINANCE; a.k.a. SBERBANK-FINANS OOO), d. 29/16 per. Svitsev Vrazhek, Moscow 119002, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1107746399903 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7736617998 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/russia.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
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14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1147746683479 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7706810747 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

SBERBANK INSURANCE IC LLC (a.k.a. INSURANCE COMPANY LTD; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU STRAKHOVAYA KOMPANIYA SBERBANK OBSHCHEE STRAKHOVANIE; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU STRAKHOVAYA KOMPANIYA SBERBANK STRAKHOVANIE; a.k.a. SBERBANK INSURANCE COMPANY LTD; a.k.a. SBERBANK STRAHOVANIE OOO SK; a.k.a. SK SBERBANK STRAHOVANIE LLC; a.k.a. STRAKHOVAYA KOMPANIYA SBERBANK STRAKHOVANIE), 42 Bolshaya Yakimanka St., b. 1-2, office 209, Moscow 119049, Russia; 7 ul. Pavlovskaya, Moscow, Russia; 3 Poklonnaya Street, building 1, floor 1, office 3, Moscow 121170, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7706810747 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

SBERBANK INVESTMENTS OOO (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK INVESTMENTS; a.k.a. SBERBANK INVESTMENTS OOO), 46 Molodezhnaya St., Odintsovo, Mosco Region 143002, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 5039441 (Russia); Registration Number 1105032007781 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

SBERBANK INVESTMENTS LLC (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SBERBANK INVESTMENTS; a.k.a. SBERBANK INVESTMENTS LLC), 46 Molodezhnaya St., Odintsovo, Mosco Region 143002, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 5039441 (Russia); Registration Number 1105032007781 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
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For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives

For more information on the website www.sberleasing.ru; Executive Order 143026, Russia; 6 Novoivanovskoe workers settlement, Odintsovo, Moscow Region 143026, Russia; 6 Vorobievskoe shosse, Moscow 119285, Russia; Website www.sberbank.ru;
Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 588.201 and/or 588.209; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
7707009586 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). -to-
SBERBANK LEASING ZAO (a.k.a. CJSC SBERBANK LEASING; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK LEASING; f.k.a. RUSSKO-GERMANSKAYA LIZINGOVAYA KOMPANIYA ZAO; a.k.a. SBERBANK LEASING JSC; a.k.a. SBERBANK LIZING ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO),
Novoivanovskoe workers settlement, Odintsovo, Moscow Region 143026, Russia; 6 Vorobievskoe shosse, Moscow 119285, Russia; Website www.sberbank.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
7707009586 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). -to-
SBERBANK LEASING ZAO,
Novoivanovskoe workers settlement, Odintsovo, Moscow Region 143026, Russia; 6 Vorobievskoe shosse, Moscow 119285, Russia; Website www.sberbank.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
7707009586 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). -to-
SBERBANK LEASING ZAO,
SBERBANK OF RUSSIA (f.k.a. JOINT STOCK OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL РОССИИ; a.k.a. SBERBANK ROSSII; f.k.a. SBERBANK OF RSFSR; a.k.a. СБЕРБАНК ОБЩЕСТВО ПАО а.k.a. PUBLIC (Cyrillic: SBERBANK ROSSII; a.k.a. PJSC SBERBANK OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; f.k.a. RUSSIAN SOVIET FEDERATIVE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC; f.k.a. OJSC SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; f.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; f.k.a. OТKРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО СБЕРБАНК РОССИИ); f.k.a. SBERBANK OF RF; a.k.a. SBERBANK ROSSII; f.k.a. SBERBANK ROSSII OAO), 19 ul. Vavilova, Moscow 117312, Russia (Cyrillic: ул. Вавилова, д. 19, Москва 117312, Russia); SWIFT/BIC SABRRUMM; Website www.sberbank.ru; alt. Website www.sberbank.com; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information Subject to Directive 3 - All transactions in, provision of financing for, and other dealings in new debt of longer than 14 days maturity or new equity where such new debt or new equity is issued on or after the 'Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive) associated with this name are prohibited.; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 7707083893 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700132195 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

SBERBANK OF RUSSIA SUBSIDIARY BANK PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNE TOVARYSTVO SBERBANK; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK; a.k.a. JSC SBERBANK; a.k.a. JSC SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; a.k.a. PUBLICHE AKTSIONERNE TOVARYSTVO DOCHIRNI BANK SBERBANKU ROSII; a.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA SUBSIDIARY BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. SUBSIDIARY BANK SBERBANK OF RUSSIA PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 46 Volodymyrska street, Kyiv 01601, Ukraine; 46 Vladimirskaya St, Kyiv 01601, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC SABRAUK; Website www.sberbank.ua; alt. Website sbfr.com.ua; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022;
SBERBANK OF RUSSIA SUBSIDIARY BANK
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OF RUSSIA SUBSIDIARY BANK PRIVATE

JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. SUBSIDIARY

BANK SBERBANK OF RUSSIA PUBLIC JOINT

STOCK COMPANY; 46 Volodymyrska street,

Kyiv 01601, Ukraine; 46 Vladimirskaya St, Kyiv

01601, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC SABRAUK;

Website www.sberbanka.ru; alt. Website

sbrf.com.ua; Executive Order 13662 Directive

Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive

Order 14024 Directive Information - For more

information on directives, please visit the following

link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-
sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-
information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-
sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO

14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date

(EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID

25959784 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7725352740 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:

http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/russia.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO14024] [RUSSIA-

EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANKA; a.k.a. CJSC NON-STATE PENSION FUND OF SBERBANK; a.k.a. JOINT

STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK PRIVATE PENSION FUND; f.k.a. NEGOSUDARSTVENNY PENSIONNY FOND SBERBANK; a.k.a. NPF

SBERANKA ZAO; a.k.a. SBERBANK PRIVATE PENSION FUND CLOSED JOINT

STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO

NEGOSUDARSTVENNY PENSIONNY FOND SBERBANKA), d. 31 G ul. Shabolovka, Moscow

115162, Russia; Website www.npfsberbanka.ru;

Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more

information on directives, please visit the following link:

https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-
sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-
information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-
sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID

114779909160 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7725352740 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:

http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/russia.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO14024] [RUSSIA-

EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK PRIVATE PENSION FUND; f.k.a. ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO

NEGOSUDARSTVENNY PENSIONNY FOND SBERBANKA; a.k.a. NPF SBERANKA ZAO; a.k.a. SBERBANK PRIVATE PENSION FUND CLOSED JOINT

STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO

NEGOSUDARSTVENNY PENSIONNY FOND SBERBANKA, d. 31 G ul. Shabolovka, Moscow

115162, Russia; Website www.npfsberbanka.ru;

Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations,
Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1147799009160 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7725552740 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024]. (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

SBERBANK PRIVATE PENSION FUND CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. CJSC NON-STATE PENSION FUND OF SBERBANK; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK PRIVATE PENSION FUND; f.k.a. NEGOSUDARSTVENNY PENSIONNYY FOND SBERBANKA; a.k.a. NPF SBERBANKA ZAO; a.k.a. SBERBANK PPF JSC; a.k.a. ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NEGOSUDARSTVENNY PENSIONNYY FOND SBERBANKA; d. 31 G ul. Shabolovka, Moscow 115162, Russia; Website www.npfsberbanka.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1147799009160 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7725552740 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024]. (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
days maturity or new equity where such new debt or new equity is issued on or after the
'Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive)' associated with this name are prohibited.; Listing Date (EO
Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 26 Mar
2022; Tax ID No. 7707083893 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700132195 (Russia);
For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-
center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-
EO14024].

SBERBANK ROSSI OAO (f.k.a. JOINT STOCK
COMMERCIAL SAVINGS BANK OF THE
RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. PJSC SBERBANK
(Russia; f.k.a. PJSC SBERBANK
Cyrillic: ПАО СБЕРБАНК; a.k.a. PUBLIC
JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF
RUSSIA (Cyrillic: ПУБЛИЧНОЕ
АОКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО СБЕРБАНК
РОССИИ); f.k.a. SBERBANK OF RSFSR; a.k.a.
SBERBANK ROSSI, 19 ul. Vavilova, Moscow 117312,
Russia (Cyrillic: ул. Вавилова, д. 19, Москва
117312, Russia); SWIFT/BIC SABRRUMM;
Website www.sberbank.ru; alt. Website
www.sberbank.com; Executive Order 13662
Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1;
Executive Order 14024 Directive Information -
For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-
sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-
information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-
sanctions#directives; Executive Order 14024
Directive Information Subject to Directive 3 - All
transactions in, provision of financing for, and
other dealings in new debt of longer than 14
days maturity or new equity where such new
debt or new equity is issued on or after the
'Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive)' associated
with this name are prohibited.; Listing Date (EO
14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date
(EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Listing
Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 24 Feb 2022;
Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 3): 26 Mar
2022; Tax ID No. 7707083893 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700132195 (Russia);
For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-
center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-
EO14024].

SBERBANK STRAHOVANIE OOO SK (a.k.a.
INSURANCE COMPANY SBERBANK
INSURANCE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY;
(a.k.a. LLC INSURANCE COMPANY
SBERBANK INSURANCE; f.k.a.
OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI
OTVETSTVENNOSTYU STRAKHOVAYA
KOMPANIYA SBERBANK OBSHCHEE
STRAKHOVANIE; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S
OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU
STRAKHOVAYA KOMPANIYA SBERBANK
STRAKHOVANIE; a.k.a. SBERBANK
INSURANCE COMPANY LTD; a.k.a.
SBERBANK INSURANCE IC LLC; a.k.a. SK
SBERBANK STRAHOVANIE LLC; a.k.a.
STRAKHOVAYA KOMPANIYA SBERBANK
STRAKHOVANIE), 42 Bolshaya Yakimanka St.,
b. 1-2, office 209, Moscow 119049, Russia; 7 ul.
Pavlovskaya, Moscow, Russia; 3 Poklonnaya
Street, building 1, floor 1, office 3, Moscow
121170, Russia; Executive Order 13662
Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1;
Executive Order 14024 Directive Information -
For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-
sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-
information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-
sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024
Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO
14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID
1147746683479 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7706810747 (Russia); For more information on
directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-
center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-
EO14024]. (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK
COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
KOMPANIYA SBERBANK OBCHCHEE STRAKHOVANIE; a.k.a. OBCHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU STRAKHOVAYA KOMPANIYA SBERBANK STRAKHOVANIE; a.k.a. SBERBANK INSURANCE COMPANY LTD; a.k.a. SBERBANK INSURANCE IC LLC; a.k.a. SK SBERBANK STRAHOVANIE LLC; a.k.a. SBERBANK OBCHCHEE SBERBANK STRAKHOVANIE (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR TRADING; a.k.a. JSC SBERBANK-AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR TRADING; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AST JSC; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AUTOMATED TRADING SYSTEM CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SBERBANK AVTOMATIZIROVANNAYA SYSTEma TORGov), d. 24 str. 2 ul. Novoslobodskaya, Moscow 127055, Russia; 12 B. Savvinsky Lane, building 9, floor 1, office 1, room 1, Moscow 119435, Russia; Website www.sberbank-ast.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). -to-SBERBANK-AST JSC (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK AUTOMATED TRADE SYSTEM; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK-AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR TRADING; a.k.a. JSC SBERBANK-AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR TRADING; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AST ZAO) a.k.a. SBERBANK-AUTOMATED TRADING SYSTEM CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SBERBANK AVTOMATIZIROVANNAYA SYSTEma TORGov), d. 24 str. 2 ul. Novoslobodskaya, Moscow 127055, Russia; 12 B. Savvinsky Lane, building 9, floor 1, office 1, room 1, Moscow 119435, Russia; Website www.sberbank-ast.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). -to-SBERBANK-AST ZAO (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK-AUTOMATED TRADE SYSTEM CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SBERBANK AVTOMATIZIROVANNAYA SYSTEma TORGov), d. 24 str. 2 ul. Novoslobodskaya, Moscow 127055, Russia; 12 B. Savvinsky Lane, building 9, floor 1, office 1, room 1, Moscow 119435, Russia; Website www.sberbank-ast.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
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14024 Directive 2); 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1107746399993 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7736617998 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). - to -

SCIENTIFIC INDUSTRIAL CONCERN MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING OJSC (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNY KONTSERN TEKNOLOGI MASHINOSTROENIYA; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SCIENTIFIC INDUSTRIAL CONCERN MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING; a.k.a. JSC SPC TECHMASH; a.k.a. NPK TEKHMASH OAO; a.k.a. OJSC MACHINE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGIES), d. 58 str. 4 shosse Leningradskoe, Moscow 125212, Russia; Ul. Bolshaya Tatarskaya D. 35, Str. 5, Moscow 115184, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Organization Established Date 06 Apr 2011; Registration ID 1117746260477 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7743813961 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 91420386 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ROSTEC).- to -

SCIENTIFIC INDUSTRIAL CONCERN MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING OJSC (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNY KONTSERN TEKNOLOGI MASHINOSTROENIYA; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SCIENTIFIC INDUSTRIAL CONCERN MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING; a.k.a. JSC SPC TECHMASH; a.k.a. NPK TEKHMASH OAO; a.k.a. OJSC MACHINE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGIES), d. 58 str. 4 shosse Leningradskoe, Moscow 125212, Russia; Ul. Bolshaya Tatarskaya D. 35, Str. 5, Moscow 115184, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Organization Established Date 06 Apr 2011; Registration ID 1117746260477 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7743813961 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 91420386 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ROSTEC). - to -

STETELM BANK LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ СЕТЕЛЕМ БАНК) (a.k.a. CETELEM BANK OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNYU; a.k.a. SETELEM BANK OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNYU; a.k.a. SETELEM BANK OOO), 26 ul. Prawdy, Moscow 125124, Russia (Cyrillic: ул. Правды, д. 26, г. Москва 125124, Россия); SWIFT/BIC CETBRUMM; Website www.cetelem.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2); 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2); 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1027739664260 (Russia); Tax ID No. 6452010742 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
SETELEM BANK OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU
(a.k.a. CETELEM BANK LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. CETELEM BANK LLC (Cyrillic: СЕТЕЛЕМ БАНК ООО); f.k.a. KOMMERCHESKI BANK UKRSIBBANK OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU; a.k.a. SETELEM BANK LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ СЕТЕЛЕМ БАНК); a.k.a. SETELEM BANK OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU), 26 ul. Pravdy, Moscow 125124, Russia (Cyrillic: ул. Правды, д. 26, г. Москва 125124, Россия); SWIFT/BIC CETBRUMM; Website www.cetelem.ru;
Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2); 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2); 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1027739664260 (Russia); Tax ID No. 6452010742 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
SETELEM BANK OOO (a.k.a. CETELEM BANK LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. CETELEM BANK LLC (Cyrillic: СЕТЕЛЕМ БАНК ООО); f.k.a. KOMMERCHESKI BANK UKRSIBBANK OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU; a.k.a. SETELEM BANK OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU; a.k.a. SETELEM BANK LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ СЕТЕЛЕМ БАНК); a.k.a. SETELEM BANK OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU), 26 ul. Pravdy, Moscow 125124, Russia (Cyrillic: ул. Правды, д. 26, г. Москва 125124, Россия); SWIFT/BIC CETBRUMM; Website www.cetelem.ru;
Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2); 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2); 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1027739664260 (Russia); Tax ID No. 6452010742 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
SK SBERBANK STRAHOVANIE LLC (a.k.a. INSURANCE COMPANY SBERBANK INSURANCE; f.k.a. SBERBANK INSURANCE; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU STRAKHOVAYA KOMPANIYA SBERBANK OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU), 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2); 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2); 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1027739664260 (Russia); Tax ID No. 6452010742 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1147746683479 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7706810747 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE U.S.S.R.; a.k.a. GK VEB.RF; a.k.a. ГОСУДАРСТВЕННАЯ КОРПОРАЦИЯ РАЗВИТИЯ ВЭБ.РФ; a.k.a. STATE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION VEB.RF (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННАЯ КОРПОРАЦИЯ РАЗВИТИЯ ВЭБ.РФ); a.k.a. VNESHECONOMBANK; f.k.a. VNESHECONOMBANK Gk; f.k.a. VNESHECONOMBANK SSSR; a.k.a. "BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT"; a.k.a. "VEB").

SBERBANK STRAOVANIE LLC (a.k.a. SBERBANK INSURANCE COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA); alt. Target Type: Financial Institution; alt. Target Type: State-Owned Enterprise; alt. Target Type: State-Owned Enterprise; effective date: 24 Feb 2022; registration date: 1147746683479 (Russia); tax id no. 7706810747 (russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024]

For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE U.S.S.R.; a.k.a. GK VEB.RF; a.k.a. ГОСУДАРСТВЕННАЯ КОРПОРАЦИЯ РАЗВИТИЯ ВЭБ.РФ; a.k.a. STATE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION VEB.RF (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННАЯ КОРПОРАЦИЯ РАЗВИТИЯ ВЭБ.РФ); a.k.a. VNESHECONOMBANK; f.k.a. VNESHECONOMBANK Gk; f.k.a. VNESHECONOMBANK SSSR; a.k.a. "BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT"; a.k.a. "VEB").

For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE U.S.S.R.; a.k.a. GK VEB.RF; a.k.a. ГОСУДАРСТВЕННАЯ КОРПОРАЦИЯ РАЗВИТИЯ ВЭБ.РФ; a.k.a. STATE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION VEB.RF (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННАЯ КОРПОРАЦИЯ РАЗВИТИЯ ВЭБ.РФ); a.k.a. VNESHECONOMBANK; f.k.a. VNESHECONOMBANK Gk; f.k.a. VNESHECONOMBANK SSSR; a.k.a. "BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT"; a.k.a. "VEB").
31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 1147746883479 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7706810747 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

SUBSIDIARY BANK SBERBANK OF RUSSIA JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. DOCHERNI BANK AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SBERBANK ROSSI; a.k.a. SB SBERBANK JSC; f.k.a. "TEXAKABANK JSC"), 30/26, Gogol/Kaidayakov Street, Almaty 050010, Kazakhstan; 13/1 Al-Farabi Avenue, Bostandyk District, Almaty 050059, Kazakhstan; Zenkov St, 24, Almaty 480100, Kazakhstan; SWIFT/BIC SABRKZKA; Website www.sberbank.kz; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 60900050984 (Kazakhstan); Registration Number 930740000137 (Kazakhstan); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

SUBSIDIARY BANK SBERBANK OF RUSSIA PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNE TOVARYSTVO SBERBANK; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK; a.k.a. JSC SBERBANK; a.k.a. JSC SBERBANK OF RUSSIA; a.k.a. PUBLICHNE AKTSIONERNE TOVARYSTVO DOCHIRNII BANK SBERBANKU ROSII; f.k.a. SBERBANK OF RUSSIA SUBSIDIARY BANK PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 46 Volodymyrska street, Kyiv 01601, Ukraine; 46 Vladimirskaya St, Kyiv 01601, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC SABRUAK; Website www.sberbank.ua; alt. Website sbfr.com.ua; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Registration ID 259597826652 (Ukraine); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).
VEB CAPITAL (a.k.a. LLC VEB CAPITAL; a.k.a. VEB ASIA LIMITED, Suite 5808, 58/F, Two International Finance Center, 8 Finance Street Central, Hong Kong, China; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] [ Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY].

VEB ASIA LIMITED, Suite 5808, 58/F, Two International Finance Center, 8 Finance Street Central, Hong Kong, China; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 08 Apr 2013; Registration Number 1886537 (Hong Kong); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] [ Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY].

VEB CAPITAL (a.k.a. LLC VEB CAPITAL; a.k.a. VEB ASIA LIMITED, Suite 5808, 58/F, Two International Finance Center, 8 Finance Street Central, Hong Kong, China; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 08 Apr 2013; Registration Number 1886537 (Hong Kong); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] [ Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY].

VEB ASIA LIMITED, Suite 5808, 58/F, Two International Finance Center, 8 Finance Street Central, Hong Kong, China; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 08 Apr 2013; Registration Number 1886537 (Hong Kong); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] [ Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY].

VEB ASIA LIMITED, Suite 5808, 58/F, Two International Finance Center, 8 Finance Street Central, Hong Kong, China; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] [ Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY].

VEB ASIA LIMITED, Suite 5808, 58/F, Two International Finance Center, 8 Finance Street Central, Hong Kong, China; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 08 Apr 2013; Registration Number 1886537 (Hong Kong); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] [ Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY].
VEB LEASING OJSC (а.k.a. OAO VEB LEASING; ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK). VEB.RF (Cyrillic: ВЭБ.РФ) (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE U.S.S.R.; a.k.a. GK VEB.RF; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNAIA KORPORATSIYA RAZVITIYA VEB.RF; a.k.a. STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK; a.k.a. STATE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION VEB.RF (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННАЯ КОРПОРАЦИЯ РАЗВИТИЯ ВЭБ.РФ); f.k.a. VNESHECONOMBANK; f.k.a. VNESHECONOMBANK GK; f.k.a. VNESHECONOMBANK SSSR; a.k.a. "BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT"; a.k.a. "VEB"), Akademik Sakharov Ave 9, Moscow 107996, Russia; Pr-kt, Akademika Sakharova, D. 9, Moscow 107078, Russia (Cyrillic: Пр-кт Академика Сахарова, Д. 9, Город Москва 107078, Россия); SWIFT/BIC BFEARUMM; Website www.veb.ru; BIK (RU) 044525060; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 18 Aug 1922; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; alt. Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7750004150 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00005061 (Russia); Registration Number 107771100102 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

VEKSELBERG, Viktor (Cyrillic: ВЕКСЕЛЬБЕРГ, Виктор) (a.k.a. VEKSELBERG, Viktor Feliksovich (Cyrillic: ВЕКСЕЛЬБЕРГ, Виктор Феликсович)); Russia; DOB 14 Apr 1957; POB Drogobych, Lviv region, Ukraine; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

VEKSELBERG, Viktor (Cyrillic: ВЕКСЕЛЬБЕРГ, Виктор) (a.k.a. VEKSELBERG, Viktor Feliksovich (Cyrillic: ВЕКСЕЛЬБЕРГ, Виктор Феликсович)); Russia; DOB 14 Apr 1957; POB Drogobych, Lviv region, Ukraine; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].
044525060; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 18 Aug 1922; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; alt. Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7750004150 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00005061 (Russia); Registration Number 1077711000102 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024]. 

VNESHEKONOMBANK SSSR (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE U.S.S.R.; a.k.a. GK VEB.RF; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNYA KORPORATSIYA RAZVITIYA VEB.RF; a.k.a. STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK; a.k.a. STATE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION VEB.RF (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННАЯ КОРПОРАЦИЯ РАЗВИТИЯ ВЭБ.РФ); a.k.a. VEB.RF (Cyrillic: ВЭБ.РФ); f.k.a. VNESHECONOMBANK; f.k.a. VNESHEKONOMBANK GK; a.k.a. "BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT"; a.k.a. "VEB"), Akademik Sakharov Ave 9, Moscow 107996, Russia; Pr-kt, Akademika Sakharova, D. 9, Moscow 107078, Russia (Cyrillic: Пр-кт Академика Сахарова, Д. 9, Город Москва 107078, Россия); SWIFT/BIC BFEARUMM; Website www.veb.ru; BIK (RU) 044525060; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 18 Aug 1922; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; alt. Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7750004150 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00005061 (Russia); Registration Number 1077711000102 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024]. 

VNESTORGBANK (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK OF FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. BANK VTB OAO; f.k.a. VTB BANK PJSC (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПАО); f.k.a. VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)), Akademik Sakharov Ave 9, Moscow 107996, Russia; Pr-kt, Akademika Sakharova, D. 9, Moscow 107078, Russia (Cyrillic: Пр-кт Академика Сахарова, Д. 9, Город Москва 107078, Россия); SWIFT/BIC BFEARUMM; Website www.veb.ru; BIK (RU) 044525187; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 17 Oct 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027739609391 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7702070139 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00032520 (Russia); License 1000 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400V168ART1UQ0N98 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].
OAO BANK VTB; f.k.a. OAO VNESHTORGBANK; f.k.a. OJSC CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE; f.k.a. RUSSIAN VNESHTORGBANK; f.k.a. VNESHTORGBANK OF RSFSR; f.k.a. VNESHTORGBANK ROSSIY KO FEDERATSII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB BANK; f.k.a. VTB BANK OAO; f.k.a. VTB BANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB BANK PAO; a.k.a. BANK VTB PUBLIC CHINESE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; f.k.a. CJSC CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. JSC CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE; f.k.a. RUSSIAN VNESHTORGBANK; f.k.a. VNESHTORGBANK; f.k.a. OJSC CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE; f.k.a. RUSSIAN VNESHTORGBANK; f.k.a. VNESHTORGBANK: f.k.a. VNESHTORGBANK ROSSIY KO FEDERATSII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB BANK; f.k.a. VTB BANK OAO; f.k.a. VTB BANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB BANK PAO; a.k.a. A.K.A. VTB BANK PUBLIC CHINESE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO),

29, Bolshaya Morskaya str., St. Petersburg 19000, Russia; 37 Piyushchikha ul., Moscow 119121, Russia; 43, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109044, Russia; 11 litera, per. Degtarym, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 11, lit A, Degtarym pereulok, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 43, bld.1, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109147, Russia; Bashnya Zapad, Kompleks Federatsiya, 12, nab. Presnenskaya, Moscow 123317, Russia; str. 1, 43, ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Vorontsovskaya str 43, Moscow 109147, Russia; SWIFT/BIC VTBRRUMM; Website www.vtb.ru; alt. Website www.vtb.ru; BIK (RU) 044030707; alt. BIK (RU) 044525187; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 17 Oct 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027739609391 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7702070139 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00032520 (Russia); License 1000 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400V1H6ART1UQ0N98 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024],

VNESHTORGBANK OF RSFSR (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGLOVII OAO; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGLOVII ROSSIYSKII FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGLOVII RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGLOVII JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGLOVII PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGLOVII OAO; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGLOVII ROSSIYSKII FEDERATSII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VTB OAO; f.k.a. BANK VTB OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. BANK VTB PAO; a.k.a. BANK VTB PUBLIC CHINESE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; f.k.a. CJSC CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. JSC CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE; f.k.a. RUSSIAN VNESHTORGBANK; f.k.a. VNESHTORGBANK; f.k.a. OJSC CJSC BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE; f.k.a. RUSSIAN VNESHTORGBANK; f.k.a. VNESHTORGBANK: f.k.a. VNESHTORGBANK ROSSIY KO FEDERATSII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB BANK; f.k.a. VTB BANK OAO; f.k.a. VTB BANK OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB BANK PAO; a.k.a. VTB BANK PJSC (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПАО); a.k.a. VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО); 17 Oct 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027739609391 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7702070139 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00032520 (Russia); License 1000 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400V1H6ART1UQ0N98 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives. [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024],
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Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027739609391 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7702070139 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00032520 (Russia); License 1000 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400V168ART1UQON98 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/russia.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

VTB AFRICA (a.k.a. BANCO VTB AFRICA SA), 22, Rua da Missao, Luanda, Angola; SWIFT/BIC VTBLAOLU; Website www.vtb.ao; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/russia.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY). -to- VTB AFRICA (a.k.a. BANCO VTB AFRICA SA), 22, Rua da Missao, Luanda, Angola; SWIFT/BIC VTBLAOLU; Website www.vtb.ao; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 17 Oct 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027739609391 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7702070139 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00032520 (Russia); License 1000 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400V168ART1UQON98 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/russia.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

VTB BANK (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF RSFSR; a.k.a. VTB BANK; f.k.a. VTB AFRICA (a.k.a. BANCO VTB AFRICA SA), 22, Rua da Missao, Luanda, Angola; SWIFT/BIC VTBLAOLU; Website www.vtb.ao; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/russia.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY). -to- VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY, 22, Rua da Missao, Luanda, Angola; SWIFT/BIC VTBLAOLU; Website www.vtb.ao; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/russia.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).
For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

VTB BANK ARMENIA CJSC (f.k.a. SAVINGS BANK OF THE REPUBLIC OF ARMENIA; a.k.a. VTB BANK ARMENIA CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 46 Ul, Nalbandyan, Yerevan 375010, Armenia; SWIFT/BIC ARMJAM22; Website www.vtb.am; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY). -to- VTB BANK ARMENIA CJSC (f.k.a. SAVINGS BANK OF THE REPUBLIC OF ARMENIA; a.k.a. VTB BANK ARMENIA CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 46 Ul, Nalbandyan, Yerevan 375010, Armenia; SWIFT/BIC ARMJAM22; Website www.vtb.am; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).
ARMENIA; a.k.a. VTB BANK ARMENIA CJSC), 46 Ul, Naibbandyan, Yerevan 375010, Armenia; SWIFT/BIC ARMJAM22; Website www.vtb.am; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

VTB BANK AKBANER (a.k.a. VTB BANK AZERBAIJAN OJSC; a.k.a. JSC VTB BANK AZERBAIJAN; f.k.a. JSC VTB BANK AZERBAIJAN; 38 Khatai ave. Nasimi district, Baku AZ 1006, Azerbaijan; 60, Samed Vurgun str, Baku 1022, Azerbaijan; SWIFT/BIC VTBAAZ22; Website http://en.vtb.az/; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

VTB BANK BELARUS (f.k.a. CJSC SLAVNEFTEBANK; a.k.a. CJSC VTB BANK BELARUS; a.k.a. VTB BANK BELARUS CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB BANK BELARUS CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 14, Moskovskaya Street, Minsk 220007, Belarus; SWIFT/BIC SLANBY22; Website www.vtb-bank.by; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

VTB BANK BELARUS CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY (f.k.a. CJSC SLAVNEFTEBANK; a.k.a. CJSC VTB BANK BELARUS; a.k.a. VTB BANK BELARUS CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB BANK BELARUS CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 14, Moskovskaya Street, Minsk 220007, Belarus; SWIFT/BIC SLANBY22; Website www.vtb-bank.by; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

VTB BANK BELARUS CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY (f.k.a. CJSC SLAVNEFTEBANK; a.k.a. CJSC VTB BANK BELARUS; a.k.a. VTB BANK BELARUS CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB BANK BELARUS CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 14, Moskovskaya Street, Minsk 220007, Belarus; SWIFT/BIC SLANBY22; Website www.vtb-bank.by; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

VTB BANK BELARUS CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY (f.k.a. CJSC SLAVNEFTEBANK; a.k.a. CJSC VTB BANK BELARUS; a.k.a. VTB BANK BELARUS CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB BANK BELARUS CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 14, Moskovskaya Street, Minsk 220007, Belarus; SWIFT/BIC SLANBY22; Website www.vtb-bank.by; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

VTB BANK BELARUS CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY (f.k.a. CJSC SLAVNEFTEBANK; a.k.a. CJSC VTB BANK BELARUS; a.k.a. VTB BANK BELARUS CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VTB BANK BELARUS CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 14, Moskovskaya Street, Minsk 220007, Belarus; SWIFT/BIC SLANBY22; Website www.vtb-bank.by; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).
Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

VTB BANK GEORGIA JSC (a.k.a. JSC VTB BANK GEORGIA; a.k.a. VTB BANK GEORGIA JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. "UNITED GEORGIAN BANK"), 14, G. Chanturia Street, Tbilisi 0114, Georgia; SWIFT/BIC UGEBGE22; Website www.vtb.com.ge; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

VTB BANK GEORGIA; a.k.a. VTB BANK BELARUS; a.k.a. VTB BANK BELARUS CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY (f.k.a. CJSC SLAVNEFTEBANK; a.k.a. CJSC VTB BANK BELARUS; a.k.a. VTB BANK BELARUS; a.k.a. VTB BANK BELARUS CJSC; a.k.a. VTB BANK BELARUS CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 14, Moskovskaya Street, Minsk 220007, Belarus; SWIFT/BIC SLANBY22; Website www.vtb-bank.by; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).
PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK VNESHEI TORGOVLI ROSSIYSKHO FEDERATSII AS A PRIVATE JOINT STOCK COMPANY; 

For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024].
VTB BANK PAO (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION; f.k.a. BANK VNESHTORGBANK ROSSII CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK VTB PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПАО); a.k.a. VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)), 29, Bolshaya Morskaya str., St. Petersburg 190000, Russia; 37 Plyushchikha ul., Moscow 119121, Russia; 43, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109044, Russia; 11 litera, per. Degtyarny, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 11, lit A, Degtyarny переулок, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 43, bl.1, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109147, Russia; Bashnya Zapad, Kompleks Federatsiya, 12, nab. Presnenskaya, Moscow 123317, Russia; str. 1, 43, ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Vorontsovskaya Str 43, Moscow 109147, Russia; SWIFT/BIC VTBRRUMM; Website www.vtb.com; alt. Website www.vtb.ru; BIK (RU) 044030707; alt. BIK (RU) 044525187; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 17 Oct 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027739609391 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7702070139 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00032520 (Russia); License 1000 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400V1H6ART1UQ0N98 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: [http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].]

VTB BANK PJSC (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПАО) (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF RSFSR; f.k.a. BANK VTB PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: БАНК ВТБ ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО)), 29, Bolshaya Morskaya str., St. Petersburg 190000, Russia; 37 Plyushchikha ul., Moscow 119121, Russia; 43, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109044, Russia; 11 litera, per. Degtyarny, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 11, lit A, Degtyarny переулок, St. Petersburg 191144, Russia; 43, bl.1, Vorontsovskaya str., Moscow 109147, Russia; Bashnya Zapad, Kompleks Federatsiya, 12, nab. Presnenskaya, Moscow 123317, Russia; str. 1, 43, ul. Vorontsovskaya, Moscow 109147, Russia; Vorontsovskaya Str 43, Moscow 109147, Russia; SWIFT/BIC VTBRRUMM; Website www.vtb.com; alt. Website www.vtb.ru; BIK (RU) 044030707; alt. BIK (RU) 044525187; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 17 Oct 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027739609391 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7702070139 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00032520 (Russia); License 1000 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 253400V1H6ART1UQ0N98 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: [http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024].]
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HOLDING ZAO; a.k.a. VTB CAPITAL JSC), 12 Presnenskaya nab., Moscow 123100, Russia; 4th Lesnoy Pereulok 4, Capital Plaza, Moscow 125047, Russia; Room 410, Stolyarny Pereulok 3, bd 34, Moscow 123022, Russia; Website http://vtbcapital.com; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1097746344596 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY). -to- VTB CAPITAL JSC (a.k.a. HOLDING VTB CAPITAL CJSC; a.k.a. KHOLDING VTB KAPITAL ZAKRYYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; a.k.a. VTB CAPITAL HOLDING CJSC; a.k.a. VTB CAPITAL HOLDING ZAO; a.k.a. VTB CAPITAL HOLDING CJSC; a.k.a. VTB CAPITAL HOLDING ZAO; a.k.a. VTB CAPITAL JSC), 12 Presnenskaya nab., Moscow 123100, Russia; 4th Lesnoy Pereulok 4, Capital Plaza, Moscow 125047, Russia; Room 410, Stolyarny Pereulok 3, bd 34, Moscow 123022, Russia; Website http://vtbcapital.com; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1097746344596 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY). -to- VTB CAPITAL HOLDINGS CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. HOLDING VTB CAPITAL CJSC; a.k.a. KHOLDING VTB KAPITAL ZAKRYYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; a.k.a. VTB CAPITAL HOLDING CJSC; a.k.a. VTB CAPITAL HOLDING ZAO; a.k.a. VTB CAPITAL HOLDING CJSC; a.k.a. VTB CAPITAL HOLDING ZAO; a.k.a. VTB CAPITAL JSC), 12 Presnenskaya nab., Moscow 123100, Russia; 4th Lesnoy Pereulok 4, Capital Plaza, Moscow 125047, Russia; Room 410, Stolyarny Pereulok 3, bd 34, Moscow 123022, Russia; Website http://vtbcapital.com; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1097746344596 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY). -to- VTB DC LTD (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY VTB DC; a.k.a. LLC VTB DC; a.k.a. VTB DC LIMITED), Room 47, office XIV, 8 Brestskaya Street, Moscow 125047, Russia; d. 35 str. 1, Prospect Leningradskiy, Moscow 125284, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 2011; Registration Number 5117746058733 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).
more information on directives, please visit the following link: [http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives](http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives) [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

VTB FACTORING OOO (a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU VTB FACTORING; a.k.a. VTB FACTORING LTD; a.k.a. VTB FACTORING OOO), d. 52 str. 1 nab. Kosmodamianskaya, Moscow 115054, Russia; Website www.vtb.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 5087746611145 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: [http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives](http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives) [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

VTB FACTORING LTD (a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU VTB FACTORING; a.k.a. VTB FACTORING LTD; a.k.a. VTB FACTORING OOO), d. 52 str. 1 nab. Kosmodamianskaya, Moscow 115054, Russia; Website www.vtb.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 5087746611145 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: [http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives](http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives) [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

VTB PENSION ADMINISTRATOR LTD (a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU VTB PENSION ADMINISTRATOR; a.k.a. VTB PENSION ADMINISTRATOR LTD; a.k.a. VTB PENSION ADMINISTRATOR OOO), d. 52 str. 1 nab. Kosmodamianskaya, Moscow 115054, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Type: Activities of holding companies; Registration ID 109774679232 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: [http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives](http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives) [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).
on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

VTB PENSIONNY ADMINISTRATOR OOO (a.k.a. OBŞCHESTVO S OGRANIČHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU VTB PENSIONNY ADMINISTRATOR; a.k.a. VTB PENSION ADMINISTRATOR LIMITED; a.k.a. VTB PENSION ADMINISTRATOR LTD), d. 52 str. 1 nab.Kosmodamianskaya, Moscow 115054, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Type: Activities of holding companies; Registration ID 1097746178232 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY). -to- VTB REGISTRAR (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY VTB REGISTRAR; a.k.a. JSC VTB REGISTRAR; a.k.a. VTB REGISTRAR CJSC; a.k.a. VTB REGISTRAR CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY), d. 52 str. 1 nab.Kosmodamianskaya, Moscow 115054, Russia; Website www.vtbreg.ru; BIK (RU) 044525745; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration Number 1045605469744 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

VTB REGISTRAR CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY VTB REGISTRAR; a.k.a. JSC VTB REGISTRAR; a.k.a. VTB REGISTRAR CJSC), 23, Pravdy Street, Moscow 125040, Russia; Website www.vtbreg.ru; BIK (RU) 044525745; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Registration Number 1045605469744 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

VTB REGISTRAR CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY VTB REGISTRAR; a.k.a. JSC VTB REGISTRAR; a.k.a. VTB REGISTRAR CJSC), 23, Pravdy Street, Moscow 125040, Russia; Website www.vtbreg.ru; BIK (RU) 044525745; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Registration Number 1045605469744 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

VTB SPECIALIZED DEPOSITORY CJSC (a.k.a. CJSC VTB SPECIALIZED DEPOSITORY; a.k.a. VTB SPECIALIZED DEPOSITORY CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 35 Myasnitskaya Street, Moscow 101000, Russia; Website www.odk.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 04 Jul 1996; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration Number 1027739157522 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:
http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).
directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY). -to- VTB
SPECIALIZED DEPOSITORY CJSC (a.k.a. CJS VTB SPECIALIZED DEPOSITORY; a.k.a. VTB SPECIALIZED DEPOSITORY CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 35 Myasnitskaya Street, Moscow 101000, Russia; Website www.odk.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 04 Jul 1996; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration Number 1027739157522 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY). -to- VTB
SPECIALIZED DEPOSITORY CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. CJS VTB SPECIALIZED DEPOSITORY; a.k.a. VTB SPECIALIZED DEPOSITORY CJSC), 35 Myasnitskaya Street, Moscow 101000, Russia; Website www.odk.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Organization Established Date 04 Jul 1996; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration Number 1027739157522 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY). -to- VTB
SPECIALIZED DEPOSITORY CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. CJS VTB SPECIALIZED DEPOSITORY; a.k.a. VTB SPECIALIZED DEPOSITORY CJSC), 35 Myasnitskaya Street, Moscow 101000, Russia; Website www.odk.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 04 Jul 1996; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration Number 1027739157522 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).
SBERBANK-AST JSC; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AST ZAO; a.k.a. SBERBANK-AUTOMATED TRADING SYSTEM CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY), d. 24 str. 2 ul. Novoslobodskaya, Moscow 127055, Russia; 12 B. Savvinsky Lane, building 9, floor 1, office 1, room 1, Moscow 119435, Russia; Website www.sberbank-ast.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctions#directives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 600900059084 (Kazakhstan); Registration Number 93074000137 (Kazakhstan); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024]. -to- "TEXAKABANK JSC" (a.k.a. DOCHERNI BANK AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO SBERBANK ROSSI; a.k.a. SB SBERBANK JSC; a.k.a. SUBSIDIARY BANK SBERBANK OF RUSSIA JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 30/26, Gogol/Kaldayakov Street, Almaty 050010, Kazakhstan; 13/1 Al-Farabi Avenue, Bostandyk District, Almaty 050059, Kazakhstan; Zenkov St, 24, Almaty 480100, Kazakhstan; SWIFT/BIC SABRKZKA; Website www.sberbank.kz; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Executive Order 14024 Directive Information - For more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/financial-sanctions/sanctions-programs-and-country-information/russian-harmful-foreign-activities-sanctionsdirectives; Listing Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 24 Feb 2022; Effective Date (EO 14024 Directive 2): 26 Mar 2022; Tax ID No. 600900059084 (Kazakhstan); Registration Number 93074000137 (Kazakhstan); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA). -to- "TEXAKABANK JSC" (a.k.a. DOCHERNI BANK AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO SBERBANK ROSSI; a.k.a. SB SBERBANK JSC; a.k.a. SUBSIDIARY BANK SBERBANK OF RUSSIA JOINT STOCK COMPANY).
For more information on directives, visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#

Número 1077511000102 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:

http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#

Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; For more information on directives, please visit the following link:

http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#

directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024]. -to- "VEB" (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE U.S.S.R.; a.k.a. GK VEB.RF; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNAYA KORPORATSIYA RAZVITIYA VEB.RF; a.k.a. STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK; a.k.a. STATE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION VEB.RF (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННАЯ КОРПОРАЦИЯ РАЗВИТИЯ ВЭБ.РФ); a.k.a. VEB.RF (Cyrillic: ВЭБ.РФ); f.k.a. VNESHECONOMBANK; f.k.a. VNESHEKONOMBANK; f.k.a. VNESHEKONOMBANK SSSR; a.k.a. "BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT"), Akademik Sakharov Ave 9, Moscow 107996, Russia; Pr-kt, Akademika Sakharova, D. 9, Moscow 107078, Russia (Cyrillic: Гл-Кт Академика Сахарова, Д. 9, Город Москва 107078, Россия); SWIFT/BIC BFEARU7M; Website www.ves.ru; BIK (RU) 044525060; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 18 Aug 1922; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; alt. Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7750004150 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00005061 (Russia); Registration Number 1077711000102 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:

http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#

directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024]. -to- "VEB" (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE U.S.S.R.; a.k.a. GK VEB.RF; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNAYA KORPORATSIYA RAZVITIYA VEB.RF; a.k.a. STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK; a.k.a. STATE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION VEB.RF (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННАЯ КОРПОРАЦИЯ РАЗВИТИЯ ВЭБ.РФ); a.k.a. VEB.RF (Cyrillic: ВЭБ.РФ); f.k.a. VNESHECONOMBANK; f.k.a. VNESHEKONOMBANK; f.k.a. VNESHEKONOMBANK SSSR; a.k.a. "BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT"), Akademik Sakharov Ave 9, Moscow 107996, Russia; Pr-kt, Akademika Sakharova, D. 9, Moscow 107078, Russia (Cyrillic: Гл-Кт Академика Сахарова, Д. 9, Город Москва 107078, Россия); SWIFT/BIC BFEARU7M; Website www.ves.ru; BIK (RU) 044525060; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 18 Aug 1922; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; alt. Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7750004150 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00005061 (Russia); Registration Number 1077711000102 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:

http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#

directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024]. -to- "VEB" (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE U.S.S.R.; a.k.a. GK VEB.RF; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNAYA KORPORATSIYA RAZVITIYA VEB.RF; a.k.a. STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK; a.k.a. STATE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION VEB.RF (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННАЯ КОРПОРАЦИЯ РАЗВИТИЯ ВЭБ.РФ); a.k.a. VEB.RF (Cyrillic: ВЭБ.РФ); f.k.a. VNESHECONOMBANK; f.k.a. VNESHEKONOMBANK; f.k.a. VNESHEKONOMBANK SSSR; a.k.a. "BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT"), Akademik Sakharov Ave 9, Moscow 107996, Russia; Pr-kt, Akademika Sakharova, D. 9, Moscow 107078, Russia (Cyrillic: Гл-Кт Академика Сахарова, Д. 9, Город Москва 107078, Россия); SWIFT/BIC BFEARU7M; Website www.ves.ru; BIK (RU) 044525060; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 18 Aug 1922; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; alt. Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7750004150 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00005061 (Russia); Registration Number 1077711000102 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:

http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#

directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024]. -to- "VEB" (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE U.S.S.R.; a.k.a. GK VEB.RF; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNAYA KORPORATSIYA RAZVITIYA VEB.RF; a.k.a. STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK; a.k.a. STATE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION VEB.RF (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННАЯ КОРПОРАЦИЯ РАЗВИТИЯ ВЭБ.РФ); a.k.a. VEB.RF (Cyrillic: ВЭБ.РФ); f.k.a. VNESHECONOMBANK; f.k.a. VNESHEKONOMBANK; f.k.a. VNESHEKONOMBANK SSSR; a.k.a. "BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT"), Akademik Sakharov Ave 9, Moscow 107996, Russia; Pr-kt, Akademika Sakharova, D. 9, Moscow 107078, Russia (Cyrillic: Гл-Кт Академика Сахарова, Д. 9, Город Москва 107078, Россия); SWIFT/BIC BFEARU7M; Website www.ves.ru; BIK (RU) 044525060; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 18 Aug 1922; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; alt. Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7750004150 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00005061 (Russia); Registration Number 1077711000102 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:

http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#

directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024]. -to- "VEB" (f.k.a. BANK FOR FOREIGN TRADE OF THE U.S.S.R.; a.k.a. GK VEB.RF; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNAYA KORPORATSIYA RAZVITIYA VEB.RF; a.k.a. STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK; a.k.a. STATE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION VEB.RF (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННАЯ КОРПОРАЦИЯ РАЗВИТИЯ ВЭБ.РФ); a.k.a. VEB.RF (Cyrillic: ВЭБ.РФ); f.k.a. VNESHECONOMBANK; f.k.a. VNESHEKONOMBANK; f.k.a. VNESHEKONOMBANK SSSR; a.k.a. "BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT"), Akademik Sakharov Ave 9, Moscow 107996, Russia; Pr-kt, Akademika Sakharova, D. 9, Moscow 107078, Russia (Cyrillic: Гл-Кт Академика Сахарова, Д. 9, Город Москва 107078, Россия); SWIFT/BIC BFEARU7M; Website www.ves.ru; BIK (RU) 044525060; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 18 Aug 1922; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; alt. Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7750004150 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00005061 (Russia); Registration Number 1077711000102 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link:

http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#
The following [UKRAINE-EO13685] entries have been changed:

- **MALOFEEV, Konstantin (Cyrillic: МАЛОФЕЕВ, Константин)**, Fian 4-2, Pushchina 142290, Russia; DOB 03 Jul 1974; POB Pushchino, Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; National ID No. 4604189321 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

MALOFEEV, Konstantin Valerevich; a.k.a. **MALOEYEV, Konstantin (Cyrillic: МАЛОФЕЕВ, Константин)**, Fian 4-2, Pushchina 142290, Russia; DOB 03 Jul 1974; POB Pushchino, Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; National ID No. 4604189321 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

MALOEYEV, Konstantin (Cyrillic: МАЛОФЕЕВ, Константин)), Fian 4-2, Pushchina 142290, Russia; DOB 03 Jul 1974; POB Pushchino, Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; National ID No. 4604189321 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

- **ABRAMOV, Valeri Vyacheslavovich (a.k.a. ABRAMOV, Valeri Vyacheslavovich), St. Petersburg, Russia; 133, ul. Chernyshevskogo, Vologda, Vologodskaya Obl 160019, Russia; 122 Grazhdanskiy Prospect, Suite 5, Liter A, St. Petersburg 195267, Russia; DOB 06 Jan 1963; POB Tula, Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 780201346432 (Russia); General Director (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13685] (Linked To: VAD, AO).**

- **ABRAMOV, Valeri Vyacheslavovich (a.k.a. ABRAMOV, Valeri Vyacheslavovich), St. Petersburg, Russia; 133, ul. Chernyshevskogo, Vologda, Vologodskaya Obl 160019, Russia; 122 Grazhdanskiy Prospect, Suite 5, Liter A, St. Petersburg 195267, Russia; DOB 06 Jan 1963; POB Tula, Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 780201346432 (Russia); General Director (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13685] (Linked To: VAD, AO).**

**AGROFIRMA MAGARACH NATSIONALNOGO INSTYTUTU VYNOGRADOI I VYNA MAGARACH, DP (a.k.a. DERZHAVNE PIDPRYEMSTVO AGROFIRMA MAGARACH NATSIONALNOGO INSTYTUTU VYNOGRADOI I VYNA MAGARACH; a.k.a. GOSUDA?STVENOYE PREDPRIYTIYE AGRO-FIRMA MAGARACH NACIONALNOGO INSTITUTA VINOGRAI I VINA MAGARACH; a.k.a. MAGARACH AGRICULTURAL COMPANY OF NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF WINE AND GRAPES MAGARACH; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE AGRICULTURAL COMPANY MAGARACH NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF VINE AND WINE MAGARACH; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE MAGARACH OF THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF WINE), Bud. 9 vul. Chapaeva, S.Viline, Bakhchysaraisky R-N, Crimea 98433, Ukraine; 9 Chapaeva str., Vilino, Bakhchisaray Region, Crimea 98433, Ukraine; 9 Chapaeva str., Vilino, Bakhchisaraisky district 98433, Ukraine; Website http://magarach-institut.ru/; Email Address magar@ukr.net; Registration ID 1123107000600476 (Ukraine); Government Gazette Number 31332064 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685].**

**AGROFIRMA MAGARACH NACIONALNOGO INSTYTUTU VYNOGRADOI I VYNA MAGARACH; a.k.a. MAGARACH AGRICULTURAL COMPANY OF NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF WINE AND GRAPES MAGARACH; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE AGRICULTURAL COMPANY MAGARACH NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF VINE AND WINE MAGARACH; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE MAGARACH OF THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF WINE), Bud. 9 vul. Chapaeva, S.Viline, Bakhchysaraisky R-N, Crimea 98433, Ukraine; 9 Chapaeva str., Vilino, Bakhchisaray Region, Crimea 98433, Ukraine; 9 Chapaeva str., Vilino, Bakhchisaraisky district 98433, Ukraine; Website http://magarach-institut.ru/; Email Address magar@ukr.net; Registration ID 1123107000600476 (Ukraine); Government Gazette Number 31332064 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685].**

**AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO "YALTINSKAYA KINODSTUDIYA" (a.k.a. CJSC YALTA-FILM; a.k.a. FILM STUDIO YALTA-FILM; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY YALTA FILM STUDIO; a.k.a. JSC YALTA FILM STUDIO;**
OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO INSTITUT STROIPROEKT (a.k.a. AO INSTITUT STROIPROEKT; f.k.a. INSTITUT STROIPROEKT ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; a.k.a. INSTITUT STROIPROEKT AO; a.k.a. INSTITUTE STROIPROEKT ENGINEERING GROUP), D. 13 Korp. 2 LiteraA Prospekt Dunaiskiy, St. Petersburg 196158, Russia; 13/2 Dunaisky Prospect, St. Petersburg 196158, Russia; Website http://www.stpr.ru; Email Address Most@stpr.ru; alt. Email Address Murina@stpr.ru; Registration ID 1027810258673; Tax ID No. 7826688390; Government Gazette Number 11117863 [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO CHELONORSKII BANK RAZVITIYA I REKONSTRUKTSII (a.k.a. BANK CHBRR, AO; f.k.a. BANK CHBRR, PAO; a.k.a. 'CHERNMORSKII BANK RAZVITIYA I OTRKEROE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO'; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY BLACK SEA BANK OF DEVELOPMENT AND RECONSTRUCTION; a.k.a. JSC 'BLACK SEA BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT & RECONSTRUCTION'; f.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY BLACK SEA DEVELOPMENT AND RECONSTRUCTION BANK), 24 ul. Bolshevistskaya, Simferopol, Crimea 295001, Ukraine; BIK (RU) 043510101; Registration ID 1149102030186 (Russia); Tax ID No. 9102019769 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00204814 (Russia); License 3527 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO CHELONORSKII BANK RAZVITIYA I REKONSTRUKTSII (a.k.a. BANK CHBRR, AO; f.k.a. BANK CHBRR, PAO; a.k.a. 'CHERNMORSKII BANK RAZVITIYA I OTRKEROE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO'; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY BLACK SEA BANK OF DEVELOPMENT AND RECONSTRUCTION; a.k.a. JSC 'BLACK SEA BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT & RECONSTRUCTION'; f.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY BLACK SEA DEVELOPMENT AND RECONSTRUCTION BANK), 24 ul. Bolshevistskaya, Simferopol, Crimea 295001, Ukraine; BIK (RU) 043510101; Registration ID 1149102030186 (Russia); Tax ID No. 9102019769 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00204814 (Russia); License 3527 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO GENBANK (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ГЕНБАНК) (a.k.a. CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY GENBANK; a.k.a. GENBANK; AO (Cyrillic: ГЕНБАНК, АО; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY GENBANK; a.k.a. JSC GENBANK), Ozerkovskaya Naberezhnaya 12, Moscow 115184, Russia; Ulitsa Sevastopol'skaya 13, Simferopol 295011, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC GEOORUMM; Website www.genbank.ru; Email Murina@stpr.ru; alt. Email Address Murina@stpr.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1027810258673; Tax ID No. 7826688390; Government Gazette Number 11117863 [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO GENBANK (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ГЕНБАНК) (a.k.a. CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY GENBANK; a.k.a. GENBANK; AO (Cyrillic: ГЕНБАНК, АО; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY GENBANK; a.k.a. JSC GENBANK), Ozerkovskaya Naberezhnaya 12, Moscow 115184, Russia; Ulitsa Sevastopol'skaya 13, Simferopol 295011, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC GEOORUMM; Website www.genbank.ru; Email
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AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO
GENBANK (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ГЕНБАНК) (a.k.a. CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY GENBANK; a.k.a. GENBANK, AO (Cyrillic: ГЕНБАНК, АО); a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY GENBANK; a.k.a. JSC GENBANK), Ozerkovskaya Naberezhnaya 12, Moscow 115184, Russia; Utilita
Sevastopolskaya 13, Simferopol 295011, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC GEOORUMM; Website www.genbank.ru; Email Address info@genbank.ru; Registration ID 1137711000074 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO KOMMERCHESKI BANK RUBLEV (a.k.a. BANK RUBLEV; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK RUBLEV; a.k.a. JSC CB 'RUBLEV'; a.k.a. RUBLEV BANK), Elokhovsky passage, Building 3, p. 2, Metro - Bauman, Moscow 105066, Russia; 12 Sevastopol Street, Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine; 6 Gogol Street, Sevastopol, Crimea, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC COUERUMM; BIК (RU) 044525253; Registration ID 1027700159233 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7744001151 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 40100094 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685]. – to- AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO KOMMERCHESKI BANK RUBLEV (a.k.a. BANK RUBLEV; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK RUBLEV; a.k.a. JSC CB 'RUBLEV'; a.k.a. RUBLEV BANK), Elokhovsky passage, Building 3, p. 2, Metro - Bauman, Moscow 105066, Russia; 12 Sevastopol Street, Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine; 6 Gogol Street, Sevastopol, Crimea, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC COUERUMM; BIК (RU) 044525253; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Government Gazette Number 40199908 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO KOMMERCHESKI BANK RUBLEV (a.k.a. BANK RUBLEV; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK RUBLEV; a.k.a. JSC CB 'RUBLEV'; a.k.a. RUBLEV BANK), Elokhovsky passage, Building 3, p. 2, Metro - Bauman, Moscow 105066, Russia; 12 Sevastopol Street, Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine; 6 Gogol Street, Sevastopol, Crimea, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC COUERUMM; BIК (RU) 044525253; Registration ID 1027700159233 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7744001151 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 40100094 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685]. – to- AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO KOMMERCHESKI BANK RUBLEV (a.k.a. BANK RUBLEV; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK RUBLEV; a.k.a. JSC CB 'RUBLEV'; a.k.a. RUBLEV BANK), Elokhovsky passage, Building 3, p. 2, Metro - Bauman, Moscow 105066, Russia; 12 Sevastopol Street, Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine; 6 Gogol Street, Sevastopol, Crimea, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC COUERUMM; BIК (RU) 044525253; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1027700159233 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7744001151 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 40199908 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO VAD (a.k.a. ZAO VAD; a.k.a. "HIGH-QUALITY HIGHWAYS"), 133, ul. Chernyshevskogo, Vologda, Vologodskaya Obl 160019, Russia; Government Gazette Number 34390716 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685]. – to- AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO VAD (a.k.a. ZAO VAD; a.k.a. "HIGH-QUALITY HIGHWAYS"), 133, ul. Chernyshevskogo, Vologda, Vologodskaya Obl 160019, Russia; Government Gazette Number 34390716 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SEVASTOPOLSKIY MORSKOY BANK (a.k.a. AO SEVASTOPOLSKIY MORSKOY BANK; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SEVASTOPOLSKIY MORSKOY BANK; a.k.a. JSC SEVASTOPOLSKIY MORSKOY BANK), 18a Brestska Street, Sevastopol, Crimea 99001, Ukraine; 18/А Utilita Brestska, Sevastopol, Crimea 299001, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC MORKUAUK; Website www.morskoybank.com; Email Address root@morskoybank.com; Registration ID 1149204013397 [UKRAINE-E013685]. – to- AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SEVASTOPOLSKIY MORSKOY BANK (a.k.a. AO SEVASTOPOLSKIY MORSKOY BANK; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SEVASTOPOLSKIY MORSKOY BANK; a.k.a. JSC SEVASTOPOLSKIY MORSKOY BANK), 18a Brestska Street, Sevastopol, Crimea 99001, Ukraine; 18/А Utilita Brestska, Sevastopol, Crimea 299001, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC MORKUAUK; Website www.morskoybank.com; Email Address root@morskoybank.com; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1149204013397 [UKRAINE-E013685].
122 Grazhdansky Prospect, Suite 5, Liter A, St. Petersburg 195267, Russia; Website www.zaovad.com; Email Address office@zaovad.com; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 103782040811 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7802059185 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 34390716 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].

AO GRAND SERVIS EKSPRESS (Cyrillic: ГРАНД СЕРВИС ЭКСПРЕСС); a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY GRAND SERVICE EXPRESS; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY TRANSPORT COMPANY GRAND SERVICE EXPRESS (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ТРАНСПОРТНАЯ КОМПАНИЯ ГРАНД СЕРВИС ЭКСПРЕСС); a.k.a. "GRAND EXPRESS" (Cyrillic: "ГРАНД ЭКСПРЕСС"); a.k.a. "JSC GSE"), 85 Sheremetevskaya St., Building 1, Moscow 120975, Russia; ul. Sheremetevskaya, d. 85, str. 1, Moscow 120975, Russia; P.O. Box 15, Moscow 120975, Russia; a/ya 15, Moscow 120975, Russia; Tax ID No. 7705445700 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].

Government Gazette Number 11117863 [UKRAINE-E013685].

AO 'INSTITUTE GIPROSTROYMOST-SAINT-PETERSBURG' (a.k.a. AO 'INSTITUTE GIPROSTROYMOST-SANKT-PETERSBURG'; f.k.a. INSTITUT GIPROSTROYMOST-SANKT-PETERBURG, ZAO; a.k.a. JSC 'INSTITUTE GIPROSTROYMOST--SANKT-PETERBURG'; a.k.a. JSC 'INSTITUTE GIPROSTROYMOST--SANKT-PETERBURG'; f.k.a. ZAO 'INSTITUTE GIPROSTROYMOST SAINT-PETERSBURG'), 7 Yablochkova Street, St. Petersburg 197198, Russia; Website www.gpsm.ru; Email Address office@gpsm.ru; Registration ID 1037828021660 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7826717210 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 53289443 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].

AO INSTITUT STROIPOEKT (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO INSTITUT STROIPOEKT; a.k.a. AO INSTITUTE STROIPOEKT; f.k.a. INSTITUT STROIPOEKT ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; a.k.a. INSTITUT STROIPOEKT, AO; a.k.a. STROIPOEKT ENGINEERING GROUP), D. 13 Korp. 2 LiteraA Prospekt Dunaiski, St. Petersburg 196158, Russia; 13/2 Dunaisky Prospect, St. Petersburg 196158, Russia; Website http://www.stpr.ru; Email Address Murina@stpr.ru; Registration ID 1027810258673; Tax ID No. 7826688390; Government Gazette Number 11117863 [UKRAINE-E013685].

Government Gazette Number 11117863 [UKRAINE-E013685].

AO INSTITUT STROIPOEKT (a.k.a. AO 'INSTITUTE GIPROSTROYMOST-SANKT-PETERBURG'; f.k.a. INSTITUT GIPROSTROYMOST-SANKT-PETERBURG, ZAO; a.k.a. JSC 'INSTITUTE GIPROSTROYMOST--SANKT-PETERBURG'; a.k.a. JSC 'INSTITUTE GIPROSTROYMOST--SANKT-PETERBURG'; f.k.a. ZAO 'INSTITUTE GIPROSTROYMOST SAINT-PETERSBURG'), 7 Yablochkova Street, St. Petersburg 197198, Russia; Website www.gpsm.ru; Email Address office@gpsm.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 103782040811 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7802059185 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 34390716 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].

AO GRAND SERVIS EKSPRESS (Cyrillic: ГРАНД СЕРВИС ЭКСПРЕСС); a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY GRAND SERVICE EXPRESS; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY TRANSPORT COMPANY GRAND SERVICE EXPRESS (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ТРАНСПОРТНАЯ КОМПАНИЯ ГРАНД СЕРВИС ЭКСПРЕСС); a.k.a. "GRAND EXPRESS" (Cyrillic: "ГРАНД ЭКСПРЕСС"); a.k.a. "JSC GSE"), 85 Sheremetevskaya St., Building 1, Moscow 120975, Russia; ul. Sheremetevskaya, d. 85, str. 1, Moscow 120975, Russia; P.O. Box 15, Moscow 120975, Russia; a/ya 15, Moscow 120975, Russia; Tax ID No. 7705445700 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].

Government Gazette Number 11117863 [UKRAINE-E013685].

AO INSTITUT STROIPOEKT (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO INSTITUT STROIPOEKT; a.k.a. AO INSTITUTE STROIPOEKT; f.k.a. INSTITUT STROIPOEKT ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; a.k.a. INSTITUT STROIPOEKT, AO; a.k.a. STROIPOEKT ENGINEERING GROUP), D. 13 Korp. 2 LiteraA Prospekt Dunaiski, St. Petersburg 196158, Russia; 13/2 Dunaisky Prospect, St. Petersburg 196158, Russia; Website http://www.stpr.ru; Email Address Murina@stpr.ru; Registration ID 1027810258673; Tax ID No. 7826688390; Government Gazette Number 11117863 [UKRAINE-E013685].

Government Gazette Number 11117863 [UKRAINE-E013685].
Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.208; Tax ID No. 9102048745 (Russia); Registration Number 1149102099640 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].
AO, KRMITETS (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO KRYMTEPLOELEKTROSENTRAL; f.k.a. KRYMTEPLOELEKTROSENTRAL, AO; a.k.a. KRYMTETS, AO), 1, ul. Montazhnaya Pgt. Gresovsky, Simferopol, Crimea 295493, Ukraine; Website www.krimtec.com; Email Address e.hmelnitskiy@krimtec.com; Tax ID No. 9102070194 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00828288 (Russia); Registration Number 1159102014169 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- AO, VAD (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO KRYMTEPLOELEKTROSENTRAL; f.k.a. KRYMTEPLOELEKTROSENTRAL, AO; a.k.a. KRYMTETS, AO), 1, ul. Montazhnaya Pgt. Gresovsky, Simferopol, Crimea 295493, Ukraine; Website www.krimtec.com; Email Address e.hmelnitskiy@krimtec.com; Tax ID No. 9102070194 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00828288 (Russia); Registration Number 1159102014169 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].
AZOVSKY LIKEROGORILCHANY ZAVOD, KRYMSKE RESPUBLIKANSKE PIPRYMSTVO (a.k.a. AZOVSKY LIKEROVO-DOCHNY ZAVOD, a.k.a. CRIMEAN ENTERPRISE AZOV DISTILLERY; a.k.a. CRIMEAN REPUBLICAN ENTERPRISE AZOV DISTILLERY; a.k.a. CRIMEAN REPUBLICAN ENTERPRISE AZOV LIKEROVO-DOCHNY ZAVOD; a.k.a. KRYMSKE RESPUBLIKANSKE PIPRYMSTVO AZOVSKY LIKEROGORILCHANY ZAVOD), Bud. 40 vul. Zaliznychna, Smt Azovske, Dzhankoy District 96178, Ukraine; 40 Zeleznodorozhnaya str., Azov, Jankovsky District 96178, Ukraine; Registration ID 01271681 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- AZOVSKY LIKEROVO-DOCHNY ZAVOD, KRYMSKE RESPUBLIKANSKE PIPRYMSTVO (a.k.a. AZOVSKY LIKEROGORILCHANY ZAVOD; a.k.a. KRYMSKE RESPUBLIKANSKE PIPRYMSTVO AZOVSKY LIKEROGORILCHANY ZAVOD), Bud. 40 vul. Zaliznychna, Smt Azovske, Dzhankoy District 96178, Ukraine; 40 Zeleznodorozhnaya str., Azov, Jankovsky District 96178, Ukraine; Registration ID 01271681 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685].
BANK CHBRR, AO (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO CHERNOMORSKI BANK RAZVITIYA I REKONSTRUKTSII; f.k.a. BANK CHBRR, PAO; a.k.a. ‘CHERNOMORSKI BANK RAZVITIYA I REKONSTRUKTSII, OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO’; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY BLACK SEA BANK OF DEVELOPMENT AND RECONSTRUCTION; a.k.a. JSC ‘BLACK SEA BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT & RECONSTRUCTION’; f.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY BLACK SEA DEVELOPMENT AND RECONSTRUCTION BANK), 24 ul. Bolshevistskaya, Simferopol, Crimea 295001, Ukraine; Bik (RU) 043510101; Registration ID 1149102030186 (Russia); Tax ID No. 9102019769 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00204814 (Russia); License 3527 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- BANK CHBRR, AO (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO CHERNOMORSKI BANK RAZVITIYA I REKONSTRUKTSII; f.k.a. BANK CHBRR, PAO; a.k.a. ‘CHERNOMORSKI BANK RAZVITIYA I REKONSTRUKTSII, OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO’; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY BLACK SEA BANK OF DEVELOPMENT AND RECONSTRUCTION;
a.k.a. JSC 'BLACK SEA BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT & RECONSTRUCTION'; f.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY BLACK SEA DEVELOPMENT AND RECONSTRUCTION BANK), 24 ul. Bolshevistskaya, Simferopol, Crimea 295001, Ukraine; BIK (RU) 043510101; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1149102030186 (Russia); Tax ID No. 9102019769 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00204814 (Russia); License 3527 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].

BANK CHBRR, PAO (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHHESTVO CHEROMORSKI BANK RAZVITIYA I REKONSTRUKTSII; a.k.a. BANK CHBRR, AO; a.k.a. 'CHEROMORSKI BANK RAZVITIYA I REKONSTRUKTSII, OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHHESTVO'; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY BLACK SEA BANK OF DEVELOPMENT AND RECONSTRUCTION; a.k.a. JSC 'BLACK SEA BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT & RECONSTRUCTION'; f.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY BLACK SEA DEVELOPMENT AND RECONSTRUCTION BANK), 24 ul. Bolshevistskaya, Simferopol, Crimea 295001, Ukraine; BIK (RU) 043510101; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1149102030186 (Russia); Tax ID No. 9102019769 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00204814 (Russia); License 3527 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].

BANK RUBLEV (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHHESTVO KOMMERCHESKI BANK RUBLEV; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK RUBLEV; a.k.a. JSC CB 'RUBLEV'; a.k.a. RUBLEV BANK), Elokhvsky passage, Building 3, p. 2, Metro - Baumannskaya, Moscow 105066, Russia; 12 Sevastopol Street, Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine; 6 Gogol Street, Sevastopol, Crimea, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC COUERUMM; BIK (RU) 044525253; Registration ID 1027700159233 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7744001151 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 40100094 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].

BANK TAATTA AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHHESTVO (a.k.a. BANK TAATTA; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY TAATTA BANK; a.k.a. JSC TAATTA BANK; a.k.a. TAATTA, AO), 36 ul. Chepalova, Yakutsk, Sakha (Yakutiya) Resp. 677018, Russia; Bld. 41, Bolshaya Morskaya Street, Sevastopol, Crimea 299011, Ukraine; Bld. 66, Kirowa Avenue, Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine; Bld. 36, Kulakova Street, Sevastopol, Crimea, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC TAAARU8Y; BIK (RU) 049805709; Registration ID 102140000380 (Russia); Tax ID No. 1435126628 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 09287233 (Russia); License 1249 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].
CHANGES TO THE SDN LIST IN 2022

OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL
ENTERPRISE AZOVSKY LIKEROVODOCHNY ZAVOD; a.k.a. KRYMSKE RESPUBLIKANSKE PIDPRYMSTVO AZOVSKY LIKEROGORILCHANY ZAVOD, Bud. 40 vul. Zalizynychna, Smt Azovske, Dzhankoiysky R-N, Crimea 96178, Ukraine; 40 Railway St., Azov, Dzhankoiy District 96178, Ukraine; 40 Zelzentodorozhnya str., Azov, Jankoiysky District 96178, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 01271681 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

CRIMEAN PORTS (a.k.a. STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE OF THE REPUBLIC OF CRIMEA ‘CRIMEAN PORTS’; a.k.a. SUE RK ‘CRIMEAN PORTS’; a.k.a. “SUE RC ‘KMP’”), 28 Kirov Street, Kerch, Republic of Crimea 93812, Ukraine; Email Address crimeaport@mail.ru; Registration ID 1149102012620; V.A.T. Number 9111000450 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

CRIMEAN RAILWAY (a.k.a. FEDERAL STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE ‘CRIMEAN RAILWAY’; a.k.a. KRYMZHD; a.k.a. THE RAILWAYS OF CRIMEA), 34 Pavlenko Street, Simferopol, Republic of Crimea 95006, Ukraine; Website http://www.crimearw.ru; Email Address ngkkjd@mail.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1159102022738; V.A.T. Number 9102157783 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

CRIMEAN REPUBLICAN ENTERPRISE AZOV DISTILLERY (a.k.a. AZOVSKY LIKEROGORILCHANY ZAVOD, KRYMSKE RESPUBLIKANSKE PIDPRYMSTVO; a.k.a. AZOVSKY LIKEROVO-DOCHNY ZAVOD; a.k.a. CRIMEAN ENTERPRISE AZOV DISTILLERY PLANT; a.k.a. CRIMEAN REPUBLIC ENTERPRISE AZOV DISTILLERY; a.k.a. AZOVSKY LIKEROGORILCHANY ZAVOD) (a.k.a. AZOVSKY LIKEROGORILCHANY ZAVOD) (a.k.a. AZOVSKY LIKEROVO-DOCHNY ZAVOD; a.k.a. CRIMEAN ENTERPRISE AZOV DISTILLERY; a.k.a. KRYMSKE RESPUBLIKANSKE PIDPRYMSTVO AZOVSKY LIKEROGORILCHANY ZAVOD), Bud. 40 vul. Zalizynychna, Smt Azovske, Dzhankoiysky R-N, Crimea 96178, Ukraine; 40 Railway St., Azov, Dzhankoiy District 96178, Ukraine; 40 Zelzentodorozhnya str., Azov, Jankoiysky District 96178, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 01271681 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

CRIMEAN STATE AVIATION ENTERPRISE UNIVERSAL-AVIA (a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNOE UNITARNOE PREDPRIYATIE RESPUBLIKY KRYM UNIVERSAL; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNOE UNITARNOE PREDPRIYATIE RESPUBLIKY KRYM UNIVERSAL-AVIA; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNOYE PREDPRIYAYTE UNIVERSAL-AVIA; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE UNIVERSAL-AVIA; a.k.a. UNIVERSAL-AVIA, GUP RK), 5, Aeroflotskaya Street, Simferopol, Crimea 95024, Ukraine; Registration ID 1159102026742; Tax ID No. 9102159300; Government Gazette Number 00830954 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

CRIMEAN REPUBLICAN ENTERPRISE AZOVSKY LIKEROVODOCHNY ZAVOD; a.k.a. AZOVSKY LIKEROGORILCHANY ZAVOD, KRYMSKE RESPUBLIKANSKE PIDPRYMSTVO; a.k.a. AZOVSKY LIKEROVO-DOCHNY ZAVOD; a.k.a. CRIMEAN ENTERPRISE AZOV DISTILLERY; a.k.a. CRIMEAN ENTERPRISE AZOV DISTILLERY PLANT; a.k.a. CRIMEAN REPUBLIC ENTERPRISE AZOV DISTILLERY; a.k.a. AZOVSKY LIKEROGORILCHANY ZAVOD) (a.k.a. AZOVSKY LIKEROVO-DOCHNY ZAVOD; a.k.a. CRIMEAN ENTERPRISE AZOV DISTILLERY; a.k.a. KRYMSKE RESPUBLIKANSKE PIDPRYMSTVO AZOVSKY LIKEROGORILCHANY ZAVOD), Bud. 40 vul. Zalizynychna, Smt Azovske, Dzhankoiysky R-N, Crimea 96178, Ukraine; 40 Railway St., Azov, Dzhankoiy District 96178, Ukraine; 40 Zelzentodorozhnya str., Azov, Jankoiysky District 96178, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 01271681 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685].
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT INSTITUTION 'MAIN DIRECTORATE OF STATE EXAMINATION';
(a.k.a. FEDERAL AUTONOMOUS INSTITUTION 'MAIN DIRECTORATE OF STATE EXAMINATION';
a.k.a. GENERAL BOARD OF STATE EXPERT REVIEW; a.k.a. GLAVGOSEKSPERTIZA),
Furkasovsky Lane, building 6, Moscow 101000, Russia; 13 Demidova Street, Sevastopol,
Crimea, Ukraine; 10 Vokzalnaya Street, Sevastopol, Crimea, Ukraine; Website http://gge.ru; Email Address info@gge.ru;
Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

FEDERAL AUTONOMOUS INSTITUTION 'MAIN DIRECTORATE OF STATE EXAMINATION' (a.k.a. FAU 'GLAVGOSEKSPERTIZA ROSSI'; a.k.a. GENERAL BOARD OF STATE EXPERT REVIEW; a.k.a. GLAVGOSEKSPERTIZA), Furkasovsky Lane, building 6, Moscow 101000, Russia; 13 Demidova Street, Sevastopol, Crimea, Ukraine; 10 Vokzalnaya Street, Sevastopol, Crimea, Ukraine; Website http://gge.ru; Email Address info@gge.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

REMAND PRISON; a.k.a. SIMFEROPOL SIZO), Bulvar Lenina, dom 4, Simferopol, Crimea 295006, Ukraine; Lenin Boulevard, 4, Simferopol, Crimea 295006, Ukraine; Tax ID No. 9102002109 (Russia); Registration Number 1149102022389 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT INSTITUTION PRETRIAL DETENTION CENTER NO 1 OF THE DIRECTORATE OF THE FEDERAL PENITENTIARY SERVICE FOR THE REPUBLIC OF CRIMEA AND SEVASTOPOL (Cyrillic: ФЕДЕРАЛЬНОЕ КАЗЕННОЕ УЧРЕЖДЕНИЕ СЛЕДСТВЕННЫЙ ИЗОЛЯТОР НО 1 УПРАВЛЕНИЯ ФЕДЕРАЛЬНОЙ СЛУЖБЫ ИСПОЛНЕНИЯ НАКАЗАНИЙ ПО РЕСПУБЛИКЕ КРЫМ И Г. СЕВАСТОПОЛЮ) (a.k.a. DETENTION CENTER NO 1 IN SIMFEROPOL; a.k.a. FU KU SIZO-1 UFSIN OF RUSSIA FOR THE REPUBLIC OF CRIMEA AND SEVASTOPOL (Cyrillic: ФКУ СИЗО-1 УФСИН РОССИИ ПО РЕСПУБЛИКЕ КРЫМ И Г. СЕВАСТОПОЛЮ); a.k.a. SIMFEROPOL REMAND PRISON; a.k.a. SIMFEROPOL SIZO), Bulvar Lenina, dom 4, Simferopol, Crimea 295006, Ukraine; Lenin Boulevard, 4, Simferopol, Crimea 295006, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 9102002109 (Russia); Registration Number 1149102022389 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

FEDERAL STATE INSTITUTION MANAGEMENT OF FEDERAL ROADS 'TAMAN' (a.k.a. FKU UPRDOR 'TAMAN'), 3 Revolution Avenue, Anapa, Krasnodar 353440, Russia; Website http://fkutaman.ru; Email Address office@fkutaman.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

FEDERAL STATE INSTITUTE MANAGEMENT OF FEDERAL ROADS 'TAMAN' (a.k.a. FKU UPRDOR 'TAMAN'), 3 Revolution Avenue, Anapa, Krasnodar 353440, Russia; Website http://fkutaman.ru; Email Address office@fkutaman.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

FEDERAL STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE 'CRIMEAN RAILWAY' (a.k.a. CRIMEAN RAILWAY; a.k.a. KRYMZHD; a.k.a. THE RAILWAYS OF CRIMEA), 34 Pavlenko Street, Simferopol, Republic of Crimea 95006, Ukraine; Website http://www.crimearw.ru; Email Address ngkkjd@mail.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1159102022738; V.A.T. Number 9102157783 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

FEDERAL STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE SZ MORYE (a.k.a. FEDERAL SUE SHIPYARD 'MORYE'; a.k.a. FSUE SZ 'MORYE'; a.k.a. MORYE SHIPYARD; a.k.a. "MORE SHIPYARD"), 1 Desantnikov Street, Feodosia, Crimea 98176, Ukraine; Website http://moreship.ru; Email Address office@moreship.ru [UKRAINE-EO13685].

FEDERAL SUE SHIPYARD 'MORYE' (a.k.a. FEDERAL STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE SZ MORYE; a.k.a. FSUE SZ 'MORYE'; a.k.a. MORYE SHIPYARD; a.k.a. "MORE SHIPYARD"), 1 Desantnikov Street, Feodosia, Crimea 98176, Ukraine; Website http://moreship.ru; Email Address office@moreship.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

FEDERAL SUE SHIPYARD 'MORYE' (a.k.a. FEDERAL STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE SZ MORYE; a.k.a. FSUE SZ 'MORYE'; a.k.a. MORYE SHIPYARD; a.k.a. "MORE SHIPYARD"), 1 Desantnikov Street, Feodosia, Crimea 98176, Ukraine; Website http://moreship.ru; Email Address office@moreship.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13685].
CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGICAL BUREAU
(a.k.a. GUP RK KTB SUDOKOMPOZIT)
(Сынник ГУП РК КТБ SUDOKOMPOZIT)
SUDOKOMPOZIT; a.k.a. KTB
SUDOKOMPOZIT; a.k.a. STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE IN THE REPUBLIC OF CRIMEA DESIGN-TECHNOLOGY BUREAU
SUDOKOMPOZIT; a.k.a. SUDOKOMPOZIT DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGICAL BUREAU),
House 14, Kulbyshchev Street, Feodosia, Crimea 298100, Ukraine; Website
http://sudokompozit.ru/; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 9106007745 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00745510 (Russia);
Registration Number 1149102094680 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00830954 [UKRAINE-EO13685];
GOSUDARSTVENNE UNITARNOE PREDPRIYATIE RESPUBLIKI KRYM
UNIVERSAL-AVIA (a.k.a. CRIMEAN STATE AVIATION ENTERPRISE UNIVERAL-AVIA; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNOE UNITARNOE PREDPRIYATIE RESPUBLIKI KRYM
UNIVERSAL; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNOYE UNITARNOYE PREDPRIYATYE Universal-avia; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE UNIVERSAL-AVIA; a.k.a. UNIVERSAL-AVIA, CRIMEA STATE AVIATION ENTERPRISE; a.k.a. UNIVERSAL-AVIA, CRIMEA STATE AVIATION ENTERPRISE; a.k.a. UNIVERSAL-AVIA, CRIMEA STATE AVIATION ENTERPRISE;
5, Aeroflotskaya Street, Simferopol, Crimea 95024, Ukraine; Registration ID 1159102026742; Tax ID No. 9102159300; Government Gazette Number 00830954 [UKRAINE-EO13685].
GOSUDARSTVENNOE UNITARNOE PREDPRIYATIE RESPUBLIKI KRYM
UNIVERSAL-AVIA
(а.к.а. CRIMEAN STATE AVIATION ENTERPRISE UNIVERAL-AVIA; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNOE UNITARNOE PREDPRIYATIE RESPUBLIKI KRYM
UNIVERSAL; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNOYE UNITARNOYE PREDPRIYATYE Universal-avia; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE UNIVERSAL-AVIA; a.k.a. UNIVERSAL-AVIA, CRIMEA STATE AVIATION ENTERPRISE; a.k.a. UNIVERSAL-AVIA, CRIMEA STATE AVIATION ENTERPRISE;
5, Aeroflotskaya Street, Simferopol, Crimea 95024, Ukraine; Registration ID 1159102026742; Tax ID No. 9102159300; Government Gazette Number 00830954 [UKRAINE-EO13685].
GOSUDARSTVENNOE UNITARNOE PREDPRIYATIE RESPUBLIKI KRYM
(а.к.а. CRIMEAN STATE AVIATION ENTERPRISE UNIVERAL-AVIA; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNOE UNITARNOE PREDPRIYATIE RESPUBLIKI KRYM
UNIVERSAL; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNOYE UNITARNOYE PREDPRIYATYE Universal-avia; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE UNIVERSAL-AVIA; a.k.a. UNIVERSAL-AVIA, CRIMEA STATE AVIATION ENTERPRISE; a.k.a. UNIVERSAL-AVIA, CRIMEA STATE AVIATION ENTERPRISE;
5, Aeroflotskaya Street, Simferopol, Crimea 95024, Ukraine; Registration ID 1159102026742; Tax ID No. 9102159300; Government Gazette Number 00830954 [UKRAINE-EO13685].
GOSUDARSTVENNOE UNITARNOE PREDPRIYATIE RESPUBLIKI KRYM
UNIVERSAL-AVIA
(а.к.а. CRIMEAN STATE AVIATION ENTERPRISE UNIVERAL-AVIA; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNOE UNITARNOE PREDPRIYATIE RESPUBLIKI KRYM
UNIVERSAL; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNOYE UNITARNOYE PREDPRIYATYE Universal-avia; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE UNIVERSAL-AVIA; a.k.a. UNIVERSAL-AVIA, CRIMEA STATE AVIATION ENTERPRISE; a.k.a. UNIVERSAL-AVIA, CRIMEA STATE AVIATION ENTERPRISE;
5, Aeroflotskaya Street, Simferopol, Crimea 95024, Ukraine; Registration ID 1159102026742; Tax ID No. 9102159300; Government Gazette Number 00830954 [UKRAINE-EO13685].
GOSUDARSTVENNOE UNITARNOE PREDPRIYATIE RESPUBLIKI KRYM
(а.к.а. CRIMEAN STATE AVIATION ENTERPRISE UNIVERAL-AVIA; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNOE UNITARNOE PREDPRIYATIE RESPUBLIKI KRYM
UNIVERSAL; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNOYE UNITARNOYE PREDPRIYATYE Universal-avia; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE UNIVERSAL-AVIA; a.k.a. UNIVERSAL-AVIA, CRIMEA STATE AVIATION ENTERPRISE; a.k.a. UNIVERSAL-AVIA, CRIMEA STATE AVIATION ENTERPRISE;
5, Aeroflotskaya Street, Simferopol, Crimea 95024, Ukraine; Registration ID 1159102026742; Tax ID No. 9102159300; Government Gazette Number 00830954 [UKRAINE-EO13685].
GOSUDARSTVENNOE PREDPRIYATIE
UNIVERSAL-AVIA (a.k.a. CRIMEA STATE AVIATION ENTERPRISE UNIVERSAL-AVIA; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNOE UNITARNOE PREDPRIYATIE RESPUBLIKI KRYM UNIVERSAL; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNOE UNITARNOE PREDPRIYATIE RESPUBLIKI KRYM UNIVERSAL-AVIA; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE UNIVERSAL-AVIA; a.k.a. UNIVERSAL-AVIA, CRIMEA STATE AVIATION ENTERPRISE; a.k.a. UNIVERSAL-AVIA, GUP RK), 5, Aeroflotskaya Street, Simferopol, Crimea 95024, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 003100954 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

IFD KAPITAL (a.k.a. CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY ‘IFD KAPITAL’; f.k.a. ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ‘IFD KAPITAL’), 85 Sheremetevskaya St., Building 1, Moscow 120705, Russia; ul. Sheremetevskaya, d. 85, str. 1, Moscow 120705, Russia; a/ya 15, Moscow 120705, Russia; Tax ID No. 7705445700 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- GUP RK KTB SUDOKOMPOZIT (Cyrillic: ГУП РК КТБ СУДОКОМПОЗИТ) (a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNOE UNITARNOE PREDPRIYATIE RESPUBLIKI KRYM KONSTRUKTORSKO-TECHNOLOGICHESKOE BYURO SUDOKOMPOZIT, GUP; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE IN THE REPUBLIC OF CRIMEA DESIGN-TECHNOLOGY BUREAU SUDOKOMPOZIT; a.k.a. SUDOKOMPOZIT DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGICAL BUREAU), House 14, Kulybyshvea Street, Feodosia, Crimea 298100, Ukraine; Website http://sudocompozit.ru/; Tax ID No. 9108007745 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00745510 (Russia); Registration Number 1149102094680 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

GRAND SERVICE EXPRESS (Cyrillic: ГРАНД СЕРВИС ЭКСПРЕСС) (a.k.a. AO GRAND SERVIS EKSPRESS; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY GRAND SERVICE EXPRESS; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY TRANSSPORT COMPANY GRAND SERVICE EXPRESS (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ТРАНСПОРТНАЯ КОМПАНИЯ ГРАНД СЕРВИС ЭКСПРЕСС); a.k.a. "GRAND EXPRESS" (Cyrillic: "ГРАНД ЭКСПРЕСС"); a.k.a. "JSC GSE"), 85 Sheremetevskaya St., Building 1, Moscow 120705, Russia; Tax ID No. 7705445700 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- GUP RK KTB SUDOKOMPOZIT (Cyrillic: ГУП РК КТБ СУДОКОМПОЗИТ) (a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNOE UNITARNOE PREDPRIYATIE RESPUBLIKI KRYM KONSTRUKTORSKO-TECHNOLOGICHESKOE BYURO SUDOKOMPOZIT, GUP; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE IN THE REPUBLIC OF CRIMEA DESIGN-TECHNOLOGY BUREAU SUDOKOMPOZIT; a.k.a. SUDOKOMPOZIT DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGICAL BUREAU), House 14, Kulybyshvea Street, Feodosia, Crimea 298100, Ukraine; Website http://sudocompozit.ru/; Tax ID No. 9108007745 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00745510 (Russia); Registration Number 1149102094680 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

UNITARY ENTERPRISE IN THE REPUBLIC OF CRIMEA DESIGN-TECHNOLOGY BUREAU SUDOKOMPOZIT, a.k.a. SUDOKOMPOZIT DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGICAL BUREAU), House 14, Kulybyshvea Street, Feodosia, Crimea 298100, Ukraine; Website http://sudocompozit.ru/; Tax ID No. 9108007745 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00745510 (Russia); Registration Number 1149102094680 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

IFD KAPITAL (a.k.a. CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY ‘IFD KAPITAL’; a.k.a. IFD-KAPITAL; a.k.a. ZAKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ‘IFD KAPITAL’), 6 naberezhnaya, Krasnopresnenskaya, Moscow 129075, Russia; Tax ID No. 7705445700 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

UNITARY ENTERPRISE IN THE REPUBLIC OF CRIMEA DESIGN-TECHNOLOGY BUREAU SUDOKOMPOZIT, a.k.a. SUDOKOMPOZIT DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGICAL BUREAU), House 14, Kulybyshvea Street, Feodosia, Crimea 298100, Ukraine; Website http://sudocompozit.ru/; Tax ID No. 9108007745 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00745510 (Russia); Registration Number 1149102094680 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].
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INSTITUT STROYPROEKT ZAKRYYOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO INSTITUT STROYPROEKT; a.k.a. AO INSTITUT STROYPROEKT; a.k.a. AO INSTITUTE STROYPROEKT; a.k.a. AO STROYPROEKT; a.k.a. AO STROYPROEKT ENGINEERING GROUP), D. 13 Korp. 2 Litera A Prospekt Dunaiski, St. Petersburg 196158, Russia; 13/2 Dunaisky Prospect, St. Petersburg 196158, Russia; Website http://www.stpr.ru; Email Address Most@stpr.ru; alt. Email Address Murina@stpr.ru; Registration ID 1027810258673; Tax ID No. 7826688390; Government Gazette Number 11117863 [UKRAINE-E013685]. -to- INSTITUT STROYPROEKT, AO (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO INSTITUT STROYPROEKT; a.k.a. AO INSTITUT STROYPROEKT; a.k.a. AO INSTITUTE STROYPROEKT; a.k.a. AO STROYPROEKT; a.k.a. AO STROYPROEKT ENGINEERING GROUP), D. 13 Korp. 2 Litera A Prospekt Dunaiski, St. Petersburg 196158, Russia; 13/2 Dunaisky Prospect, St. Petersburg 196158, Russia; Website http://www.stpr.ru; Email Address Most@stpr.ru; alt. Email Address Murina@stpr.ru; Registration ID 1027810258673; Tax ID No. 7826688390; Government Gazette Number 11117863 [UKRAINE-E013685].

JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK RUBLEV (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO KOMMERCHESKI BANK INDUSTRIALNY SBEREAGETALNY BANK; f.k.a. CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY 'INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS BANK'; a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY 'INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS BANK'; a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY 'INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS BANK'; a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY COMMERCIAL BANK 'INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS BANK'; a.k.a. JSC CB 'IS BANK'), Eldoradovsky per 7, Moscow 125167, Russia; 29/UL, prospect Kirova, Simferopol, Crimea 295011, Ukraine; Building 160, Office 104, Kievskaya Street, Simferopol, Crimea 295493, Ukraine; Building 25, Lenin Street, Kerch, Crimea 298300, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC RISBRUMM; BIK (RU) 044525349; Registration ID 1027739339715 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7744001673 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 40199908 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685]. -to- IS BANK, AO (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO KOMMERCHESKI BANK INDUSTRIALNY SBEREAGETALNY BANK; f.k.a. CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY 'INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS BANK'; a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY 'INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS BANK'; a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY COMMERCIAL BANK 'INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS BANK'; a.k.a. JSC CB 'IS BANK'), Eldoradovsky per 7, Moscow 125167, Russia; 29/UL, prospect Kirova, Simferopol, Crimea 295011, Ukraine; Building 160, Office 104, Kievskaya Street, Simferopol, Crimea 295493, Ukraine; Building 25, Lenin Street, Kerch, Crimea 298300, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC RISBRUMM; BIK (RU) 044525349; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 2027739339715 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 40199908 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].
JOINT STOCK COMPANY BLACK SEA BANK OF DEVELOPMENT AND RECONSTRUCTION; f.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY BLACK SEA DEVELOPMENT AND RECONSTRUCTION BANK, 24 ul. Bolshevistskaya, Simferopol, Crimea 295001, Ukraine; BIK (RU) 043510101; Registration ID 1149102030186 (Russia); Tax ID No. 9102019769 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00204814 (Russia); License 3527 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685]. -to- JOINT STOCK COMPANY BLACK SEA BANK OF DEVELOPMENT AND RECONSTRUCTION (f.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO CHERNOMORSKI BANK RAZVITIYA I REKONSTRUKTSII; f.k.a. BANK CHBRR, AO; f.k.a. BANK CHBRR, PAO; a.k.a. 'CHERNOMORSKI BANK RAZVITIYA I REKONSTRUKTSII, OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO'; f.k.a. JSC 'BLACK SEA BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT & RECONSTRUCTION'; f.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY BLACK SEA DEVELOPMENT AND RECONSTRUCTION BANK), 24 ul. Bolshevistskaya, Simferopol, Crimea 295001, Ukraine; BIK (RU) 043510101; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 119012099640 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].

ZAVOD FIOLENT (Cyrillic: АО ЗАВОД ФИОЛЕНТ); a.k.a. JSC FIOLENT PLANT; a.k.a. ZAVOD FIOLENT, PAT), House 34/2, Kievskaya Street, Simferopol, Crimea 295017, Ukraine; Website www.phiolent.com; Tax ID No. 9102048745 (Russia); Registration Number 119012099640 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY FIOLENT PLANT
TECHNOPROMEXPORT (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY FOREIGN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION TECHNOPROMEXPORT; a.k.a. JSC TECHNOPROMEXPORT; a.k.a. JSC VO TECHNOPROMEXPORT; a.k.a. OJSC TECHNOPROMEXPORT; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY FOREIGN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION TECHNOPROMEXPORT; a.k.a. OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO VNESHENEKONOMICHESKOE OBEDINENIE TECHNOPROMEKSPORT; a.k.a. VO TECHNOPROMEKSPORT, OAO; a.k.a. "JSC TPE"), d. 15 str. 2 ul. Novy Arbat, Moscow 119019, Russia; Email Address inform@tpe.ru; Registration ID 1067746244026 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7705713236 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 02839043 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685]. -to- JOINT STOCK COMPANY FOREIGN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION TECHNOPROMEXPORT (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY FOREIGN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION TECHNOPROMEXPORT; a.k.a. JSC TECHNOPROMEXPORT; a.k.a. JSC VO TECHNOPROMEXPORT; a.k.a. OJSC TECHNOPROMEXPORT; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY FOREIGN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION TECHNOPROMEXPORT; a.k.a. OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO VNESHENEKONOMICHESKOE OBEDINENIE TECHNOPROMEKSPORT; a.k.a. VO TECHNOPROMEKSPORT, OAO; a.k.a. "JSC TPE"), d. 15 str. 2 ul. Novy Arbat, Moscow 119019, Russia; Email Address inform@tpe.ru; Registration ID 1067746244026 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7705713236 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 02839043 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].
TEKHNOPROMEKSPORT, OAO; a.k.a. "JSC TPE"), d. 15 str. 2 ul. Novy Arbat, Moscow 119019, Russia; Email Address inform@tpe.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1067746244026 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7705713236 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 02839043 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY FOREIGN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION TEKHNOPROMEKSPORT (a.k.a. JSC TEKHNOPROMEKSPORT; a.k.a. VO OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO TEKHNOPROMEXPORT; a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO GENBANK (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ГЕНБАНК); a.k.a. CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY GENBANK; a.k.a. GENBANK, AO (Cyrillic: ГЕНБАНК, АО); a.k.a. JSC GENBANK), Ozerkovskaya Naberezhnaya 12, Moscow 115184, Russia; Ulitsa Sevastopolskaya 13, Simferopol 295011, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC GEOORUMM; Website www.genbank.ru; Email Address info@genbank.ru; Registration ID 1067746244026 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- JOINT STOCK COMPANY SANATORIUM (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY GENBANK)

JOINT STOCK COMPANY SANATORIUM AY-PETRI (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ALPETRI SANATORIUM; a.k.a. JSC SANATORIUM AY-PETRI), House 15, Alupkinskoye shosse, Urban Village Koreiz, City of Yalta, Crimea 298671, Ukraine; Tax ID No. 9103082749 (Russia); Registration Number 1169102093797 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY GENBANK (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO GENBANK (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ГЕНБАНК); a.k.a. CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY GENBANK; a.k.a. GENBANK, AO (Cyrillic: ГЕНБАНК, АО); a.k.a. JSC GENBANK), Ozerkovskaya Naberezhnaya 12, Moscow 115184, Russia; Ulitsa Sevastopolskaya 13, Simferopol 295011, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC GEOORUMM; Website www.genbank.ru; Email Address info@genbank.ru; Registration ID 1067746244026 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].
JOINT STOCK COMPANY YALTA FILM STUDIO (a.k.a. AKTIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ‘YALTSINSKAYA KINOSTUDIYA’; a.k.a. CJSC YALTA-FILM; a.k.a. FILM STUDIO YALTA-FILM; a.k.a. JSC YALTA FILM STUDIO; a.k.a. KINOSTUDIYA YALTA-FILM; a.k.a. OAO YALTINSKAYA KINOSTUDIYA; a.k.a. YALTA FILM STUDIO; a.k.a. YALTA FILM STUDIOS), Ulitsa Mukhina, Building 3, Yalta, Crimea 298063, Ukraine; Sevastopol’skaya 4, Yalta, Crimea, Ukraine; Registration ID 30993572 [UKRAINE-E013685]. -to- JOINT STOCK COMPANY COMMERCIAL BANK ‘INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS BANK’; a.k.a. IS BANK, AO; a.k.a. JSC CB ‘IS BANK’), Eldoradovsky per 7, Moscow 125167, Russia; 29/UL, prospect Kirova, Simferopol, Crimea 295011, Ukraine; Building 160, Office 104, Kiyevskaya Street, Simferopol, Crimea 295493, Ukraine; Building 25, Lenin Street, Kerch, Crimea 298300, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC RISBRUMM; BIK (RU) 044525349; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 102290001772 (Russia); Tax ID No. 2901009852 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685]. -to- JOINT STOCK COMPANY COMMERCIAL BANK NORTH CREDIT (a.k.a. JSC CB NORTH CREDIT; a.k.a. NORT CREDIT BANK), Building 27, Herzen Street, Vologda, Vologda Oblast 160000, Russia; Building 29a, Zheylabova Street, Simferopol, Crimea 295011, Ukraine; ul. Gertsena 27, Vologda, Vologodskaya Oblast 160000, Russia; SWIFT/BIC NOCRRU21; BIK (RU) 041909769; Registration ID 102290001772 (Russia); Tax ID No. 2901009852 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685]. -to- JOINT STOCK COMPANY COMMERCIAL BANK NORTH CREDIT (a.k.a. JSC CB NORTH CREDIT; a.k.a. NORTH CREDIT BANK), Building 27, Herzen Street, Vologda, Vologda Oblast 160000, Russia; Building 29a, Zheylabova Street, Simferopol, Crimea 295011, Ukraine; ul. Gertsena 27, Vologda, Vologodskaya Oblast 160000, Russia; SWIFT/BIC NOCRRU21; BIK (RU) 041909769; Registration ID 102290001772 (Russia); Tax ID No. 2901009852 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685]. -to- JOINT STOCK COMPANY COMMERCIAL BANK ‘INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS BANK’; f.k.a. CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY COMMERCIAL BANK ‘INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS BANK’; a.k.a. IS BANK, AO; a.k.a. JSC CB ‘IS BANK’), Eldoradovsky per 7, Moscow 125167, Russia; 29/UL, prospect Kirova, Simferopol, Crimea 295011, Ukraine; Building 160, Office 104, Kiyevskaya Street, Simferopol, Crimea 295493, Ukraine; Building 25, Lenin Street, Kerch, Crimea 298300, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC RISBRUMM; BIK (RU) 044525349; Registration ID 1027739339715 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7744001673 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 40199908 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685]. -to- JOINT STOCK COMPANY COMMERCIAL BANK ‘INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS BANK’; f.k.a. CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY COMMERCIAL BANK ‘INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS BANK’; a.k.a. IS BANK, AO; a.k.a. JSC CB ‘IS BANK’), Eldoradovsky per 7, Moscow 125167, Russia; 29/UL, prospect Kirova, Simferopol, Crimea 295011, Ukraine; Building 160, Office 104, Kiyevskaya Street, Simferopol, Crimea 295493, Ukraine; Building 25, Lenin Street, Kerch, Crimea 298300, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC RISBRUMM; BIK (RU) 044525349; Registration ID 1027739339715 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7744001673 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 40199908 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685]. -to- JOINT STOCK COMPANY COMMERCIAL BANK ‘INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS BANK’; f.k.a. CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY COMMERCIAL BANK ‘INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS BANK’; a.k.a. IS BANK, AO; a.k.a. JSC CB ‘IS BANK’), Eldoradovsky per 7, Moscow 125167, Russia; 29/UL, prospect Kirova, Simferopol, Crimea 295011, Ukraine; Building 160, Office 104, Kiyevskaya Street, Simferopol, Crimea 295493, Ukraine; Building 25, Lenin Street, Kerch, Crimea 298300, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC RISBRUMM; BIK (RU) 044525349; Registration ID 1027739339715 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7744001673 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 40199908 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].
Ukraine; BIK (RU) 043510101; Registration ID 1149102030186 (Russia); Tax ID No. 9102019769 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00204814 (Russia); License 3527 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

JSC CB 'IS BANK' (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO CHERNOMORSKI BANK RAZVITIYA I REKONSTRUKTSII; a.k.a. BANK CHBRR, AO; f.k.a. BANK CHBRR, PAO; a.k.a. 'CHERNOMORSKI BANK RAZVITIYA I REKONSTRUKTSII, OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO'; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY BLACK BANK'; a.k.a. IS BANK, AO; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY COMMERCIAL BANK 'INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS BANK'), Eldoradovsky STATION, Simferopol, Crimea 295001, Ukraine; BIK (RU) 043510101; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1027739339715 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7744001673 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 40199908 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

JSC CB NORTH CREDIT (a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY COMMERCIAL BANK NORTH CREDIT; a.k.a. NORTH CREDIT BANK), Building 27, Herzen Street, Vologda, Vologda Oblast 160000, Russia; Building 29a, Zheyabova Street, Simferopol, Crimea 295011, Ukraine; ul. Gertsena 27, Vologda, Vologodskaya Oblast 160000, Russia; SWIFT/BIC NOCRRU21; BIK (RU) 041909769; Registration ID 1022900001772 (Russia); Tax ID No. 2901009852 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

JSC ‘RSB’ (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO KOMMERCHESKI BANK INDUSTRIALNY SBEREGATELNY BANK; f.k.a. CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY COMMERCIAL BANK ‘INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS BANK’; a.k.a. IS BANK, AO; a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY COMMERCIAL BANK ‘INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS BANK’, Eldoradovsky per 7, Moscow 125167, Russia; 29/UL, prospect Kirova, Simferopol, Crimea 295011, Ukraine; Building 160, Office 104, Kievskaia Street, Simferopol, Crimea 295493, Ukraine; Building 25, Lenin Street, Kerch, Crimea 298300, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC RISBRUM; BIK (RU) 044525439; Registration ID 1027739339715 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7744001673 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 40199908 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

JSC CB ‘RUBLEV’ (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO KOMMERCHESKI BANK RUBLEV; a.k.a. BANK RUBLEV; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK RUBLEV; a.k.a. RUBLEV BANK), Elikhovsky passage, Building 3, p. 2, Metro - Baumanskaya, Moscow 105066, Russia; 12 Sevastopol Street, Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine; 6 Gogol Street, Sevastopol, Crimea, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC COUERUMM; BIK (RU) 044525253; Registration ID 1027700159233 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7744001151 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 401000094 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].
АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО "ГЕНБАНК); JSC FIOLENT PLANT (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ZAVOD FIOLENT (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ЗАВОД ФИОЛЕНТ); a.k.a. AO ZAVOD FIOLENT (Cyrillic: АО ЗАВОД ФИОЛЕНТ); a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY FIOLENT PLANT; a.k.a. ZAO FIOLENT, PAT), House 34/2, Kievskaya Street, Simferopol, Crimea 295017, Ukraine; Website www.phiolent.com; Tax ID No. 1149102099640 (Russia); Registration Number 9102048745 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 53289443 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

JSC "INSTITUTE GIPROSTROYMOST–SAINT-PETERSBURG' (a.k.a. AO 'INSTITUTE GIPROSTROYMOST–SANKT-PETERSBURG'; f.k.a. INSTITUT GIPROSTROYMOST–SAINT-PETERSBURG, ZAO; a.k.a. JSC 'INSTITUTE GIPROSTROYMOST–SANKT-PETERSBURG'; f.k.a. ZAO 'INSTITUTE GIPROSTROYMOST–SAINT-PETERSBURG'), 7 Yablochkova Street, St. Petersburg 197198, Russia; Website www.gpsm.ru; Email Address office@gpsm.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1037828021660 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7826717210 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 53289443 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

JSC SANATORIUM AY-PETRI (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY AI-PETRI SANATORIUM; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SANATORIUM AY-PETRI), House 15, Alupkinskoye shosse, Urban Village Koreiz, City of Yalta, Crimea 298671, Ukraine; Email Address office@gpsm.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1169102093797 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

JSC SANATORIUM DYULBER (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY DIULBER SANATORIUM; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SANATORIUM DYULBER), House 19, Alupkinskoye shosse, Urban Village Koreiz, City of Yalta, Crimea 298671, Ukraine; Email Address office@gpsm.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 117910209640 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

JSC GENBANK (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO GENBANK (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ГЕНБАНК); a.k.a. CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY GENBANK; a.k.a. GENBANK, AO (Cyrillic: ГЕНБАНК, ОО); a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY GENBANK), Ozerkovskaya Naberezhnaya 12, Moscow 115184, Russia; Ulitsa Sevastopolskaya 13, Simferopol 295011, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC GEOORUMM; Website www.genbank.ru; Email Address info@genbank.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1137711000074 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

- JSC GENBANK (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO GENBANK (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ГЕНБАНК); a.k.a. CLOSED JOINT STOCK COMPANY GENBANK; a.k.a. GENBANK, AO (Cyrillic: ГЕНБАНК, ОО); a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY GENBANK), Ozerkovskaya Naberezhnaya 12, Moscow 115184, Russia; Ulitsa Sevastopolskaya 13, Simferopol 295011, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC GEOORUMM; Website www.genbank.ru; Email Address info@genbank.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1137711000074 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].
KERCH MERCHANT SEA PORT (a.k.a. KERCH OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL)

Kerch, Crimea 98312, Ukraine; Website http://www.kerchport.com; alt. Website http://www.ukrport.org.ua; Email Address kmtp@trport.kerch.crimea.com; UN/LOCODE UA KEH; Registration ID 01125554 [UKRAINE-EO13685]; -to- KERCH MERCHANT SEA PORT; a.k.a. KERCH COMMERCIAL SEA PORT; a.k.a. KERCH MERCHANDISE PORT; a.k.a. PORT OF KERCH; a.k.a. SEAPORT OF KERCH; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE KERCH COMMERCIAL SEA PORT; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE KERCH COMMERCIAL PORT), Kirova Street 28, Kerch, Crimea 98312, Ukraine; 28 Kirov Str., Kerch, Crimea 98312, Ukraine; Ul. Kirov, 28, Kerch, Crimea 98312, Ukraine; ul Kirova 28, Kerch 98312, Ukraine; Website http://www.kerchport.com; alt. Website http://www.ukrport.org.ua; Email Address kmtp@trport.kerch.crimea.com; alt. Email Address referent.port@mail.ru; alt. Email Address kmtp@trport.kerch.crimea.com; UN/LOCODE UA KEH; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 01125554 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

KERCH COMMERCIAL SEA PORT (a.k.a. KERCH COMMERCIAL SEA PORT; a.k.a. KERCH MERCHANT SEA PORT; a.k.a. PORT OF KERCH; a.k.a. SEAPORT OF KERCH; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE KERCH COMMERCIAL SEA PORT; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE KERCH COMMERCIAL PORT), Kirova Street 28, Kerch, Crimea 98312, Ukraine; 28 Kirov Str., Kerch, Crimea 98312, Ukraine; Ul. Kirov, 28, Kerch, Crimea 98312, Ukraine; ul Kirova 28, Kerch 98312, Ukraine; Website http://www.kerchport.com; alt. Website http://www.ukrport.org.ua; Email Address kmtp@trport.kerch.crimea.com; alt. Email Address referent.port@mail.ru; alt. Email Address kmtp@trport.kerch.crimea.com; UN/LOCODE UA KEH; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 01125554 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

KERCH SEA COMMERCIAL PORT; a.k.a. KERCH COMMERCIAL SEA PORT; a.k.a. KERCH SEA PORT; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE KERCH COMMERCIAL SEA PORT; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE KERCH COMMERCIAL PORT), Kirova Street 28, Kerch, Crimea 98312, Ukraine; 28 Kirov Str., Kerch, Crimea 98312, Ukraine; Ul. Kirov, 28, Kerch, Crimea 98312, Ukraine; ul Kirova 28, Kerch 98312, Ukraine; Website http://www.kerchport.com; alt. Website http://www.ukrport.org.ua; Email Address kmtp@trport.kerch.crimea.com; alt. Email Address referent.port@mail.ru; alt. Email Address kmtp@trport.kerch.crimea.com; UN/LOCODE UA KEH; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 01125554 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

SECONDARY SANCTIONS RISK: UKRAINE-/RUSSIA-RELATED SANCTIONS REGULATIONS, 31 CFR 589.201 AND/OR 589.209; REGISTRATION ID 01125554 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

KOMMERCHESKI BANK YAROSLAVLICH, PAO (f.k.a. COMMERCIAL JOINT-STOCK INCORPORATION BANK YAROSLAVLICH; a.k.a. PJSC BANK VVB; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT-STOCK COMPANY BANK VVB; a.k.a. PUBLICNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO BANK VVB; a.k.a. PUBLICNOYE JOINT-STOCK COMPANY BANK VVB; a.k.a. VVB, PAO), 3A Ulitsa Suvorova, Sevastopol, Crimea 299063, Ukraine; Sevastopolskaya 4, Sevastopol, Crimea, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC YARORU21; BIK (RU) 046711106; alt. BIK (RU) 043510133; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 30993572 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

KOMMERCHESKI BANK YAROSLAVLICH, PAO (f.k.a. COMMERCIAL JOINT-STOCK INCORPORATION BANK YAROSLAVLICH; a.k.a. PJSC BANK VVB; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT-STOCK COMPANY BANK VVB; a.k.a. PUBLICNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO BANK VVB; a.k.a. PUBLICNOYE JOINT-STOCK COMPANY BANK VVB; a.k.a. VVB, PAO), 3A Ulitsa Suvorova, Sevastopol, Crimea 299063, Ukraine; Sevastopolskaya 4, Sevastopol, Crimea, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC YARORU21; BIK (RU) 046711106; alt. BIK (RU) 043510133; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 30993572 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

SECONDARY SANCTIONS RISK: UKRAINE-/RUSSIA-RELATED SANCTIONS REGULATIONS, 31 CFR 589.201 AND/OR 589.209; REGISTRATION ID 30993572 [UKRAINE-EO13685].
KRYMSKE RESPUBLIKANSKE

KRYMZHD (a.k.a. CRIMEAN RAILWAY; a.k.a. THE RAILWAYS FEDERAL STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE), 34 Pavlenko Street, Simferopol, Republic of Crimea 95006, Ukraine; Website http://www.crimearw.ru; Email Address e.hmelnitskiy@krimtec.com; Tax ID No. 9102070194 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00828288 (Russia); Registration Number 1159102014169 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- KRYMZHD (a.k.a. UNITARY ENTERPRISE 'CRIMEAN RAILWAY'; a.k.a. THE RAILWAYS FEDERAL STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE 'CRIMEAN RAILWAY'; a.k.a. THE RAILWAYS FEDERAL STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE (RUSSIA)), 34 Pavlenko Street, Simferopol, Republic of Crimea 95006, Ukraine; Website http://www.crimearw.ru; Email Address e.hmelnitskiy@krimtec.com; Tax ID No. 9102070194 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00828288 (Russia); Registration Number 1159102014169 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

KRYMTEPLOELEKTROTSENTRAL, AO (a.k.a. CRIMEAN TEPLOELKTROSTATION; a.k.a. CRIMEAN REPUBLICAN ENTERPRISE AZOV DISTILLERY PLANT; a.k.a. CRIMEAN REPUBLICAN ENTERPRISE AZOV DISTILLERY; a.k.a. CRIMEAN REPUBLICAN ENTERPRISE AZOV LIKEROVODOCHNY ZAVOD), Bud. 40 vul. Zeleznodorozhnyaya str., Azov, Jankoysky District 96178, Ukraine; 40 Railway St., Azov, Dzhankoy District 96178, Ukraine; 40 Zeleznodorozhnyaya str., Azov, Jankoysky District 96178, Ukraine; Registration ID 01271681 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- KRYMTEPLOELEKTROTSENTRAL; a.k.a. AO, KRYMTETS; f.k.a. KRYMTEPLOELEKTROTSENTRAL, AO), 1, ul. Montazhnaya Pgt. Gresovski, Simferopol, Crimea 295493, Ukraine; Website www.krimtec.com; Email Address e.hmelnitskiy@krimtec.com; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 9102070194 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00828288 (Russia); Registration Number 1159102014169 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

KRYMTETS, AO (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO KRYMTEPLOELEKTROTSENTRAL; a.k.a. AO, KRYMTETS; f.k.a. KRYMTEPLOELEKTROTSENTRAL, AO), 1, ul. Montazhnaya Pgt. Gresovski, Simferopol, Crimea 295493, Ukraine; Website www.krimtec.com; Email Address e.hmelnitskiy@krimtec.com; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 9102070194 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00828288 (Russia); Registration Number 1159102014169 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

KRYMTETS, AO (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO KRYMTEPLOELEKTROTSENTRAL; a.k.a. AO, KRYMTETS; f.k.a. KRYMTEPLOELEKTROTSENTRAL, AO), 1, ul. Montazhnaya Pgt. Gresovski, Simferopol, Crimea 295493, Ukraine; Website www.krimtec.com; Email Address e.hmelnitskiy@krimtec.com; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 9102070194 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00828288 (Russia); Registration Number 1159102014169 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

KRYMTETS, AO (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO KRYMTEPLOELEKTROTSENTRAL; a.k.a. AO, KRYMTETS; f.k.a. KRYMTEPLOELEKTROTSENTRAL, AO), 1, ul. Montazhnaya Pgt. Gresovski, Simferopol, Crimea 295493, Ukraine; Website www.krimtec.com; Email Address e.hmelnitskiy@krimtec.com; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 9102070194 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00828288 (Russia); Registration Number 1159102014169 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

KRYMSKE RESPUBLIKANSKE

KRYMSKE RESPUBLIKANSKE

KRYMSKE RESPUBLIKANSKE

KRYMSKE RESPUBLIKANSKE

KRYMSKE RESPUBLIKANSKE

Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

KPSK, OOO (a.k.a. OOO KRYMSKAYA PERVAYA STRAKHOVAYA KOMPANIYA; a.k.a. OOO 'KRYMSKAYA PERVAYA STRAKHOVAYA KOMPANIYA'), 29 ul. Karla Markska, Simferopol, Crimea 295006, Ukraine; Website kpsk-ins.ru; Email Address kpsk-ins@yandex.ru; Registration ID 1149102007933 (Russia); Tax ID No. 9102006047 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00132598 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- KPSK, OOO (a.k.a. KRYMSKAYA PERVAYA STRAKHOVAYA KOMPANIYA; a.k.a. OOO 'KRYMSKAYA PERVAYA STRAKHOVAYA KOMPANIYA'), 29 ul. Karla Markska, Simferopol, Crimea 295006, Ukraine; Website kpsk-ins.ru; Email Address kpsk-ins@yandex.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 9102006047 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00132598 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

KPSK, OOO (a.k.a. OOO KRYMSKAYA PERVAYA STRAKHOVAYA KOMPANIYA; a.k.a. OOO 'KRYMSKAYA PERVAYA STRAKHOVAYA KOMPANIYA'), 29 ul. Karla Markska, Simferopol, Crimea 295006, Ukraine; Website kpsk-ins.ru; Email Address kpsk-ins@yandex.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 9102006047 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00132598 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- KPSK, OOO (a.k.a. OOO KRYMSKAYA PERVAYA STRAKHOVAYA KOMPANIYA; a.k.a. OOO 'KRYMSKAYA PERVAYA STRAKHOVAYA KOMPANIYA'), 29 ul. Karla Markska, Simferopol, Crimea 295006, Ukraine; Website kpsk-ins.ru; Email Address kpsk-ins@yandex.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 9102006047 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00132598 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].
LLC CONSOL-STROI LTD CONSTRUCTION COMPANY; a.k.a. LLC CONSOL-STROI LTD CONSTRUCTION COMPANY; a.k.a. LLC SK CONSOL-STROI LTD; a.k.a. OOO OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNO OTVETSTVENNOSTYU STROIITELNAYA KOMPANIYA KONSOL-STROI LTD; a.k.a. SK KONSOL-STROI LTD; a.k.a. SK KONSOL-STROI LTD, OOO; a.k.a. STROIITELNAYA KOMPANIYA KONSOL-STROI LTD), House 16, Borodina Street, Simferopol, Crimea 295033, Ukraine; Website consolstroy.ru; alt. Website consol-stroi.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 9102070229 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00823523 (Russia); Registration Number 1159102014170 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

LLC GARANT-SV (a.k.a. GARANT-SV; a.k.a. GARANT-SV LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. GARANT-SV LLC; a.k.a. GARANT-SV, OOO; a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY GARANT-SV; a.k.a. OOO GARANT-SV), House 9, Generala Ostryakova Street, Opolnoyevoe Village, Yalta, Crimea 298685, Ukraine; 9, Generala Ostryakova St., Opolnoyevoe, Yalta, Crimea 298685, Ukraine; Website http://mryaresort.com; Tax ID No. 9103007830 (Russia); Registration Number 1149102066740 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- LLC GARANT-SV (a.k.a. GARANT-SV; a.k.a. GARANT-SV LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. GARANT-SV LLC; a.k.a. GARANT-SV, OOO; a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY GARANT-SV; a.k.a. OOO GARANT-SV), House 9, Generala Ostryakova Street, Opolnoyevoe Village, Yalta, Crimea 298685, Ukraine; 9, Generala Ostryakova St., Opolnoyevoe, Yalta, Crimea 298685, Ukraine; Website http://mryaresort.com; alt. Website http://www.zalivkerch.com; Email Address zaliv@zalivkerch.com [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- LLC SHIPYARD 'ZALIV' (f.k.a. AO SHIPYARD 'ZALIV'; f.k.a. JSC SHIPYARD 'ZALIV'; f.k.a. JSC ZALIV SHIPYARD; f.k.a. OOO SHIPYARD 'ZALIV'; a.k.a. ZALIV SHIPYARD LLC; f.k.a. ZALIV SHIPYARD LLC), 4 Tankistov Street, Kerch, Crimea 98310, Ukraine; Website http://www.zalivkerch.com; alt. Website http://www.zaliv.com/; Email Address zaliv@zalivkerch.com [UKRAINE-EO13685].

LLC NOVYE PROYEKT (a.k.a. NOVYE PROYEKT; a.k.a. NOVYE PROYEKT), Km Mzh Kievsko 5-i d. 1, Str. 1, 2, Kornnata 21, Moscow 121059, Russia; Tax ID No. 9102196207 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00998197 (Russia); Registration Number 1159102120550 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

LLC NOVYE PROYEKT (a.k.a. NOVYE PROYEKT; a.k.a. NOVYE PROYEKT), Km Mzh Kievsko 5-i d. 1, Str. 1, 2, Kornnata 21, Moscow 121059, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 9102196207 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00998197 (Russia); Registration Number 1159102120550 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

LLC RUSCHEMTRADE, st. Mashinostroitelnyj, 3, Rostov-on-Don 344090, Russia; 86/1, Tenryuk, Krasnodar 353500, Russia; Website http://ruschemtrade.com [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- LLC RUSCHEMTRADE, st. Mashinostroitelnyj, 3, Rostov-on-Don 344090, Russia; 86/1, Tenryuk, Krasnodar 353500, Russia; Website http://ruschemtrade.com; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13685] (Linked To: OJSC SOVFRAHT).
COMPANY CONSTRUCTION COMPANY CONSOL-STROI LTD; a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY KONSTRUKTSIIONNOE TRESTO END KONSTRUKTSIIONNOE TRESTO END KONSTRUKTSIIONNOE TRESTO END KONSTRUKTSIIONNOE TRESTO END KONSTRUKTSIIONNOE TRESTO

COMPANY KONSOL STROI LTD; a.k.a. LLC CONSOL-STROI LTD; a.k.a. LLC CONSOL-STROI LTD CONSTRUCTION COMPANY; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTNOE O GRANICHNOE

OTVETSTVENOYU STROYITELNYA KOMPANIYA KONSOL-STROI LTD; a.k.a. SK KONSOL-STROI LTD; a.k.a. SK KONSOL-STROI LTD, OOO; a.k.a. STROYITELNYA KOMPANIYA KONSOL-STROI LTD), House 16, Borodina Street, Simferopol, Crimea 295033, Ukraine; Website consolstroy.ru; alt. Website consol-stroi.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 9102702229 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00823523 (Russia); Registration Number 115910201470 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

LLC SOVFRAKT MANAGEMENT COMPANY (a.k.a. MANAGEMENT COMPANY SOVFRAKT LTD; a.k.a. SOVFRAKT MANAGEMENT COMPANY; a.k.a. SOVFRAKT MANAGEMENT COMPANY LLC; a.k.a. SOVFRAKT MANAGING COMPANY LLC), Dobroslubodskaya, 3 BC Basmanov, Moscow 105066, Russia; Email Address general@sovfracht.ru [UKRAINE-EO13685].

TO-LCC SOVFRAKT MANAGEMENT COMPANY (a.k.a. MANAGEMENT COMPANY SOVFRAKT LTD; a.k.a. SOVFRAKT MANAGEMENT COMPANY; a.k.a. SOVFRAKT MANAGEMENT COMPANY LLC; a.k.a. SOVFRAKT MANAGING COMPANY LLC), Dobroslubodskaya, 3 BC Basmanov, Moscow 105066, Russia; Email Address general@sovfracht.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

LOGINOV, Ilya (a.k.a. LOGINOV, Ilya Alekseyevich) (Cyrillic: LOGINOVA, Илья Алексеевич); DOB 02 Jul 1971; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Deputy General Director for Legal Support at Sovfracht (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13685] (Linked To: OJSC SOVFRAKT).

LOGINOV, Ilya Alekseyevich (Cyrillic: LOGINOVA, Илья Алексеевич); DOB 02 Jul 1971; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Deputy General Director for Legal Support at Sovfracht (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13685] (Linked To: OJSC SOVFRAKT).

LOGINOV, Ilya Alekseyevich (Cyrillic: LOGINOVA, Илья Алексеевич); DOB 02 Jul 1971; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Deputy General Director for Legal Support at Sovfracht (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13685] (Linked To: OJSC SOVFRAKT).

LOGINOV, Ilya Alekseyevich (Cyrillic: LOGINOVA, Илья Алексеевич); DOB 02 Jul 1971; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Deputy General Director for Legal Support at Sovfracht (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13685] (Linked To: OJSC SOVFRAKT).
MASSANDRA NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT COMPANY SOVFRAKT LTD (a.k.a. LLC SOVFRAKT MANAGEMENT COMPANY; a.k.a. SOVFRAKT MANAGEMENT COMPANY; a.k.a. SOVFRAKT MANAGEMENT COMPANY LLC; a.k.a. SOVFRAKT MANAGING COMPANY LLC), Dobroslavodskaya, 3 BC Basmanov, Moscow 105066, Russia; Email Address general@sovfracht.ru [UKRAINE-EO13685].

MARSHAL ZHUKOV Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9690224 (vessel) [UKRAINE-EO13685] (Linked To: TRANS-FLOT JSC). -to- MARSHAL ZHUKOV [UKRAINE-EO13685].

MASSANDRA NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL AGRARIAN ASSOCIATION OF WINE INDUSTRY (a.k.a. MASSANDRA STATE CONCERN, NATIONAL PRODUCTION AND AGRARIAN UNION, OJSC; a.k.a. NACIONALNOYE PROIZ-VODSTVENNO AGRARNOYE OBYEDINENYE MASSANDRA; a.k.a. STATE CONCERN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PRODUCERS MASSANDRA; a.k.a. STATE CONCERN NATIONAL PRODUCTION AND AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION MASSANDRA), 6, str. Mira, Massandra, Yalta 98600, Ukraine; 6, Mira str., Massandra, Yalta, Crimea 98650, Ukraine; Mira str, h. 6, Massandra, Yalta, Crimea 98600, Ukraine; 6, Myra st., Massandra, Crimea 98650, Ukraine; Website http://www.massandra.net.ua/; Email Address impex@massandra.ua; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 00411890 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

MORYE SHIPYARD (a.k.a. FEDERAL STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE SZ MORYE; a.k.a. FEDERAL SUE SHIPYARD 'MORYE'; a.k.a. FSUE SZ 'MORYE'; a.k.a. "MORE SHIPYARD"), 1 Desantnikov Street, Feodosia, Crimea 98176, Ukraine; Website http://moreship.ru/; Email Address office@moreship.ru [UKRAINE-EO13685].

MOSTOTREST (a.k.a. MOSTOTREST, PAO; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY 'MOSTOTREST'; a.k.a. PJSC MOSTOTREST; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY MOSTOTREST), 6 Barklaya str., bld. 5, Moscow 121087, Russia; d. 6 str. 5, ul. Barklaya, Moscow 121087, Russia; Website www.mostro.ru; Email Address pressa@mostro.ru [UKRAINE-EO13685].

MORYE SHIPYARD (a.k.a. FEDERAL STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE SZ MORYE; a.k.a. FEDERAL SUE SHIPYARD 'MORYE'; a.k.a. FSUE SZ 'MORYE'; a.k.a. "MORE SHIPYARD"), 1 Desantnikov Street, Feodosia, Crimea 98176, Ukraine; Website http://moreship.ru/; Email Address office@moreship.ru [UKRAINE-EO13685].

MOSTOTREST (a.k.a. MOSTOTREST, PAO; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY 'MOSTOTREST'; a.k.a. PJSC MOSTOTREST; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY MOSTOTREST), 6 Barklaya str., bld. 5, Moscow 121087, Russia; d. 6 str. 5, ul. Barklaya, Moscow 121087, Russia; Website www.mostro.ru; Email Address pressa@mostro.ru [UKRAINE-EO13685].

MORYE SHIPYARD (a.k.a. FEDERAL STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE SZ MORYE; a.k.a. FEDERAL SUE SHIPYARD 'MORYE'; a.k.a. FSUE SZ 'MORYE'; a.k.a. "MORE SHIPYARD"), 1 Desantnikov Street, Feodosia, Crimea 98176, Ukraine; Website http://moreship.ru/; Email Address office@moreship.ru [UKRAINE-EO13685].

MOSTOTREST (a.k.a. MOSTOTREST, PAO; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY 'MOSTOTREST'; a.k.a. PJSC MOSTOTREST; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY MOSTOTREST), 6 Barklaya str., bld. 5, Moscow 121087, Russia; d. 6 str. 5, ul. Barklaya, Moscow 121087, Russia; Website www.mostro.ru; Email Address pressa@mostro.ru [UKRAINE-EO13685].
Identification Number ISIN: RU0009177331; Government Gazette Number 01386148 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].

MOSTOTREST, PAO (a.k.a. MOSTOTREST; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY 'MOSTOTREST'; a.k.a. PJSC MOSTOTREST; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY MOSTOTREST), 6 Barklaya str., blvd. 5, Moscow 121087, Russia; d. 6 str. 5, ul. Barklaya, Moscow 121087, Russia; Website www.mostro.ru; Email Address pressa@mostro.ru; MICEX Code MSTT; Registration ID 1027739167246 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7701045732 (Russia); Identification Number ISIN: RU0009177331; Government Gazette Number 01386148 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].

ChANGES TO THE SDN LIST IN 2022

MOSTOTREST, PAO (a.k.a. MOSTOTREST; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY 'MOSTOTREST'; a.k.a. PJSC MOSTOTREST; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY MOSTOTREST), 6 Barklaya str., blvd. 5, Moscow 121087, Russia; d. 6 str. 5, ul. Barklaya, Moscow 121087, Russia; Website www.mostro.ru; Email Address pressa@mostro.ru; MICEX Code MSTT; Registration ID 1027739167246 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7701045732 (Russia); Identification Number ISIN: RU0009177331; Government Gazette Number 01386148 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].

MIYRA RESORT (a.k.a. MIYRA RESORT & SPA; a.k.a. MIYRA SANATORIUM COMPLEX; a.k.a. MIYRA SANATORIUM RESORT COMPLEX; a.k.a. MIYRA SANATORIUM-RESORT COMPLEX MIYRA), 9, Generala Ostryakova Street, Opolznevoye Village, Yalta, Crimea 298685, Ukraine; Website http://mriyaresort.com; Email Address info@mriyaresort.com [UKRAINE-E013685] (Linked To: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY GARANT-SV).

MIYRA RESORT (a.k.a. MIYRA RESORT & SPA; a.k.a. MIYRA SANATORIUM COMPLEX; a.k.a. MIYRA SANATORIUM RESORT COMPLEX; a.k.a. MIYRA SANATORIUM-RESORT COMPLEX MIYRA), 9, Generala Ostryakova Street, Opolznevoye Village, Yalta, Crimea 298685, Ukraine; Website http://mriyaresort.com; Email Address info@mriyaresort.com [UKRAINE-E013685] (Linked To: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY GARANT-SV).

MIYRA SANATORIUM RESORT COMPLEX (a.k.a. MIYRA RESORT; a.k.a. MIYRA RESORT & SPA; a.k.a. MIYRA SANATORIUM COMPLEX; a.k.a. MIYRA SANATORIUM RESORT COMPLEX; a.k.a. MIYRA SANATORIUM-RESORT COMPLEX MIYRA), 9, Generala Ostryakova Street, Opolznevoye Village, Yalta, Crimea 298685, Ukraine; Website http://mriyaresort.com; Email Address info@mriyaresort.com [UKRAINE-E013685] (Linked To: LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY GARANT-SV).
PRODUCERS MASSANDRA; a.k.a. STATE CONCERN NATIONAL PRODUCTION AND AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION MASSANDRA), 6, str. Mira, Massandra, Yalta 98600, Ukraine; 6, Mira str., Massandra, Yalta, Crimea 98650, Ukraine; Mira str, h. 6, Massandra, Yalta, Crimeea 98600, Ukraine; 6, Myra st., Massandra, Crimeea 98650, Ukraine; Website http://www.massandra.net.ua; Email Address impex@massandra.ua; Registration ID 00411890 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- NOVY SVET WINERY (a.k.a. DERZHAVNE PIDPRYMSTVO ZAVOD SHAMPANSKYKH VIN NOVY SVIT; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENOYE PREDPRIYATIYE ZAVOD SHAMPANSKYKH VIN NOVY SVET; a.k.a. NOVY SVET WINERY STATE ENTERPRISE; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE FACTORY OF SPARKLING WINE NOVY SVET; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE FACTORY OF SPARKLING WINES NEW WORLD; a.k.a. ZAVOD SHAMPANSKYKH VIN NOVY SVIT, DP), 1 Shaliapin Street, Novy Svet Village, Sudak, Crimea 98032, Ukraine; Bud. 1 vul. Shalyapina Smt, Novy Svit, Sudak, Crimea 98032, Ukraine; 1 Shalyapina str. Novy Svet, Sudak 98032, Ukraine; Website http://nsvet.com.ua/en/contacts; Email Address boss@nsvet.com.ua; Registration ID 00412665 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- NOVY SVET WINERY (a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE FACTORY OF SPARKLING WINES NEW WORLD; a.k.a. ZAVOD SHAMPANSKYKH VIN NOVY SVIT, DP), 1 Shaliapin Street, Novy Svet Village, Sudak, Crimea 98032, Ukraine; Bud. 1 vul. Shalyapina Smt, Novy Svit, Sudak, Crimea 98032, Ukraine; 1 Shalyapina str. Novy Svet, Sudak 98032, Ukraine; Website http://nsvet.com.ua/en/contacts; Email Address boss@nsvet.com.ua; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 00412665 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

SECONDARY SANCTIONS RISK: UKRAINE-/RUSSIA-RELATED SANCTIONS REGULATIONS, 31 CFR 589.201 AND/OR 589.209; REGISTRATION ID 1022900001772 (RUSSIA); TAX ID NO. 2901009862 (RUSSIA) [UKRAINE-EO13685].
9102196207 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 09998197 (Russia); Registration Number 115910120550 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

OAO KB VERKHNEVOLZHSKIY (a.k.a. OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 9102196207 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 09998197 (Russia); Registration Number 115910120550 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

OAO KRAYINVESTBANK (Cyrillic: ОАО КРАЙИНВЕСТБАНК) (a.k.a. OJSC KRAYINVESTBANK; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY KRASNODAR REGIONAL INVESTMENT BANK; a.k.a. OТKРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО КРАСНОДАРСКИЙ КРАЕВОЙ ИНВЕСТИЦИОННЫЙ БАНК(И)), Ulitsa Mira 34, Krasnodar 350063, Russia; Ulitsa Bolshaya Morskaya 23, Sevastopol, Crimea 299011, Ukraine; Ukraine; Dolgorukovskaya/Zhukovskogo/A. Nevskogo 1/1/6, Simferopol, Crimea 295000, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC KRRIRU22; Website www.kibank.ru; Registration ID 1022300000029 (Russia); All offices worldwide [UKRAINE-EO13685].

- to- OAO SHIP REPAIR CENTER 'VZEZDOCHKA' (a.k.a. AO SHIP REPAIR CENTER 'VZEZDOCHKA'; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SHIP REPAIR CENTER 'VZEZDOCHKA'; a.k.a. 'VZEZDOCHKA' SHIPYARD), 12, proyezd Mashinistroiteley, Severodvinsk, Arkhangelskaya Oblast 164509, Russia; 13 Geroyev Sevastopolya Street, Sevastopol, Crimea 99001, Ukraine; Website www.star.ru; alt. Website http://starsmz.ru/; alt. Website star_sev@mail.ru; alt. Email Address info@uranis.net; alt. Email Address office@smp.com.ua; Registration ID 1082902002677 (Russia); Tax ID No. 2902063081 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

OAO 'URANIS-RADIOSYSTEMY' (a.k.a. OJSC 'URANIS RADIO SYSTEMS'; a.k.a. OJSC URANIS-RADIOSYSTEMY; a.k.a. OJSC URANIS-RADIOSYSTEMY OAO), 33 G, Vakulenchuk Street, Sevastopol, Crimea 99053, Ukraine; Website www.uranis.net; Email Address uranis@uranis.net; alt. Email Address info@uranis.net; alt. Email Address vlad_k@uranis.net; Registration ID 114920403233; Tax ID No. 9201001120 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

- to- OAO SHIP REPAIR CENTER 'VZEZDOCHKA' (a.k.a. AO SHIP REPAIR CENTER 'VZEZDOCHKA'; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SHIP REPAIR CENTER 'VZEZDOCHKA'; a.k.a. 'VZEZDOCHKA' SHIPYARD), 12, proyezd Mashinistroiteley, Severodvinsk, Arkhangelskaya Oblast 164509, Russia; 13 Geroyev Sevastopolya Street, Sevastopol, Crimea 99001, Ukraine; Website www.star.ru; alt. Website http://starsmz.ru/; alt. Website star_sev@mail.ru; alt. Email Address info@uranis.net; alt. Email Address office@smp.com.ua; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1082902002677 (Russia); Tax ID No. 2902063081 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].
(Russia); Tax ID No. 7718857267 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 30167631 [Russia] [UKRAINE-E013685].

OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU VNESHNEEKONOMICHESKOE OBEDINENIE TECNKHOMPROMEKSPORT (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY FOREIGN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION TECNKHOMPROMEKSPORT; a.k.a. OOO VO TECNKHOMPROMEKSPORT; a.k.a. OOO VO TPE), Novyi Arbat Str. 15, Building 2, Moscow 119019, Russia; Registration ID 114774687279 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7704863782e (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685]. - to- OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU VNESHNEEEKONOMICHESKOE OBEDINENIE TECNKHOMPROMEKSPORT (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY FOREIGN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION TECNKHOMPROMEKSPORT; a.k.a. OOO VO TECNKHOMPROMEKSPORT; a.k.a. OOO VO TPE), Novyi Arbat Str. 15, Building 2, Moscow 119019, Russia; Registration ID 114774687279 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7704863782e (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].

7801106690; Government Gazette Number 48937526 [UKRAINE-E013685].

OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU 'KRYMSKAYA PERVAYA STRAKHOVKA KOMPANIYA' (a.k.a. KPSK, OOO; a.k.a. OOO 'KRYMSKAYA PERVAYA STRAKHOVKA KOMPANIYA'), 29 ul. Karia Marks, Simferopol, Crimea 295006, Ukraine; Website kpsk-ins.ru; Email Address kpsk-ins@yandex.ru; Registration ID 1149102007933 (Russia); Tax ID No. 9102006047 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00132598 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].

OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU VNESHNEEKONOMICHESKOE OBEDINENIE TECNKHOMPROMEKSPORT (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY FOREIGN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION TECNKHOMPROMEKSPORT; a.k.a. OOO VO TECNKHOMPROMEKSPORT; a.k.a. OOO VO TPE), Novyi Arbat Str. 15, Building 2, Moscow 119019, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1117746641572 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7718857267 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 30167631 [Russia] [UKRAINE-E013685].

OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU 'KRYMSKAYA PERVAYA STRAKHOVKA KOMPANIYA' (a.k.a. KPSK, OOO; a.k.a. OOO 'KRYMSKAYA PERVAYA STRAKHOVKA KOMPANIYA'), 29 ul. Karia Marks, Simferopol, Crimea 295006, Ukraine; Website kpsk-ins.ru; Email Address kpsk-ins@yandex.ru; Registration ID 1149102007933 (Russia); Tax ID No. 9102006047 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00132598 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].

SGM MOST (a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU 'SGM-MOST'); a.k.a. SGM MOST LLC), d. 10 kor. 3 ul. Neverovskogo, Moscow 121170, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1157746088170 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7730018980 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 29170220 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].

OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU VNESHNEEKONOMICHESKOE OBEDINENIE TECNKHOMPROMEKSPORT (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY FOREIGN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION TECNKHOMPROMEKSPORT; a.k.a. OOO VO TECNKHOMPROMEKSPORT; a.k.a. OOO VO TPE), Novyi Arbat Str. 15, Building 2, Moscow 119019, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 114774687279 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7704863782e (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].

OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU VNESHNEEKONOMICHESKOE OBEDINENIE TECNKHOMPROMEKSPORT (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY FOREIGN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION TECNKHOMPROMEKSPORT; a.k.a. OOO VO TECNKHOMPROMEKSPORT; a.k.a. OOO VO TPE), Novyi Arbat Str. 15, Building 2, Moscow 119019, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 114774687279 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7704863782e (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].

7801106690; Government Gazette Number 48937526 [UKRAINE-E013685].

OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU 'KRYMSKAYA PERVAYA STRAKHOVKA KOMPANIYA' (a.k.a. KPSK, OOO; a.k.a. OOO 'KRYMSKAYA PERVAYA STRAKHOVKA KOMPANIYA'), 29 ul. Karia Marks, Simferopol, Crimea 295006, Ukraine; Website kpsk-ins.ru; Email Address kpsk-ins@yandex.ru; Registration ID 1149102007933 (Russia); Tax ID No. 9102006047 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00132598 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].

OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU VNESHNEEKONOMICHESKOE OBEDINENIE TECNKHOMPROMEKSPORT (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY FOREIGN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION TECNKHOMPROMEKSPORT; a.k.a. OOO VO TECNKHOMPROMEKSPORT; a.k.a. OOO VO TPE), Novyi Arbat Str. 15, Building 2, Moscow 119019, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 114774687279 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7704863782e (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].

7801106690; Government Gazette Number 48937526 [UKRAINE-E013685].

OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU 'KRYMSKAYA PERVAYA STRAKHOVKA KOMPANIYA' (a.k.a. KPSK, OOO; a.k.a. OOO 'KRYMSKAYA PERVAYA STRAKHOVKA KOMPANIYA'), 29 ul. Karia Marks, Simferopol, Crimea 295006, Ukraine; Website kpsk-ins.ru; Email Address kpsk-ins@yandex.ru; Registration ID 1149102007933 (Russia); Tax ID No. 9102006047 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00132598 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013685].
OOO ‘DOROZHNAYA STROITELNAYA KOMPANIYA’ (a.k.a. OOO ‘DSK’), Stroitelnaya Street, 34, village of Kесova Gora, Tver Oblast 171470, Russia; Website http://dorstroycom.ru; Email Address dsk@dorstroycom.ru; alt. Email Address secretar@dorstroycom.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1036960000922 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

OOO ‘DOROZHNAYA STROITELNAYA KOMPANIYA’, Stroitelnaya Street, 34, village of Kесova Gora, Tver Oblast 171470, Russia; Website http://dorstroycom.ru; Email Address dsk@dorstroycom.ru; alt. Email Address secretar@dorstroycom.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1036960000922 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

OOO ‘DSK’ (a.k.a. OOO ‘DOROZHNAYA STROITELNAYA KOMPANIYA’), Stroitelnaya Street, 34, village of Kесova Gora, Tver Oblast 171470, Russia; Website http://dorstroycom.ru; Email Address dsk@dorstroycom.ru; alt. Email Address secretar@dorstroycom.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1036960000922 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

9, Generala Ostryakova Street, Opolnevoye Village, Yalta, Crimea 298685, Ukraine; 9, Generala Ostryakova St., Opolnevoye, Yalta, Crimea 298685, Ukraine; Website http://miyaresort.com; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 9103007830 (Russia); Registration Number 1149102066740 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

OOO ‘KRYMSKAYA PERVAYA STRAKHOVAYA KOMPANIYA’ (a.k.a. KPSK, OOO; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTU ‘KRYMSKAYA PERVAYA STRAKHOVAYA KOMPANIYA’), 29 ul. Karia Marksa, Simferopol, Crimea 295006, Ukraine; Website kpsk-ins.ru; Email Address kpsk-ins@yandex.ru; Registration ID 1149102007933 (Russia); Tax ID No. 9102006047 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00132598 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

OOO ‘STG-EKO’ (a.k.a. ‘STG-EKO’ LLC), ul Mira 4, Novorossiysk, Krasnodarskiy kray 630024, Russia [UKRAINE-EO13685] (Linked To: OJSC SOVFRAHT). -to- OOO SOLID (a.k.a. SOLID LTD), ul Mira 4, Novorossiysk, Krasnodarskiy kray 630024, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

OOO SOLID (a.k.a. SOLID LTD), ul Mira 4, Novorossiysk, Krasnodarskiy kray 630024, Russia [UKRAINE-EO13685] (Linked To: OJSC SOVFRAHT). -to- OOO SOLID (a.k.a. SOLID LTD), ul Mira 4, Novorossiysk, Krasnodarskiy kray 630024, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

OOO ‘SMT-K’ (a.k.a. KRYM SMT OOO LLC; a.k.a. LLC CMT CRIMEA; a.k.a. OOO ‘CMT-K’; a.k.a. SMT-CRIMEA; a.k.a. SMT-K; a.k.a. SOVMORTRANS-CRIMEA), d. 15, office 51, Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine; Vokzalnoye Highway 140, Kerch, Ukraine; Anapskoye Highway 1, Temryuk, Russia; Email Address info@smt-k.ru; alt. Email Address info@parom-k.ru [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- OOO ‘SMT-K’ (a.k.a. KRYM SMT OOO LLC; a.k.a. LLC CMT CRIMEA; a.k.a. OOO ‘CMT-K’; a.k.a. SMT-CRIMEA; a.k.a. SMT-K; a.k.a. SOVMORTRANS-CRIMEA), ul. Zoi Zhiltsovoy, d. 15, office 51, Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine; Vokzalnoye Highway 140, Kerch, Ukraine; Anapskoye Highway 1, Temryuk, Russia; Email Address info@smt-k.ru; alt. Email Address info@parom-k.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13685].
OT-2077, Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9025778 (vessel) [UKRAINE-EO13685] (Linked To: TRANSPETROCHART CO LTD). -to- OT-2077, Russia flag; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9025778 (vessel) [UKRAINE-EO13685] (Linked To: TRANSPETROCHART CO LTD).

OKTRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO KOMMERCHESKIY BANK VERKHNEVOLZHSKU (a.k.a. COMMERCIAL JOINT-STOCK BANK VERKHNEVOLGSKY; a.k.a. OAO KB VERKHNEVOLZHSKIY; a.k.a. OJSC CB VERKHNEVOLZHSKU; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY COMMERCIAL BANK VERKHNEVOLZHSKU; a.k.a. PUBLIC COMMERCIAL JOINT-STOCK BANK VERKHNEVOLZHSKU), Ulitsa Bratyev Orlovykh 1a, Rybinsk, Yaroslavskaya Oblast 152903, Russia; Ulitsa Suvorova 39A, Sevastopol, Crimea 299011, Ukraine; Pereulok Pionerskiy 5, Simferopol, Crimea 295011, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC VECARU21; alt. SWIFT/BIC VVBKRU2Y; Website www.vvbank.ru; Email Address vbank@yaroslavl.ru; Secondary Sanctions Risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201, Registration ID 1027600000185 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- OKTRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO KOMMERCHESKIY BANK VERKHNEVOLZHSKU (a.k.a. COMMERCIAL JOINT-STOCK BANK VERKHNEVOLGSKY; a.k.a. OAO KB VERKHNEVOLZHSKIY; a.k.a. OJSC CB VERKHNEVOLZHSKU; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY COMMERCIAL BANK VERKHNEVOLZHSKU; a.k.a. PUBLIC COMMERCIAL JOINT-STOCK BANK VERKHNEVOLZHSKU), Ulitsa Bratyev Orlovykh 1a, Rybinsk, Yaroslavskaya Oblast 152903, Russia; Ulitsa Suvorova 39A, Sevastopol, Crimea 299011, Ukraine; Pereulok Pionerskiy 5, Simferopol, Crimea 295011, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC VECARU21; alt. SWIFT/BIC VVBKRU2Y; Website www.vvbank.ru; Email Address vbank@yaroslavl.ru; Secondary Sanctions Risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201, Registration ID 1027600000185 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- OKTRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO KOMMERCHESKIY BANK VERKHNEVOLZHSKU (a.k.a. COMMERCIAL JOINT-STOCK BANK VERKHNEVOLGSKY; a.k.a. OAO KB VERKHNEVOLZHSKIY; a.k.a. OJSC CB VERKHNEVOLZHSKU; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY COMMERCIAL BANK VERKHNEVOLZHSKU; a.k.a. PUBLIC COMMERCIAL JOINT-STOCK BANK VERKHNEVOLZHSKU), Ulitsa Bratyev Orlovykh 1a, Rybinsk, Yaroslavskaya Oblast 152903, Russia; Ulitsa Suvorova 39A, Sevastopol, Crimea 299011, Ukraine; Pereulok Pionerskiy 5, Simferopol, Crimea 295011, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC VECARU21; alt. SWIFT/BIC VVBKRU2Y; Website www.vvbank.ru; Email Address vbank@yaroslavl.ru; Secondary Sanctions Risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201, Registration ID 1027600000185 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].
PLAKSINA, Olga Vladimirovna (a.k.a. PLAKSINA, Olga), Russia; DOB 03 Mar 1974; POB Moscow, Russia; Gender Female (individual) [UKRAINE-E013685]. -to- PLAKSINA, Olga Vladimirovna (a.k.a. PLAKSINA, Olga), Russia; DOB 03 Mar 1974; POB Moscow, Russia; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-E013685].

PORT OF YEVPATORIYA (a.k.a. SEAPORT OF YEVPATORIYA; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE YEVPATORIYA COMMERCIAL SEA PORT; a.k.a. YEVPATORIYA COMMERCIAL SEA PORT; a.k.a. YEVPATORIYA COMMERCIAL SEA PORT), Mariners Square 1, Evpatoria, Crimea 97416, Ukraine; 1, Moryakov Sq, Yevpatoriya, Crimea 97408, Ukraine; 1 Moryakov Sq, Yevpatoria, Crimea 97416, Ukraine; 1 Moryakov Sq, Yevpatoriya, Crimea 97416, Ukraine; Email Address lada1@seavenue.net; alt. Email Address zamves@emtp.com.ua; UN/LOCODE UA ZKA; Registration ID 01125583 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-E013685]. -to- PORT OF YEVPATORIYA (a.k.a. PORT OF YEVPATORIYA; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE YEVPATORIYA COMMERCIAL SEA PORT; a.k.a. YEVPATORIYA COMMERCIAL SEA PORT; a.k.a. YEVPATORIYA COMMERCIAL SEA PORT), Mariners Square 1, Evpatoria, Crimea 97416, Ukraine; 1, Moryakov Sq, Yevpatoriya, Crimea 97408, Ukraine; 1 Moryakov Sq, Yevpatoria, Crimea 97416, Ukraine; 1 Moryakov Sq, Yevpatoriya, Crimea 97416, Ukraine; Email Address lada1@seavenue.net; alt. Email Address zamves@emtp.com.ua; UN/LOCODE UA ZKA; Registration ID 01125583 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-E013685].
EO13685]. -to- ROSSISKI NATSIONALNY KOMMERCHESKI BANK OTRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO (a.k.a. RNKB OAO; a.k.a. RUSSIAN NATIONAL COMMERCIAL BANK; a.k.a. "RNKB"), d. 9 korp. 5 ul. Krasnoproletarskaya, Moscow 127030, Russia; SWIFT/BIC RNCORUMM; Website http://www.mcb.ru; Email Address mcb@mcb.ru; BIK (RU) 044525607; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1027700381290 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7701105460 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 09610705 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

RUSSIAN NATIONAL COMMERCIAL BANK (a.k.a. RNKB OAO; a.k.a. RUSSIAN NATIONAL COMMERCIAL BANK; a.k.a. "RNKB"), d. 9 korp. 5 ul. Krasnoproletarskaya, Moscow 127030, Russia; SWIFT/BIC RNCORUMM; Website http://www.mcb.ru; Email Address mcb@mcb.ru; BIK (RU) 044525607; Registration ID 1027700381290 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7701105460 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 09610705 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

RUBLEV BANK (a.k.a. АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО РУБЛЕВ; a.k.a. RNKB OAO; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK RUBLEV; a.k.a. JSC CB ‘RUBLEV’), Elekhnovsky passage, Building 3, p. 2, Metro - Bauman'skaya, Moscow 105066, Russia; 12 Sevastopol Street, Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine; 6 Gogol Street, Sevastopol, Crimea, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC COUERUMM; BIK (RU) 044525253; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1027700159233 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7744001151 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 40100094 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- RUBLEV BANK (a.k.a. АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО РУБЛЕВ; a.k.a. RNKB OAO; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK RUBLEV; a.k.a. JSC CB ‘RUBLEV’), Elekhnovsky passage, Building 3, p. 2, Metro - Bauman'skaya, Moscow 105066, Russia; 12 Sevastopol Street, Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine; 6 Gogol Street, Sevastopol, Crimea, Ukraine; SWIFT/BIC COUERUMM; BIK (RU) 044525253; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1027700159233 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7744001151 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 40100094 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

RYZHENKIN, Leonid (Cyrillic: РЫЖЕНЬКИН, Леонид) (a.k.a. RIZHENKIN, Leonid; a.k.a. RYZHENKIN, Leonid Kronidovich (Cyrillic: РЫЖЕНЬКИН, Леонид Кронидович)), Moscow, Russia; DOB 10 Nov 1967; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 722706177 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- RYZHENKIN, Leonid Kronidovich (Cyrillic: РЫЖЕНЬКИН, Леонид Кронидович), Moscow, Russia; DOB 10 Nov 1967; POB St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 722706177 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13685].
SEVASTOPOL COMMERCIAL SEAPORT (a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE EVPATORIYA SEA COMMERCIAL PORT; a.k.a. YEVPATORIYA COMMERCIAL SEAPORT; a.k.a. YEVPATORIYA MERCHANT SEA PORT; a.k.a. YEVPATORIYA SEA PORT; a.k.a. YEVPATORIYA COMMERCIAL SEA PORT; a.k.a. YEVPATORIYA SEA PORT), 3 Place Nakhimova, Sevastopol, Crimea 99011, Ukraine; 1, Myrokov Square, Yevpatoria, Crimea 97408, Ukraine; 1 Myrokov Square, Yevpatoria, Crimea 97416, Ukraine; 1, Myrokov Square, Yevpatoria, Crimea 97416, Ukraine; 1 Myrokov Square, Yevpatoria, Crimea 97416, Ukraine; Email Address lada1@saevente.net; alt. Email Address zamves@emtp.com.ua; UN/LOCODE UA ZKA; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 01125548 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

SEVASTOPOL MERCHANT SEA PORT (a.k.a. PORT OF SEVASTOPOL; a.k.a. SEAPORT OF SEVASTOPOL; a.k.a. SEVASTOPOL COMMERCIAL SEAPORT; a.k.a. SEVASTOPOL SEA PORT; a.k.a. SEVASTOPOL SEA TRADE PORT; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE SEVASTOPOL COMMERCIAL SEAPORT; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE SEVASTOPOL SEA TRADE PORT; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE SEVASTOPOL MERCHANT SEA PORT; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE SEVASTOPOL SEA TRADING PORT), 3 Place Nakhimova, Sevastopol 99011, Ukraine; 5, Nakhimova square, Sevastopol, Crimea 99011, Ukraine; 1, Myrokov Square, Yevpatoria, Crimea 97416, Ukraine; 1 Myrokov Square, Yevpatoria, Crimea 97416, Ukraine; 1 Myrokov Square, Yevpatoria, Crimea 97416, Ukraine; Email Address mail@morport.sebastopol.ua; UN/LOCODE UA SVP; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 01125548 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

SEVASTOPOL SEA PORT (a.k.a. PORT OF SEVASTOPOL; a.k.a. SEAPORT OF SEVASTOPOL; a.k.a. SEVASTOPOL COMMERCIAL SEAPORT; a.k.a. SEVASTOPOL MERCHANT SEA PORT; a.k.a. SEVASTOPOL SEA TRADE PORT; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE SEVASTOPOL COMMERCIAL SEAPORT; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE SEVASTOPOL SEA TRADE PORT), 3 Place Nakhimova, Sevastopol 99011, Ukraine; 5, Nakhimova square, Sevastopol, Crimea 99011, Ukraine; 1, Myrokov Square, Yevpatoria, Crimea 97416, Ukraine; 1 Myrokov Square, Yevpatoria, Crimea 97416, Ukraine; 1 Myrokov Square, Yevpatoria, Crimea 97416, Ukraine; Email Address sevampu@ukr.net; alt. Email Address sevampu@ukr.net; alt. Email Address mail@morport.sebastopol.ua; UN/LOCODE UA SVP; Registration ID 01125548 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

SEVASTOPOL MERCHANT PORT (a.k.a. PORT OF SEVASTOPOL; a.k.a. SEAPORT OF SEVASTOPOL; a.k.a. SEVASTOPOL COMMERCIAL SEAPORT; a.k.a. SEVASTOPOL MERCHANT SEA PORT; a.k.a. SEVASTOPOL SEA TRADE PORT; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE SEVASTOPOL COMMERCIAL SEAPORT; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE SEVASTOPOL SEA TRADE PORT; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE SEVASTOPOL MERCHANT SEA PORT; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE SEVASTOPOL SEA TRADING PORT), 3 Place Nakhimova, Sevastopol 99011, Ukraine; 5, Nakhimova square, Sevastopol, Crimea 99011, Ukraine; 1, Myrokov Square, Yevpatoria, Crimea 97416, Ukraine; 1 Myrokov Square, Yevpatoria, Crimea 97416, Ukraine; 1 Myrokov Square, Yevpatoria, Crimea 97416, Ukraine; Email Address Sevport@stel.sebastopol.ua; alt. Email Address Sevport@stel.sebastopol.ua; alt. Email Address sevampu@ukr.net; alt. Email Address mail@morport.sebastopol.ua; UN/LOCODE UA SVP; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 01125548 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

YEVPATORIYA COMMERCIAL SEAPORT (a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE YEVPATORIYA COMMERCIAL SEA PORT; a.k.a. YEVPATORIYA COMMERCIAL SEA PORT; a.k.a. YEVPATORIYA MERCHANT SEA PORT; a.k.a. YEVPATORIYA SEA PORT; YEVPATORIYA MERCHANT SEA PORT), 3 Place Nakhimova, Sevastopol, Crimea 99011, Ukraine; Email Address zamves@emtp.com.ua; UN/LOCODE UA ZKA; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 01125583 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

YEVPATORIYA SEA PORT (a.k.a. YEVPATORIYA SEA TRADING PORT; a.k.a. PORT OF YEVPATORIYA; a.k.a. SEAPORT OF YEVPATORIYA; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE YEVPATORIYA COMMERCIAL SEA PORT; a.k.a. YEVPATORIYA COMMERCIAL SEA PORT; a.k.a. YEVPATORIYA MERCHANT SEA PORT; a.k.a. YEVPATORIYA SEA PORT), 3 Place Nakhimova, Sevastopol, Crimea 99011, Ukraine; 1, Myrokov Square, Yevpatoria, Crimea 97408, Ukraine; 1 Myrokov Square, Yevpatoria, Crimea 97416, Ukraine; 1, Myrokov Square, Yevpatoria, Crimea 97416, Ukraine; 1 Myrokov Square, Yevpatoria, Crimea 97416, Ukraine; Email Address lada1@seavenue.net; alt. Email Address sevampu@ukr.net; alt. Email Address mail@morport.sebastopol.ua; UN/LOCODE UA SVP; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 01125583 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685].
SEAPORT; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE SEVASTOPOL SEA TRADING PORT, 3 Place Nakhimova, Sevastopol 99011, Ukraine; 5, Nakhimova square, Sevastopol, Crimea 99011, Ukraine; Nakhimova Square 5, Sevastopol, Crimea 99011, Ukraine; Email Address sevport@stl.sebastopol.ua; alt. Email Address sevampu@ukr.net; alt. Email Address mail@morport.sebastopol.ua; UN/LOCODE UA SVP; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 01125548 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

SGM MOST OOO (f.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTTVETSTVENNOSTYU SGM MOST; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTTVETSTVENNOSTYU 'SGM-MOST'; a.k.a. SGM-MOST LLC), d. 10 korp. 3 ul. Neverovskogo, Moscow 121170, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1157746088170 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7730018980 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 29170220 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

SGM-MOST LLC (f.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTTVETSTVENNOSTYU SGM MOST; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTTVETSTVENNOSTYU 'SGM-MOST'; a.k.a. SGM-MOST LLC), d. 10 korp. 3 ul. Neverovskogo, Moscow 121170, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1157746088170 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7730018980 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 29170220 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

SHIP REPAIR CENTER 'ZVEZDOCHKA' (a.k.a. AO SHIP REPAIR CENTER 'ZVEZDOCHKA'; a.k.a.joint stock company ship repair center 'ZVEZDOCHKA'; a.k.a. oao ship repair center 'zvezdochka'; a.k.a. 'ZVEZDOCHKA' SHIPYARD), 12, proyezd Mashinostroiteley, Severodvinsk, Arkhangelskaya Oblast 164509, Russia; 13 Geroyev Sevastopolya Street, Sevastopol, Crimea 99001, Ukraine; Website www.star.ru; alt. Website http://starsmrz.ru/; alt. Website http://sevmorzavod.com/; Email Address info@star.ru; alt. Email Address star_sev@mail.ru; alt. Email Address office@bmp.com.ua; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1082902002677 (Russia); Tax ID No. 3902060361 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].
SMT-K (a.k.a. KRYM SMT OOO LLC; a.k.a. LLC SOVMORTRANS-CRIMEA), ul. Zoi Zhiltsovoy, d. 15, office 51, Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine; Vokzalnoye Highway 140, Kerch, Ukraine; Anapskoye Highway 1, Temryuk, Russia; Email Address info@smt-k.ru; alt. Email Address info@parom-k.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

SOVMORTRANS-CRIMEA), ul. Zoi Zhiltsovoy, d. 15, office 51, Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine; Vokzalnoye Highway 140, Kerch, Ukraine; Anapskoye Highway 1, Temryuk, Russia; Email Address info@smt-k.ru; alt. Email Address info@parom-k.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13685].
Rakhmanovskiy lane, 4, bld. 1, Morskoy House, Moscow 127994, Russia; Dobroslobodskaya, 3 BC Basmanov, Moscow 105066, Russia [UKRAINE-E013685]. -to- SOVFRAKHT-SOVMORTRANS GROUP (a.k.a. SOVFRAKHT-SOVMORTRANS; a.k.a. SOVFRAKHT-SOVMORTRANS), Rakhmanovskiy lane, 4, bld. 1, Morskoy House, Moscow 127994, Russia; Dobroslobodskaya, 3 BC Basmanov, Moscow 105066, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-E013685].

SOVFRAKHT (a.k.a. OJSC SOVFRAKHT; a.k.a. PJSC 'SOVFRAKHT'; a.k.a. SOVFRAKHT JSC), Rakhmanovskiy lane, 4, bld. 1, Morskoy House, Moscow 127994, Russia; Email Address general@sovfrahct.ru [UKRAINE-E013685]. -to- SOVFRAKHT-SOVMORTRANS GROUP (a.k.a. SOVFRAKHT-SOVMORTRANS; a.k.a. SOVFRAKHT-SOVMORTRANS GROUP), Rakhmanovskiy lane, 4, bld. 1, Morskoy House, Moscow 127994, Russia; Dobroslobodskaya, 3 BC Basmanov, Moscow 105066, Russia [UKRAINE-E013685]. -to- SOVFRAKHT-SOVMORTRANS GROUP (a.k.a. SOVFRAKHT-SOVMORTRANS; a.k.a. SOVFRAKHT-SOVMORTRANS GROUP), Rakhmanovskiy lane, 4, bld. 1, Morskoy House, Moscow 127994, Russia; Dobroslobodskaya, 3 BC Basmanov, Moscow 105066, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-E013685].

SOVFRAKHT-SOVMORTRANS (a.k.a. SOVFRAKHT-SOVMORTRANS GROUP; a.k.a. SOVFRAKHT-SOVMORTRANS GROUP), Rakhmanovskiy lane, 4, bld. 1, Morskoy House, Moscow 127994, Russia; Email Address smt@sovmortrans.com [UKRAINE-E013685]. -to- SOVFRAKHT-SOVMORTRANS CJSC (a.k.a. CJSC SOVFRAKHT-SOVMORTRANS), Rakhmanovskiy lane, 4, bld. 1, Morskoy House, Moscow 127994, Russia; Email Address smt@sovmortrans.com; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-E013685].

SOVFRAKHT-SOVMORTRANS-CRIMEA (a.k.a. KRYM SMT OOO LLC; a.k.a. LLC CMT CRIMEA; a.k.a. OOO 'CMT-K'; a.k.a. OOO 'SMT-K'; a.k.a. SMT-CRIMEA; a.k.a. SMT-K), ul. Zoi Zhitlovoy, d. 15, office 51, Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine; Vokzalnoye Highway 140, Kerch, Ukraine; Anapskoye Highway 1, Temryuk, Russia; Email Address info@smt-k.ru; alt. Email Address info@parom-k.ru [UKRAINE-E013685]. -to- SOVFRAKHT-SOVMORTRANS-CRIMEA (a.k.a. KRYM SMT OOO LLC; a.k.a. LLC CMT CRIMEA; a.k.a. OOO 'CMT-K'; a.k.a. OOO 'SMT-K'; a.k.a. SMT-CRIMEA; a.k.a. SMT-K), ul. Zoi Zhitlovoy, d. 15, office 51, Simferopol, Crimea, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-E013685].

STALINGRAD Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9690212 (vessel) [UKRAINE-E013685] (Linked To: TRANS-FLOT JSC). -to- STALINGRAD Russia flag; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-E013685].

STATE CONCERN NATIONAL PRODUCTION AND AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION MASSANDRA (a.k.a. MASSANDRA NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL AGRARIAN ASSOCIATION OF WINE INDUSTRY; a.k.a. MASSANDRA STATE CONCERN, NATIONAL PRODUCTION AND AGRARIAN UNION, OJSC; a.k.a. NACIONALNOYE PROIZ-VODSTVENNO AGRARNOYE OBYEDINENYE MASSANDRA; a.k.a. STATE CONCERN NATIONAL PRODUCTION AND AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION MASSANDRA), 6, str. Mira, Massandra, Yalta 98660, Ukraine; 6, Mira str., Massandra, Yalta, Crimea 98650, Ukraine; Mira str, h. 6, Massandra, Yalta, Crimea 98600, Ukraine; 6, Myra st., Massandra, Crimea 98650, Ukraine; Website http://www.massandra.net.ua/; Email Address impex@massandra.ua; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 00411890 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-E013685].

STATE CONCERN NATIONAL PRODUCTION AND AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION MASSANDRA (a.k.a. MASSANDRA NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL AGRARIAN ASSOCIATION OF WINE INDUSTRY; a.k.a. MASSANDRA STATE CONCERN, NATIONAL PRODUCTION AND AGRARIAN UNION, OJSC; a.k.a. NACIONALNOYE PROIZ-VODSTVENNO AGRARNOYE OBYEDINENYE MASSANDRA; a.k.a. STATE CONCERN NATIONAL PRODUCTION AND AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION MASSANDRA), 6, str. Mira, Massandra, Yalta 98660, Ukraine; 6, Mira str., Massandra, Yalta, Crimea 98650, Ukraine; Mira str, h. 6, Massandra, Yalta, Crimea 98600, Ukraine; 6, Myra st., Massandra, Crimea 98650, Ukraine; Website http://www.massandra.net.ua/; Email Address impex@massandra.ua; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 00411890 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-E013685].
STATE ENTERPRISE SEVASTOPOL COMMERCIAL SEAPORT (a.k.a. PORT OF SEVASTOPOL; a.k.a. SEAPORT OF SEVASTOPOL; a.k.a. SEVASTOPOL SEA TRADE PORT; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE SEVASTOPOL SEA TRADING PORT), 3 Place Nakhimova, Sevastopol 99011, Ukraine; 5, Nakhimova square, Sevastopol, Crimea 99011, Ukraine; Nahimova Square 5, Sevastopol, Crimea 99011, Ukraine; Email Address Sevport@stel.sebastopol.ua; alt. Email Address sevampu@ukr.net; alt. Email Address mail@morport.sebastopol.ua; UN/LOCODE UA SVP; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 01125548 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-E013685].

STATE ENTERPRISE SEVASTOPOL COMMERCIAL SEAPORT, 3 Place Nakhimova, Sevastopol 99011, Ukraine; 5, Nakhimova square, Sevastopol, Crimea 99011, Ukraine; Nahimova Square 5, Sevastopol, Crimea 99011, Ukraine; Email Address Sevport@stel.sebastopol.ua; alt. Email Address sevampu@ukr.net; alt. Email Address mail@morport.sebastopol.ua; UN/LOCODE UA SVP; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 01125548 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-E013685].

STATE ENTERPRISE UNIVERSAL-AVIA (a.k.a. CRIMEAN STATE AVIATION ENTERPRISE UNIVERSAL-AVIA; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNE UNITARNOE PREDPRIYATIE RESPUBLIKI KRYM UNIVERSAL-AVIA; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNE UNITARNOE PREDPRIYATIE RESPUBLIKI KRYM UNIVERSAL-AVIA; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENNOE PREDPRIYATIE RESPUBLIKA KRYM UNIVERSAL-AVIA; a.k.a. UNIVERSAL-AVIA, GUP RK), 5, Aeroflotskaya Street, Simferopol, Crimea 95024, Ukraine; Registration ID 1159102026742; Tax ID No. 9102159300; Government Gazette Number 00830954 [UKRAINE-E013685].

STATE ENTERPRISE UNIVERSAL-AVIA, 5, Aeroflotskaya Street, Simferopol, Crimea 95024, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1159102026742; Tax ID No. 9102159300; Government Gazette Number 00830954 [UKRAINE-E013685].

STATE ENTERPRISE YALTA SEA TRADING PORT (a.k.a. PORT OF YALTA; a.k.a. SEAPORT OF YALTA; a.k.a. SEVASTOPOL SEA TRADE PORT; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE SEVASTOPOL SEA TRADING PORT), Roosevelt Street 3, Yalta, Crimea 98600, Ukraine; 5, Roosevelt Str., Yalta, Crimea 98600, Ukraine; Email Address yaltaport.com.ua; Email Address yasko@ukrpost.ua; Email Address mail@morport.sebastopol.ua; UN/LOCODE UA SVP; Registration ID 01125548 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-E013685].

STATE ENTERPRISE YALTA SEA TRADING PORT, 5, Roosevelt Str., Yalta, Crimea 98600, Ukraine; Email Address yaltaport.com.ua; Email Address yasko@ukrpost.ua; Email Address mail@morport.sebastopol.ua; UN/LOCODE UA SVP; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 01125548 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-E013685].
STATE ENTERPRISE YALTA SEA TRADING PORT; a.k.a. YALTA MERCHANT SEA PORT; a.k.a. YALTA SEA PORT), Roosevelt Street 3, Yalta, Crimea 98600, Ukraine; 5, Roosevelt Str., Yalta, Crimea 98600, Ukraine; 5 Roosevelt Street, Yalta, Crimea 98600, Ukraine; Website yaltaport.com.ua; Email Address yasco@mail.ylt.crimea.com; UN/LOCODE UA YAL; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 01125591 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

YALTA FILM STUDIO (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO 'YALTINSKAYA KINOSTUDIYA'; a.k.a. CJSC YALTA-FILM; a.k.a. FILM STUDIO YALTA-FILM; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY YALTA FILM STUDIO; a.k.a. JSC YALTA FILM STUDIO; a.k.a. KINOSTUDIYA YALTA-FILM; a.k.a. OAO YALTINSKAYA KINOSTUDIYA; a.k.a. YALTA FILM STUDIOS), Ulitsa Mukhina, Building 3, Yalta, Crimea 298063, Ukraine; Sevastopolskaya 4, Yalta, Crimea, Ukraine; Sevastopolskaya 4, Yalta, Crimea, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 30993572 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

YALTA MERCHANT SEA PORT (a.k.a. PORT OF YALTA; a.k.a. SEAPORT OF YALTA; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE YALTA SEA TRADING PORT; a.k.a. YALTA COMMERCIAL SEAPORT; a.k.a. YALTA SEA PORT), Roosevelt Street 3, Yalta, Crimea 98600, Ukraine; 5, Roosevelt Str., Yalta, Crimea 98600, Ukraine; 5 Roosevelt Street, Yalta, Crimea 98600, Ukraine; Website yaltaport.com.ua; Email Address yasco@mail.ylt.crimea.com; UN/LOCODE UA YAL; Registration ID 01125591 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

YAZ Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9735323 (vessel) [UKRAINE-EO13685] (Linked To: TRANSPETROCHART CO LTD). -to- YAZ (Linked To: TRANSPETROCHART CO LTD). -to- YAZ Russia flag; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 01125591 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

YEVPATORIA COMMERCIAL SEAPORT (a.k.a. PORT OF EVPATORIA; a.k.a. SEAPORT OF YEVPATORIA; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE EVPATORIA SEA COMMERCIAL PORT; a.k.a. YEVPATORIA MERCHANT SEA PORT; a.k.a. YEVPATORIA SEA PORT; a.k.a. YEVPATORIYA COMMERCIAL SEA PORT; a.k.a. YEVPATORIYA SEA PORT), Mariners Square 1, Evpatoria, Crimea 94716, Ukraine; 1, Moryakov Sq, Yevpatoriya, Crimea 94708, Ukraine; 1 Moryakov Sq., Yevpatoria, Crimea 94716, Ukraine; 1 Moryakov Sq, Yevpatoriya, Crimea 94716, Ukraine; Email Address ladaf1@seavenue.net; alt. Email Address zavmes@emp.com.ua; UN/LOCODE UA ZKA; Registration ID 01125583 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- YEVPATORIYA COMMERCIAL SEAPORT (a.k.a. PORT OF EVPATORIA; a.k.a. SEAPORT OF YEVPATORIA; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE EVPATORIA SEA COMMERCIAL PORT; a.k.a. YEVPATORIA MERCHANT SEA PORT; a.k.a. YEVPATORIYA COMMERCIAL SEA PORT; a.k.a. YEVPATORIYA SEA PORT), Mariners Square
1, Evpatoria, Crimea 97416, Ukraine; 1, Moryakov Sq., Yevpatoriya, Crimea 97408, Ukraine; 1 Moryakov Sq., Yevpatoria, Crimea 97416, Ukraine; 1 Moryakov Sq., Yevpatoriya, Crimea 97416, Ukraine; Email Address lada1@seavenue.net; alt. Email Address zamves@emtp.com.ua; UN/LOCODE UA ZKA; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 01125583 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. YEVPATORIYA COMMERCIAL SEA PORT (a.k.a. PORT OF YEVPATORIYA; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE EVPATORIA SEA COMMERCIAL PORT; a.k.a. YEVPATORIYA MERCHANT SEA PORT; a.k.a. YEVPATORIYA COMMERCIAL SEA PORT; a.k.a. YEVPATORIYA COMMERCIAL SEA PORT (a.k.a. PORT OF YEVPATORIYA SEA PORT), Mariners Square 1, Evpatoria, Crimea 97416, Ukraine; 1, Moryakov Sq., Yevpatoriya, Crimea 97408, Ukraine; 1 Moryakov Sq., Yevpatoria, Crimea 97416, Ukraine; 1 Moryakov Sq., Yevpatoriya, Crimea 97416, Ukraine; Email Address lada1@seavenue.net; alt. Email Address zamves@emtp.com.ua; UN/LOCODE UA ZKA; Registration ID 01125583 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- YEVPATORIYA COMMERCIAL PORT; a.k.a. YEVPATORIYA COMMERCIAL SEA PORT; a.k.a. YEVPATORIYA COMMERCIAL SEAPORT; a.k.a. YEVPATORIYA COMMERCIAL PORT; a.k.a. YEVPATORIYA; a.k.a. PORT OF YEVPATORIYA; a.k.a. SEAPORT OF YEVPATORIYA; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE EVPATORIA SEA COMMERCIAL PORT; a.k.a. YEVPATORIYA COMMERCIAL SEA PORT; a.k.a. YEVPATORIYA MERCHANT SEA PORT; a.k.a. YEVPATORIYA COMMERCIAL SEA PORT; a.k.a. YEVPATORIYA COMMERCIAL SEA PORT (a.k.a. PORT OF YEVPATORIYA SEA PORT), Mariners Square 1, Evpatoria, Crimea 97416, Ukraine; 1, Moryakov Sq., Yevpatoriya, Crimea 97408, Ukraine; 1 Moryakov Sq., Yevpatoria, Crimea 97416, Ukraine; 1 Moryakov Sq., Yevpatoriya, Crimea 97416, Ukraine; Email Address lada1@seavenue.net; alt. Email Address zamves@emtp.com.ua; UN/LOCODE UA ZKA; Registration ID 01125583 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685].
ZARITSKY, Vladimir Nikolayevich (a.k.a. ZARITSKY, Vladimir Nikolayevich), Russia; DOB 15 Jun 1948; POB Ostany Village, Korosten District, Zhitomir region, Ukraine; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

- Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13685].
- To: ZAVOD SHAMPANSKYY VYN NOVY SVIT, DP (a.k.a. DERZHAVNE PIDPRYEMSTVO ZAVOD SHAMPANSKYY VYN NOVY SVIT; a.k.a. GOSUDARSTVENOE PREDPRIYTIYE ZAVOD SHAMPANSKYY VIN NOVY SVET; a.k.a. NOVY SVET WINERY, a.k.a. NOVY SVET WINERY STATE ENTERPRISE; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE FACTORY OF SPARKLING WINE NOVY SVET; a.k.a. STATE ENTERPRISE FACTORY OF SPARKLING WINES NEW WORLD), 1 Shaliapin Street, Novy Svet Village, Sudak, Crimea 98032, Ukraine; Website http://nsvet.com.ua/en/contacts; Email Address boss@nsvet.com.ua; Registration ID 00412665 (Ukraine) [UKRAINE-EO13685].
- To: "GRAND EXPRESS" (Cyrillic: "ГРАНД ЭКСПРЕСС") (a.k.a. AO GRAND SERVIS EKSPRESS; a.k.a. GRAND SERVICE EXPRESS (Cyrillic: ГРАНД СЕРВИС ЭКСПРЕСС); a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY GRAND SERVICE EXPRESS; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY TRANSPORT COMPANY GRAND SERVICE EXPRESS (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ТРАНСПОРТНАЯ КОМПАНИЯ ГРАНД СЕРВИС ЭКСПРЕСС)), 85 Sheremetevskaya St., Building 1, Moscow 129075, Russia; ul. Sheremetevskaya, d. 85, str. 1, Moscow 129075, Russia; P.O. Box 15, Moscow 129075, Russia; a/ya 15, Moscow 129075, Russia; Tax ID No. 7705445700 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].
- To: "GRAND EXPRESS" (Cyrillic: "ГРАНД ЭКСПРЕСС") (a.k.a. AO GRAND SERVIS EKSPRESS; a.k.a. GRAND SERVICE EXPRESS (Cyrillic: ГРАНД СЕРВИС ЭКСПРЕСС); a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY GRAND SERVICE EXPRESS; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY TRANSPORT COMPANY GRAND SERVICE EXPRESS (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ТРАНСПОРТНАЯ КОМПАНИЯ ГРАНД СЕРВИС ЭКСПРЕСС)), 85 Sheremetevskaya St., Building 1, Moscow 129075, Russia; ul. Sheremetevskaya, d. 85, str. 1, Moscow 129075, Russia; Tax ID No. 7705445700 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].
- To: "GRAND EXPRESS" (Cyrillic: "ГРАНД ЭКСПРЕСС") (a.k.a. AO GRAND SERVIS EKSPRESS; a.k.a. GRAND SERVICE EXPRESS (Cyrillic: ГРАНД СЕРВИС ЭКСПРЕСС); a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY GRAND SERVICE EXPRESS; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY TRANSPORT COMPANY GRAND SERVICE EXPRESS (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ТРАНСПОРТНАЯ КОМПАНИЯ ГРАНД СЕРВИС ЭКСПРЕСС)), 85 Sheremetevskaya St., Building 1, Moscow 129075, Russia; ul. Sheremetevskaya, d. 85, str. 1, Moscow 129075, Russia; Tax ID No. 7705445700 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].
"JSC GSE" (a.k.a. AO GRAND SERVIS EKSPRESS; a.k.a. GRAND SERVICE EXPRESS (Cyrillic: ГРАНД СЕРВИС ЭКСПРЕСС)), a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY GRAND SERVICE EXPRESS; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY TRANSPORT COMPANY GRAND SERVICE EXPRESS (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ТРАНСПОРТНАЯ КОМПАНИЯ ГРАНД СЕРВИС ЭКСПРЕСС); a.k.a. "GRAND EXPRESS" (Cyrillic: "ГРАНД ЭКСПРЕСС")), 85 Shremnetevskaya St., Building 1, Moscow 129075, Russia; ul. Shremnetevskaya, d. 85, str. 1, Moscow 129075, Russia; P.O. Box 15, Moscow 129075, Russia; a/ya 15, Moscow 129075, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 7705445700 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

"JSC TPE" (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY FOREIGN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION TECHNOPROMEXPORT; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY FOREIGN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION ТЕХНОПРОМЭКСПОРТ; a.k.a. JSC ТЕХНОПРОМЭКСПОРТ; a.k.a. JSC VO ТЕХНОПРОМЭКСПОРТ; a.k.a. OJSC ТЕХНОПРОМЭКСПОРТ; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY FOREIGN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION ТЕХНОПРОМЭКСПОРТ; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY FOREIGN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION ТЕХНОПРОМЭКСПОРТ; a.k.a. OJSC ТЕХНОПРОМЭКСПОРТ; a.k.a. GRAND SERVICE EXPRESS" (Cyrillic: "ГРАНД ЭКСПРЕСС")), 85 Shremnetevskaya St., Building 1, Moscow 129075, Russia; ul. Shremnetevskaya, d. 85, str. 1, Moscow 129075, Russia; P.O. Box 15, Moscow 129075, Russia; a/ya 15, Moscow 129075, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 7705445700 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

"JSC TPE" (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY FOREIGN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION TECHNOPROMEXPORT; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY FOREIGN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION ТЕХНОПРОМЭКСПОРТ; a.k.a. JSC ТЕХНОПРОМЭКСПОРТ; a.k.a. JSC VO ТЕХНОПРОМЭКСПОРТ; a.k.a. OJSC ТЕХНОПРОМЭКСПОРТ; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY FOREIGN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION ТЕХНОПРОМЭКСПОРТ; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY FOREIGN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION ТЕХНОПРОМЭКСПОРТ; a.k.a. OJSC ТЕХНОПРОМЭКСПОРТ; a.k.a. GRAND SERVICE EXPRESS" (Cyrillic: "ГРАНД ЭКСПРЕСС")), 85 Shremnetevskaya St., Building 1, Moscow 129075, Russia; ul. Shremnetevskaya, d. 85, str. 1, Moscow 129075, Russia; P.O. Box 15, Moscow 129075, Russia; a/ya 15, Moscow 129075, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 7705445700 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

Government Gazette Number 48937526 [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- "KARST LTD." (a.k.a. CONSTRUCTION HOLDING COMPANY OLD CITY - KARST; a.k.a. KARST, OOO; a.k.a. ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ KARST; a.k.a. "KARST LTD."). D. 4 Litera A Pomeschenie 69 ul. Kapitanskaya, St. Petersburg 199397, Russia; 4 Kapitanskaya Street, Unit A, Office 69-Н, St. Petersburg 199397, Russia; Website http://www.oldcitykarst.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1037800012711; Tax ID No. 7801106690; Government Gazette Number 48937526 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

"KARST LTD." (a.k.a. CONSTRUCTION HOLDING COMPANY OLD CITY - KARST; a.k.a. KARST, OOO; a.k.a. ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ KARST; a.k.a. "KARST LTD."). D. 4 Litera A Pomeschenie 69 ul. Kapitanskaya, St. Petersburg 199397, Russia; 4 Kapitanskaya Street, Unit A, Office 69-Н, St. Petersburg 199397, Russia; Website http://www.oldcitykarst.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1037800012711; Tax ID No. 7801106690; Government Gazette Number 48937526 [UKRAINE-EO13685].

"LLC UKIP" (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS MANAGEMENT COMPANY; a.k.a. MANAGEMENT COMPANY FOR INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS; a.k.a. УПРАВЛЯЮЩАЯ КОМПАНИЯ ИНФРАСТРУКТУРНОКИЛОМЕТРОВАЯ ПРОЕКТОВ; a.k.a. "UKIP"; a.k.a. "UKIP, OOO"), Sevastopol'skaya Street, House 41/2, Simferopol, Crimea 295024, Ukraine; Email Address fnatali@mail.ru; Tax ID Number 34390716 (Russia)

"LLC UKIP" (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS MANAGEMENT COMPANY; a.k.a. MANAGEMENT COMPANY FOR INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS; a.k.a. УПРАВЛЯЮЩАЯ КОМПАНИЯ ИНФРАСТРУКТУРНОКИЛОМЕТРОВАЯ ПРОЕКТОВ; a.k.a. "UKIP"; a.k.a. "UKIP, OOO"), Sevastopol'skaya Street, House 41/2, Simferopol, Crimea 295024, Ukraine; Email Address fnatali@mail.ru; Tax ID Number 34390716 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].
The following [UKRAINE-EO13685] entries have been changed:

ROSNEFT TRADING S.A., Rue Place du Lac 2, 1204, Geneva, Switzerland; Website www.rosneft.com; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 2; alt. Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 4; Tax ID No. CHE-310.418.877 (Switzerland); For more information on sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 9102045582 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00742767 (Russia); Registration Number 1149102091654 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

"UKIP, OOO" (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS MANAGEMENT COMPANY; a.k.a. MANAGEMENT COMPANY FOR INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS; a.k.a. UPRAVLYAYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA INFRASTRUKTURNYKH PROEKTOV; a.k.a. "LLC UKIP"; a.k.a. "UKIP"), Sevastopolskaya Street, House 41/2, Simferopol, Crimea 295024, Ukraine; Email Address fnatali@mail.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 9102045582 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00742767 (Russia); Registration Number 1149102091654 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].

The following [VENEZUELA-EO13850] entries have been changed:

ROSNEFT TRADING S.A., Rue Place du Lac 2, 1204, Geneva, Switzerland; Website www.rosneft.com; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 2; alt. Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 4; Tax ID No. CHE-310.418.877 (Switzerland); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/venezuela.aspx#
The following [SYRIA] [UKRAINE-EO13662] entries have been changed:

- **OJSC ROSOBORONEXPORT (a.k.a. ROSOBORONEKSPORT OAO)**; a.k.a. ROSOBORONEKSPORT OJSC; a.k.a. ROSOBORONEXPORT; a.k.a. ROSOBORONEXPORT JSC; a.k.a. RUSSIAN DEFENSE EXPORT ROSOBORONEXPORT.
- **27 Stromynka ul., Moscow 107076, Russia**; Website www.roe.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1117746521452; Tax ID No. 7718852163; Government Gazette Number 56467052; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/syria.aspx#directives [SYRIA] [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: ROSTEC).

**OAO (a.k.a. OJSC ROSOBORONEXPORT)**; a.k.a. ROSOBORONEKSPORT OAO; a.k.a. ROSOBORONEKSPORT OJSC; a.k.a. ROSOBORONEXPORT; a.k.a. ROSOBORONEXPORT JSC; a.k.a. RUSSIAN DEFENSE EXPORT ROSOBORONEXPORT); 27 Stromynka ul., Moscow 107076, Russia; Website www.roe.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1117746521452; Tax ID No. 7718852163; Government Gazette Number 56467052; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/syria.aspx#directives [SYRIA] [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: ROSTEC).
The following [PEESA-EO14039] [UKRAINE-EO13685] entries have been changed:

KOKSOKHIMTRANS LTD. (a.k.a. KOKSOKHIMTRANS OOO; a.k.a. LLC KOKSOKHIMTRANS (Cyrillic: ООО KOKCOXHIMTPAC)), Rakhmanovskiy lane, 4, bld. 1, Morskoy House, Moscow 127994, Russia; prospekt Olimpiyskiy 14, Moscow 129090, Russia; Tax ID No. 7707294809 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 57067113 (Russia); Business Registration Number 1037739709138 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685] [PEESA-EO14039]. -to- KOKSOKHIMTRANS LTD. (a.k.a. KOKSOKHIMTRANS OOO; a.k.a. LLC KOKSOKHIMTRANS (Cyrillic: ООО KOKCOXHIMTPAC)), Rakhmanovskiy lane, 4, bld. 1, Morskoy House, Moscow 127994, Russia; prospekt Olimpiyskiy 14, Moscow 129090, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 7707294809 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 57067113 (Russia); Business Registration Number 1037739709138 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685] [PEESA-EO14039].

The following [PEESA-EO14039] [UKRAINE-EO13685] entries have been changed:

KOKSOKHIMTRANS LTD. (a.k.a. KOKSOKHIMTRANS OOO; a.k.a. LLC KOKSOKHIMTRANS (Cyrillic: ООО KOKCOXHIMTPAC)), Rakhmanovskiy lane, 4, bld. 1, Morskoy House, Moscow 127994, Russia; prospekt Olimpiyskiy 14, Moscow 129090, Russia; Tax ID No. 7707294809 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 57067113 (Russia); Business Registration Number 1037739709138 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685] [PEESA-EO14039]. -to- KOKSOKHIMTRANS LTD. (a.k.a. KOKSOKHIMTRANS OOO; a.k.a. LLC KOKSOKHIMTRANS (Cyrillic: ООО KOKCOXHIMTPAC)), Rakhmanovskiy lane, 4, bld. 1, Morskoy House, Moscow 127994, Russia; prospekt Olimpiyskiy 14, Moscow 129090, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 7707294809 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 57067113 (Russia); Business Registration Number 1037739709138 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685] [PEESA-EO14039].
PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich (a.k.a. PRIGOZHIN, Evgeny (a.k.a. PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeny Viktorovich), Russia; prospekt Olimpiysky 14, Moscow 129090, Russia; Tax ID No. 7707294809 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 57067113 (Russia); Business Registration Number 1037739709138 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685] [PEESA-EO14039]. -to- LLC KOKSOKHIMTRANS (Cyrillic: OOO KOKCOXHIMTPAHC) (a.k.a. KOKSOKHIMTRANS LTD.; a.k.a. KOKSOKHIMTRANS OOO), Rakhmanovsky lane, 4, bl. 1, Morskoy House, Moscow 127994, Russia; prospekt Olimpiysky 14, Moscow 129090, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 7707294809 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 57067113 (Russia); Business Registration Number 1037739709138 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685] [PEESA-EO14039].

The following [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been changed:

PRIGOZHIN, Evgeny (a.k.a. PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich), Russia; DOB 01 Jun 1961; POB Leningrad, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: INTERNET RESEARCH AGENCY LLC), D. 13 Litera A, Pom. 2-N N4, Naberezhnaya Reki Fontanki, St. Petersburg 191011, Russia; Registration ID 1037843002515 [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] (Linked To: INTERNET RESEARCH AGENCY LLC).

The following [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: INTERNET RESEARCH AGENCY LLC).

The following [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] entries have been changed:

CONCORD CATERING, D. 7, von Keyserling Mansion, St. Petersburg 119034, Russia; Ulitsa Volkhonka Dom 9, Moscow 119019, Russia [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] (Linked To: INTERNET RESEARCH AGENCY LLC). -to- CONCORD CATERING, D. 13 Litera A, Pom. 2-N N4, Naberezhnaya Reki Fontanki, St. Petersburg 191011, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1037843002515 [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] (Linked To: INTERNET RESEARCH AGENCY LLC).

CONCORD MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTING; a.k.a. KONKORD MENEDZHMENT I KONSALTING, OOO; a.k.a. LLC CONCORD MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTING; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTIYU KONKORD MENEDZHMENT I KONSALTING), D. 13 Litera A, Pom. 2-N N4, Naberezhnaya Reki Fontanki, St. Petersburg 191011, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1037843002515 [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] (Linked To: INTERNET RESEARCH AGENCY LLC).

LLC CONCORD MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTING; a.k.a. KONKORD MENEDZHMENT I KONSALTING, OOO; a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY CONCORD MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTING; a.k.a. LLC CONCORD MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTING; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTIYU KONKORD MENEDZHMENT I KONSALTING), D. 13 Litera A, Pom. 2-N N4, Naberezhnaya Reki Fontanki, St. Petersburg 191011, Russia; Registration ID 1037843002515 [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] (Linked To: INTERNET RESEARCH AGENCY LLC).

The following [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been changed:

PRIGOZHIN, Evgeny (a.k.a. PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich), Russia; DOB 01 Jun 1961; POB Leningrad, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: INTERNET RESEARCH AGENCY LLC).

The following [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] entries have been changed:

CONCORD CATERING, D. 7, von Keyserling Mansion, St. Petersburg 119034, Russia; Ulitsa Volkhonka Dom 9, Moscow 119019, Russia [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] (Linked To: INTERNET RESEARCH AGENCY LLC). -to- CONCORD CATERING, D. 13 Litera A, Pom. 2-N N4, Naberezhnaya Reki Fontanki, St. Petersburg 191011, Russia; Registration ID 1037843002515 [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] (Linked To: INTERNET RESEARCH AGENCY LLC).

CONCORD MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTING; a.k.a. KONKORD MENEDZHMENT I KONSALTING, OOO; a.k.a. LLC CONCORD MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTING; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTIYU KONKORD MENEDZHMENT I KONSALTING), D. 13 Litera A, Pom. 2-N N4, Naberezhnaya Reki Fontanki, St. Petersburg 191011, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1037843002515 [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] (Linked To: INTERNET RESEARCH AGENCY LLC).

The following [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: INTERNET RESEARCH AGENCY LLC).

The following [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] entries have been changed:

CONCORD CATERING, D. 7, von Keyserling Mansion, St. Petersburg 119034, Russia; Ulitsa Volkhonka Dom 9, Moscow 119019, Russia [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] (Linked To: INTERNET RESEARCH AGENCY LLC). -to- CONCORD CATERING, D. 13 Litera A, Pom. 2-N N4, Naberezhnaya Reki Fontanki, St. Petersburg 191011, Russia; Registration ID 1037843002515 [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] (Linked To: INTERNET RESEARCH AGENCY LLC).

CONCORD MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTING; a.k.a. KONKORD MENEDZHMENT I KONSALTING, OOO; a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY CONCORD MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTING; a.k.a. LLC CONCORD MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTING; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTIYU KONKORD MENEDZHMENT I KONSALTING), D. 13 Litera A, Pom. 2-N N4, Naberezhnaya Reki Fontanki, St. Petersburg 191011, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1037843002515 [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] (Linked To: INTERNET RESEARCH AGENCY LLC).
The following [UKRAINE-EO13661] entries have been changed:

NAZAROV, Sergey Makarovich, Russia; DOB 27 Jul 1961; POB Kizel, Russia; Gender Male; Deputy Minister of Economic Development of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to-

AKTIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ENPIVI INZHINIRING (a.k.a. AO ENPIVI INZHINIRING; a.k.a. ENPIVI INZHINIRING, AO; a.k.a. NPV ENGINEERING JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. NPV ENGINEERING OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. OJSC NPV ENGINEERING), 5, per. Strochenovski B., Moscow 115054, Russia; PER. Strochenovski B D.S. Moscow 115054, Russia; Website www.npve.narod.ru; Email Address npw@npv.ru; Tax ID No. 7707587805; Government Gazette Number 95533058 [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadyevich). -to-

OKEANPRIBOR (Cyrillic: ОКЕАНПРИБОР); a.k.a. AO KONTSERN OKEANPRIBOR (Cyrillic: АО КОНЦЕРН ОКЕАНПРИБОР); a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN OKEANPRIBOR; a.k.a. JSC CONCERN OKEANPRIBOR; a.k.a. KONTSERN OKEANPRIBOR, PAO, 46, Chkalovskii Prospect, St. Petersburg 197376, Russia; Website www.oceanpribor.ru; Registration ID 1067847424160 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7813341546 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13662]. -to-

AO KONTSERN OKEANPRIBOR (Cyrillic: AO КОНЦЕРН ОКЕАНПРИБОР); a.k.a. AKTIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO KONTSERN OKEANPRIBOR (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО КОНЦЕРН ОКЕАНПРИБОР); a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN OKEANPRIBOR; a.k.a. JSC CONCERN OKEANPRIBOR; a.k.a. KONTSERN OKEANPRIBOR, PAO, 46, Chkalovskii Prospect, St. Petersburg 197376, Russia; Website www.oceanpribor.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 106774653683; Tax ID No. 7707587805; Government Gazette Number 95533058 [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadyevich). -to-

The following [UKRAINE-EO13660] entries have been changed:

NAZAROV, Sergey Makarovich, Russia; DOB 27 Jul 1961; POB Kizel, Russia; Gender Male; Deputy Minister of Economic Development of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] [UKRAINE-EO13661]. -to-

AKTIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ENPIVI INZHINIRING (a.k.a. AO ENPIVI INZHINIRING; a.k.a. ENPIVI INZHINIRING, AO; a.k.a. NPV ENGINEERING JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. NPV ENGINEERING OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. OJSC NPV ENGINEERING), 5, per. Strochenovski B., Moscow 115054, Russia; PER. Strochenovski B D.S. Moscow 115054, Russia; Website www.npve.narod.ru; Email Address npw@npv.ru; Tax ID No. 7707587805; Government Gazette Number 95533058 [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadyevich). -to-
Government Gazette Number 00156251 [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadyevich). -to- GAZPROM DRILLING (f.k.a. BUROVAYA KOMPANIYA OAO GAZPROM, DOCHERNEE OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTU); a.k.a. GAZPROM BURENIE, OOO; a.k.a. GAZPROM BURENIYE LLC; a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY GAZPROM BURENIE; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTU GAZPROM BURENIE), 12A, ul. Namekina, Moscow 117420, Russia; Website www.burgaz.ru; Email Address mail@burgaz.gazprom.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1028900620319; Tax ID No. 7813341546 (Russia); Tax ID No. 1047796880548; Government Gazette Number 772701001 [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: ROTENBERG, Igor Arkadyevich).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN OKEANPRIBOR (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO KONTSERN OKEANPRIBOR (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО КОНЦЕРН ОКЕАНПРИБОР); a.k.a. AO KONTSERN OKEANPRIBOR (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО КОНЦЕРН ОКЕАНПРИБОР); a.k.a. JSC KONTSERN OKEANPRIBOR, PAO), 46, Chkalovskii Prospect, St. Petersburg 197376, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13662].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN OKEANPRIBOR (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO KONTSERN OKEANPRIBOR (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО КОНЦЕРН ОКЕАНПРИБОР); a.k.a. AO KONTSERN OKEANPRIBOR (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО КОНЦЕРН ОКЕАНПРИБОР); a.k.a. JSC KONTSERN OKEANPRIBOR, PAO), 46, Chkalovskii Prospect, St. Petersburg 197376, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13662].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN OKEANPRIBOR (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO KONTSERN OKEANPRIBOR (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО КОНЦЕРН ОКЕАНПРИБОР); a.k.a. AO KONTSERN OKEANPRIBOR (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО КОНЦЕРН ОКЕАНПРИБОР); a.k.a. JSC KONTSERN OKEANPRIBOR, PAO), 46, Chkalovskii Prospect, St. Petersburg 197376, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13662].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN OKEANPRIBOR (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO KONTSERN OKEANPRIBOR (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО КОНЦЕРН ОКЕАНПРИБОР); a.k.a. AO KONTSERN OKEANPRIBOR (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО КОНЦЕРН ОКЕАНПРИБОР); a.k.a. JSC KONTSERN OKEANPRIBOR, PAO), 46, Chkalovskii Prospect, St. Petersburg 197376, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13662].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN OKEANPRIBOR (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO KONTSERN OKEANPRIBOR (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО КОНЦЕРН ОКЕАНПРИБОР); a.k.a. AO KONTSERN OKEANPRIBOR (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО КОНЦЕРН ОКЕАНПРИБОР); a.k.a. JSC KONTSERN OKEANPRIBOR, PAO), 46, Chkalovskii Prospect, St. Petersburg 197376, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13662].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN OKEANPRIBOR (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO KONTSERN OKEANPRIBOR (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО КОНЦЕРН ОКЕАНПРИБОР); a.k.a. AO KONTSERN OKEANPRIBOR (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО КОНЦЕРН ОКЕАНПРИБОР); a.k.a. JSC KONTSERN OKEANPRIBOR, PAO), 46, Chkalovskii Prospect, St. Petersburg 197376, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13662].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN OKEANPRIBOR (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO KONTSERN OKEANPRIBOR (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО КОНЦЕРН ОКЕАНПРИБОР); a.k.a. AO KONTSERN OKEANPRIBOR (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО КОНЦЕРН ОКЕАНПРИБОР); a.k.a. JSC KONTSERN OKEANPRIBOR, PAO), 46, Chkalovskii Prospect, St. Petersburg 197376, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13662].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN OKEANPRIBOR (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO KONTSERN OKEANPRIBOR (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО КОНЦЕРН ОКЕАНПРИБОР); a.k.a. AO KONTSERN OKEANPRIBOR (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО КОНЦЕРН ОКЕАНПРИБОР); a.k.a. JSC KONTSERN OKEANPRIBOR, PAO), 46, Chkalovskii Prospect, St. Petersburg 197376, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13662].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN OKEANPRIBOR (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO KONTSERN OKEANPRIBOR (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО КОНЦЕРН ОКЕАНПРИБОР); a.k.a. AO KONTSERN OKEANPRIBOR (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО КОНЦЕРН ОКЕАНПРИБОР); a.k.a. JSC KONTSERN OKEANPRIBOR, PAO), 46, Chkalovskii Prospect, St. Petersburg 197376, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13662].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN OKEANPRIBOR (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO KONTSERN OKEANPRIBOR (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО КОНЦЕРН ОКЕАНПРИБОР); a.k.a. AO KONTSERN OKEANPRIBOR (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО КОНЦЕРН ОКЕАНПРИБОР); a.k.a. JSC KONTSERN OKEANPRIBOR, PAO), 46, Chkalovskii Prospect, St. Petersburg 197376, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13662].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN OKEANPRIBOR (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO KONTSERN OKEANPRIBOR (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО КОНЦЕРН ОКЕАНПРИБОР); a.k.a. AO KONTSERN OKEANPRIBOR (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО КОНЦЕРН ОКЕАНПРИБОР); a.k.a. JSC KONTSERN OKEANPRIBOR, PAO), 46, Chkalovskii Prospect, St. Petersburg 197376, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13662].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY CONCERN OKEANPRIBOR (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO KONTSERN OKEANPRIBOR (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО КОНЦЕРН ОКЕАНПРИБОР); a.k.a. AO KONTSERN OKEANPRIBOR (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО КОНЦЕРН ОКЕАНПРИБОР); a.k.a. JSC KONTSERN OKEANPRIBOR, PAO), 46, Chkalovskii Prospect, St. Petersburg 197376, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13662].
CHANGES TO THE SDN LIST IN 2022
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YAROSLAVSKY SHIPBUILDING PLANT OPEN JOINT-STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ЯРОСЛАВСКИЙ СУДОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД) (a.k.a. OJSC YAROSLAVSKY SHIPBUILDING PLANT; a.k.a. ОJSC YAROSLAVSKY SHIPYARD; a.k.a. PJSC YAROSLAVSKY SHIPBUILDING PLANT (Cyrillic: ПАО ЯРОСЛАВСКИЙ СУДОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД))

1, Korabelnaya Str., Yaroslavl 150006, Russia [UKRAINE-EO13662]. -to- YAROSLAVSKY SHIPYARD OPEN JOINT-STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ЯРОСЛАВСКИЙ СУДОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД), 1, Korabelnaya Str., Yaroslavl 150006, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13662].

ZELENODOLSK SHIPYARD PLANT NAMED AFTER A.M. GORKY (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ZELENODOLSK PLANT NAMED AFTER A.M. GORKY (Cyrillic: ОТКРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ЗЕЛЕНОДОЛЬСКИЙ ЗАВОД ИМЕНИ АМ. ГОРЬКОГО); a.k.a. JSC ZELENODOLSK PLANT NAMED AFTER A.M. GORKY (Cyrillic: АО ЗЕЛЕНОДОЛЬСКИЙ ЗАВОД ИМЕНИ АМ. ГОРЬКОГО)), 5, Zavodskaya St., Zelenodolsk, Republic of Tatarstan 422546, Russia [UKRAINE-EO13662]. -to- ZELENODOLSK SHIPYARD PLANT NAMED AFTER A.M. GORKY (Cyrillic: ОТКРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ЗЕЛЕНОДОЛЬСКИЙ ЗАВОД ИМЕНИ АМ. ГОРЬКОГО); a.k.a. JSC ZELENODOLSK PLANT NAMED AFTER A.M. GORKY (Cyrillic: АО ЗЕЛЕНОДОЛЬСКИЙ ЗАВОД ИМЕНИ АМ. ГОРЬКОГО)), 5, Zavodskaya St., Zelenodolsk, Republic of Tatarstan 422546, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13662].

The following [UKRAINE-EO13661] [UKRAINE-EO13662] entries have been changed:

AGROHOLDING KUBAN (a.k.a. KUBAN AGRO; a.k.a. KUBAN AGROHOLDING), 77 Mira St., Ust-Labinsk, Krasnodar Territory 352330, Russia; 1 Montazhnaya St., Ust-Labinsk, Krasnodar Territory, Russia; 116 Mira St., Ust-Labinsk, Krasnodar Territory, Russia; 1 G. Konshinykh St., Krasnodar Territory, Russia; 2 Rabochaya St., Ust-Labinsk, Krasnodar Territory, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13661] [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: DERIPASKA, Oleg Vladimirovich; Linked To: BASIC ELEMENT LIMITED). -to- AGROHOLDING KUBAN (a.k.a. KUBAN AGRO; a.k.a. KUBAN AGROHOLDING), 77 Mira St., Ust-Labinsk, Krasnodar Territory 352330, Russia; 1 Montazhnaya St., Ust-Labinsk, Krasnodar Territory, Russia; 116 Mira St., Ust-Labinsk, Krasnodar Territory, Russia; 1 G. Konshinykh St., Krasnodar Territory, Russia; 2 Rabochaya St., Ust-Labinsk, Krasnodar Territory, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13661] [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: DERIPASKA, Oleg Vladimirovich; Linked To: BASIC ELEMENT LIMITED).
BOYARKIN, V.A. (Cyrillic: БОЯРКИН, В.А.)
(a.k.a. BOYARKIN, Victor; a.k.a. BOYARKIN, Victor Alekseyevich; a.k.a. BOYARKIN, Victor;
Victor Alekseyevich (Cyrillic: БОЯРКИН, Виктор Алексеевич); a.k.a. BOYARKIN, Viktor), #189, 20, BLD1, Generala Beloborodova, Moscow, Federal District 125222, Russia; DOB 12 Oct 1958; POB Meschovsk, Russia; nationality Russia; citizen Russia; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Gender Male; Passport 200042334 (Russia); alt. Passport 642348547 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: DERIPASKA, Oleg Vladimirovich).

BOYARKIN, Victor Alekseyevich (a.k.a. BOYARKIN, V.A. (Cyrillic: БОЯРКИН, В.А.);
а.к.а. BOYARKIN, Victor; a.k.a. BOYARKIN, Victor Alekseyevich (Cyrillic: БОЯРКИН, Виктор Алексеевич); a.k.a. BOYARKIN, Viktor), #189, 20, BLD1, Generala Beloborodova, Moscow, Federal District 125222, Russia; DOB 12 Oct 1958; POB Meschovsk, Russia; nationality Russia; citizen Russia; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Gender Male; Passport 200042334 (Russia); alt. Passport 642348547 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: DERIPASKA, Oleg Vladimirovich).

BOYARKIN, Viktor (a.k.a. BOYARKIN, V.A. (Cyrillic: БОЯРКИН, В.А.);
а.к.а. BOYARKIN, Victor; a.k.a. BOYARKIN, Victor Alekseyevich (Cyrillic: БОЯРКИН, Виктор Алексеевич); a.k.a. BOYARKIN, Viktor), #189, 20, BLD1, Generala Beloborodova, Moscow, Federal District 125222, Russia; DOB 12 Oct 1958; POB Meschovsk, Russia; nationality Russia; citizen Russia; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Gender Male; Passport 200042334 (Russia); alt. Passport 642348547 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: DERIPASKA, Oleg Vladimirovich).
Belgravia, London SW1X 8PH, United Kingdom; DOB 02 Jan 1968; POB Dzerzhinsk, Nizhny Novgorod Region, Russia; citizen Russia; alt. citizen Cyprus; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661] [UKRAINE-E013662].

KUBAN AGROHOLDING (a.k.a. AGROHOLDING KUBAN; a.k.a. KUBAN AGRO), 77 Mira St., Ust-Labinsk, Krasnodar Territory 352330, Russia; 1 Montazhnaya St., Ust-Labinsk, Krasnodar Territory, Russia; 1 G. Konshinykh St., Krasnodar Territory, Russia; 2 Rabochecha St., Ust-Labinsk, Krasnodar Territory, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-E013661] [UKRAINE-E013662] (Linked To: DERIPASKA, Oleg Vladimirovich; Linked To: BASIC ELEMENT LIMITED).

RUSSIAN MACHINES (a.k.a. RUSSKIE MASHINY), Ul. Rochdelskaya 15, 8, Moscow 123022, Russia; Identification Number 37100386; Tax ID No. 2373000582; Registration ID 1112373000596; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-E013661] [UKRAINE-E013662] (Linked To: DERIPASKA, Oleg Vladimirovich; Linked To: BASIC ELEMENT LIMITED).

The following [SSIDES] entries have been changed:

BASOV, Oleksandr Vasilevich (a.k.a. BASOV, Aleksandr; a.k.a. BASOV, Oleksandr), Ukraine; DOB 16 Oct 1971; Gender Male (individual) [CAATSA - RUSSIA] (Linked To: MINISTRY OF STATE SECURITY). -to- BASOV, Alexander Vasilevich (a.k.a. BASOV, Oleksandr), Ukraine; DOB 16 Oct 1971; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [SSIDES] (Linked To: MINISTRY OF STATE SECURITY).
SUSHKO, Andriy Volodymyrovych (a.k.a. SUSHKO, Andrey Vladimirovich; a.k.a. SUSHKO, Andriy Volodymyrovych), Bldg. 78, Apt. 74, ulitsa Generala Petrova, city of Kerch, Crimea, Ukraine; DOB 23 Jan 1976; POB Village of Leninskoe, Leninskiy Region, Autonomous Region of Crimea, Ukraine; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [SSIDES].

The following [UKRAINE-E013661] [UKRAINE-E013685] entries have been changed:

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SOUTHERN PROJECT (a.k.a. LLC SOUTHERN PROJECT; a.k.a. OBSECHSTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU YUZHNY PROEKT; a.k.a. YUZHNY PROEKT, OOO), Room 15-H, Litera A, House 2, Rastrelli Place, City of St. Petersburg 191124, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 7842144503 (Russia); Registration Number 1177847378279 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] [UKRAINE-E013685] (Linked To: BANK ROSSIYA; Linked To: KOVALCHUK, Yuri Valentinovich).

OBSECHSTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTYU YUZHNY PROEKT (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SOUTHERN PROJECT; a.k.a. LLC SOUTHERN PROJECT; a.k.a. YUZHNY PROEKT, OOO), Room 15-H, Litera A, House 2, Rastrelli Place, City of St. Petersburg 191124, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209, Tax ID No. 7842144503 (Russia); Registration Number 1177847378279 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] [UKRAINE-E013685] (Linked To: BANK ROSSIYA; Linked To: KOVALCHUK, Yuri Valentinovich).

YUZHNY PROEKT, OOO (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SOUTHERN PROJECT; a.k.a. LLC SOUTHERN PROJECT; a.k.a. YUZHNY PROEKT, OOO), Room 15-H, Litera A, House 2, Rastrelli Place, City of St. Petersburg 191124, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209, Tax ID No. 7842144503 (Russia); Registration Number 1177847378279 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] [UKRAINE-E013685] (Linked To: BANK ROSSIYA; Linked To: KOVALCHUK, Yuri Valentinovich).
191124, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 7825144503 (Russia); Registration Number 1177847378279 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [UKRAINE-EO13685] (Linked To: BANK ROSSIYA; Linked To: KOVALCHUK, Yuri Valentinovich).

The following [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] entries have been changed:

AFANASYEVA, Yulia Andreevna (Cyrillic: АФАНАСЬЕВА, Юлия Андреевна), St. Petersburg, Russia; DOB 24 Feb 1988; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 782516327349 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848]. -to- AFANASYEVA, Yulia Andreevna (Cyrillic: АФАНАСЬЕВА, Юлия Андреевна), St. Petersburg, Russia; DOB 24 Feb 1988; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 782516327349 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848].

ASOCIATION FOR FREE RESEARCH AND INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION (a.k.a. "AFRIC") (Russia; Email Address Africoline@protonmail.com; Digital Currency Address - ZEC t11MMXBrsp1XG38LxdoecPcnUCjJ5vW6jUW; Digital Currency Address - DASH 6yC72M6pDm8yMDnoqCDaBaT [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich). -to- ASSOCIATION FOR FREE RESEARCH AND INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION (a.k.a. "AFRIC") (Russia; Email Address Africoline@protonmail.com; Digital Currency Address - ZEC t11MMXBrsp1XG38LxdoecPcnUCjJ5vW6jUW; Digital Currency Address - DASH 6yC72M6pDm8yMDnoqCDaBaT [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich). Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Digital Currency Address - ZEC t11MMXBrsp1XG38LxdoecPcnUCjJ5vW6jUW; Digital Currency Address - DASH 6yC72M6pDm8yMDnoqCDaBaT [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich).

BYCHKOV, Peter Alexandrovich (a.k.a. BICHKOV, Peter Alexandrovich; a.k.a. BYCHKOV, Petr Alexandrovich (Cyrillic: БЫЧКОВ, Пётр Александрович)), St. Petersburg, Russia; DOB 25 Nov 1987; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 782513941021 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich). -to- BYCHKOV, Pyotr Aleksandrovich (a.k.a. BICHKOV, Peter Alexandrovich; a.k.a. BYCHKOV, Petr Alexandrovich (Cyrillic: БЫЧКОВ, Пётр Александрович)), St. Petersburg, Russia; DOB 25 Nov 1987; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 782513941021 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich). -to- BYCHKOV, Pyotr Aleksandrovich (Cyrillic: БЫЧКОВ, Пётр Александрович) (a.k.a. BICHKOV, Peter Alexandrovich; a.k.a. BYCHKOV, Petr Alexandrovich (Cyrillic: БЫЧКОВ, Пётр Александрович)), St. Petersburg, Russia; DOB 25 Nov 1987; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 782513941021 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich). -to- BYCHKOV, Pyotr Aleksandrovich (Cyrillic: БЫЧКОВ, Пётр Александрович) (a.k.a. BICHKOV, Peter Alexandrovich; a.k.a. BYCHKOV, Petr Alexandrovich (Cyrillic: БЫЧКОВ, Пётр Александрович)), St. Petersburg, Russia; DOB 25 Nov 1987; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 782513941021 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich).
INTERNATIONAL ANTICRISIS CENTER (Cyrillic: МЕЖДУНАРОДНЫЙ АНТИКРИЗИСНЫЙ ЦЕНТР), Russia; Website anticrisis.cc; Email Address info@anticrisis.cc [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich). -to- INTERNATIONAL ANTICRISIS CENTER (Cyrillic: МЕЖДУНАРОДНЫЙ АНТИКРИЗИСНЫЙ ЦЕНТР), Russia; Website anticrisis.cc; Email Address info@anticrisis.cc; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich).

KHODOTOV, Yevgeniy Garryevich (Cyrillic: ХОДОТОВ, Евгений Гаррьевич) (a.k.a. KHODOTOV, Yevgeniy), Central African Republic; DOB 21 Mar 1964; POB Leningrad, Russia; citizen Russia; Gender Male; Passport 4008748289 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich). -to- KHODOTOV, Yevgeniy Garryevich (Cyrillic: ХОДОТОВ, Евгений Гаррьевич) (a.k.a. KHODOTOV, Yevgeny), Central African Republic; DOB 21 Mar 1964; POB Leningrad, Russia; citizen Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Passport 4008748289 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich).

KUZIN, Aleksandr Yuryevich (Cyrillic: КУЗИН, Александр Юрьевич) (a.k.a. KUZIN, Aleksandr), Central African Republic; DOB 05 Jun 1980; citizen Russia; Gender Male; Passport 723668000 (Russia) expires 18 Mar 2023 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich). -to- KUZIN, Aleksandr Yuryevich (Cyrillic: КУЗИН, Александр Юрьевич) (a.k.a. KUZIN, Alexander) (a.k.a. KUZIN, Aleksandr), Central African Republic; DOB 05 Jun 1980; citizen Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Passport 723668000 (Russia) expires 18 Mar 2023 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich). -to- KUZIN, Alexander (a.k.a. KUZIN, Aleksandr Yuryevich (Cyrillic: КУЗИН, Александр Юрьевич)), Central African Republic; DOB 05 Jun 1980; citizen Russia; Gender Male; Passport 723668000 (Russia) expires 18 Mar 2023 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich). -to- KUZIN, Alexander (a.k.a. KUZIN, Aleksandr Yuryevich (Cyrillic: КУЗИН, Александр Юрьевич)), Central African Republic; DOB 05 Jun 1980; citizen Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Passport 723668000 (Russia) expires 18 Mar 2023 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich). -to- KUZIN, Aleksandr Yuryevich (Cyrillic: КУЗИН, Александр Юрьевич) (a.k.a. KUZIN, Alexander) (a.k.a. KUZIN, Aleksandr) (a.k.a. KUZIN, Aleksandr Yuryevich (Cyrillic: КУЗИН, Александр Юрьевич)), Central African Republic; DOB 05 Jun 1980; citizen Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Passport 723668000 (Russia) expires 18 Mar 2023 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich).

LAVERN KOV, Igor Valerievich (Cyrillic: ЛАВРЕНКОВ, Игорь Валериевич), Surat Thani 84320, Thailand; Chaoyang District, Beijing, China; DOB 30 Jan 1974; POB Russia; nationality Saint Kitts and Nevis; alt. nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Type: Mining of other non-ferrous metal ores [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich). -to- LAVERN KOV, Igor Valerievich (Cyrillic: ЛАВРЕНКОВ, Игорь Валериевич), Surat Thani 84320, Thailand; Chaoyang District, Beijing, China; DOB 30 Jan 1974; POB Russia; nationality Saint Kitts and Nevis; alt. nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Type: Mining of other non-ferrous metal ores [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich). -to- LAVERN KOV, Igor Valerievich (Cyrillic: ЛАВРЕНКОВ, Игорь Валериевич), Surat Thani 84320, Thailand; Chaoyang District, Beijing, China; DOB 30 Jan 1974; POB Russia; nationality Saint Kitts and Nevis; alt. nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Type: Mining of other non-ferrous metal ores [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich). -to- LAVERN KOV, Igor Valerievich (Cyrillic: ЛАВРЕНКОВ, Игорь Валериевич), Surat Thani 84320, Thailand; Chaoyang District, Beijing, China; DOB 30 Jan 1974; POB Russia; nationality Saint Kitts and Nevis; alt. nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Type: Mining of other non-ferrous metal ores [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich).
African Republic; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Type: Mining of other non-ferrous metal ores

LOBAYE INVEST SARLU (a.k.a. LOBAYE INVEST; a.k.a. LOBAYE INVEST SARL), Avenue Martyrs Rue 5-064, Bangui, Central African Republic; Organization Type: Mining of other non-ferrous metal ores [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich).

LOBAYE INVEST SARLU (a.k.a. LOBAYE INVEST; a.k.a. LOBAYE INVEST SARL), Avenue Martyrs Rue 5-064, Bangui, Central African Republic; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Type: Mining of other non-ferrous metal ores [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich).

- to - LOBAYE INVEST SARLU (a.k.a. LOBAYE INVEST, OOO), d. 76 korp. 4 litera A ofis N 620, prospekt Obukhovskoi Oborony, St. Petersburg, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 7811636632 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 06513574 (Russia); Registration Number 1177847044066 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich).

- to - LOBAYE INVEST SARLU (a.k.a. LOBAYE INVEST, OOO), d. 76 korp. 4 litera A ofis N 620, prospekt Obukhovskoi Oborony, St. Petersburg, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Passport 753615660 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich).

MANDEL, Andrei Sergeevich (Cyrillic: МАНДЕЛЬ, Андрей Сергеевич), St. Petersburg, Russia; DOB 02 Mar 1990; POB Germany; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Passport 753615660 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: M INVEST, OOO).

MEROE GOLD CO., LTD., Al-jref Gharb Plot 134, Blok 1h, Khartoum, Sudan; Link: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich.

Type: Mining of other non-ferrous metal ores [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: M INVEST, OOO).

MEROE GOLD CO. LTD., Al-jref Gharb Plot 134, Blok 1h, Khartoum, Sudan; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Type: Mining of other non-ferrous metal ores [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: M INVEST, OOO).

M-FINANCE LLC (a.k.a. M FINANS; a.k.a. M-ФИНАНС), OOO (Cyrillic: ООО М-ФИНАНС); a.k.a. OBШЧЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ М-ФИНАНС); d. 138 korp. 1 litera V pom. SN-18, naberezhnaya Obvodnogo Kanala, St. Petersburg, St. Petersburg 190020, Russia (Cyrillic: САНКТ-ПЕТЕРБУРГ Г, САНКТ ПЕТЕРБУРГ 190020, Россия).

- to - M-FINANCE LLC (a.k.a. M FINANS; a.k.a. M-ФИНАНС), OOO (Cyrillic: ООО М-ФИНАНС); a.k.a. OBШЧЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ М-ФИНАНС); d. 138 korp. 1 litera V pom. SN-18, naberezhnaya Obvodnogo Kanala, St. Petersburg, St. Petersburg 190020, Russia (Cyrillic: САНКТ-ПЕТЕРБУРГ Г, САНКТ ПЕТЕРБУРГ 190020, Россия).

- to - M-FINANCE LLC (a.k.a. M FINANS; a.k.a. M-ФИНАНС), OOO (Cyrillic: ООО М-ФИНАНС); a.k.a. OBШЧЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ М-ФИНАНС); d. 138 korp. 1 litera V pom. SN-18, naberezhnaya Obvodnogo Kanala, St. Petersburg, St. Petersburg 190020, Russia (Cyrillic: САНКТ-ПЕТЕРБУРГ Г, САНКТ ПЕТЕРБУРГ 190020, Россия).

- to - M-FINANCE LLC (a.k.a. M FINANS; a.k.a. M-ФИНАНС), OOO (Cyrillic: ООО М-ФИНАНС); a.k.a. OBШЧЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ М-ФИНАНС); d. 138 korp. 1 litera V pom. SN-18, naberezhnaya Obvodnogo Kanala, St. Petersburg, St. Petersburg 190020, Russia (Cyrillic: САНКТ-ПЕТЕРБУРГ Г, САНКТ ПЕТЕРБУРГ 190020, Россия).

- to - M-FINANCE LLC (a.k.a. M FINANS; a.k.a. M-ФИНАНС), OOO (Cyrillic: ООО М-ФИНАНС); a.k.a. OBШЧЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ М-ФИНАНС); d. 138 korp. 1 litera V pom. SN-18, naberezhnaya Obvodnogo Kanala, St. Petersburg, St. Petersburg 190020, Russia (Cyrillic: САНКТ-ПЕТЕРБУРГ Г, САНКТ ПЕТЕРБУРГ 190020, Россия).
PRIBYSHIN, Taras Kirillovich, St. Petersburg, Russia; DOB 28 Jun 1991; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich). -to- PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich). -to- SHEN YANG JING CHENG MACHINERY IMP&EXP. CO., LIMITED (Chinese Traditional: 安營集團有限公司) (a.k.a. SHEN YANG JING CHENG MACHINERY IMPANDEXP. CO., LIMITED), Taim Sha Tsui, Hong Kong; Surat Thani 84320, Thailand; Beijing, China; Wan Chai, Hong Kong; Causeway Bay, Hong Kong; Central, Hong Kong; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Identification Number 1328882 (Hong Kong) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich). -to- SYTYI, Dmitry (a.k.a. SYTYI, Dmitry Sergeevich (Cyrillic: Сытый, Дмитрий Сергеевич); Dmitriy Sergeyevich (Cyrillic: Сытый, Дмитрий Сергеевич); SYTII, Dmitry (a.k.a. SYTII, Dmitry Sergeevich (Cyrillic: Сытый, Дмитрий Сергеевич); Dmitriy Sergeevich (Cyrillic: Сытый, Дмитрий Сергеевич); a.k.a. SYTI, Dmitry), Central African Republic; DOB 23 Mar 1989; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich). -to- STEPANOV, Artem Nikolaevich (Cyrillic: Степанов, Артём Николаевич); Moscow, Russia; DOB 31 Mar 1980; POB Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 504403080602 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich). -to- STEPANOV, Artem Nikolaevich (Cyrillic: Степанов, Артём Николаевич); Moscow, Russia; DOB 31 Mar 1980; POB Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 504403080602 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich). -to- SYTI, Dmitry (a.k.a. SYTI, Dmitry Sergeevich (Cyrillic: Сытый, Дмитрий Сергеевич); Dmitriy Sergeevich (Cyrillic: Сытый, Дмитрий Сергеевич); a.k.a. SYTI, Dmitry), Central African Republic; DOB 23 Mar 1989; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich). -to- SYTI, Dmitry (a.k.a. SYTI, Dmitry Sergeevich (Cyrillic: Сытый, Дмитрий Сергеевич); Dmitriy Sergeevich (Cyrillic: Сытый, Дмитрий Сергеевич); a.k.a. SYTI, Dmitry), Central African Republic; DOB 23 Mar 1989; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-
EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich). -to- SYTII, Dmitry Sergeevich (Cyrillic: Сытий, Дмитрий Сергеевич) (a.k.a. SYTI, Dmitry; a.k.a. Сытий, Дмитрий Сергеевич), Central African Republic; DOB 23 Mar 1989; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich).

Sytyi, Dmitry (a.k.a. SYTII, Dmitry; a.k.a. SYTI, Dmitry), Central African Republic; DOB 23 Mar 1989; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich).

Prigozhin, Yevgeniy Viktorovich. -to- SYTYI, Dmitry (a.k.a. SYTII, Dmitry; a.k.a. SYTI, Dmitry; a.k.a. Сытий, Дмитрий Сергеевич), Central African Republic; DOB 23 Mar 1989; Gender Male (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich).

Prigozhin, Yevgeniy Viktorovich. -to- Sytii, Dmitry Sergeevich (Cyrillic: Сытий, Дмитрий Сергеевич), Moscow, Russia; Website unijet.ru; Organization Established Date 10 Dec 2009; Tax ID No. 7703711949 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich).

UNIJET (a.k.a. ООО ЮНИДЖЕТ (Cyrillic: ООО ЮНІДЖЕТ); a.k.a. "UNIJET COMPANY LIMITED"), Moscow, Russia; Website unijet.ru; Organization Established Date 10 Dec 2009; Tax ID No. 7703711949 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich).

Moscow, Russia; Website unijet.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 10 Dec 2009; Tax ID No. 7703711949 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich).

United World International, Russia; Website www.unitedworldint.com; Website unijet.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 10 Dec 2009; Tax ID No. 7703711949 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich).

United World International, Russia; Website www.unitedworldint.com; Website unijet.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 10 Dec 2009; Tax ID No. 7703711949 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich).

Moscow, Russia; Website unijet.ru; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Identification Number 1328910 (Hong Kong) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich).

Zueva, Mariya Yevgenyevna (a.k.a. ZUEVA, Mariia Evgenyevna), Moscow, Russia; DOB 28 May 1983; POB Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Tax ID No. 331403452400 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich).

Zueva, Mariya Evgenyevna (a.k.a. ZUEVA, Mariia Evgenyevna), Moscow, Russia; DOB 28 May 1983; POB Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Identification Number 331403452400 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich).

Zueva, Mariya Evgenyevna (a.k.a. ZUEVA, Mariia Evgenyevna), Moscow, Russia; DOB 28 May 1983; POB Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Identification Number 331403452400 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich).

Zueva, Mariya Evgenyevna (a.k.a. ZUEVA, Mariia Evgenyevna), Moscow, Russia; DOB 28 May 1983; POB Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Identification Number 331403452400 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich).
"AFCRC" (a.k.a. ASSOCIATION FOR FREE RESEARCH AND INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION), Russia; Email Address Africonline@protonmail.com; Digital Currency Address - ZEC t1MMXBrSp1XG38Lx9cePnUCJji5vdWUjLw; Digital Currency Address - DASH XyARKoupAytTa26s6yMdnouDCBaBst [UKRAINE-E013661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-E013848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich). -to- "AFRIC" (a.k.a. ASSOCIATION FOR FREE RESEARCH AND INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION), Russia; Email Address Africonline@protonmail.com; Digital Currency Address - ZEC t1MMXBrSp1XG38Lx9cePnUCJji5vdWUjLw; Digital Currency Address - DASH XyARKoupAytTa26s6yMdnouDCBaBst [UKRAINE-E013661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-E013848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich).

"FZNC" (a.k.a. THE FOUNDATION FOR NATIONAL VALUES PROTECTION (Cyrillic: ФОНДА ЗАЩИТНЫ НАЦИОНАЛЬНЫХ ЦЕННОСТЕЙ)), Moscow, Russia; Website fznworld.ru; Digital Currency Address - ZEC.

Sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 07 Jul 2006; Tax ID No. 7703599373 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-E013848] (Linked To: MALKEVICH, Alexander Aleksandrovich; Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich).

"TRANS LOGISTIC" (a.k.a. TRANS LOGISTIK, (Cyrillic: ООО ТРАНС ЛОГИСТИК)), d. 37 litera A etazh, pom., ofis 2/66/215, prospekt Stachek, St. Petersburg 198097, Russia; Tax ID No. 7805719070 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 20567335 (Russia); Registration Number 11787439784 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-E013848] (Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich).

"UNIJET COMPANY LIMITED" (a.k.a. OOO YUNIDZHER (Cyrillic: ООО ЮНИДЖЕР); a.k.a. UNIJET), Moscow, Russia; Website unijet.ru; Organization Established Date 10 Dec 2009; Tax ID No. 7703711949 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-E013848] (Linked To: MALKEVICH, Alexander Aleksandrovich; Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich).

"LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ALKON" (a.k.a. OOO ALKON), Moscow, Russia; Tax ID No. 7703599373 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013661] [CYBER2] [ELECTION-E013848] (Linked To: MALKEVICH, Alexander Aleksandrovich; Linked To: PRIGOZHIN, Yevgeniy Viktorovich).

The following [UKRAINE-E013685] [SYRIA] entries have been changed:

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY MARITIME ASSISTANCE (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСВЕННОСТЬЮ МАРИТАЙМ АССИСТАНС) (a.k.a. MARITIME ASSISTANCE LLC (Cyrillic: ООО МАРИТАЙМ АССИСТАНС)), Sadovaya-Kudrinskaya street, building 32-1, office XII on 6th fl., cabinet 4d, Moscow 123001, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 7718075252 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 770301001 (Russia); Registration Number 1157746142960 (Russia) [SYRIA] [UKRAINE-E013685] (Linked To: OJSC SOVFRAKT; Linked To: SYRIAN COMPANY FOR OIL TRANSPORT). -to- LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY MARITIME ASSISTANCE (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСВЕННОСТЬЮ МАРИТАЙМ АССИСТАНС), Sadovaya-Kudrinskaya street, building 32-1, office XII on 6th fl., cabinet 4d, Moscow 123001, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 7718075252 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 770301001 (Russia); Registration Number 1157746142960 (Russia) [SYRIA] [UKRAINE-E013685] (Linked To: OJSC SOVFRAKT; Linked To: SYRIAN COMPANY FOR OIL TRANSPORT). -to- LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY MARITIME ASSISTANCE (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСВЕННОСТЬЮ МАРИТАЙМ АССИСТАНС), Sadovaya-Kudrinskaya street, building 32-1, office XII on 6th fl., cabinet 4d, Moscow 123001, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 7718075252 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 770301001 (Russia); Registration Number 1157746142960 (Russia) [SYRIA] [UKRAINE-E013685] (Linked To: OJSC SOVFRAKT; Linked To: SYRIAN COMPANY FOR OIL TRANSPORT). -to- LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY MARITIME ASSISTANCE (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСВЕННОСТЬЮ МАРИТАЙМ АССИСТАНС), Sadovaya-Kudrinskaya street, building 32-1, office XII on 6th fl., cabinet 4d, Moscow 123001, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 7718075252 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 770301001 (Russia); Registration Number 1157746142960 (Russia) [SYRIA] [UKRAINE-E013685] (Linked To: OJSC SOVFRAKT; Linked To: SYRIAN COMPANY FOR OIL TRANSPORT). -to- LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY MARITIME ASSISTANCE (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСВЕННОСТЬЮ МАРИТАЙМ АССИСТАНС), Sadovaya-Kudrinskaya street, building 32-1, office XII on 6th fl., cabinet 4d, Moscow 123001, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 7718075252 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 770301001 (Russia); Registration Number 1157746142960 (Russia) [SYRIA] [UKRAINE-E013685] (Linked To: OJSC SOVFRAKT; Linked To: SYRIAN COMPANY FOR OIL TRANSPORT). -to- LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY MARITIME ASSISTANCE (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСВЕННОСТЬЮ МАРИТАЙМ АССИСТАНС), Sadovaya-Kudrinskaya street, building 32-1, office XII on 6th fl., cabinet 4d, Moscow 123001, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 7718075252 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 770301001 (Russia); Registration Number 1157746142960 (Russia) [SYRIA] [UKRAINE-E013685] (Linked To: OJSC SOVFRAKT; Linked To: SYRIAN COMPANY FOR OIL TRANSPORT). -to- LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY MARITIME ASSISTANCE (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСВЕННОСТЬЮ МАРИТАЙМ АССИСТАНС), Sadovaya-Kudrinskaya street, building 32-1, office XII on 6th fl., cabinet 4d, Moscow 123001, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 7718075252 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 770301001 (Russia); Registration Number 1157746142960 (Russia) [SYRIA] [UKRAINE-E013685] (Linked To: OJSC SOVFRAKT; Linked To: SYRIAN COMPANY FOR OIL TRANSPORT). -to- LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY MARITIME ASSISTANCE (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСВЕННОСТЬЮ МАРИТАЙМ АССИСТАНС), Sadovaya-Kudrinskaya street, building 32-1, office XII on 6th fl., cabinet 4d, Moscow 123001, Russia; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 7718075252 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 770301001 (Russia); Registration Number 1157746142960 (Russia) [SYRIA] [UKRAINE-E013685] (Linked To: OJSC SOVFRAKT; Linked To: SYRIAN COMPANY FOR OIL TRANSPORT).
SOVFRACT; Linked To: SYRIAN COMPANY FOR OIL TRANSPORT).

The following [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been changed:

BORTNIKOV, Alexander (a.k.a. BORTNIKOV, Alexander Vasylievich (Cyrillic: БОРТНИКОВ, Александр Васильевич)), Moscow, Russia; DOB 15 Nov 1951; POB Perm, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [NPWMD] [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: FEDERAL SECURITY SERVICE). -to- BORTNIKOV, Alexander (a.k.a. BORTNIKOV, Alexander Vasylievich (Cyrillic: БОРТНИКОВ, Александр Васильевич)), Moscow, Russia; DOB 15 Nov 1951; POB Perm, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [NPWMD] [UKRAINE-EO13661] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: FEDERAL SECURITY SERVICE). -to- KILIMNIK, Konstantin Viktorovich (Cyrillic: КИЛИМНИК, Константин Викторович), Moscow, Russia; Kyiv, Ukraine; DOB 27 Apr 1970; POB Kyiv, Ukraine; nationality Ukraine; citizen Ukraine; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Passport 752512703 (Russia) (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] [ELECTION-EO13848] (Linked To: YANUKOVYCH, Viktor Fedorovych).

- 05/06/22

The following [DPRK3] entries have been changed:

0xF7B31119c2682c8d68D455dbb9d5932c65C f1bE; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x3e37627dEE7540900BFbbbd226c1CE682D 5569; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x8723392E1d5743cc38513C4925f5e6be5c17 243; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 [DPRK3].

"GROUP 77" (a.k.a. LAZARUS GROUP; a.k.a. "APPLEWORM"; a.k.a. "APT-C-26"; a.k.a. "GROUP 77"; a.k.a. "HIDDEN COBRA"; a.k.a. "OFFICE 91"; a.k.a. "RED DOT"; a.k.a. "TEMP.HERMIT"; a.k.a. "THE NEW ROMANTIC CYBER ARMY TEAM"; a.k.a. "WHOIS HACKING TEAM"; a.k.a. "ZINC"), Potonggang District, Pyongyang, Korea, North; Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x09BB716BBaa21512996dC57EB0615e2383E 29f6; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0xaa0e1c89Ef1a488c9C7dE63116d5C063D2c2 0EB4; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x3Cf656847B7b41c562580D9C7731AAbDc360 E073; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x53b6936513e73844FBF50d2b9476730C0A3 Bfc1; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 [DPRK3].

"GUARDIANS OF PEACE" (a.k.a. LAZARUS GROUP; a.k.a. "APPLEWORM"; a.k.a. "APT-C-26"; a.k.a. "GROUP 77"; a.k.a. "HIDDEN COBRA"; a.k.a. "OFFICE 91"; a.k.a. "RED DOT"; a.k.a. "TEMP.HERMIT"; a.k.a. "THE NEW ROMANTIC CYBER ARMY TEAM"; a.k.a. "WHOIS HACKING TEAM"; a.k.a. "ZINC"), Potonggang District, Pyongyang, Korea, North; Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x09BB716BBaa21512996dC57EB0615e2383E 29f6; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0xaa0e1c89Ef1a488c9C7dE63116d5C063D2c2 0EB4; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x3Cf656847B7b41c562580D9C7731AAbDc360 E073; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x53b6936513e73844FBF50d2b9476730C0A3 Bfc1; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 [DPRK3].
Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 [DPRK3].


Potonggang District, Pyongyang, Korea, North; Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x087B168Baaf21512996dC57EB0615e2383E 2f96; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x00e1c89Ef1a489cC7DeE96311ed5C5d32c2 0E4B; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x03cfd56B47B7b41c56258D9C7731Abd3c60 E073; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x03b8936513e738f4F50db29476730C0ab3 Bfc1; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 [DPRK3].


Potonggang District, Pyongyang, Korea, North; Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x087B168Baaf21512996dC57EB0615e2383E 2f96; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x00e1c89Ef1a489cC7DeE96311ed5C5d32c2 0E4B; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x03cfd56B47B7b41c56258D9C7731Abd3c60 E073; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x03b8936513e738f4F50db29476730C0ab3 Bfc1; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 [DPRK3].


Potonggang District, Pyongyang, Korea, North; Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x087B168Baaf21512996dC57EB0615e2383E 2f96; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x00e1c89Ef1a489cC7DeE96311ed5C5d32c2 0E4B; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x03cfd56B47B7b41c56258D9C7731Abd3c60 E073; alt. Digital Currency Address - ETH 0x03b8936513e738f4F50db29476730C0ab3 Bfc1; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 [DPRK3].
Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214 [DPRK3].


The following [CYBER2] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL

CHANGES TO THE SDNLIST IN 2022

15PggTGYThu.JKE6b16vkKza1YDZtPxe4; Organization Established Date 2017 [CYBER2].

@BLENDERIO_RUSSIAN (a.k.a. @BLENDERIO_ENGLISH; a.k.a. @MADEAMAZE_BOT; a.k.a. BLENDER.IO); Website https://blender.io; alt. Website https://blender.tuta.io; alt. Website https://blenderjki472odympminrrggpd33kims54jrf yceldrvbyj3qmpdixon; Email Address blender.io@tuta.io; alt. Email Address adelnderio@tuta.io; Digital Currency Address - XBT

3K35dyL85fIRnht7Uqzpd1glrL RXOQT3qeE3; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

@BLENDERIO_RUSSIAN (a.k.a. @BLENDERIO_ENGLISH; a.k.a. @MADEAMAZE_BOT; a.k.a. BLENDER.IO); Website https://blender.io; alt. Website https://blender.tuta.io; alt. Website http://blenderjki472odympminrrggpd33kims54jrf yceldrvbyj3qmpdixon; Email Address blender.io@tuta.io; alt. Email Address adelnderio@tuta.io; Digital Currency Address - XBT

3K35dyL85fIRnht7Uqzpd1glrL RXOQT3qeE3; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

@BLENDERIO_RUSSIAN (a.k.a. @BLENDERIO_ENGLISH; a.k.a. @MADEAMAZE_BOT; a.k.a. BLENDER.IO); Website https://blender.io; alt. Website https://blender.tuta.io; alt. Website http://blenderjki472odympminrrggpd33kims54jrf yceldrvbyj3qmpdixon; Email Address blender.io@tuta.io; alt. Email Address adelnderio@tuta.io; Digital Currency Address - XBT

3K35dyL85fIRnht7Uqzpd1glrL RXOQT3qeE3; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT

CHANGES TO THE SDNLIST IN 2022
3K35dyL86f69t7Uqz9f1gLRRXQntQe3; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3Q5dGLkJqfS5WvTbMUycxGh55LrViK4; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3EPqGvXq79pvPj1F8 symbolismJvp2Y87ogW; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3L3pHukMkLa5r365cPAS5CQzg2YF7ogW; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3JLyLbtWACsQ67r7mRknXa4RynUd; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3InD5ycW76x9m3Q79m; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3L3nVMBgq4lgR7aDrtXnU107cUyVB4F; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3F8bbvS1rscqF88sBtTDYQvHMm3QNmR; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3LMrV5q2YKo6oh955cQxK3RJxLCDC; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3p4FgsS9v6eWnXcWnU957nQe6lksVWkKu; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
38nqxt9392NcGh57zyR5895dXKwB; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3F6bbvS1rscqF88sBtTDYQvMm3QNmR; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3M3n3rF8BU9pPykkFqkvS6jRjS9GdDjPn3; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3LJtjp57E65l9sW9WhmU6H6M3CTQfz1g; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3EUj9e6UympXCFd6j6u96h0ThDmmRmX9M; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3QeJBPz6eWZUL4M6mMnU6D41Y25aVbpaQ; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3N35YSdvp4cbhE6qNGebQxNT394Ez6jM66G8Ah; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3LJt9qJtP76sQoc6k5yVURGz7sHdgr4y; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
33knp4x8eD0KIdwxqvwpv6wvX3LareG; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3GISX6ycDqO1Hrsc77fjje7DgChH5doM; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3OQy7t9ThEag66F6XbY6y81K1sp9ncuW; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3Sh9qo3g5v6u2x9Fl1FsezL55F3dCkd2; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3NDzzVxU6Jv11pVgV7RcYD7TAD2Uaz2TVW4; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3DCGpmyKozcZfF7bY1A626ab2CpaUTTPk; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3MvqQgTf4mmu04p9dhhncfHHBZnYX; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3FBej6j62e2DUpSpv518dP6PHva24awXZ; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3H6QDRy5wmb9MFMwTmyjP5M1Q5ET176eA; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
314nEpByQJ1VuXa0QZTT5griDp5np; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
39AaLn7eT4jzLb2F9Hh66F78Qb3R2Rd; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3LDn9XkuMrL5e5a5cPAS5CQzg2YF7ogW; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3JLyLbtWACsQ67r7mRknXa4RynUd; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3AnWmHUnhjdw8w2jEurSQ6h6vFs29dqzEyi9; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
32fbASmTaXJn9F2a1PegilPw6aHBBQQt; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3HupUlKmM6nxwQ8TXMo5Ayq5DRC1ke6s5; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3kqEypgg3Cnv4phRXXQ6EnH56UGvX2w; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3GyrbYvkzF5o7yak5GqT7cCvE1JEnk6J; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3BazasTHP65LJ6cP5vZ1S58HedG8zV9p7w; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3GMGDEMg5m938AhE11L1Uu7vWnSang3Y; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
38LcJapRc7Ew7Wzwwy5b159P99U5jWS44; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
36XqYWGvUQwBrYLRVuegNh4JJSWPLW1Eu; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
37G6wge6z2v651YgsnN9h5kny5nL; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3QAdoc1Dc85d1GVWkR6C5L2CRZw; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
32PsnItBBIpF84ebdas6f26yBUE66s6u1y; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
34G1M8ef3Cth6w6ejWvKcwcKw90ntN6g; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
34EThOHQWYFCACax6Eew0nnH5v22JmWd; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
3PsyzBf3hBq97TzDzyLsgFVW7byw4cJ; alt. Digital Currency Address - XBT
15PFG7G7Y1JKE6B14vkKAT1YDTZ2ipXEX4; Organization Established Date 2017 [CYBER2].

• 05/08/22
The following [RUSSIA-E014024] [UKRAINE-E013681] entries have been changed:

AKIMOV, Andrey Igorevich, Russia; DOB 1953; POB Leningrad, Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 772140862280 (Russia); Chairman of the Management Board of Gazprombank (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024].

MILLER, Alexey Borisovich, Moscow, Russia; DOB 31 Jan 1962; POB Saint-Petersburg, Russian Federation; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661]. -to- MILLER, Alexei Borisovich (a.k.a. MILLER, Alexei Borisovich), Moscow, Russia; DOB 31 Jan 1962; POB Saint-Petersburg, Russian Federation; Gender Male, Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024].

resulting in the following new [RUSSIA-E014024] [UKRAINE-E013681] entries:

AKIMOV, Andrey Igorevich (a.k.a. AKIMOV, Andrey Igorevich), Russia; DOB 22 Sep 1953; POB Leningrad, Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 772140862280 (Russia); Chairman of the Management Board of Gazprombank (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024].

MILLER, Alexei Borisovich (a.k.a. MILLER, Alexey Borisovich), Moscow, Russia; DOB 31 Jan 1962; POB Saint-Petersburg, Russian Federation; Gender Male, Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 (individual) [UKRAINE-E013661] [RUSSIA-E014024].

The following [RUSSIA-E014024] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

AGROPROMYSHLENNY KOMPLEKS
VORONEZHSKI OOO (a.k.a. APK VORONEZHSKI OOO), UI Molodezhnaya D.1A, Kuzminskoye 601769, VORONEZHSKI; a.k.a. VORONEZHSKI OOO), Moscow, Russia; POB Leningrad, Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 3406009951 (Russia); Organization Number: Registration Number 1053300906900 (Russia) [UKRAINE-E013681] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY MOSCOW INDUSTRIAL BANK).
ALYMOVA, Natalya Andreevna (Cyrillic: АЛЬМОВА, Наталия Андреевна), Russia; DOB 27 Feb 1979; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

ANNINSKII ELEVATOR OOO, Ul. Engelsa D.1, Anna 396254, Russia; Organization Established Date 06 Dec 2006; Organization Type: Post-harvest crop activities; Tax ID No. 3016051334 (Russia); Registration Number 1063016048083 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY MOSCOW INDUSTRIAL BANK).

AO PERVYI KANAL (Cyrillic: АО ПЕРВЫЙ КАНАЛ) (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY CHANNEL ONE; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY CHANNEL ONE RUSSIA; a.k.a. JSC CHANNEL ONE), Akademika Koroleva D.12, Moscow 127427, Russia; Tax ID No. 7717039300 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700223330 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

AO TELEKOMANIYA NTV (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY NTV BROADCASTING COMPANY), ul. Akademika Koroleva d. 12, Moscow 127427, Russia; Tax ID No. 7726004067 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7726009951 (Russia); Registration Number 10277006967218 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

APK VORONEZHSKII (a.k.a. AGROPROMYSHLENNY KOMPLEKS VORONEZHSKII OOO; a.k.a. VORONEZHSKI OOO), Ul Mosolodzhenaya D.1A, Kuzminskoye 601769, Russia; Organization Established Date 04 Jul 1994; Organization Type: Mixed farming; Tax ID No. 330600969951 (Russia); Registration Number 1053300696900 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY MOSCOW INDUSTRIAL BANK).

AUDITKONSALT OOO, Ul Velozavodskaya D 6, Moscow 115280, Russia; Organization Established Date 13 Apr 2006; Organization Type: Management consultancy activities; Tax ID No. 77250675505 (Russia); Registration Number 1067746493605 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY MOSCOW INDUSTRIAL BANK).

AZOVSKAYA ZERNOVAYA KOMPANIYA OOO, Ul. Engelsa D. 14, Kabinet 4, Azov 346780, Russia; Organization Established Date 18 Apr 2016; Organization Type: Post-harvest crop activities; Tax ID No. 61400004060 (Russia); Registration Number 1166196071238 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY MOSCOW INDUSTRIAL BANK).

BELINVESTSTROI OOO, B-R Syvato-Trotskii D. 38, Office 8, Belgorod 308009, Russia; Organization Established Date 06 Mar 2008; Organization Type: Construction of buildings; Tax ID No. 9715263396; Registration Number 1083123003842 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY MOSCOW INDUSTRIAL BANK).

BELOUS, Aleksei Petrovich (a.k.a. BELOUS, Alexei), Luxembourg; DOB 1969; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

BORISENKO, Elena Adolifovna (a.k.a. BORISIKO, Elena Adolfovnya), Moscow, Russia; DOB 21 Apr 1978; POB Leningrad, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

BORISENKO, Elena Adolfovna, Moscow, Russia; DOB 21 Apr 1978; POB Leningrad, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

BURKO, Alexandra Yurevna (Cyrillic: БУРКО, Александра Юрьевна), Russia; DOB 06 Jun 1977; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

DMITRIEV, Vladimir Aleksandrovich, Moscow, Russia; DOB 25 Aug 1953; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

DVE STOLITSY OOO, Ul. Chermynskaya D. 3, Kom. 3 Floor 1, Moscow 127081, Russia; Organization Established Date 21 Jun 2016; Tax ID No. 9715263396 (Russia); Registration Number 116774683751 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY MOSCOW INDUSTRIAL BANK).

EKSPLUATIRUYUSHCHAYA KOMPANIYA DVE STOLITSY OOO, Ul. Pravdy D.21, Str.1, Moscow 125865, Russia; Organization Established Date 06 Apr 1998; Tax ID No. 7726275181 (Russia); Registration Number 1037739149491 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY MOSCOW INDUSTRIAL BANK).

FOUNDATION CHEMICAL DISARMAMENT & CONVERSION (a.k.a. FOUNDATION CHEMICAL DISARMAMENT & CONVERSION; a.k.a. NEKOMMERCHESKAYA ORGANIZATSIYA FOND KHIMICHESKO RAZORUZHENIE I KONVERSIY); a.k.a. NKO FOND KHIMRAZORUZHENIE), Ul. Pravdy D.21, Str.1, Moscow 125865, Russia; Organization Established Date 06 Apr 1998; Tax ID No. 7726275181 (Russia); Registration Number 1037739149491 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY MOSCOW INDUSTRIAL BANK).

GAVRILENKO, Anatoliy Anatolevich (a.k.a. GAVRILENKO, Anatoliy Anatolevich; a.k.a. GAVRILENKO, Anatoly), Moscow, Russia; DOB 1972; nationality Russia; Gender Male, Tax ID No. 771902996586 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].
Limited Liability Company

PROMTEKHOLOGIYA (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ПРОМТЕХНОЛОГИЯ) (a.k.a. LLC PROMTEKHOLOGIYA (Cyrillic: ООО ПРОМТЕХНОЛОГИЯ)) (Individual)

KUZNETSOV, Stanislav Konstantinovich

Address: 7243160455; Registration Number 107746084908 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK OF RUSSIA).

LADOGA OOO, Ul. Vyatskaya D. 49, Str. 15, Kom. 10A, Moscow 127015, Russia; Organization Established Date 21 Jun 2016; Organization Type: Short term accommodation activities; Tax ID No. 1097746583740 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY MOSCOW INDUSTRIAL BANK).

Organization Established Date 22 Nov 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7725039953 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 09317135 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 2534006S05GKGETY75 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739179160 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

MOSKOVSKIJ INDUSTRIALNYJ BANK PJSCB (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK MOSCOW INDUSTRIAL BANK; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY MOSCOW INDUSTRIAL BANK; a.k.a. JSC MOSCOW INDUSTRIAL BANK (Cyrillic: АО МОСКОВСКИЙ ИНДУСТРИАЛЬНЫЙ БАНК); a.k.a. MOSCOVSKY INDUSTRIALNY BANK; f.k.a. MOSKOVSKI INDUSTRIALNY BANK PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; a.k.a. MOSKOVSKIJ INDUSTRIALNYJ BANK PJSCB; f.k.a. MOSKOVSKI INDUSTRIALNY BANK PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; a.k.a. MOSSKOVSKY INDUSTRIALNY BANK.

Address: 1097746583740 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

Organization Established Date 22 Nov 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7725039953 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 09317135 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 2534006S05GKGETY75 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739179160 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

MINNRUMM; BIK (RU) 044525600; Organization Established Date 22 Nov 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7725039953 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 09317135 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 2534006S05GKGETY75 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739179160 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

Organization Established Date 22 Nov 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7725039953 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 09317135 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 2534006S05GKGETY75 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739179160 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

Organization Established Date 22 Nov 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7725039953 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 09317135 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 2534006S05GKGETY75 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739179160 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

Organization Established Date 22 Nov 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7725039953 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 09317135 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 2534006S05GKGETY75 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739179160 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

Organization Established Date 22 Nov 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7725039953 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 09317135 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 2534006S05GKGETY75 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739179160 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

Organization Established Date 22 Nov 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7725039953 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 09317135 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 2534006S05GKGETY75 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739179160 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

Organization Established Date 22 Nov 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7725039953 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 09317135 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 2534006S05GKGETY75 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739179160 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

Organization Established Date 22 Nov 1990; Target Type Financial Institution; Tax ID No. 7725039953 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 09317135 (Russia); Legal Entity Number 2534006S05GKGETY75 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739179160 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOY
NKO FOND KHIMRAZORUZHENIE (a.k.a.
MURANOV, Aleksandr Yurievich (a.k.a.
OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL
Government Gazette Number 772701001
Pomeschenie IV, Komnata 1, Moscow 117218,
Krzhizhanovskogo, D. 29, K. 2, Antresol 1,
Pomeschenie IV, Kornnata 1, Moscow 117218,
Russia; Tax ID No. 7708696860 (Russia);
Government Gazette Number 772701001
(Russia); Registration Number 1097746084908
(Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

PROMTEKHNOLOGIYA; a.k.a. "ORSIS";
a.k.a. "PROMTECHNOLOGIES"; a.k.a.
"PROMTECHNOLOGY", 14 Podyomnaya St.,
Housing 8, Moscow 109052, Russia; 19
Sminovskaya St., Moscow, Russia; Ul.
Krzhizhanovskogo, D. 29, K. 2, Antresol 1,
Pomeschenie IV, Kornnata 1, Moscow 117218,
Russia; Tax ID No. 7708696860 (Russia);
Government Gazette Number 772701001
(Russia); Registration Number 1097746084908
(Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY MOSCOW
INDUSTRIAL BANK (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK
COMMERCIAL BANK MOSCOW INDUSTRIAL
BANK; a.k.a. JSC MOSCOW INDUSTRIAL
BANK (Cyrillic: AO МОСКОВСКИЙ ИНДУСТРИАЛЬНЫЙ БАНК);
a.k.a. MOSCOW INDUSTRIAL BANK PJSCB;
f.k.a. MOSKOVSKI INDUSTRIALNY BANK
PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE
OBSCHESTVO; a.k.a. MOSKOVSKIJ
INDUSTRIALNIY BANK)

POPOV, Anatoly Leonidovich (Cyrillic: ПОПОВ,
Анатолий Леонидович), Moscow,
Russia; DOB 05 Dec 1974; POB
Novosibirsk, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender
Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To:
PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SBERBANK
OF RUSSIA).

POPOVICH, Aleksey Valeryevich (a.k.a.
POPOVICH, Aleksei Valerievich (a.k.a.
POPOVICH, Aleksey Valeryevich), Moscow,
Russia; DOB 1987; nationality Russia; Gender
Female (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been changed:

AFONIN, Yuri Vyacheslavovich (a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuri Vyacheslavovich; a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuriy Vyacheslavovich (Cyrillic: АФОНИН, Юрий Вячеславович); a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuriy Vyacheslavovich (Cyrillic: Юрий Вячеславович)); a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuri (a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuriy Vyacheslavovich (Cyrillic: Юрий Вячеславович)); a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuri Vyacheslavovich (a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuriy Vyacheslavovich (Cyrillic: Юрий Вячеславович)); a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuri Vyacheslavovich, Russia; DOB 22 Mar 1977; POB Tula, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

AFONIN, Yuri Vyacheslavovich (Cyrillic: АФОНИН, Юрий Вячеславович) (a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuri Vyacheslavovich; a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuriy Vyacheslavovich (Cyrillic: Юрий Вячеславович)); a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuri Vyacheslavovich (Russia); DOB 22 Mar 1977; POB Tula, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

AFONIN, Yuri Vyacheslavovich (Cyrillic: АФОНИН, Юрий Вячеславович) (a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuri Vyacheslavovich; a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuriy Vyacheslavovich (Cyrillic: Юрий Вячеславович)); a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuri Vyacheslavovich (Russia); DOB 22 Mar 1977; POB Tula, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

AFONIN, Yuri Vyacheslavovich (Cyrillic: АФОНИН, Юрий Вячеславович) (a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuri Vyacheslavovich; a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuriy Vyacheslavovich (Cyrillic: Юрий Вячеславович)); a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuri Vyacheslavovich (Russia); DOB 22 Mar 1977; POB Tula, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

AFONIN, Yuri Vyacheslavovich (Cyrillic: АФОНИН, Юрий Вячеславович) (a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuri Vyacheslavovich; a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuriy Vyacheslavovich (Cyrillic: Юрий Вячеславович)); a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuri Vyacheslavovich (Russia); DOB 22 Mar 1977; POB Tula, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

AFONIN, Yuri Vyacheslavovich (Cyrillic: АФОНИН, Юрий Вячеславович) (a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuri Vyacheslavovich; a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuriy Vyacheslavovich (Cyrillic: Юрий Вячеславович)); a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuri Vyacheslavovich (Russia); DOB 22 Mar 1977; POB Tula, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

AFONIN, Yuri Vyacheslavovich (Cyrillic: АФОНИН, Юрий Вячеславович) (a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuri Vyacheslavovich; a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuriy Vyacheslavovich (Cyrillic: Юрий Вячеславович)); a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuri Vyacheslavovich (Russia); DOB 22 Mar 1977; POB Tula, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

AFONIN, Yuri Vyacheslavovich (Cyrillic: АФОНИН, Юрий Вячеславович) (a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuri Vyacheslavovich; a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuriy Vyacheslavovich (Cyrillic: Юрий Вячеславович)); a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuri Vyacheslavovich (Russia); DOB 22 Mar 1977; POB Tula, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

AFONIN, Yuri Vyacheslavovich (Cyrillic: АФОНИН, Юрий Вячеславович) (a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuri Vyacheslavovich; a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuriy Vyacheslavovich (Cyrillic: Юрий Вячеславович)); a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuri Vyacheslavovich (Russia); DOB 22 Mar 1977; POB Tula, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
resulting in the removal of the following [RUSSIA-EO13685] entries:

AFONIN, Yuri Vyacheslavovich (a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuriy Vyacheslavovich) (Cyrillic: АФОНИН, Юрий Вячеславович); a.k.a. AFONIN, Yuri Vyacheslavovich, Russia; DOB 22 Mar 1977; POB Tula, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

**05/08/22**

The following [UKRAINE-EO13685] [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been changed:

OBORONLOGISTICS LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY (a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTICS LLC; a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTIKA LLC; a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTIKA, OOO; a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTIKA LLC; a.k.a. Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 18 Aug 2011; Registration ID 1117746641572 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7718857267 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 30167631 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

OBORONLOGISTICS LLC (a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTICS LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTIKA LLC; a.k.a. Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 18 Aug 2011; Registration ID 1117746641572 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7718857267 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 30167631 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- OGORONLOGISTIKA LLC (a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTICS LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTIKA LLC; a.k.a. Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 18 Aug 2011; Registration ID 1117746641572 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7718857267 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 30167631 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- OGORONLOGISTIKA LLC (a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTICS LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTIKA LLC; a.k.a. Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 18 Aug 2011; Registration ID 1117746641572 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7718857267 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 30167631 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- OGORONLOGISTIKA LLC (a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTICS LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTIKA LLC; a.k.a. Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 18 Aug 2011; Registration ID 1117746641572 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7718857267 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 30167631 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685]. -to- OGORONLOGISTIKA LLC (a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTICS LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY; a.k.a. OBORONLOGISTIKA LLC; a.k.a. Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 18 Aug 2011; Registration ID 1117746641572 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7718857267 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 30167631 (Russia) [UKRAINE-EO13685].
The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

ADLER Roll-on Roll-off 8,811GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9179842 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: M LEASING LLC).

AMBAL Roll-on Roll-off 20,729GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 8807416 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: OBORONLOGISTIKA OOO).

ANASTASIA (f.k.a. VIKTORIA SHAIN) General Cargo 9,611GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9349291 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TRANSMORFLOT LLC).

ANGARA Roll-on Roll-off 8,811GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9179842 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: M LEASING LLC).

ASCALON Roll-on Roll-off 8,821GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9198226 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: M LEASING LLC).

ASKAR-SARYDZHA General Cargo 4,991GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9082142 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TRANSMORFLOT LLC).

BELOMORSKII Dredger 2,628GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 8305781 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY).

CHIZHOVKA Hopper Barge 745GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 8730455 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY).

DVINSKII ZALIV Dredger 2,081GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 8224286 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY).

ENESEY Bulk Carrier 27,078GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 8700010 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TRANSMORFLOT LLC).

FERTOING LTD (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY FERTOING; a.k.a. OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI OTVETSTVENNOSTU FERTOING (Cyrillic: "ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ФЕРТОИНГ"), a.k.a. OOO FERTOING (Cyrillic: "ООО ФЕРТОИНГ")), Pulkovskoe Highway, House 40, Apartment 4, Letter A, Office A7060, St. Petersburg 196158, Russia; Shosse Pulkovskoe, Dom 40, Kvartira 4, Litera A, Ofis A7060, Gorod Sankt-Peterburg 196158, Russia; Tax ID No. 7802208912 (Russia); Identification Number IMO 0555641 [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TRANSMORFLOT LLC).

GENRIKH GASANOV General Cargo 4,991GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9083196 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TRANSMORFLOT LLC).

INZHENER TRUBIN General Cargo 6,418GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 8502080 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY).

INZHENER VESNYAKOV General Cargo 6,418GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 8502107 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY).

IOHANN MAHMASTAL General Cargo 4,991GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 8700010 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY).

JSC NSC ARKHANGELSK; a.k.a. OAO SEVERNOYE MORSKOYE PAROKHODSTVO; a.k.a. OJSC NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY; a.k.a. OPEN JSC NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY; a.k.a. "ANSC"; a.k.a. "OJSC NSC"), Nab. Severnoy Dviny, 36, Arkhangelsk 163000, Russia; Tax ID No. 2901008432 (Russia); Identification Number IMO 0555641 [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TRANSMORFLOT LLC).

STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY; a.k.a. "ANSC"; a.k.a. "OJSC NSC"), Nab. Severnoy Dviny, 36, Arkhangelsk 163000, Russia; Tax ID No. 2901008432 (Russia); Identification Number IMO 0555641 [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TRANSMORFLOT LLC).

KAPITAN KOKOVIN General Cargo 2,474GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9279422 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY).

KAPITAN RYNTSYN General Cargo 2,601GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 8618073 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY).

KAPITAN SAKHAROV General Cargo 2,474GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9279422 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY).
IMO 9279434 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY).

Kholmogory General Cargo 2,986GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9190981 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY).

Kompozitor Gasanov Roll-on Roll-off 6,894GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 8606628 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TRANSMORFLOT LLC).

Lady D (f.k.a. Maly B.S.) General Cargo 9,611GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9349289 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TRANSMORFLOT LLC).

Lady Maria (f.k.a. Stella-Maria) Roll-on Roll-off 8,831GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9220641 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TRANSMORFLOT LLC).

Lady R Roll-on Roll-off 7,260GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9611003 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TRANSMORFLOT LLC).

Lapominka Hopper Barge 643GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 8928143 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY).

Limited Liability Company Fertoing (a.k.a. Fertoing Ltd; a.k.a. Obshchestvo S Ogranichennoi Otvetstvennostyu Fertoing (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ФЕРТОИНГ)); a.k.a. Ooo Fertoing (Cyrillic: ООО ФЕРТОИНГ)), Pulkovskoe Highway, House 40, Apartment 4, Letter A, Office A7060, St. Petersburg 196158, Russia; Shosse Pulkovskoe, Dom 40, Kvartira 4, Litera A, Ofis A7060, Gorod Sankt-Peterburg 196158, Russia; Tax ID No. 7802208912 (Russia); Registration Number 10378040031 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

LLC TC Nord Project (a.k.a. Nord Project LLC Transport Company; a.k.a. TC Nord Project; a.k.a. "LLC Nord Project"); a.k.a. "Nord Project"), Office 410, 47 Uritskogo St, Arkhangelsk 163060, Russia; Office 335H, Liter A, Prospekt Leninskiy 153, St. Petersburg 196247, Russia; Office 308, House 71 Korpus 1, Naberezhnaya Severnoy Dviny, Arkhangelsk 163069, Russia; Tax ID No. 2901201732 (Russia); Identification Number IMO 5825809 [RUSSIA-EO14024].

Mekhanik Brilin General Cargo 2,489GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9004048 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY).

Mekhanik Kotssov General Cargo 2,489GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9004410 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY).

Mekhanik Krasovsky General Cargo 2,489GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9004458 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY).

Mekhanik Makarin General Cargo 3,178GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 8904379 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY).

Mekhanik Pustoshnyy General Cargo 2,489GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 8904422 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY).

Mekhanik Pyatlin General Cargo 2,489GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 8904434 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY).

Mekhanik Yartsev General Cargo 2,489GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 8904367 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY).

Mikhail Lomonosov General Cargo 2,990GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9216482 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY).

Nord Project LLC Transport Company (a.k.a. LLC TC Nord Project; a.k.a. TC Nord Project; a.k.a. "LLC Nord Project"); a.k.a. "Nord Project"), Office 410, 47 Uritskogo St, Arkhangelsk 163060, Russia; Office 335H, Liter A, Prospekt Leninskiy 153, St. Petersburg 196247, Russia; Office 308, House 71 Korpus 1, Naberezhnaya Severnoy Dviny, Arkhangelsk 163069, Russia; Tax ID No. 2901201732 (Russia); Identification Number IMO 5825809 [RUSSIA-EO14024].

OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI
OTVETSTVENNOSTYU FERTOING (Cyrillic:
ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ
ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ФЕРТОИНГ) (a.k.a. FERTOING LTD; a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY FERTOING; a.k.a. OOO FERTOING (Cyrillic: ООО ФЕРТОИНГ)), Pulkovskoe Highway, House 40, Apartment 4, Letter A, Office A7060, St. Petersburg 196158, Russia; Shosse Pulkovskoe, Dom 40, Kvartira 4, Litera A, Ofis A7060, Gorod Sankt-Peterburg 196158, Russia; Tax ID No. 7802208912 (Russia); Registration Number 1037804040031 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

PIZHMA General Cargo 3,466GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 8614354 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: SC SOUTH LLC).

POLAR ROCK Crude Oil Tanker 56,924GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9116632 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: MARINE TRANS SHIPPING LLC).

PORT OLYA-1 General Cargo 4,878GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9481922 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TRANSFORFLOT LLC).

PORT OLYA-2 General Cargo 4,878GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9481881 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TRANSFORFLOT LLC).

RASUL GAMZATOV General Cargo 4,991GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 8861058 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TRANSFORFLOT LLC).

RZK CONSTANTA General Cargo 7,095GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 8711289 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: NORD PROJECT LLC TRANSPORT COMPANY). S. KUZNETSOV General Cargo 6,204GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9210359 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY).

SABETTA General Cargo 12,936GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9376440 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: NORD PROJECT LLC TRANSPORT COMPANY).

SIBERIA Bulk Carrier 17,665GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9239458 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: NORD PROJECT LLC TRANSPORT COMPANY). SIYANIE SEVERA General Cargo 6,577GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9250385 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY).

SMP ARKHANGELSK General Cargo 7,752GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9240550 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY).

SMP NOVODVINSK General Cargo 4,106GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9398046 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY).

SMP SEVERODVINSK General Cargo 4,106GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9376440 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY NORTHERN SHIPPING COMPANY).

SONA General Cargo 1,853GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 8700060 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TRANSFORFLOT LLC).

SPARTA II Roll-on Roll-off 7,260GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9160994 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: OBORONLOGISTIKA OOO).

SPARTA III (a.k.a. URSA MAJOR) General Cargo 12,679GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9538892 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: SC SOUTH LLC).

SPARTA IV General Cargo 7,522GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9743033 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: SC SOUTH LLC).

SPARTA Roll-on Roll-off 8,831GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9268710 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024].
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STELLA-MARIA (a.k.a. LADY MARIIA) Roll-on Roll-off 8,831GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9220641 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TRANSMORFLOT LLC).

TAIBOLA General Cargo 8,448GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9086253 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: NORD PROJECT LLC TRANSPORT COMPANY).

TAIMYR General Cargo 9,611GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 7286601 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: TRANSMORFLOT LLC).

TURUKHAN General Cargo 8,448GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9081332 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TRANSMORFLOT LLC).

TRITON Tug 161GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 7236141 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: JOINT STOCK COMPANY TRANS MORFLOT LLC).

TAMBEY General Cargo 7,949GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9014872 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: NORD PROJECT LLC TRANSPORT COMPANY).

TERIKON (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: NORD PROJECT LLC TRANSPORT COMPANY).

TERISHCHEV General Cargo 8,448GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9081369 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TRANSPORT COMPANY).

TERIBERKA General Cargo 8,448GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9081291; MMSI 273211090 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: NORD PROJECT LLC TRANSPORT COMPANY).

TERIBERKA Hopper Barge 643GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9081368 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TRANSPORT COMPANY).

TORSKY BEREG General Cargo 8,448GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9081368 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TRANSPORT COMPANY).
SK-YUG (a.k.a. SC SOUTH LLC; a.k.a. SC-YUG (Cyrillic: CK-KO)); a.k.a. SHIPPING COMPANY SOUTH), ul. Lenina, d. 6B, Novorossiysk, Krasnodarsky kray 353960, Russia; Organization Established Date 30 Jun 2016; Tax ID No. 970507317 (Russia); Identification Number IMO 5937219 [RUSSIA-E014024].

05/09/22

The following [SDGT] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

ADHIGUNA LESMANA, Dandi Muhammad; a.k.a. ADHIGUNA, Dandi Muhammad, Kayseri, Turkey; DOB 30 Jul 1996; POB Gresik, East Java, Indonesia; nationality Indonesia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport B 0547698 (Indonesia) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: SUSANTI, Dwi Dahlia). ADHIGUNA, Dandi Muhammad; a.k.a. SUSANTI, Dwi Dahlia, Idlib, Syria; Kel. Sambonjaya, Kec. Mangkubumi, Tasikmalaya, West Java, Indonesia; DOB 28 Jul 1976; nationality Indonesia; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport B 4286562 (Indonesia) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: SUSANTI, Dwi Dahlia). SUSANTI, Dwi Dahlia, Idlib, Syria; Kel. Sambonjaya, Kec. Mangkubumi, Tasikmalaya, West Java, Indonesia; DOB 28 Jul 1976; nationality Indonesia; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport B 3306967 (Indonesia); Identification Number 197607281998032001 (Indonesia) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND THE LEVANT).

05/19/22

The following [SDGT] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

ABDALLAH, Ali Reda (Arabic: احمد دلال عبد الله (a.k.a. ABDALLAH, Ahmad Jalal Reda), Beirut, Lebanon; DOB 15 Aug 1966; nationality Lebanon; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions Pursuant to the Hizballah Financial Sanctions Regulations; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 2008; Organization Type: Manufacture of other food products n.e.c.; Registration Number 2012570 (Lebanon) issued 21 Apr 2008 [SDGT] (Linked To: UNITED GENERAL HOLDING SAL). ATIEH, Hussein (a.k.a. ATTIYAH, Husayn; a.k.a. ATTIYAH, Hussein Kamel (Arabic: حسن كamil عطية); a.k.a. ATIEH, Hussein Kamel; a.k.a. ATTIYAH, Husayn), Beirut, Lebanon; DOB 19 Dec 1965; nationality Lebanon; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport LR1191153 (Lebanon); alt. Passport A12404797 (Iraq) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: ABDALLAH, Ahmad Jalal Reda). ABDALLAH, Hussein Ahmad (a.k.a. ABDALLAH, Hussein Ahmad Jalal (Arabic: حسن احمد خالد عبد الله (a.k.a. ABDALLAH, Hussein Ahmad), Safarat St, El Salam Building, 4th floor, Bir Hassan, Lebanon; DOB 11 Feb 1996; nationality Lebanon; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: ABDALLAH, Ahmad Jalal Reda). ABDALLAH, Hussein Reda (Arabic: حسن رضا عبد الله), Beirut, Lebanon; DOB 03 Jun 1964; nationality Lebanon; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: ABDALLAH, Ahmad Jalal Reda). ABDEL REHMAN, Rajab Ali; a.k.a. RAMADHANI, Dini, Kayseri, Turkey; DOB 10 Mar 1993; nationality Indonesia; Gender Female; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport A 8799177 (Indonesia) expires 28 Aug 2019 (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND THE LEVANT). ABDALLAH, Ali Reda (Arabic: احمد دلال عبد الله (a.k.a. ABDALLAH, Ahmad Jalal Reda), Beirut, Lebanon; DOB 15 Aug 1966; nationality Lebanon; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions Pursuant to the Hizballah Financial Sanctions Regulations; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport A 8799177 (Indonesia) expires 28 Aug 2019 (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: ISLAMIC STATE OF IRAQ AND THE LEVANT).
FOCUS MEDIA S.A.R.L. (a.k.a. FOCUS COMPANY SARL (Arabic: شركة فوكوس ميديا سارل)) Plot 6864, Section 5, Block A, Chiah, Lebanon; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Registration Number 1802820 (Lebanon) issued 22 Sep 2008 [SDGT] (Linked To: ABDALLAH, Ahmad Jalal Reda).

UNITED GENERAL HOLDING SAL (Arabic: ﺲﺭﻟ ﻏﻼﻁﺢ ﺗﺤﻠﻴ日报). Property no. 1807467, Burj al-Barajneh, Baabda, Lebanon; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Registration Number 1802820 (Lebanon) issued 22 Sep 2008 [SDGT] (Linked To: ABDALLAH, Ahmad Jalal Reda).

UNITED GENERAL CONTRACTING COMPANY SARL (Arabic: ﺳﺭﻟ ﺗﺤﻠﻴ日报). Property no. 4458, Section 7, Chiyah, Baabda, Lebanon; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Registration Number 2003067 (Lebanon) issued 11 Mar 2004 [SDGT] (Linked To: ABDALLAH, Ahmad Jalal Reda).

UNITED INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION COMPANY SARL (Arabic: ﺳﺭﻟ ﺭﻱ ﻥﺍﺭ ﺲﺭﻓﻴﺴﻴﺰ). Property no. 2002840, Section 5, Block A, Chiah, Lebanon; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Registration Number 1802820 (Lebanon) issued 22 Sep 2008 [SDGT] (Linked To: ABDALLAH, Ahmad Jalal Reda).
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BOURAHLA, Moussa; a.k.a. ABOU DAOUD, Moussa; a.k.a. ABOU DAOUD, Moussa; a.k.a. MOUSSA, BOURAILA; a.k.a. "ABOU DAOUD"); DOB 1965 to 1960; POB Cap Djinet, Algeria (individual) [SDGT].


"ABOU DAOUD" (a.k.a. MOUSSA, Bourahla; a.k.a. ABOU DAOUD, Moussa; a.k.a. ABU DAWUD, Musa; a.k.a. BOURAHLA, Moussa; a.k.a. "ABOU DAOUD"); DOB 1958 to 1960; POB Cap Djinet, Algeria (individual) [SDGT].

MOALIM, Mahad, Bari region, Somalia; DOB 1975 to 1978 (individual) [SDGT].

MOUSSA, Bourahla (a.k.a. ABOU DAOUD, Moussa; a.k.a. ABU DAWUD, Musa; a.k.a. BOURAHLA, Moussa; a.k.a. "ABOU DAOUD"); DOB 1958 to 1960; POB Cap Djinet, Algeria (individual) [SDGT].


"ABOU DAOUD" (a.k.a. MOUSSA, Bourahla; a.k.a. ABOU DAOUD, Moussa; a.k.a. ABU DAWUD, Musa; a.k.a. BOURAHLA, Moussa; a.k.a. "ABOU DAOUD"); DOB 1958 to 1960; POB Cap Djinet, Algeria (individual) [SDGT].

MOALIM, Mahad, Bari region, Somalia; DOB 1975 to 1978 (individual) [SDGT].

MOUSSA, Bourahla (a.k.a. ABOU DAOUD, Moussa; a.k.a. ABU DAWUD, Musa; a.k.a. BOURAHLA, Moussa; a.k.a. "ABOU DAOUD");

05/20/22

The following [SDGT] entries have been changed:

A.I.C. COMPREHENSIVE RESEARCH INSTITUTE (a.k.a. A.I.C. SOGO KENKYUSHO; a.k.a. ALEPH; a.k.a. AUM SHINRIKYO; a.k.a. AUM SUPREME TRUTH) [FTO] [SDGT]. -to-
A.I.C. COMPREHENSIVE RESEARCH INSTITUTE (a.k.a. A.I.C. SOGO KENKYUSHO; a.k.a. ALEPH; a.k.a. AUM SHINRIKYO; a.k.a. AUM SUPREME TRUTH) [SDGT].
A.I.C. SOGO KENKYUSHO (a.k.a. A.I.C. COMPREHENSIVE RESEARCH INSTITUTE; a.k.a. ALEPH; a.k.a. AUM SHINRIKYO; a.k.a. AUM SUPREME TRUTH) [FTO] [SDGT]. -to-
A.I.C. COMPREHENSIVE RESEARCH INSTITUTE; a.k.a. A.I.C. SOGO KENKYUSHO; a.k.a. AUM SHINRIKYO; a.k.a. AUM SUPREME TRUTH) [FTO] [SDGT]. -to-
ALEPH (a.k.a. A.I.C. COMPREHENSIVE RESEARCH INSTITUTE; a.k.a. A.I.C. SOGO KENKYUSHO; a.k.a. AUM SHINRIKYO; a.k.a. AUM SUPREME TRUTH) [FTO] [SDGT]. -to-

[SDGT].


AUM SHINRIKYO (a.k.a. A.I.C. SOGO KENKYUSHO; a.k.a. AUM SUPREME TRUTH (a.k.a. A.I.C. SOGO KENKYUSHO; a.k.a. AUM SHINRIKYO [FTO] [SDGT]. -to- AUM SHINRIKYO; a.k.a. AUM SUPREME TRUTH (a.k.a. A.I.C. SOGO KENKYUSHO; a.k.a. AUM SHINRIKYO [FTO] [SDGT]. -to- AUM SHINRIKYO) [SDGT].

ASKATASUNA (a.k.a. BASQUE FATHERLAND AND LIBERTY; a.k.a. ASKATASUNA; a.k.a. BATASUNA; a.k.a. EKIN; a.k.a. EPANASTATIKI PIRINES; a.k.a. EUSKAL HERRITARROK; a.k.a. EUZKADI TA ASKATASUNA; a.k.a. HERRI BATASUNA; a.k.a. JARRAI-HAIKA-SEGI; a.k.a. POPULAR REVOLUTIONARY STRUGGLE; a.k.a. XAKI; a.k.a. "ETA"; a.k.a. "K.A.S."); [SDGT].


YESHIVAT HARAV MEIR; a.k.a. "CARD") [SDGT].

EUSKAL HERRITARROK (a.k.a. ASKATASUNA; a.k.a. BASQUE FATHERLAND AND LIBERTY; a.k.a. BATASUNA; a.k.a. EGIN; a.k.a. EPANASTATIKI PIRINES; a.k.a. EUZKADI TA ASKATASUNA; a.k.a. HERRI BATASUNA; a.k.a. JARRAI-HAIKA-SEGI; a.k.a. POPULAR REVOLUTIONARY STRUGGLE; a.k.a. "ETA"; a.k.a. "K.A.S.") [FTO] [SDGT].


FOREFRONT OF THE IDEA (a.k.a. AMERICAN FRIENDS OF THE UNITED YESHIVA; a.k.a. "CARD") [SDGT].

FOREFRONT OF THE IDEA (a.k.a. AMERICAN FRIENDS OF THE UNITED YESHIVA; a.k.a. "CARD") [SDGT].

FOREFRONT OF THE IDEA (a.k.a. AMERICAN FRIENDS OF THE UNITED YESHIVA; a.k.a. "CARD") [SDGT].

FOREFRONT OF THE IDEA (a.k.a. AMERICAN FRIENDS OF THE UNITED YESHIVA; a.k.a. "CARD") [SDGT].
DISCRIMINATION; a.k.a. THE HATIKVA
JEWISH IDENTITY CENTER; a.k.a. THE
INTERNATIONAL KAHANE MOVEMENT; a.k.a.
THE JEWISH IDEA YESHIVA; a.k.a. THE
JUDEAN LEGION; a.k.a. THE JUDEAN VOICE;
a.k.a. THE QOMEMIYUT MOVEMENT; a.k.a.
THE RABBI MEIR DAVID KAHANE MEMORIAL
FUND; a.k.a. THE VOICE OF JUDEA; a.k.a.
THE WAY OF THE TORAH; a.k.a. THE
YESHIVAH OF THE JEWISH IDEA; a.k.a.
YESHIVAT HARAV MEIR; a.k.a. "CARD" [FTO]
[SDGT]. - to - KACH (a.k.a. AMERICAN FRIENDS
OF THE UNITED YESHIVA; a.k.a. AMERICAN
FRIENDS OF YESHIVAT RAV MEIR; a.k.a.
COMMITTEE FOR THE SAFETY OF THE
ROADS; a.k.a. DIKUY BOGDIM; a.k.a. DOV;
a.k.a. FOREFRONT OF THE IDEA; a.k.a. FRIENDS
OF THE JEWISH IDEA YESHIVA; a.k.a. JEWISH
LEGION; a.k.a. JUDEA POLICE; a.k.a. JUDEAN
CONGRESS; a.k.a. KAHANE; a.k.a. KAHANE
CHAI; a.k.a. KAHANE LIVES; a.k.a. KAHANE
TZADAK; a.k.a. KAHANE.ORG; a.k.a.
KAHANETZADAK.COM; a.k.a. KFAR TAPUAH
FUND; a.k.a. KOACH; a.k.a. MEIR'S YOUTH;
a.k.a. NEW KACH MOVEMENT; a.k.a.
NEWKACH.ORG; a.k.a. NOAR MEIR; a.k.a.
REPRESSION OF TRAITORS; a.k.a. STATE OF
JUDEA; a.k.a. SWORD OF DAVID; a.k.a. THE
COMMITTEE AGAINST RACISM AND
DISCRIMINATION; a.k.a. THE HATIKVA
JEWISH IDENTITY CENTER; a.k.a. THE
INTERNATIONAL KAHANE MOVEMENT; a.k.a.
THE JEWISH IDEA YESHIVA; a.k.a. THE
JUDEAN LEGION; a.k.a. THE JUDEAN VOICE;
a.k.a. THE QOMEMIYUT MOVEMENT; a.k.a.
THE RABBI MEIR DAVID KAHANE MEMORIAL
FUND; a.k.a. THE VOICE OF JUDEA; a.k.a.
THE WAY OF THE TORAH; a.k.a. THE
YESHIVAH OF THE JEWISH IDEA; a.k.a.
YESHIVAT HARAV MEIR; a.k.a. "CARD" [FTO]
[SDGT]. - to - KAHANE (a.k.a. AMERICAN FRIENDS
OF YESHIVAT HARAV MEIR; a.k.a. "CARD") [FTO]
[SDGT]. - to - KAHANE CHAI (a.k.a. AMERICAN
FRIENDS OF THE UNITED YESHIVA; a.k.a.
AMERICAN FRIENDS OF YESHIVAT RAV MEIR;
a.k.a. COMMITTEE FOR THE SAFETY OF THE
ROADS; a.k.a. DIKUY BOGDIM; a.k.a. DOV;
a.k.a. FOREFRONT OF THE IDEA; a.k.a. FRIENDS
OF THE JEWISH IDEA YESHIVA; a.k.a. JEWISH
LEGION; a.k.a. JUDEA POLICE; a.k.a. JUDEAN
CONGRESS; a.k.a. KACH; a.k.a. KAHANE
CHAI; a.k.a. KAHANE LIVES; a.k.a. KAHANE
TZADAK; a.k.a. KAHANE.ORG; a.k.a.
KAHANETZADAK.COM; a.k.a. KFAR TAPUAH
FUND; a.k.a. KOACH; a.k.a. MEIR'S YOUTH;
a.k.a. NEW KACH MOVEMENT; a.k.a.
NEWKACH.ORG; a.k.a. NOAR MEIR; a.k.a.
REPRESSION OF TRAITORS; a.k.a. STATE OF
JUDEA; a.k.a. SWORD OF DAVID; a.k.a. THE
COMMITTEE AGAINST RACISM AND
DISCRIMINATION; a.k.a. THE HATIKVA
JEWISH IDENTITY CENTER; a.k.a. THE
INTERNATIONAL KAHANE MOVEMENT; a.k.a.
THE JEWISH IDEA YESHIVA; a.k.a. THE
JUDEAN LEGION; a.k.a. THE JUDEAN VOICE;
a.k.a. THE QOMEMIYUT MOVEMENT; a.k.a.
THE RABBI MEIR DAVID KAHANE MEMORIAL
FUND; a.k.a. THE VOICE OF JUDEA; a.k.a.
THE WAY OF THE TORAH; a.k.a. THE
YESHIVAH OF THE JEWISH IDEA; a.k.a.
YESHIVAT HARAV MEIR; a.k.a. "CARD" [FTO]
[SDGT]. - to - KAHANE CHAI (a.k.a. AMERICAN FRIENDS
OF THE UNITED YESHIVA; a.k.a. AMERICAN
FRIENDS OF YESHIVAT RAV MEIR; a.k.a.
COMMITEE FOR THE SAFETY OF THE
ROADS; a.k.a. DIKUY BOGDIM; a.k.a. DOV;
a.k.a. FOREFRONT OF THE IDEA; a.k.a. FRIENDS
OF THE JEWISH IDEA YESHIVA; a.k.a. JEWISH
LEGION; a.k.a. JUDEA POLICE; a.k.a. JUDEAN
CONGRESS; a.k.a. KACH; a.k.a. KAHANE
TZADAK; a.k.a. KAHANE.ORG; a.k.a.
KAHANETZADAK.COM; a.k.a. KFAR TAPUAH
FUND; a.k.a. KOACH; a.k.a. MEIR'S YOUTH;
a.k.a. NEW KACH MOVEMENT; a.k.a.
NEWKACH.ORG; a.k.a. NOAR MEIR; a.k.a.
REPRESSION OF TRAITORS; a.k.a. STATE OF
JUDEA; a.k.a. SWORD OF DAVID; a.k.a. THE
COMMITTEE AGAINST RACISM AND
DISCRIMINATION; a.k.a. THE HATIKVA
JEWISH IDENTITY CENTER; a.k.a. THE
INTERNATIONAL KAHANE MOVEMENT; a.k.a.
THE JEWISH IDEA YESHIVA; a.k.a. THE
JUDEAN LEGION; a.k.a. THE JUDEAN VOICE;
a.k.a. THE QOMEMIYUT MOVEMENT; a.k.a.
THE RABBI MEIR DAVID KAHANE MEMORIAL
FUND; a.k.a. THE VOICE OF JUDEA; a.k.a.
THE WAY OF THE TORAH; a.k.a. THE
YESHIVAH OF THE JEWISH IDEA; a.k.a.
YESHIVAT HARAV MEIR; a.k.a. "CARD" [FTO]
[SDGT]. - to - KAHANE CHAI (a.k.a. AMERICAN FRIENDS
OF THE UNITED YESHIVA; a.k.a. AMERICAN
FRIENDS OF YESHIVAT RAV MEIR; a.k.a.
COMMITEE FOR THE SAFETY OF THE
ROADS; a.k.a. DIKUY BOGDIM; a.k.a. DOV;
a.k.a. FOREFRONT OF THE IDEA; a.k.a. FRIENDS
OF THE JEWISH IDEA YESHIVA; a.k.a. JEWISH
LEGION; a.k.a. JUDEA POLICE; a.k.a. JUDEAN
CONGRESS; a.k.a. KACH; a.k.a. KAHANE
TZADAK; a.k.a. KAHANE.ORG; a.k.a.
KAHANETZADAK.COM; a.k.a. KFAR TAPUAH
FUND; a.k.a. KOACH; a.k.a. MEIR'S YOUTH;
a.k.a. NEW KACH MOVEMENT; a.k.a.
NEWKACH.ORG; a.k.a. NOAR MEIR; a.k.a.
REPRESSION OF TRAITORS; a.k.a. STATE OF
JUDEA; a.k.a. SWORD OF DAVID; a.k.a. THE
COMMITTEE AGAINST RACISM AND
DISCRIMINATION; a.k.a. THE HATIKVA
JEWISH IDENTITY CENTER; a.k.a. THE
INTERNATIONAL KAHANE MOVEMENT; a.k.a.
THE JEWISH IDEA YESHIVA; a.k.a. THE
JUDEAN LEGION; a.k.a. THE JUDEAN VOICE;
a.k.a. THE QOMEMIYUT MOVEMENT; a.k.a.
THE RABBI MEIR DAVID KAHANE MEMORIAL
FUND; a.k.a. THE VOICE OF JUDEA; a.k.a.
THE WAY OF THE TORAH; a.k.a. THE
YESHIVAH OF THE JEWISH IDEA; a.k.a.
YESHIVAT HARAV MEIR; a.k.a. "CARD" [FTO]
[SDGT].
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**CHANGES TO THE SDNLIST IN 2022**

- Majlis Shura Al-Mujahidin
- Magles Shoura Al-Mujaheddin
- Majlis Shura Al-Mujahideen
- Bayt Al-Maqdis
- Majlis Shoura Al-Mujahidin
- Yeshiva Of The Jewish Idea
- The Way Of The Torah
- The Fund
- The Voice Of Judea
- The Rabbi Meir David Kahane Memorial Fund
- The QOMEMIYUT Movement
- The International KAHANE MOVEMENT
- The Jewish Identity Center
- The Judah Legion
- The Judean Voice

- Majlis Shura Al-Mujahidin (a.k.a. Majlis Shoura Al-Mujaheddin)
- Bayt Al-Maqdis (a.k.a. Magles Shoura Al-Mujaheddin)
- Majlis Shura Al-Mujahideen
- Majlis Shoura Al-Mujahidin
- Yeshiva Of The Jewish Idea
- The Way Of The Torah
- The Fund
- The Voice Of Judea
- The Rabbi Meir David Kahane Memorial Fund
- The QOMEMIYUT Movement
- The International KAHANE MOVEMENT
- The Jewish Identity Center
- The Judah Legion
- The Judean Voice

**FTO**

- Majlis Shura Al-Mujahidin (a.k.a. Majlis Shoura Al-Mujaheddin)
- Bayt Al-Maqdis (a.k.a. Magles Shoura Al-Mujaheddin)
- Majlis Shura Al-Mujahideen
- Majlis Shoura Al-Mujahidin
- Yeshiva Of The Jewish Idea
- The Way Of The Torah
- The Fund
- The Voice Of Judea
- The Rabbi Meir David Kahane Memorial Fund
- The QOMEMIYUT Movement
- The International KAHANE MOVEMENT
- The Jewish Identity Center
- The Judah Legion
- The Judean Voice

**SDGT**

- Majlis Shura Al-Mujahidin (a.k.a. Majlis Shoura Al-Mujaheddin)
- Bayt Al-Maqdis (a.k.a. Magles Shoura Al-Mujaheddin)
- Majlis Shura Al-Mujahideen
- Majlis Shoura Al-Mujahidin
- Yeshiva Of The Jewish Idea
- The Way Of The Torah
- The Fund
- The Voice Of Judea
- The Rabbi Meir David Kahane Memorial Fund
- The QOMEMIYUT Movement
- The International KAHANE MOVEMENT
- The Jewish Identity Center
- The Judah Legion
- The Judean Voice

- Majlis Shura Al-Mujahidin (a.k.a. Majlis Shoura Al-Mujaheddin)
- Bayt Al-Maqdis (a.k.a. Magles Shoura Al-Mujaheddin)
- Majlis Shura Al-Mujahideen
- Majlis Shoura Al-Mujahidin
- Yeshiva Of The Jewish Idea
- The Way Of The Torah
- The Fund
- The Voice Of Judea
- The Rabbi Meir David Kahane Memorial Fund
- The QOMEMIYUT Movement
- The International KAHANE MOVEMENT
- The Jewish Identity Center
- The Judah Legion
- The Judean Voice
JEWISH IDEA; a.k.a. YESHIVAT HARAV MEIR; a.k.a. "CARD") [FTO] [SDGT].

MUJAHIDEEN SHURA COUNCIL IN THE ENVIRONS OF JERUSALEM (a.k.a. MAGLES SHOURA AL-MUJAHIDIN; a.k.a. MAJLIS SHURA AL-MUJAHIDIN FI AKNAF BAYT AL-MAQDIS; a.k.a. MAJLIS SHURA AL-MUJAHIDIN; a.k.a. MAJLIS SHURA AL-MUJAHIDIN; a.k.a. MUJAHIDEEN SHURA COUNCIL; a.k.a. MUJAHIDIN SHURA COUNCIL IN THE ENVIRONS OF JERUSALEM; a.k.a. "MSC") [FTO] [SDGT]. -to-

MUJAHIDEEN SHURA COUNCIL IN THE ENVIRONS OF JERUSALEM (a.k.a. MAGLES SHOURA AL-MUJAHIDIN; a.k.a. MAJLIS SHURA AL-MUJAHIDIN FI AKNAF BAYT AL-MAQDIS; a.k.a. MAJLIS SHURA AL-MUJAHIDIN; a.k.a. MAJLIS SHURA AL-MUJAHIDIN; a.k.a. MAJLIS SHURA AL-MUJAHIDIN; a.k.a. MUJAHIDEEN SHURA COUNCIL; a.k.a. MUJAHIDIN SHURA COUNCIL IN THE ENVIRONS OF JERUSALEM; a.k.a. "MSC") [SDGT].


JEWISH IDEA; a.k.a. YESHIVAT HARAV MEIR; a.k.a. "CARD") [SDGT].

THE VOICE OF JUDEA (a.k.a. AMERICAN FRIENDS OF THE UNITED YESHIVA; a.k.a. AMERICAN FRIENDS OF YESHIVAT RAV MEIR; a.k.a. COMMITTEE FOR THE SAFETY OF THE ROADS; a.k.a. DIKUY BOGDIM; a.k.a. DOV; a.k.a. FOREFRONT OF THE IDEA; a.k.a. FRIENDS OF THE JEWISH IDEA YESHIVA; a.k.a. JEWISH IDEA YESHIVA; a.k.a. JEWISH LEGION; a.k.a. JUDEA POLICE; a.k.a. JUDEAN CONGRESS; a.k.a. KACH; a.k.a. KAHAANE; a.k.a. KAHAANE CHAI; a.k.a. KAHAANE LIVES; a.k.a. KAHAANE TZADAK; a.k.a. KAHAANE.ORG; a.k.a. KAHANETZADAK.COM; a.k.a. KFAR TAPUAH FUND; a.k.a. KOACH; a.k.a. MEIR'S YOUTH; a.k.a. NEW KACH MOVEMENT; a.k.a. NEWKACH.ORG; a.k.a. NO'AR MEIR; a.k.a. REPRESSION OF TRAITORS; a.k.a. STATE OF JUDEA; a.k.a. SWORD OF DAVID; a.k.a. THE COMMITTEE AGAINST RACISM AND DISCRIMINATION; a.k.a. THE HATIKVA


AGROGATE HOLDING CORPORATION (a.k.a. AGROGATE COMPANY); a.k.a. AGROGATE CORPORATION; a.k.a. AGROGATE HOLDING; a.k.a. AGROGATE HOLDINGS; a.k.a. AGROGATE HOLDINGS INC.). Sudan; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

AGROGATE HOLDINGS (a.k.a. AGROGATE COMPANY; a.k.a. AGROGATE CORPORATION; a.k.a. AGROGATE HOLDING; a.k.a. AGROGATE HOLDINGS CORPORATION; a.k.a. AGROGATE HOLDINGS INC.). Sudan; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

AGROGATE HOLDINGS INC. (a.k.a. AGROGATE COMPANY; a.k.a. AGROGATE CORPORATION; a.k.a. AGROGATE HOLDING; a.k.a. AGROGATE HOLDINGS CORPORATION; a.k.a. AGROGATE HOLDINGS). Sudan; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

AL ROWAD REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT (Arabic: ﺍﻟﺮﻭﺍﺩ ﺍﻟﻠﺘﻄﻮﻳﺮ ﺍﻟﻠﺘﻌﺎﺭ) (a.k.a. ALROWAD COMPANY; a.k.a. ALROWAD FOR REAL ESTATE; a.k.a. ALROWAD FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT COMPANY; a.k.a. ALROWAD REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT COMPANY; a.k.a. ALROWAD RESIDENTIAL COMPOUND; a.k.a. PIONEER COMPANY FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT CO. LTD.; a.k.a. PIONEER REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT CO. LTD. OF SUDAN-SAUDI ARABIA; a.k.a. RUWWAD AL-QABIDAH COMPANY; a.k.a. RUWWAD REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT), West Khartoum, Sudan; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 2010; Organization Type: Real estate activities with own or leased property [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

ALI, Osama (a.k.a. ALI, Oussama; a.k.a. ALI, Oussama Abd-El-Karim; a.k.a. ALI, Usama; a.k.a. RIZWAN, Osama; a.k.a. RIZWAN, Osama Abd Al Karim; a.k.a. RIZWAN, Usama Ali), Lebanon; DOB 02 Jan 1962; POB YESHIVAT OF THE JEWISH IDEA; a.k.a. YESHIvat HARAV MEIR [SDGT].

“Eta” (a.k.a. ASKATASUNA; a.k.a. BASQUE FATHERLAND AND LIBERTY; a.k.a. BATASUNA; a.k.a. EKIN; a.k.a. EPANASTATIKI PIRINES; a.k.a. EUKAL HERRITARROK; a.k.a. EUIZKADI TA ASKATASUNA; a.k.a. HERRI BATASUNA; a.k.a. JARRAI-HAIKA-SEGII; a.k.a. POPULAR REVOLUTIONARY STRUGGLE; a.k.a. XAKI; a.k.a. “K.A.S.”) [FTO] [SDGT].


The following [SDGT] entries have been added to OFAC’s SDN List:

AGROGATE COMPANY (a.k.a. AGROGATE CORPORATION; a.k.a. AGROGATE HOLDING; a.k.a. AGROGATE HOLDING CORPORATION; a.k.a. AGROGATE HOLDINGS; a.k.a. AGROGATE HOLDINGS INC.). Sudan; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

AGROGATE CORPORATION (a.k.a. AGROGATE COMPANY; a.k.a. AGROGATE CORPORATION; a.k.a. AGROGATE HOLDING; a.k.a. AGROGATE HOLDING CORPORATION; a.k.a. AGROGATE HOLDINGS; a.k.a. AGROGATE HOLDINGS INC.). Sudan; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

AGROGATE HOLDING (a.k.a. AGROGATE COMPANY; a.k.a. AGROGATE CORPORATION; a.k.a. AGROGATE HOLDING; a.k.a. AGROGATE HOLDING CORPORATION; a.k.a. AGROGATE HOLDINGS; a.k.a. AGROGATE HOLDINGS INC.). Sudan; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

AGROGATE HOLDING CORPORATION (a.k.a. AGROGATE COMPANY; a.k.a. AGROGATE CORPORATION; a.k.a. AGROGATE HOLDING; a.k.a. AGROGATE HOLDINGS; a.k.a. AGROGATE HOLDINGS INC.). Sudan; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).
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ALI, Oussama Abd-El-Karim (a.k.a. ALI, Osama; a.k.a. ALI, Oussama (a.k.a. ALI, Osama; a.k.a. ALI, Usama; a.k.a. RADWAN, Osama; a.k.a. RADWAN, Osama Abd Al Karim; a.k.a. RIZWAN, Usama Ali), Lebanon; DOB 02 Jan 1962; POB Palestine; nationality Palestinian; alt. nationality Lebanon; citizen Lebanon; alt. citizen Canada; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport BA669463 (Canada); alt. Passport GA329040 (Canada); alt. Passport AJ878107 (Canada); Identification Number 47836452 (Palestinian); Refugee ID Card PR0131118 (Palestinian) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

ALROWAD FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT COMPANY Ltd. OF SUDAN-SAUDI ARABIA; a.k.a. RUWWAD AL-QABIDAH COMPANY; a.k.a. RUWWAD REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT), West Khartoum, Sudan; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 2010; Organization Type: Real estate activities with own or leased property [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

ALROWAD RESIDENTIAL COMPOUND; a.k.a. PIONEER COMPANY FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT CO. LTD.; a.k.a. PIONEER REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT CO. LTD. OF SUDAN-SAUDI ARABIA; a.k.a. RUWWAD AL-QABIDAH COMPANY; a.k.a. RUWWAD REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT), West Khartoum, Sudan; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 2010; Organization Type: Real estate activities with own or leased property [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

ALROWAD RESIDENTIAL COMPOUND (a.k.a. AL ROWAD REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT (Arabic: ﺍﻟﺮﻭﺍﺩ ﺍﻟﻠﻘﺒﺎﺩﺓ ﺍﻟﻌﻘﺎﺭﻳﺔ); a.k.a. ALROWAD FOR REAL ESTATE; a.k.a. ALROWAD FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT COMPANY; a.k.a. ALROWAD REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT COMPANY; a.k.a. ALROWAD RESIDENTIAL COMPOUND; a.k.a. PIONEER COMPANY FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT CO. LTD.; a.k.a. PIONEER REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT CO. LTD. OF SUDAN-SAUDI ARABIA; a.k.a. RUWWAD AL-QABIDAH COMPANY; a.k.a. RUWWAD REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT), West Khartoum, Sudan; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 2010; Organization Type: Real estate activities with own or leased property [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

ALROWAD REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT COMPANY (a.k.a. AL ROWAD REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT (Arabic: ﺍﻟﺮﻭﺍﺩ ﺍﻟﻠﻘﺒﺎﺩﺓ ﺍﻟﻌﻘﺎﺭﻳﺔ); a.k.a. ALROWAD COMPANY; a.k.a. ALROWAD FOR REAL ESTATE; a.k.a. ALROWAD FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT COMPANY; a.k.a. ALROWAD REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT COMPANY; a.k.a. ALROWAD RESIDENTIAL COMPOUND; a.k.a. PIONEER COMPANY FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT CO. LTD.; a.k.a. PIONEER REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT CO. LTD. OF SUDAN-SAUDI ARABIA; a.k.a. RUWWAD AL-QABIDAH COMPANY; a.k.a. RUWWAD REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT), West Khartoum, Sudan; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 2010; Organization Type: Real estate activities with own or leased property [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

ALROWAD RESIDENTIAL COMPOUND; a.k.a. PIONEER COMPANY FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT CO. LTD.; a.k.a. PIONEER REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT CO. LTD. OF SUDAN-SAUDI ARABIA; a.k.a. RUWWAD AL-QABIDAH COMPANY; a.k.a. RUWWAD REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT), West Khartoum, Sudan; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 2010; Organization Type: Construction of buildings; alt. Organization Type: Real estate activities with own or leased property [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

ALROWAD FOR REAL ESTATE (a.k.a. AL ROWAD REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT (Arabic: ﺍﻟﺮﻭﺍﺩ ﺍﻟﻠﻘﺒﺎﺩﺓ ﺍﻟﻌﻘﺎﺭﻳﺔ); a.k.a. ALROWAD COMPANY; a.k.a. ALROWAD FOR REAL ESTATE; a.k.a. ALROWAD FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT COMPANY; a.k.a. ALROWAD REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT COMPANY; a.k.a. ALROWAD RESIDENTIAL COMPOUND; a.k.a. PIONEER COMPANY FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT CO. LTD.; a.k.a. PIONEER REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT CO. LTD. OF SUDAN-SAUDI ARABIA; a.k.a. RUWWAD AL-QABIDAH COMPANY; a.k.a. RUWWAD REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT), West Khartoum, Sudan; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 2010; Organization Type: Construction of buildings; alt. Organization Type: Real estate activities with own or leased property [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).
ANDA LTD. (a.k.a. ANDA COMPANY; a.k.a. ANDA CO.; a.k.a. ANDA REAL ESTATE AND CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY TRADE LIMITED COMPANY), Saudi Arabia; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

ANDA COMPANY (a.k.a. ANDA CO.; a.k.a. ANDA LTD.), Saudi Arabia; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

ANDA GAYRIMENKUL (f.k.a. ANDA REAL ESTATE AND CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY TRADE LIMITED COMPANY; f.k.a. ANDA TURK; f.k.a. ANDA-TURK; f.k.a. ANDA-TURK CO.; a.k.a. TREND GAYRIMENKUL YATIRIM ORTAKLIGI A.S.; a.k.a. TREND GAYRIMENKUL YATIRIM ORTAKLIGI ANONIM SIRKETI; a.k.a. TREND REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT PARTNERSHIP; a.k.a. TREND REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT PARTNERSHIP, JOINT STOCK COMPANY), Gursel Neighborhood, Imrakah Street, Kagithane Polat Office Building, No. 23, A Block, 4th Floor, Kagithane, Istanbul 34400, Turkey; Polat Ofis, Kat 4, 23 / A, Imrakah Caddesi, Gursel Mahallesi, Kagithane, Istanbul 34400, Turkey; Website www.trendgyo.com.tr; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; ISIN TRETGY000023; Tax ID No. Sisli TA/0690472808 (Turkey); Registration Number 599791 (Turkey); Central Registration System Number 69047680800020 (Turkey) [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

ANDA TURK (f.k.a. ANDA GAYRIMENKUL; f.k.a. ANDA REAL ESTATE AND CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY TRADE LIMITED COMPANY; f.k.a. ANDA-TURK; f.k.a. TREND GAYRIMENKUL YATIRIM ORTAKLIGI A.S.; a.k.a. TREND GAYRIMENKUL YATIRIM ORTAKLIGI ANONIM SIRKETI; a.k.a. TREND REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT PARTNERSHIP; a.k.a. TREND REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT PARTNERSHIP, JOINT STOCK COMPANY), Gursel Neighborhood, Imrakah Street, Kagithane Polat Office Building, No. 23, A Block, 4th Floor, Kagithane, Istanbul 34400, Turkey; Polat Ofis, Kat 4, 23 / A, Imrakah Caddesi, Gursel Mahallesi, Kagithane, Istanbul 34400, Turkey; Website www.trendgyo.com.tr; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; ISIN TRETGY000023; Tax ID No. Sisli TA/0690472808 (Turkey); Registration Number 599791 (Turkey); Central Registration System Number 69047680800020 (Turkey) [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).
Cooperative Immobiliere De Construction Lot N141, Dely Ibrahim, Algeria; 141 Hai El Bina, Dely Ibrahim, Algeria; Website http://sidar-dz.com;en; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Type: Construction of buildings; alt. Organization Type: Real estate activities with own or leased property [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

ETQAN REAL ESTATE CO. (a.k.a. ETQAN COMPANY; a.k.a. ITQAN REAL ESTATE; a.k.a. ITQAN REAL ESTATE CO.; a.k.a. ITQAN REAL ESTATE JSC (Arabic: إِتْقَانُ العقارات; مَﺵ)، Zakher Tower, Al Taawun Street, 2nd Floor, Al Mamzar Area, 63629, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates; P.O. Box 63629, Taawoon (Al) Street, 2nd Floor, Zakher Tower, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates; Website www.itqan-realestate.com; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 2004; Organization Type: Construction of buildings; alt. Organization Type: Real estate activities with own or leased property [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

ITQAN REAL ESTATE CO. (a.k.a. ETQAN REAL ESTATE CO.; a.k.a. ITQAN COMPANY; a.k.a. ITQAN REAL ESTATE JSC (Arabic: إِتْقَانُ العقارات; مَﺵ), Zakher Tower, Al Taawun Street, 2nd Floor, Al Mamzar Area, 63629, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates; P.O. Box 63629, Taawoon (Al) Street, 2nd Floor, Zakher Tower, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates; Website www.itqan-realestate.com; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 2004; Organization Type: Construction of buildings; alt. Organization Type: Real estate activities with own or leased property [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

ITQAN REAL ESTATE JSC (Arabic: إِتْقَانُ العقارات; مَﺵ، (a.k.a. ETQAN REAL ESTATE CO.; a.k.a. ITQAN COMPANY; a.k.a. ITQAN REAL ESTATE; a.k.a. ITQAN REAL ESTATE JSC, Zakher Tower, Al Taawun Street, 2nd Floor, Al Mamzar Area, 63629, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates; P.O. Box 63629, Taawoon (Al) Street, 2nd Floor, Zakher Tower, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates; Website www.itqan-realestate.com; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 2004; Organization Type: Construction of buildings; alt. Organization Type: Real estate activities with own or leased property [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

ITQAN REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT CO. LTD. (a.k.a. AL ROWAD REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT (Arabic: الرَّوَادُ للتطوير العقاري), a.k.a. ALROWAD COMPANY; a.k.a. ALROWAD FOR REAL ESTATE; a.k.a. ALROWAD FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT), West Khartoum, Sudan; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

ODEH, Ahmed Sharif Abdallah (a.k.a. ODEH, Ahmad; a.k.a. ODEH, Ahmed; a.k.a. Ahmad Sharif Abdallah; a.k.a. OUDA, Ahmed Charif Abdellah; a.k.a. UDID, Ahmad), Jordan; DOB 01 Jan 1951; POB Jordan; nationality Jordan; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

OUDA, Ahmed Charif Abdellah (a.k.a. ODEH, Ahmad; a.k.a. ODEH, Ahmed; a.k.a. Ahmad Charif Abdallah; a.k.a. OUDA, Ahmed; a.k.a. UDID, Ahmad), Jordan; DOB 01 Jan 1951; POB Jordan; nationality Jordan; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

PIONEER COMPANY FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT CO. LTD. (a.k.a. AL ROWAD REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT (Arabic: الرَّوَادُ للتطوير العقاري), a.k.a. ALROWAD COMPANY; a.k.a. ALROWAD FOR REAL ESTATE; a.k.a. ALROWAD FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT COMPANY; a.k.a. ALROWAD RESIDENTIAL COMPOUND; a.k.a. PIONEER REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT CO. LTD. OF SUDAN-SAUDI ARABIA; a.k.a. RUWWAD AL-QABIDAH COMPANY; a.k.a. RUWWAD REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT), West Khartoum, Sudan; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 2010; Organization Type: Construction of buildings; alt. Organization Type: Real estate activities with own or leased property [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).
PIONEER REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT CO. LTD. OF SUDAN-SAUDI ARABIA; a.k.a. RUWWAD REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT), West Khartoum, Sudan; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 2010; Organization Type: Construction of buildings; alt. Organization Type: Real estate activities with own or leased property [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

RUWWAD REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT (Arabic: الارواض للتطوير العقاري); a.k.a. AL ROWAD REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT (Arabic: al-arrawah al-teltar al-‘aqary); a.k.a. AL ROWAD COMPANY; a.k.a. AL ROWAD FOR REAL ESTATE; a.k.a. AL ROWAD FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT COMPANY; a.k.a. AL ROWAD REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT COMPANY; a.k.a. AL ROWAD RESIDENTIAL COMPOUND; a.k.a. PIONEER COMPANY FOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT CO. LTD.; a.k.a. PIONEER REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT CO. LTD. OF SUDAN-SAUDI ARABIA; a.k.a. RUWWAD AL-QABIDAH COMPANY), West Khartoum, Sudan; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 2010; Organization Type: Construction of buildings; alt. Organization Type: Real estate activities with own or leased property [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

SABRI, Abdallah (a.k.a. SABRI, Abdallah Yusuf Faisal), Kuwait; DOB 1954; nationality Jordan; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

SABRI, Abdallah Yusuf Faisal (a.k.a. SABRI, Abdallah), Kuwait; DOB 1954; nationality Jordan; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

SARL SIDAR (a.k.a. EDDAR INTERNATIONAL COMPANY; a.k.a. SIDAR COMPANY (Arabic: شركة سيدار); a.k.a. SIDAR INTERNATIONAL HOLDING COMPANY WLL), 141 Coup Imobiliere el bina lot N 141, Dely Ibrahim, Algiers, Algeria; Lotissement 108 Lot N50 Commune, El Hachiniia, Algeria; 141 Cooperative Immobiliere De Construction Lot N141, Dely Ibrahim, Algeria; 141 Hai El Bina, Dely Ibrahim, Algeria; Website http://sidar-dz.com/en; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Type: Construction of buildings; alt. Organization Type: Real estate activities with own or leased property [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

SIDAR COMPANY (Arabic: شركة سيدار) (a.k.a. EDDAR INTERNATIONAL COMPANY; a.k.a. SARL SIDAR; a.k.a. SIDAR INTERNATIONAL HOLDING COMPANY WLL), 141 Coup Imobiliere el bina lot N 141, Dely Ibrahim, Algiers, Algeria; Lotissement 108 Lot N50 Commune, El Hachiniia, Algeria; 141 Cooperative Immobiliere De Construction Lot N141, Dely Ibrahim, Algeria; 141 Hai El Bina, Dely Ibrahim, Algeria; Website http://sidar-dz.com/en; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Type: Construction of buildings; alt. Organization Type: Real estate activities with own or leased property [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

SIDAR INTERNATIONAL HOLDING COMPANY WLL (a.k.a. EDDAR INTERNATIONAL COMPANY; a.k.a. SARL SIDAR; a.k.a. SIDAR COMPANY (Arabic: شركة سيدار)), 141 Coup Imobiliere el bina lot N 141, Dely Ibrahim, Algiers, Algeria; Lotissement 108 Lot N50 Commune, El Hachiniia, Algeria; 141 Cooperative Immobiliere De Construction Lot N141, Dely Ibrahim, Algeria; 141 Hai El Bina, Dely Ibrahim, Algeria; Website http://sidar-dz.com/en; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Type: Construction of buildings; alt. Organization Type: Real estate activities with own or leased property [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

TREND GYO (f.k.a. ANDA GAYRIMENKUL; f.k.a. ANDA REAL ESTATE AND CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY TRADE LIMITED COMPANY; f.k.a. ANDA TURK; f.k.a. ANDA-TURK; f.k.a. ANDA-TURK CO.; a.k.a. TREND GAYRIMENKUL YATIRIM ORTAKLIGI ANONIM SIRKETI; a.k.a. TREND REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT PARTNERSHIP; a.k.a. TREND REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT PARTNERSHIP, JOINT STOCK COMPANY), Gursel Neighborhood, Imrarahor Street, Kagithane Polat Office Building, No. 23, A Block, 4th Floor, Kagithane, Istanbul 34400, Turkey; Polat Ofis, Kat 4, 23 / A, Imrarah Caddesi, Gursel Mahallesi, Kagithane, Istanbul 34400, Turkey; Website www.trendgyo.com.tr; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; ISIN TRETYGO00023; Tax ID No. Sisli TA/0690472808 (Turkey); Registration Number 599791 (Turkey); Central Registration System Number 6904768000020 (Turkey) [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

TREND GAYRIMENKUL YATIRIM ORTAKLIGI ANONIM SIRKETI (f.k.a. ANDA GAYRIMENKUL; f.k.a. ANDA REAL ESTATE AND CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY TRADE LIMITED COMPANY; f.k.a. ANDA TURK; f.k.a. ANDA-TURK; f.k.a. ANDA-TURK CO.; a.k.a. TREND GAYRIMENKUL YATIRIM ORTAKLIGI ANONIM SIRKETI; a.k.a. TREND REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT PARTNERSHIP; a.k.a. TREND REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT PARTNERSHIP, JOINT STOCK COMPANY), Gursel Neighborhood, Imrarahor Street, Kagithane Polat Office Building, No. 23, A Block, 4th Floor, Kagithane, Istanbul 34400, Turkey; Polat Ofis, Kat 4, 23 / A, Imrarah Caddesi, Gursel Mahallesi, Kagithane, Istanbul 34400, Turkey; Website www.trendgyo.com.tr; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; ISIN TRETYGO00023; Tax ID No. Sisli TA/0690472808 (Turkey); Registration Number 599791 (Turkey); Central Registration System Number 6904768000020 (Turkey) [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).
TREND REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT PARTNERSHIP (f.k.a. ANDA GAYRIMENKUL; f.k.a. ANDA REAL ESTATE AND CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY TRADE LIMITED COMPANY; f.k.a. ANDA TURK; f.k.a. ANDA-TURK; f.k.a. ANDA-TURK CO.; a.k.a. TREND GAYRIMENKUL YATIRIM ORTAKLIGI A.S.; a.k.a. TREND GAYRIMENKUL YATIRIM ORTAKLIGI ANONIM SIRKETI; a.k.a. TREND GYO; a.k.a. TREND REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT PARTNERSHIP, JOINT STOCK COMPANY), Gursel Neighborhood, Imrabor Street, Kagthane Polat Office Building, No. 23, A Block, 4th Floor, Kagthane, Istanbul 34400, Turkey; Polat Ofis, Kat 4, 23 / A, Imrabor Caddesi, Gursel Mahallesi, Kagthane, Istanbul 34400, Turkey; Website www.trendgyo.com.tr; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: HAMAS).

- 05/25/22

The following [IFSR] [SDGT] entries have been removed:

MERHEJ, Rodrigo Elias (a.k.a. MERMKEZH, Rodig); DOB 1970; alt. DOB 1969; alt. DOB 1971; POB Lebanon; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions (individual) [SDGT] [IFSR].

MERKHEZ, Rodrig (a.k.a. MERMKEZH, Rodrig Elias); DOB 1970; alt. DOB 1969; alt. DOB 1971; POB Lebanon; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions (individual) [SDGT] [IFSR].

UKRAINIAN-MEDITERRANEAN AIRLINES (a.k.a. UKRAINIAN-TSCHERMOMORSKIE AVIALINII; a.k.a. UM AIR), 7 Shulyavskaya Street, Kiev 03055, Ukraine; Building Negin Sai Apartment 105, Valiasar Street, Tehran, Iran; 29 Ayar Street, Julia Durna Building, Damascus, Syria; 38 Chkalova Street, building 1, office 10, Minsk, Belarus; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions [SDGT] [IFSR].

CHINA HAOKUN ENERGY LIMITED, Unit 502, 5/F, 87-105 Chatham Road South, Tsim Sha Tsui, Hong Kong, China; Room 1701, 17/F, Hong Kong Trade Centre, Nos. 161-167 Des Voeux Road Central, Hong Kong, China; Unit 502, 5/F, 87-105 Chatham Road South, Tsim Sha Tsui, Kowloon, Hong Kong, China; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; C.R. No. 2444610 (Hong Kong); Legal Entity Number 549300E0KF00U4277L86 (Hong Kong) [SDGT] [IFSR] (Linked To: ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY GUARD CORPS (IRGC)-QODS FORCE).

- 05/25/22

The following [IFSR] [SDGT] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

CELIK, Abdullah (a.k.a. CELIK, Abdullahi), Turkey; DOB 01 Feb 1968; POB Mardin, Kiziltepe, Turkey; nationality Turkey; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport U00093082 (Turkey); National ID No. 55735353242 (Turkey) (individual) [SDGT] [IFSR] (Linked To: SHAHRIYARI, Behnam).

CELIK, Abdullahi (a.k.a. CELIK, Abdullahi), Turkey; DOB 01 Feb 1968; POB Mardin, Kiziltepe, Turkey; nationality Turkey; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport U00093082 (Turkey); National ID No. 55735353242 (Turkey) (individual) [SDGT] [IFSR] (Linked To: SHAHRIYARI, Behnam).

CELIK, Abdullah (a.k.a. CELIK, Abdullah; a.k.a. CELIK, Abdullahi), Turkey; DOB 01 Feb 1968; POB Mardin, Kiziltepe, Turkey; nationality Turkey; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport U00093082 (Turkey); National ID No. 55735353242 (Turkey) (individual) [SDGT] [IFSR] (Linked To: SHAHRIYARI, Behnam).

CHINA HAOKUN ENERGY CO., LTD. (Chinese Traditonal: 中國昊坤能源有限公司) (a.k.a. CHINA HAOKUN ENERGY LIMITED), Unit 502, 5/F, 87-105 Chatham Road South, Kowloon, Hong Kong, China; Room 1701, 17/F, Hong Kong Trade Centre, Nos. 161-167 Des Voeux Road Central, Hong Kong, China; Unit 502, 5/F, 87-105 Chatham Road South, Tsim Sha Tsui, Kowloon, Hong Kong, China; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; C.R. No. 2444610 (Hong Kong); Legal Entity Number 549300E0KF00U4277L86 (Hong Kong) [SDGT] [IFSR] (Linked To: ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY GUARD CORPS (IRGC)-QODS FORCE).
HAMIDI, Mikhrab Sukhrab (a.k.a. HAMIDI, Mihrab Sukhrab; a.k.a. MIHRAB, Suhrab Hamidi), Moscow, Russia; DOB 15 Dec 1970; nationality Afghanistan; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport P02458563 (Afghanistan); Tax ID No. 771387042305 (Russia) (individual) [SDGT] [IFSR] (Linked To: ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY GUARD CORPS (IRGC)-QODS FORCE).

KARIMIAN, Mohammad Sadegh, Tehran, Iran; DOB 22 May 1987; POB Semirom, Esfahan, Iran; nationality Iran; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport T47389358 (Iran) expires 30 Jan 2024; National ID No. 1209880970 (Iran) (individual) [SDGT] [IFSR] (Linked To: ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY GUARD CORPS (IRGC)-QODS FORCE).

KASHANI, Alireza (a.k.a. KASHANIMEHR, Alireza; a.k.a. XASHANIMEHR, Alireza), Iran; DOB 13 Mar 1990; nationality Iran; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport R40925019 (Iran) expires 14 Mar 2022; alt. Passport X15243089 (Iran) expires 05 Feb 2014 (individual) [SDGT] [IFSR] (Linked To: ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY GUARD CORPS (IRGC)-QODS FORCE).

KASHANIMEHR, Alireza (a.k.a. KASHANI, Alireza; a.k.a. XASHANIMEHR, Alireza), Iran; DOB 13 Mar 1990; nationality Iran; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport R40925019 (Iran) expires 14 Mar 2022; alt. Passport X15243089 (Iran) expires 05 Feb 2014 (individual) [SDGT] [IFSR] (Linked To: ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY GUARD CORPS (IRGC)-QODS FORCE).

MIRHAB, Suhbr Hamidi (a.k.a. HAMIDI, Mihrab Sukhrab; a.k.a. MIHRAB, Suhbr Hamidi), Moscow, Russia; DOB 15 Dec 1970; nationality Afghanistan; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport P02458563 (Afghanistan); Tax ID No. 771387042305 (Russia) (individual) [SDGT] [IFSR] (Linked To: RPP LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY).

NABI, Kamaluddin Gulam (a.k.a. NABI, Kamaluddin Ghulam; a.k.a. NABIZADA, Kamal; a.k.a. NABIZADA, Kamaluddin Gulam; a.k.a. NABIZADAH, Kamaluddin), Afghanistan; Prospect Mira, Moscow, 129110, Russia; DOB 27 Nov 1957; POB Maze Sharif, Afghanistan; alt. POB Baikh Province, Afghanistan; nationality Afghanistan; alt. nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 (individual) [SDGT] [IFSR] (Linked To: ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY GUARD CORPS (IRGC)-QODS FORCE).

NABIZADAH, Kamaluddin Gulam (a.k.a. NABI, Kamaluddin Ghulam; a.k.a. NABIZADA, Kamal; a.k.a. NABIZADA, Kamal; a.k.a. NABIZADAH, Kamaluddin), Afghanistan; Prospect Mira, Moscow, 129110, Russia; DOB 27 Nov 1957; POB Maze Sharif, Afghanistan; alt. POB Baikh Province, Afghanistan; nationality Afghanistan; alt. nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 (individual) [SDGT] [IFSR] (Linked To: ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY GUARD CORPS (IRGC)-QODS FORCE).

OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSETS CONTROL

27 Nov 1957; POB Maze Sharif, Afghanistan; alt. POB Baikh Province, Afghanistan; nationality Afghanistan; alt. nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 (individual) [SDGT] [IFSR] (Linked To: ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY GUARD CORPS (IRGC)-QODS FORCE).

NABIZADAH, Kamaluddin Gulam (a.k.a. NABI, Kamaluddin Ghulam; a.k.a. NABIZADA, Kamal; a.k.a. NABIZADAH, Kamaluddin; a.k.a. NABIZADAH, Kamaluddin Gulam; a.k.a. NABIZADAH, Kamaluddin), Afghanistan; Prospect Mira, Moscow, 129110, Russia; DOB 27 Nov 1957; POB Maze Sharif, Afghanistan; alt. POB Baikh Province, Afghanistan; nationality Afghanistan; alt. nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 (individual) [SDGT] [IFSR] (Linked To: ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY GUARD CORPS (IRGC)-QODS FORCE).
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13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 22 Nov 2018; Registration Number DMCC-582921 (United Arab Emirates) [SDGT] [IFSR] (Linked To: ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY GUARD CORPS (IRGC)-QODS FORCE).

ZAMANOIL DMCC (a.k.a. ZAMANOIL - DMCC (Arabic: (زمانويل - دمک), Jumeirah Lakes Towers Unit No: Au-06-F, Gold Tower (Au), Plot No, Dubai, United Arab Emirates; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 22 Nov 2018; Registration Number DMCC-582921 (United Arab Emirates) [SDGT] [IFSR] (Linked To: ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY GUARD CORPS (IRGC)-QODS FORCE).

"FUJIE PETROCHEM" (a.k.a. FUJIE PETROCHEMICAL ZHOUHAN CO., LTD.), 304-15, Ganghang Building, Shengsixin Maji Shangang District, Zhoushan, Zhejiang, China; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 10 Jan 2008; License 1802294; Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Unified Social Credit Code (USCC) 911101053063517353 (China) [SDGT] (Linked To: CHINA HAOKUN ENERGY LIMITED).

HAOKUN ENERGY GROUP COMPANY LIMITED (a.k.a. HAOKUN ENERGY GROUP CO., LTD. (Chinese Simplified: 昊坤能源集团有限公司)), Building 6, Central District, Haidian District, Beijing 100191, China; Website www.haokunny.com; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Unified Social Credit Code (USCC) 911101053063517353 (China) [SDGT] (Linked To: CHINA HAOKUN ENERGY LIMITED).

The following [SDGT] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

CASCARI, Abdulaziz (a.k.a. KASKARIY, Abdulaziz), Street 11/5, Number 4, Apartment 9, Istanbul, Zeytinburnu District 34025, Turkey; 2nd Floor, 32 Itaewon-ro 14-gil, Itaewon 1-dong, Yongsan-gu, Seoul, Korea, South; DOB 09 Jun 1991; nationality Turkey; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Organization Established Date 10 Jan 2008; License 1802294; Unified Social Credit Code (USCC) 911101053063517353 (China) [SDGT] (Linked To: CHINA HAOKUN ENERGY LIMITED).

The following [IFSR] [IRGC] [SDGT] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

MONZAVI, Azim (Arabic: (عزم مزری), Iran; DOB 20 Sep 1963; POB Shahrekord, Iran; citizen Iran; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as
amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport A30472984 (Iran) expires 08 Jul 2019; alt. Passport E49290734 (Iran) expires 16 Jun 2024; National ID No. 4622001640 (Iran) (individual) [SDGT] [IRGC] [IFSR] (Linked To: ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY GUARD CORPS (IRGC)-QODS FORCE).

**05/27/22**

The following [SDNTK] entries have been removed:

**AGRICOLA Y GANADERA CUEMIR, S.P.R. DE R.I.** (a.k.a. RANCHO LA HERRADURA CUEMIR), Av. Prolongacion Vallarta No. 600, Zona Centro, Tiajomulco de Zuniga, Jalisco C.P. 45640, Mexico; Folio Mercantil No. 17919-1 (Mexico) [SDNTK].

**AGRO Y COMERCIO DE SANTA BARBARA LAGROMER S. EN C.**; Cl 57 No. 24-72 Of 102 P 2, Bogota, Colombia; NIT # 800016670-7 (Colombia) [SDNTK].

**ALVAREZ MONTENLongo, Julio Cesar** (a.k.a. ALVAREZ, Julion), Paseo de la Hacienda 443, Fracc. Los Mangos, Mazatlan, Sinaloa, Mexico; Ontario 1102, Col. Providencia, Guadalajara, Jalisco 44630, Mexico; Coras 3644, Col. Monraz, Guadalajara, Jalisco 44670, Mexico; Av. Manuel Acuna 3497, Col. Rinconada Santa Rita, Guadalajara, Jalisco 44690, Mexico; DOB 11 Apr 1983; POB La Concordia, Chiapas, Mexico; citizen Mexico; Website www.julionalvarez.net; Gender Male; R.F.C. AAMJ8304112F0 (Mexico); C.U.R.P. AAMJ830411HCSLNL05 (Mexico) (individual) [SDNTK] (Linked To: JCAM EDITORA MUSICAL, S.A. DE C.V.; Linked To: NORYBAN PRODUCTIONS, S.A. DE C.V.; Linked To: TICKET BOLETO, S.A. DE C.V.; Linked To: FLORES DRUG TRAFFICKING ORGANIZATION).

**ALVAREZ, Julion** (a.k.a. ALVAREZ MONTENLongo, Julio Cesar), Paseo de la Hacienda 443, Fracc. Los Mangos, Mazatlan, Sinaloa, Mexico; Ontario 1102, Col. Providencia, Guadalajara, Jalisco 44630, Mexico; Coras 3644, Col. Monraz, Guadalajara, Jalisco 44670, Mexico; Av. Manuel Acuna 3497, Col. Rinconada Santa Rita, Guadalajara, Jalisco 44690, Mexico; DOB 11 Apr 1983; POB La Concordia, Chiapas, Mexico; citizen Mexico; Website www.julionalvarez.net; Gender Male; R.F.C. AAMJ8304112F0 (Mexico); C.U.R.P. AAMJ830411HCSLNL05 (Mexico) (individual) [SDNTK] (Linked To: JCAM EDITORA MUSICAL, S.A. DE C.V.; Linked To: NORYBAN PRODUCTIONS, S.A. DE C.V.; Linked To: TICKET BOLETO, S.A. DE C.V.; Linked To: FLORES DRUG TRAFFICKING ORGANIZATION).

**CUELLAR HURTADO, Hugo**; Artesanos 1498, Colonia Oblatos, Zapopan, Jalisco, Mexico; Calle Paseo de la Pradera 23, Fraccionamiento Royal Country, Zapopan, Jalisco, Mexico; Kr 76 173 45 In 4, Bogota, Colombia; Trv 176 N 56 25, Bogota, Colombia; DOB 18 May 1947; POB Florencia, Caqueta, Colombia; Cedula No. 17622278 (Colombia); C.U.R.P. CUHH470518HNELRG00 (Mexico) (individual) [SDNTK] (Linked To: AGRICOLA Y GANADERA CUEMIR, S.P.R. DE R.I.; Linked To: AGRO Y COMERCIO DE SANTA BARBARA LAGROMER S. EN C.); Linked To: COMPANIA AGRO COMERCIAL CUETSA S. EN C.);

**CUELLAR SILVA, Victor Hugo**; DOB 18 Oct 1985; POB Bogota, Colombia; Cedula No. 1032359750 (Colombia) (individual) [SDNTK] (Linked To: AGRO Y COMERCIO DE SANTA BARBARA LAGROMER S. EN C.; Linked To: COMPANIA AGRO COMERCIAL CUETSA S. EN C.; Linked To: INVERSIONES HUNEL LTDA.; Linked To: HOTELEN PARARIO RESORT EN ARRENDAMIENTO; Linked To: PRENDA TODO, S.A. DE C.V.).

**HOTEL PARAISO RESORT EN ARRENDAMIENTO, Calle 3 No. 1-33/17, Rivera, Huila, Colombia; Matricula Mercantil No 0000104026 (Colombia) [SDNTK].

**INVERSIONES HUNEL LTDA.**, Cl 57 No. 24-72, Bogota, Colombia; NIT # 800223039-6 (Colombia) [SDNTK].

**JCAM EDITORA MUSICAL, S.A. DE C.V.,** Mazatlan, Sinaloa, Mexico; Av. Manuel Acuna 3497, Col. Prados de los Lirios # 4142, Casa 6, Col. Prados de los Lirios # 4142, Mexico; Prados de los Lirios # 4142, Casa 6, Col. Prados de los Lirios # 4142, Mexico; DOB 11 Jul 1980; POB Florecia, Caqueta, Colombia; Cedula No. 52708729 (Colombia) (individual) [SDNTK] (Linked To: AGRO Y COMERCIO DE SANTA BARBARA LAGROMER S. EN C.; Linked To: COMPANIA AGRO COMERCIAL CUETA S. EN C.; Linked To: INVERSIONES HUNEL LTDA.; Linked To: PRENDA TODO, S.A. DE C.V.).


**NORYBAN PRODUCTIONS, S.A. DE C.V.,** Mazatlan, Sinaloa, Mexico; Av. Gutierrez Najera 104 Altos, Centro, Mazatlan, Sinaloa 82000, Mexico; Coras 3644, Guadalajara, Jalisco 44670, Mexico; Calle Manuel Acuna 3497, Col. Santa Rita, Guadalajara, Jalisco 44690, Mexico; Ontario 1102, Col. Providencia, Guadalajara, Jalisco 44630, Mexico; R.F.C. NPR090305813 (Mexico) (individual) [SDNTK] (Linked To: PRENDA TODO, S.A. DE C.V. (a.k.a. CASA DE EMPENO PRENDA TODO), Andador Medrano
The following [NPWMD] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN list:

**2845, Guadalajara Centro, Guadalajara, Jalisco 44100, Mexico; Medrano # 2845, Col. San Andres, Guadalajara, Jalisco C.P. 44410, Mexico; Zacarias Rubio No. 1609, Sam Miguel de Huentitan El Alto, Guadalajara, Jalisco 44780, Mexico; R.F.C. PTO000504DM5 (Mexico); Folio Mercantil No. 4495-1 (Mexico) [SDNTK].**

**RANCHO LA HERRADURA CUEMIR (a.k.a. AGRICOLA Y GANADERA CUDEMIR, S.P.R. DE R.I.), Av. Prolongacion Vallarta No. 600, Zona Centro, Tlajomulco de Zuniga, Jalisco C.P. 45640, Mexico; Folio Mercantil No. 17919-1 (Mexico) [SDNTK].**

**TICKET BOLETO, S.A. DE C.V., Guadalajara, Jalisco, Mexico; Folio Mercantil No. 88198 (Jalisco) [SDNTK].**

**VARGAS DE CUADROS, Lucy Amparo (a.k.a. VARGAS NUNEZ, Lucy Amparo), Kra 3 N 2B-22, Barrio Los Amigos, El Colegio, Cundinamarca, Colombia; DOB 26 Mar 1958; POB San Pedro, Valle, Colombia; Cedula No. 38858512 (Colombia) (individual) [SDNTK] (Linked To: AGRO Y COMERCIO DE SANTA BARBARA LAGROMER S. EN C.; Linked To: COMPANIA AGRO COMERCIAL CUETA S. EN C.; Linked To: INVERSIONES HUNEL LTDA.).**

**VARGAS NUNEZ, Lucy Amparo (a.k.a. VARGAS DE CUADROS, Lucy Amparo), Kra 3 N 2B-22, Barrio Los Amigos, El Colegio, Cundinamarca, Colombia; DOB 26 Mar 1958; POB San Pedro, Valle, Colombia; Cedula No. 38858512 (Colombia) (individual) [SDNTK] (Linked To: AGRO Y COMERCIO DE SANTA BARBARA LAGROMER S. EN C.; Linked To: COMPANIA AGRO COMERCIAL CUETA S. EN C.; Linked To: INVERSIONES HUNEL LTDA.).**

**• 05/27/22 •**

**The following [NPWMD] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN list:**

**AIR KORYO TRADING CORPORATION, Dandong, China; Korea, North; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise [NPWMD].**

**BANK SPUTNIK (a.k.a. BANK SPUTNIK CJSC; a.k.a. CB SPUTNIK; a.k.a. CB SPUTNIK PJSC; a.k.a. COMMERCIAL BANK SPUTNIK PUBLIC JOINT-STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. OPEN JOINT-STOCK COMPANY COMMERCIAL BANK 'SPUTNIK'; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT-STOCK COMPANY COMMERCIAL BANK 'SPUTNIK'), Agibalov St. 48, Office 70, Samara, Samarskaya, Oblast 443041, Russia; SWIFT/BIC CPSJR33; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214; Registration Number 1071 (Russia) [NPWMD].**

**COMMERCIAL BANK SPUTNIK PUBLIC JOINT-STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. BANK SPUTNIK; a.k.a. BANK SPUTNIK CJSC; a.k.a. CB SPUTNIK; a.k.a. CB SPUTNIK PJSC; f.k.a. OPEN JOINT-STOCK COMPANY COMMERCIAL BANK 'SPUTNIK'; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT-STOCK COMPANY COMMERCIAL BANK 'SPUTNIK'), Agibalov St. 48, Office 70, Samara, Samarskaya, Oblast 443041, Russia; SWIFT/BIC CPSJR33; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214; Registration Number 1071 (Russia) [NPWMD].**

**JONG, Yong Nam, Minsk, Belarus; DOB 26 Jan 1966; nationality Korea, North; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214; Registration Number 1071 (Russia) [NPWMD].**

**JONG, Yong Nam, Minsk, Belarus; DOB 26 Jan 1966; nationality Korea, North; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214; Registration Number 1071 (Russia) [NPWMD].**

**CB SPUTNIK (a.k.a. BANK SPUTNIK, a.k.a. BANK SPUTNIK CJSC; a.k.a. CB SPUTNIK PJSC; a.k.a. COMMERCIAL BANK SPUTNIK PUBLIC JOINT-STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. OPEN JOINT-STOCK COMPANY COMMERCIAL BANK 'SPUTNIK'; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT-STOCK COMPANY COMMERCIAL BANK 'SPUTNIK'), Agibalov St. 48, Office 70, Samara, Samarskaya, Oblast 443041, Russia; SWIFT/BIC CPSJR33; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214; Registration Number 1071 (Russia) [NPWMD].**

**OPEN JOINT-STOCK COMPANY COMMERCIAL BANK 'SPUTNIK'; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT-STOCK COMPANY COMMERCIAL BANK 'SPUTNIK'), Agibalov St. 48, Office 70, Samara, Samarskaya, Oblast 443041, Russia; SWIFT/BIC CPSJR33; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214; Registration Number 1071 (Russia) [NPWMD].**

**PUBLIC JOINT-STOCK COMPANY COMMERCIAL BANK 'SPUTNIK'; a.k.a. BANK SPUTNIK; a.k.a. BANK SPUTNIK CJSC; a.k.a. CB SPUTNIK; a.k.a. CB SPUTNIK PJSC; f.k.a. OPEN JOINT-STOCK COMPANY COMMERCIAL BANK 'SPUTNIK'; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT-STOCK COMPANY COMMERCIAL BANK 'SPUTNIK'), Agibalov St. 48, Office 70, Samara, Samarskaya, Oblast 443041, Russia; SWIFT/BIC CPSJR33; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214; Registration Number 1071 (Russia) [NPWMD].**
The following [DPRK3] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

FAR EASTERN BANK (Cyrillic: ДАЛЬНЕВОСТОЧНЫЙ БАНК) (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY FAR EASTERN BANK), 27-a, Verkhneportovaya St., Vladivostok, Primorsky Kray 690090, Russia; SWIFT/BIC FAEBRUB8V; BIK (RU) 040507705; Secondary sanctions risk: North Korea Sanctions Regulations, sections 510.201 and 510.210; Transactions Prohibited For Persons Owned or Controlled By U.S. Financial Institutions: North Korea Sanctions Regulations section 510.214; Registration Number 1022500000786 (Russia) [NPWMD].

The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

ARGUMENT (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ARGUMENT), Ul. 2-Ya Entuziastov D. 5, K. 40, Floor 4, Kom. 8A, Office 3, Moscow 111024, Russia; Office 36, ul Novorossiyskaya 163R, Gelendzhik, Krasnodarskiy Kray 353460, Russia; Organization Established Date 10 Dec 2020; Tax ID No. 7720649916 (Russia); Identification Number IMO 6207782; Registration Number 1207700471110 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUTIN, Vladimir Vladimirovich).

BLD MANAGEMENT (a.k.a. ООО БИЛДИНГ МЕНЕДЖМЕНТ); a.k.a. "БИЛДИНГ MANAGEMENT"), Per. Butikovskii D. 7, Floor 3, Pom. I Kommna 1, Moscow 119034, Russia; Organization Established Date 27 Jul 2016; Tax ID No. 7703413861 (Russia); Registration Number 1167746703464 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: KOCHMAN, Evgeniy Borisovich).

FAIZULLIN, Irek Envarovich (Cyrillic: ФАЗИЛЬЛИН, Ирек Енварович), Russia; DOB 08 Dec 1962; POB Kazan, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

FLYING FOX (ZGHN) Yacht 9,022GRT Cayman Islands flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 9829394; MMSI 319133800 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: IMPERIAL YACHTS SARL).

GASILOV, Andrei Valeryevich, Moscow, Russia; DOB 14 Jul 1982; POB Gorky, Russia; nationality Russia; citizen Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 526310349913 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: JSC ARGUMENT).

GRACEFUL (UBGV8) Yacht 2,685GRT Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 1011551 (vessel) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUTIN, Vladimir Vladimirovich).

GRIGORENKO, Dmitry Yuryevich (Cyrillic: ГРИГОРЕНКО, Дмитрий Юрьевич), Russia; DOB 14 Jul 1978; POB Nizhnevartovsk, Tyumen Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

IMPERIAL YACHTS LTD (a.k.a. IMPERIAL YACHTS LIMITED), 27, Bd Albert 1Er, Ermanno Palace Bloc A-TETG-N01, 98000, Monaco; Moscow, Russia; PO Box 437 Kensington Chambers, 46 50 Kensington Place, St Helier JER 0ZE, Jersey; United Kingdom; Organization Established Date 2005; Registration Number 08S04803 (Monaco) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: KOCHMAN, Evgeniy Borisovich).

IMPERIAL YACHTS SARL (a.k.a. IMPERIAL YACHTS LIMITED), 27, Bd Albert 1Er, Ermanno Palace Bloc A-TETG-N01, 98000, Monaco; Moscow, Russia; PO Box 437 Kensington Chambers, 46 50 Kensington Place, St Helier JER 0ZE, Jersey; United Kingdom; Organization Established Date 2005; Registration Number 08S04803 (Monaco) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: KOCHMAN, Evgeniy Borisovich).

IRONSTONE MARINE INVESTMENTS, SCF Unicom Tower, Maximos Plaza, a8, Maximou Michailidi Street, Neapolis, Limassol 3106, Cyprus; Organization Type: Activities of holding companies; Target Type Private Company; Identification Number IMO 3001731 [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUTIN, Vladimir Vladimirovich).

JOINT STOCK COMPANY ARGUMENT (a.k.a. ARGUMENT JSC; a.k.a. JSC ARGUMENT), Ul. 2-Ya Entuziastov D. 5, K. 40, Floor 4, Kom. 8A, Office 3, Moscow 111024, Russia; Office 36, ul Novorossiyskaya 163R, Gelendzhik, Krasnodarskiy Kray 353460, Russia; Organization Established Date 10 Dec 2020; Tax ID No. 7720649916 (Russia); Identification Number IMO 6297782; Registration Number 1207700471110 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: KOCHMAN, Evgeniy Borisovich).

The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

ARGUMENT, Ul. 2-Ya Entuziastov D. 5, K. 40, Floor 4, Kom. 8A, Office 3, Moscow 111024, Russia; Office 36, ul Novorossiyskaya 163R, Gelendzhik, Krasnodarskiy Kray 353460, Russia; Organization Established Date 10 Dec 2020; Tax ID No. 7720649916 (Russia); Identification Number IMO 6297782; Registration Number 1207700471110 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: PUTIN, Vladimir Vladimirovich).
KOCHMAN, Evgeniy Borisovich (a.k.a. KOCHMAN, Евгений Борисович, Russia; Monaco; France; DOB 25 Aug 1980; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 770465009803 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

KOCHMAN, Evgeny Borisovich (Cyrillic: КОЧМАН, Евгений Борисович) (a.k.a. KOCHMAN, Evgeniy Borisovich), Russia; Monaco; France; DOB 25 Aug 1980; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 770465009803 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

LIMITED LIABILITY CORPORATION GELIOS (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ГЕЛИОС) (a.k.a. "HELIOS"), Liniya 11-ya v.o. d. 38, Lit. A, Pom. 80, Saint Petersburg 199178, Russia; Organization Established Date 23 May 2013; Tax ID No. 7801602842 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: NON-FIT PARTNERSHIP REVIVAL OF MARITIME TRADITIONS).

MIKTOVA, Yelena Yuryevna (Cyrillic: МИРТОВА, Елена Юрьевна) (a.k.a. MIKTOVA, Elena Yuryevna), Saint Petersburg, Russia; DOB 06 Jul 1961; POB Novokuznetsk, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: ROLDUGIN, Sergei Pavlovich).

MIKTOVA, Yelena (Cyrillic: МИРТОВА, Елена) (a.k.a. MIKTOVA, Elena), Saint Petersburg, Russia; DOB 06 Jul 1961; POB Novokuznetsk, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: ROLDUGIN, Sergei Pavlovich).

NEGA (Cyrillic: НЕГА) (JBY4483) Yacht Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification RS 130280 (Russia); MMSI 273337970 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: LIMITED LIABILITY CORPORATION GELIOS).

NON-PROFIT ASSOCIATION REVIVAL OF MARITIME TRADITIONS (a.k.a. NON-PROFIT PARTNERSHIP REVIVAL OF MARITIME TRADITIONS; a.k.a. NON-PROFIT-MAKING PARTNERSHIP REVIVAL OF MARITIME TRADITIONS; a.k.a. REVIVAL OF MARITIME TRADITIONS (Cyrillic: ВОЗРОЖДЕНИЕ МОРСКИХ ТРАДИЦИЙ)), Pr-kt bolshoi v.o. d. 9/6, Lit. A, Pom. 3n, Saint Petersburg 199004, Russia; Organization Established Date 20 Oct 2009; Tax ID No. 7805303650 (Russia).

Registration Number 1097800006380 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

NON-PROFIT-MAKING PARTNERSHIP REVIVAL OF MARITIME TRADITIONS (a.k.a. NON-PROFIT ASSOCIATION REVIVAL OF MARITIME TRADITIONS; a.k.a. NON-PROFIT-MAKING PARTNERSHIP REVIVAL OF MARITIME TRADITIONS; a.k.a. REVIVAL OF MARITIME TRADITIONS (Cyrillic: ВОЗРОЖДЕНИЕ МОРСКИХ ТРАДИЦИЙ)), Pr-kt bolshoi v.o. d. 9/6, Lit. A, Pom. 3n, Saint Petersburg 199004, Russia; Organization Established Date 20 Oct 2009; Tax ID No. 7805303650 (Russia); Registration Number 1097800006380 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

NORD MARIN INZHINIRING (a.k.a. ООО NORD MARIN INZHINIRING (Cyrillic: ООО НОРД МАРИН ИНЖИНИРИНГ)), Sh. Leningradskoe D. 39, Str. 6, Pom. XXIV, Moscow 125212, Russia; Organization Established Date 27 Jul 2016; Tax ID No. 7743165541 (Russia); Registration Number 1167746706137 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: KOCHMAN, Evgeniy Borisovich).

NORD MARINE (a.k.a. ООО NORD MARINE (Cyrillic: ООО НОРД МАРИН)), Ul. Rochdelskaya D. 11/5, Str. 1, Moscow 123100, Russia; Organization Established Date 16 Apr 2001; Tax ID No. 7716204897 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700401024 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: KOCHMAN, Evgeniy Borisovich).

NORD MARINE (Cyrillic: ООО НОРД МАРИН) (a.k.a. NORD MARINE), UI. Rochdelskaya D. 11/5, Str. 1, Moscow 123100, Russia; Organization Established Date 16 Apr 2001; Tax ID No. 7716204897 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700401024 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: KOCHMAN, Evgeniy Borisovich).

OAKH-TREID (Cyrillic: ООО ОХТ-ТРЕЙД) (a.k.a. YAKHT TREID), Sh. Leningradskoe D. 39, Str. 6, Moscow 125212, Russia; Organization Established Date 16 Apr 2001; Tax ID No. 7716204897 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700401024 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: KOCHMAN, Evgeniy Borisovich).

OAKH-TREID (Cyrillic: ООО ОХТ-ТРЕЙД) (a.k.a. YAKHT TREID), Sh. Leningradskoe D. 39, Str. 6, Moscow 125212, Russia; Organization Established Date 16 Apr 2001; Tax ID No. 7716204897 (Russia); Registration Number 110774800270 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: KOCHMAN, Evgeniy Borisovich).

OREL (Cyrillic: ОРЕЛ) Yacht Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification IMO 1006960; MMSI 319766000 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUTIN, Vladimir Vladimirovich).

O’NEILL ASSETS CORPORATION (a.k.a. O’NEILL ASSETS CORPORATION), Cayman Islands; C, SCF Unicorn Tower, Maximos Plaza, 18, Maximou Michaliidi Street, Neapolis, Limassol 3106, Cyprus; Organization Type: Activities of holding companies; Target Type Private Company [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUTIN, Vladimir Vladimirovich).

O’NEILL ASSETS CORPORATION (a.k.a. O’NEILL ASSETS CORPORATION), Cayman Islands; C, SCF Unicorn Tower, Maximos Plaza, 18, Maximou Michaliidi Street, Neapolis, Limassol 3106, Cyprus; Organization Type: Activities of holding companies; Target Type Private Company [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUTIN, Vladimir Vladimirovich).

O’NEILL ASSETS CORPORATION (a.k.a. O’NEILL ASSETS CORPORATION), Cayman Islands; C, SCF Unicorn Tower, Maximos Plaza, 18, Maximou Michaliidi Street, Neapolis, Limassol 3106, Cyprus; Organization Type: Activities of holding companies; Target Type Private Company [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUTIN, Vladimir Vladimirovich).

O’NEILL ASSETS CORPORATION (Cyrillic: О’НЕЙЛ АСЕТС КОРП), Cayman Islands; C, SCF Unicorn Tower, Maximos Plaza, 18, Maximou Michaliidi Street, Neapolis, Limassol 3106, Cyprus; Organization Type: Activities of holding companies; Target Type Private Company [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUTIN, Vladimir Vladimirovich).

O’NEILL ASSETS CORPORATION (a.k.a. O’NEILL ASSETS CORPORATION), Cayman Islands; C, SCF Unicorn Tower, Maximos Plaza, 18, Maximou Michaliidi Street, Neapolis, Limassol 3106, Cyprus; Organization Type: Activities of holding companies; Target Type Private Company [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUTIN, Vladimir Vladimirovich).

O’NEILL ASSETS CORPORATION (a.k.a. O’NEILL ASSETS CORPORATION), Cayman Islands; C, SCF Unicorn Tower, Maximos Plaza, 18, Maximou Michaliidi Street, Neapolis, Limassol 3106, Cyprus; Organization Type: Activities of holding companies; Target Type Private Company [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUTIN, Vladimir Vladimirovich).

O’NEILL ASSETS CORPORATION (Cyrillic: О’НЕЙЛ АСЕТС КОРП), Cayman Islands; C, SCF Unicorn Tower, Maximos Plaza, 18, Maximou Michaliidi Street, Neapolis, Limassol 3106, Cyprus; Organization Type: Activities of holding companies; Target Type Private Company [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUTIN, Vladimir Vladimirovich).

O’NEILL ASSETS CORPORATION (a.k.a. O’NEILL ASSETS CORPORATION), Cayman Islands; C, SCF Unicorn Tower, Maximos Plaza, 18, Maximou Michaliidi Street, Neapolis, Limassol 3106, Cyprus; Organization Type: Activities of holding companies; Target Type Private Company [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: PUTIN, Vladimir Vladimirovich).

O’NEILL ASSETS CORPORATION (a.k.a. O’NEILL ASSETS CORPORATION), Cayman Islands; C, SCF Unicorn Tower, Maximos Plaza, 18, Maximou Michaliidi Street, Neapol
REVIVAL OF MARITIME TRADITIONS (Cyrillic: ВОЗРОЖДЕНИЕ МОРСКИХ ТРАДИЦИЙ) (a.k.a. NON-PROFIT ASSOCIATION REVIVAL OF MARITIME TRADITIONS; a.k.a. NON-PROFIT PARTNERSHIP REVIVAL OF MARITIME TRADITIONS; a.k.a. NON-PROFIT-MAKING PARTNERSHIP REVIVAL OF MARITIME TRADITIONS), Pr-kt bolshoi v.o. d. 9/6, Lit. A, Pom. 3n, Saint Petersburg 199004, Russia; Organization Established Date 20 Oct 2009; Tax ID No. 7805303650 (Russia); Registration Number 1097800006380 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

ROLDUGIN, Sergei Pavlovich (Cyrillic: РОЛДУГИН, Сергей Павлович) (a.k.a. ROLDUGIN, Sergey (Cyrillic: РОЛДУГИН, Сергей)), Saint Petersburg, Russia; DOB 28 Sep 1951; POB Sakhalin Oblast, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SAVELIEV, Vitaly Gennadyevich (a.k.a. SAVELIEV, Vitaly Gennadyevich (Cyrillic: САВЕЛЬЕВ, Виталий Геннадьевич)), Russia; DOB 18 Jan 1954; POB Tashkent, Uzbekistan; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SCF MANAGEMENT SERVICES CYPRUS LTD, Tower II, Maximos Plaza, Maximos Michailidis 18, Neapolis 3106, Cyprus, Greece; Organization Established Date 24 Jan 1991; V.A.T. Number CY10042739H (Cyprus); Tax ID No. 10042739H (Cyprus); Registration Number C42739 (Cyprus) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SHELLEST (Cyrillic: ШЕЛЕСТ) (UBAO8) Yacht Russia flag; Vessel Registration Identification RS 150443 (Russia); MMSI 273385420 (vessel) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: NON-PROFIT PARTNERSHIP REVIVAL OF MARITIME TRADITIONS).

SLYUSAR, Yuri Borisovich (a.k.a. SLYUSAR, Yuri Borisovich; a.k.a. SLYUSAR, Yuriy Borisovich; a.k.a. SLYUSAR, Yuriy Borisovich (Cyrillic: СЛЮСАРЬ, Юрий Борисович)), Moscow, Russia; DOB 20 Jul 1974; POB Rostov-on-Don, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

SKYLINE AVIATION LTD (a.k.a. SKYLINE AVIATION SRL; a.k.a. SRL SKYLINE AVIATION), Via Consiglio dei Sessanta, 99, Dogana, 47891, San Marino; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 2016; Organization Type: Passenger air transport; Tax ID No. 26806 (San Marino) [UKRAINE-E013685].

T7-OKY; Aircraft Manufacturer Date 2014; Aircraft Model BD700-1A10 Global 6000; Aircraft Manufacturer's Serial Number (MSN) 9576; Manufacturer's Serial Number (MSN) 6959; Aircraft Manufacture Date 2014; Aircraft ID No. 7743974276 (Russia); Registration Number 1107748002700 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: KOCHMAN, Evgeniy Borisovich).
The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

GORKOV, Sergey Nikolayevich (a.k.a. GORKOV, Sergei Nikolaevich; a.k.a. GORKOV, Sergey Nikolayevich (Cyrillic: ГОРЬКОВ, Сергей Николаевич); a.k.a. GORKOV, Sergey Nikolayevich), Russia; DOB 01 Dec 1968; POB Gay, Orenburg Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 772900658791 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ALGORITM (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕНОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ АЛГОРИТМ) (a.k.a. LLC ALGORITM (Cyrillic: ООО АЛГОРИТМ)), 33 Pobedy Avenue, Cherepovets, Vologda Region 162614, Russia; Tax ID No. 3528112847 (Russia); Registration Number 1063528067272 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: MORDASHOV, Alexey Aleksandrovich).

MORDASHOV, Alexey Aleksandrovich (a.k.a. MORDASHOVA, Marina Aleksandrovna (Cyrillic: МОРДАШОВА, Марина Александровна)), Moscow, Russia; DOB 17 May 1979; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 352806209266 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: MORDASHOV, Alexey Aleksandrovich).

MORDASHOVA, Marina Alexandrovna (a.k.a. MORDASHOVA, Marina Aleksandrovna (Cyrillic: МОРДАШОВА, Марина Александровна)), Moscow, Russia; DOB 16 Dec 2000; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 352807644913 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: MORDASHOV, Alexey Aleksandrovich).

MORDASCHOV, Alexei Alexandrovich (a.k.a. MORDASCHOV, Alexey Alexandrovits (a.k.a. MORDASCHOV, Alexey Alexandrovits; a.k.a. MORDASCHOV, Alexey Alexandrovits (Cyrillic: МОРДАШОВ, Алексей Александрович)), Moscow, Russia; DOB 26 Sep 1965; POB Cherepovets, Vologda Region, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 352806209266 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: MORDASHOV, Alexey Aleksandrovich).
NOVITSKIY, Evgeniy (a.k.a. NOVITSKI, Evgeniy Grigorievich; a.k.a. NOVITSKY, Evgeny Grigorievich; a.k.a. NOVITSKY, Evgeniy Grigorievich (Cyrillic: НОВИТСКИЙ, Евгений Григорьевич)), Moscow, Russia; DOB 19 Nov 1957; POB Asino, Tomoskoi Oblast, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 515458326 (Russia); Tax ID No. 770100160851 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

NOVITSKIY, Evgeni Grigorevich (a.k.a. NOVITSKI, Evgeni Grigorevich; a.k.a. NOVITSKY, Evgeny Grigorievich; a.k.a. NOVITSKY, Evgeny Grigorievich (Cyrillic: НОВИТСКИЙ, Евгений Григорьевич)), Moscow, Russia; DOB 19 Nov 1957; POB Asino, Tomoskoi Oblast, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 515458326 (Russia); Tax ID No. 770100160851 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

NOVITSKIY, Evgenij (a.k.a. NOVITSKI, Evgeni Grigorevich; a.k.a. NOVITSKY, Evgeny Grigorievich; a.k.a. NOVITSKY, Evgeny Grigorievich (Cyrillic: НОВИТСКИЙ, Евгений Григорьевич)), Moscow, Russia; DOB 19 Nov 1957; POB Asino, Tomoskoi Oblast, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 515458326 (Russia); Tax ID No. 770100160851 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

NOVITSKIY, Evgeni Grigorevich; a.k.a. NOVITSKIY, Evgeniy Grigorievich; a.k.a. NOVITSKY, Evgeny Grigorievich; a.k.a. NOVITSKY, Evgeny Grigorievich (Cyrillic: НОВИТСКИЙ, Евгений Григорьевич), Moscow, Russia; DOB 19 Nov 1957; POB Asino, Tomoskoi Oblast, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 515458326 (Russia); Tax ID No. 770100160851 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

NOVITSKIY, Evgeni Grigorevich; a.k.a. NOVITSKI, Evgeni Grigorevich; a.k.a. NOVITSKY, Evgeny Grigorievich; a.k.a. NOVITSKY, Evgeny Grigorievich (Cyrillic: НОВИТСКИЙ, Евгений Григорьевич), Moscow, Russia; DOB 19 Nov 1957; POB Asino, Tomoskoi Oblast, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 515458326 (Russia); Tax ID No. 770100160851 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY SEVERSTAL (Cyrillic: ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО СЕВЕРСТАЛЬ), 30 Mira Street, Cherepovets, Vologda Region 162608, Russia; Tax ID No. 3528000597 (Russia); Registration Number 1023501236901 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: MORDASHOV, Alexey Aleksandrovich).
The following [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

FLORES MENDOZA, Severo (a.k.a. “REY MAGO”), Ameca, Jalisco, Mexico; DOB 09 Nov 1976; POB Tequila, Jalisco, Mexico; nationality Mexico; Gender Male; C.U.R.P. RIGA910602HJCNDN04 (Mexico) (individual) [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].

GODOY ARELLANO, Esther, Mexico; DOB 26 Jul 1968; POB Jerez, Zacatecas, Mexico; nationality Mexico; Gender Female; C.U.R.P. MOPJ820602HJCNNL05 (Mexico) (individual) [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].

MONTERO PINZON, Julio Cesar (a.k.a. “EL TARJETAS”), Puerto Vallarta, Jalisco, Mexico; DOB 02 Jun 1982; POB Puerto Vallarta, Jalisco, Mexico; nationality Mexico; Gender Male; C.U.R.P. RIGA910602HJCNDN04 (Mexico) (individual) [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].

RINCON GODAY, Angelberto, Mexico; DOB 02 Jun 1991; POB Autlan de Navarro, Jalisco, Mexico; nationality Mexico; Gender Male; C.U.R.P. RIGA910602HJCNDN04 (Mexico) (individual) [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].

RINCON GODAY, Julio Efrain, Mexico; DOB 19 Sep 1995; POB Autlan de Navarro, Jalisco, Mexico; nationality Mexico; Gender Male; C.U.R.P. RIGA910602HJCNDN04 (Mexico) (individual) [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].

“EL TARJETAS” (a.k.a. MONTERO PINZON, Julio Cesar), Puerto Vallarta, Jalisco, Mexico; DOB 02 Jun 1982; POB Puerto Vallarta, Jalisco, Mexico; nationality Mexico; Gender Male; C.U.R.P. RIGA910602HJCNDN04 (Mexico) (individual) [ILLICIT-DRUGS-EO].

The following [BALKANS-EO14033] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

CAVARA, Marinko, Bosnia and Herzegovina; DOB 02 Feb 1967; POB Busovaca, Bosnia and Herzegovina; nationality Bosnia and Herzegovina; citizen Bosnia and Herzegovina; Gender Male; President of the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina (individual) [BALKANS-EO14033].

SERANIC, Alen, Bosnia and Herzegovina; DOB 17 Apr 1977; POB Banja Luka, Bosnia and Herzegovina; nationality Bosnia and Herzegovina; citizen Bosnia and Herzegovina; Gender Male (individual) [BALKANS-EO14033].

The following [SDGT] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

SHEVCHUK, Stanislav (a.k.a. SHEVCHUK, Stanislav Anatolevich), Ul Asanalieva 8 24, Minsk, Belarus; Spain; DOB 19 Aug 1974; POB Ukraine; nationality Ukraine; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13324, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport FB990310 (Ukraine); Identification Number 1974081900757 (Ukraine) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: RUSSIAN IMPERIAL MOVEMENT).
ZHUCHKOVSKIY, Alexandr; a.k.a. ZHUCHKOVSKY, Alexander, Voronezhskaya Dom 62 10, Saint Petersburg 190000, Russia; Ul Voroежskaya Dv 62 KV 10, Saint Petersburg 658000, Russia; Profinternaya 12 3, Rostov Na Donu 344000, Russia; DOB 09 Sep 1986; POB Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport J8854244 (India) (individual) [IRAN-EO13846] (Linked To: TRILLIANCE PETROCHEMICAL CO. LTD.).

FANAVARAN PETROCHEMICAL COMPANY

(Linked To: TRILLIANCE COMMERCIAL COMPANY).

FAHIMI, Ata, Sweden; DOB 23 Jan 1997; POB OFAC's SDN List:

Executive Order 13886 (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: RUSSIAN IMPERIAL MOVEMENT).

ZHUCHKOVSKY, Alexandr; a.k.a. ZHUCHKOVSKY, Aleksander; a.k.a. ZHUCHKOVSKY, Alexander Grigorevich; a.k.a. ZHUCHKOVSKY, Alexandr; a.k.a. ZHUCHKOVSKY, Alexander, Voronezhskaya Dom 62 10, Saint Petersburg 190000, Russia; Ul Voroежskaya Dv 62 KV 10, Saint Petersburg 658000, Russia; Profinternaya 12 3, Rostov Na Donu 344000, Russia; DOB 09 Sep 1986; POB Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886; Passport 4014075407 (Russia); alt. Passport 4009930376 (Russia); Tax ID No. 781697836992 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 2187800076825 (Russia) (individual) [SDGT] (Linked To: RUSSIAN IMPERIAL MOVEMENT).

06/15/22

The following [SDGT] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

THULIN, Anton, Sweden; DOB 23 Jan 1997; POB Sweden; nationality Sweden; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as amended by Executive Order 13886 (individual) [SDGT].

06/16/22

The following [IRAN-EO13846] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

BHORE, Mohammed Shaheed Ruknooddin, Flat No 14 Bhatiya Bldg, Mapari Mohalla Khend, Tal Chipiun Dis, Ratnagiri, Maharashtra, India; DOB 16 May 1987; nationality India; citizen India;

Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Gender Male; Passport J8854244 (India) (individual) [IRAN-EO13846] (Linked To: TRILLIANCE PETROCHEMICAL CO. LTD.).

KEEN WELL INTERNATIONAL LIMITED, Unit 1105, Hua Qin Int'l Bldg, 340 Queens RD Central, Hong Kong, China; Additional Sanctions Information - Subject to Secondary Sanctions; Organization Established Date 06 Jul 2018; C.R. No. 2718630 (Hong Kong) [IRAN-EO13846] (Linked To: TRILLIANCE PETROCHEMICAL CO. LTD.).

KHARG PETROCHEMICAL (a.k.a. KHARG PETROCHEMICAL COMPANY LIMITED (Arabic: شرکت پتروشیمی خارک صنعتی) (Linked To: TRILIANCE PETROCHEMICAL CO. LTD.).

KHARG PETROCHEMICAL COMPANY LIMITED (Arabic: شرکت پتروشیمی خارک صنعتی (Linked To: TRILIANCE PETROCHEMICAL CO. LTD.).

MAROON PETROCHEMICAL COMPANY (a.k.a. MARUN PETROCHEMICAL; a.k.a. MARUN PETROCHEMICAL COMPANY (Arabic: شرکت پتروشیمی مارون) (Linked To: TRILIANCE PETROCHEMICAL CO. LTD.).
The following [IRAN-EO13846] entries have been removed:

CUU LONG PETRO GAS TRANSPORTATION JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. CUU LONG PETRO GAS SERVICE - TRANSPORTATION JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Latin: CÔNG TY CỔ PHẦN DỊCH VỤ - VẬN TẢI DẦU KHÍ CỦU LONG); a.k.a. VIỆT NAM GAS AND CHEMICALS TRANSPORTATION CORPORATION; a.k.a. VIETNAM GAS & CHEMICALS; a.k.a. VIETNAM GAS AND CHEMICALS TRANSPORTATION CORPORATION (Latin: CÔNG TY CỔ PHẦN VĂN TẢI KHÍ VÀ HÓA CHẤT VIỆT NAM); a.k.a. "CGT.J.S.C."; a.k.a. "PCT"; a.k.a. "PVTRANS-PCT"), Service Zone No. 04, Level 06, R2 Tower, The Evenrich Building, No 968 3/2 Street, Ward 15, District 11, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam; Room 4, 6th Floor, R2, The Evenrich Building, 968, 3 Thang 2, Ward 15, District 11, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam; Website www.pct.com.vn; Executive Order 13846 information: LOANS FROM UNITED STATES FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS. Sec. 5(a)(i); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: FOREIGN EXCHANGE. Sec. 5(a)(ii); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: BANKING TRANSACTIONS. Sec. 5(a)(iii); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: BLOCKING PROPERTY AND INTERESTS IN PROPERTY. Sec. 5(a)(iv); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: FOREIGN EXCHANGE. Sec. 5(a)(v); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: BANKING TRANSACTIONS. Sec. 5(a)(vi); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: SANCTIONS ON PRINCIPAL EXECUTIVE OFFICERS. Sec. 5(a)(vii); Identification Number IMO 6032118; Enterprise Number 0305020272 (Vietnam) [IRAN-EO13846].

CUU LONG PETRO GAS TRANSPORTATION JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. CUU LONG PETRO GAS SERVICE - TRANSPORTATION JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Latin: CÔNG TY CỔ PHẦN DỊCH VỤ - VẬN TẢI DẦU KHÍ CỦU LONG); a.k.a. VIỆT NAM GAS AND CHEMICALS TRANSPORTATION CORPORATION; a.k.a. VIETNAM GAS & CHEMICALS; a.k.a. VIETNAM GAS AND CHEMICALS TRANSPORTATION CORPORATION (Latin: CÔNG TY CỔ PHẦN VĂN TẢI KHÍ VÀ HÓA CHẤT VIỆT NAM); a.k.a. "CGT.J.S.C."; a.k.a. "PCT"; a.k.a. "PVTRANS-PCT"), Service Zone No. 04, Level 06, R2 Tower, The Evenrich Building, No 968 3/2 Street, Ward 15, District 11, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam; Room 4, 6th Floor, R2, The Evenrich Building, 968, 3 Thang 2, Ward 15, District 11, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam; Website www.pct.com.vn; Executive Order 13846 information: LOANS FROM UNITED STATES FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS. Sec. 5(a)(i); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: FOREIGN EXCHANGE. Sec. 5(a)(ii); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: BANKING TRANSACTIONS. Sec. 5(a)(iii); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: BLOCKING PROPERTY AND INTERESTS IN PROPERTY. Sec. 5(a)(iv); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: FOREIGN EXCHANGE. Sec. 5(a)(v); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: BANKING TRANSACTIONS. Sec. 5(a)(vi); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: SANCTIONS ON PRINCIPAL EXECUTIVE OFFICERS. Sec. 5(a)(vii); Identification Number IMO 6032118; Enterprise Number 0305020272 (Vietnam) [IRAN-EO13846].
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information: BLOCKING PROPERTY AND INTERESTS IN PROPERTY. Sec. 5(a)(i); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: FOREIGN EXCHANGE. Sec. 5(a)(ii); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: BANKING TRANSACTIONS. Sec. 5(a)(iii); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: BLOCKING PROPERTY AND INTERESTS IN PROPERTY. Sec. 5(a)(iv); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: BAN ON INVESTMENT IN EQUITY OR DEBT OF SANCTIONED PERSON. Sec. 5(a)(v); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: BAN ON INVESTMENT IN EQUITY OR DEBT OF SANCTIONED PERSON. Sec. 5(a)(vi); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: IMPORT SANCTIONS. Sec. 5(a)(vii); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: SANCTIONS ON PRINCIPAL EXECUTIVE OFFICERS. Sec. 5(a)(viii); Identification Number IMO 6032118; Enterprise Number 0305020272 (Vietnam) [IRAN-EO13846].

VIETNAM GAS AND CHEMICALS; a.k.a. CUU LONG PETRO GAS SERVICE - TRANSPORTATION JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Latin: CÔNG TY CỔ PHẦN DỊCH VỤ - VẬN TẢI DẦU KHÍ CƯU LONG); a.k.a. CUU LONG PETRO GAS TRANSPORTATION JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VIETNAM GAS AND CHEMICALS TRANSPORTATION CORPORATION; a.k.a. VIETNAM GAS & CHEMICALS; a.k.a. VIETNAM GAS AND CHEMICALS TRANSPORTATION CORPORATION (Latin: CÔNG TY CỔ PHẦN VẬN TẢI KHÍ VÀ HÓA CHẤT VIỆT NAM); a.k.a. "CGT.J.S.C."; a.k.a. "PCT"; a.k.a. "PVTRANS-PCT"), Service Zone No. 04, Level 06, R2 Tower, The Everrich Building, No 968 3/2 Street, Ward 15, District 11, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam; Room 4, 6th Floor, R2, The Everrich Building, 968, 3 Thang 2, Ward 15, District 11, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam; Website www.pct.com.vn; Executive Order 13846 information: LOANS FROM UNITED STATES FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS. Sec. 5(a)(i); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: BAN ON INVESTMENT IN EQUITY OR DEBT OF SANCTIONED PERSON. Sec. 5(a)(ii); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: FOREIGN EXCHANGE. Sec. 5(a)(iii); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: BANKING TRANSACTIONS. Sec. 5(a)(iv); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: BLOCKING PROPERTY AND INTERESTS IN PROPERTY. Sec. 5(a)(v); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: IMPORT SANCTIONS. Sec. 5(a)(vi); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: SANCTIONS ON PRINCIPAL EXECUTIVE OFFICERS. Sec. 5(a)(vii); Identification Number IMO 6032118; Enterprise Number 0305020272 (Vietnam) [IRAN-EO13846].

VIETNAM GAS AND CHEMICALS TRANSPORTATION CORPORATION (Latin: CÔNG TY CỔ PHẦN VẬN TẢI KHÍ VÀ HÓA CHẤT VIỆT NAM); a.k.a. CUU LONG PETRO GAS SERVICE - TRANSPORTATION JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Latin: CÔNG TY CỔ PHẦN DỊCH VỤ - VẬN TẢI DẦU KHÍ CƯU LONG); a.k.a. CUU LONG PETRO GAS TRANSPORTATION JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VIETNAM GAS AND CHEMICALS TRANSPORTATION CORPORATION; a.k.a. VIETNAM GAS & CHEMICALS; a.k.a. VIETNAM GAS AND CHEMICALS TRANSPORTATION CORPORATION (Latin: CÔNG TY CỔ PHẦN VẬN TẢI KHÍ VÀ HÓA CHẤT VIỆT NAM); a.k.a. "CGT.J.S.C."; a.k.a. "PCT"; a.k.a. "PVTRANS-PCT"), Service Zone No. 04, Level 06, R2 Tower, The Everrich Building, No 968 3/2 Street, Ward 15, District 11, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam; Room 4, 6th Floor, R2, The Everrich Building, 968, 3 Thang 2, Ward 15, District 11, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam; Website www.pct.com.vn; Executive Order 13846 information: LOANS FROM UNITED STATES FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS. Sec. 5(a)(i); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: BAN ON INVESTMENT IN EQUITY OR DEBT OF SANCTIONED PERSON. Sec. 5(a)(ii); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: FOREIGN EXCHANGE. Sec. 5(a)(iii); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: BANKING TRANSACTIONS. Sec. 5(a)(iv); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: BLOCKING PROPERTY AND INTERESTS IN PROPERTY. Sec. 5(a)(v); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: IMPORT SANCTIONS. Sec. 5(a)(vi); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: SANCTIONS ON PRINCIPAL EXECUTIVE OFFICERS. Sec. 5(a)(vii); Identification Number IMO 6032118; Enterprise Number 0305020272 (Vietnam) [IRAN-EO13846].

VIETNAM GAS & CHEMICALS; a.k.a. CUU LONG PETRO GAS SERVICE - TRANSPORTATION JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Latin: CÔNG TY CỔ PHẦN DỊCH VỤ - VẬN TẢI DẦU KHÍ CƯU LONG); a.k.a. CUU LONG PETRO GAS TRANSPORTATION JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VIETNAM GAS AND CHEMICALS TRANSPORTATION CORPORATION; a.k.a. VIETNAM GAS & CHEMICALS; a.k.a. VIETNAM GAS AND CHEMICALS TRANSPORTATION CORPORATION (Latin: CÔNG TY CỔ PHẦN VẬN TẢI KHÍ VÀ HÓA CHẤT VIỆT NAM); a.k.a. "CGT.J.S.C."; a.k.a. "PCT"; a.k.a. "PVTRANS-PCT"), Service Zone No. 04, Level 06, R2 Tower, The Everrich Building, No 968 3/2 Street, Ward 15, District 11, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam; Room 4, 6th Floor, R2, The Everrich Building, 968, 3 Thang 2, Ward 15, District 11, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam; Website www.pct.com.vn; Executive Order 13846 information: LOANS FROM UNITED STATES FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS. Sec. 5(a)(i); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: BAN ON INVESTMENT IN EQUITY OR DEBT OF SANCTIONED PERSON. Sec. 5(a)(ii); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: FOREIGN EXCHANGE. Sec. 5(a)(iii); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: BANKING TRANSACTIONS. Sec. 5(a)(iv); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: BLOCKING PROPERTY AND INTERESTS IN PROPERTY. Sec. 5(a)(v); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: IMPORT SANCTIONS. Sec. 5(a)(vi); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: SANCTIONS ON PRINCIPAL EXECUTIVE OFFICERS. Sec. 5(a)(vii); Identification Number IMO 6032118; Enterprise Number 0305020272 (Vietnam) [IRAN-EO13846].
"CGT.J.S.C." (a.k.a. CUU LONG PETRO GAS SERVICE - TRANSPORTATION JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Latin: CÔNG TY CỔ PHẦN DỊCH VỤ - VẬN TẢI ĐẦU KHÍ CUU LONG); a.k.a. CUU LONG PETRO GAS TRANSPORTATION JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VIET NAM GAS AND CHEMICALS TRANSPORTATION CORPORATION; a.k.a. VIETNAM GAS & CHEMICALS; a.k.a. VIETNAM GAS AND CHEMICALS TRANSPORTATION CORPORATION; a.k.a. VIETNAM GAS AND CHEMICALS; a.k.a. VIETNAM GAS AND CHEMICALS TRANSPORTATION CORPORATION (Latin: CÔNG TY CỔ PHẦN VÂN TẢI KHÍ VÀ HÓA CHẤT VIỆT NAM); a.k.a. "PCT"; a.k.a. "PVTRANS-PCT"), Service Zone No. 04, Level 06, R2 Tower, The Everrich Building, No 968 3/2 Street, Ward 15, District 11, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam; Room 4, 6th Floor, R2, The Everrich Building, 968, 3 Thang 2, Ward 15, District 11, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam; Website www.pct.com.vn; Executive Order 13846 information: LOANS FROM UNITED STATES FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS. Sec. 5(a)(i); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: FOREIGN EXCHANGE. Sec. 5(a)(ii); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: BANKING TRANSACTIONS. Sec. 5(a)(iii); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: BLOCKING PROPERTY AND INTERESTS IN PROPERTY. Sec. 5(a)(iv); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: BAN ON INVESTMENT IN EQUITY OR DEBT OF SANCTIONED PERSON. Sec. 5(a)(v); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: IMPORT SANCTIONS. Sec. 5(a)(vi); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: SANCTIONS ON PRINCIPAL EXECUTIVE OFFICERS. Sec. 5(a)(vii); Identification Number IMO 6032118; Enterprise Number 0305020272 (Vietnam) [IRAN-EO13846].

"PVTRANS-PCT" (a.k.a. CUU LONG PETRO GAS SERVICE - TRANSPORTATION JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Latin: CÔNG TY CỔ PHẦN DỊCH VỤ - VẬN TẢI ĐẦU KHÍ CUU LONG); a.k.a. CUU LONG PETRO GAS TRANSPORTATION JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. VIET NAM GAS AND CHEMICALS TRANSPORTATION CORPORATION; a.k.a. VIETNAM GAS & CHEMICALS; a.k.a. VIETNAM GAS AND CHEMICALS; a.k.a. VIETNAM GAS AND CHEMICALS TRANSPORTATION CORPORATION (Latin: CÔNG TY CỔ PHẦN VÂN TẢI KHÍ VÀ HÓA CHẤT VIỆT NAM); a.k.a. "CGT.J.S.C.;" a.k.a. "PVTRANS-PCT"), Service Zone No. 04, Level 06, R2 Tower, The Everrich Building, No 968 3/2 Street, Ward 15, District 11, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam; Room 4, 6th Floor, R2, The Everrich Building, 968, 3 Thang 2, Ward 15, District 11, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam; Website www.pct.com.vn; Executive Order 13846 information: LOANS FROM UNITED STATES FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS. Sec. 5(a)(i); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: FOREIGN EXCHANGE. Sec. 5(a)(ii); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: BANKING TRANSACTIONS. Sec. 5(a)(iii); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: BLOCKING PROPERTY AND INTERESTS IN PROPERTY. Sec. 5(a)(iv); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: BAN ON INVESTMENT IN EQUITY OR DEBT OF SANCTIONED PERSON. Sec. 5(a)(v); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: IMPORT SANCTIONS. Sec. 5(a)(vi); alt. Executive Order 13846 information: SANCTIONS ON PRINCIPAL EXECUTIVE OFFICERS. Sec. 5(a)(vii); Identification Number IMO 6032118; Enterprise Number 0305020272 (Vietnam) [IRAN-EO13846].

• 06/17/22

The following [VENEZUELA] entries have been removed:

MALPICA FLORES, Carlos Erik, Naguanagua, Carabobo, Venezuela; DOB 17 Sep 1972; Gender Male; Cedula No. 11810943; Former National Treasurer of Venezuela; Former Vice President of Finance for Petroleos de Venezuela, S.A. (PDVSA); Former Presidential Commissioner for Economic and Financial Affairs (individual) [VENEZUELA].

• 06/17/22

The following [NICARAGUA] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

EMPRESA NICARAGUENSE DE MINAS (a.k.a. ENIMINAS), Residencial Bolonia, de la Embajada Alemania, 2 cuadras Oeste, 1 cuadra Norte, Managua, Nicaragua; Organization Established Date 2017; Organization Type: Mining of other non-ferrous metal ores; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise [NICARAGUA] (Linked To: LOPEZ DELGADO, Ruy).

ENIMINAS (a.k.a. EMPRESA NICARAGUENSE DE MINAS), Residencial Bolonia, de la Embajada Alemania, 2 cuadras Oeste, 1 cuadra Norte, Managua, Nicaragua; Organization Established Date 2017; Organization Type: Mining of other non-ferrous metal ores; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise [NICARAGUA] (Linked To: LOPEZ DELGADO, Ruy).

LOPEZ DELGADO, Ruy, Carretera Masaya, Km 6.5, Plaza 800 Mts Sur Lomas Santo Domingo, Casa 66, Managua, Nicaragua; DOB 30 Jun 1949; POB Managua, Nicaragua; nationality Nicaragua; Gender Male; Passport C01850896 (Nicaragua) issued 11 May 2015 expires 11 May 2025; National ID No. 0013006490003J (Nicaragua) (individual) [NICARAGUA].
The following [NICARAGUA] entries have been changed:

LOPEZ DELGADO, Ruy, Carretera Masaya, Km 6.5, Plaza 800 Mts Sur Lomas Santo Domingo, Casa #6, Managua, Nicaragua; DOB 30 Jun 1949; POB Managua, Nicaragua; nationality Nicaragua; Gender Male; Passport C01850896 (Nicaragua) issued 11 May 2015 expires 11 May 2025; National ID No. 0013006490003J (Nicaragua) (individual) [NICARAGUA].

- 06/28/22

The following [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SHVABE; f.k.a. SHVABE PAO), 176, Prospekt Mira, Moscow 129366, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Registration ID 1027739000475 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7710277994 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 48532918 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION ROSTEC).

AO SHVABE (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SHVABE; f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SHVABE; f.k.a. SHVABE PAO), 176, Prospekt Mira, Moscow 129366, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Registration ID 1027739000475 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7710277994 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 48532918 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION ROSTEC).
EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION ROSTEC).

BANK MOSKVY PAO (f.k.a. AKTSIONERNY KOMMERCHESKI BANK BANK MOSKVY OТKRYTOЕ AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHCHESTVO; f.k.a. BANK OF MOSCOW; a.k.a. BM BANK AO; a.k.a. BM BANK JSC; a.k.a. BM BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK - BANK OF MOSCOW OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. PAO BM BANK), 8/15 Korp. 3 ul. Rozhdestvenka, Moscow 107996, Russia; Biol 3 8/15, Rozhdestvenka St., Moscow 107996, Russia; SWIFT/BIC MOSWRUMM; BIK (RU) 044525219; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027700159497 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 29292940 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

BM BANK AO (f.k.a. AKTSIONERNY KOMMERCHESKI BANK BANK MOSKVY OТKRYTOЕ AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHCHESTVO; f.k.a. BANK OF MOSCOW; a.k.a. BM BANK JSC; a.k.a. BM BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK - BANK OF MOSCOW OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. PAO BM BANK), 8/15 Korp. 3 ul. Rozhdestvenka, Moscow 107996, Russia; Biol 3 8/15, Rozhdestvenka St., Moscow 107996, Russia; SWIFT/BIC MOSWRUMM; BIK (RU) 044525219; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; Registration ID 1027700159497 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 29292940 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives. [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).
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JOINT STOCK COMPANY TEKHNODINAMIKA (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ТЕХНОДИНАМИКА; a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO TEKHNODINAMIKA; a.k.a. AO TEKHNODINAMIKA; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY AVIATION EQUIPMENT; a.k.a. JSC TEKHNODINAMIKA (Cyrillic: AO ТЕХНОДИНАМИКА); a.k.a. TEKNODINAMIKA; a.k.a. TEKHNODINAMIKA (Cyrillic: AO ТЕХНОДИНАМИКА); a.k.a. TEKHNODINAMIKA JSC), Ul. Bolshaya Tatarskaya D. 35, Str. 5, Moscow 115184, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1037719005873 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7719265496 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 07543117 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#定向于[UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION ROSTEC).

JSC RUSELECTRONICS (Cyrillic: АО РОСЭЛЕКТРОНИКА) (a.k.a. AO ROSELEKTRONIKA; a.k.a. JSC RUSSIAN ELECTRONICS; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN ELECTRONICS (Cyrillic: ОТКРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО РОССИЙСКАЯ ЭЛЕКТРОНИКА)), 12 Kosmonavta Volkova, Moscow 127299, Russia; Ul. Vereiskaya D. 29, Str. 141, Moscow 121357, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Registration ID 1027739000475 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7710277994 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 48532918 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#定向于[UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION ROSTEC).

JSC RUSELECTRONICS (Cyrillic: ОТКРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО РОССИЙСКАЯ ЭЛЕКТРОНИКА) (a.k.a. AO ROSELEKTRONIKA; a.k.a. JSC RUSSIAN ELECTRONICS; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN ELECTRONICS (Cyrillic: ОТКРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО РОССИЙСКАЯ ЭЛЕКТРОНИКА)), 12 Kosmonavta Volkova, Moscow 127299, Russia; Ul. Vereiskaya D. 29, Str. 141, Moscow 121357, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Registration ID 1027739000475 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7710277994 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 48532918 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#定向于[UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION ROSTEC).

OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN ELECTRONICS (Cyrillic: ОТКРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО РОССИЙСКАЯ ЭЛЕКТРОНИКА) (a.k.a. AO ROSELEKTRONIKA; a.k.a. JSC RUSELECTRONICS (Cyrillic: AO РОСЭЛЕКТРОНИКА); a.k.a. JSC RUSSIAN ELECTRONICS), 12 Kosmonavta Volkova, Moscow 127299, Russia; Ul. Vereiskaya D. 29, Str. 141, Moscow 121357, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Registration ID 1027739000475 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7710277994 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 48532918 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#定向于[UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION ROSTEC).

OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN ELECTRONICS (Cyrillic: ОТКРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО РОССИЙСКАЯ ЭЛЕКТРОНИКА) (a.k.a. AO ROSELEKTRONIKA; a.k.a. JSC RUSELECTRONICS (Cyrillic: AO РОСЭЛЕКТРОНИКА); a.k.a. JSC RUSSIAN ELECTRONICS), 12 Kosmonavta Volkova, Moscow 127299, Russia; Ul. Vereiskaya D. 29, Str. 141, Moscow 121357, Russia; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Registration ID 1027739000475 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7710277994 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 48532918 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#定向于[UKRAINE-E013662] [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION ROSTEC).
Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 28 Jun 2012; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Registration ID 1127746501190 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7704810710 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EQ13662] [RUSSIA-EQ14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION ROSTEC).

DONETSK PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC, Donetsk Region, Ukraine; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Organization Established Date 28 Jun 2012; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Registration ID 1127746501190 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7704810710 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EQ13662] [RUSSIA-EQ14024].

The following [UKRAINE-EQ13662] [RUSSIA-EQ14065] entries have been changed:
31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209 [UKRAINE-EO13660]. -to- DONETSK PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC (Cyrillic: ДОНЕЦЬКА НАРОДНА РЕСПУБЛІКА) (a.k.a. DONETSKAYA NARODNAYA RESPUBLIKA (Cyrillic: ДОНЕНЦЬКА НАРОДНА РЕСПУБЛІКА)), Donetsk Region, Ukraine; Website dnronline.su; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Unrecognized Government Entity [UKRAINE-EO13660] [RUSSIA-EO14024].

resulting in the following new [UKRAINE-EO13660] entries:

DONETSKAYA NARODNAYA RESPUBLIKA (Cyrillic: ДОНЕЦЬКА НАРОДНА РЕСПУБЛІКА) entries have been changed:

BORODAI, Aleksandr (a.k.a. BORODAY, Alexander Yuryevich (Cyrillic: БОРОДАЙ, Александр Юрьевич)), Russia; DOB 25 Jul 1972; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Tax ID No. 772916358810 (Russia); Member of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation (individual) [UKRAINE-EO13660] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: INTERREGIONAL SOCIAL ORGANIZATION UNION OF DONBAS VOLUNTEERS).

The following [RUSSIA-EO14024] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

929 GLITS (a.k.a. 929 STATE FLIGHT TEST CENTER (Cyrillic: 929-Й ГОСУДАРСТВЕННЫЙ ЛЕТНО-ИСПЫТАТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЦЕНТР); a.k.a. STATE FLIGHT TESTING CENTER NAMED AFTER V.P. CHKAŁOY (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННЫЙ ЛЕТНО-ИСПЫТАТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЦЕНТР ИМЕНИ В.П.ЧКАЛОВА)), Akhtubinsk, Astrakhan Region, Russia; Khmeimim Air Base, Syria; Chkalovsky Airfield, Russia; Organization Established Date Oct 1920; Target Type Government Entity [RUSSIA-EO14024].

929 STATE FLIGHT TEST CENTER (Cyrillic: 929-Й ГОСУДАРСТВЕННЫЙ ЛЕТНО-ИСПЫТАТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЦЕНТР) (a.k.a. 929 GLITS; a.k.a. STATE FLIGHT TESTING CENTER NAMED AFTER V.P. CHKAŁOY (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННЫЙ ЛЕТНО-ИСПЫТАТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЦЕНТР ИМЕНИ В.П.ЧКАЛОВА)), Akhtubinsk, Astrakhan Region, Russia; Khmeimim Air Base, Syria; Chkalovsky Airfield, Russia; Organization Established Date Oct 1920; Target Type Government Entity [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ADVANCED RESEARCH FOUNDATION (a.k.a. FOND PERSPEKTIVNYKH ISSLEDOVANII (Cyrillic: ФОНД ПЕРСПЕКТИВНЫХ ИССЛЕДОВАНИЙ); a.k.a. "FPI"), Nab. Berezhkovskaya, D. 22, Str. 3, Moscow 121059, Russia; Website fpi.gov.ru; Tax ID No.
AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO AEROPORT BEGISHEVO AO (a.k.a. AEROPORT BEGISHEVO AIRPORT JIINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. BEGISHEVO AIRPORT OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. BEGISHEVO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT), Aeroport Begishevo, Nizhnekamsk 423550, Russia; Aeroport S. Biklyan, Tukaevski Raion, Tatarstan Resp. 423878, Russia; Organization Established Date 24 Aug 2006; Tax ID No. 1650145238 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 9689449 (Russia); Registration Number 1061650059921 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: KAMAZ PUBLICLY TRADED COMPANY).

AFANASYEV, Dmitriy Valeryevich (a.k.a. AFANASYEV, Dmitry Valeryevich), Russia; DOB 18 Nov 1988; POB Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

AFANASYEV, Dmitriy Valeryevich (a.k.a. AFANASYEV, Dmitry), Russia; DOB 18 Nov 1988; POB Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO AEROPORT BEGISHEVO (a.k.a. AEROPORT BEGISHEVO AO; a.k.a. BEGISHEVO AIRPORT JIINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. BEGISHEVO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT), Aeroport Begishevo, Nizhnekamsk 423550, Russia; Aeroport S. Biklyan, Tukaevski Raion, Tatarstan Resp. 423878, Russia; Organization Established Date 24 Aug 2006; Tax ID No. 1650145238 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 9689449 (Russia); Registration Number 1061650059921 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: KAMAZ PUBLICLY TRADED COMPANY).

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO LETNO-IZISSLEDOVATELSKI INSTITUT IMENI M.M. GROMOVA (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ЛЕТНО-ИССЛЕДОВАТЕЛЬСКИЙ ИНСТИТУТ ИМЕНИ М.М. ГРОМОВА) (a.k.a. STATE FEDERAL UNITARY ENTERPRISE GROMOV FLIGHT RESEARCH INSTITUTE) (a.k.a. STATE FEDERAL UNITARY ENTERPRISE GROMOV FLIGHT RESEARCH INSTITUTE) (a.k.a. STATE FEDERAL UNITARY ENTERPRISE GROMOV FLIGHT RESEARCH INSTITUTE), D. 2a, Ul. Garnaeva, Zhukovsky 140180, Russia (Cyrillic: Д. 2А, ул. Горяева, Жуковский 140180, Россия); Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 5040114973 (Russia); Registration Number 1125040002823 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NAUCHNO-ISSLEDOVATELSKI INSTITUT PROMYSHLENNOGO TELEVIDENIYA RASTR (a.k.a. AO NPP RASTR), Ul. Bolshaya Sankt-Peterburgskaya D. 39, Velikiy Novgorod 173001, Russia; Organization Established Date 1999; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 4345309407 (Russia); Registration Number 1114345026784 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN ELECTRONICS).

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NAUCHNO-ISSLEDOVATELSKI INSTITUT SREDSTV YCHISLITELNOI TELEKOMMunikatsii (a.k.a. "AO NII SVT"; a.k.a. "NII SVT PAO"), Ul. Melnichnaya D. 31, Kirov 610025, Russia; Tax ID No. 4345309407 (Russia); Registration Number 1114345026784 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN ELECTRONICS).

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NPF PERVY PROMYSHLENNY ALYANS (Cyrillic: ОДК)), (a.k.a. AO NPP PERVYI PROMYSHLENNY ALYANS; a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY NON-GOVERNMENTAL PENSION FUND FIRST INDUSTRIAL ALLIANCE; a.k.a. NON-STATE PENSION FUND FIRST INDUSTRIAL ALLIANCE; a.k.a. NPF PERVERY PROMYSHLENNY AYANS AO), 2E, ul. Vishnevskogo Kazan, Tatarstan Resp. 420097, Russia; Organization Established Date 02 Mar 1999; Tax ID No. 1655319199 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 50607380 (Russia); Registration Number 115600000210 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: KAMAZ PUBLICLY TRADED COMPANY).

AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO OBEDINEENNAYA DVIGATELESTROITELNAYA KORPORATSIYA (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED ENGINE CORPORATION) (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ОБЪЕДИНИЕННАЯ ДВИГАТЕЛЕСТРОИТЕЛЬНАЯ КОРПОРАЦИЯ), a.k.a. UNITED ENGINE CORPORATION, 16, Budenny Avenue, Moscow 105118, Russia; Per. Mayakovskogo D. 11, Moscow 109147, Russia; Organization Established Date 22 Nov 2007; Tax ID No. 7731644035 (Russia);
AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO RYAZANSKII ZAVOD METALLOKERAMICHESKIH Priborov (a.k.a. RYAZAN METAL CERAMICS INSTRUMENTATION PLANT JSC; a.k.a. RYAZAN PLANT OF METAL-CERAMIC DEVICES (Cyrillic: РЯЗАНСКИЙ ЗАВОД МЕТАЛЛОКЕРАМИЧЕСКИХ ПРИБОРОВ); a.k.a. "AO RZMKP"), 51B Novaya St., Ryazan 390027, Russia; Organization Established Date 1964; Tax ID No. 6230006400 (Russia); Registration Number 1026201102377 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN ELECTRONICS).

AO NII GIRIKOND (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH INSTITUTE GIRIKOND; a.k.a. RESEARCH INSTITUTE GIRIKOND), Ul. Kurchatova D. 10, Saint Petersburg 194223, Russia; Organization Established Date 1939; Tax ID No. 7802144414 (Russia); Registration Number 1027801555143 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN ELECTRONICS).

AO INP RASTR (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NAUCHNO ISSLEDOVATELSKII INSTITUT PROMYSHELLNOGO TELEVIDENIYA RASTR), Ul. Bolshaya Sankt-Peterburgskaya D. 39, Velikiy Novgorod 173001, Russia; Organization Established Date 1982; Tax ID No. 434309407 (Russia); Registration Number 1114345026784 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN ELECTRONICS).

AO NPF PERVYI PROMYSHELLNYI ALYANS (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO TORGOTO-FINANSOVAYA KOMPAANIYA KAMAZ; a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY TRADING-FINANCIAL COMPANY KAMAZ; a.k.a. JSC TFK KAMAZ; a.k.a. TFK KAMAZ AO; f.k.a. TORGOTO-FINANSOVAYA KOMPAANIYA KAMAZ AO), Raion Avtomobilnogo Zavoda, ABK-421, Naberezhnye Chelny 423800, Russia; 12, proezd Avtosborochny, Naberezhnye Chelny, Tatarstan Resp. 423800, Russia; Organization Established Date 23 Oct 1997; Tax ID No. 1653019048 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 47104250 (Russia); Registration Number 1021602019097 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: KAMAZ PUBLICLY TRADED COMPANY).

AO NII FERRIT DOMEN (a.k.a. FERRITE DOMEN COMPANY; a.k.a. RESEARCH INSTITUTE FERRIT DOMEN; a.k.a. SCIENTIFIC AND RESEARCH INSTITUTE FERRIT DOMEN (Cyrillic: НАУЧНО ИССЛЕДОВАТЕЛЬСКИЙ ИНСТИТУТ ФЕРРИТ-ДОМЕН)), Ul. Tsvetochnaya, D. 25, Korp. 3, Saint Petersburg 196084, Russia; Organization Established Date 22 May 1959; Tax ID No. 7810245940 (Russia); Registration Number 1037821019631 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN ELECTRONICS).
AO RT-PROEKTNYE TEKHNOLOGII (a.k.a. JSC AO RNII ELEKTRONSTANDART (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN ELECTRONICS).)

AO NPP SVYAZ (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO NAUCHNO PROIZVODSTVENNOE PREDPRIYATIE SVYAZ), Ul. Shkolnaya D. 19, Balakirevo 301214, Russia; Organization Established Date 1964; Tax ID No. 7118011916 (Russia); Registration Number 1027101505133 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN ELECTRONICS).)

AO NPP TSIKLON TEST (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE CIKLON TEST; a.k.a. NPP CYCLONE TEST), Proezd Zavodskoi D. 4, Fryazino 141190, Russia; Organization Established Date 19 Dec 1991; Tax ID No. 5052022866 (Russia); Registration Number 1115050007676 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN ELECTRONICS).)

AO RNI ELEKTRONSTANDART (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN RESEARCH INSTITUTE ELECTRONSTANDART; a.k.a. RNI ELECTRONSTANDARD), Ul. Tsvetnochnaya D. 25, Korp. 3, Saint Petersburg 196006, Russia; Organization Established Date 1943; Tax ID No. 7810196298 (Russia); Registration Number 1027804880135 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN ELECTRONICS).)

AO RT-PROEKTNYE TEKHNOLOGII (a.k.a. JSC RT PROEKTNYE TEKHNOLOGII, PAO; a.k.a. RT-PROJECT TECHNOLOGY OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY), Berezhkovskaya Nab D. 6, Moscow 121059, Russia; Organization Established Date 15 Sep 2011; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 7724804619 (Russia); Registration Number 1117746729682 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION ROSTEC).
INTERREGIONAL SOCIAL ORGANIZATION
[RUSSIA-EO14024].

GRIGORYEV, Andrei Ivanovich; a.k.a. GRIGOR’EV, Andrei Ivanovich (Russia); DOB 30 Jan 1963; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 77278874709 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

GRIGORYEV, Andrei Ivanovich; a.k.a. GRIGOR’EV, Andrei Ivanovich (Russia); DOB 30 Jan 1963; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 77278874709 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

GRIGORYEV, Andrei Ivanovich; a.k.a. GRIGOR’EV, Andrei Ivanovich (Russia); DOB 30 Jan 1963; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 77278874709 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

GRIGORYEV, Andrei Ivanovich; a.k.a. GRIGOR’EV, Andrei Ivanovich (Russia); DOB 30 Jan 1963; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 77278874709 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

HAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasylovych (Cyrillic: ХАВЧЕНКО, Дмитро Васильович); HAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasilyevich (Cyrillic: ХАВЧЕНКО, Дмитрий Васильевич); HAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasilyevich; a.k.a. KHAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasilyevich (Cyrillic: ХАВЧЕНКО, Дмитрий Васильевич); KHAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasylovych (Cyrillic: ХАВЧЕНКО, Дмитрий Васильевич); HAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasylovych; a.k.a. KHAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasilyevich; a.k.a. KHAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasilyevich; a.k.a. KHAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasylovych; a.k.a. KHAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasilyevich; a.k.a. HAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasilyevich (Cyrillic: ХАВЧЕНКО, Дмитрий Васильевич); HAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasylovych (Cyrillic: ХАВЧЕНКО, Дмитрий Васильевич); HAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasylovych; a.k.a. KHAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasilyevich; a.k.a. KHAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasilyevich; a.k.a. KHAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasylovych; a.k.a. KHAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasilyevich; a.k.a. HAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasilyevich (Cyrillic: ХАВЧЕНКО, Дмитрий Васильевич); HAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasylovych (Cyrillic: ХАВЧЕНКО, Дмитрий Васильевич); HAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasylovych; a.k.a. KHAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasilyevich; a.k.a. KHAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasilyevich; a.k.a. KHAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasylovych; a.k.a. KHAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasilyevich; a.k.a. HAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasilyevich (Cyrillic: ХАВЧЕНКО, Дмитрий Васильевич); HAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasylovych (Cyrillic: ХАВЧЕНКО, Дмитрий Васильевич); HAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasylovych; a.k.a. KHAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasilyevich; a.k.a. KHAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasilyevich; a.k.a. KHAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasylovych; a.k.a. KHAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasilyevich; a.k.a. HAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasilyevich (Cyrillic: ХАВЧЕНКО, Дмитрий Васильевич); HAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasylovych (Cyrillic: ХАВЧЕНКО, Дмитрий Васильевич); HAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasylovych; a.k.a. KHAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasilyevich; a.k.a. KHAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasilyevich; a.k.a. KHAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasylovych; a.k.a. KHAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasilyevich; a.k.a. HAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasilyevich (Cyrillic: ХАВЧЕНКО, Дмитрий Васильевич); HAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasylovych (Cyrillic: ХАВЧЕНКО, Дмитрий Васильевич); HAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasylovych; a.k.a. KHAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasilyevich; a.k.a. KHAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasilyevich; a.k.a. KHAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasylovych; a.k.a. KHAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasilyevich; a.k.a. HAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasilyevich (Cyrillic: ХАВЧЕНКО, Дмитрий Васильевич); HAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasylovych (Cyrillic: ХАВЧЕНКО, Дмитрий Васильевич); HAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasylovych; a.k.a. KHAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasilyevich; a.k.a. KHAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasilyevich; a.k.a. KHAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasylovych; a.k.a. KHAVCHENKO, Dmitriy Vasilyevich; a.a.
JOINT STOCK COMPANY ILYUSHIN FINANCE COMPANY (a.k.a. "IFC LEASING"; a.k.a. "JSC IFC"), Ul. Gorkogo D. 1, Volzhskiy (a.k.a. AO ZAVOD METEOR; a.k.a. METEOR COMPANY). (Linked To: KAMAZ PUBLICLY TRADED CORPORATION (a.k.a. "AO NII GIRIKOND; a.k.a. RESEARCH INSTITUTE GIRIKOND), Ul. Kurchatova D. 10, Saint Petersburg 194223, Russia; Organization Established Date 1939; Tax ID No. 7802144144 (Russia); Registration Number 1027801555143 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN ELECTRONICS).}

JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN ELECTRONICS).
JSC FLIGHT RESEARCH INSTITUTE N.A. M.M. GROMOV (Cyrillic: АО ЛЕТНО-ИССЛЕДОВАТЕЛЬСКИЙ ИНСТИТУТ Н.М. ГРОМОВА) (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHESTVO LETNO-ISSLEDOVATELSKII INSTITUT IMENI M.M. GROMOVA (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ЛЕТНО-ИССЛЕДОВАТЕЛЬСКИЙ ИНСТИТУТ ИМЕНИ М.М. ГРОМОВА); a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY FLIGHT RESEARCH INSTITUTE N.A. M.M. GROMOV; a.k.a. STATE FEDERAL UNITARY ENTERPRISE GROMOV FLIGHT RESEARCH INSTITUTE, D. 2a, Ul. Garnaeva, Zhukovsky 140180, Russia (Cyrillic: д. 2А, ул. Гаранева, Жуковский 140180, Россия); Zhukovsky-2, Moscow region 140182, Russia; Organization Established Date 1993; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 772777696926 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739118659 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JSC ILYUSHIN FINANCE COMPANY (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHESTVO ILYUSHIN FINANS KO; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ILYUSHIN FINANCE COMPANY; a.k.a. JSC ILYUSHIN FINANCE; a.k.a. "AO IFK"; a.k.a. "IFC LEASING"; a.k.a. "JSC IFC"), Pr-kt Michurinskii, Olimpiiskaya Derevnya D. 1, Korp. 1, et. 4, Moscow 119602, Russia; Organization Established Date 10 Mar 1999; Tax ID No. 3663029916 (Russia); Registration Number 103800042332 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JSC IS REFORM (a.k.a. IB REFORM JSC; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY INFORMATION SECURITY REFORM), D. 125 Str. 1 Etazh 6 Pom. X Kom 23, Shosse Varshavskoe, Moscow 117587, Russia; Organization Established Date 31 Jul 2019; Tax ID No. 7726482572 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 75505643 (Russia); Registration Number 1217700423654 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JSC PLASMA (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY PLASMA; a.k.a. "AO PLAZMA"), Ul. Tsiolkovskogo D. 24, Ryazan 390023, Russia; Organization Established Date 1959; Tax ID No. 6230005886 (Russia); Registration Number 1026201102850 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JSC RT - PROJECT TECHNOLOGIES (a.k.a. AO RT-PROEKTNYE TEKHNOLOGII; a.k.a. RT-PROEKTNYE TEKHNOLOGII, PAO; a.k.a. RT-PROJECT TECHNOLOGY OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY), Berezhkovskaya Nab D. 6, Moscow 121059, Russia; Organization Established Date 15 Sep 2011; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 7724804619 (Russia); Registration Number 111774629682 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JSC RT-TEKHPIREMKA (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RT-TEKHPIREMKA; a.k.a. RT-TEKHPIREMKA), Per. Elektricheskii D. 1, Str. 12, Moscow 12357, Russia; Organization Established Date 12 Jul 1991; Target Type
State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 7714710760 (Russia); Registration Number 1077759874070 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION ROSTEC).

JSC SPE KONTAKT (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNOE PREDPRIYATIE KONTAKT; a.k.a. AO NPP KONTAKT; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE KONTAKT; a.k.a. "NPP CONTACT"), 1, Ul. Sptsyna, Saratov, Saratovskaya Oblast 410086, Russia; Organization Established Date 11 Dec 1991; Tax ID No. 6453097665 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 07619636 (Russia); Registration Number 1064530000567 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN ELECTRONICS).

JSC TFK KAMAZ (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO TORGovo-FINANSOVAYA KOMPANIYA KAMAZ; a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY TRADING-FINANCIAL COMPANY KAMAZ; a.k.a. TFK KAMAZ AO; f.k.a. TORGovo-FINANSOVAYA KOMPANIYA KAMAZ AO), Raion Avtomobilnogo Zavoda, ABK-421, Naberezhnye Chelny 423800, Russia; 12, proezd Avtosborochny, Naberezhnye Chelny, Tatarstan Resp. 423827, Russia; Government Gazette Number 47104250 (Russia); Registration Number 1021602013971 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: KAMAZ PUBLICLY TRADED COMPANY).

KAMAZ LEASING CO OAO (a.k.a. KAMAZ LEASING COMPANY INC.; a.k.a. LEASING COMPANY KAMAZ INCORPORATED; a.k.a. LIZINGOVAIY KOMPANIYA KAMAZ PAO), PRO-KT Avtozavodskii D. 2, Naberezhnye Chelny 423827, Russia; Prospect Avtozavodskii, 2, Naberezhnye Chelny, Tatarstan 423827, Russia; Organization Established Date 31 Aug 2005; Tax ID No. 1650130591 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 78681685 (Russia); Registration Number 1051614089944 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

KAMAZ LEASING COMPANY INC. (a.k.a. KAMAZ LEASING CO OAO; a.k.a. LEASING COMPANY KAMAZ INCORPORATED; a.k.a. LIZINGOVAIY KOMPANIYA KAMAZ PAO), PRO-KT Avtozavodskii D. 2, Naberezhnye Chelny 423827, Russia; Prospect Avtozavodskii, 2, Naberezhnye Chelny, Tatarstan 423827, Russia; Organization Established Date 31 Aug 2005; Tax ID No. 1650130591 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 78681685 (Russia); Registration Number 1051614089944 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

KAMAZ LEASING CO OAO; a.k.a. KAMAZ PJSC; a.k.a. KAMAZ PTC; a.k.a. KAMAZ PUBLICLY TRADED COMPANY; a.k.a. KAMSKOE OBEDINENIE PO PROIZVODSTVU BOLSHEGRUZNYKH AVTOMOBILEI KAMAZ, d. 2, prospekt Avtozavodski, Naberezhnye Chelny, Tatarstan Resp. 423827, Russia; Organization Established Date 1969; Tax ID No. 1650032058 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00231515 (Russia); Registration Number 1021602013971 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

KAMAZ PJSC (a.k.a. KAMAZ PAO; a.k.a. KAMAZ PTC; a.k.a. KAMAZ PUBLICLY TRADED COMPANY; a.k.a. KAMSKOE OBEDINENIE PO PROIZVODSTVU BOLSHEGRUZNYKH AVTOMOBILEI KAMAZ, d. 2, prospekt Avtozavodski, Naberezhnye Chelny, Tatarstan Resp. 423827, Russia; Organization Established Date 1969; Tax ID No. 1650032058 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00231515 (Russia); Registration Number 1021602013971 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

KAMAZ PTC (a.k.a. KAMAZ PAO; a.k.a. KAMAZ PJSC; a.k.a. KAMSKOE OBEDINENIE PO PROIZVODSTVU BOLSHEGRUZNYKH AVTOMOBILEI KAMAZ, d. 2, prospekt Avtozavodski, Naberezhnye Chelny, Tatarstan Resp. 423827, Russia; Organization Established Date 1969; Tax ID No. 1650032058 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00231515 (Russia); Registration Number 1021602013971 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

KAMAZ PUBLICLY TRADED COMPANY (a.k.a. KAMAZ PTC; a.k.a. KAMAZ PUBLICLY TRADED COMPANY), d. 2, prospekt Avtozavodski, Naberezhnye Chelny, Tatarstan Resp. 423827, Russia; Organization Established Date 1969; Tax ID No. 1650032058 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00231515 (Russia); Registration Number 1021602013971 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

KAPO-AVTOTRANS OOO (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY KAPO-AVTOTRANS; a.k.a. PSK AVIASTROI), ul Dementyeva d 2B, Kazan 420127, Russia; Tax ID No. 1661022799 (Russia); Registration Number 1081690078700 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TUPOLEV PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

KHANCHEMDO, Dmitriy Vasylievich (Cyrillic: ХАНЧЕНКО, Дмитрий Васильевич) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KHANCHEMDO, Dmitriy Vasylievich (Cyrillic: ХАНЧЕНКО, Дмитрий Васильевич) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KHANCHEMDO, Dmitriy Vasylievich (Cyrillic: ХАНЧЕНКО, Дмитрий Васильевич) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KHANCHEMDO, Dmitriy Vasylievich (Cyrillic: ХАНЧЕНКО, Дмитрий Васильевич) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KHANCHEMDO, Dmitriy Vasylievich (Cyrillic: ХАНЧЕНКО, Дмитрий Васильевич) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KHANCHEMDO, Dmitriy Vasylievich (Cyrillic: ХАНЧЕНКО, Дмитрий Васильевич) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KHANCHEMDO, Dmitriy Vasylievich (Cyrillic: ХАНЧЕНКО, Дмитрий Васильевич) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KHANCHEMDO, Dmitriy Vasylievich (Cyrillic: ХАНЧЕНКО, Дмитрий Васильевич) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KHANCHEMDO, Dmitriy Vasylievich (Cyrillic: ХАНЧЕНКО, Дмитрий Васильевич) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KHANCHEMDO, Dmitriy Vasylievich (Cyrillic: ХАНЧЕНКО, Дмитрий Васильевич) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KHANCHEMDO, Dmitriy Vasylievich (Cyrillic: ХАНЧЕНКО, Дмитрий Васильевич) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KHANCHEMDO, Dmitriy Vasylievich (Cyrillic: ХАНЧЕНКО, Дмитрий Васильевич) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KHANCHEMDO, Dmitriy Vasylievich (Cyrillic: ХАНЧЕНКО, Дмитрий Васильевич) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KHANCHEMDO, Dmitriy Vasylievich (Cyrillic: ХАНЧЕНКО, Дмитрий Васильевич) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KHANCHEMDO, Dmitriy Vasylievich (Cyrillic: ХАНЧЕНКО, Дмитрий Васильевич) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KHANCHEMDO, Dmitriy Vasylievich (Cyrillic: ХАНЧЕНКО, Дмитрий Васильевич) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KHANCHEMDO, Dmitriy Vasylievich (Cyrillic: ХАНЧЕНКО, Дмитрий Васильевич) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KHANCHEMDO, Dmitriy Vasylievich (Cyrillic: ХАНЧЕНКО, Дмитрий Васильевич) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KHANCHEMDO, Dmitriy Vasylievich (Cyrillic: ХАНЧЕНКО, Дмитрий Васильевич) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KHANCHEMDO, Dmitriy Vasylievich (Cyrillic: ХАНЧЕНКО, Дмитрий Васильевич) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KHANCHEMDO, Dmitriy Vasylievich (Cyrillic: ХА
Republic of Tatarstan, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 16480499525 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: KAMAZ PUBLICLY TRADED COMPANY).

KOKOREV, Alexander Aleksandrovich, Russia; DOB 23 Sep 1973; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

KOKOREVA, Natalia Vasilyevna, Russia; DOB 28 May 1979; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024].

KOLEDa, Mariya Vasilyevna (a.k.a. KOLEDa, Mariya Vasilyevna (Cyrillic: КОЛЕДА, Мария Васильевна); a.k.a. KOLEDa, Mariya Vasilyevna (Cyrillic: КОЛЕДА, Мария Васильевна)), Russia; DOB 07 Jun 1991; POB Saint Petersburg, Russia; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: INTERREGIONAL SOCIAL ORGANIZATION UNION OF DONBAS VOLUNTEERS).

KOLEDa, Mariya Vasilyevna (Cyrillic: КОЛЕДА, Мария Васильевна) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: INTERREGIONAL SOCIAL ORGANIZATION UNION OF DONBAS VOLUNTEERS).

LENSHIN, Roman Yurevich (a.k.a. LENSHYN, Roman Yuriyovich (Cyrillic: ЛЕНШИН, Роман Юрьевич)); a.k.a. LENSIN, Roman Yurevich (Cyrillic: ЛЕNSин, Роман Юрьевич), Russia; DOB 02 Aug 1976; Gender Male; Tax ID No. 77356764106 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: INTERREGIONAL SOCIAL ORGANIZATION UNION OF DONBAS VOLUNTEERS).

LEASING COMPANY KAMAZ INCORPORATED (a.k.a. KAMAZ LEASING CO OAO; a.k.a. LIZINGOVAЯ KOMPANIЯ KAMAZ PAO), PR-KT Avtozavodskiy D. 2, Nabereznye Chelny, 423827, Russia; Prospect Avtozavodskii, 2, Naberezhnye Chelny, Tatarstan 423827, Russia; Organization Established Date 31 Aug 2005; Tax ID No. 1650130591 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 78681685 (Russia); Registration Number 105161409944 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

LENSHYN, Roman Yurevich (Cyrillic: ЛЕНШИН, Роман Юрьевич); a.k.a. LENSIN, Roman Yurevich (Cyrillic: ЛЕNSин, Роман Юрьевич), Russia; Tax ID No. 1650130591 (Russia); Registration Number 105161409944 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

LENSHYN, Roman Yurevich (Cyrillic: ЛЕNSин, Роман Юрьевич) (a.k.a. LENSIN, Roman Yurevich), Russia; Tax ID No. 1650130591 (Russia) (individual).
INTERREGIONAL SOCIAL ORGANIZATION UNION OF DONBAS VOLUNTEERS.

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ALFA-INVEST (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ АЛЬФА-ИНВЕСТ), Ul. Kooperativnaya D. 1, Zelenodolsk 422541, Russia; Organization Established Date 17 Jun 2003; Tax ID No. 1648010350 (Russia); Registration Number 01016900780 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: KOGOGIN, Sergei Anatolyevich).

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY PFMK, d. 1, ul. Zelenodolsk 422546, Russia; Registration Date 1 Nov 2006; Tax ID No. 5087746401573 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: KRINITSYN, Oleg Anatolyevich).

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY RSB-GROUP (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ РСБ-ГРУПП) (a.k.a. LLC RSB-GROUP (Cyrillic: ООО РСБ-ГРУПП); a.k.a. OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOY OTVEYSTVENNOSTYU OTVETSTVENNOSTYU RSB-GRUPP; a.k.a. “RUSSIAN SECURITY SYSTEMS”), Ulitsa Dnepropetrovskaya, Dom 3, Corpus 5, Et 1, Pom III, K 8 0 6-6, Moskva 117525, Russia (Cyrillic: Улица Днепропетровская, Дом 3, Корпус 5, Эт 1, Пом III, К 8 0 6-6, Москва 117525, Россия); Organization Established Date 24 Nov 2005; Tax ID No. 7726531639 (Russia); Registration Number 1057749205942 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY WITH FOREIGN INVESTMENTS ZALOG (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ С ИНОСТРАННЫМИ ИНВЕСТИЦИЯМИ ЗАЛОГ) (a.k.a. OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOY OTVEYSTVENNOSTYU ZALOG, a.k.a. ZALOG OOO), d. 22 pom. 305, ul. Martyna Mezhlauka, Kazan, Tatarstan Resp. 420021, Russia; Ul. Kooperativnaya 1, Zelenodolsk 422541, Russia; Organization Established Date 2002; Tax ID No. 1648011501 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 57238810 (Russia); Registration Number 1021606761175 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: KOGOGIN, Sergei Anatolyevich).

LIZINGOVAYA KOMPANIYA KAMAZ PAO (a.k.a. KAMAZ LEASING CO OAO; a.k.a. KAMAZ LEASING COMPANY INC.; a.k.a. LEASING COMPANY KAMAZ INCORPORATED), PR-KT Avtozavodska D. 2, Naberezhnyye Chelny 423827, Russia; Prospect Avtozavodskii, 2, Naberezhnyye Chelny, Tatarstan 423827, Russia; Organization Established Date 31 Aug 2005; Tax ID No. 1650130591 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 78861685 (Russia); Registration Number 10516414089944 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

LLC PSO RSB-GROUP (Cyrillic: ООО ЧОО РСБ-ГРУПП) (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY PRIVATE SECURITY ORGANIZATION RSB-GROUP (Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ЧАСТНАЯ ОХРАННАЯ ОРГАНИЗАЦИЯ РСБ-ГРУПП); a.k.a. OBSCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOY OTVEYSTVENNOSTYU CHASTNAYA OHRAHNA ORGANIZACIYA RSB-GROUP), ul. Dnepropetrovskaya, Dom 3, Corpus 5, Et 1, Pom III, K 8 0 6-6, Moskva 117525, Russia; Organization Established Date 24 Nov 2005; Tax ID No. 7726531639 (Russia); Registration Number 1057749205942 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

MITEOR PLANT JSC (a.k.a. AO ZAVOD MITEOR; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY MITEOR PLANT), ul. Gorkogo D. 1, Volzhskiy 404130, Russia; Organization Established Date 17 Jul 1959; Tax ID No. 3435000717 (Russia); Registration Number 1023402012050 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN ELECTRONICS).
OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOI
OTVETSTVYOSTYU CHASTNAYA
OKHRANAYA ORGANIZATSIYA RSB-GRUPP
(a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY PRIVATE
SECURITY ORGANIZATION RSB-GROUP
(Cyrillic: ОБЩЕСТВО С ОГРАНИЧЕННОЙ
ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ ЧАСТНАЯ
ОХРАННАЯ ОРГАНИЗАЦИЯ РСБ-ГРУПП);
a.k.a. LLC PSO RSB-GROUP (Cyrillic: ООО ПСО РСБ-
ГРУПП), Ulitsa Krzhizhanovskogo, D. 14, K. 2,
Pom I Komn 1;2, Moskva 117218, Russia;
Organization Established Date 14 Nov 2008; Tax
ID No. 7718731144 (Russia); Registration
Number 5087746401573 (Russia) [RUSSIA-
EO14024] (Linked To: KRINITSYN, Oleg
Anatolyevich).

OBSHCHESTVO S OGRANICHENNOY
OTVETSTVYOSTU YLYUSHINA; a.k.a. "OJSC IL"), 45G
Leningradsky Avenue, Moscow 125190, Russia;
Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No.
5087746401573 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To:
KRINITSYN, Oleg Anatolyevich).
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ПИНЧУК, Андрей Юрьевич (Cyrillic: ПІНЧУК, Андрій Юрійович) (a.k.a. PINCHUK, Andrei Yurevich; a.k.a. PINCHUK, Andrej Yurevich; a.k.a. PINCHUK, Andriy Yuriiovich), d. 1, pl. Aviatorov, Taganrog, Rostovskaya Oblast 347923, Russia (Cyrillic: Таганрог, Ростовская область 347923, Россия); Organization Established Date 13 Jul 1994; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 6154028021 (Russia); Registration Number 1067759884598 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ПИНЧУК, Андрей Юрьевич (Cyrillic: ПІНЧУК, Андрій Юрійович) (a.k.a. PINCHUK, Andrei Yurevich; a.k.a. PINCHUK, Andrej Yurevich; a.k.a. PINCHUK, Andriy Yuriiovich), d. 1, pl. Aviatorov, Taganrog, Rostovskaya Oblast 347923, Russia (Cyrillic: Таганрог, Ростовская область 347923, Россия); Organization Established Date 13 Jul 1994; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 6154028021 (Russia); Registration Number 1067759884598 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
SOCIAL ORGANIZATION UNION OF DONBAS VOLUNTEERS).

PUHACHOV, Oleh Ivanovych (Cyrillic: ПУГАЧОВ, Олег Иванович) (a.k.a. PUGACHYOV, Oleg Ivanovich), Russia; DOB 27 Jul 1987; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: INTERREGIONAL SOCIAL ORGANIZATION UNION OF DONBAS VOLUNTEERS).

RAPART SERVISEZ (a.k.a. RAPART SERVIZEZ OOO), ul. Leninskaya Sloboda d. 26, et 1 pom. IV krom 106, Moscow 115280, Russia; Tax ID No. 7725497858 (Russia); Registration Number 1187746841941 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: IRKUT CORPORATION JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

RAPART SERVIZEZ OOO (a.k.a. RAPART SERVIZEZ), ul. Leninskaya Sloboda d. 26, et 1 pom. IV krom 106, Moscow 115280, Russia; Tax ID No. 7725497858 (Russia); Registration Number 1187746841941 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: IRKUT CORPORATION JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

RESEARCH INSTITUTE FERRIT DOMAIN (a.k.a. AO NII FERRIT DOMEN; a.k.a. FERRITE DOMEN COMPANY; a.k.a. SCIENTIFIC AND RESEARCH INSTITUTE FERRIT DOMEN (Cyrillic: НАУЧНО ИССЛЕДОВАТЕЛЬСКИЙ ИНСТИТУТ ФЕРРИТ-ДОМЕН)), Ul. Tsvetochnaya, D. 25, Korp. 3, Saint Petersburg 196006, Russia; Organization Established Date 1964; Tax ID No. 7704861136 (Russia); Registration Number 114746392200 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION ROSTEC).

RT-TEKHPRIEMKA (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RT-TEKHPRIEMKA; a.k.a. JSC RT-TEKHPRIEMKA), Per. Elektricheskii D. 1, Str. 12, Moscow 123557, Russia; Organization Established Date 12 Jul 1991; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 7714710760 (Russia); Registration Number 1077759874070 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION ROSTEC).

RYAZAN METAL CERAMICS

INSTRUMENTATION PLANT JSC (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO RYAZANSKII ZA VOD METALLOKERAMIChESKIH PRIBOROV; a.k.a. RYAZAN PLANT OF METAL-CERAMIC DEVICES (Cyrillic: РЯЗАНСКИЙ ЗАВОД МЕТАЛЛОКЕРАМИЧЕСКИХ ПРИБОРОВ); a.k.a. "AO RZMKP"), 51B Novaya St., Ryazan 390027, Russia; Organization Established Date 1964; Tax ID No. 6230006400 (Russia); Registration Number 1026201102377 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN ELECTRONICS).

RYAZAN PLANT OF METAL-CERAMIC DEVICES (Cyrillic: РЯЗАНСКИЙ ЗАВОД МЕТАЛЛОКЕРАМИЧЕСКИХ ПРИБОРОВ) (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO RYAZANSKII ZA VOD METALLOKERAMIChESKIH PRIBOROV; a.k.a. RYAZAN PLANT OF METAL-CERAMIC DEVICES (Cyrillic: РЯЗАНСКИЙ ЗАВОД МЕТАЛЛОКЕРАМИЧЕСКИХ ПРИБОРОВ); a.k.a. "AO RZMKP"), 51B Novaya St., Ryazan 390027, Russia; Organization Established Date 1964; Tax ID No. 6230006400 (Russia); Registration Number 1026201102377 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN ELECTRONICS).

SCIENTIFIC AND RESEARCH INSTITUTE FERRIT DOMEN (Cyrillic: НАУЧНО ИССЛЕДОВАТЕЛЬСКИЙ ИНСТИТУТ ФЕРРИТ-ДОМЕН) (a.k.a. AO NII FERRIT DOMEN; a.k.a. FERRITE DOMEN COMPANY; a.k.a. SCIENTIFIC AND RESEARCH INSTITUTE FERRIT DOMEN (Cyrillic: НАУЧНО ИССЛЕДОВАТЕЛЬСКИЙ ИНСТИТУТ ФЕРРИТ-ДОМЕН)), Ul. Kurchatova D. 10, Saint Petersburg 194223, Russia; Organization Established Date 1939; Tax ID No. 7802144144 (Russia); Registration Number 1027801555143 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN ELECTRONICS).

RNII ELECTRONSTANDARD (a.k.a. AO RNII ELEKTRONSTANDART; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN RESEARCH INSTITUTE ELECTRONSTANDARD), Ul. Tsvetochnaya D. 25, Korp. 3, Saint Petersburg 196006, Russia; Organization Established Date 1943; Tax ID No. 7810196298 (Russia); Registration Number 1027804880135 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN ELECTRONICS).
SETEVAIA KOMPANIYA IRKUT OOO (a.k.a. THE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY NETWORKING COMPANY IRKUT), ul. Aviastroitelei d. 28 A, Irkutsk 664020, Russia; Tax ID No. 3810035487 (Russia); Registration Number 1043801429737 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: IRKUT CORPORATION JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

SHEVCHENKO, Yuriy Valeryevich (Cyrillic: ШЕВЧЕНКО, Юрий Валерийович), Taranrog, Rostov Oblast, Russia; DOB 30 Dec 1966; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: INTERREGIONAL SOCIAL ORGANIZATION UNION OF DONBAS VOLUNTEERS).

SHEVCHENKO, Yuriy Valeryevich (Cyrillic: ШЕВЧЕНКО, Юрий Валерийович; a.k.a. SHEVCHENKO, Yuriy Valeriyovych; a.k.a. SHEVCHENKO, Yurij Valerevich; a.k.a. SHEVCHENKO, Yuriy Valeryevich; a.k.a. SHEVCHENKO, Yurij Valerevich (a.k.a. SHEVCHENKO, Yuriy Valeryevich (Cyrillic: ШЕВЧЕНКО, Юрий Валерийович)), Taranrog, Rostov Oblast, Russia; DOB 30 Dec 1966; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: INTERREGIONAL SOCIAL ORGANIZATION UNION OF DONBAS VOLUNTEERS).

STATE FEDERAL UNITARY ENTERPRISE GROMOV FLIGHT RESEARCH INSTITUTE (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO LETNO-ISISLEDOVATELSKI INSTITUT IMENI M.M. GROMOVA; a.k.a. JSC FLIGHT RESEARCH INSTITUTE N.A. M.M. GROMOV; a.k.a. JSC GROMOV (Cyrillic: АО ЛЕТНО-ИССЛЕДОВАТЕЛЬСКИЙ ИНСТИТУТ ИМ. М.М. ГРОМОВА); a.k.a. PUBLIC COMPANY UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION; a.k.a. PUBLIC COMPANY UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION), ul. Bolshaya Pioneerskaya, d. 1, Moscow 115054, Russia; Tax ID No. 1067759884598 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

TAGANROGSKI AVIATSIONNY NAUCHNO-TEKHNIKESK Kompleks Im. G. M. BERIEVA PAO (a.k.a. PJS C TAGANROG AVIATION SCIENTIFIC-TECHNICAL COMPLEX N.A. G.M. BERIEV (Cyrillic: ПАО ТАГАНРОГСКИЙ АВИАЦИОННЫЙ НАУЧНО-ТЕХНИЧЕСКИЙ КОМПЛЕКС ИМ. Г.М. БЕРИЕВА); a.k.a. PJSC TASTC N.A. G. M. BERIEV; a.k.a. PUBLIC STOCK COMPANY UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION; a.k.a. PUBLIC STOCK COMPANY UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION), ul. Aviastroitelei d 4 korp A, Irkutsk 664002, Russia; Tax ID No. 1043801428065 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: IRKUT CORPORATION JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

STATE FEDERAL UNITARY ENTERPRISE GROMOV FLIGHT RESEARCH INSTITUTE (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO LETNO-ISISLEDOVATELSKI INSTITUT IMENI M.M. GROMOVA; a.k.a. JSC FLIGHT RESEARCH INSTITUTE N.A. M.M. GROMOV; a.k.a. JSC GROMOV (Cyrillic: АО ЛЕТНО-ИССЛЕДОВАТЕЛЬСКИЙ ИНСТИТУТ ИМ. М.М. ГРОМОВА); a.k.a. PUBLIC COMPANY UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION; a.k.a. PUBLIC COMPANY UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION), ul. Bolshaya Pioneerskaya, d. 1, Moscow 115054, Russia; Tax ID No. 1067759884598 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
Rostovskaya Oblast 347923, Russia (Cyrillic: Ростовская область 347923, Россия); Organization Established Date 13 Jul 1994; Target Type State-Owned Enterprise; Tax ID No. 6154028021 (Russia); Registration Number 1026102571065 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

TAGANROG AVIATION SCIENTIFIC-TECHNICAL COMPLEX N.A. G.M. BERIEV (Cyrillic: НАУЧНО-ТЕХНИЧЕСКИЙ КОМПЛЕКС ИМ. Г. М. БЕРИЕВА); a.k.a. PJSC TFW KAMAZ, ul. Aviastroitelei d. 28 A, Irkutsk 664020, Russia; Tax ID No. 3810035487 (Russia); Registration Number 1043801429737 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: IRKUT CORPORATION JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

TUPOLEV JSC (f.k.a. TUPOLEV PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY), 1, Naberezhnaya Akademika Tupoleva, Moscow 105005, Russia; Tax ID No. 7705313252 (Russia); Registration Number 1027739263056 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

TUPOLEV PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY (Cyrillic: ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ТУПОЛЕВ; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY TUTAEV MOTOR PLANT; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY TUTAEV MOTORY ZAVOD; a.k.a. "TMZ PAO"), 1, Builders Street, Tutayev 152 300, Russia; d. 1, ul. Stroitelei Tutave, Tutaevo Raion, Yaroslavskaya Obl. 152303, Russia; Organization Established Date 04 Nov 2002; Tax ID No. 7611000399 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 00233218 (Russia); Registration Number 1027601272082 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: KAMAZ PUBLICLY TRADED COMPANY).

UK KAPO-ZHBS (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY KAPO-ZHILBYTSERVIS; a.k.a. UK KAPO-ZHILBYTSERVIS OOO), ul. Akademika Pavlova d 9, Kazan 420127, Russia; Tax ID No. 1661022862 (Russia); Registration Number 1081690080450 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TUPOLEV PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

UK KAPO-ZHILBYTSERVIS OOO (a.k.a. LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY KAPO-ZHILBYTSERVIS; a.k.a. UK KAPO-ZHILBYTSERVIS OOO), ul. Akademika Pavlova d 9, Kazan 420127, Russia; Tax ID No. 1661022862 (Russia); Registration Number 1081690080450 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024] (Linked To: TUPOLEV PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

UNION OF DONBAS VOLUNTEERS (Cyrillic: ОРГАНИЗАЦИЯ МЕЖРЕГИОНАЛЬНАЯ ОБЩЕСТВЕННАЯ ДОБРОВОЛЬЦЫ ДОНБАССА; a.k.a. MOO SDD (Cyrillic: МОО СДД)), ofis 2, str. 1, d. 7, ul. Fadeyeva, Moscow 125047, Russia; ul. Ulofa Palme, d. 1, podyezd C, Moscow, Russia; Tax ID No. 9710001943 (Russia); Registration Number 1157700015065 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].
UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION (a.k.a. MIG; f.k.a. OJSC UAC (Cyrillic: ОАО UAC); f.k.a. ОТКРЫТОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ОБЕДИНЕНИЯ ВИДАСТРОИТЕЛЬНОЙ КОРПОРАЦИИ; a.k.a. ПАО OAC), a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION [Cyrillic: ПУБЛИЧНОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ОБЪЕДИНЕННАЯ АВИАСТРОИТЕЛЬНАЯ КОРПОРАЦИЯ]; a.k.a. PUBLICHNOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO OBEDEINENNOYA AVIATSIOINETLXAYA KORPORATSIYA; a.k.a. UNITED ENGINE CORP. JSC (Cyrillic: ОАО INVESTIСIИ ИНОСТРАННЫМИ ОТВЕТСТВЕННОСТЬЮ С ОБЩЕСТВО ЗАЛОГ); [RUSSIA-EO14024] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN ELECTRONICS).

"AO IFLK" (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO ILYUSHIN FINANS KO; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY ILYUSHIN FINANCE COMPANY; a.k.a. JSC ILYUSHIN FINANCE COMPANY; a.k.a. OJSC ILYUSHIN FINANCE; a.k.a. "IFC LEASING"; a.k.a. "JSC IFC"), Pr-kt Michurinskii, Olimpiiskaya Derevnya D. 1, Korp. 1, et, 4, Moscow 119602, Russia; Pr-kt Leninskiy d. 43A, office 502, Voronezh 394004, Russia; 1st km of Rublevo-Uspenskoe Shosse, Building 6, Odintsovo, Moscow 143030, Russia; Organization Established Date 10 Mar 1999; Tax ID No. 3663029916 (Russia); Registration Number 103360042332 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

"AO NII SVT" (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO NAUCHNO ISSLEDOVATELSKII INSTITUT SREDSTV VYCHISLITELNOI TEKHNIKI; a.k.a. "NII SVT PAO"), Ul. Melnichnaya D. 31, Kirov 610025, Russia; Tax ID No. 4345309407 (Russia); Registration Number 1114345026784 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN ELECTRONICS).

"AO NIIEI" (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL CARBON PRODUCTS), Per. Gorki D.1, Elektrotrougli 142455, Russia; Organization Established Date 1946; Tax ID No. 5031099373 (Russia); Registration Number 1125031000093 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN ELECTRONICS).

"AO NIIMET" (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SCIENTIFIC AND RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING MATERIALS), Ul. Gagarina, D. 1, Kaluga 248650, Russia; Organization Established Date 22 Nov 1991; Tax ID No. 4026008516 (Russia); Registration Number 1024001177188 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN ELECTRONICS).

"AO ODK" (Cyrillic: "ОДК") (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO OBEDEINENNOYA AVIATSIOINETLXAYA KORPORATSIYA; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY UNITED ENGINE CORPORATION [Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ОБЪЕДИНЕННАЯ ДВИГАТЕЛЕСТРОИТЕЛЬНАЯ КОРПОРАЦИЯ]; a.k.a. UNITED ENGINE CORP. JSC), 16, Budyonny Avenue, Moscow 105118, Russia; Per. Mayakovskogo D. 11, Moscow 109147, Russia; Organization Established Date 22 Nov 2007; Tax ID No. 7731644035 (Russia); Registration Number 1107746081717 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

"AO PLAZMA" (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY PLASMA; a.k.a. JSC PLASMA), Ul. Tsiolkovskogo D. 24, Ryazan 390023, Russia; Organization Established Date 1959; Tax ID No. 6230005886 (Russia); Registration Number 1026201102850 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN ELECTRONICS).

"AO RZMKP" (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO RYAZANSKII ZAVOD METALLOKERAMICHESKIH PLOZBOROV; a.k.a. RYAZAN METAL CERAMICS INSTRUMENTATION PLANT JSC; a.k.a. RYAZAN PLANT OF METAL-CERAMIC DEVICES (Cyrillic: РЯЗАНСКИЙ ЗАВОД МЕТАЛЛОКЕРАМИЧЕСКИХ ПРИБОРОВ)), 518 Novaya St., Ryazan 390027, Russia; Organization Established Date 1964; Tax ID No. 6230006400 (Russia); Registration Number 1026201102377 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN ELECTRONICS).

"AO SKB VT" (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SPETSIALNOE KONSTRUKTORSKOE BYURO VYCHISLITELNOI TEKHNIKI), Ul. Maksima Gorkogo D. 1, Pskov 180007, Russia; Organization Established Date 11 Dec 1991; Tax ID No. 6027075580 (Russia); Registration Number 1036000030893 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN ELECTRONICS).

"AO SKTB RT" (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SPECIAL RELAY SYSTEM DESIGN AND ENGINEERING BUREAU), Ul. Nekhinskaya D. 55, Velikiy Novgorod 173025, Russia; Organization Established Date 20 May 1992; Tax ID No. 5321095589 (Russia); Registration Number 1045300260940 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY RUSSIAN ELECTRONICS).

"AO SPKB SU" (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO SPETSIALNOE PROEKTNO KONSTRUKTORSKOE BYURO SREDSTV UPRAVLENIIA), Per. Vazhanovskii D. 9, Tver 170100, Russia; Organization Established Date 26 Feb 1976; Tax ID No. 6950087667 (Russia); Registration Number 1086952019164 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
FRADKOV, Pyotr Mikhailovich (a.k.a. FRADKOV, Petr; a.k.a. FRADKOV, Petr Mikhailovich (Cyrillic: ФРАДКОВ, Пётр Михайлович); a.k.a. FRAKOV, Pyetr Mikhaylovich; a.k.a. FRADKOV, Pyotr Mikhailovich; a.k.a. FRADKOV, Petr Mikhailovich, 33-1 Prospekt Mira, Apt. 34, Moscow, Russia; DOB 07 Feb 1978; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 530285387 (Russia) issued 31 Oct 2012 expires 12 Jul 2022; National ID No. 45033399117 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024]. -to- FRAKOV, Pyetr Mikhaylovich, 33-1 Prospekt Mira, Apt. 34, Moscow, Russia; DOB 07 Feb 1978; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 530285387 (Russia) issued 31 Oct 2012 expires 12 Jul 2022; National ID No. 4503339117 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024]. -to- MOSCOW JOINT STOCK COMPANY SLAVA WATCH FACTORY, Ul. Verkhnaya d. 34, Str. 1, 2 Et, Pom. 8, Komn. 50, Moscow 125040, Russia; Website www.slava-watch.com; Tax ID No. 7714046028 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700324530 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK). -to- JSC SLAVA, a.k.a. AO SLAVA; a.k.a. MOSCOW JOINT STOCK COMPANY SLAVA SECOND WATCH FACTORY, Ul. Verkhnaya d. 34, Str. 1, 2 Et, Pom. 8, Komn. 50, Moscow 125040, Russia; Tax ID No. 7714046028 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700324530 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION BANK FOR DEVELOPMENT AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS VNESHECONOMBANK).
The following [RUSSIA-EO14065] entries have been added to OFAC's SDN List:

- ANANCHENKO, Oleksandr Yevhenovych (a.k.a. ANANCHENKO, Oleksandr Евгеньевич); a.k.a. ANANCHENKO, Oleksandr Yevhenovych (Cyrillic: Ананченко, Олександр Євгенович), Donetsk, Ukraine; DOB 02 Feb 1966; alt. DOB 1967; POB Selydove, Donetsk Oblast, Ukraine; nationality Ukraine; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14065].
- ANANCHENKO, Oleksandr Yevhenovych (Cyrillic: Ананченко, Олександр Євгенович), Donetsk, Ukraine; DOB 02 Feb 1966; alt. DOB 1967; POB Selydove, Donetsk Oblast, Ukraine; nationality Ukraine; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14065].
- PEREVERZEVA, Tatyana Viktorovna (a.k.a. PEREVERZEVA, Татьяна Викторовна; a.k.a. PEREVERZEVA, Tatiana Viktorovna), Donetsk, Ukraine; DOB 20 Jun 1964; POB Donetsk, Ukraine; nationality Ukraine; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14065].

- ANTONOV, Volodymyr Nikolaevich (Cyrillic: Антонов, Владимир Николаевич; a.k.a. ANTONOV, Volodymyr Mykolayovych (Cyrillic: Антонов, Володимир Ніколаївич)), Donetsk, Ukraine; DOB 24 Dec 1979; nationality Ukraine; alt. nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14065].
- ANTONOV, Volodymyr Nikolaevich (Cyrillic: Антонов, Владимир Николаевич; a.k.a. ANTONOV, Volodymyr Миколайович), Donetsk, Ukraine; DOB 24 Dec 1979; nationality Ukraine; alt. nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14065].

- EŻHIKOV, Vladimir Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: ЕЖИКОВ, Владимир Владимирович), Donetsk, Ukraine; DOB 20 Jun 1987; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14065].
- EŻHIKOV, Vladimir Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: ЕЖИКОВ, Владимир Владимирович), Donetsk, Ukraine; DOB 20 Jun 1987; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14065].
Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1117746521452; Tax ID No. 7718852163; Government Gazette Number 56467052; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives [SYRIA] [UKRAINE-EO13662] (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION ROSTEC). -to-

ROSOBORONEKSPORT OJSC (a.k.a. ROSOBORONEKSPORT OAO; a.k.a. RUSSIAN DEFENSE EXPORT ROSOBORONEXPORT), 27 Stromynka Ul., Moscow 107076, Russia; Website www.roe.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1117746521452 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7718852163 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 56467052 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives [SYRIA] [UKRAINE-EO13662] (RUSSIA-EO14024) (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION ROSTEC). ROSOBORONEXPORT JSC (a.k.a. OJSC ROSOBORONEKSPORT; a.k.a. ROSOBORONEKSPORT OJSC; a.k.a. RUSSIAN DEFENSE EXPORT ROSOBORONEXPORT), 27 Stromynka ul., Moscow 107076, Russia; Website www.roe.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1117746521452 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7718852163 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 56467052 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives [SYRIA] [UKRAINE-EO13662] (RUSSIA-EO14024) (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION ROSTEC). ROSOBORONEKSPORT OJSC (a.k.a. RUSSIAN DEFENSE EXPORT ROSOBORONEXPORT), 27 Stromynka Ul., Moscow 107076, Russia; Website www.roe.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1117746521452 (Russia); Tax ID No. 7718852163 (Russia); Government Gazette Number 56467052 (Russia); For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives [SYRIA] [UKRAINE-EO13662] (RUSSIA-EO14024) (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION ROSTEC). ROSOBORONEXPORT JSC, 27 Stromynka ul., Moscow 107076, Russia; Website www.roe.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1117746521452; Tax ID No. 7718852163; Government Gazette Number 56467052; For more information on directives, please visit the following link: http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx# directives [SYRIA] [UKRAINE-EO13662] (RUSSIA-EO14024) (Linked To: STATE CORPORATION ROSTEC). -to-

RUSSIAN DEFENSE EXPORT ROSOBORONEXPORT (a.k.a. OJSC ROSOBORONEXPORT; a.k.a. ROSOBORONEKSPORT OJSC; a.k.a. ROSOBORONEXPORT JSC; a.k.a. RUSSIAN DEFENSE EXPORT ROSOBORONEXPORT), 27 Stromynka ul., Moscow 107076, Russia; Website www.roe.ru; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 3; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Registration ID 1117746521452;
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Kuznetskiy Most, Dom 22, Moscow 107031, Russia; Lubyanskaya Ploschad, Dom 2, Moscow 107031, Russia; 1/3 Bolshaya Lubyanka St, Moscow 107031, Russia; Organization Established Date 1994; Target Type Government Entity [RUSSIA-EO14024].

64TH SEPARATE MOTORIZED RIFLE BRIGADE (a.k.a. 64TH GUARDS DETACHED MOTOR RIFLE BRIGADE; a.k.a. 64TH SEPARATE GUARDS MOTORIZED RIFLE BRIGADE; a.k.a. 64TH SEPARATE MOTORIZED INFANTRY BRIGADE), Knyaze-Volkonskoye, Khabarovsk Oblast, Russia; Organization Established Date 01 Jan 2009; Target Type Government Entity [RUSSIA-EO14024].

64TH GUARDS AIRBORNE ASSAULT CHERNIGOV RED BANNER ORDER OF SUVOVO DIVISION (a.k.a. 76TH GUARDS AIRBORNE ASSAULT DIVISION), Pskov, Russia; Organization Established Date 01 Sep 1939; Target Type Government Entity [RUSSIA-EO14024].

76TH GUARDS AIRBORNE ASSAULT DIVISION (a.k.a. 76TH GUARDS AIRBORNE ASSAULT CHERNIGOV RED BANNER ORDER OF SUVOVO DIVISION), Pskov, Russia; Organization Established Date 01 Sep 1939; Target Type Government Entity [RUSSIA-EO14024].

234TH GUARDS AIR ASSAULT REGIMENT (a.k.a. 234TH GUARDS AIRBORNE ASSAULT REGIMENT; a.k.a. 234TH GUARDS BLACK SEA ORDER OF KUTUZOV NAMED AFTER ALEXANDER NEVSKY AIR ASSAULT REGIMENT; a.k.a. MILITARY UNIT 74268), Pskov, Russia; Target Type Government Entity [RUSSIA-EO14024].

234TH GUARDS AIRBORNE ASSAULT REGIMENT (a.k.a. 234TH GUARDS AIR ASSAULT REGIMENT; a.k.a. 234TH GUARDS BLACK SEA ORDER OF KUTUZOV NAMED AFTER ALEXANDER NEVSKY AIR ASSAULT REGIMENT; a.k.a. MILITARY UNIT 74268), Pskov, Russia; Target Type Government Entity [RUSSIA-EO14024].

234TH GUARDS BLACK SEA ORDER OF KUTUZOV NAMED AFTER ALEXANDER NEVSKY AIR ASSAULT REGIMENT (a.k.a. 234TH GUARDS AIRBORNE ASSAULT REGIMENT; a.k.a. 234TH GUARDS BLACK SEA ORDER OF KUTUZOV NAMED AFTER ALEXANDER NEVSKY AIR ASSAULT REGIMENT; a.k.a. MILITARY UNIT 74268), Pskov, Russia; Target Type Government Entity [RUSSIA-EO14024].

AKTIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO KHABAROVSKIY RADIOTEKHNIChESKIY ZAVOD (a.k.a. KHRTZ PAO; a.k.a. OAO KHRTZ; a.k.a. OJSC Khabarovsk Radio
ARTYAKOV, Vladimir Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: АРТЯКОВ, Владимир Владимирович); Dmitriy Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: АРТЯКОВ, Дмитрий Владимирович), A 148 3 Chobotovskaya Street, Moscow 119634, Russia; DOB 14 Mar 1983; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 511528697 (Russia); Tax ID No. 4632071042 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ARTYAKOV, Dmitriy Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: АРТЯКОВ, Дмитрий Владимирович), A 148 3 Chobotovskaya Street, Moscow 119634, Russia; DOB 30 Jul 1959; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 511528697 (Russia); Tax ID No. 626823752 (Russia); National ID No. 4506783344 (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: ARTYAKOV, Vladimir Vladimirovich).

ARTYAKOV, Vladimir Vladimirovich (Cyrillic: АРТЯКОВ, Владимир Владимирович) (a.k.a. ARTJAKOV, Vladimir Vladimirovich), 3 Chobotovskaya Apt. 148, Moscow 119634, Russia; DOB 30 Jul 1959; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 511528697 (Russia); Tax ID No. 773202974213 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

AVITAkHz MATOMATICA NAMED AFTER V. TARASOV JSC (a.k.a. LLC EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN OFFICE AVIAAUTOMATIKA), Zapolnaya st., 47, Kursk 305040, Russia; Organization Established Date 16 Oct 2006; Tax ID No. 4632071042 (Russia); Registration Number 1064632050152 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

AVITEK VYTASKEO MACHINE BUILDING ENTERPRISE JSC (a.k.a. AO VMP AVITEK; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY VYATSKOE MASHINOSTROITSENOYE PREDPRIYATIYE AVITEK; a.k.a. JSC VMP AVITEK; a.k.a. JSC VMP AVITEK; a.k.a. VYATKA MACHINE PLANT AVITEK JSC), 1A Prospekt Oktyabrski, Kirov, Kirov Oblast 610047, Russia; Tax ID No. 4345047310 (Russia); Registration Number 1024301320977 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

BORISOVA, Natalya Vladimirovna (Cyrillic: БОРИСОВА, Наталья Владимировна), Moscow, Russia; DOB 19 Aug 1968; POB Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

BROVKO, Vasly Yurevich (Cyrillic: БРОВКО, Василий Юрьевич); a.k.a. BROVKO, Vasily Yurevich (Cyrillic: БРОВКО, Василий Юрьевич), 5920 Oktyabrskaya, II Nskiy, Moscow Region 140121, Russia; DOB 06 Feb 1987; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 514408357 (Russia); National ID No. 4611717881 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

BROVKO, Vasily Yurevich (Cyrillic: БРОВКО, Василий Юрьевич) (a.k.a. BROVKO, Vasily Yurevich; a.k.a. BROVKO, Vasily Yurevich), 5920 Oktyabrskaya, II Nskiy, Moscow Region 140121, Russia; DOB 06 Feb 1987; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 514408357 (Russia); National ID No. 4611717881 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

BROVKO, Vasily Yurevich (Cyrillic: БРОВКО, Василий Юрьевич) (a.k.a. BROVKO, Vasily Yurevich; a.k.a. BROVKO, Vasily Yurevich), 5920 Oktyabrskaya, II Nskiy, Moscow Region 140121, Russia; DOB 06 Feb 1987; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 514408357 (Russia); National ID No. 4611717881 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

CENTER FOR SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL SERVICES DINAMIKA (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY CENTER OF RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY SERVICES DINAMIKA), Shkolnaya st., 9/18, Zhukovsky, Moscow Region 140184, Russia; Organization Established Date 17 May 1995; Tax ID No. 5013026936 (Russia); Registration Number 1025001624636 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

CLOSED JOINT-STOCK COMPANY SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE TOPAZ (a.k.a. AO NPP TOPAZ; a.k.a. JOINT-STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE TOPAZ), Mytishchinskaya Str., Moscow 129626, Russia; Organization Established Date 24 Jul 1997; Tax ID No. 5008011331 (Russia); Registration Number 1035001851125 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

CONCERN KEMZ OJSC (a.k.a. KIZLYAR ELECTRO-MECHANICAL PLANT; a.k.a. KIZLYAR ELECTROMECHANICAL PLANT JSC; a.k.a. OJSC KONTSERN KIZLYARSKY ELEKTROMEKHANICHESKY FACTORY), Kutuzov st. 1, Kizylar, Dagestan Rep., Russia; Tax ID No. 547003781 (Russia); Registration Number 1020502308507 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

DANILCHENKO, Galina Viktorovna (a.k.a. DANILCHENKO, Haylina; a.k.a. DANILCHENKO, Galina Viktorovna (Cyrillic: ДАНИЛЬЧЕНКО, Галина Вікторівна); a.k.a. DANILCHENKO, Galina Viktorovna (Cyrillic: ДАНИЛЬЧЕНКО, Галина Вікторовна); a.k.a. DANILCHENKO, Galina Viktorovna), Melitopol, Ukraine; DO 05 Jul 1964; POB Orlov, Melitopol, Ukraine; nationality Ukraine; Gender Female; Tax ID No. 2356204721 (Ukraine) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

DANYLCHENKO, Haylina (a.k.a. DANYLCHENKO, Galina Viktorovna; a.k.a. DANYLCHENKO, Galina Viktorovna (Cyrillic: ДАНИЛЬЧЕНКО, Галина Вікторівна); a.k.a. DANYLCHENKO, Galina Viktorovna (Cyrillic: ДАНИЛЬЧЕНКО, Галина Вікторовна)), Melitopol, Ukraine; DOB 05 Jul 1964; POB Orlov, Melitopol, Ukraine; nationality Ukraine; Gender Female; Tax ID No. 2356204721 (Ukraine) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

EGEREVA, Tatjana Borisovna (Cyrillic: ЕГЕРЕВА, Татьяна Борисовна) (f.k.a. KIRYANOVA, Tatjana Borisovna (Cyrillic: КИРЬЯНОВА, Татьяна Борисовна)); Str. Profsoyuznaya 136-1-200, Moscow 117321, Russia; DOB 20 Apr 1966; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Ukraine; Gender Female; Tax ID No. 2356204721 (Ukraine) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KIZLYAR ELECTROMECHANICAL PLANT JSC; a.k.a. OJSC KONTSERN KIZLYARSKY ELEKTROMEKHANICHESKY FACTORY), Kutuzov st. 1, Kizylar, Dagestan Rep., Russia; Tax ID No. 547003781 (Russia); Registration Number 1020502308507 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

ENGINEERING DESIGN BUREAU FAKEL (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY MACHINE-BUILDING ENGINEERING OFFICE FAKEL NAMED AFTER AKADEMIKA P. D. GRUSHINA; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY MKB FAKEL; a.k.a. JSC EBD FAKEL), 33 Akademika Grushina st., Khimki, Moscow Region 141401, Russia; DOB 20 Apr 1966; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Passport 714842540 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: KIRYANOVA, Victor Nikolayevich).

KIRYANOVA, Tatjana Borisovna (Cyrillic: КИРЬЯНОВА, Татьяна Борисовна); Str. Profsoyuznaya 136-1-200, Moscow 117321, Russia; DOB 20 Apr 1966; POB Moscow, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Passport 714842540 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: KIRYANOVA, Victor Nikolayevich).
Established Date 14 Dec 2010; Tax ID No. 7715842760 (Russia); Registration Number 5107746017033 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY INSTITUTE FOR SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH POLYUS NAMED AFTER M. F. STELMAKH; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH INSTITUTE POLYUS OF M.F. STELMAKH; a.k.a. NAUCHNO-ISSLEDOVATELSKIY INSTITUT POLYUS IMENI M. F. STELMAKH; a.k.a. NII POLYUS; a.k.a. NII POLYUS IMENI M. F. STELMAKH; a.k.a. POLYUS INSTITUTE), Building 1, 3 Vvedenskogo St., Moscow 117342, Russia; Organization Established Date 21 Aug 2012; Tax ID No. 7728816598 (Russia); Registration Number 1127746646510 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY KALUZHSKY NAUCHNO ISSLEDOVATELSKY RADIOTEKHNICHESKY HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTION (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY KNIRTI; a.k.a. KALUGA RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERING JSC), Lenina st., 2, Zhukov, Kaluga Region 249192, Russia; Organization Established Date 28 Jun 2012; Tax ID No. 4007017378 (Russia); Registration Number 1124011001058 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY MARI MACHINE BUILDING PLANT (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO MARIYSKII MASHINOSTROITELNYI ZAVOD; a.k.a. JSC MARI MACHINE BUILDING PLANT; a.k.a. MARI MACHINE BUILDING PLANT JSC; a.k.a. MARI MMZ; a.k.a. MARIYSKII MACHINE-BUILDING PLANT OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. OAO MARYSKY MASHINOSTROITELNYY ZAVOD; a.k.a. OETKRYTOYE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHESTVO MARYSKY MASHINOSTROITELNYY ZAVOD; a.k.a. "OAO MMZ"); 15, Ul Suvorova 3, Yoshkar-Ola, Mary-EL 424003, Russia; Tax ID No. 1200001885 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY MKB FAKEL (a.k.a. ENGINEERING DESIGN BUREAU FAKEL; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY MACHINE-BUILDING ENGINEERING OFFICE FAKEL NAMED AFTER AKADEMIKA P. D. GRUSHINA; a.k.a. JSC EBD FAKEL), 33 Akademika Grushina st., Khimki, Moscow Region 141401, Russia; Organization Established Date 18 Oct 2002; Tax ID No. 5047051923 (Russia); Registration Number 1025006173664 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY MOSKOVSKII MASHINOSTROITELNYI ZAVOD AVANGARD (a.k.a. JSC MOSCOW MACHINERY BUILDING PLANT AVANGARD; a.k.a. OAO MMZ AVANGARD; a.k.a. OJSC MOSCOW MACHINERY BUILDING PLANT AVANGARD; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY MOSCOW MACHINERY BUILDING PLANT AVANGARD), Ul. Klyry Tsetkin 33, Moscow 125130, Russia; Tax ID No. 7743065177 (Russia); Registration Number 1027743012890 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY NORTH WESTERN REGIONAL CENTER OF ALMAZ ANTEY CONCERN OBUKHOVSKY PLANT (a.k.a. JSC GOZ OBUKHOV PLANT; a.k.a. JSC OBUKHOVSKY PLANT NORTHWEST REGIONAL CENTER OF ALMAZ ANTEY CORPORATION; a.k.a. JSC SOP OBUKHOVSKY PLANT), Obukhovsky Defense Ave., 120, Saint Petersburg 190012, Russia; Organization Established Date 17 Nov 2003; Tax ID No. 7811144648 (Russia); Registration Number 1037825058732 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY OBINSK RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE TECHNOLOGIYA NAMED AFTER A. G. ROMASHIN (a.k.a. JSC OBINSKOE NPP TEKHNOLOGIYA IM. A.G.ROMASHINA; a.k.a. JSC ORPE TECHNOLOGIYA NAMED AFTER A. G. ROMASHIN), 15 Kievskoye Shosse, Obninsk, Kaluga Region 249031, Russia; Organization Established Date 14 Dec 2011; Tax ID No. 4025431260 (Russia); Registration Number 1114025006160 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY OBUKHOVSKY FACTORY (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY NORTH WESTERN REGIONAL CENTER OF ALMAZ ANTEY CONCERN OBUKHOVSKY PLANT; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY NORTHWEST REGIONAL CENTER CONCERN PROVINC OF EAST KAZAKHSTAN ALMAZ-ANTEY OBUKHOVSKY FACTORY; a.k.a. JSC GOZ OBUKHOV PLANT; a.k.a. JSC OBUKHOVSKY PLANT NORTHWEST REGIONAL CENTER OF ALMAZ ANTEY CORPORATION; a.k.a. JSC SOP OBUKHOVSKY PLANT), Obukhovsky Defense Ave., 120, Saint Petersburg 190012, Russia; Organization Established Date 17 Nov 2003; Tax ID No. 7811144648 (Russia); Registration Number 1037825058732 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY OBNINSKOYE NPP TEKHNOLOGIYA NAMED AFTER A. G. ROMASHIN (a.k.a. JSC OBINSKOE NPP TEKHNOLOGIYA IM. A.G.ROMASHINA; a.k.a. JSC ORPE TECHNOLOGIYA NAMED AFTER A. G. ROMASHIN), 15 Kievskoye Shosse, Obninsk, Kaluga Region 249031, Russia; Organization Established Date 14 Dec 2011; Tax ID No. 4025431260 (Russia); Registration Number 1114025006160 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY OBUKHOVSKY FACTORY (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY NORTH WESTERN REGIONAL CENTER OF ALMAZ ANTEY CONCERN OBUKHOVSKY PLANT; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY NORTHWEST REGIONAL CENTER CONCERN PROVINC OF EAST KAZAKHSTAN ALMAZ-ANTEY OBUKHOVSKY FACTORY; a.k.a. JSC GOZ OBUKHOV PLANT; a.k.a. JSC OBUKHOVSKY PLANT NORTHWEST REGIONAL CENTER OF ALMAZ ANTEY CORPORATION; a.k.a. JSC SOP OBUKHOVSKY PLANT), Obukhovsky Defense Ave., 120, Saint Petersburg 190012, Russia; Organization Established Date 17 Nov 2003; Tax ID No. 7811144648 (Russia); Registration Number 1037825058732 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY PERMSKIY ZAVOD MASHINOSTROITEL; a.k.a. AO PERMSKIY ZAVOD MASHINOSTROITEL; a.k.a. JSC PERM PLANT MASHINOSTROITEL; a.k.a. JSC PERMYSKII ZAVOD MASHINOSTROITEL; a.k.a. OAO MMZ); 15, Ul Suvorova 3, Yoshkar-Ola, Mary-EL 424003, Russia; Tax ID No. 7715842760 (Russia); Registration Number 1114025006160 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
a.k.a. RAMENSKOYE INSTRUMENT BUILDING PLANT (Cyrillic: РАМЕНСКИЙ ПРИБОРОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД); a.k.a. RAMENSKY INSTRUMENT DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. RAMENSKY INSTRUMENT ENGINEERING PLANT; a.k.a. RAMENSKY INSTRUMENT PLANT; a.k.a. RAMENSKY INSTRUMENT-MAKING DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. RAMENSKY PRIBOROSTROITELNOYE KONSTRUKTORSKOE BYURO; a.k.a. RAMENSKY INSTRUMENT-MAKING FACTORY; a.k.a. "RPKB"), Mikhailevicha st., 39, bldg. 20, 2/124, Ramenskoye, Moscow Region 140100, Russia; Organization Established Date 02 Jul 2001; Tax ID No. 5040001426 (Russia); Registration Number 1025006173669 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY RAMENSKY PRIBOROSTROITELNYE FACTORY (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RAMENSKY INSTRUMENT ENGINEERING PLANT (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО РАМЕНСКИЙ ПРИБОРОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД); a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RPZ, a.k.a. RAMENSKY PRIBOROSTROITELNY ZAVOD; a.k.a. RAMENSKOYE INSTRUMENT BUILDING PLANT (Cyrillic: РАМЕНСКИЙ ПРИБОРОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД); a.k.a. RAMENSKY INSTRUMENT-MAKING DESIGN BUREAU; a.k.a. RAMENSKY PRIBOROSTROITELNOYE KONSTRUKTORSKOE BYURO; a.k.a. RAMENSKY PRIBOROSTROITELNOY FACTORY; a.k.a. "RPKB"), Mikhailevicha st., 39, bldg. 20, 2/124, Ramenskoye, Moscow Region 140100, Russia; Organization Established Date 02 Jul 2001; Tax ID No. 5040001426 (Russia); Registration Number 1025006173669 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

JOINT STOCK COMPANY VYATSKOE INSTRUMENT ENGINEERING PLANT (Cyrillic: ГОСУДАРСТВЕННОЕ АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО ВЯТСКОЕ ПРИБОРОСТРОИТЕЛЬНОЕ ПРЕДПРИЯТИЕ) (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY VSEROSSIYSKY INSTITUTE OF HEAT TECHNOLOGY; a.k.a. "VNIIRT"), 22 Bolshaya Pochtovaya st., Moscow 105082, Russia; Organization Established Date 06 Nov 2020; Tax ID No. 7701315700 (Russia); Registration Number 1027701015352 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

JSC CORPORATION MIHT (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY CORPORATION MOSCOW INSTITUTE OF HEAT TECHNOLOGY (Cyrillic: АКЦИОНЕРНОЕ ОБЩЕСТВО КОРПОРАЦИЯ МОСКОВСКИЙ ИНСТИТУТ ТЕПЛОТЕХНИКИ); a.k.a. JSC CORPORATION MOSCOW INSTITUTE OF THERMAL TECHNOLOGY; a.k.a. MOSCOW INSTITUTE OF THERMAL TECHNOLOGY; a.k.a. "VNIIRT"), 22 Bolshaya Pochtovaya st., Moscow 105082, Russia; Organization Established Date 06 Sep 1993; Tax ID No. 5243001742 (Russia); Registration Number 1025201334850 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
JSC MOSCOW MACHINERY BUILDING PLANT AVANGARD (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY MOSKOVSKII MASHINOSTROITELNIY ZAVOD AVANGARD; a.k.a. OAO MMZ AVANGARD; a.k.a. OJSC MOSCOW MACHINERY BUILDING PLANT AVANGARD; a.k.a. OPEN JOIN STOCK COMPANY MOSCOW MACHINERY BUILDING PLANT AVANGARD), Ul. Klary Tsetkin 33, Moscow 125130, Russia; Tax ID No. 7743065177 (Russia); Registration Number 1027743012890 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JSC OBNIKSOYKE NPP TEKNOLOGIYA IM. A.G.ROMASHINA (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY OBNIKSOYKE RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE TECHNOLOGIYA NAMED AFTER A. G. ROMASHIN; a.k.a. JSC ORPE TECHNOLOGIYA NAMED AFTER A. G. ROMASHIN), 15 Kieskoye Shosse, Obninsk, Kaluga Region 249031, Russia; Organization Established Date 14 Dec 2011; Tax ID No. 1027743012890 (Russia); Registration Number 1114025006160 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JSC OBUKHOV PLANT (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY NORTH WESTERN REGIONAL CENTER CONCERN OBUKHOVSKY PLANT; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY OBUKHOVSKY FACTORY; a.k.a. JSC OBUKHOVSKY PLANT NORTHWEST REGIONAL CENTER OF ALMAZ ANTEY CONCERN OBUKHOVSKY PLANT CORPORATION; a.k.a. JSC SOP OBUKHOVSKY PLANT; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY OBUKHOVSKY FACTORY; a.k.a. JSC OBUKHOVSKY PLANT NORTHWEST REGIONAL CENTER OF ALMAZ ANTEY CONCERN OBUKHOVSKY PLANT CORPORATION), Ul. Klary Tsetkin 33, Moscow 125130, Russia; Tax ID No. 7743065177 (Russia); Registration Number 1027743012890 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JSC MAC VYMPEL (a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY VYMPEL INTERSTATE CORPORATION; a.k.a. VYMPEL INTERSTATE COMMERCIAL CORPORATION; a.k.a. VYMPEL MAK PAO DEFENSE CORPORATION; a.k.a. "VYMPEL"), 10, BLD. 1 Geroyev Panfilovtsev, Moscow 125480, Russia; Organization Established Date 29 Sep 1992; Tax ID No. 7714041693 (Russia); Registration Number 1027703041855 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JSC MARI MACHINE BUILDING PLANT (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO MARYJSKII MASHINOSTROITELNYI ZAVOD; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY MARI MACHINE BUILDING PLANT; a.k.a. MARI MACHINE BUILDING PLANT JSC; a.k.a. MARI MMZ; a.k.a. MARYJSKII MACHINE-BUILDING PLANT OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. OAO MARYJSKII MASHINOSTROITELNYI ZAVOD; a.k.a. OTKRITYOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO MARYJSKII MASHINOSTROITELNYI ZAVOD; a.k.a. "OAO MMZ"), 15, UL Suvorova 3, Yoshkar-Ola, Mary-EL 424003, Russia; Tax ID No. 1200001885 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JSC MOSCOW MACHINERY BUILDING PLANT AVANGARD (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY MOSKOVSKII MASHINOSTROITELNIY ZAVOD AVANGARD; a.k.a. OAO MMZ AVANGARD; a.k.a. OJSC MOSCOW MACHINERY BUILDING PLANT AVANGARD; a.k.a. OPEN JOIN STOCK COMPANY MOSCOW MACHINERY BUILDING PLANT AVANGARD), Ul. Klary Tsetkin 33, Moscow 125130, Russia; Tax ID No. 7743065177 (Russia); Registration Number 1027743012890 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JSC PA UOMP (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION URAL OPTICAL AND MECHANICAL PLANT NAMED AFTER E. S. YALAMOV; a.k.a. URAL OPTICAL AND MECHANICAL PLANT; a.k.a. URALS OPTICAL MECHANICAL PLANT; a.k.a. "UOMP"), 33B Vostochnaya St., Ekaterinburg 620100, Russia; Organization Established Date 26 May 2010; Tax ID No. 6672315362 (Russia); Registration Number 1106672007738 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JSC PERN PLANT MASHINOSTROITEL (a.k.a. AO PERMSKIY ZAVOD MASHINOSTROITEL; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY PERMSKIY ZAVOD MASHINOSTROITEL; a.k.a. JSC PERMSKIY MASHINOSTROITEL PERN FACTORY JSC), 57 Novozyazynskaya Street, Perm 614014, Russia; Organization Established Date 29 Jun 2007; Tax ID No. 5906075029 (Russia); Registration Number 1075906004217 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JSC PERMSKIY MASHINOSTROITEL (a.k.a. AO PERMSKIY ZAVOD MASHINOSTROITEL; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY PERMSKIY ZAVOD MASHINOSTROITEL; a.k.a. JSC PERMSKIY ZAVOD MASHINOSTROITEL), 15 Kievskoye Shosse, Obninsk, Kaluga Region 249031, Russia; Organization Established Date 14 Dec 2011; Tax ID No. 4025431260 (Russia); Registration Number 1114025006160 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JSC PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION STRELA (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION STRELA; a.k.a. PROIZVODSTVENNOYE OBYEDINENIYE STRELA; a.k.a. JSC PROIZVODSTVENNOYE OBYEDINENIYE STRELA; a.k.a. STRELA PA), 26, Shevchenko str., Orenburg 460005, Russia; Organization Established Date 27 Dec 2006; Tax ID No. 5690601432 (Russia); Registration Number 106658011638 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JSC PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION STRELA (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION STRELA), 26, Shevchenko str., Orenburg 460005, Russia; Organization Established Date 27 Dec 2006; Tax ID No. 5690601432 (Russia); Registration Number 106658011638 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].
JSC PROIZVODSTVENNOYE OBYEDINENIYE ISTOK NAMED AFTER SHOKIN (a.k.a. JSC RADIOPRIBOR (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK PRODUCTION CORPORATION ISTOK), 2A Vokzalnaya Str., Fryazino, Moscow Region 141190, Russia; Organization Established Date 31 Dec 2013; Tax ID No. 5050108496 (Russia); Registration Number 1135050007400 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JSC PROIZVODSTVENNOYE OBYEDINENIYE ISTOK NAMED AFTER SHOKIN; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH & PRODUCTION CORPORATION ISTOK NAMED AFTER AI SHOKIN; a.k.a. RESEARCH & PRODUCTION CORPORATION ISTOK NAMED AFTER A.I. SHOKIN; a.k.a. RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CORPORATION ISTOK), 2A Vokzalnaya Str., Fryazino, Moscow Region 141190, Russia; Organization Established Date 31 Dec 2013; Tax ID No. 5050108496 (Russia); Registration Number 1135050007400 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JSC RPE ALMAZ (a.k.a. AO NPP ALMAZ; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE ALMAZ; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ENTERPRISE ALMAZ; a.k.a. SCIENTIFIC MANUFACTURING ENTERPRISE ALMAZ), Panfilova st., 1, Saratov 410033, Russia; Organization Established Date 30 Dec 2011; Tax ID No. 6453119615 (Russia); Registration Number 1116453009155 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JSC RADIOPRIBOR (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RADIOPRIBOR; a.k.a. OAO RADIOPRIBOR; a.k.a. OKTROIYOKE AKTSIONERNOYE OBSHCHESTVO RADIOPRIBOR; a.k.a. RADIOPRIBOR AO), Kazan, Republic of Tatarstan 420021, Russia; Tax ID No. 1659034109 (Russia); Registration Number 1021603465850 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JSC RAMENSKOYE Priborostroitelnoye Konstruktorskoye Byuro (a.k.a. RAMENSKOYE DESIGN COMPANY JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. "JSC RDC"), Gurleva Str., 2, Ramenskoye, Moscow Region 140103, Russia; Tax ID No. 5040007594 (Russia); Registration Number 1025005118830 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JSC RPC ISTOK NAMED AFTER SHOKIN (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOYE OBSHCHESTVO NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNOYE PREDPRIYATIYE ISTOK IMENI A. I. SHOKINA; a.k.a. AO NPP ISTOK IM. SHOKINA; a.k.a. ISTOK RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CORPORATION NAMED AFTER SHOKIN JSC; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CORPORATION ISTOK NAMED AFTER AI SHOKIN; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH & PRODUCTION CORPORATION ISTOK NAMED AFTER AI SHOKIN; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY ISTOK NAMED AFTER AI SHOKIN; a.k.a. JSC GOZ OBUKHOV PLANT; a.k.a. JSC OBUKHOVSKIY PLANT NORTHWEST REGIONAL CENTER OF ALMAZ ANTEY CORPORATION), Obukhovsky Defense Ave., 120, Saint Petersburg 190012, Russia; Organization Established Date 17 Nov 2003; Tax ID No. 7811144468 (Russia); Registration Number 1037825058732 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JSC RAMENSKOYE Priborostroitelnoye Konstruktorskoye Byuro (a.k.a. RAMENSKOYE DESIGN COMPANY JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. "JSC RDC"), Gurleva Str., 2, Ramenskoye, Moscow Region 140103, Russia; Tax ID No. 5040007594 (Russia); Registration Number 1025005118830 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JSC START SCIENTIFIC AND PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE NAMED AFTER A. YASKIN; a.k.a. AO NAUCHNO-PROIZVODSTVENNOYE PREDPRIYATIE START IM. A.I. YASKINA; a.k.a. NPP START IM. A. I. YASKINA AO; a.k.a. OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY START SCIENTIFIC AND PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE NAMED AFTER A. YASKIN), 24 Pribaltiyskaya Str., Yekaterinburg, Sverdlovsk 620007, Russia; Tax ID No. 6662054224 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JSC STATE SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH INSTITUTE KRISTALL; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY STATE SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH INSTITUTE KRISTALL; a.k.a. JSC GOSNII KRISTALL; a.k.a. OAO GOSNII KRISTALL; a.k.a. OJSC KRISTALL STATE RESEARCH INSTITUTE), UL. Zelenaya D. 6, Dzerzhinsk, Nizhni Novgorod Region 606007, Russia; Organization Established Date 28 Dec 1991; Tax ID No. 5249116549 (Russia); Registration Number 111524900931 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JSC TURBINA SDB (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY SPECIAL DESIGN BUREAU TURBINA; a.k.a. OAO SKB TURBINA), 2B Lenin Avenue, Chelyabinsk 454007, Russia; Tax ID No. 74522033815 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

JSC VMP AVITEK (a.k.a. AO VMP AVITEK; a.k.a. AVITEK VATSKOE MACHINE BUILDING ENTERPRISE JSC; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY VATSKOE MASHINOSTROITELNOYE PREDPRIYATIYE AVITEK), 1A Prospekt Oktyabrskiy, Kirov, Kirov Oblast 610047, Russia; Tax ID No. 43540074310 (Russia); Registration Number 1024301320977 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].
KIRYANOVA, Viktor Nikolaevich (Cyrillic: КИРЬЯНОВ, Виктор Николаевич) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KIRYANOVA, Tatiana Borisovna (Cyrillic: КИРЬЯНОВА, Татьяна Борисовна) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KIRYANOVA, Vasily Yuryevich (Cyrillic: КИРЬЯНОВ, Василий Юриевич) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KONDRAKHINA, Melania Andreyevna (Cyrillic: КОНДРАХИН, Мелания Андреевна) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KOPTEV, Yuri Nikolaevich (Cyrillic: КОПТЕВ, Юрий Николаевич) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KRYLOV STATE CENTER (Cyrillic: КРЫЛОВСКИЙ ГОСУДАРСТВЕННЫЙ НАУЧНЫЙ ЦЕНТР) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KRYLOV STATE CENTER (Cyrillic: КРЫЛОВСКИЙ ГОСУДАРСТВЕННЫЙ НАУЧНЫЙ ЦЕНТР) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

KRYLOV STATE CENTER (Cyrillic: КРЫЛОВСКИЙ ГОСУДАРСТВЕННЫЙ НАУЧНЫЙ ЦЕНТР) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
The text in the image is a list of names and addresses, possibly for contact or legal purposes. Here is a structured representation of the information:

**RAMENSKOYE INSTRUMENT DESIGN PLANT** (Cyrillic: РАМЕНСКИЙ ПРИБОРОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RAMENSKY INSTRUMENT ENGINEERING PLANT; a.k.a. RAMENSKY INSTRUMENT BUILDING)
- Registration Number 1025005116839 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

**RAMENSKOYE INSTRUMENT ENGINEERING PLANT** (Cyrillic: РАМЕНСКИЙ ПРИБОРОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RAMENSKY INSTRUMENT ENGINEERING PLANT; a.k.a. RAMENSKOYE INSTRUMENT BUILDING)
- Registration Number 1025005116839 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

**RAMENSKY INSTRUMENT-MAKING FACTORY** (Cyrillic: РАМЕНСКИЙ ПРИБОРОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RPZ; a.k.a. RAMENSKOVSKY INSTRUMENT ENGINEERING PLANT; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RPZ)
- Registration Number 1025005116839 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].

**RAMENSKHOY INSTRUMENT-MAKING DESIGN BUREAU** (Cyrillic: РАМЕНСКОЙ ПРИБОРОСТРОИТЕЛЬНЫЙ ЗАВОД)
- Registration Number 1025005116839 (Russia) [RUSSIA-E014024].
RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CORPORATION NAMED AFTER SHOKIN JSC; a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CORPORATION ISTOK NAMED AFTER AI SHOKIN; a.k.a. JSC RPC ISTOK NAMED AFTER SHOKIN; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH & PRODUCTION CORPORATION ISTOK NAMED AFTER AI SHOKIN; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY RESEARCH & PRODUCTION CORPORATION ISTOK NAMED AFTER AI SHOKIN; a.k.a. RESEARCH & PRODUCTION CORPORATION ISTOK NAMED AFTER AI SHOKIN; a.k.a. AO NPP ISTOK IM.

SHOKINA; a.k.a. ISTOK RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION CORPORATION ISTOK IMENI A. I.SHOKINA; a.k.a. AO NPP ISTOK IM. PROIZVODSTVENNOE PREDPRIYATIE ISTOK CORP (a.k.a. [RUSSIA-EO14024]. Registration Number 1135050007400 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024]. Tax ID No. 5050108496 (Russia); Registration Number 1135050007400 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024]. Tax ID No. 782512960173 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SERDYUKOV, Anatoly Eduardovich).

SERDYUKOV, Anatoly Eduardovich (Cyrillic: SERDYUKOV, Anatoly Eduardovich), Moscow, Russia; DOB 08 Jan 1962; POB Krasnodar, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 100088011 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

SERDYUKOV, Sergey Anatolevich (Cyrillic: SERDYUKOV, Сергей Анатольевич) (a.k.a. SERDIUKOV, Sergei), 7 Mokhovaya, St. Saint Petersburg 191028, Russia; DOB 23 Jun 1987; POB Leningrad, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 753062010 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

SERDYUKOV, Sergey Anatolevich (Cyrillic: SERDYUKOV, Сергей Анатольевич) (a.k.a. SERDIUKOV, Sergei), 7 Mokhovaya, St. Saint Petersburg 191028, Russia; DOB 23 Jun 1987; POB Leningrad, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 753062010 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
URAL OPTICAL AND MECHANICAL PLANT (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION URAL OPTICAL AND MECHANICAL PLANT NAMED AFTER E.S. YALAMOV; a.k.a. JSC PA UOMP; a.k.a. URALS OPTICAL MECHANICAL PLANT; a.k.a. "UOMZ"); 33B Vostochnaya St., Ekaterinburg 620100, Russia; Organization Established Date 26 May 2010; Tax ID No. 6672315632 (Russia); Registration Number 1106672007738 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

STRELA PA (a.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMPANY PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION STRELA) (Cyrillic: АО ПРОИЗВОДСТВЕННОЕ ОБЪЕДИНЕНИЕ СТРЕЛА); a.k.a. JSC PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION STRELA; a.k.a. JSC PROIZVODSTVENNOYE OBYEDINENIYE STRELA; a.k.a. JSC PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION "STRELA"); 26, Shevchenko str., Orenburg 460005, Russia; Organization Established Date 27 Dec 2006; Tax ID No. 5609061432 (Russia); Registration Number 1065658011638 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

TSYB, Sergei Anatolyevich (a.k.a. TSYB, Sergey Anatolyevich (Cyrillic: ЦЫБ, Сергей Анатольевич)), Chapaevsky Per 3-902, Moscow 125057, Russia; DOB 29 Apr 1968; Bob Obrinsk, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Male; Passport 120008377 (Russia); Tax ID No. 771479226905 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

VASILEVA, Evgeniya Nikolaevna (Cyrillic: ВАСИЛЕВА, Евгения Николаевна) (a.k.a. VASILEVA, Evgeniya Nikolaevna), 6 Molochnny Lane Apt. 4, Moscow 119034, Russia; DOB 20 Feb 1979; Bob St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Passport 759330304 (Russia); National ID No. 4003281235 (Russia); Tax ID No. 781423329246 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SERDYUKOV, Anatoly Eduardovich).

VASILEVA, Evgeniya Nikolaevna (a.k.a. VASILEVA, Evgeniya Nikolaevna (Cyrillic: ВАСИЛЕВА, Евгения Николаевна)), 6 Molochnny Lane Apt. 4, Moscow 119034, Russia; DOB 20 Feb 1979; Bob St. Petersburg, Russia; nationality Russia; Gender Female; Passport 759330304 (Russia); National ID No. 4003281235 (Russia); Tax ID No. 781423329246 (Russia) (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: SERDYUKOV, Anatoly Eduardovich).

VYOBORNYKH, Maksim Vladimirovich (a.k.a. VYBORNYKH, Максим Владимирович), Russia; DOB 09 May 1979; nationality Russia; Gender Male (individual) [RUSSIA-EO14024].

VYMPEL INTERSTATE COMMERCIAL CORPORATION (a.k.a. JSC MAC VYMPEL; a.k.a. PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY VYMPEL INTERSTATE CORPORATION; a.k.a. VYMPEL MAK PAO DEFENSE CORPORATION; a.k.a. "VIMPEL"), 10, BLD. 1 Geroyev Panfilovtsev, Moscow 125480, Russia; Organization Established Date 29 Sep 1992; Tax ID No. 7714041693 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700341855 (Russia) [RUSSIA-EO14024].
AKTSIONERNY KOMMERCHESKI BANK MOSKVY OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHCHESTVO (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHCHESTVO BM BANK; f.k.a. BANK MOSKVY PAO; f.k.a. BANK OF MOSCOW; a.k.a. BM BANK AO; a.k.a. BM BANK JSC; a.k.a. BM BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK - BANK OF MOSCOW OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. PAO BM BANK), Bld 3 8/15, Rozhdestvenka St., Moscow 107996, Russia; SWIFT/BIC MOSWRUMM; Website www.bm.ru; BIK (RU) 044525219; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; Government Gazette Number 29292940 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700159497 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

BANK MOSKVY PAO (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHCHESTVO BM BANK; f.k.a. AKTSIONERNY KOMMERCHESKI BANK MOSKVY OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHCHESTVO; f.k.a. BANK OF MOSCOW; a.k.a. BM BANK AO; a.k.a. BM BANK JSC; a.k.a. BM BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK - BANK OF MOSCOW OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. PAO BM BANK), Bld 3 8/15, Rozhdestvenka St., Moscow 107996, Russia; SWIFT/BIC MOSWRUMM; Website www.bm.ru; BIK (RU) 044525219; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; Government Gazette Number 29292940 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700159497 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

BANK MOSKVY PAO (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHCHESTVO BM BANK; f.k.a. AKTSIONERNY KOMMERCHESKI BANK MOSKVY OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHCHESTVO; f.k.a. BANK OF MOSCOW; a.k.a. BM BANK AO; a.k.a. BM BANK JSC; a.k.a. BM BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK - BANK OF MOSCOW OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. PAO BM BANK), Bld 3 8/15, Rozhdestvenka St., Moscow 107996, Russia; SWIFT/BIC MOSWRUMM; Website www.bm.ru; BIK (RU) 044525219; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; Government Gazette Number 29292940 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700159497 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

BM BANK JSC (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHCHESTVO BM BANK; f.k.a. AKTSIONERNY KOMMERCHESKI BANK MOSKVY OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHCHESTVO; f.k.a. BANK OF MOSCOW; f.k.a. BANK MOSKVY PAO; f.k.a. BANK OF MOSCOW; a.k.a. BM BANK AO; a.k.a. BM BANK JSC; a.k.a. BM BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK - BANK OF MOSCOW OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. PAO BM BANK), Bld 3 8/15, Rozhdestvenka St., Moscow 107996, Russia; SWIFT/BIC MOSWRUMM; Website www.bm.ru; BIK (RU) 044525219; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; Government Gazette Number 29292940 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700159497 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

BM BANK JSC (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHCHESTVO BM BANK; f.k.a. AKTSIONERNY KOMMERCHESKI BANK MOSKVY OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHCHESTVO; f.k.a. BANK OF MOSCOW; f.k.a. BANK MOSKVY PAO; f.k.a. BANK OF MOSCOW; a.k.a. BM BANK AO; a.k.a. BM BANK JSC; a.k.a. BM BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK - BANK OF MOSCOW OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. PAO BM BANK), Bld 3 8/15, Rozhdestvenka St., Moscow 107996, Russia; SWIFT/BIC MOSWRUMM; Website www.bm.ru; BIK (RU) 044525219; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; Government Gazette Number 29292940 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700159497 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

BM BANK JSC (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHCHESTVO BM BANK; f.k.a. AKTSIONERNY KOMMERCHESKI BANK MOSKVY OTKRYTOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSCHCHESTVO; f.k.a. BANK OF MOSCOW; f.k.a. BANK MOSKVY PAO; f.k.a. BANK OF MOSCOW; a.k.a. BM BANK AO; a.k.a. BM BANK JSC; a.k.a. BM BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK - BANK OF MOSCOW OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. PAO BM BANK), Bld 3 8/15, Rozhdestvenka St., Moscow 107996, Russia; SWIFT/BIC MOSWRUMM; Website www.bm.ru; BIK (RU) 044525219; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; Government Gazette Number 29292940 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700159497 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).
the following link: https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK - BANK OF MOSCOW OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO BM BANK; f.k.a. AKTSIONERNY KOMMERCHESKI BANK BANK MOSKVY OTKRYOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; f.k.a. BANK MOSKVY PAO; f.k.a. BANK OF MOSCOW; a.k.a. BM BANK AO; a.k.a. BM BANK JSC; a.k.a. BM BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; a.k.a. PAO BM BANK), Bld 3 8/15, Rozhdestvenka St., Moscow 107996, Russia; SWIFT/BIC MOSWRUMM; Website www.bm.ru; BIK (RU) 044525219; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; Government Gazette Number 29292940 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700159497 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).

PAO BM BANK (a.k.a. AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVBM BANK; f.k.a. AKTSIONERNY KOMMERCHESKI BANK BANK MOSKVY OTKRYOE AKTSIONERNOE OBSHCHESTVO; f.k.a. BANK MOSKVY PAO; f.k.a. BANK OF MOSCOW; a.k.a. BM BANK AO; a.k.a. BM BANK JSC; a.k.a. BM BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY; f.k.a. JOINT STOCK COMMERCIAL BANK - BANK OF MOSCOW OPEN JOINT STOCK COMPANY), Bld 3 8/15, Rozhdestvenka St., Moscow 107996, Russia; SWIFT/BIC MOSWRUMM; Website www.bm.ru; BIK (RU) 044525219; Executive Order 13662 Directive Determination - Subject to Directive 1; Secondary sanctions risk: Ukraine-/Russia-Related Sanctions Regulations, 31 CFR 589.201 and/or 589.209; Target Type Financial Institution; Government Gazette Number 29292940 (Russia); Registration Number 1027700159497 (Russia); All offices worldwide; for more information on directives, please visit the following link: https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx#directives [UKRAINE-EO13662] [RUSSIA-EO14024] (Linked To: VTB BANK PUBLIC JOINT STOCK COMPANY).